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IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
Pre-sident
('l'ltt .'itltrty tt.t\ oP(nt.l i! 5.lC p. n.)
President. 
- 
Thc sitrrrrg is opcrr.
1. Restnption of the rer-.r'iol
President. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament adjourned on l5 lr{arch 1979.
2. Tribute to Jean frIonnet
President. 
- 
On l5 March 1979 one of the spiritual
fathers of Europe, Jean Monnet, passed away. In this
House, honourable colleagues, ladies and gentlemen,
lct us give our heart-felt tribute to the memory of one
of the most illustrious Europeans whose character and
whose work so profoundly marked the birth and deve-
lopment of the European Community.
A valiant defender of the principles of freedom and
democracy, he put himself at the service of his
country and its allies during the first and second
world wars in the fight against dictatorship. After the
second world war he dedicated all his energies to the
unification of Europe, conscious of the need to
remove all the old differences, particularly between
France and Germany, to build a Community based on
the common inheritance of all its peoples : the
freedom and democracy of our continent.
Together with the other founding fathers he was a tire-
less inspiration for the creation of the first European
Community, the Iron and Steel Community. Having
served as the first president of the High Authoriry of
the Iron and Steel Community, Jean Monnet untir-
ingly laid the foundations which led to the signing of
the Treaties of Rome. Creator of the Committee for
the United States of Europe on to which he brought
important personalities from politics and the trade
unions, he never ceased to strive for the triumph of a
united Europe. A constant champion of the view that
the construction of Europe would have to be based on
a strong popular assembly, Jean Monnet saw in the
direct election of the European Parliament one of the
indispensable goals for relaunching of Europe. 'IU7e
are not forming an alliance of States, we are uniting
peoples' was what this man of calm, staunch and deter-
mined faith who was rightly awarded the title of the
first citizen of Europe used to say. He has left us
before seeing this grand design of the direct election
by universal suffrage of our Parliament put into effect,
in whose destiny for the future of Europe he believed.
All those gathered here today, whose task it is to
labour for the ideals which were his own, have this
message from Jean Monnet : 'l have never doubted
the road which has to be chosen, but the length of the
journey is uncertain. The building of Europe, like all
peaceful revolutions, takes time.'
I invite you to observe a moment's silence.
(fbe Hotte, standing, obsen'ed one ninute'.t .tilence.)
3. Tributc
President. 
- 
On l8 April Mr Brosnan, a member of
the European Parliament since 1977, passed away.
Mr Brosnan had been a member of the Irish Parlia-
ment since 1959 and, belonged to the Fianna Fail
Party.
A member of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats, Mr Brosnan participated actively in the
work of the Legal Affairs Committee, the Committee
on Regional Policy and the Consultative Assembly of
the ACP-EEC Convention.
I invite you to observe a few moments' silence in
memory of our late colleague.
(Tbe House, standing, obserc'ed one ntinute\ silence)
4. llfernbersbip of contmittees
President. 
- 
I have received from the Christian-
Democratic Group (EPP) a request for the appoint-
ment of Mr Andr6 Fosset to the Political Affairs
Committee and the Committee on Regional Policy,
Regional Planning and Transport.
I have also received a request from the European
Conservative Group for the appointment of Lord
Bethell to the Political Affairs Committee to replace
Lord Reay.
As there are no ob.iections, the appointment is ratified.
5. Petitions
President. 
- 
I have received from Miss Eva Haschek
a petition on non-uniform interpretation by the
Member States of EEC Regulation 1408i71.
This petition has been entered under No ll79 in the
register provided for in Rule a8 (2) of the Rules of
Procedure and, pursuant to paragraph 3 of that same
rule, referred to the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions.
At its meeting of I March 1979, the Committee on
the Rules of Procedure and Petitions considered peti-
tions Nos. 15177, 20177, 21177, 1178, t0/78, 16178,
2U78, 23178, 24t78, 2s178, 26178, 27178, 28/78 and
29178.
Petition No l5/77 has, further to the opinion of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, been forwarded to the Commis-
sion.
Petition No 20/77 has been filed without further
action.
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Further to the opinion of the Legal Affairs
Committee, Petition No 21 177 has been filed without
further action.
Petition No l/78 has been forwarded to the Commis-
sion.
Petition No. l0/78 has been filed without further
action.
Further to the opinion of the Committee on the Envi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection,
Petition No l6178 has been forwarded to the Commis-
sion.
Petition No. 2ll78 has been referred to the Political
Affairs Committee and to the Committee on Regional
Policy, Regional Planning and Transport for their
opinions.
Petition No 23178 has been referred to the Political
Affairs Committee as the committee responsible.
Petition No 24178 has been referred to the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection for its opinion.
Petition No 25178 has been referred to the Legal
Affairs Committee for its opinion.
Petition No 26178 has been referred to the Political
Affairs Conrmittee as the committee responsible.
Petition No 27178 has been referred to the Political
Affairs Committee as the committee responsible.
Petition No 28/78 has been filed without further
action.
Petition No 29/78 has been referred to the
Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport for its opinion.
At its meeting of 20-21 March 1979, the Committee
on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions examined
petitions Nos 16/77, 17177, 18177, 12178, 13178,
l4/78, 15178 and 22178.
Petition No 16177 has been fonwarded to the Commis-
sion together with the opinion of the Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion.
Petition No 17177 has been forwarded to the Commis-
sion.
Petition No l8/77 has been forwarded to the Comrnis-
sion.
Petition No l2178 has been filed without further
action.
Petition No l3/78 has been forwarded to the Conrmis-
sion as requested by the Committee on Social Affairs,
Employment and Education.
Petition No l4178 has been forwarded to the Commis-
sion.
Petition No 15/78 has been filed without further
action.
Petition No 22178, which has been declared inadmiss-
ible, has been filed without further action.
6. Doatntntt rcccirud
President. 
- 
Since the adjournment of the session, I
have receivecl:
(a) from the Council, requests for an opinion on :
- 
the proposal from the Commissron of the European
Communrtres to the Council for a directive relatrng
to the approximation of the laws, regulations and
administrative provrsions of the Member States
concerning consumer credit (Doc. l0/79)
which has been referred to the Legal Affairs
Committee as the committee responsible and to
the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection for its opinion ;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communrties to the Council for a second five-year
programme (1980-1984) on radioactive waste manage-
ment and storage (Doc. I l/79)
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Energy and the Committee on
Budgets for their opinions;
- 
the proposal from the Commrssion of the European
Communities to the Council for a decrsion adopting
a research and development progranrme for the Euro-
pearr Atomic Energy Communrty on the plutonium
cycle and its safety (1980-1984) 
- 
(Doc. 12179)
which has been referred to the Committee on
Energy and Research as the committee responsible
and to the Committee on Budgets for its opinion ;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a directive on the
protection of workers from harmful exposure to
chcmical, physical and biological agents at work
(Doc. I J/79)
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion ;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulatron
opening, allocating and providing for the admrnistra-
tion of a Community tarrf f quota for f resh table
grapes falling within subheadrng ex 08.04 A I (a) and
(b) of the Common Customs Tariff, originating in
Cyprus (Doc. l4179)
which has been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations as the committee
responsible and to the Committee on Agriculture
for its opinion ;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a new directive on
the approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to units of measurement and repealing Direc-
tive 7l/354/EEC (Doc. l5/79)
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which has been referred to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs ;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a directive supple-
menting the Annex to Directive 76l769lEEC on the
approximation of the laws, regulations and adminis-
trative provisions of the Member States relating to
restrictions on the marketing and use of certain
dangerous substances and preparations (Doc. I 6/79)
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation
amending Regulation (EEC) No lllllTT laying
down common provisions for isoglucose (Doc.
t7 /7e)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agri-
culture as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Budgets for its opinion ;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a decision applying
Decision 781870/EEC of 15 October 1978 empow-
ering the Commission to contract loans for the
purpose of promoting investnrent within the Commu-
nity (Doc. 20179)
which has been referred to the Committee on
Budgets as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
and the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional
Planning and Transport for their opinions ;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a decision on
setting up a second iornt programme of exchanges of
young workers within the Community (Doc. 21179)
which has been referred to the Committee on
Social Affairs, Employment and Education as the
committee responsible and to the Committee on
Budgets for its opinion ;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation laying
down special measures in the raw tobacco sector in
respect of the Perustitza and Erzegovina varieties
(Doc. 22/781
which has been referred to the committee on Agri-
culture as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Budgets for its opinion ;
._ the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for :
I.r rcgulatron .rllocitrng c.rtch (luot.rs l)ctwccn
Irlernbcr St.rtcs tor lt'rscls hshrrrg rrr Farocsc
w.rtcrs
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cLolrol'nl( zorrc oi Norw,rv
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Irlcnrbcr St.rtcs tor rcsscls iishrrrg rn Swcrlrslr
u.lt(ts
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1979
(Doc. 26/7e)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agri-
culture :
- 
the proposal fronr the Commission of the Etrropean
Communities to the Councll concerning a new multi-
annual programme of the Joint Research Cerrtrc
le80/1983 (Doc.27179\
which has been referred to the Committee on
Energy and Research as the committee responsible
and to the Committee on Budgets and the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection for their opinions ;
- 
the proposals from the Comnrission of the Europcan
Communities to the Council concerning food aid
regulations for 1979 (Doc. 28179)
which has been referred to the Committee on
Development and Cooperation as the committee
responsible and to the Committee on Agriculture
and the Committee on Budgets for their opinions ;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation on the
measures to be taken in the event of irregularities
affecting the own resources referred to in the deci-
sion of 2l April 1970 and the organization of an
informatiorr system for the Commission in this field
(Doc. 38/79)
which has been referred to the Committee on
Budgets ;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation setting
up a Communiry system of reliefs from customs duty
(Doc. 39179)
which has been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations as the committee
responsible and to the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs for its opinion ;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation
opening, allocating and providing for the administra-
tion of Community tariff quotas for certain wines
having a registered designation of origin, falling
within subheading ex 22.05 C of the Common
Customs Tariff, originating in Algeria (1979180) 
-(Doc.4tl79)
which has been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations as the committee
responsible and to the Committee on Agriculture
and the Committee on Development and Coopera-
tion for their opinions ;
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- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation on
investment aid at the marketing and processrng
stage of milk products (Doc. 46179)
which had been referred to the Committee on
Agriculture
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council on policy with regard
to agricultural structures (Doc. a7179)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agri-
culture as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Sudgets and the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport
for their opinions ;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for
I a rcgulatrorr anrcndrng Regulatrorr (EEC) No
l4lll176 on tlre conrnron organization of the
nrarkct in ricc
Il a rcgulatron anrcnding Rcgulotron (EEC) No
2727175 on thc conlllrolr orgalrzatrort o[ thc
nrarkct irr ccrcals
(Doc. a8179)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agri-
culture as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Budgets for its opinion;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a directive
amending for the second time the Annex to Direc-
tive 76l769lEEC on the approximation of the laws,
regulations and administrative provisions of the
Member States relating to restrictions on the
marketing and use of certain dangerous substances
and preparations (Doc. 49179)
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion as the committee responsible and to the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs for
its opinion;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a directive esta-
blishing safery measures against the conjectural risks
associated with recombinant DNA work (Doc. 55/79)
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Councrl for a directive
prolonging, in respect of brucellosis, tuberculosis and
swine fever, certain derogations granted to Denmark.
Ireland and the United Kingdom (Doc. 68179)
which has been referred to the Committee on Agri-
culture ;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council for a decision
adopting a five-year research and training
programme (1980-1984) of the European Atomrc
Energy Community in the field of biology 
- 
Healrh
Protection (Radration Protection Programme) 
-(Doc. 88179)
which has been referred to the Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection as the committee respon-
sible and to the Committee on Energy and
Research and the Committee on Budgets for
their opinions ;
- 
the proposal from the Commissron of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation
amending Regulation (EEC) No 25lll69 laying
down special measures for improving the production
and marketing of Communrty citrus fruit (Doc.
e317e)
which has been referred to the Committee on
Budgets for its opinion ;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation
anrending Regulation (EEC) No 471176 as rcgards
the period of suspension of the application of the
condition on prices governing the importation into
the Community of fresh lemons origrnating in
certain Mediterranean countries (Doc. 94179)
which has been referred to the Committee on
External Economic Relations as the contmittee
responsible and to the Committee on Agriculture
and the Committee on Budgets for their opinions;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a decision adopting
a second multiannual research and development
programme Ior the European Community in the
field of textile and clothing (indirect action) (Doc.
t 10179)
which has been referred to the Committee on
Energy and Research as the committee responsible
and to the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs and the Committee on Budgets for their
opinions ;
(b) from the Parliamentary Committees, the following
reports :
- 
report by M[ Brown, on behalf of the Commrttee on
Energy and Research, on the need for Community
action to promote the exploitation of w.ind, wave and
tidal energy for electricity production (Doc. 19/79);
- 
report by Mr Brown, on behalf of the Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
173178) tor a specific drrective on the overall migra-
tion limit for the constituents of plastic and articles
intended to come lnto contact with foodstuffs (Doc.
2317e);
- 
report by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, on behalf of the
Committee on the Environmcnt, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, on organ banks (Doc. 24179);
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- 
report by Mr !7awrzik, on behalf of the Committee
on Socral Affairs, Employment and Education on the
Second European Budget (197611980) (Doc. 251791;
- 
report by Sir Derek Valker-Smith, on behalf of the
Legal Affairs Committee, on the appointment of a
Communiry Ombudsman by the European Parlia-
ment (Doc. 29179),
- 
report by Mr Nyborg, on behalf of the Committee on
Economrc and Monetary Affairs, on the proposal
fronr the Commission of the European Communities
to the Council (Doc. 520/78) for a directrve on the
approximation of the laws, regulations and adminis-
trative provrsions of the Member States relating to
construction products (Doc. 30/79) ;
- 
report by Mr Albers, on behalf of the Commrttee on
Social Affairs, Employment and Education, on the
conclusions to be drawn from the Tripartite Confer-
ence of 9 November 1978 (Doc. 31179);
- 
report without debate by Mr Ney, on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture, on the proposal from the
Commission of the European Communrties to the
Council (Doc. 6321781 for a decision on financial
contnbution to the campaign against foot-and-mouth
disease in South-East Europe (Doc. 32179);
- 
report by Mr Ney, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
577178) for a regulation introducing Communrty
measures for the prevention of classical swine fever
(Doc. 33/79);
- 
report without debate by Mr Ney, on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture, on the proposal from the
Commission of the European Communities to the
Cotrncrl (Doc. 623178) for a decision on a financial
contribution from the Comrnunity to Spain for the
eradication of Af rican swine fever in Spain (Doc.
3al7e);
- 
report by Mr Lemp, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
680178) for a regulation on rhe conclusion ol an
agreement on fisheries between the Government of
Canada and the European Economic Community
(Doc. J.5/7e) ;
- 
report by Lord Kennet, on behalf of the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
8/78) tor a Directive relatrng to rhe approximation of
the laws, regulatrons and administrative provisions of
the Member States concerning misleading and unfair
advertrsing (Doc. 36179);
- 
report by Mr Cointat, cn behalf of th: Committee on
Budgets, on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
276/78) for a regulatron amending the Staff Regula-
tions of Officials and Conditions of Employment of
Other Servants of the European Communities and
establishing an Administrative Tribunal of the Euro-
pean Communities (Doc. 37179);
- 
report by Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, on behalf of
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection, on the proposal from the
Commission of the European Communities to the
Council (Doc. J9l/78) for a decision introducing a
Community system of information on accidents in
which products are involved, outside the spheres of
occupational activities and road traffic (Doc. 40179);
- 
report by Mr Pintat, on hehalf of the Political Affairs
Conrmittee, on the prospects of enlargement of the
Community
Part two 
- 
Sectoral aspects
(Doc. 42179);
- 
report by Mr Sandri, on behalf of the Committee on
Development and Cooperation, on the proposal from
the Commission of the European Communities to
the Council (Doc. a3l78) for a regulation relating to
the creation of a European Agency for Cooperation
(EAC) (Doc. a4l7e);
- 
report by Mr Spinelli, on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets, on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
20179) for a decision applying Decision 78/8701EEC
of l5 October 1978 empowering the Commission to
contract loans for the purpose of promoting invest-
ment within the Communiry (Doc- 45179);
- 
report by Mr Jung, on behalf of the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport,
on the proposal from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council (Doc. 628178) for
a directive on own-account carriage of goods by road
bctween Member States (Doc. 50179);
- 
report by Mr Jung, on behalf of the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport,
on the EEC's relations with the Comecon countries
in the field of maritime shipping (Doc.5l/79) ;
- 
report by Mr Nyborg, on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs on the proposals
from the Commission of the European Communities
to the Council for
I 
- 
a directive on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to safety requirements for
tower cranes for building work (Doc. 548178)
II 
- 
a directive on the approxlmation of the laws of
the Member States relating to the operating space,
access to the driving position (enrry and exit facili-
ties), and to the doors and windows of wheeled
agricultural or forestry tractors (Doc. 549178)
III 
- 
a directive amending Directive 74/5l0lEEC on
the approximation ol the laws of the Member
States relating to the type-approval of wheeled
agricultural or forestry tractors (Doc. 550/78)
IV 
- 
a directive on rhe approximation of the laws of
the Member States relating to noise emitted by
lawn nrowers (Doc. 562178)
V 
- 
a directive on the approximation of the laws of
the Member States relating to certain types of
simple pressure vessels (Doc. 553/78)
- 
report by Mr Sandri, on behalf of the Committee on
External Economic Relations on the renewal of the
trade agreement with Uruguay (Doc. 75/79);
- 
report by Mr Baas, on behalf of the Committee on
External Economic Relations, on trade and economic
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relations between the EEC and ASEAN (Doc.
77179\;
- 
report by Lord Bethell, on behalf of the Committee
on Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
619l78l for a directive amending the directives laying
down the revised basic safety standards for the health
protection of the general public and workers against
the dangers of ionizing radiation (Doc.78179);
- 
report by Mr Hansen, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
639178, for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC)
No 974171 with regard to the calculation of mone-
tary compensatory amounts in the wine sector (Doc.
7e/7e);
- 
report by Mr Scelba, on behalf of the Political Affairs
Committee, on the accession of the European
Community to the European Convention on human
rights (Doc. 80179);
- 
report by Mr Blumenfeld, on behalf of the Political
Affairs Committee, on the signing of the peace treaty
between Egypt and Israel and Community contribu-
tion to a general peace settlement (Doc.82179);
- 
report by Mr Lamberts, on behalf of the Committee
on Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
624178) for a directive on the approximation of the
laws of the Member States relating to edible caseins
and caseinates (Doc. 83/79);
- 
report by Mr Notenboom, on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets, on the proposal from the
Commission of the European Communities to the
Council (Doc. 633178) for a regulation on interest
rebates lor certain loans with a structural obiective
(Doc. 84179);
- 
report by Mr Bregegire, on behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture, on the proposal from the Commis-
sion of the European Communities to the Council
(Doc. 22179) for a regulation laying down special
measures in the raw tobacco sector in respect of the
Perustitza and Erzegovina varieties (Doc. 85/79);
- 
report by Mr Lanrberts, on behalf of the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communitres to the Council (Doc.
638/78) for a Directive amending, in respect of
chilling, Directive TllllSlEEC on health problems
affecting trade in fesh poultrymeat (Doc. 86179);
- 
report by Mr Pisoni, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on a proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Councrl (Doc.
646178) for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC)
816/70 laying down additional provisions for the
common organization of the market in wine and
Regulation (EEC) No 817170 laying down special
provisions relating to quality wines produced in speci-
fied regrons (Doc. 87179);
- 
report by Mr Nod, on behalf of the Committee on
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion, on a proposal from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Councrl (Doc. 681/78) for
a decision adopting a concerted action proiect of the
European Economic Community on the effect of
thermal processing and distribution on the quality
and nutritive value of Food (Doc. ll9l79\;
- 
report by Mr Bertrand, on behalf of the Social Affairs,
Employment and Education Committee, on the
results obtained to date by, and the future work of,
the European Centre for the development of voca-
tional training in Berlin (Doc.90179);
- 
report by Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, on behalf of
the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and
Education, on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
21179) Ior a Decision on setting up a second joint
programme of exchanges of young workers within
the Communiry (Doc. 91179) ;
- 
report by Mr Albertini, on behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture, on the communication from the
Commission of the European Communities to the
Council concerning forestry policy in the European
Community (Doc. 92179) ;
- 
report by Mr Flamig, on behalf of the Committee'on
Energy and Research, on the energy situation in the
Community (Doc. 96179) ;
- 
report by Mrs Dunwoody, on behalf of the
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and
Education, on equal pay for men and women rn the
Member States of the Communiry (Doc.98179);
- 
By Mr Bayerl, on behalf of the Legal Aflarrs
Committee, on the prorection of the rights of the
individual in the face of technical developments in
data processing (Doc. 100/79);
- 
report by Mr Kavanagh, on behalf of the Social
Affairs, Employment and Education Committee, on
the coordination of the activities of fisheries auxiliary
vessels at Community level (Doc. l0ll79);
- 
Interim report by Mr Cointat, on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets, on the administrative expen-
diture of the European Parliament during the period
of I January to 3l December 1978 (1978 financial
Year) (Doc. 102/79);
- 
re port by Mr Nyborg, on behalf of the Conrmittee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, on the proposals
from the Commission o{ the European Communities
to the Council for :
I a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 222177
on Community transit (Doc. 5.51/78)
II a regulation defining the conditions under which a
person may be permitted to nrake a custonts declara-
tron (Doc. l0.l/79)
- 
rcport by Mr Hughes, on bchalf of tltc Contn.rittee orr
Agrrculturc, on the proposal fron.r the Conrnrissron to
thc Council (Doc. .510/7tl) for a directrvt anrcrrding
Drrective 641432|EEC rn rcspect of enzootic leucosrs
.rmong cattlc (Doc. 10.5/79) ;
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- 
report by Mr Nyborg, on behalf of rhe Committee on
Development and Cooperation, on the proposals
from the Commission of the European Communities
to the Council on development cooperation and the
observance of certain lnternational standards
governing working conditions (Doc. llll79);
(c) the following oral questions with debate :
- 
by Mr Zagari, Mr Power, Mr Jahn, Mr Brown, Mr
Baas, Mr Scott-Hopkins, Mr Leonardi, Mr Haase, Mrs
lValz and Mr Ripamonti, to the Commission, on the
state of relations between the Community and the
United States of America (Doc. 56179);
- 
by Mr Zagari, Mr Power, Mr Jahn, Mr Brown, Mr
Baas, Mr Scott-Hopkins, Mr Leonardi, Mr Haase, Mrs
lValz and Mr Ripamonti, to the Council, on the state
of relations between the Community and the United
States of America (Doc. 57179);
- 
by Mr Zagari, Mr Power, Mr Jahn, Mr Brown, Mr
Baas, Mr Scott-Hopkins, Mr Leonardi, Mr Haase, Mrs
'Walz and Mr Ripamonti, to the Foreign Ministers
meeting in political cooperation, on the state of rela-
tions befween the Community and the United States
of America (Doc. 58/79);
- 
by Mr Bangemann, Mr Cifarelli, Mr Damseaux, Mr
Johnston and Mr Jung, to the Commission, on the
reserve for the non-quota section of the Regional
Fund (Doc. 59/79);
- 
by Mr Schreiber, Mr Kavanagh, Mr Albers, Mr Hoff-
mann, Mr Holst and Mr Seefeld, to the Commrssion,
on youth policy in the Communiry (Doc. 60179);
- 
by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, Mr lV. Mtiller, Mr Alello, Mr
Bregegdre, Mr Didier and Mr Brown, to the Council,
on Communrty action in favour of consumers (Doc.
6t l7e);
- 
by Mr Klepsch, on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group, (EPP) to the Commission, on
restructuflng in industry (Doc. 62179):
- 
by Mr Klepsch, on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group (EPP), to the Council, on restruc-
turing in industry (Doc. 63179);
- 
by Mr Pintat, on behalf of the Lrberal and Democ-
ratic Group, to the Commission, on actions under-
taken by the Commission in the iron and steel sector
in the last two years and future prospects (Doc.
6a/7e);
- 
by the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs, to the Commission, on Community supplies
of raw materials (Doc. ll2l79);
(d) the following oral question without debate :
- 
by the Committee on Development and Coopera-
tion, to the Commission, on the Fifth United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD) Manila 
- 
May 1979) (Doc. 65179);
(e) for Question Time on 25 and 26 April 1979,
pursuant to Rule 474 oI the Rules of Procedure
(Doc. 52179)
- 
oral questions by Sir Geoffrey de Freitas, Mr Stetter,
Mr Ellis, Mr Seefeld, Mr Dewulf, Mr Inchauspe, Mr
Bordu, Mr L'Estrange, Mr Dondelinger, Mr Kava-
nagh, Mr Ryan, Sir Derek \Talker-Smith, Sir Geoffrey
de Freitas, Mr Spicer, Mr Power, Mr Fitch, Mr
Seefeld, Mr Fellermaier, Mr V. Muller, Mrs Krouwel-
Vlam, Mr Radoux, Mr De Clercq, Mr Dewulf, Mr
Nolan, Mr Power, Lord Bethell, Mr Brown, Mr
Pisoni, Mr Noi, Mr Dalyell, Sir Geoffrey de Frertas,
Mr Yeats, Mr van Aerssen, Lord St. Oswald, Mr
Lagorce, Mr Dondelinger, Mr McDonald, Mr Bettiza,
Mr Osborn, Mr Kavanagh, Mr Nyborg, Mr Chris-
tensen, Mr Ryan and Mrs Dunwoody ;
(Q from the Commission:
- 
22 fuIartb 1979
- 
a request for an opinion on the proposal for a
transfer of appropriations between chapters
within Section III 
- 
Commission 
- 
ot the
general budget of the European Conrnrunitrcs for
the financial year 1979 (Doc. ltl/79)
which had been referred to the Committee on
budgets.
Since the proposed transfer concerned expenditure
not necessarily resulting from the Treaties, I have
consulted the Council on behalf of Parliament in
accordance with the provisions of the Financial Regu-
lation;
- 
t0 April 1979
-a request for an oprnion on the proposal for atransfer of appropriations between chaptcrs
within Section III 
- 
Commission 
- 
of thc
general budget of the European Communities for
the financial yeat 1979 (Doc. 66/79)
which has been referred to the Committee on
Budgets.
(g) from the Council:
- 
draft amending and supplementary budget No I of
the European Communitres for the financial year
te79 (Doc. 67/79)
which has been referred to the Committee on
Budgets ;
(h) the following motions for resolutions:
- 
by Mr Hamilton, pursuanr to Rule 2.5 of the Rules of
Procedure, on a single seat for the executive and parlr-
amentary institutions of the Comnrurnty (Doc. 4179)
which has been referred to the Political Affairs
Committee;
- 
by Mrs lValz and Mr Fldmrg, on behalf of the
Committee on Energy and Research, on the accident
at the Three Mile Island nuclear power station (Doc.
st /7e);
(i) from the EEC-Turkey Joint Parliamentary
Committee a recommendation adopted in Ankara
on l0 April 1979 (Doc. 97179).
7. Texts of treaties foruarded b.y tbc Council
President. 
- 
I have received from the Council certi-
fied true copies of the following documents:
- 
agreement in the form of an exchange of lctters
relating to Artrcle 9 of Protocol No I to the agreement
between the European Economic Community and the
State of Israel and concerning the importation into the
Communiry of preserved fruit salads originating in lsrael
(te7e);
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- 
memorandum of understanding for the implementa-
tion of a European research project on Benthic
coastal ecology (Cost Project 47);
- 
act of notificatron of the approval by the Communiry
of the Financral Protocol between the European
Economic Community and Turkey ;
These documents have been deposited in the archives
of the European Parlament,
8. Referral to cornmittee
President. 
- 
At my request and pursuant to Rule 38
(3) of the Rules of Procedure the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs has been authorized
to draw up an opinion on the medium and long-term
implications of the regional policy of the European
Monetary System and progress towards Economic and
Monetary Union, on which the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport has
been authorized to draw up a report.
Moreover, pursuant to Rule 38 (3) of the Rules of
Procedure the Committee on Social Affairs, Employ-
ment and Education has been authorized to draw up
an opinion on the question of development coopera-
tion and compliance with certain international stand-
ards on working conditions, on which the Committee
on Development and Cooperation has been autho-
rized to draw up a report.
9. Slrtltrttrttt ltl lltt Prt'-'itlt.nl contcrttin!
,nolto,t lot ,t rttrtltrliott l)ttt.62(r/7ll
President. 
- 
The chairman of the Committee on
External Economic Relations has given notice that his
committee considered that it was no longer under any
obligation to draw up a report on the motion for a
resolution on relations between the People's Republic
of China and the European Communiry (Doc.626178)
which had been referred to it during the sitting of l5
February 1979, since a practically identical resolution
has been adopted during the sitting of l5 March 1979
(Doc. 6179).
However, pursuant to paragraph 9 of that resolution,
the Committee on External Economic Relations is
still requested to draw up an annual report on this
subject.
10. Urgent procedure
President. 
- 
pus5uzn1 to Rule 14 of the Rules of
Procedure I have received requests for urgent Debate
on the following :
- 
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Fellermaier and
Mr Pisani, on behalf of the Socialist Group, on the
review of the common agrtcultural policy (Doc.
4317e)
- 
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Hughes, on
behalf of the Committee on Agricultttre, on the
urgent need for eradication measures to control
nervous drseases in pigs (Doc. 76179)
- 
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Fellermaier oIl
behalf of the Socialist Group on strengthening parlia-
mentary democracy at European Comnlunity level
(Doc. e5179)
- 
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Klepsch, Mr
Bersani, Mr Deschamps and Mr Vergeer on behalf of
the Christran-Democratic Group (EPP Group) on the
need to provide humanitarran aid for the peoplc of
Uganda (Doc. 108/79)
- 
motion for a resolutron tabled by Mr Ansquer on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Democ-
rats on Communiry supplies of raw materials (Doc.
toe178)
- 
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Pintat on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group on the conclu-
sion of the Geneva negotrations on the Tokyo Round
(Doc. tt4179)
- 
oral question with debate, tabled by the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs, to the Commis-
sion, on Community supplies of raw matc'rtals (Doc.
t 12179).
The reasons supporting these requests for urgent
debate are contained in the documents in question.
Pursuant to Rule 14 (l), second paragraph, of the
Rules of Procedure the vote on these requests will
take place at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
The oral question by the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs and the motion for a resolution
by the Group of European Progressive Democrats are
concerned with the same topic.
ll. lYelconte
President. 
- 
I have great pleasure in greeting a dele-
gation from the Australian Parliament, led by Dr
Edwards, who have taken their seats in the official
gallery.
'We welcome this visit and hope that the contacts esta-
blished during this part-session will help to promote
closer cooperation between our respective parliaments
in the future.
(Applause)
12. Proaisional ltrelinrinary draft estintates
of Parliament
President. 
- 
At its meeting of 5 April 1979 the
Bureau established, on the basis of a report drawn up
by the Secretary-General, the provisional preliminary
draft estimates of Parliament for the 1980 financial
year which, pursuant to Rule 50 (1) of the Rules of
Procedure, has been referred to the Committee on
Budgets as the committee responsible.
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13. Order o.f busine-ts
President. 
- 
The next item is the order of business.
At its meeting ol 4 April 1979 the enlarged Bureau
adopted the draft agenda, which has been distributed.
I call Lord Bruce on a point of order.
Lord Bruce ot Donington. 
- 
Mr President, I rise
to ask your ruling on a question of parliamentary privi-
lege, and I do this before you proceed to discuss the
implications of Rule 28, where, as you will observe,
the Bureau has made a certain time allocation for the
discussion of reports. Mr President, on referring to the
agenda for Tuesday morning you will find that a
report by Mr Bangemann on behalf of the Committee
on Budgets on the draft amending and supplementary
budget No I of the European Communities for the
1979 f.inancial year established by the Council is due
for discussion under ltem 39. Mr President, the ruling
I have to ask of you 
- 
and it is a very serious matter
indeed 
- 
is whether Parliament has before it, or ever
had before it since the Council meeting to 22 March a
draft amending and supplementary budget, because if
Parliament has not received through the usual chan-
nels an official draft amending and supplementary
budget No I for 1979 there is clearly no point in
having the item on the agenda at all. I would draw
your attention to the fact that the usual way esta-
blished over the past twenty years for the Council to
acquaint Parliament with a draft supplementary
budget is to forward it to the President, as indeed it
did on the l0 February 1978 when it addressed a
letter to you, saying: 'Sir, under separate cover and in
the six languages I am sending you the draft
amending budget No I of the European Communities
for the financial year 1978 which the Council laid
down on the l0 February 1978. The letter was, of
course, signed on behalf of the Secretary-General and
forwarded to Parliament in the normal way and Parlia-
ment dealt with it in the normal way.
Now, on examining Document No 67/79 which is
described on the cover as a draft amending and supple-
mentary budget No l, we find that it is nothing of the
kind. It has been transmitted to Parliament, not
through the usual offices of the Secretary-General but
under the hand of the President-in-Office and
comprises not a draft amending and supplementary
budget for 1979, but what is described by the Presi-
dent-in-Office as a document which refers to another
document. Nowhere in the documents addressed to
Parliament is it described as a draft amending and
supplementary budget for 1979.
Mr President, in the event of your deciding that it is
in order for Parliament to discuss a non-existent draft
amending and supplementary budget, I shall reserve
my position so that in the debate that takes place on
this fictitious document I shall expose the squalid
manoeuvre that lies behind it. But I would ask you to
Rule that at present Parliament does not have beforeit an official draft amending and supplementary
budget, officially transmitted to it as such by the
Council and therefore cannot discuss it.
Mr President, I hope that as the custodian of Parlia-
ment's rights 
- 
and these are very important and will
become more important as the years pass 
- 
you will
so rule, because sometimes a compromise manoeuvre
by the Council to save face is answered on parlia-
ment's part by a manoeuvre to save Parliament's face.I hope in this case this will not apply, and that you
will rule that Parliament does not have before it a
draft amending and supplementary budget for 1979. t
am confirmed in my views by observing that the
Council has made a practice of introducing its own
draft supplementary and amending budget when it is
present in the House on l7ednesdays. I observe that
the debate is scheduled for Tuesday, and if, despite
what I have said, it is ruled that this debate can take
place I devoutly hope that the President-in-Office will
be here so that this squalid manoeuvre can be exposed
in his presence.
President. 
- 
On examining these documents the
Committee on Budgets requested clarification. I
forwarded this request to the Council and received the
following telgram from the Council Secretary-Gen-
eral :
In reply to your letter of 4 April 1979 I have the honour
of confirming the statements and proposals made by the
President of the Council to the European parliament's
delegations at the meeting of 6 March 1979. rVith a view
to complying strictly with the provisions of the Treary
and the Financial Regulation the Council considers that
the budgetary documents covered by the Councrl deci-
sion of 22 March 1979 on the basis of the document
presented by the Commission to the budgetary authority
on 2l February 1979 and forwarded to Parliament on 29
March should be dealt with according to thc budgetary
procedure rules set out in these texts.
I would add that, as Lord Bruce pointed out in his
speech, the agenda for the sitting of Tuesday, 24 April
1979 provides for a debate on draft supplementary
and amending budget No I of the European Commu-
nity for 1979, established by the Council.
Our position on these documents is quite precise and
perfectly clear, and I feel that the Council also shares
our views. In any event, if the Council wishes to make
any comment, it will have the opportunity of so doing
during the debate on the draft supplementary anA
amending budget.
Lord Bruce. 
- 
U, p..riaent, I am very grateful for
your ruling that the document before us which the
President-in-Office has studiously refrained from
describing as a supplementary and amending budget,
is in fact a draft supplementary and amending budget.
l,i
(k
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I accept your ruling, Mr President, and in those
circumstances I give notice that I shall, if the debate
takes place, expose this squalid manoeuvre for what it
is.
President. 
- 
Lord Bruce, I believe that, as he is a
man of culture and learning in addition to being a
politician, the President-in-Office of the Council
prefers descriptions to legal definitions. It is for us, as
legislators, to provide the definitions and, in the last
analysis, it is our definitions that count.
(La ugbter)
I call Lord Reay.
Lord Reay. 
- 
Mr President, I wish to raise a matter
regarding an item on the agenda. In the absence of
the chairman of the Committee on Development and
Cooperation, I have been asked on behalf of the
committee to raise a matter concerning Item No 59
on the agenda, which is due to be taken on Thursday
morning.
You were sent a letter by Miss Flescl'r, the chairman of
the Committee on Development and Cooperation,
requesting that the question concerned, relating to
UNCTAD, should be taken as an oral question with
debate during this part-session, whereas it is down as
an oral question without debate. I wonder why it was
decided that no debate should be allowed on this
matter, since this certainly was not the wish of the
committee as a whole. I would ask you to reconsider
this decision so that, if possible, those members of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation who
wish to take part in a debate on this matter are given
an opportunity to do so. I therefore request that this
be taken as an oral question with debate rather than a
question without debate.
President. 
- 
Lord Reay, this point was considered at
the meeting of the enlarged Bureau held in Rome on
4 April, where it was decided that every effort should
be made to consider as many questions as possible
during this sitting 
- 
which is the second-last before
direct elections 
- 
and a request was made to reduce
the length of the debates and, in particular, to take
questions without debate. On the request of authorita-
tive members of the Bureau we decided that this ques-
tion could be taken without debate.
If you wish to submit your motion to the House, I
shall put it to a vote after calling on one Member to
speak in favour and one against.
Lord Reay. 
- 
Mr President, I think it would be the
view of the Committee on Development and Coopera-
tion that an opportunity should be given for a debate
to take place on this matter and I must therefore ask
you to put the matter to the House.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sp6nale.
Mr Sp6nale. 
- 
(F)Mr President, I was at the Bureau
meeting when the suggestion was made to take this as
an oral question without debate 
- 
it is, after all,
always up to the committee to request a debate if it
wants it.
I would appeal to Lord Reay to show a measure of
understanding. In fact, this was not the only question
for which a debate was requested that the Bureau
decided to enter on the agenda as an oral question
without debate. If for every question down on the
agenda without debate everyone was to demand that a
debate should be allowed then, clearly, a quarter of
the items on the agenda could not be considered in
the time allowed to us. I therefore appeal to all
concerned for a spirit of cooperation.
I do not dispute that the subject is an important one,
but then so are all the matters discussed in this
House, whether it is energy, unemployment, the steel
industry, the Third !(orld, the environment, or what
have you.
So, what criterion are we to aPPly ? In my opinion,
Lord Reay, it is the following : If you believe there are
substantial differences of opinion within the
Committee on Development and Cooperation as
regards either the question itself or what a single spok-
esman might say, then these differences must be
aired. But if, on the other hand, the committee is
unanimous on the phrasing of the question and on
how the nominated speaker should make his submis-
sion, then I feel that all the verbal fencing is largely
futile, except to those who like to read it in the
Report of Proceedings. The work of the House would
be made that much easier if it were allowed to get on
with its business without everyone having the right to
indulge in repetitive arguments, particularly at a time
like this.
President. 
- 
Mr Sp6nale I take it that you are
against the motion.
Mr Sp6nale. 
- 
(F) If Lord Reay agrees with what I
have said there is no further need for a vote. If he
does not agree with me, then we shall have to put this
proposal to the vote.
President. 
- 
Lord Reay, I would ask you to consider
Mr Sp6nale's request.
Lord Reay. 
- 
Well, Mr President, in view of the fact
that Mr Sp6nale addressed some questions to me,
perhaps you would allow me to say something in
reply. Mr Sp6nale is a man of great prestige and experi-
ence, not only in this Parliament but also in the
whole field of development and of the relations
between this Parliament and the various ACP coun-
tries, and what he said was very reasonable and obvi-
ously carries a great deal of weight. He suggested that
the criterion should be that this topic would be takerr
with debate if there were substantial differences of
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opinion within the committee. I think that that crit-
erion would probably not be met in this case. I do not
think there are any great differences of opinion within
the committee. But he also said that this decision to
reduce an oral question with debate to an oral ques-
tion without debate had been applied to several other
matters by the Bureau. Now I am not sure that this is
true ; it seems to have been done in the case of
various questions to do with African swine fever, but
these on the whole are rather technical matters of the
kind that normally are taken without debate by this
Parliament. I don't think the decision to take this
question as a question without debate has been
applied to other matters of such general import as this
UNCTAD question. The question of the UNCTAD
meeting does raise very general questions ; it is a very
suitable topic for debate, irrespective of how conten-
tious it might be. I don't see any other questions on
the order paper 
- 
although perhaps Mr Sp6nale can
correct me, 
- 
where the same sort of restriction has
been imposed by the Bureau to the same sort of ques-
tion. Mr President, what I suggest is that you invite
some one else in the House to speak in favour of my
proposal and against what Mr Sp6nale has said, and in
the absence of anyone else being willing to do so, I
shall withdraw my request.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch.- (D) Mr President, I must say to Lord
Reay that when this agenda was drawn up we had to
reduce a great many oral questions with debate to oral
questions without debate and in a whole series of
instances we had to refer questions to Question Time.
The reason for this is, quite simply, that the Bureau
was in the difficult position of having to find enough
space on the agenda for the many items that we
wanted to include, particularly as we are just coming
up to the end of a legislative period. Me President, I
wish to make the following suggestion, with which I
hope Lord Reay will agree : 'S7hen the Bureau meets
on l7ednesday morning it should see how much busi-
ness remains to be got through and perhaps time can
be made. However, I see no chance of making any
changes in the agenda as it stands at the moment.
LordReay.-Iagree.
President. 
- 
I note that the motion has been with-
drawn. The matter will, however, be considered at the
next meeting of the Bureau.
The European Conservative Group has asked that the
Calewaert report on liabiliry for defective products
(Doc.7l/79), entered on the agenda for the sitting of
Thursday, 26 April be held over to the May part-ses-
sion, because the rapporteur has become a member of
the Belgian Government and is unable to attend the
April part-session. Moreover, Sir Derek l7alker-Smith,
chairman of the Legal Affairs Committee, is prevented
from deputizing for him because of the British elec-
toral campaign.
This constitutes a request to amend the agenda.
Pursuant to Rule 12 of the Rules of Procedure. I shall
call one speaker in favour and one against the motion
before consulting Parliament.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
Mr President, I have been
asked by my leader, Mr Rippon, to support this
request concerning the report on defective products,
not only for the reason you have given, namely that
the rapporteur Mr Calewaert has joined his govern-
ment 
- 
on which, as you say, we must warmly
congratulate him 
- 
but also because the chairman of
the conrmittee, Sir Derek l7alker-Smith, who is also a
member of our group, cannot be here because of the
national elections which are imminent in my country.
I have therefore been asked to support the proposal
that this item on the agenda should be withdrawn.
Perhaps this might even help my noble friend Lord
Reay with regard to the UNCTAD question, since
they happen to be adjacent items on Thursday's
agenda.
I would also like to say, particularly to my friend and
colleague, Mr Klepsch, that although I appreciated his
suggestion to me that if there was no amendment
then pcrhaps we could nonetheless go ahead with the
Calewaert report, I am afraid I have received a
message to the effect that my own group will indeed
have an amendment and therefore I would hope that
this debate might be postponed until the May parr-ses-
sion.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Ardwick.
Lord Ardwick. 
- 
Mr President, I merely want a very
firm assurance that if this report is postponed until
the May part-session it will certainly be on the agenda
then. It is an important matter to which the commit-
tees have given a great deal of thought.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I wanred to say
that, since amendments are to be tabled, we favour
postponement of Mr Calewaert's report to the May
part-session rather than referral back, to committee,
which should set Lord Ardwick's mind at rest.
Provided that we merely postpone it, the report is auto-
matically put on the agenda for May. However,
speaking for my group I can say that if no amend-
ments are tabled we are prepared to give the report
our suPport.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D)Mr President, I really do not
think we should postpone this important matter, parti-
cularly in view of the immense amount of hard work
that the Legal Affairs Committee has put into it. Since
the substance of the report is pretry middle-of-the-
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road, I feel that all the groups should find it accep-
table 
- 
at any rate my group would find it so. It is
iust possible that the Conservative Group may not be
able to accept it and so I repeat what Mr Klepsch has
just said : Provided that no further amendments to the
text produced by the Legal Affairs Committee are
tabled, I am in favour of leaving the item on the
agenda and adopting Mr Calewaert's report. In other
words, I am suggesting that the agenda be allowed to
stand as originally drawn up. But then all groups
would have to exercise restraint and not table any
further amendments. !7e could then agree to set the
deadline for tabling amendments for tomorrow
evening. If amendments are tabled by then the report
will be postponed to the May part-session. That would
give us a clear-cut arrangement and then everyone can
think about whether or not he wants to table an
amendment and so risk the report being deferred
until May. I ask you to proceed as I have suggested.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should be very
glad if you could put Mr Bangemann's compromise
solution to the vote. My group would support what Mr
Bangemann has suggested, namely, that we set the
deadline for tabling amendments at 6 p.m. tomorrow
evening. If there are no amendments tabled by that
time my group would then be in favour of keeping to
the agenda. It would get us out of an awkward spot if
you were to put it to the vote. I believe that the whole
House could agree to this arrangement.
President. 
- 
Lord Bessborough, do you accept this
procedure ?
Lord Bessbourough. 
- 
Yes, certainly, Mr President,
and I feel our group may not be the only group which
has amendments.
President. 
- 
I note that there is general agreement
that the item should remain on the agenda and that
the deadline for tabling amendments should be fixed
at 8 P.m. tomorrow.
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D)Mr President, my suggestion
was, firstly, to leave the matter on the agenda,
secondly, to set a deadline for tabling amendments 
-which would be 8 p.m. tomorrow, as you have just
proposed 
- 
and, thirdly, to agree now to defer the
matter to the May part-session if any amendments are
tabled by tomorrow's deadline. So, if no amendments
are tabled by 8 p.m. tomorrow, we can deal with the
matter on Thursday. If there are amendments, we post-
pone it until May. That is my proposal.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Broeksz.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should not like
a decision to be taken until we have actually seen the
amendments. They may well be so minor that we will
decide that we can take the report on Thursday after
all. I think it would be unfortunate if a report were to
be held over simply because someone wished to table
an amendment to it. That would be quite wrong, and
would create an unpleasant situation in this Parlia-
ment. I would therefore suggest that we wait until we
have seen what amendments are tabled before we
decide whether the report should be held over or not.
That seems to me to be the obvious thing to do. It
may well be that when the amendments are tabled,
Members will know exactly what the position of their
political group is and will have no difficulty in
accepting or rejecting them.
President. 
- 
I propose that the report should
remain on the agenda 
- 
on the understanding that
the deadline for tabling amendments is 8 p.-.
tomorrow pending the Bureau meeting on
IU7ednesday morning which will consider the question
and make a proposal to Parliament.
As there are no objections, that is agreed.
The Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection has asked that Mr Brown's
report on plastic materials and articles intended to
come into contact with foodstuffs (Doc. 23/79), which
was included on the agenda for the sitting of
Thursday, 25 April, be held over to the May part-ses-
sion, since the rapporteur cannot be present. The
committee also proposes that Lord Kennet's report on
misleading advertising (Doc. 35179) be taken in its
plrrcc. As thts is a ntotion to alnelt(l fhc agerrda I shall
ask for onc spcake r irr favour arrt'l orrc spcakcr against
tlrc nrotion beforc putting it to thc votc.
I note that no one wishes to speak in favour of the
motion.
Does anyone wish to speak against it ?
I call Mr Baas.
Mr Baas. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I think that is a
rather strange proposal. We are not familiar with Lord
Kennet's report. I can accept that Mr Brown's report
should be held over until the May part-session, but I
cannot see why Lord Kennet's report should now be
slipped in. It seems to me an unacceptable procedure
for a committee to be allowed to determine whether
an item is placed on the agenda. I urge Parliament to
reject this proposal.
President. 
- 
I consult Parliament on two motions:
the first concerns the postponement of the Brown
report, the second, the inclusion on the agenda of the
Kennet report.
I call Lord Kennet.
\
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Lord Kennet. 
- 
Mr Presidcnt, I would hkc to speak
in favour of the nrotion srnce there has bccn a speakcr
against. I drd not origirrally apply to speak in favour,
sirrce I hoped no voices would bc raiscd against this
proposal.
Vcry briefly, I think this is a perfcctly rrornral suggcs-
tion presentcd for tlre sake. of corrvenicnce by the
conrrrrittcc in tlre abscnce of onc rapporteur, nantcly
to slot in arrothcr rcport fronr the sanrc conrmittcc. As
to the availability of tlrc report on ntisleadrng and
unfair aclvertisrrrg which Mr Baas has referrcd to, I
have to adnrit that I do not know whcther it has been
circrrlrtcd, bccausc I anr so fanriliar with it, but it did
go through thc conrnrittee sonrc scvcn wecks ago and
we re fraincd f ronr asking for it to bc put on the
agcnda of thc March part-session, bccausc that nriglrt
not llave givcn Mcnrlrcrs o[ the Housc trnrc to sttrdy it
in advancc. Ve did request that it shoulcl go on thc
agcrrcla for this part-session arrd wcre sonrcwhat
surprisetl to find that it had not bccn put down. I
woultl urge thc Housc, if it conres to a vote, to acccpt
this proposal as a sinrplc nrattcr of convenierrcc.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the proposal to post-
pone Mr Brown's report.
The proposal is adopted.
I put to the vote the proposal to enter Lord Kennet's
report on the agenda in place of Mr Brown's report.
The proposal is rejected.
The Political Affairs Committee requests that the
report by Mr Scelba on accession by the Community
to the European Convention on Human Rights (Doc.
80/79) should be included in the agenda for the April
part-session. This is also a motion to amend the draft
agenda.
Does anyone wish to speak in favour of the motion ?
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, we agree. This was
the unanimous recommendation of the Political
Affairs Committee, endorsed by all the political
grouPs.
President. 
- 
As no one wishes to speak against it, I
put to the vote the motion to include the Scelba
report on the agenda for this part-session.
The motion is adopted.
I propose that the report be entered on Thursday's
agenda, after Mr de Keersmaeker's report.
As there are no objections, that is agreed.
The Committee on Development and Cooperation
has asked that the report by Mr Broeksz, which it will
adopt at tomorrow's meeting, should be included in
the agenda for the April part-session. As this is also a
motion to amend the draft agenda I shall call on one
speaker in favour and one against the motion.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr presiclent, all the political
groups agreed that rhrs reporr should bc placeci on the
agcncla. I bclievc the Horrsc is una,rrnrous on this.
President. 
- 
As no one wishes to speak against the
motion, I put it to the vote.
The motion is adopted.
I propose that the report be entered on Thursday,s
agenda after Mrs Krouwel-Vlam's report.
!7ith regard to the debate on the budget, the Group
of European Progressive Democrats has asked that Mr
Cointat's reports (Doc. 37179 and 102179), included
on the agenda for the sitting of Tuesday, 24 April
should be taken the same day, after Mr Spinelli's
report. As this request only concerns the order in
which the items are to be taken and as there are no
objections, that is agree.d.
The order of business will therefore be as follows :
Mondal', 23 April 1979, until I p.n.
- 
Procedure without report
- 
Statement by the Commission on action taken on the
opinions and proposals of Parliament
- 
Joint debate on the Cassanmagnago Cerretti report
and an oral question to the Commission on youth
policy in the Community
- 
!/awrzik report on the Second European Social
Budget (1976-1980)
Tuesdal', 24 April 1979
10.00 a.n. and 3.00 f.nt. untrl 8.00 1t.n.:
- 
Decision on urgency of various motions for resolution
and an oral question
- 
Possibly, continuation of Monday's agenda
- 
Bangenrann rcport on draft anrcrrding arrtl supplemcn-
tary l>udgct No I tor 1979
- 
Notenboom report on interest rebates for loans with a
structural obiective
- 
Spinelli report on loan for promoting investment
- 
Cointat report on the staff regulations of officials of
the Communities
- 
Interim Cointat report on the administrative expendi-
ture of Parliament in 1978
- 
Oral question with debate to the Commission on the
Regional Fund
- 
Ibrugger report on coal and coke for the iron and
steel industry
- 
Ripamonti report on space research
- 
Mitchell report on the Euratonr inspectorate
- 
Motion for a resolution by Mrs Valz on the Harris-
burg accident
3.00 p.n.:
- 
Voting time
lVcdntdu.l' 2t Alr,'il 1979
10.00 a.n. tnd 3.00 1t.tn. nntrl 8.00 p.trr. (possibly, 9.00
p.nr.)
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- 
Oral questions with debate to the Commission,
Council and Foreign Minrsters on relations between
the Community and the USA
- 
Oral quesiion with debate to the Council on Commu-
niry action in favour of consumers
- 
Joint debate on Spinelli report, rwo oral questions,
me to the Commission and the other to the Council
and one oral question to the Commission on actions
in the iron and steel sector and other industries
- 
Joint debate on Lagorce report and an oral question
to the Foreign Ministers on the code of conduct for
Communiry companies with subsidiaries in South
Africa
- 
Blumenfeld report on the peace treaty between Egypt
and Israel
.1.00 f.m. :
- 
Qucstion Trnrc (qucstiorrs to tlre Councrl irrr<l thc
Forcrgn Ministcrs)
4..10 lr.,,t.:
- 
Votc orr rlrttt anrcnrlirrg arrd srrpplenrcrrtary budgctNo I antl thc nrotion for a rcsolution contoirrcd-rn
tlrc lhrrgcntarll rcport
- 
Voting tinrc
'l'ltrrr'.'rl,tl 26 /llrnl t979
10.00 ,t.ttt., 3.0C p.nt. trt 8.00 lr.,n. tnl lrotn 9.C0 f.ttt.:
- 
Possibly, contlnuatiolr of Tucsrlay's agcrrrlir
- 
Ornl qucstiolr wtthout dcbatc to tlre Corrrrnrssrorr orr
rhc Sth UNCTAD
- 
Calcwacrt report on liabrlity for de fcctivc products
- 
Dc Kecrsrrracker rcport on pharnrlccutical prepara-
tions
- 
Scclba rcport otr thc Er,rropcarr Convcntiorr orr hunrar.t
rights
- 
Johrrstorr rcport on thc cxpulsron fronr Mllta o[ Mr
vorr Hirsse I
-- Cassannragnago Ccrrcttr rcport orr a Conrnrunity
systcrrt of rnfornrtron on accrtlcncs
- 
Krouwcl-Vlarrr report on orgarr lranks
- 
llrocksz rcport on footl artl
-1.00 f.nt. :
- 
Qtrcstrott Tinrc (bv way of cxccPtion, I r/: lrours for
qucsttolts to thc Conrrnissiorr)
4.-10 f.ttt. :
- 
Votrrrg tinre
I:ni,t.1' 27 Afnl t979
9.00 ,t.trt.:
- 
Procctlurc without rcport
- 
Voting tinrc
- 
Possibly, corrtinuatlon of Thurstlay's agcrrtla
- 
lJaas rcport on tltc visrt by a Europearr parlianrcrrt(lclcgarron to Japan in l97u
- 
Nyborg rcport otr cquipmcnt atr<i nrcasurcnrcrrts
- 
Jrng report on carriagc ot goods
- 
Lustcr rcport on cxclrarrgc losscs
- 
Luster rcport orr sinrplcr Corrrnrtrnity rcgulatiorrs
- 
Lcnrp rcport orr fishrrrg agrccrlcrrt lrctwccn Canada
an<l the EEC
- 
Albertini report on forestry policy in the Community
- 
Liogier report on fruit and vegetables
- 
Albertini report on swine fever in Malta (without
debate)
- 
N.y report on swine fever in Spain (without debate)
- 
N"y rcport orr foot-antl-nroutlr discasc in South-East
Europc (wrthout clcbntc
- 
N"y report on the prevention of classical swine fever
(without debate)
End o.f titting:
- 
Voting time
As there are no objections, the order of business is
adopted ;
14. Lini.tation of speahing time
President. 
- 
Pursuant to Rule 28 of the Rules of
Procedure I propose to allocate speaking time as
follows for certain groups of reports on Tuesday's
agenda :
- 
Ibriigger, Ripamonti and Mitchell reports and
Valz motion for a resolution.
Rapporteurs :
Commission :
Members :
40 minutes (a x l0)
20 minutes
180 minutes
broken down as follows :
Socialist Group : 55 minures
Christian Democratic Group (EPP) : 45 mrnutes
Liberal and Democratic Group : 22 minutes
European Conservative Group : 18 minutes
Communist and Allies Group : l8 minutes
Group of European Progressive Democrats : l8 minutes
Non-attached Members: 5 minutes
Reports by the Committee on Budgets :
Rapporteurs : 60 minutes broken down as follows :
Mr Bangemann : 15 minutes
Mr Notenboom : l0 minutes
Mr Spinelli : l0 minutes
Mr Cointat : l0 minutes
Mr Cointat: l0 minutes
Mr l).rrrgenrarrrr (Ornl qucstion) : 
.S nrrnutcs
Contrrtrssiorr : 50 nrintrtcs
Courrcil : l0 nrrnurcs
Merrtbe rs : l2g nrilutcs
brokcn rlown as lollows :
Socialrst Group : 
.J0 nrinutes
Chrrstian Dcmocratrc Group (EPP Group) : 2J nrinutes
Libcral and Denrocratrc Group: 17 nrirrutes
Europcan Corrscrvntivc Group : l.S minutes
Conlrnutllst and Allies Grorrp : l5 nrintrtes
Group of Europcan Progrcssivc Dcnrocrats : 1.5 ntinutes
Non-attached nrcmbcrs : 
.5 minutes
Following our nornral practice I propose that parlia-
nrent limit speaking time for all reports and motions
for resolutions on the agenda as follows :
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15 minutes for the raporteur and the spokesman
for each group
l0 minutes for all other speakers.
there are no objections, that is agreed.
I 5. Dtrtrllrnr 
.fot ttltlittg .tnt('ni,rt(,tt.\
President. 
- 
I remind the Housc that the dcadline
for tabling draft amerrclments, proposed ntodifications
and proposals for outright rejcction of draft supplc-
mentary and anrcnding budget No I of thc Errropcan
Conrnrunities for thc 1979 financial year, drawn up by
the Council has bcen fixcd for 6 p.nr. orr Ttrcsday,24
April 1979.
I6. Proccitrrt. tttltottl tt.ftort
President. 
- 
Pursrrant to RLrle 27A (5) of thc Rulcs
of Procedure the following proposals from thc
Commission to thc Councrl havc bccn includcd in
the agenda for this sitting for consideratiorr without
rePort:
- 
proposal from the Conrnrssron of tlrc Errropcarr
Conrnrunitres to tlrc Councrl for a drrectrve supple-
nrerrtrrrg tlrc Anncx to Drrcctrvc 761769|EEC on the
approxlrlatton of thc laws, rcgulatrons an(l a(lnunistra-
trve provisions of thc Mcnrlrcr Statcs rclating to rcstric-
tiorrs orr the ntarketing ancl usc of ccrtarn dangcrous
substanccs ar.rcl preparations (Doc. l5179)
which has bcen refcrred to thc Comntittee orr thc
Envirorrnrcrrt, Public Hcalth and Consunrcr Protcc-
tion ;
- 
proposal fronr thc Comnrrssion of thc Europcarr
Conrnrurrrtics to the Corrncrl for a regtrlatrorr
openrng, allocating and provrdrng for thc a<lnrrnrstra-
tion of Conrmurrrty tariff quotas for ccrtarn wrncs
having a rcgrstcrccl dcsrgrration of orrgrn, fallirrg
wrtlrrn subhca<lrng cx 22.0 5 C o[ thc Conrnron
Custonrs Tariff, originatrng rn Algcria (1979-tl(ll 
-(Doc. at l7e)
which has becn refcrred to thc Comnrittce on
Extcrnal Economic Relations as thc conrmittcc rcspon-
siblc and to the Cornmtttcc on Agriculturc an<l thc
Conrmittce on Dcvelopmcnt ancl Coopcration for
thcrr opirrions ;
- 
proposal fronr thc Conrnrrssion of the Europcan
Conrntunrtrcs to tl.rc Courrcil for a dircctlvc antcrr<lingfor thc second tlnle the Anncx to Dircctrvc
761769lEEC orr thc, approxrnrarrorr oI thc laws, rcgula-
trorrs arrcl aclnrrrrrstrativc provrstotrs of thc Mcrrrltcr
St.rtcs relatrng to rc\trrctrotls on thc n)arketrng and
trst' oi certarrt tlangcrous strbstartccs lrr(l prcparattotrs
(Doc. 49/7e)
which has becn rcfcrrcd to thc Contnrittcc orr thc
Envirorrmcrrt, Ptrtrlic Health and Corrsunter Protcc-
tion AS the contnrittce rcsponsiblc rnd to thc
Conrnrittee on Econonric arrd Monctary Affairs tor its
,opinron :
I remind Parliament that unless any Member asks leave
to speak on this proposal or amendments are tabled to rt
before the opening of the sittrng on Friday, 27 April
1979, I shall, at that sitting, declare this proposal to be
approved.
17. Atttort ttk'tn lt.l llrt ('ottttttt"irtD rtn lltt ttfttntott.t
,tntl prupotttlt rt.l l\n l i,nttt ttt
President. 
- 
Thc ncxt itenr rs tlrc conrnrurricatiorr
from thc Conrnrissrorr on .rction takcn on opirrions
and proposals of Parlianrerrt l.
As thcre are no requests to spcak. tlris rtcnr closed.
lll. l'otrllt polttf itt tltr (.-tttrntttrtttt.l
Presdent, 
- 
The' ncxt itcnr is thc ;oirrt clcbatc orr thc
rcport by Mrs Cassannrrgnago Cerrctti. otr belralf of
thc Conrnrittce on Social Affairs, Enrploynrcrrt arrd
Etlucation, orr tlrc proposal fronr tlrc Conrrnissiorr of
thc Europe an Conrnrunitics to tlrc Corrncil (Doc.
21 179) for a dccision se tting r,rp x sccorrd joint
progranrnrc of cxclranges oI young workcrs wrthin thc
Conrnrtrnity (Doc. 9ll79l arrrl orr thc orirl qucstiorl
with clcbate by Mr Schrcrbcr, Mr Kavarragh, Mr Albcrs,
Mr Hoffnrarrn, Mr Holst ancl Mr Scefcld, to thc
Conrnrissiorr of tlrc European Contnrurritics
(Doc. 60/7e):
Strtr;cct . Yotrth polrcy rrr the Corrrrrrtrnrty
l. Vhat progrcss lras lrccn nr.rtlc irr thc rlcvcloprncnt ol
youth policy at Conrrlunrty lcvcl rn tlre tcn yeirrs
srrtcc thc Haguc Srrnrnrrt rn 1969, thc Conrnruniqrri,
of whrch sotrght a closcr llssoclatlon of yotrrrg pcol>tc
rrr thc cvolutron of the Cornr.ntrrrity 2
2. Irt rclation to thc Youth Forurtr, wrll thc Conrnrission
statc what rts prcscnt srtuatlorr rs, 
- 
its workrng strtrc-
trrres and nrctho(ls, lts rql,rttoltshrp wrth the Conrnris-
srort, and lrow wrll thc Conrrrrrssiorr cnsrrrc tlrat rt is
fully corrsultcd uporr rntl rrrvolvctl rrr, tlrc cvoltrtron of
1;olrcrcs of intcrcst to young Pcoplc ?
l. What is the prcserrt srtUatrotr of the Scconrl
Progr,tntnrc for tlrc cxclrarrgc of yourrg workcrs, .rrrrl
how docs the Conrn.rission scc thrs cnvolvrng in thc
future ; does it crrvrsagc rnclutlirrg tlre applrcant cotrn-
trics wrtl.rin rt ?
4. Vhat proposals has thc Conrrlrrssron lor rlcvcloprng
polrcrcs relntrng to'out-ot-school' c<lrrcrrtional actrvr-
trcs which coultl hclp tlrc yourh orgitnizations to
provi<lc nrorc clfcctrvcly for the nccrls ot young
pcople, particulrrrly the urrt'nrployctl rrrrtl lcss-prrvr-
lcgcd ?
I call Mrs Cassannragnago Ccrrettr.
Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, tttPpot't(.ttt'. 
- 
(l) At
the irrstigatiort of Vice -Prcsidcnt Vrcrlcling, thc
Conrnrrssron has put forward a proposal to thc
Cotrncil for thc sctting up of a sccon(l ancl cxtcrrtlecl
progranlnrc of cxchilngcs of yourrg workcrs. Thc rrcw
proSranr nre
I Sce Arrrrcx
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will provide for Community aid for long-term
exchanges of from four to eight months, as well as for
short-term exchanges ranging from three weeks to
three months. Specifically, the Commission under-
takes in the first instance to meet 7 5 o/o of the travel
expenses for every person involved. In the case of
long-term exchanges there will be a further fixed
contribution of I 50 units of account per person for
each month of the exchange, corresponding to about
20 o/o of. all other expenses. If necessary, the Commis-
sion itself will also contribute to the cost of prepara-
tory language courses to the amount of 125 units of
account per person per week. In the case of short-
term exchanges there will be a fixed contribution of
85 units of account per person per week, corres-
ponding roughly to 40 o/o of all expenses. These
figures will be regularly reviewed.
The 1979 Community budget authorized appropria-
tions of 550 000 units of account to cover the cost of
the new programme from July 1979. ln 1980 these
appropnatrot'ls will rrse to 1.5 million units of accourrt
and to 2 nrillions in l9tll.
The Commission anticipates that in the second half of
1979 there will take place 270 short-term and 200
long-term exchanges. In 1980 these are likely to rise
to 755 and 400, respectively, and in l98l to I 000 and
500, respectively.
The programme of exchanges of young workers
within the Community has been in existence since
1954. Since that time only 1500 young people have in
fact benefited from it. The proposed second
programme differs from the first in that it will
encourage short-term exchanges. Although it is true to
say that the exchanges under the programme that is
now coming to an end wete a qualitative success, the
number of participants was rather small. The resaorl
for this is to be found in the reulctance among young
people in the present difficult economic situation to
risk leaving their jobs in order to take Part in an
exchange. This does not apply to the same extent to
short-term exchanges, since participants in these have
no need to leave their jobs. Moreover, it seems that
many employers are more inclined to go along with
the short-term, rather than the long-term exchanges.
In setting up the second programme of exchanges for
young workers the Commission will be entering into
special cooperative agreements with the European
institutions responsible for organizing exchanges.
I think I should tell you that the report that I have
presented was unanimously adopted by the
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion. Our committee has sought to underline the
importance of reasserting the human aspects of the
Community and we maintain that the preParation and
introduction of young people to the exchange
programme will eventually help to bring home the
European ideal. We should perhaps also recall that the
European Parliament has on many occasions found
fault with the content of these programmes, which
were provided for in the Treaties, cirticizing them in
the budget debates for their inadequate funding.
However, there is every hope that the structural defi-
ciencies of the first programme in 1964 
- 
small
numbers and inadequate preparation of participants
- 
will be remedied. lVe should also make the point
that the reduction in the appropriations from I
million to 550 000 units of account calls into question
the feasibility of achieving the more extensive obiec-
tive of the programme.
The Conrrrittcc orr Socral Attarrs, Erllploynlerlt arl(l
Education ts cotrccrrte<l tltat thc econollllc ancl
cnrployntertt slttratiorl, which nray wcll bc ir sottrce of
worry to yourtg pcople irtte rcstetl rrl this Progrrlllrllc,
cotrld Icatl thcnt to fcrrr that ParticiP.rtiorr irr
cxchartgcs nrrglrt ;cop:rrtlrze thcir ftrttrre-proiccts Wc
would also wclconrc the cxtcrtsion of thc progratutrte
to allow yotrng workers front thc associated arld ACP
Statcs to partlclpatc. This is a crtlcial point irtasnrtrcll
as we l>clicve that truc Ettropcart irrtcgrrrtion catt ortly
conte allotrt to tllc cxtcllt tlrrt tltosc at)out to asstllllc
posittons of resportsibilrty irr tlcvclopirtg cottrltrics are
given thc opporttrrrity of ParticiPirtlng irl sttclt
schcnrcs.
In the tight of what I have ;trst said I bclieve tltrtt wt'
should adopt tlre rcsoltttiotr arld call otl tltc Corltrtlis-
sion to set trp 1l sccotttl progranrnle to follow otr fronr
thc first, in thc ltope that rt will cvcrrttrally bc lrackcd
by nrorc gcrtcro-tts itrncls.
lN THE CHAIII: MIt MEIN'l'Z
l/ t t t'- Prt't i tl t tt I
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schreiber.
Mr Schreiber. 
- 
(D) Mr Prcsitlerrt, althotrglr I shall
try to be brrcf, that is ttot to say tllat wc trcat tllis
nratter lightly. On the cor1trary, we rcgartl rt as a
nlilttcr of thc highcst rntportarlcc, all the nlorc so as
wc arc orrly a few wccks away frotlt thc tirst dircct clcc-
tions to tlre Errropertt Parlianrctrt. lt is tllllc, tltcrcforc,
that wc cantc to grips witlr tlre problcnl oncc agaitt.
Mr Presitlctrt, wc firntly bclievc irr tlre neecl for Flrrro-
pcan intcgratiott artcl tlevcloprtlcrlt atrtl wc also belrcvc
that this cart only [>c achtevctl wrth tllc help of otrr
yourrg pcoplc. Wrtltotrt tlrctrl wc callllot ho[)c to
succcecl rrr slraping a trcw Etrropec, atrtl so wu Ilavc to
put our trrttltls to rcsolvrrtg tltc llroble nts of otrr yotrrlg
peoplc. Wc rtcctl ottr yotttlS pcoplc- lltrt wc rllttst
rccognizc tltat rrrarry of therlr fccl tlrlt wc ltavc lct
thenr tlown. Uncnrployrrrellt allrollS ytluttg 1>eoPlc rs
strll extrenrely hrglr atttl ttlatry oI tltcltl lravc still lrot
forrncl an apprcrrtrccship.
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Over the last ten years, since the 1969 Summit at The
Hague, we have talked a great deal about the youth
question and about young people in general. !fle
should not be far wrong if we felt that we had not
gone much beyond words and that the words had not
been matched by actions. In 1968 we saw a change in
attitude among the younger generation beginning
with the students in that year. The general impression
was that young people wanted a greater say in matters
that concerned them. Today, it seems, young people
have become more apathetic, more apoliticai even, a
fact that has found expression in the growth of new
sects and religions among them.
Arr<l so, Mr President, wc n)ust hclp our yotrng peoplc,
we nrust help tlrerrr qurckly an<l cfiectivc,ly. point I of
our qucstlorr dcals lrroadly with this problenr, ancl wc
should lrc rrrtercsted to ltctr to wltat cxtent thc
Corrrrr.rurriry has lrccn ablc to follow through with thc
proPosals contaulcd in thc 1959 Haguc Contnruniqui
and in tllc stxtrntents nratlc at tltc last two Europcan
Councils.
A further point that interests us is the position of the
European Youth Forum. After a prolonged and diffi-
cult starting-up period in 1973174, the Youth Forum
was finally established in 1978 and now it is doing
important work within the European Community.
However, we think, or at least we have the impression
- 
we could be wrong 
- 
that the Youth Forum is
still not making a sufficient contribution in shaping
and implementing policy. !7e were dissatisfied with
the- answer given by President Jenkins some time ago
and with Mr Cheysson's answer to an oral question by
Mr Albers on 15 September of last year. !7e must say
that we would very much like to see better, more
consistent and more coherent use made of the oppor-
tunities that the Young Forum offers to us, namely,
the opportunities for initiative, for consultation and
for coordination 
- 
as indeed, was rhe original inten-
tion.
With reference to point 3 of our question, Mr Presi-
dent, may I say right away that the question was
formulated back in February and tabled, to the best of
my recollection, at the beginning of March. Mrs
Cassanmagnago's report came in the meantime. I
should like to comment on that in a moment.
Coming on to poinr 4, may I refer you back to my
opening remarks. It is not our only concern that
young people should be able to find a job or that they
should be able to find access to an apprenticeship.
There are other areas of equal importance in which
young people must be considered, and we attach very
special importance to the further education offered to
school-leavers.
It is essential that we strengthen the organizations
responsible for this area.
A great many young people are coming together and
forming associations, even at European level.
However, we must not think only of such young
people 
- 
young professional Euopeans, as they are
sometimes maliciously referred to 
- 
when drawing
up Community policies. There is a mass of young
people that demand our special attention. These are
the unemployed, the disadvantaged 
- 
those that do
not readily join associations and do not readily join in
their activities. We must work harder to help such
young people, we must find a way of helping them
too. Ife hope that the Commission can give us a satis-
factory reply on this question.
President, if I may, I should like to say a few words on
behalf of the Socialist Group about what Mrs Cassan-
maSnago Cerretti had to say.
Th. Socialist Group welcomes the proposal putforward by the Commission. Our membeis on ihe
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion supported the report presented by Mrs Cassan-
magnago Cerretti and in their name I would like to
thank her most warmly for it. I believe that it repre-
sents an important step forward in our endeavours.
The Socialist Group intends to give the report its
support by voting in favour. !7e share Mrs Cassanmag-
nago's disappointment over the reduction in the
appropriations for this second joint programme. A lot
more could have been achieved. However, we hope
that this is just a beginning and that perhaps we shall
be able to do more in the course of the budgetary
procedure for next year.
We particularly welcome the proposed extension of
the programme, as mentioned in paragraphs 7 and g
of the motion for a resolution. Everyone oi us who has
discussed it with people in the European Community
will know that there is not a universal understanding
of the Community's activities in the ACp countrieJ.
This must be changed and these activities must be
broadened. I believe that it would be extremely
helpful to the development of relations between the
European Community and the ACp countries if we
were able to bring together their young people and
ours, particularly in the area of work.
rUTe think that the institution that we have already, the
European Youth Forum, can make a very useful contri-
bution to this task. !7e hope that the European youth
Forum can be made to play an appropriate role in this
atea.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Caro to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Caro. 
- 
(F)W President, as you can well under-
stand, the Christian-Democratic Group, for whom I
.p9_.k, wholeheartedly endorses everything our
colleague, Mrs Cassanmagnago, Cerretti has said. In
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response to the question put by Mr Schreiber I should
like, for the benefit of the House, to shed some light
on why it is that this House has not yet been able to
define its position on the European Communities'
Youth Forum. Mr Schreiber did in fact mention that
there was some delay before we were able to reach
conclusions on the matter'
In my view it would be unfair to cast doubts on either
Parliament's intentions or the Conlmission's action 
-however, I will let the Commission speak for itself.
!7hat we are witnessing is the birth and development
of an entirely original scheme that will depend for its
success essentially on the initiative of young people
and thus embody the common aspirations of the nine
Member States. This has meant that Parliament has
had to exercise a degree of patience and at the same
time involve itself in the indispensable discussions in
a spirit of cooperation, so as to arrive at a structure
that is acceptable both to them and to us.
Perhaps I should add that it is only very recently 
-
with the establishment of a new structure 
- 
that we
have been given an opportunity to examine and eval-
uate the actual documents relating not iust to the
structures but also to the work programme. The Youth
Forum arose out of the declaration by the Heads of
State meeting in The Hague in 1969. Point l5 of that
declaration laid particular stress on the need for
greater participation by young people in European
integration. It was this that led to the setting up of a
youth forum and we have gradually advanced to the
present situation in which we have duly installed and
recognized representatives sitting on the Executive
Committee.
The body derives its authoriry from a sovereign
General Assembly working in close collaboration and
on an equal footing with the national committees and
non-govirnmental organizations concerned with
young people. The reason why this House was not
able to debate this matter sooner 
- 
and I believe, Mr
President, that we shall have that oPPortunity during
the May session 
- 
is that we have been asking for
information on the work programme of this Youth
Forum. !7e needed to know more than iust the fact
that there is a committee with a chairman, secretaries
and a structure such as we might exPect to find in any
other association. lVhat we were really concerned to
know was: !7hat are the obiectives of the Youth
Forum ?
You will have an opportuniry to discover these for
yourselves from a document that will be made avail-
able to you after it has been considered by the
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion. In view of Mr Schreiber's question, I feel justified
in giving you a Seneral outline of these fundamental
objictives which Parliament will no doubt be asked to
endorse. The programme can be divided into three
main headings : l) participation of young people in
the political development of the European Communi-
ties, 2) social conditions of young workers and 3) invol-
vement of young people in the educational and
cultural situation within the European Economic
Community. With regard to political development,
three priorities have been laid down : the rights of
young people and the democratization of institutions,
economic policy in Europe and new forms of growth
and, finally, the establishment of a new international
economic order and the renegotiation of the Lom6
Convention.
Thc part of thc progranlme concerr.rcd with socral
conditiorrs, likcwisc, catr bc dividcd irlto tlrrec main
hcatlrngs : the rigltt to work and thc fight agarnst
turrcmployntcnt, acccss to jobs, the rights of young
pcoplc irr thc urtclcrtaking, working conditions, tcnltrrl-
eriltiolr, trainirrg antl 1>articipation ; thc inrproventcllt
in the acconrnrotlatiorr ; corlditiorrs of young workcrs
and tlrc problcnrs of tccontnrodatiorr; arrd particiPa-
tiorr irr sociaI and ctrlttrral activities. I should also add
that thc orgatrizers arrcl those responsiblc for thc
Yorrth Fortinr attflclt spe cial int portalrcc to the
problcnr o[ yotrng nrigrarrt workcrs, which thcy would
.-orrsidcr as part o[ thc ovcrall picttlre. And' finally, we
conrc to tlrc cclttcrrtiotral antl ctrlttrral sittration and thc
rrrain poirrt hcrc is tlrc proble nr of thc trallsltion fronl
the school cttvirottnrcnt to thc workirrg etrvirotlnlent
and llso thc problems associatcd with school and
otrt-of-school ecltrcatiort.
In conclusion, may I say that we of course know that
there is within the Council of Europe a youth organi-
zation comprising the European Youth Foundation
and the European Youth Centre, but we should not
like these two institutions to indulge in any from of
rivalry 
- 
quite the contrary, they would seem to
complement each other very well and we believe that
relations between them should be guided by a spirit of
close cooperation and effective coordination. Speaking
on behalf of my group, Mr President, I think it is abso-
lutely essential that we should not only pardon the
perhaps slightly hesitant and circumspect way in
which those presently responsible for the Youth
Forum are shaping their organization, but also pay
homage to all those who have been involved in the
development of this original system. And on the eve
of direct elections to our European Parliament I
would prefer, rather than to seek to find out who is
responsible for this delay, that we should accePt that if
we adults have failed to bring about a common Euro-
pean policy as speedily as we might have wished, then
we scarcely have the right to criticize young people
who have tried to set up an institution which, as I see
it, will help considerably to further our cause.
President. 
- 
I regret that, being in the chair, I am
unable to speak on this topic which is one that
concerns me very deeply.
I call Mrs Squarcialupi to speak on behalf of the
Communist and Allies Group.
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Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(f Mr President, Mr Commis-
sioner, I would like to add the voice of the
Communrst and Allies Group in support of the report
on the programme of exchanges of young workers and
also the question on Community youth policy. Such a
programme is without doubt a most effective way of
consolidating 
- 
in some cases even of creating 
- 
a
civil, social and cultural bond between young people
- 
and not necessarily just young people. The ideal of
European integration would remain a hopeless dream
without these links, which should serve to unite the
youth of Europe and, through them, also the rest of
the populations. However 
- 
and it grieves me to have
to say this 
- 
these exchanges of young workers must
not be exchanges between young unemployed. The
fieurgs of unemployed young people are in fact quite
shocking.
The 
.report on exchanges of young workers speaks ofthe 'human aspects' of the Community. In other
words, therefore, man is at the centre of all our
Community policies 
- 
not man as an abstract being,
but man with all his needs, of which the foremost is
his need to work. This concept should be the corner-
stone of a youth policy under which 
- 
as Mr Caro
has already said 
- 
the schools would play their part
in preparing young people for the world oi work. !7e
must find a way of easing the difficult transition that
young people experience as they leave school and go
out into the world. But a youth policy based simply
on education and vocational training is not enough.
!flhat is needed is an overall employment strategy.
The welfare policy and the labour policy should be
reshaped into a constructive policy that would be
adopted by all the Member States of the Communiry
and by the Communiry itself. From this we should
develop an economic policy which would initiate
reforms in certain sectors and inject government and
Community aid as a first step in turning the tide of
unemployment among young people and among
young girls in particular.
Mr Schreiber said that we should put new meaning
into the lives of our young people, help them to do
something positive with their lives, to ]ind , 
-ean-ingful existence through work. But the work they do
must itself be such as to help them preserve their
human dignity. And here I think the Dublin Founda-
tlon 
.f9r the Improvement of Living and !florkingConditions can make a significant contribution. Thi
organization of work, which at the moment is
regarded as an instrument, a means of obtaining the
maximum profit, must be completely overhauled. It is
for good reason that in most cases it'is the young who
shun manual or heavy work or the most degiadingjobs which have to be done by someone. But theri
will always be somebody poorer 
- 
such as immi-
grants from Third !7orld countries 
- 
who is prepared
to do these jobs that our young people avoid preiisely
because of a wrong approach to work.
Our policy towards the young must on the whole stim_
ulate a more profound look at all our policies and an
examination of the problem of work in a wider
context rather than seeing it simply in terms of trans-
ferring resources and financing the underdeveloped
countries. And here I welcome the reference made by
Mrs Cassanmagnago in her report to the possibiliry of
exchanges with young workers in the ACp countries,
although this in itself is not enough to establish a new
world order.
At the same time, I am convinced of the need to
listen more closely to what young people have to say
through their organization, that is the youth Forum,
since we ourselves have given them this means of
contact with the European Parliament and with the
Communiry institutions. The youth Forum should
become a true channel of commtrnication for the
young people of Europe, in iust the same way as the
trade union should be a regular and increasingly
important partner in dialogues with parliament ;d
the Commission.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of the Contnis-tion, _(NL)Mr Presidenr, I should like to begin by thanking
Mrs Cassanmagnago for her and her committeet
efforts to produce this report in so short a time. I am
happy to say that the terms of the report are very
similar to those of the proposal we have submitted to
Parliament. I hope, Mr President, that the Council of
Ministers will be able to take a decision on our prop_
osal at its meeting of 15 May.
In the first joint programme on exchanges of young
workers, the Member States were instructid to support
and implement the programme themselves, and-the
Commission's role was confined to that of providing
information. The decision whether to proviie finan-
cial support for the exchange progr.m-L was, in prin_
ciple, Ieft to the Member States themselves. I must say
that, as it turned out, the first programme did noi
meet our expectations on exchanges of young people
across 
_Community frontiers. The area of impiementa_tion of the first programme was also very limited, both
as regards the number of participants and the number
of sectors that benefited from it. On the basis of that
distinctly 
.limited .experience, and of certain experi_
ments and a number of suggcstions that were put to
us and which we have incorporated in the new
programme, we drew up a second programme which
is now before the House and has been received favour-
ably by those who spoke this afternoon.
Mr President, I think the best way for me to continue
is to combine the rest of what I have to say about Mrs
Cassanmagnago's report with my reply to the ques-
tions by Mr Schreiber and others on youth policy in
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the Communiry. Mr Schreiber rightly pointed out that
this stems from the mandate handed down at the
Hague Summit in 1969. This is not, and never has
been, a simple matter, because young people are not a
homogeneous group.
It is difficult to make clear distinctions, but national
and European youth organizations do represent some
but not all the interests of young people. Other organi-
zations 
- 
and here I am thinking in particular of the
trade unions 
- 
also represent young people's inter-
ests. And Parliament is aware that in recent years 
-
and this was noted this afternoon 
- 
a lot of thought
has been given to the idea of creating a structure
within which young people can be more closely
involved in the development of the Communiry
through their organizations. This led to the establish-
ment of the European Community Youth Forum
already referred to.
Secondly, the Commission has provided more guid-
ance to young people in the Communiry, predomi-
nantly as part of information policy, especially
through the so-called Kreyssig Fund. I hope that the
Youth Forum will also play a maior complementary
role. Thirdly, it should be noted that in recent years
the Community has become increasingly involved in
the problems of young people in the employment
field. I would recall what Mrs Squarcialupi said about
social affairs in general and education in particular. I
shall confine my remarks to recalling the attention
that has been paid to action programmes to combat
poverty. There we have been paying particular atten-
tion to the difficulties associated with the transition
from school to working life.
\fle have also been able to give concrete assistance in
the form of a considerable number of new social fund
payments, both for vocational training and for direct
employment creation ; these are the so-called new
forms of aid to which the Council agreed at the end
of last year.
It is not generally known 
- 
and I should like to
make this perfectly clear now 
- 
that no less than
40o/o of Social Fund commitment appropriations, an
amount approaching I 000 million EUA, is earmarked
for various activities in the field of vocational training
and the new arrangements for assistance with direct
employment creation. In other words 40Yo of the total
will benefit young people under 25. \7e have also
looked at the problem of mobility within the Commu-
nity as part of a training programme for young people
aimed at stimulating mutual understanding across
frontiers. It is in that light, Mr President, that our
second programme should be seen.
The European Community Youth Forum to which I
iust referred was established in June 1978. It is
intended to serve as a political platform for youth
organizations which are, as it were, our counterparts as
regards the special interests o{ young people. The
word 'counterparts' is perhaps not quite right. The
purpose of the Youth Forum is rather to make it
possible for the Commission and the Community as a
whole to keep themselves regularly informed of young
people's interests as represented in their organizations.
Mr Caro has already gone into this in detail. I shall
not repeat what he said.
I can simply confirm that the three standing commit-
tees which it was decided to set up will in fact be
concerned with the matters which Mr Caro raised. I
would also recall that Mr Jenkins last year gave his
approval by letter to the establishment of the Youth
Forum, stressing that this was a very iinportant step
towards involving young people more closely in the
further development of the European Community.
The Commission, Mr President, 
- 
and I should like
to make this quite clear for Mr Schreiber's benefit,
since he had some rather critical things to say about
this 
- 
fully intends to consult the Forum on all
problems affecting young people and their organiza-
tions. In doing so it will take care to ensure that the
relevant services of the Commission will establish
closer contacts with the Forum so as to keep it fully
informed as to Community activities and so that we
ourselves remain fully informed as to young people's
problems. And to facilitate these contacts, the
Commission has instructed the Bureau of the Social
Partners of the Commission's Secretariat General to
look after contacts with the Forum.
In other words, the Bureau will be responsible for rela-
tions with the Youth Forum. The Commission there-
fore looks forward to seeing what initiatives will
emerge from the Youth Forum and from the commit-
tees it has set up.
I turn now to Mr Schreiber's third question, where he
asks for information about the second programme for
exchanges of young workers. I cannot do better than
to refer him to the report by Mrs Cassanmagnago-
Cerretti which approves our proposal.
In reply to the question about young workers from
Greece, Spain and Portugal, I must point out, Mr Presi-
dent, that the exchanges are based on Article 50 of the
Treaty establishing the European Communities, and
that the programme we have drafted is directed exclu-
sively at nationals of the existing Member States as
citizens of the European Economic Community.
But, Mr President, I agree that it would be appropriate
to bring it to the attention of the applicant countries
from the beginning that we do have this programme
- 
and I am thinking in particular of Greece, which
will accede to the Community in the foreseeable
future 
- 
so that they can make arrangements to parti-
cipate in the programme immediately as soon as their
accession is an accomplished fact.
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I turn now to the fourth and last question. Here I am
unable unfortunately to give quite as precise an
answer, because we are asked to draw up new propo-
sals. I must tell the House that we have no plans to do
so. I do not want to encourage any illusions. I7e do
not, at this stage, immediately following the
programme we have now submitted, intend to draw
up any new proposals for what night be called extra-
mural activities. On the other hand I would point out
that this does not mean that nothing else will be done
at all, because there are ways of organizing other activi-
ties without specific proposals. The Social Fund, for
example, can consider applications for support from
individuals or from non-profit-making organizations
such as youth organizations, provided there is iointfinancial participation by the governments of the
Member States concerned. Applications have been
received from, for example, hostels for young workersin France and Italy, for support with vocational
training programmes for unemployed young people.A major British project known as Community
Industry has been taken over by the national authori-
ties and is now being financed jointly with the Social
Fund. This programme was initiated by the Union of
Youth Clubs in the United Kingdom. I would also
mention an initiative taken in my own country, the
Netherlands, known as NW Youth Contacts, which
has made a number of very valuable suggestions for
the implementation of the new forms of aid that have
been introduced to combat youth unemployment.
Here we have an instance of very close cooperation
and an opportunity to see our proposals in action.
Moreover, many youth organizations have received
financial support from us through the Kreyssig Fund
for the financing of international meetings on such
matters as youth unemployment or migrant workers.
I hope that the Youth Forum will continue to play an
important role by creating further opportunities to
implement the action which we undertake in this
field and to come up with new initiatives when asked
to do so by us.
President. 
- 
I note that there are no further requests
to speak. The motion for a resolution, as it stands, will
be put to the vote tomorrow during voting time.
The debate is closed.
19. Urgent procedure
President. 
- 
I have received from Mrs Squarcialupi,
Mr Granelli, Mr Zagari, Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerreiti,
Mr Lezzi, Mr Ligios, Mr Pisoni, Mr Pistillo, Mr
Vernaschi and Mr Vitale a motion for a resolution
with request for urgent debate pursuant to Rule 14 of
the Rules of Procedure, on accidents at work (Doc.
tt7 t7e).
The reasons supporting this request are set out in the
document.
I shall consult the House on this request at the begin-
ning of tomorrow's sitting.
20. Second European Social Budget
(1e75 _ 1e80)
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
25179) drawn up on behalf of the Commimee on
Social Affairs, Employment and Education, by Mr
!7awrzik, on rhe Second European Social Budget
(1e76 
- 
te80).
I call Mr !7awrzik.
Mr Wewrzik, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr, president,
before I say anything else I should like to take the
opportunity I have in presenting the report to express
my thanks and appreciation to the members of the
Commission. As I have said in the motion for a resolu-
tion, the Second European Social Budget not only
takes into account the changes called for by thi
committee in the report on the First Social Budget,
but also contains projections of the future develop-
ment of social expenditure in the Community.
On behalf of our committee I would also like to use
this opportunity to put forward a few further ideas and
changes for the Third Social Budget. But before I do
se let me make an important point. Looking at the
Social Budget and at the statistics one might come to
the conclusion that the social situation is best in coun-
tries in which the level of social security expenditure
is very high. This is a fallacy. High expenditure can
certainly be an indicator of a well-balanced social situ-
ation. On the other hand, it could indicate the very
opposite. High social expenditure could be necessi-
tated, for example, by the consequences of an imbal-
ance in the economy. I iust wanted to say this to
prevent a wrong interpretation being put on the
figures.
Our committee would like the Third European Social
Budget to cover all social benefits throughout the
Community. I have listed some of the benefits we had
in mind in paragraph 6. N7e also feel that the repon
would benefit from greater clarity by the inclusion of
graphs, diagrams and so on. !7e all know how
precious time is to us and how essential it is that such
an important and information-packed report as this
should be made as readily intelligible as possible. !7e
have, in addition, expressed our desire to see the
report include a concise summary of its contents. This
report, which is excellent as a source of information
and as an aid to political decision-making, should be
made available in a more condensed form for prelimi-
nary discussion by Parliament. This would have the
advantage_of being easier to assimilate and still being
adequate for the purposes of preliminary discussions-;
the full report 
- 
that is, the complete Budget 
- 
can
always be referred to when specific data are required.
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So far as the Budget period is concerned, we favour a
three-year period with an annual updating of forecasts
in the interim. The Commission's report has been
split into two sections. The committee had expressed
the hope that the purely technical section, besides
including a purely technical assessment of its
contents, would also present political recommenda-
tions. Whilst the technical section has been approved
unanimously, the decisions on the political conclu-
sions have been taken by a maiority vote. In the
committee's report we have drawn attention to certain
areas of Community policy 
- 
in our view hitherto
neglected 
- 
on which it will be necessary to concen-
trate more in the future. All of us here know, and
none of us are too happy about it, that social policy is
the Cinderella of Community policies. It is therefore
with some pleasure that we take this opportunity to
study the Second Social Budget and refer to certain
points that we consider important. To my mind one
of the most important is the creation of opportunities
for asset formation for workers, including participa-
tion in production capital.
The Commission's action programme outlines ideas
with a view to setting up models for asset-sharing in
the Community. However, we should also like to see
the development of a policy along these lines. I7e
take the view that measures designed to facilitate
home-ownership are a particularly important feature
of asset formation. \fle realize that home-ownership is
to some extent an obstacle to mobility and for this
reason we have urged the shaping of a policy which
would gurantee the free movement and mobility of
workers by reducing or removing administrative obsta-
cles to the sale of residential properry within the
Community countries. And here we have in mind not
just the easing of purely administrative measures and
of the difficulties associated with the sale of property,
the cumbersome procedures, but also the possibiliry of
tax concessions that would simplify house transfer and
improve the mobility of workers.
We also want to see the introduction of a family
policy that above all looks after the needs of large
families, guaranteeing that the chidren will receive a
proper education according to their ability and facili-
tating their participation in the cultural life of the
Community. It is true to say, generally speaking, that
it is the large families that suffer the most deprivation
on this connection. On the basis of the information
contained in the report, we feel that we must continue
to gather information on the extent of the problem of
unequal treatment of men and women. Urgent steps
must be taken to eliminate discrimination.
!7e also need to work towards harmonizing existing
laws protecting the interests of war victims and war
widows. In this context we also must bear in mind the
physically and mentally handicapped, particularly chil-
dren, who are so often regarded and treated by
employers as a tiresome imposition, even though they
have a legal right to a job.
\7e also consider it essential that the policies pursued
under the Regional and Social Funds should be
directed in a way that would help tackle the unem-
ployment problem and, through the achievement of
full employment, ensure an old-age pension sufficient
for the individual to maintain his accustomed
standard of living. !7e have also taken up another
point on which it was difficult to come to an agree-
ment owing to the fact that some countries accord a
different legal status in circumstances that are iden-
tical. My original intention was to state here that
society's obligation was to integrate physically or
mentally handicapped and help them to look after
themselves, rather than merely paying them social
assistance. I believe that it is our overriding duty,
wherever possible, to provide iobs for handicapped
people so as to give them a purpose in life and to inte-
grate them in society, and not to relieve our consci-
ences by offering them social benefits in one form or
another. !7e have arrived at an acceptable wording on
this question of jobs, which at least gives an indication
of the problems in this area.
The Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and
Education has adopted this report and I ask Parlia-
ment to endorse our decision. I would add that the
Christian-Democratic Group supports this report and
the policy recommendations contained in it and joins
me in expressing appreciation of the Commission's
work.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of tbe Conrntission. 
-(NL)Mr President, I should like to begin with a word
of thanks to the rapporteur, Mr !7awrzik, who has, in
my humble opinion dealt with an unusually inter-
esting and important document from the Commission
in a report for which I have great admiration, since
among other things it contains a number of recom-
mendations and suggestions which we will certainly
take into consideration. However, I have to sound a
rather less enthusiastic note in connection with our
other objectives.
rVe consider the Social Budget, as it is generally called
- 
and I shall have something to say about that name
shortly 
- 
as extremely important. Through it, both
the Commission and the governments of the Member
States are non being confronted much more than in
the past with the need to take certain decisions in the
social field and to consider the effects of certain
policy decisions in other fields on social expenditure.
I should like to refer in particular to the highly
topical question of early retirement. This is becoming
an increasingly important consideration in the field ofjob distribution. It is now being discussed by
employers and employees, and certain specific deci-
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sions have already been taken. I can well imagine a
study being made of early retirement as part of the
so-called Social Budget, with special reference to the
financial consequences of different policy alternatives.
This would be a matter of great importance to the
large numbers of people affected, as well as the organi-
zations concerned. A study of this kind would also
have an operational significance, something we always
try to achieve. The Commission has now submitted
what it considers to be an important document on the
growth of social expenditure in the Member States,
but, as Mr \Tawrzik has said, the great difficulry is in
determining how it is to be made operational. The
Commission's own terms of reference in the social
field are strictly limited, even though progress is being
made in the development of relevant Community
policy.
If we look at the Social Budget in this way, then we
should also publish specific studies more often. The
frequency of publication would of course depend on
the scope of the relevant activities. It should be clear
that if we went ahead with an ad boc study of the cost
of early retirment, for instance, it could well be that
the demands made on the time of officials in my
department would seriously interfere with the progress
of studies on the growth of unemployment benefits or
the cost of health care, which we are also working on.
These are all inter-related subjecs, but we cannot
possibly do everything at once. We must be able to
organize our work flexibly, so that we can concentrate
on the foreseeable items that will be referred to us by
the competent bodies. There I of course include the
European Parliament. And in our own activities, we
should concentrate on specific studies that do have an
operational significance.
Now when I look at the motion for a resolution
contained in Mr'Wawrzik's report I must 
- 
as I have
already said 
- 
make the point that to cover all the
areas it refers to would be an impossible task for the
Commission's services. That is unfortunately the case.
!7e simply do not have enough staff. If you were to
realize how small a staff we have to cope with this
work, compared with the numbers available in even a
small country like the Netherlands to produce fore-
casts and coordinate operations with the Central Plan-
ning Bureau, you would understand that we simply
cannot do everything at once. As I said, we have to be
selective, and we prefer to concentrate on topical
matters that have an operational significance. On the
other hand, it is also true that a number of the studies
called for in Mr Wawrzik's report are already being
carried out in some other connection. There is, for
example, the green book on wealth creation. That
particular study 
- 
which is already available to the
Commission and which I hope will shortly enable it
to take some positive decisions 
- 
contains a compara-
tive outline of the situation in the Member States.
That is the technical part. But it also contains an intro-
ductory part with a political slant 
- 
at least, it will do
so if the Commission follows my recommendation. At
all events, I proposed that the political impact of
wealth creation should be looked into. That will
provide us with guidelines for developing a policy to
be applied both in the Member States and, we would
hope also, at Communiry level. But this really falls
outside the scope of the Social Budget, and the same
applies to a large number of other items in Mr'Wawr-
zik's motion for a resolution.
The fact that we do not cover these in the Social
Budget does not mean that we do not cover them at
all. In fact a good number of the items in Mr \7awr-
zik's motion would, I would suggest, be better dealt
with when we come to consider the Annual Report on
the Social Situation in the Community. These matters
are handled in much more detail there and more
intensive consideration can be given to the policy
implications of the different items than it is possible
under 
- 
I will not say a purely scientific study,
because it is not quite that either 
- 
but what is only
a set of forecasts of future developments in the social
field which we present in the Social Budget.
I agree wholeheartedly that the data included in the
Social Budget should, as far as possible, be given sepa-
rately for men and women, in view of the great impor-
tance of equal treatment of men and women, as Mr
\U7awrzik rightly stressed.
This should also be reflected as far as possible in the
handling and collecting of the statistics and in
making estimates of future developments so that
progress towards the equal treatment of men and
women can be made as measurable as possible.
Finally, I should like to comment on the use of the
term 'Social Budget'. When I was a Member of this
Parliament 
- 
and I remember the first use of the
term 'Social Budget' 
- 
I always felt that it was a
rather confusing term. I know that the expression is
probably less confusing in German, where it origi-
nated but in other languages, including Dutch, and I
think also English, the term 'social Budger' does not
really give a fair explanation of the content of the
document itself. I think a better term would be'finan-
cial multiannual estimateS of social expenditure'. I
think that would give a clearer indication of what the
document actually contains : these are multiannual
estimates. We are now looking at the situation in the
period 1980 to 1985 
- 
and next time we hope to be
able to look as far ahead as 1990. In other words, we
are dealing with multiannual estimates over a consider-
able period of time and not merely with the budget
for the current year. I think the term I have suggested
would be a better description of the document, and
might also help to eliminate some misunderstanding
about its contents and their significance.
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Finally, we can agree with Mr l7awrzik that we should
pay more attention to the way the document is
broken down and to the list of contents, so that it can
be more easily used as a reference work. Mr President,
I believe that I may say finally that the multiannual
estimates, as we should try to call them, 
- 
financial
multiannual estimates on social expenditure, with an
explanatory memorandum that can naturally have a
strong policy element 
- 
are becoming increasingly
important. Following the recent decision of the
Council of Ministers on monetary cooperation in
Europe in the direction of an economic and monetary
union, the document we are considering here. which
contains an inventory and estimates of the growth of
social expenditure and irs financing, acquires an extra
importance. I hope that Parliament will continue to
give its attention to this important document in that
light and in terms of integration and convergence of
economic policy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vandewiele.
Mr Vandewiele. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I shall not
make another speech, but I should like to convey my
thanks to Mr Vredeling for his friendly reaction to our
report. Mr Vredeling in fact never fails to show just
how the dialogue with this Parliament should be
conducted, and for that I am always grateful to him.
Mr Vredeling referred to a number of points, and I
wish to comment on iust a few of them. \7e shall
soon be getting a new Parliament, and as you can see
from the number of ber,ches that have been installed,
there will be some 400 directly elected Members. I
would ask Mr Vredeling to ensure that the Commis-
sion will help Parliament to play an effective role
whenever the Commission is unable to consider
certain matters owing to lack of staff. !fle must
campaign for fuller staffing in a number of depart-
ments where this is necessary to conduct enquiries
and consider proposals in more detail. To state that
you are unable to do what is taken for granted in the
Member States because you are short of staff is, in my
view, the wrong argument. I would support you here
by arguing that you should go ahead with your activi-
ties and get Parliament to support you when you ask
for more staff. There is a lot to be done in the social
sector, and we will support you fully in that.
Secondly, you referred to the Annual Report on the
Social Situation in the Community. Personally, I
support you fully, but you and your collaborators can
help us with some of the points in our colleague's
report by saying : 'Look, this will be considered in the
debate on the Annual Report, I want you to come
back to this, because then I will be able to go into it
in detail as the Member of the Commission'. We shall
be able to consider a number of matters in greater
depth if you ask for certain things to be prepared for
the Annual Report.
Thirdly, equal treatment of men and women. At
present, I don't think we have got much further than
the sloganizing stage. The fact is 
- 
and you know
this better than anyone 
- 
that we still have a long
way to go in many sectors before we will have
anything like real equality of treatment. I would
simply ask the Commission to help us over the next
few months to face things as they really are. A great
deal remains to be done in a number of countries. It
will be years before we can really talk about equal
treatment, but we should like you to know that we
support your efforts.
I was rather astonished that a Vice-President of the
Commission failed to comment on a number of
suggestions on family policy and demographic policy.
Perhaps he is keeping that for another occasion, but I
feel strongly that the very difficult position in which
social security systems have been placed as a result of
certain demographic developments in most Member
States makes it essential for the Commission to take
new initiatives on demographic problems and family
policy. I am firmly convinced that we are going to be
faced with very serious problems in these sectors in
coming years. I need only mentiorr that certain
serious problems have arisen in the social security
system, for example.
Mr President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President o-f tbt Conrntis.rion. 
-(NZ) I wish just to make a few points Mr Presidcnt. I
should like to thank Mr Vandewiele for his encou-
raging statement. I was particularly impressed by his
comments on our staffing problems. Of course that
should never be used as an excuse, either by me or by
the Commission as a whole, for doing nothing. I
simply hope that it is a two-way street, as they say in
English, and that we both know how to come and go.
The fact of the matter is that the staffing proposals
from the Committee on Social Affairs are not the last
word. Parliament also has a Committee on Budgets, if
you see what I mean. I hope that between us, we will
be able to get some results in the near future, since we
are each working towards the same objectives.
SThat you said about the Annual Report is correct.
This report 
- 
and I can confirm this 
- 
is at the prin-
ters at this moment and is about to be published.
More attention has been paid to the introduction than
in the past, and an effort has been made to give it a
stronger policy orientation. I am not sure if vre have
been entirely successful. !7e were tremendously short
of time, because the printer's requirements had to be
met as well. We did make an effort to give a stronger
political character to the introductory section. The
debate on many of the items contained in Mr 'ltr7awr-
zik's motion for a resolution is therefore better left
until we are ready to discuss the Annual Report.
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As regards the family policy to which Mr Vandewiele
referred, we have of course devoted a chapter to family
income supplements. The whole problem of demogra-
phic developments does of course influence the cost
of social securiry. One need only think of the growing
problem being caused by the fact that the average age
of the population is rising. This is happening in all
the Member States to a greater or lesser extent, and it
will be a major problem by 1990 and thereafter. It is
certain that by then a much lower proportion of the
population will be engaged in productive activity, and
there will be many more retired people. This problem,
Mr President, certainly should be given a place in this
study and we shall certainly bear that in mind.
President. 
- 
I should also like to add my thanks.
I note that there are no further requests to speak. The
motion for a resolution, as it stands, will be put to the
vote tomorrow during voting time.
2l . Agenda for next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will take place
tomorrow, Tuesday, 24 April 1979, at l0 a.m. and 3.00
p.m. with the following agenda:
- 
Decision on urgency of seven motions for resolutions
and an oral question
- 
Bangemann report on draft amending and supplemen-
tary budget No I
- 
Notenboom report on interest rebates for loans with a
structural obiective
- 
Spinelli report on loans to promote investment
- 
Cointat report on the staff regulations of officials of
the Communities
- 
Interim Cointat Report on the administrative expendi_
ture of Parliament during 1978
- 
Oral question with debate to the Commission on the
Regional Fund
- 
Ibrugger report on coal and coke for the iron and
steel industry
- 
Ripamonti report on space research
- 
Mitchell report on the Euratom inspectorate
- 
lValz motion for a resolution on the Harrisburg
accident
.1.00 f.m.
- 
Votrrrg trrtrc
Tlrc srtting is closcd.
(7'ht.rittittg ttit., clo.trtl tt 7.20 /t.rtt.)
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ANNEX
Action by Commission on European Parliament opinions at ll[.arch part-Session
l. The European Parliament at its part-Session in March 1979 in response to requests by
the Council for consultation adopted I I opinions on Commission proposals to the
Council.
2. In the following six cases its opinion was in favour :
report b1 lllr Corrie on proposals for fishery consera-ation measures (Doc.7179);
reltort b7 Alr Corrie on action for restructuring tbe insbore fisheries sector (Doc.
8l7e);
report b1 l4r Alberts on recornmendation concerning ratification of international
conaention on container safet! (Doc. 6a0178);
proposal 
.for treating certain disaster-stricken localities in ltall in tbe same wa)' as
mounta.in areas (Doc. 610178);
proposal for tariff quota in respect of wines originating in hlorocco (Doc.614178);
proposal setting up common organization of market in fats (Doc.63ll78).
3. In five cases it proposed amendments, which in two cases the Commission accepted :
(a) report b1 A4r Notenboom on Seaentb VAT Directiae applling to works of qrt
(Doc. 647178)
The Commission's departments have prepared an amended proposal on the basis of
Article 14912, which the Commission will be adopting in the course of the week and
forwarding to the Parliament and Council forthwith;
(b) report by fuIr Noi on controlled thermonuclear fusion researcb programnte (Doc.
s8t 178l
A proposal altered in line with the Parliament's amendments has been adopted and
forwarded to the Council and Parliament.
4. In the following three cases :
report b1 Air Liogier on proposals for fixing agricultural prices for farnt year
1979/80 (Doc.675178);
report by Alr Lamberts on tuo Directiues concerning errergy consuntption of housebold
appliances : labelling (Doc. 671/78) ;
reltort b7 A4r Lezzi on tuo proposals concerning management of food aid (Doc.
66e178),
the Commission explained at the sitting why it wished to keep the proposals as they
stood.
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Mr Tugendbat, lllember of tbe Comntis-
sion : Mr Jung on bebalf of tbe Liberal
and Dentocratic Group ; Mr Aiatcagni on
bebalf of the Conrntunist and Allies Group
13. Decision on codl and coke 
.for tbe iron and
steel industrl'- Report b1 fuIr Ibrilgger on
bebalf of tbe Contntittee on Energl' and
Researcb (Doc. 69/79)
hlr I b rilgger, rapporte ur
Lord Bessborougb, draftsman fo, art
opittiott ; Mr Hoffmann on bebalf of tbe
Socialist Group; Mrs Walz, Cbairnan of
the Contntittee on Energl' and Researcb :
lllr Veronesi on bebalf of the Connunist
and Allies Group ; llr H. lV. A[illler on
behalf of the Cbristian-Detnocratic Group(EPP); Mr Christensen ; A4r Brunner,
Menber of tbe Commission
14. Comnunitl particiltation in space researcb
- 
Report by ll{r Ripanronti on behalf of
tbe Conrnittee on Energy and Researcb
(Doc. 2/79)
Mr R ipanon t i, raplto rt eu r
Mr Flcintig on bebalf of the Socialist
Group; Mrs Walz on bebalf of the Cbritti-
an-Denocratic Group (EPP); fuIr
Nonnanton on bebalf of the European
Conseruatiae Groult ; .fuIr Veronesi ott
bebalf of tbe Comnunist and Allies
Group ; lllr Brilnner, Menber o.f tbe
Commissiott
IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
(Tbe sitting uas opened at 10.15 a.n.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Apltroual of the ntinutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Documents recei*d
President. 
- 
I have received a report drawn up by
Mr Bangemann on behalf of the Committee on
Operation of tbe Euratont insfiectoratc 
-Report b1 Mr tuIitcbell on bebal.f of tht
Contnittee on Energl' and Re-tearch'(Doc.
3/7e)
,01 r Flri nt i g, d ep u t1' rd.plro rt e u r
fl[rs Walz on bebal.f of the Cbristian-
Denrocratic Group (EPP); .l4r Normanton
on bebalf o.f tbe European Consert'atit'e
Group ; hlr Veronesi on bebalf o.f tbe
Comntunist and Allies Group ; foIr Krieg
o,t bebalf of tbe Group o.f European
Progressiue Democrats; Mrs Walz; fu[r
Krieg; *Ir Fliimig; hlr Brunner, Member
of the Comnrission
Accident at Harrisburg 
- 
l,l,otion for a
resolution b1 hlrs Walz and Mr Flcinig
on behalf of tbc Contmittee on Energl' and
Research (Doc. 81/79)
Mrs ll/alz, author of tbe notiott for a reso-
lution
Mr Fltinig on behalf of tbe Socialist
Group ; -foIr Nonnanto,t o,t bebalf of the
European Conserc'atiue Group ; .foIr Vero-
nesi ; -foIr Noi ; tVr Incbauspd on bebal.f of
tbe Group of European Progressiue Dentoc-
rats ; hlr Natali, Vice-President of the
Comntissiott
Urgent procedure
Agenda for next sitting
Budgets on draft amending and supplementary budget
No 1 of the European Communities for the 1979
financial year, established by the Council (Doc.
11et7e).
3. Decision oil ilrgent proccdure
President. 
- 
The next item is the decision on a
number of requests for urgent debate pursuant to Rule
14 of the Rules of Procedure.
I shall first consult Parliament on the adoption of
urgent procedure for the motion for a resolution
tabled by Mr Fellermaier and Mr Pisani, on behalf of
the Socialist Group, on tbe retiew of tbe contmon agri-
mltural policy. (Doc. a3179)
The reasons supporting the request for urgent proce-
dure are contained in the document itself.
15.
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64
65
69
75
15.
75
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82
85
86
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I call Mr Hoffmann.
Mr Hoffmann. 
- 
(D) On behalf of the Socialist
Group I wish to ask for this motion for a resolution
not to be dealt with by urgent procedure since we
have heard that Mr Caiilavet will be submitting a
report on the reform of the common agricultural
policy in May.
'We therefore feel it would be better not to deal with
this now.
President. 
- 
The request for urgent procedure is
withdrawn.
I now consult Parliament on the adoption of urgent
procedure for the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr
Hughes, on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture,
on the urgent need for eradication measures to
control neraous diseases in pigs (Doc. 76179).
The reasons supporting the request for urgent proce-
dure are contained in the document itself.
I call Mr Hoffmann.
Mr Hoffmann. 
- 
(D) On behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture I would also ask this motion not to be
taken under urgent procedure because it can be dealt
with better next month in coniunction with a report
by Mr Hughes on animal leucosis.
President. 
- 
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
I now consult Parliament on the adoption of urgent
procedure for the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr
Fellermaier, on behalf of the Socialist Group, on
strengtbening parliamentary democraE at European
Communitl leael (Doc. 95179).
The reasons supporting the request for urgent proce-
dure are contained in the document itself.
I call Mr Bayerl to speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group.
Mr Bayerl. (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Socialist Group has tabled this motion.
!7e see it as a step towards the strengthening of parlia-
mentary democracy in the Communify. The matter is
urgent, because we consider that this Parliament must
respect the undertakings which it has itself given over
the years and because the present Parliament whose
members have a dual mandate is better placed to exert
influence on the national parliaments than the
directly elected Parliament will be. !7e believe that
our aims should be attained on four or five points.
Allow me to comment briefly on this ...
President. 
- 
Mr Bayerl, you may only say whether
you are maintaining or withdrawing the request.
Mr Bayed. 
- 
\7e are maintaining it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, my group is of the
opinion that this matter is not urgent enough to
warrant a debate this week but that it should first be
considered by the Political Affairs Committee. \fle
also believe that the whole subject has always received
very close attention from the Political Affairs
Committee and from the House. I do not wish to say
anything against the text as such but merely fail to see
the need for an urgent debate this week. That would
create the impression that the House has left this
matter in abeyance up to now. If we want to leave
something like a political testament to our successors
we can do so at the next part-session.
President. 
- 
I put the request for urgent procedure
to the vote. The request is rejected.
Pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure, the
motion for a resolution is referred to the appropriate
committee.
I now consult Parliament on the adoption of urgent
procedure for the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr
Klepsch, Mr Bersani, Mr Deschamps and Mr Vergeer,
on behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP),
on the need ,o prouide urgent hunanitarian aid 
.for
the people of Uganda (Doc. 108/79).
The reasons supporting the request for urgent debate
are contained in the document itself.
The adoption of urgent procedure is agreed.
I propose that the motion for a resolution be placed
on the agenda for Friday, 27 April, after the Liogier
report on fruit and vegetables.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
I consult Parliament on the adoption of urgent proce-
dure for the oral question, with debate, by the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs to the
Commission on Communitl sultplies ol. rara mdte-
rials (Doc. ll2l79).
The reasons supporting the request for urgent proce-
dure are contained in the document itself.
I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, my group feels
that this topic has been debated often enough by the
House and that there is no need for urgent considera-
tion at this part-session.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hoffmann to speak on behalf
of the Socialist Group.
Mr Hoffmann. 
- 
(D) The Socialist Group considers
that urgent procedure should be adopted. This topic is
closely linked with the next request and I therefore
suggest that the motion for a resolution by Mr
Ansquer should not be taken under'urgent procedure
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since it can most logically be dealt with in connection
with the first question. Mr Ansquer's motion on ore
deposits, in particular in the Lorraine, can best be
made the subiect of a report, and indeed, work on a
report has already begun and it will no doubt be given
detailed consideration in the course of the year. I am
sure that this approach will do much more to serve
the interests of the people of Lorraine.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, since we are now
discussing the next item, may I say that my group
again feels that urgent procedure is not called for ; we
shall have an opportunity to discuss the matter under
our normal agenda and the group concerned 
- 
I
should like Mr Ansquer to note this point 
- 
can then
submit its motion for a resolution. !7e already have an
oral question with debate on the structural problems
of the Community's industrial policy en our agenda. I
fail to see why we should now have a further debate
on Friday. I therefore cannot support the idea of an
urgent debate on the two texts, the one we are now
discussing and the next motion; I would urge the
authors to make their observations and put forward
their demands in the bourse of the debate which is
already scheduled.
President. 
- 
I put the request for urgent procedure
to the vote. The request is reiected.
I now consult Parliament on the adoption of urgent
procedure for the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr
Ansquer, on behalf of the Group of European Progres-
sive Democrats, on Communiry supplies of raw mate-
rials (Doc. 109179).
The reasons supporting the request for urgent debate
are contained in the document itself.
The request is rejected.
Pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure the
motion for a resolution is referred to the appropriate
committee.
I now consult Parliament on the adoption of urgent
procedure for the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr
Pintat, on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group, on the conclusion of tbe Geneua negotiations
on tbe Tokyo Round (Doc. 114179).
The reasons supporting the request for urgent debate
are contained in the document itself.
The request is rejected.
Pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure, the
motion for a resolution is referred to the appropriate
committee.
I consult Parliament on the adoption of urgent proce-
dure for the motion for a resolution, tabled by Mrs
Squarcialupi, Mr Granelli, Mr Zagari, Mrs Cassanmag-
nago-Cerretti, Mr Lezzi, Mr Ligios, Mr Pisoni, Mr
Pistillo, Mr Vernaschi and Mr Vitale on accidents at
work (Doc. l17l79l.
I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Klepsch, 
- 
(D) Mr President, my group feels
that this motion, too, could be dealt with in May and
not during this part-session.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi.
Mrs Squarcialupi.- (f Mr President, this motion
for a resolution which has been tabled by representa-
tives of serveral groups, including the Christian-
Democratic and Communist Groups, refers specifi-
cally to an industrial accident which occurred in
Germany and in which eight workers, including seven
Italian migrants, lost their lives ; our intention is to
review the current situation relating to the employ-
ment of migrant workers.
President. 
- 
I put the request for urgent procedure
to the vote. As the result of the show of hands is not
clear, a fresh vote will be taken by sitting and
standing.
The adoption of urgent procedure is agreed.
I propose that the motion for a resolution be included
on the agenda for Friday, 27 April.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
4. Draft anrending and supplementaD'
budget No I for 1979
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
ll9l79) by Mr Bangemann on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets on
draft amending and supplementary budget No. I of the
European Communities for rhe 1979 financial year, esta-
blished by the Council.
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann, rapport (D) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, I shall present my report in two
parts; I shall deal in the first part with the substantive
content of this draft amending and supplementary
budget and in the second with the general related
questions of procedure and budgetary powers. As
regards the content, the Council has in essence
accepted the Commission's proposal : it has reduced
the commitment appropriations entered for the
Regional Fund in the Regional Fund chapter of the
budget by l50m EUA and reduced the payment appro-
priations by 54m EUA ; at the same time it has
created a new chapter 57 to cover measures connected
with the European Monetary System : this chapter has
been endowed with 200m EUA for interest rate
subsidies and 45m EUA for compensatory payments
to the United Kingdom.
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Taking the last two amounts together and assuming
- 
as it is probably not altogether wrong to assume 
-that the 250m EUA added to the budget through this
supplementary budget will also have certain regional
effects, i.e. will benefit the regions which because of
greater structural weakness fall below the Community
average in terms of incomes and prosperity, it is
apparent that the reductions made to the Regional
Fund appropriations in the original budget are more
than offset by these 250m EUA.
The Committee on Budgets has therefore approved
this proposal which the Commission submitted to the
Council as a preliminary draft and which the Council
then forwarded to us as a draft, and we call upon the
House to adopt this proposal as far as the new appro-
priations are concerned.
There are a number of related questions of detail
which I wish to mention now and which are also
referred to in the motion for a resolution, e. g. the
question as to whether these new appropriations, the
new 250 m EUA, are to constitute compulsory or non-
compulsory expenditure. The Commission and
Council have so far classified them as compulsory
expenditure. To prevent the kind of misconception
which has frequently arisen in public opinion, I want
to make it quite clear that these appropriations obvi-
ously represent a commitment on the part of the
Community in that they must be paid out for the
specified purposes. If, then, the Committee on
Budgets is of the opinion that these appropriations
constitute non-compulsory expenditure, it is not
seeking to call into question the commitments
entered into by the Community but merely adhering
to the view it has always maintained that the distinc-
tion between compulsory and non-compulsory expen-
diture is essentially a matter of budgetary powers and
does not affect the way in which these commitments
are to be honoured. Mr President, you are aware that
non-compuslory expenditure falls within the purview
of Parliament which is not the case with compulsory
expenditure: there the Council, the other branch of
the budgetary authoriry, has the stronger position.
Now it would be possible to discuss the definition of
these two types of expenditure at great length. One
distinguishing feature to which we have always
referred seems particularly relevant to me : to the
extent that the rights of third parties are at issue, not
the rights of the Member States but the rights of
private third parties who are entitled to expect some-
thing from the legal acts of the Community, we are
clearly dealing with compulsory expenditure. To
quote an example, expenditure under the agricultural
fund, at least from the Guarantee Section, is compul-
sory because third parties can lay claim to it under
existing Community legislation; other items of expen-
diture, even if they are not discretionary in each indi-
vidual case, constitute non-conpulsory expenditure
because they do not reflect established rights of third
parties. i. e. private individuals.
I believe that this distinguishrr.g criterion provides an
adequate safeguard for the avoidance of such disputes
in future. The interest subsidies without doubt repre-
sent commitments on the part of the Community, but
they are not commitments which establish a legal posi-
tion for private third parties and they are therefore
items of non-compulsory expenditure.
I should like to mention a second, perhaps rather
more technical point, which is also referred to in the
motion for a resolution. The Committee on Budgets is
of the opinion that even a Council regulation which
contains figures cannot prejudice the budgetary deci-
sion. Ii?henever the Council indicates such figures in
the exercise of its legislative authority, those figures
are purely indicative and must be specified in a budge-
tary decision. The Council must at long last accept
this position otherwise the whole system of budgetary
rights would be deprived of all meaning. That point
has been clearly made in this motion for a resolution
which is concise because it concentrates essentially on
these points.
A word now, Mr President, on the basic points of
contention. During the consideration of this draft and
of the preliminary draft supplementary budget there
were a number of points which gave rise to conten-
tion with the Council, although always in a very
amicable spirit ; I should like here to thank the
French Presidency specifically for never losing sight
of the spirit of reasonable cooperation and main-
taining a friendly atmosphere between the two
branches of the budgetary authority, even when our
positions differed.
But, as regards the adoption and the very existence of
the 1979 budget, we must also remember that there is
still a difference of interpretation between the Council
and Parliament as the two arms of the budgetary
authority.
In the course of the conciliation procedure we agreed
to adopt the following approach to that difference :
the legal question as to whether the 1979 budget was
duly adopted cannot be clarified in a dialogue
between the Parliament and Council ; for that juridical
problem to be solved it would have to be referred to
the Court of Justice. However, since the juridical
aspect is merely one aspect of a more general dispute
which is primarily political in nature, neither the
Council nor the Parliament considers it desirable to
seek a juridical decision which can very rarely indeed
settle a political conflict on a reasonable basis.
This does not imply a lack of confidence in the Court
of Justice ; quite the contrary, we place great faith in
the abilities of the Court and naturally also in its polit-
ical wisdom, but we should like to see this political
conflict solved iointly by the political authority, i. e.
by the Council and Parliament. Mr President, the solu-
tion at which we have arrived allows the two branches
of the budgetary authority to stick to their legal posi-
tions while still enabling a decision to be reached
which was essential to enable the European Monetary
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System to continue to function as smoothly as has
been the case in the first few weeks of its existence.
The solution consists in an agreement to differ on thejuridical issues 
- 
in other words neither of us will
attack the other's furidical position 
- 
while at the
same time establishing a supplementary budget which
will not ieopardize the existence of the European
Monetary System. I must say in all frankness that the
Council did for a tirne jeopardize this agreement. It
published a press release'correcting' an original press
statement by indicating that the title of amending
supplementary budget could not be applied to the
documents forwarded to us. I must state in all frank-
ness and to rule out any misunderstanding that this
was not a helpful step. The Council acted in a rather
ill-considered manner and we had every reason to
draw its attention to the fact we could not accept this
manoeuvre. IUTe found a solution, Mr President, by
asking you 
-and you were kind enough to comply -to call upon the Council to clarify this matter. In a
second letter the Council stated that the documents
which it had forwarded to us had been drawn up on
the basis of the Commission's preliminary draft
amending and supplementary budget, that they must
be dealt with under the budgetary procedure as
provided in the Treaty and Financial Regulation and
that the Council, like the Parliament, felt itself to be
bound strictly by the terms of the Financial Regula-
tion. Following this declaration, the Committee on
Budgets sees no further reason to return to this
dispute since it is now clear to us that we are dealing
with a draft amending and supplementary budget;
that is the draft before us today. The document is
given that title in the agenda which is in your posses-
sion and we shall proceed accordingly during the vote
on rVednesday. In other words, Mr President, if this
draft meets with the approval of the House, you will
be able to declare the amending and supplementary
budget adopted. I think that clarifies the problern and
we need not return to it.
I would add that we in Parliament view this first
conflict with the Council on our budgetary powers in
a very serious light, having regard also to the lessons
to be drawn from it for the future. The Council must
realize that, following the amendment to the budge-
tary provisions, it is only one branch of the budgetary
authority ; Parliament constitutes the other branch
with rights which are just as great. I should have
preferred it if we could have found a common posi-
tion at this stage on the interpretation of Article 203
which is open to dispute. Time was too short. Allow
me simply to repeat a point which I have already
made on serval occasions: I would advise the Council
to arrive at a common interpretation with us. There is
no point in the Council alone establishing a proce-
dure which places it in what it considers to be a more
secure position. If that procedure does not accord with
the provisions of the Treaty and if the rights of Parlia-
ment are diminished as a result, the Council's situa-
tion will be by no means more secure: on the
contrary this will be the source of fresh conflicts
which might compel Parliament to seek juridical clari-
fication of the whole matter. Because I still want to
avoid that resort and because I believe that the
Council will recognize the risk, I would urge it to
pursue energetically the conciliation procedure which
we have not yet completed on the interpretation of
Article 203 and other aspects of budgetary procedure.
I would urge the President-in-Office of the Council
who is here with us today to intervene personally to
that end.
Mr President, I might add that an important condition
for the settlement of this dispute has now been met in
that the three Member States which had not so far
made their payments on the basis of the budget as
adopted f.or 1979 have now changed their position
and have not merely made good the arrears but are
now paying on the basis of the budgetary amounts
established by us in December 1978. The Commis-
sion has informed me that they are even paying rather
more than they are required to, but perhaps that is not
a point to be criticized. At all events they are now
paying on the basis of the normal budgetary figures
and that is a sign of goodwill which cannot be unde-
restimated ; once again I am grateful to the President-
in-Office of the Council for this since I believe we
made it abundantly clear in the conciliation procedure
that these payments were a sine qua non for adoption
by Parliament of the supplementary budget.
The final question is this what is to be done with the
further draft amendments, i. e. those taken into
account by the Commission in its preliminary draft,
those tabled by the Committee on Agriculture and the
Committee on Social Affairs and such amendments as
rnay still be tabled by colleagues. At its meeting last
evening the Committee on Budgets was unable to
support any further amendments 
- 
it rejected such
amendments by a vote of l l to l, in order words by a
very clear majority. Mr President, we did not do so
because we felt the content of these amendments to
be unfounded. Not at all. The Commission's amend-
ments in fact correspond to the amendments which
we ourselves tabled in December in the course of the
budgetary procedure. The amendments tabled by the
Committee on Agriculture are certainly also positive
in this context. Parliament itself supported the idea of
embodying an integrated and coherent policy on the
sea in the budget, and the rejection yesterday evening
by the Committee on Budgets must not be under-
stood as representing a change of policy. The fact that
we do not wish to pursue the amendments relating to
measures against unemployment particularly in crisis
areas also does not imply a failure on our part to recog-
nize the needs. A few days ago I myself began a
three-day fact-finding visit to the North of France as a
member of this House which has the task of making
preparations for next year's budget. I can assure you
that in the course of our visit we made it clear that
Parliament is perfectly aware of the need for European
action to combat unemployment and that we shall
give our support to all the necessary measures.
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However, the fact is that we did not consider this
supplementary budget to be the right place for these
amendments. Firstly, we need to have a clear idea of
the action we wish to be taken 
- 
this task will have
to be carried out with the Commission in preparing
the 1980 budget. In examining the progress of the
1978 budget 
- 
or it may have been 1977, he was
looking into the budget on which he had been the
rapporteur 
- 
Lord Bruce found that of the 150
million which we had added at the final stage of the
procedure the Commission had spent only five
million. Mr President, if the amendments made by
Parliament to the budget are not to be a sham and if
we want our budgetary decisions to take practical
effect, the Commission must implement these deci-
sions and to do so the existing difficulties 
- 
even
where the Commission is not itself directly resPon-
sible for them 
- 
must be overcome. I know for
example that in the case of the Regional and Social
Funds the Commission must get the participation of
the governments of the Member States. !7e observed
this fact on our visit to northern France. If the
Member States do not contribute in an appropriate
manner the Commission must find a different way of
spending the money and perhaps its integrated
actions may be a first step in the right direction.
In conclusion, I repeat that the reiection of these
amendments does not imply a belief on our part that
these political requests were unnecessary. Quite the
contrary. However, we want there to be no shadow of
a doubt about the position which Parliament has now
adopted. Mr President, from the start, from considera-
tion of the preliminary draft to the adoption of the
final budget in December last year, Parliament has
adopted a clear position. \fle have made it perfectly
clear to the Council that the 1979 budget exists. !fle
are now adopting an amending and supplementary
budget to that 1979 budget.
To ensure that our position remains perfectly clear, it
would be preferable to adopt no additional amend-
ments but to confine ourselves to the adoption of the
amending and supplementary budget as it stands. I
think that in this way Parliament will have provided
initial proof of the powers which are already open to
it while at the same time giving the Council a fore-
taste of what is in store for it if it tries to continue
disputes of this kind with the directly elected Parlia-
ment. To ensure that an amicable atmosphere is main-
tained and that proper decisions are taken, I would
simply advise the Council to note the fact of this Parli-
ament's existence and that Parliament already has
substantial budgetary powers ; the newly elected Parlia-
ment will take those powers over from us undimin-
ished and I am quite sure that its future Members will
safeguard this heritage.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, member of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, I listened with great interest once again to
your rapporteur. I would like to thank him 
- 
he was
generous in his thanks 
- 
for the cooperation we have
received during this extremely difficult time in
connection with the 1979 budget, the problems of
which now at last seem to be coming to an end.
The Commission agrees very much with Parliament
and indeed I think with the Council as well that
supplemer.tary budgets are there to deal with unfore-
seen needs; they ought not to be a regular feature of
the scene. In point of fact, of course, they have
become quite regular, but nonetheless we hold the
view which Parliament also holds that they are there
to deal with unforeseen and, in some ways, unex-
pected events. I would go a little further I think and
say, not just unforeseen and unexpected, but also
rather special events as well. I will explain the differ-
ence between those three words later on in my
speech.
This particular supplementary budget is, of course,
dealing with rwo problems in particular. First of all it
is dealing with the consequences of the decision to set
up a European Monetary System and the increase in
the aid to the less prosperous regions that flows from
that decision. Secondly it was designed to deal with
the very unexpected consequences of the disagree-
ments that arose between the two arms of the budge-
tary authority at the end of last year and which led
Parliament, for reasons that we are all familiar with, to
drop a number of amendments with which it in fact
agreed and the purposes of which it in fact supported.
So when we brought forward our supplementary
budget we had it in mind partly to deal with the
consequences of EMS and partly to deal with the
consequences of the dispute that occurred between
the rwo arms of the budgetary authority at the end of
last year.
So far as the consequences of EMS are concerned,
there is I think a happy state of agreement between
the two arms of the budgetary authority and ourselves
that we are at last all at one, not just on matters of
obiective and principle but also on the specific prop-
osal before us. Sfe have always attached the greatest
importance to the Regional Fund as such, and in parti-
cular we have attached importance to the develop-
ment of a non-quota section of the Regional Fund.
And when I say that, I can draw the House'a attention
to the plans which were put forward at the beginning
of the life of this Commission and the statements that
have been made since. !fle of course, therefore, fully
understood the reasons why Parliament wished to
increase the Regional Fund to I 000 million units of
account for the quota section and t00 million for the
non-quota section.
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!(/e also were sympathetic to the reasoning that lay
behind the Council's decision to introduce an interest
subsidy scheme for those less prosperous countries
which joined the European Monetary System. It
seemed to us that though the two schemes, the
Regional Fund on the one hand and the interest
subsidy scheme on the other, were not identical 
-although we have made quite clear our particular pref-
erence for the device of the Regional Fund 
- 
we
were moving in the same direction and were designed
to overcome the same sort of problems. It was there-
fore reasonable that both of them should be drawn
out of the same pool. !7e thought it was reasonable
that, to some extent, the Regional Fund should be
reduced because of the rather unexpected arrival of
the interest subsidy scheme. !7e therefore put forward
a proposal for reducing in part Parliament's original
suggestion of 1000 million u.a. for the quota and 100
million u. a. for the non-quota sections in order to
take account of the decisions by the Council to intro-
duce the interest subsidy scheme. And I need hardly
say that we are extremely pleased and gratified by thi
order in which these things are actually done. First
the Council and then Parliament supported our prop-
osal in that respect. The final result is that the
Regional Fund has really been very substantially
increased over what would have seemed conceivable
12 months ago when the budgetary procedure began.
I think that the increase in the Regional Fund on the
one hand and the establishment of the interest
subsidy scheme on the other do represent a very
considerable strengthening of the Community's poli-
cies and of its instruments for dealling with the diffi-
culties of the less prosperous regions.
This brings me ro a more technical budgetary point
where unfortunately agreement is not quite as wide-
spread as_on the first, and I refer here to the budgetary
nature of the interest subsidies. I know that Parlia-
ment believes very strongly that these should be non-
compulsory, and I listened with considerable interest
to what the rapporteur said a few moments ago. I
have, of course, also had the opportunity of hearing
and re-reading the remarks that the parliamentary
delegation made at the consultation between the parli-
ament and the Council some time ago.
The Commission has very carefully considered this
question and then reconsidered it in the light of what
has been said in the Parliament. And I have to say
that I can do no other than confirm the Commission's
initial position. !fle believe that the expenditure on
the interest subsidy is compulsory expenditure. It
flows clearly from a Council decision and there was a
clear commitment over the amount. There is not
simply a clear commitment over the scheme, there is
a clear commitment over the amount and the circum-
stances in which the scheme was set up represented in
our view a very definite contract between the Member
States. This was a point which President Jenkins has
made very clearly on a number of occasions. Now, in
those circumstances we believe that there is no doubt
at all that this is compulsory expenditure. It gives me
no pleasure to say that, because of course the Commis-
sion would prefer to see the largest possible propor-
tion of the budget in the non-compulsory section.
The reasons are too obvious to need expanding upon.
!7e would certainly much prefer to be able to say that
this is non-compulsory expenditure, but I feel that we
have no alternative but to reconfirm what we origi-
nally said.
I do hope, however, that having doen that, we can
hope that the present scheme will become more flex-
ible as time goes on. I am encouraged in this respect
by the way in which other sections of the budget have
evolved in recent years 
- 
I'll have more to say about
that in a second. !7e have certainly got an encou-
ragrng example in the Regional Fund itself which has
become a very much more flexible instrument, an
instrument very much more responsive to parlia-
ment's views than was the case a short time ago when
my predecessor, George Thompson first launched the
scheme with the support of Parliament. So let us hope
that, even though the scheme is rather inflexible at
the moment, the precedence of the Regional Fund
will provide a basis on which we can build in the
future.
I should now like to turn to the question of the
amendments that Mr Bangemann also dealt with, the
additional proposals which we put forward in our
supplementary budget 
- 
apart from the Regional
Fund 
- 
what we call the Bangemann amendments.
I7e introduced these because we believed that the orig-
inal proposals which we had brought forward o,.re in
the best interests of the Community 
- 
the proposals
which we had made for youth unemployment, for
enerS'y, in particular for uranium and for the studies
of conservation and improvements in the use of
energy. \7e believed that the scientific and technical
proposals in our original budget were also beneficial
to the Community. !7e believed that the non-govern-
mental organizations had a claim on our reiources.
!7e believed that the transport infrastructure studies
have an important part to play. And then, of course,
we also believed, indeed still do believe very strongly,
that our own staff needs are a matter of very great
urgency. I have spoken to the Parliament a greatteal
about our staffs needs. I shall not repeat what I have
said today, but I know, when I look at the way in
which Parliament has increased its own staff, not just
in the budget, but also, as it proposes, in the supple-
mentary budget, that Parliament understands very well
that if you take on new duties, if you take on new
responsibilities, it is necessary to have an expansion of
staff. SThen I see the way in which the Parliament
staff has increased and is increasing I feel sure that
Parliament will understand why it rs I feel that our
really very much smaller request is a matter of very
considerable urgency.
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Now for all these reasons I must say that I regret the
decision not to put forward amendments to the supple-
mentary budget. I understand very well the arguments
the rapporteur used. But if I may say so, it will not
really do to talk about one's support for the objectives
of policy and not to provide the means to fulfil them.
I think that the budget ol 1979 will go down in the
annals of the Community's history as a very important
turning point. I will talk more about that in a
moment. It is a budget which has shown very clearly
where power lies between the relative institutions' It
has been the vehicle by which the Parliament has
demonstrated very clearly that it has the ability to live
up to the powers and the responsibilities which are
laid upon it in the Treaty, in our constitution. But I
see no reason no reason at all why this constitutional
break-through should be accompanied by a dis-ap-
pointing result in the actual budget itself. It seems to
me tragic that the successful accomplishment of an
increase in the Regional Fund, that the assertion of
Parliament's powers, should have to be paid for by not
taking action in a variety of areas 
- 
energy, youth
unemployment, the means by which the Commission
can actually undertake, the construction of Europe 
-that all of us agree are important" where agreement
had been reached on the sums of money involved, on
the priorities, on the needs and all the rest, and all
these thinp have gone down the plug-hole without
anything being saved at alt. It seems to me that is a
disappointing and unfortunate accompaniment to
what is otherwise a very important and very signifi-
cant event.
That brings me, then, to the event itself, to the circum-
stances surrounding the passage of the 1979 budget,
and some lessons which perhaps we might draw for
the future when the new directly-elected Parliament is
sitting on these benches around us.
For those of us who have been brought up in a
unitary system such as the United Kingdom, such as
the French Republic, the idea of creative tension
between the different institutions of a State or of a
community is not an easy one to accePt. It is contrary
to the traditions in which countries such as Britain
and France, Holland and Denmark and many other
countries in the Communiry 
- 
though not, of course,
the Federal Republic 
- 
have built their own constitu-
tions and developed their own institutions. But I
think we have all learnt that in the Communiry there
is a difference, that creative tension between the insti-
tutions is a natural and normal circumstance, that
each institution 
- 
the Council, the Parliament, the
Commission 
- 
is bound to defend its own rights, is
bound to seek to ensure that it is making the
maximum use of the rights and powers that have been
conferred on it by the Treaty, and that therefore we
should not regard it as at all unusual that tensions of
this sort exist. Indeed, the fact that tensions exist
reflects a healthy vitaliry on the Part of the institutions
concerned. If there was not tension, then one would
be led to believe, perhaps, that one institution was
rather more vital, rather more dynamic, than the
other. If there is dynamism and vitality in all the insti-
tutions tensions will certainly result.
But I think 
- 
and this is the other lesson we have
drawn 
- 
that these tensions must be worked out
within a proper constitutional framework. I myself
have, of course, mentioned many times during the
course of the budgetary dispute the belief of the
Commission that the dispute itself arose in part
because of failures on the part of both arms of the
budgetary authority strictly to resPect the procedures
which have been laid down in the Treaty. I think that
if we are to have creative tension, and if creative
tension is to be a normal state of affairs, then it is very
important indeed that the rules and procedures of the
Treary should be observed and, where they are
unclear, that they should be clarified. In that sense
one of the lessons which we have learnt from the
events of the last few months has been the need to
clarify some of the procedures, and a good deal of
uselul work has, I think, been done to ensure that
misunderstandings arising from less-than-strict obser-
vance should not occur in the future. It is, I think,
absolutely essential, if the directly-elected Parliament
and the Council are to succeed together in developing
the Community, that both sides should be able to
make a full contribution and that both sides should be
able to do so in the knowledge that the procedures are
being respected equally strictly by each of them, so
that each can have confidence in the good faith of the
other.
That, Mr President, brings me to the end of what I
have to say. This has been a historic budget procedure,
this has been a budget procedure which the constitu-
tional historians and the lawyers will be writing about
for a long time. I hope that even at this late stage the
ordinary people of Europe will have reason to
remember it with more happiness than I fear may be
the case if the amendments which I believe to be so
important are dropped. I do beg of the Parliament to
reconsider that possibility, so that the budget can not
only be an important constitutional milestone but also
make an even more important contribution to the
construction of the Community than would otherwise
be the case.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR BERKHOUTTER
Vicc-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dankert to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Dankert. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Mr Tugendhat
spoke just now of an almost historical budgetary situa-
tion. That is reflected in the fact that Parliament is
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now debating amending and supplementary budget
No I on which the Council will be taking a decision
on the basis of a Commission document. It would
seem that historic events always take place in relative
obscuriry.
However, I agree with the Commissioner that if we do
now have a historic budgetary situation we must look
back to the start of everything, to the decision taken
by the President of this Parliament in December 1978
to adopt the 1979 budget. Hardly had that been done
than the then President of the Council went on record
as saying that Parliament had far exceeded its powers
and infringed the Treaty. His successor, the French
President-in-Office, always shared the view of his
predecessor and even the French President repeatedly
involved himself in the debate by strongly rejecting
the action taken by Parliament in December.
To my astonishment, despite the violent criticism and
the talk of infringement of the Treaty, no complaint
was brought before the Court of Justice in the period
during which such complaints could have been
lodged, in respect of the budgetary procedure; I think
it is worthwhile placing that fact on record. 'S7e have
merely been confronted with three non-payers or,
more accurately, three Member States which paid the
wrong budgetary amounts and with what I might term
an operation to limit the loss of face, something
which is surely unworthy of the level of a Council of
the European Community (which in reality raised the
difficulties in the first place).
For the time being the problem of Article 203
remains unresolved. Commissioner Tugendhat stated
again just now that the Council and Parliament must
come to an agreement on the interpretation of the
procedures. I agree that if the Council has any doubts
about the application of the procedures consultations
must be held with Parliament with a view to reachingjoint agreement. I therefore find it proper that an
attempt has been made to avoid a unilateral interpreta-
tion by the Council which seemed only too likely at
one point, at least in the form of a resolution. Be that
as it may, the discussion still lies ahead of us and I
think it will be a task for the new Parliament. For my
part, I shall be pleased to take part in it again.
I want now to concentrate mainly on the procedure
relating to the budget and supplementary budget. The
Commission submitted a proposal for a supplemen-
tary budget to the Council. The Council forwarded
this strange document to us without a title ; the reason
for this must be sought in its first press release which
was subsequently corrected. It is all rather like a polit-
ical nursery story showing how petty great countries
can on occasion become.
Mr President, what is the situation today ? The three
countries which first refused to pay are now paying. I
think that if the legal experts were to look into what
they are actually paying they would find that these
three Member States are still not acting in conformity
with the Treaty because it would dseem that they are
paying the amended 1979 budget; the situation is
thus not quite as Mr Bangemann has described it, but
it is all a matter of limiting the loss of face. The situa-
tion is particularly strange when we consider that Parli-
ament is now having to take part in the amendment
of the budget 
- 
that is what it is doing today. But I
do not want to rub salt in the wound and I shall
simply repeat that great countries can on occasion
become very petty indeed. I7e have seen long discus-
sions over the exact nature of the document forwarded
to Parliament, long discussions in the Committee on
Budgets and long discussions with the Council to
determine whether the normal budgetary procedures
were or were not applicable to the document
forwarded to us, and the question as to whether the
Treary and Financial Regulation were or were not
being infringed by the procedure that the Council
wishes to apply.
All this culminated in a reasonably fruitful discussion
with representatives of the Council in Rome. In this
respect I agree with Mr Bangemann that the Council
has always proved fairly flexible in its consultations, at
least more flexible than transpired towards the outside
world in its declarations, corrected press releases and
so forth. But I note that finally a telex reached us on
19 April in which the Council stated that we must
adhere strictly to the provisions of the Treaty and
Financial Regulation in dealing with this document
and that the rules of budgetary procedure as laid down
in the texts must be applied. That being so, I note
that we are now dealing with a supplementary budget
and perhaps we can then accept the Council's little
intrigues which were necessary to save face in certain
quarters. But I do feel that we should not indulge in
this kind of thing too ofren.
That is how the matter stands today but I think it is
highly desirable to look, as Mr Tugendhat has done, at
the historical background to this situation. In
December 1977 the European Council 
- 
that is how
the facts must be interpreted and to my regret the
Commission also did so 
- 
fixed the amount of the
Regional Fund for the following year. That decision
was scarcely questioned by Parliament in December
1977. I think that only Mr Spinelli and my political
group then questioned the decision and a majority of
members of Parliament felt that the European
Council had acted within its rights. Further develop-
ments showed the far-reaching consequences of
calling that decision into question. Despite the fact
that the Commission felt it must adhere to the Coun-
cil's decision and entered the amounts fixed by the
Council in the preliminary draft budget, Parliament
went on to enter 
- 
during the procedure in October
to December last year 
- 
not 620 million but I 000
million EUA for the Regional Fund and an amounr of
100 million for the non-quota section.
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In taking this action it seemed to me that Parliament
had shown the political will to use the Community
budget as an instrument for substantial transfers of
r.rour..r. It is not accidental that the Council should
now be discussing the question of the scale of the
budget in forthcoming years. Here Parliament has defi-
niteiy played the role of a precursor and 
- 
I think
this is important 
- 
achieved results.
!7hat has actually happened ? There is not iust the
question of the Regional Fund and the structural
improvment of the position of the Regional Fund
within the Communiry budget. There has also been a
refusal to treat the European Council as a body which
falls outside the normal framework of Community
procedures. The European Council cannot take deci-
sions in isolation from the other institutions. The
European Council must also resPect the Treaty and I
feel that this fact has been made abundantly clear in
these developments concerning the budget' The Euro-
pean Council has been brought within the terms of
reference of the budgetary procedure 
- 
and that is as
it should be.
Mr President, looking at the balance of all this I see
that of the 1000 million for the Regional Fund we
have had to give up very little, leaving aside the 100
million in respect of which we had exceeded the
percentages laid down in the Financial Regulation; a
ilight concession is justifiable and I do not now wish
to discuss whether we should have 1000 million or
900 million for the Fund. It seems to me that 900
million equally reflects the political will to bring
about structural improvements in the transfer of
resources just as 1000 million would have done, and if
the Council feels that it has saved face by fixing a
figure of 900 million, I have no political reason to
quarrel with that, especially since 
-as 
Mr Bangemann
has already pointed out 
- 
the structural measures
under the EMS meet the same obiective of a transfer
of resources through interest subsidies. However, I do
have some hesitation in equating this with regional
policy since we do not have here a rypically^Commu-
nity policy and the probtem of Parliament's powers
remains to be settled : is this expenditure compulsory
or non-compulsory ? However, the effects of these
interest subsidies accord with the obiectives of a
regional policy even if they are confined to the
Member States that have ioined the EMS.
In this report, Mr President, I am satisfied; I am not
fully satisfied, but one rarely is in politics. I am satis-
fied that the European Council has been brought, or
forced, within the framework of the Treary procedures
and I am satisfied that the Powers of the budgetary
authoriry have not been eroded 
- 
on the contrary
they have been maintained in full. !7hich Soes to
show that even this Parliament with is strictly limited
powers can sometimes force the French President
down from his Olympian heights.
I come now to the actual PurPose of this supplemen-
tary budget 
- 
the 200 million EUA interest subsidies
on loans with structural aims. I have already said some-
thing about this. I, and my group, do not go as far as
some other members who see our limited concessions
on the Regional Fund compensated by this expendi-
ture which is a direct result of a decision by the Euro-
pean Council. As I have said the aim is the same, but
I have serious doubts about the means. Firstly because
the measure is limited to only two Member States
while others which have regional problems are not
involved. I believe that the question of the compul-
sory or non-compulsory nature of this expenditure 
-to which Commssioner Tugendhat referred iust now
- 
does play a part in this debate, but I do not wish to
go into this in more detail now. I agree fully with the
Committee on Budget's view that the expenditure
must be non-compulsory and that Parliament must
have a say in the way in which it is used ; that of
course means that we expect the Commission to enter
the relevant commitments in the budget each year.
But I do not exclude the possibility of doing more in
due course than merely entering agreed commitments
in the budget.
Finally there is the question of the amendments. Mr
Tugendhat expressed his regret that Parliament was
not putting amendments forward on this occasion
which means that a number of policy areas agreed to
by Parliament will not in fact be made operational
through amendments. I understand his concern. But I
feel that all the circumstances surrounding this
specific budget are such that we must avoid finding
ourselves in a situation where we lose sight of the
essentials ; we must see to it that the historic aspect of
this entire procedure is respected. I therefore see no
need to cloud the result with all kinds of minor
amendments. It seems to me that the whole procedure
surrounding the Regional Fund must be a lesson to
the Council that this Parliament must be taken seri-
ously and that the Commission's proposals must also
be taken seriously 
- 
that was not the case with the
Regional Fund proposals which came from the Euro-
pean Council. I feel that the Council must adopt a
rather less miserly approach to Commission proposals
in areas which the Council itself has defined as
desendng priority. Mr President, if the lesson is learnt
from this whole procedure in respect of the Regional
Fund. I think that the Council will be able to avoid
many difficulties in future. And in that case Parlia-
ment will not need to table such amendments.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ripamonti to speak on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Ripamonti. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Christian-Democratic Group 
- 
the
Group of the European People's Party 
- 
endorses the
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motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Bangemann on
behalf of the Committee on Budgets and will vote in
favour of draft amending and supplementary budget
No I of the European Communities lor the 1979
financial year as drawn up by the Council. Our groupis grateful to the rapporteur for his work in
completing the procedures stipulated in the Treaties
and in the Financial Regulation.
The President-in-Office of the Council is not with us
today and I do not think that the Council is even
represented at Secretary-of-State level. But I remember
that in his address to the European Parliament on the
programme of the French Presidency, the President of
the Council said that the verdict on this episode in
the life of the Communiry must be left to history; he
felt it essential to put an end to the legal wrangling
and see instead to the progress of Community policy.
I was therefore extremely surprised to learn of the
correction to the Council's press release issued after
the Council of Ministers had approved the supplemen-
tary and amending budget on the basis of the
Commission's preliminary draft ; in that press release
the Council brought up once again the problem of
budgetary procedure by seeking to treat thi document
approved by it as a modification ro the budget
adopted previously 
- 
as a corrigendum to the budget
published in the Official Joumal.
Ladies and gentlemen, there have also been other
occurrences on which we feel bound to express a nega-
tive political verdict while calling the attention of the
custodians of Community law to them.
I must, however, add that at the explicit request of the
Parliament's Committee on Budgets the President-in-
Office of the Council did in fact recognize that the
budget documents which were the subject of the
Council's decision of 22 March on the basis of the
text submitted by the Commission must be examined
and discussed according to the rules of budgetary
procedure laid down in the Treaties and in the Finan-
cial Regulation.
During the consultations of 5 March, the delegation
from the European Parliament made specific refer-
ence to the procedures laid down in Article 5 of the
Financial Regulation. 'We are therefore dealing with
draft amending and supplementary budget No I
which, after adoption by Parliament, will be published
as such in the Official Journal.
I am in agreement with the content of the document.
!7hen the Communiry budget was being discussed
last December we already expressed the view that a
supplementary budget would be necessary to embody
the decisions taken on the measures accompanying
the European Monetary System ; I also agree to th;
solution arrived at which consists in reducing the
commitment and payment appropriations for the
Regional Fund and specific Community measures in
the non-quota section.
I must stress, however, that in my own personal view
the Commission's initiative 
- 
subsequently taken up
by the Council 
- 
to reduce the commitment appro-
priations for the Regional Fund was not a happy prop-
osal since these commitment appropriations provijethe basis for drawing up and implementing
programmes in the next three or four years. A cut in
the payment appropriations could on the other hand
be justified to the extent that the Commission recog-
nizes the impossibiliry of using those appropriations
during the financial year. The Commission which had
specifically asked Parliament to take steps to increase
the appropriations for the Regional Fund since it
recognized the need for more intensive action to
reduce regional disparities, has now in fact initiated
changes in the budget previously adopted by parlia-
ment. That, ladies and gentlemen, is a development of
extreme political gravity. !ilere it not for the immi-
nence of direct elections I personally should have
called the attention of the House 
- 
given the gravity
of this development- to the desirability of tabling a
motion of censure on the Commission.
The Christian-Democratic Group notes that even with
the latest modifications the level of the Regional Fund
exceeds the limit fixed by the European Council; that
limit had stood in contradiction with the solemn
declarations made by the European Council of Heads
of State or Government on the need to promote a
transfer of resources to the less prosperous countries
and to reduce the imbalances existing in the Commu-
nity.
This fact proves that Parliament has played a decisive
part in determining the non-compulsory expcnditure
entered in the budget ; it also proves that Parliament
is a fully-fledged part of the budgetary authority and
that is powers cannot be eroded by anyone to the
extent that they are laid down in the Treaties and in
secondary legislation.
Since no amendment is being made by parliament to
the Council's draft budget I do not see any need for a
separate decision on the rate of increase. The rate of
increase in expenditure results from decisions taken
by the Council itself since Parliament will not be
tabling amendments ; I therefore agree with the
Committee on Budgets that there ii no need for
special discussion of the rate. It will of course be
necessary to make further changes to the estimates of
expenditure for 1979 and I am sure that the new parli-
ament will take care of that when it finds that the
resources made available by the Community to the
less prosperous countries are not sufficient to fill the
gap existing in the sector of social policy and of the
policy for industrial restructuring and reconversion.
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I have one last observation. I understood the Commis-
sioner to say that the reduction in the Regional Fund
must be seen in relation to the fact that we now had a
new initiative involving appropriations of 1000
million EUA under the heading of loans intended to
guarantee the stabiliry of the European Monetary
System; he also suggested that the 200 million EUA
each year for five years were in a sense a substitute for
regional policy action. I must say that on this point I
cannot agree with the Commission's interpretation
since the measures established by the European
Council reflect a transfer of resources to the countries
with less prosperous economies in order to Suarantee
greater convergence of the economic policies of the
nine countries to maintain the stability of the EMS.
It is true that a part of these resources will go to areas
covered by Regional Fund interventions but this is
not a substitute action ; it is an additional measure
intended to ensure genuine convergence of the
economic policies of the Nine. I hope that when we
come to consider the 1980 budget the same interpreta-
tion will not again be adopted in order to further
reduce the Regional Fund on the grounds that it has
been replaced by new measures decided by the Euro-
pean Council. The Regional Fund rePresents a
transfer of resources to the less ProsPerous countries
via the Community budget. It is the only new
example of a measure intended to enable the coun-
tries with less prosperous economies to keep in steP
with the others and so avoid the development of a
two-speed Europe.
Time is short and I shall conclude by stressing that
when we vote in favour of amending and supplemen-
tary budget No I we are at the same time reaffirming
the Parliament's budgetary powers and rights.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann to speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Mr President" I wish to
b.gr. by congratulating the rapporteur of the
Committee on Budgets on his excellent report. He
has worked with great thoroughness and also
explained the issues to the House with great clarity
and logic. My group has only a few observations to
add. My group welcomes the new practical emphasis
given to regional policy through this supplementary
budget, although 
- 
having regard to Mr Tugendhat's
words 
- 
I must add that the organization of our
regional policy has still not been improved. I7e do
have more money but we have not yet developed a
new method to enable the new regional policy to be
implemented more effectively.
Mr President, my group knows that there remain a
number of constitutional problems to be solved in
this area and that these problems are of great impor-
tance to the future work of the European Community.
I should like to take up again something that Mr
Tugendhat said. The idea of a unitary state embodied
in the constitutions of several of our Member States
seems at first sight to conflict somewhat with direct
contact between the Community and the regions' I
believe, however, that the contradiction is only
apparent because it should be possible to arrange with
the national governments for direct contracts between
the Communiry and the regional authorities in a
manner which does not conflict with the concept of
the unitary state. It must surely be possible to reach
an agreement with the national governments which
will enable Parliament to seek information for itself.
I want to return for a moment to the journey which I
have begun to the area of northern France which is
hard-hit by the steel crisis; I shall also be visiting
other crisis areas of the Community. I did not have
the impression that my work as rapporteur for the
European Parliament would in any way conflict with
the views of a government which adheres to the
concept of a unitary state. Ve shall have to set about
our work sensibly, but our work is certainly necessary,
Mr President. One thing is perfectly clear: mutual
information is repeatedly shown to be essential if we
are to use the possibilities held out to us in the
various Community funds.
Perhaps 
- 
and this is something that we in Parlia-
ment can do 
- 
we should also consider whether the
concept of a fund is in itself still sufficient to develop
effective, cohesive, action in the Community. Mr Presi-
dent, I have the impression that in our future delibera-
tions on the structure of the budget, we should
abandon the fund concept and turn our attention to
more concrete, selected measures which are not tried
to a particular purpose. The Social Fund, Regional
Fund and Agricultural Structural Fund already overlap
in their objectives, and it is perhaps unnecessary to
keep the corresponding appropriations artificially
separate, thus creating new artificial distinctions
which may for instance lead to organizational diffi-
culties. I mention this because it will play a part in
the future budgetary discussions. I would think it pref-
erable to break away from the fund concept and
concentrate instead on more concrete, specific and
cohesive actions which we can then endow with the
necessary appropriations and administer perhaps in a
less bureaucratic manner.
My second observation on behalf of the Liberal Group
relates to the significant speech by Mr Tugendhat on
which I congratulate him; I believe he was quite right
to say that tension between institutions is necessary to
force progress but that this tension must be played out
in a constitutional framework which helps to avoid
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unnecessary friction. There is bound to be similar
tension in future between the Council and Parliament
as there will be between the Commission and the
Council and the Commission and Parliament. But we
have learnt from the example of the recent budgetary
conflict that the constitutional framework is not clear
enough to make such tension fruitful.
I come to my closing remarks : we should not forget
- 
a point that was omitted by the rapporteur of the
Committee on Budgets for which I am not criticizing
him but I must repeat the point on behalf of the
Liberal Group 
- 
that the purpose of the supplemen-
tary budget is to provide a basis for operation of the
European Monetary System. That system is a signifi-
cant step forwards in the Community. I think that the
Council should be congratulated on having taken this
bold step in the right direction; we give the Council
our support in the hope that the EMS will continue to
function as smoothly as it has begun and that this
endeavour will ultimately prove to be not only a
successful exeicise in monetary policy cooperation but
also, perhpas, the first step towards a common
currency. That is a necessary obiective because what
we still lack in the Communify is not merely a
common economic and monetary policy but also and
above all a symbol of the Community. A common
currency which is accepted throughout the Commu-
nity would be a symbol of our Communiry that 
- 
as
you, Mr President, also know 
- 
we find sadly lacking
in the current election campaign. Europe has become
too much a Europe of the technocrats and experts and
too little a Europe of everyday life. We stand in urgent
need of that kind of Europe if Parliament is in future
to enioy the support of the Community's citizens.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bessborough to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
I was going to congratulate
Mr Bangemann most warmly on his report but he has
done so very ably himself. I congratulate him on his
modesty ! I nonetheless would like to thank him both
for his explanatory statement and also for the resolu-
tion. I attended the committee last night and I do
certainly, after a good deal of consideration, go along
with his arguments as rapporteur, as well as with a
great deal that Mr Sp6nale said, whose great experi-
ence in these matters I fully recognized last night, and
I am sorry that he is not with us this morning.
However, I do feel 
- 
and I must say this to Mr
Tugendhat, the Commissioner, whom I greatly respect
- 
that it did seem to me that it was no use pressing
for these amendments if there was no possibility of
their being adopted by a rwo-thirds majority. I agree
that they are all highly commendable, I support them
personally and my group would support them, but if
they cannot be adopted it seems to me that we would
be somewhat wasting the time of this Parliament if we
pressed for them ; but I do particularly support the
two amendments from the Committee on Social
Affairs, Employment and Education on youth unem-
ployment and retraining as also indeed those on
energy and science and technology.
I would also like to say this, I did agree to some
extent with the remarks of Lord Bruce last night in
committee. He expressed himself strongly on this
major issue as to whether we had before us a budget
or whether it was only a document, and there is no
doubt that a good deal of what he said carried weight
and, as a very mini-concession, I would have liked to
have seen a revision of paragraph I I of the explana-
tory statement. As I think I told Mr Bangemann, at
least we might insert the word 'partially' into the
words 'that this misunderstanding was removed'. This
was a very positive statement and I really could not go
all the way with that. But I recognize that we cannot
at this stage very well alter the explanatory statement
and I think that the resolution as it now stands and as
it was accepted in committee last night should go
through.
I agree very much with what has been said in para-
graph I of the motion for a resolution on the lending
activities connected with the EMS and of course as it
relates to compensation to the United Kingdom. And
I also agree with what Mr Bangemann as rapporteur
has said on compulsory and non-compulsory expendi-
ture.
I would also like, with Mr Bangemann to congratulate
the President-in-Office. I7e in Parliament have
achieved a lot of what we wanted. Indeed, Mr Sp6nale
made this point in committee last night very strongly
and he spelt out what we have achieved. I will not go
into that now as my time is limited, but there
certainly has been some goodwill in the Council, as
Mr Bangemann has said, and I therefore advise my
group to accept this resolution as adopted last night
and as amended by the committee.
As I say, the amendments are highly commendable
and I am not opposed to them as such. But I do not
see how we can possibly get them through this Parlia-
ment at this stage in its life. The Commissioner
certainly made a very important statement on the
historic aspect of this budget and I am glad that we
are at least agreed on this, that supplementary budgets
should only be for unforeseen and t nexpected events
or, as he said, very special events. He dealt with the
two main questions, one the EMS and the aid to less
prosperous nations and also the separate question of
the disagreement between the two arms of the budge-
tary authority, and I am glad he feels that we are now
at one on this last point.
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I understand, as he understood, the need to increase
the Regional Fund, but I think I do go along with
him perhaps rather than with others in believing that
perhaps in the circumstances the Regional Fund
could be partially reduced in view of the separate
interest subsidies scheme. There has evidently been
less agreement on compulsory or non-compulsory
expenditure and of course as a member of the
Committee on Budgets I feel, like Mr Dankert, that
we should support the committee's views even if the
Commission has, perhaps reluctantly, accepted that it
should be compulsory. I was glad to hear Mr
Tugendhat say that he had no pleasure in saying so
but that there was no alternative, and I am glad he
thought that in the future there might be some flexi-
bility and that indeed the Regional Fund was now
more flexible.
I do not think we can debate again the whole ques-
tion of staff needs, because this has been discussed in
detail in committee and I think we just have to leave
it at that, but I recognize that no doubt there will have
to be staff increases in the future and that, of course,
will be a matter for the newly elected Parliament in
discussion with the Commission. I am glad there has
been this creative tension between the institutions,
and I agree entirely that the Rules of Procedure
should be observed, or if they are not clear, that they
should be clarified, another iob which the newly
elected Parliament will have in conjunction with the
other two institutions.
One final word, perhaps a purely personal word 
-and here I am not speaking for my group-: I go along
a good deal of the way with Mr Bangemann in what
he said in speaking for the Liberal and Democratic
Group about the need for a symbol, a common
currency. But I say 
- 
and this is one of the last
speeches I shall be making in this Parliament 
- 
I am
expressing here a purely personal view and certainly
cannot speak in that respect either for the Conserva-
tive Party in Great Britain or perhaps for the Euro-
pean Conservative Group in this Parliament. At any
rate I congratulate Mr Bangemann on his two
speeches. I think with his usual modesty he can
perhaps congratulate himself nnice, both ways.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spinelli to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Spinelli. 
- 
(I) Mr President, the submission of
this amending and supplementary budget accords
with the views and wishes expressed by Parliament
when, in voting the budget a few months ago, it made
a substantial increase in the Regional Fund. It accords
with the previous position because both the vote by
Parliament and the present Council proposal take
account of the fact that one of the major problems
facing a Community that wishes to construct its own
economic and monetary union is that of taking, in
parallel with monetary measures, measures to transfer
resources to the regions or countries which are expe-
riencing difficulties and are poorer than others.
Indeed one of the fundamental aims of our Commu-
nity enshrined in the Treaty is the harmonious deve-
lopment of the Community as a whole and of all its
Member States. For this reason we shall vote in favour
of this supplementary budget.
I do not wish, however, to pay too many compliments
to the Commission because my assessment of the posi-
tion adopted by it throughout this procedure differs
somewhat from that expressed by Commissioner
Tugendhat. The Commission showed a lack of aware-
ness of the imperative need to increase the Regional
Fund when it proposed to maintain it at the level of
the previous year without taking any account of the
fact that the process of setting up the European Mone-
tary System had by then been set in motion. This
demonstrates the lack of any strong interest in the
Commission in the development of regional policy : it
was Parliament which brought the Commission back
into line by reminding it of the importance of this
commitment ; when it presented the initial draft
budget the Commission, in order to make life easier
for itself, had even felt it possible to reduce certain
entries against the Regional Fund.
Had the situation been different today, in other words
if Parliament had not found itself obliged to complete
the budgetary procedure before the election date, my
group would have tabled an amendment restoring the
figure proposed previously by Parliament. However, in
the present situation we shall not do so because we
are aware that, after all, the reduction proposed in the
payment appropriations is only of 54 million EUA;
allowing for the increase in interest subsidies for the
EMS of 200 million EUA 
- 
in payment rather than
commitment appropriations for the current year 
-we have in fact a net increase of. 146 million EUA.
The problem of a more harmonious development
policy for the Community will be one of the major
themes for the Parliament, Commission and Council
in years to come and that problem cannot be resolved
by a matter of 50 million EUA more or less ; we are
therefore willing to close the discussion on this figure
and approve the budget as it stands.
I want now to make a few observations on some other
points which are more of a procedural nature and
relate to the subject of compulsory expenditure. All
the speakers in this debate have rightly maintained
that the EMS interest rebates must be treated as non-
compulsory expenditure; I had hoped, however, that a
previous speaker would have drawn attention to the
central argument and thus spared me the need to do
so. It seems to me that there is one central argument
which goes to prove that this expenditure is non-com-
pulsory. It is not within our discretion to decide
whether or not expenditure is compulsory : we are
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bound by the sole provision in the Treaty on this
matter which stipulates that compulsory expenditure
must be derived from the text of the Treaties or of
secondary legislation. But the Treaties make no provi-
sion for this expenditure; there is no other legal act
providing for it, so much so that when the Commis-
sion proposed to enter 200 million EUA in the
budget as compulsory expenditure, the Council, recog-
nizing that there was no statutory provision for this
expenditure, made a token entry and placed the 200
million in reserve under Article 100. Therefore, this
expenditure derives neither from a budgetary obliga-
tion nor from a regulation. I hope that the Commis-
sion will rake account of this fact when it comes to
present the draft regulation to this expenditure and
that, using its right to amend the text until the last
minute, it will delete the unfortunate sentence
concerning the compulsory nature of this expenditure.
For the rest I think that we can adopt a favourable atti-
tude to this document, especially as the Council
declares that the preliminary draft amending and
supplementary budget has been considered by it
under the procedure laid down for budgets and
forwarded to us under the same procedure. The
Council itself thus recognizes that the text can only
be approved by the budgetary procedure since there is
no other Community act governing the consideration
of a document of this kind. I wonder whether the
Council is not following the example of that media-
eval bishop who being obliged ro eat a goose on
Friday declared "I baptize you fish" and ate the goose
which he called a fish.
In an effort to smooth over the difficulties, Commis-
sioner Tugendhat voiced the thought that these
conflicts between Communify institutions are characte-
ristic of our Community but that there are some coun-
tries, including his own, which are not familiar with
such conflicts. Perhaps I misunderstood what he was
saying, because the Parliament in which he sat until
not so long ago was born out of a conflict, and lives
on conflicts with other institutions and with the king :
it caused one king to be beheaded and in this century
it obliged another king ro abdicate and intimated to
the House of Lords that it must mend its ways or be
abolished. This goes to show that conflict between
institutions is a normal feature of evolving bodies and
is therefore perfectly normal in the Community. The
democratic element in this Communiry is still too
weak, but it has been strengthened by the action
taken up to now by this Parliament and will take a
great leap forwards with the elections, after which this
Assembly will fight to increase its powers in relation
to the other institutions. That merely follows the logic
of events in every country, including England. In a
sense we have borrowed the struggle between institu-
tions from the English.
My last remark concerns the maximum rate. I want to
dwell on this problem because it seems to me to be of
great importance. The Treaties contain a somewhat
absurd provision that the budget may be increased
each year by a maximum rate and no more in the case
of non-compulsory expenditure. Experience proves
this provision to be meaningless because it is quite
impossible to provide in a Treaty for the rate at which
the expenditure resulting from political necessities
must increase. In practice the Commission has always
given a ritual definition of the maximum rate which
was then completely ignored ; at the end of the proce-
dure a different maximum rate was established by ajoint decision of the Parliament and Council. $7e have
always maintained that the relevant decisions should
be held over until the end of the procedure 
- 
until
the recent conflicts arose. I think that it is not a nega-
tive approach to refer to this problem again now
because a lesson can be drawn even from misfortune.
I consider that the Council started out on the wrong
foot when it said : '!(/e establish at the outset th;
amount by which the rate must increase and on that
basis we shall continue the procedure ; we shall not
retract our decision and Parliament will have to accept
it.' However, the debate which took place within tie
Council itself proved that things musr be viewed differ-
ently and the Council has adopted internal rules of
procedure obliging it to arrive, having regard to both
revenue and expenditure, at a certain formula which
will then be discussed with Parliament if the views of
the latter differ from its own.
That is how I think budgets should be drawn up.Up
to now in drafting the budget we have given attention
solely to expenditure ; we have arrived at a total and
then said that revenue must be raised accordingly. If
we want the budget to be a stronger instrument, we
must also take account of the economic situation and
of the tax burden borne by our citizens ; we must then
proceed to make the necessary distributions and adjust-
ments otherwise there is bound to be an increase in
the burden of taxation. This approach is essential if
we are one day to say : that will broadly be speaking
be the amount available for next year and that is ho;
it will be distributed.
If that policy is to be followed, the budget must not
be presented merely as a statement of expenditure ; it
must on the contrary be based on a genuine policy of
revenue. The principal responsibility for this rests
with the Commission. The two branches of the budge-
tary authoriry 
- 
the Council and Parliament 
- 
must
review the Commission's proposals and agree how to
deal with them. By allowing the Commission to
present its budgets as it has done up to now after
which the Council intervenes on its own behalf, we
are condoning a distortion of the process of political
opinion-forming on the budget. In the absence of an
overall view from the outset, each of the nine represen-
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tatives in the Council will inevitably reflect a narional
viewpoint and the European aspect will be lacking.
In conclusion, I am convinced that this budget can be
a turning point in the method of presentation of the
budget; I hope that in future the Commission will
put forward a draft budget which reflects not only a
view of the Community's expenditure policy but also
and above all a view of revenue policy expressed in
terms of real figures.
This is the only way in which we can discuss the Euro-
pean budget seriously. The conflict of views which we
have seen in this chamber will have made a positive
contribution.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Notenboom.
Mr Notenboom. 
- 
(NL)Mr President, I refer to the
text ; I am somewhat reluctant to raise a point
concerning the text of the explanatory statement since
we are voting on the resolution, but this year's budge-
tary procedure which will be passed on to the new
Parliament and to the Council is so important that I
am taking the liberty of drawing the rapporteur's atten-
tion to one particular point. I refer to paragraph l0 of
the explanatory statement. I realize that the drafting
was probably done late at night and that the transla-
tions were perhaps also made at night, but I want to
make two observations. Paragraph l0 states that the
Council has adopted a text relating to the procedure.
Mr President, that is not so; the Council wanted to
adopt such a text but did not do so. As you know, Mr
President, one Member State raised an objection 
- 
to
my great satisfaction incidentally. No decision was
reached and it might give rise to misunderstanding if
the text is left as it stands. I have already mentioned
this to Mr Bangemann, and I hope that he will be
good enough to change the wording, for example by
saying that'the Council wanted to adopt a text.' That
would be perfectly accurate. Secondly, Mr President,
there is a mistranslation : the Dutch text says 'do not
allow the principle of the qualified majority to be
called into question, as does the French. But the
German text says just the opposite. !7e would there-
fore ask the services of the secretariat to bring the
French and Dutch texts into line with the German.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
Mr President, the two observa-
tions relate solely to Parliament's report. I am
perfectly willing to make the changes requested ; they
do not directly affect the resolution but only the
explanatory statement. Nevertheless the point is
important enough to be made absolutely clear. Mr
Notenboom is perfectly right. !7e shall therefor
amend paragraph l0 accordingly and see to it that the
Dutch and French translations are corrected.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Christensen.
Mr Christensen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, in my view
the rate of increase set by the Council for non-compul-
sory expenditure is binding on Parliament, and inde-
pendent of any desire on Parliament's part to increase
appropriations.
Secondly, budget wrangling as I see it, is an attempt
by Parliament to claim the same rights as the Council
in budgetary matters and I can find no provision for
this in the Treary. It is quite true, as several speakers,
including Mr Spinelli have said, that budget disputes
are being used as a means for gaining even greater
budgetary powers and even greater political power.
Thirdly, when the Council of Ministers has to decide
what is compulsory and what is non-compulsory
expenditure, it obviously does so on the basis of the
authoriry it has to determine the rate of increase. In
support of this argument I would refer you to the
Committee on Budgets' report, in particular paragraph
3 of the resolution, and the amending and supplemen-
tary budget as a whole, which I interpret as a sign that
the Council of Ministers has yielded to Parliament's
desire to obtain powers it ought not to have.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bruce.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, we are
now in the few weeks leading up to direct elections in
Europe. And when these were first mooted a long
time ago, one of the preoccupations of all those
involved in this aspect of our affairs was the apparent
lack of interest amongst the European population in
the EEC itself and in the activities of the European
Parliament. And indeed, one can hardly wonder at it.
If all that the Institutions can do for the people of
Europe is to get involved in a series of complicated
manoeuvres understood by no-one save themselves,
and to pretend thereby that they are helping the
Community, one can quite understand why most of
the population are bored with the concept of the Insti-
tutions, and one understands the paramount necessity
of reviving that interest if the Community is going to
be a living, dynamic and vibrant Community within
the concept of its founders. It was partly with this
concept in mind that Parliament itself, towards the
middle of last year, decided that some real effort must
be made to make the budget of the Communities
more relevant to the needs of Europe as a whole. Parli-
ament decided that aside from the common agricul-
tural policy, which is cracking at the seams in any
event, some constructive effort had to be made to
show the people of Europe that the Communities
were capable of taking a Communiry artitude outside
the confines of the common agricultural policy. They
know, as indeed has been reported to us many times
by the Commission, that notwithstanding all the
efforts that the Commission has made, the poorer
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regions of the Community are getting poorer and the
rich are getting richer. And make no mistake, the
peoples of Europe are not entirely unconscious of this.
We have had troubles in Lorraine recently, there have
been rumbles elsewhere in Europe, there have been
industrial discords and disturbances all over Europe
because people begin to become cynical of the whole
race of politicians, and begin to take matters into their
own hands. And this is wrong.
That was why Parliament decided this year to make a
significant increase in the Regional Fund. Did it
exceed its powers in putting forward amendments on
second reading last year for an increase of the
Regional Fund from 520 million units of account to
I 000 million ? \(as there any excessive use of its
powers at that stage ? Is Parliamet entitled to be criti-
cized for putting down amendments on second
reading ? !7here did it exceed its powers ? The answer
is, it did not. I7hen Council met to discuss parlia-
ment's amendments it was Council that acted, not
Parliament. Parliament did nor lobby individual
members of Council to pass its amendments. Council
was completely free to do exactly as it wished. It did
as it wished and by a qualified majoriry it failed to
reject Parliament's amendments. And the Member
State that dissented from that, as a Member State. and
I am referring to France, thereupon raised the indig-
nant squeal that in putting forward its amendments,
Parliament had somehow exceeded its powers. It had
done nothing of the kind. Because it found itself in a
minority, the Governement of France declined to
accept the democratic decision of the remainder of
the Council and the Council landed in this particular
position, because it did not suit France, it did not suitits concept of national sovereignty within the
meaning that Monsieur Chirac has thought fit to give
to that term. And so France and France alone has
involved Council in the difficulty : it had nothing to
do with the dispute between Council and Parliament.
It is with one Member State and Parliament that the
dispute has lain and I would not presume to criticize
the Council as a whole for the action it saw fit to take.
At any rate, the powers of Parliament were called into
question, there was a terrific debate in the press and
eventually the Commission, as the Commission
normally does in these circumstances, comes to the
rescue as the guardian of the Treaties. And it
porduced what it thought was going to be a successful
compromise between Parliament and Council which
even the Government of France might feel disposed
to agree with 
- 
together, by this time, with the
Government of the United Kingdom, who had tagged
along on the same bandwagon. So the Commission
produced a preliminary draft supplementary budget
which reduced the formula produced by Council by
100 million on the Regional Fund, put in some exrra
amount because of the interest rebates under the new
European Monetary Scheme and, for good measure,
added some of the am6ndments which Parliament was
going to put in the last year's budget but failed to do
so because it preferred to approve the draft budget as
sent to it by Council. Well, this preliminary draft
budget, which I have here, was put to us and we
decided that although it did not quite measure up to
exactly what Council itself had decided by a qualified
majoriry last December, nevertheless, for the sake of
peace, we would go along with it ; and you will recall,
Mr President, that the political groups expressed them-
selves in general agreement. So it was then over to
Council.
Now we had every reason to expect that the prelimi-
nary draft budget would be considered by Council and
that in due course a draft budget would emerge from
Council. And so a meeting took place on 22 March
and a number of people were present : Mr Eyskens,
Mr Ersboll, Mr Lahnstein, Mr Papon, Mr McSharry, Mr
Calamia, Mr !7eyland, Mr van der Klaauw, Mr Denzil
Davies and Mr Christopher Tugendhat. And they sat
down together to consider the preliminary draft
budget that had been produced by the Commission.
And immediately after they had considered ir, a press
release was issued which says, very clearly indeed. 'The
Council drew up the draft of a first supplementary
and amending budget for the financial year 1979'.
And it goes on to say, 'Following this decision on the
draft supplementary and amending budget, the
Council signified its agreement on the decision to do
so and so.' Well, all that seems to be perfectly good,
and I would like to ask Mr Tugendhat whether that is
an accurate version of the events. !(as this document
considered or not ? Or if he prefers the French copy,
because the representative of Council will recognize it
more easily, was this in fact considered or not ? '\tr7as
it ? !/ell, we do not know whether it was. On the
basis of the press release, which seems to me to be
quite in order, Parliament had every right to do this,
but then something happened. The first thing that
happened was that all the Member States' representa-
tives, apart from the President-in-Office, went home
thinking that they had approved a draft supplemen-
tary budget for presentation to Parliament. Not so, Mr
President, not so: because the next day, under the
authority of the French President-in-Office a corri-
gendum was issued. Now, I have always understood
'corrigendum' to indicate that one or two words are
slightly adrift, perhaps the wrong nuances of expres-
sion had been used, perhaps there was erroneous punc-
tuation which gave a different slant to the matter, that
a corrigendum was essentially a tidying up operation.
Vhat do we have here ? \7e have a complete excision
by the French President-in-Office of any menrion of
the Council having approved a draft supplementary
budget. And indeed when we met in the Committee
on Budgets I challenged the Council representative to
say whether this alleged corrigendum had been issued
with the full knowledge and consent of the remainder
of the Council. To this the Council representative did
not reply. !7hat the Council representative said was in
fact that the President-in-Office had the right to issue
a corrigendum on his own authority.
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I7ell, I put it to him again. This is the document in
French ; was it in fact considered or not ? It either was
or it was not. And if this was not the document which
was considered, what was the document ? I have got
the one in French here. !7hy then should it be
described as a document as distinct from the draft
supplementary budget which was ultimately going to
be produced from it ? The answer is that the Presi-
denrin-Office still could not accept democratically
the decisions originally arrived at by the remainder of
his colleagues in the Council.
Mr President, according to the report of the rappor-
teur, the misunderstanding has been removed by the
letter sent by the Council to Parliament. Not so, not
so at all ! The French representative still maintains the
position of her own Government in this matter. She
knows perfectly well that when a draft supplementary
budget is introduced to this House, it is the custom
for Council to speak to its own draft supplementary
budget, as indeed happened last year, as you will see if
you refer to the Official Joumal, when draft amending
budget No I for 1978 was introduced. Deputizing for
the rapporteur, Mr Lange, chairman of the Committee
on Budgets, introduced the report drawn up by Mr
Shaw, and then Mr Dalsager President-in-Office of the
Council, spoke. Indeed this was anticipated in our
own agenda which was presented to us yesterday.
Space and time, Mr President, have been allowd for
the Council to speak to its own draft budget, but of
course the Council representative still refuses to
acknowledge that what Parliament is doing today is to
pass a draft supplementary and amending budget, and
she knows that if she got on her feet to take part in
this debate, which is on the agenda as a debate on the
draft supplementary and amending budget and which
has been given time, she would be giving legal sanc-
tion to it, and so she has declined to speak.
Now, Mr President, I want to say in conclusion that
this manoeuvre does the Communities no good at all.
It is a silly, petty, childish manoeuvre that reflects no
very great credit on a very great country, France. It
reflects no credit at all. It iust shows a civil service
legalistic mentality of little men peeping in and out
under the corners. It doesn't show any of the bold
6lan which the people of Europe are looking for from
the Community as a whole. I regret very much that
Parliament has seen fit to save faces in this case,
because in doing so it probably has not after all saved
its own. It ought to have taken the view and stood on
its rights for the benefit of the directly elected Parlia-
ment, and so far as the Council is concerned, there is
no point in adopting a face-saving attitude towards it
because there is no longer any face to save !
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, Chairman of tbe Committee on Budgets
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, it is a
great piry that the Council is not represented at the
highest official level as it should be today. The
chairman of the Council's Budget Committee is not
the most senior representative. To that extent I can
only agree with Lord Bruce. However, with the
passage of time there have been a number of develop-
ments which to enable the Parliament's Committee
on Budgets and at its recommendation, I hope, the
Parliament as a whole to adopt certain positions and
take certain decisions.
I want, however, to make one point at the outset : I
hope, for all our sakes, that the Council and the
Governments of the Member States will familiarize
themselves rather more fully with the provisions of
the Treaty and with all the supplements to it and the
agreements reached between the institutions. If they
had done so earlier we should not have had the quib-
bling we have been witnessing in the Communiry
since 22 December last. In addition the Heads of
Government 
- 
including the President of one parti-
cular State 
- 
must understand that the European
Council cannot escape from the provisions of the
Treary and does not constitute a superior budgetary
authority. In other words the European Council is no
more than an ordinary Council within the meaning of
the Treaties and must respect all the provisions of
those Treaties and all the agreements reached between
the institutions. There is no need for us in Parliament
to take special action now : the Council of Ministers
has taken the necessary action, in this instance the
Council of Budget Ministers, by in effect overruling
something that one participant in the meeting of the
European Council on 4 and 5 December last said. !(e
took our decision last year and stand by it without
amendment. Amendments were made in the normal
course of the parliamentary procedure. As far as Parlia-
ment is concerned, the budget was adopted on 14
December on the basis of the Council decisions of 20
November 1978. That is strictly in accordance with
the provisions of Article 203 of the Treaty and adop-
tion by Parliament concluded the procedure in respect
of the 1979 budget.
That procedure cannot now be continued. The Trea-
ties provide for no third reading. There may be certain
consultations but that is another matter.
Those consultations have nothing to do with the offi-
cial readings provided for in the Treaty. It follows that
if for any reason additions are to be made to the offi-
cally established budget, this can only be done
through a supplementary budget and in case of doubt
through an amending and supplementary budget. The
term amenciing budget has become necessary
primarily beca'.rse certain changes have been made on
the revenue side in respect of the proceeds of value
added tax; to that extent a correction was necessary.
Moreover the Council and Parliament clearly recog-
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nized that the proposed interest subsidies which could
not be entered in the ordinary budgetary procedure by
the time of adoption on 14 December must be dealt
with in a supplementary budget. There was no other
need for a supplementary budget. There can be no
provision for additional staff for the Commission in
the supplementary budget since its tasks have not
been extended. Its situation is not comparable with
that of Parliament whose membership will be
increasing from 198 to 410; in other words this
supplementary budget must be confined to the
interest subsidies that had already been agreed and to
the necessary compensatory benefit for the country
which is as yet not officially participating in the Euro-
pean Monetary System.
As a corollary to this, Parliament cannot take up again
at this stage the draft amendments which it had
proposed to deal with at the second reading following
the Council's decisions of 20 November 1979 but
which it then withdrew because of the result of the
vote on the first amendments ; these amendment do
not have the features necessary for their inclusion in
the supplementary budget. They do not reflect an
unforeseen development and the only solution 
- 
as
the rapporteur has clearly pointed out 
- 
will be to
pursue them further in connection with the 1980
budgetary procedure.
!7e in Parliament cannot take up again now the
amendments which we withdrew on 14 December
1978 and so act as though we were still at the stage of
the second reading or as though there was provision
for a third. !7e should then be perpetuating rhe same
error which the Council made right up to April. I
should therefore be grateful if the Council would
arrive at a better interpretation of the Treaty provi-
sions. I can well imagine that certain members of the
Council may have signed Treaties without a full reali-
zation ol their implications and that they are then
rather surprised at the consequences of the Treary of
22 July 1975 for Parliament on the one hand and for
the Council on the other as two arms of the same
budgetary authority.
I can also understand that they may then try, because
of internal political difficulties, to adopt a hard line in
the Council and then later on grant once again to the
directly elected Parliament powers which it in fact
already has. But to pretend then that they are being
generous and attributing further powers to the directly
elected Parliament is surely not the right way of going
about things. If they want to escape from internal
political difficulties they must think up something
better than outright infringements of the Treaties. I
am very sorry to have to make these observations
again in this particular context. Since we in Parlia-
ment have always recognized that a supplementary
budget 
- 
as laid down in the Financial Regulation 
-should always be reserved for unforseen and unavoid-
able contingencies, we cannot now 
- 
however much
the Commission would like to do so and however
gladly we ourselves would do so as far as the actual
facts of the matter are concerned 
- 
restore the draft
amendments which Parliament withdrew on l4
December 1978.
In other words I agree with the point made by our
colleague, Mr Bangemann, in his capacity as rappor-
teur : the Committee on Budgets does not oppose
these amendments on account of their substance, but
purely for reasons relating to the relationship possibili-
ties between the Council and Parliament as the two
branches of the budgetary authority in interpreting
and applying the provisions of the Treaties. That is
the real issue and we shall have to consider how to
proceed in the course of. 1979 and what measures are
necessary. !fle agree with Mr Tugendhat that there are
still many possibilities for transferring appropriations
from one chapter to another within this budget and
that certain activities can be put in hand which were
no longer feasible after the withdrawal of the amend-
ments on 14 December and would also not be made
possible by entering the same draft amendments in
this supplementary budget. To that extent it is up to
the Commission to determine which activities it can
develop by effecting transfers of appropriations. And if
Parliament recognizes a political need for such trans-
fers, the Commission can b-e assured of Parliament's
suPPort.
I wanted to make this clear in order to limit as far as
possible the regret or disappointment expressed here
on behalf of the Commission by Commissioner
Tugendhat who is responsible for the budget. There
are certain possibilities and the extent to which they
are taken up through transfers of appropriations will
depend on action by the Commission itself.
Turning now to our own internal procedure, no more
amendments will be accepted tomorrow 
- 
we have
after all already taken the decisive decision. This
evening we shall ascertain whether any further amend-
ments have been tabled because the Committee on
Budgets will be meeting once again. Tomorrow we
shall decide on the Committee's resolution ; the Presi-
dent will then be called upon to declare this
amending and supplementary budget No I lor 1979
adopted in accordance with the procedure laid downin Article 203. Here too as was the case on l4
December with regard to the Council's decisions of 20
November, we shall be making no changes to the
Council's decisions and the matter is then closed as
far as the Council is concerned. Tomorrow, then, the
President will quite simply declare the budget
adopted. However, we in the Council and Parliament
should draw certain conclusions from our experience
of recent weeks and months. !7e should decide
whether the completely impracticable provisions of
Article 203 concerning the maximum rate and the
application of the maximum rate are to be maintained
or whether they should be superseded by a further
amendment to the Treaty. In previous years it had
seemed to us that there would be no difficulty
provided a flexible approach were adopted; but in the
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case of the 1979 budget, the Council, or certain
Member States, have made a great issue of this against
all our previous agreements and understandings. !fle
should therefore see to it that unrealistic Treary provi-
sions are removed from the Treaty or else reach a
genuine understanding not to adhere to such provi-
sions, resuming formal compliance with the Treary
provisions only at the end of the budgetary procedure
as we have done in the past. This means that where
decisions are taken beforehand on revenue and
expenditure 
- 
in this particular context Article 203 is
concerned with expenditure only 
- 
a tacit under-
standing will also be reached on the change in the
maximum rate; as in the past there will then be no
separate decision on the maximum rate of the kind
which the Council has tried to take this year.
If we could discuss this matter and perhaps come to
an agreement, we should be taking a major step
forward and misunderstandings could be avoided in
future 
- 
although let me make it quite clear that the
misunderstandingp were in reality deliberate infringe-
ments of the Treaty made with a view to restricting
the powers of one branch of the budgetary authority:
the European Parliament. If that is one of the lessons
drawn from our experience between December and
today, we shall have made very real progress and shall
in future be able to discharge more smoothly the
responsibilities which fall to the two arms of the
budgetary authority within the meaning of the Trea-
ties and for the good of the Community as a whole.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The vote on draft amending and
supplementary budget No I for 1979 and the motion
for a resolution contained in Mr Bangemann's report
will be taken on I7ednesday, 25 April.
The debate is closed.
5. Regulation on interest rebates for loans
witb a stractural objectiae
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
84179) dravrn up by Mr Notenboom on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation concerning interest rebates for certain loans
with a structural obiective.
I call Mr Notenboom.
Mr Notenboon, rapporteur 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
the regulation on interest subsidies which we are now
debating is of great importance because it is one of
the accompanying measures for the European Mone-
tary System and the success of the EMS is vital to the
future of Europe. Together with accessron of new
countries and direct elections, the EMS is a focus of
attention in the Community today. The Committee
on Budgets for which I am speaking therefore did not
wish to .deal with this document after only brief
consideration at the March part-session but preferred
to give it all the detailed attention which it wartants.
The purpose of these interest subsidies is to help to
reduce the disparities in prosperiry between the
Member States. If the EMS is to be a success, a great
many more accompanying measures will be needed.
Action to bring about a better coordination of
economic and financial policies is still more impor-
tant. I would stress this need to the Commission,
although I know it is already aware of it. This prop-
osal is iust one of the accompanying measures and its
budgetary consequences were discussed earlier in this
sitting.
The underlying intention is to enable the Member
States to finance their necessary economic develop-
ment rather more easily. Better provision is to be
made for financing certain loans : European Invest-
ment Bank loans and loans from the Ortoli facilities.
If, for example, the market interest rate is 1l 0/0, these
loans can be granted at 8o/o. That is the intention.
The matter is therefore urgent and has found a place
in the supplementary budget, or, more accurately, the
supplementary budget has been drawn up for this very
purPose.
Mr President, the countries involved at present are
Ireland and Italy. The 200 million EUA in interest
subsidies are to be shared between those countries.
Although there has been no official indication to this
effect, everyone knows that the distribution ratio will
be 213 for Italy and ll3 for lreland. In formal terms,
the Council must determine by a qualified maiority
which countries are to benefit, in other words the
Council wishes to reserve the right to determine
which of the countries participating in the European
Monetary System are less prosperous and therefore
entitled to these subsidies.
I am still explaining the proposal and have not yet
come to my own comments. The United Kingdom is
a special case: it is not officially recognized as a less
prosperous country, but it is also not participating in
the EMS and is therefore outside the province of the
new mechanism for the time being. It does, however,
contribute to the general Community budget and
these amounts have been entered in the general
budget, as the Committee on Budgets has incidentally
always wanted. This has created a problem of compen-
sation. The proposal for a regulation accordingly
provides for compensation for one Member State, a
less-prosperous Member State, which is not partici-
pating in the mechanism. If the United Kingdom
does not participate in the EMS mechanism in 1979 it
will accordingly receive compensation of 45m EUA
under the supplementary budget which we debated
iust now.
Before turning to my comments and introducing our
proposed amenclments, I would like to say that our
Committee on Budgets and the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, on whose behalf
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Lord Ardwick the draftsman of the opinion, is unable
to speak for lack of time, view the proposal in prin-
ciple in a very favourable light to.the-extent. that it
can contributi to the success of the EMS' However
certain points in the proposal are causing us concern
and do not aPPear fustifiable ; that is why we have a
number of critical remarks to make'
The system has not only been accepted in principle
by the European Council but also worked out down to
the smallest detail. The normal decision-making
process laid down in the Treaty has thus been
typassed, affecting both the way in which regulations
.i. dt.*,n up and the budgetary procedure. !fle find
that approach misguided and to the extent that we
have tfii power to do so 
- 
although our power in this
area is strictly limited 
- 
we shall not permit it. As
was the case with the financial corrective mechanism
on which I also had the honour to be the raPPorteur'
we shall put our opposition on record. The institu-
tional balance has been broken : the Commission is
no longer free and as it were no longer responsible to
Parliament. The intention of the Treaty, however, is
that in our relationship with the Commission the
latter should be responsible to Parliament and in an
extreme case Parliament can even go so far as to
dismiss the Commission. There is no question of that
today, but this relationship is an essential feature of
the huropean institutional setup which is disturbed if
the European Council proceeds as it has on this occa-
sion, thui disturbing the established procedures' I7e
want therefore to formally place on record, as I have
done in the report, our reservations in respect of this
procedure on tire part of the European Council which
iras made action by the Community institutions and
in particular the Parliament superfluous on this occa-
sion.
Mr President, sufficient reference has already been
made to the nature of this expenditure. My report
likewis6 stresses that we can only consider this expen-
diture to be non-compulsory. I was sorry to hear
Commissioner Tugendhat say that, if the Nine have
so agreed, expenditure is compulsory.
That is not the case. The Nine jointly constitute an
internal institution, the Council of Ministers' The
Council is a Community institution. It is not a body
which has external dealings and it is wrong to main-
tain that if the Nine agree expenditure must be
compulsory. The criterion for determining whether
expenditure is compulsory or not resides in the nature
of the actual 
"*penditure 
and not in whether the Nine
or only eight countries agree. I therefore beg to differ
from Commissioner Tugendhat.
Moreover it is impossible to know at this stage
whether the amounts will be identical in each budget
for five years. That is impossible to know as our experi-
ence wiih the European Regional Fund has shown' In
other words the expenditure is non-compulsory'
comprehensive That is why we maintain that the
amounts referred to in the regulation are purely indica-
tive and not decisive: the definitive amounts must be
determined during the budgetary procedure. !7e have
just considered the procedute for 1979 and the consid-
eration of the 1980 budget will begin later in the
spring. \fle consider regulations of this kind to be indi-
cative in nature ; we can agree to an order of magni-
tude but the definitive amount must be fixed each
vear durinq the consideration of the budget by the
bouncil ofiinrn.. Ministers and the European Parlia-
ment.
I personally have strong reservations about the prin-
ciple of compensation. \(e in the Committee on
Budgets have reached a compromise. As we saw it,
Denmark might for instance ask for something back
because it deiives no benefit from the wine expendi-
ture and the Netherlands might do so because it is
not engaged in uranium prospecting; in that case
each country might ask for something back from the
overall Community budget. That, of course, is a very
real threat to the concept of a fair return and would
tend to cause the budget to be broken down into a
great many comPonent parts. \7e understand the posi-
iion facing us, we do not have suPreme authority, but
we feel that this matter should be raised each year in
the framework of the budgetary procedure. This point
is therefore made in the Bangemann report which was
drawn up by the Committee on Budgets and has been
approved by us: we can accePt this approach lor 1979
bui we consider that the matter must be reviewed
again each year and brought within the framework of
the budgetary procedure.
Lord Ardwick had wanted to say somthing about the
economic conequences but he has not had time to do
so. The Committee on Budgets has taken over the
ideas of the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs. \7e have added that we consider the criterion
for the granting of interest subsidies, namely the crea-
tion of new jobs, to be of central importance in this
period of very high unemployment. It might of course
be objected that an investment which creates no new
jobs can still make a Sreat contribution to the
economic strength of a particular country. '!7e realize
that but have nevertheless felt it preferable to add this
criterion.
We have also taken this opportunity to ask the
Commission to put forward a comprehensive prop-
osal. The Commission now has five kinds of loans at
its disposal and we have never seen them presented in
a cohesive whole. Tomorrow there may be yet
another, sixth type of loan. It is not the first time that
the Committee on Budgets has asked for this but the
committee has instructed me to do so once again. IUfle
are asking the Commission to provide us with
concrete evidence that its loan policy is a cohesive
entity and not iust an ad boc policy laid down to meet
rp..ifi. needs in particular circumstances. We make
this request in our resolution.
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Finally, we feel that the Parliament comes off rather
badly in this proposal: we think that parliament
should be involved in the process of consultations
leading up to the decision on which countries should
participate from these facilities. !7'e see this as a
matter of great political importance in which parlia-
ment must be involved. !7e also consider that parlia-
ment must be informed of the agreements reached or
to be reached between the European Investment Bank
and the Commission to work out details for the appli-
cation of the new mechanism. This may often involve
important issues. I personally recognize the need for
certain matters to remain confidential, but the
committee and I finally came round to the view that
these agreements should be made public. S7e are
therefore asking for them to be made available to parli-
ament.
Finally we have tabled a small amendment proposing
that the regulation should be reviewed alriady aftei
one year instead of after two in order to determine
whether it still meets the requirements applicable to
it.
Mr President, I wanted to end with a summary of my
remarks but it is one o'clock and I shall keei to my
speaking time. You can make the summary foi
yourselves by analysing what I have just said. I have
briefly outlined the changes that the Committee on
Budgets would like to see made but in principle we
welcome the fact that the Community has begun to
design_back-up measures for the EMS which *itt h.lp
to make that scheme a success. A very great de;l
depends on its success for all of us.
President. The proceedings will now be
suspended.
(Tlte sitting was suspended at 1 p.m. and resumed at
3.10 p.m)
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution containedin the Cassanrnctgnago Cerretti report (Doc. 91/79):
Exchanges of young ttorhers within tbe Connuniil,,
The resolution is adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution containedin the lVawnik report (Doc. 25/79): Second Euro-
pean Social Budget (1976-1980).
Tbe resolution is adopted.
8. Regulation on interest rebates for loans with
a structural objectioe (resumption)
President. 
- 
The next item is the resumption of the
debate on the report by Mr Notenboom (Doc. 94179).
I call Mr Ripamonti to speak on behalf of the
Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Ripamonti. 
- 
(f Mr President, may I first of all
place on record our group's support for the resolution
and explanatory statement submitted by the
Committee on Budgets and express my thanks to Mr
Notenboom for his enthusiastic and intelligement
approach to the task. In point of fact, this resolution
stems from the proposals originally put forward by my
gloup to promote Economic and Monetary Union.
The resolution proposes, through transfer of resources
and loans to the less prosperous countries, to facilitate
greater convergence of the economic policies of the
Member States, to strengthen the stability of the
system and to remove the inequalities that continue to
persist in very many areas of the Community.
However, what we have is a whole battery of Commu-
nity financial policy instruments all of which have the
same fundamental obiectives. In my view these instru-
ments must be integrated into an overall programme
and an overall strategy to give coherence to the
Community's economic and financial policies. !(re
must also see a rational application of these various
instruments, whether involving loans to individual
Member States to promote their investment projects
or the transfer of resources from the Community
budget to help the economies of the less prosperous
countries.
The Commission has made attempts to deal with this
problem on a number of occasions. I recall that at the
very beginning of this Parliament there was even a
proposal to set up a task force within the Commission
to coordinate the various policies and to bring some
coherence to the aid programme. From the amend-
ments suggested by Mr Notenboom with the approval
of the Committee on Budgets it is clear that the EMS
accompanying measures are aimed at the less pros_
perous countries including, it seems, Italy and Ireland.
We also approve of the idea of compensatory
measures for the United Kingdom.
The- underlying motive behind some of the rappor-
teur's proposed amendments to the regulation, notut ty
IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
president
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
6. Urgent procedure
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Adams, on
behalf of the Socialist group, a morion for a resolu-
tion, with request for urgent debate pursuant to Rule
14 of the Rules of Procedure, on Community aid for
the Yugoslav earthquake victims (Doc. 120179).
The reasons supporting the request for urgent debate
are contained in the document itself.
7. Votes
President. 
- 
The next item is votes on motions for
resolutions on which the debate has closed.
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to Article 3, is to encourage gross fixed asset forma-
tion and the creation of new jobs by using loans to
stimulate a greater level of investment.
In my opinion loans to finance proiects and
progra.mei related to infrastructures should be allo-
i.t.d on the basis of the guidelines laid down by the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs in
which preference would be given to technical,
economic and social infrastructures and services neces-
sary for development, and I have tabled an amend-
ment to that effect. I agree that where such invest-
ments are financed by Community loans they must be
consistent with any regional policy programmes being
implemented in those areas. However, I believe we
should preserve the distinction between this policy 
-that is, the accompanying measures 
- 
and the
Community's overall regional policy.
I wish to make one last comment concerning the
amount of the loans. According to the rapPorteur it
does not seem that these loans will be used to supple-
ment other ordinary loans or loans obtained through
other channels. I do not think that these loans should
take the place of existing mechanisms, such as the
EIB and the Ortoli facility, to which I shall be
returning later. If this were to be the case, the only aid
available would be from the transfer of resources
which, although of undoubted importance 
- 
1000
million EUA over five years is no mean sum 
- 
would
be quite inadequate to redress the considerable
inequalities in these economies. I believe that these
loans should be arranged with the obiect of enabling
the less prosperous countries to Put themselves on the
road to economic recovery and stability. And I also
believe 
- 
although I realize that interest rebates
could also be applied to loans Sranted, for example, by
the Ortoli facility 
- 
that the total amount of loans
granted to the less prosperous countries needs to be
increased. I think that the regulation should aim to
increase the total volume of the loans, not to replace
loans at normal interest rates by subsidized loans.
I agree with what Mr Notenboom said and with Mr
Spinelli's even more forthright views on the fact that
expenditure on loan subsidies should not be classified
as compulsory expenditure. !7e think such expendi-
ture is non-compulsory, which would not remove the
guarantee of continuity of the aid over the five years
but would make it possible to set the volume of aid
during the budgetary procedure in accordance with
the regulation, which lays down that the amount of
interest subsidies on loans is 3 % for a maximum
amount of 200 million EUA per annum.
Subiect to these reservations and the proposed amend-
ment, the Christian-Democratic Group will be voting
in favour of the resolution.
IN THE CHAIR: MR HOLST
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann to sPeak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, our SrouP
fully endorses the resolution of the Committee on
Budgets and the report by Mr Notenboom, whom I
should like to compliment on the clarity with which
he has highlighted the points in the proposal that the
committee would like to see modified.
I believe this is the first opportunity we have had 
-or second, if you include the Ortoli facility 
- 
of
considering the problem in a wider context and not
just in relation to the loans and interest subsidies that
are to help pave the way for the establishment of a
European Monetary System. tU7ith the Ortoli facility
and with these loans we have taken a step to which
we shall have increasing recourse in the near future. I
refer to the use of loans to finance the budget, or the
financing of certain operations through loans.
During the course of the next few years we are bound
to reach the ceiling imposed by our present financing
system. Ve have to consider, therefore, how the
Community's operations are to be financed in future.
I am quite sure that it cannot be done by changing
the provisions governing the collection of revenue
from normal sources and that we shall have to resort
to borrowing. But, if that is the case, then the inclu-
sion of interest and interest subsidies in the budget 
-
as is suggested here 
- 
can be no more than a first
step. Obviously we shall have to bring into the budge-
tary procedure, by means of a capital account budget,
all the operations that the Community intends to
undertake.
In consequence, my group especially welcomes Mr
Notenboom's insistence in his report that appropria-
tions for interest subsidies should be treated as llon-
compulsory expenditule and be fixed annually in the
budget, as this would give Parliament more say in deci-
sions on borrowing and lending operations. Above all,
we welcome paragraph 5 of the motion for a resolu-
tion, which once again urges the Commission to
submit a report on the general aspects of the Commu-
nity's financial policy and on its likely development
over the next few years.
Mr President, I believe that the discussion of these
general aspects I have just mentioned falls well
outside the immediate concern of this report. I do not
deny the importance of the report itself, nor of the
European Monetary System, but my group firmly
believes that this is an aspect of Community financial
policy that reaches well beyond the significance of
this report.
On that understanding we welcome the report and
give it our unreserved support.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of tbe Conmission' 
- 
(F)
Mr President, I should like first to thank Mr Noten-
boom for his report and assure him 
- 
as he will see
for himself in a moment 
- 
that I share his feelings
on many of the points he made and am ready to give
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him some answem. There is one matter that I shall
not be touching upon, even though I know how much
importance Parliament attaches to it, because it has
already been raised during this morning's budget
debate and my colleague, Mr Tugendhat, has
explained the Commission's position : I am referring
to the specific budgetary problem that Mr Bangemann
has just brought up. But I should like to pick out rwo
main points from what the last three speakers have
said and deal with them as briefly as possible, as I
believe we are rather pressed for time.
The first is one that Mr Notenboom mentioned
relating to the measures to strengthen the economies
of the less prosperous countries and to the success of
the European Monetary System. !7hat I wish to say is
that we should not regard the regulation on inteiest
rebates as the only contribution we can make. As
important, more important to the success of the EMS,
is coordination of economic policies, which would
help the Community to achieve a more sustained rate
of growth. If this increased growrh and if a more
dynamic concerted action could be translated into an
extra half or one percent growth for the Community
as a whole, then the less prosperous countries would
in fact benefit more from this than they would from
the regulation you have before you. We should see the
rwo things as complementary, neither being mean-
ingful on its own.
The second point is, as Mr Notenboom stressed, that
these measures must be integrated in an overall
Community programme, with or without the Euro-
pean Monetary System. The European Monetary
System provides an occasion to emphasize certain poli-
cies, but it has not been responsible for shaping them
all. For some years now, the Community has been
very actively supporting various development
programmes and especially structural development
programmes in the less prosperous countries of the
Community. It has done this in rwo ways. Firstly, by
regular increases in budget appropriations for its
regional and social policies and for improvements in
agricultural structures, all of which have been of parti-
cular benefit to the less prosperous countries. Appro-
priations for these have practically doubled in ihree
years, as Mr Bangemann knows better than anyone.
And secondly 
- 
which, as I have already said, is to
my mind an essential feature of the Community's
overall financial policy by the creation of
borrowing and lending mechanisms to give the
Community additional financial resources forcarrying
out its policies, the foremost of which is, I believe, thi
restoration of the overall balance within the Commu-
niry. The effect of this policy has been most clearly
1e91 in the support given 
- 
for example, ro the
ECSC and Eurarom 
- 
by major Community instru_
ments, primarily by the European Investment Bank,
whose resources have been rising steadily each year
and which has been contributing 70 or 80 % of the
finance for the regions, and also by the new Commu-
nity instrument, which has as one of its main priori-
ties to strengthen infrastructures in the regions. All
this links up with the European Monetary System,
because it is those countries where the regional
problems I have just referred to are the most ciitical
that are, understandably, the least prosperous coun-
tries of the Community.
These, then, are the specific measures that I person-
ally value very highly but which, as a number of
speakers have said, must be integrated in a coherent
policy ; the programme of loans and interest rebates is
irrelevant unless seen as part of an overall economic
policy through which the Community can assert, as
Mr Notenboonr, Mr Bangemann and Mr Ripamonti
have said, its new role, or rather the strengthining of
its role in harnessing borrowing in the service oi its
policies. And because we are introducing a number of
different instruments, obviously *e 
-usi ensure close
coordination between them.
Ve have in fact five different and quite distinct
lending mechanisms.
The first has the very specific objective of covering
balance of payments difficulties. It does of course
require some degree of coordination, that is, coordina_
tion of the calls made on the financial market, but the
other kind of coordination applies only to economic
policies and nor to loan mechanisms. In lending
money for balance of payments purposes we must be
careful to see that it is not wasted. !7hat we mean by
coordination in this context is the need to satisfy
ourselves that whatever we do to help with balance of
payments difficulties is matched in the country
concerned by a general policy aimed at putting th;
economy on the road to recovery and, moreover, that
it is consistent with the interests of the Community as
a whole. In short, not so much a coordination of finan-
cial policy instruments as of policies. '$7'e have two
other quite specific loan mechanisms which we are
obliged to treat as such for legal reasons. The first is
the European Coal and Steel Community which has
its own financing rules. The ECSC is the Community
with the longest tradition of financing and has, as you
know, own resources and a coal arrd steel guarantee
fund. The other is Euratom, which is cove-red by a
separate Treaty with separate financial provisions and
has, therefore, a legal obligation and an economic
Tllr:s! in serving the Community. I cannot grantECSC loans unless they are ECSC loans and I cannor
grant Euratom loans unless they are Euratom loans.
Nevertheless, they are of interest to me insofar as they
broaden the spectrum of mechanisms at our disposai
with which we can to some degree diversify the
Community's borrowing and lending operations and
thereby widen the scope of our financial aid.
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But this in no way absolves the Commission and
Commissioner responsible from fulfilling a coordi-
nating role. The obvious first element of coordination,
as far as ECSC and Euratom loans are concerned, is
what you have chosen to call the Ortoli facility ; it is
up to the European Investment Bank to ensure that
Europe acts in concert on the money markets and
that we make wise use of the five mechanisms avail-
able to us. I should perhaps tell you that, as the
Commissioner directly responsible for four out of the
five mechanisms and indirectly responsible for the
fifth, I have simplified the task of coordination by
entrusting it to iust one department, so that one
person alone looks after ECSC borrowing, Euratom
borrowing and relations with the EIB. This may seem
an uncomplicated and uninspired solution but, believe
me, it works very well indeed.
Secondly, we have a system of regular meetings with
the Bank before entering into any financial commit-
ment, but in any case once a month, so that we can be
sure of presenting a united front when we go to the
financial markets. There is another aspect, besides just
deciding on borrowing or going to the financial
market, and that concerns the procedure for coordi-
nating the various instruments. In the case of specific
instruments I consult with my colleagues and together
we decide to what extent what we propose is
consistent with their policies and with their overall
perception of the specific measures 
- 
for example, in
relation to energy 
- 
and we then do the same with
the Bank. In other words, we try to eliminate diver-
gences on a certain number of points. On a more
general note, we have established with the Bank an
arrangement for regular contacts. By that I mean that
we see each other formally twice a year, when the
Commission meets the Management Committee of
the EIB and, besides that, very regularly on matters
that we are involved with to make sure that we do not
grant loans that have not been properly harmonized.
And this, if I may say so, is made all the easier in that
the Commission expresses an opinion on every loan
that the Bank makes. So there is no need for you to
worry too much about coordination here either 
- 
it
is more or less built into the procedure in as much as
we give an opinion and, unless we are out of our
minds, we watch over what we ourselves are doing.
The second element of coordination, which does not
always seem to have been appreciated, consists in the
fact that we have given the Bank authority to act on
our behalf. \7hat better evidence of coordination
could there be 
- 
as you yourself pointed out Mr
Notenboom 
- 
than the fact that we have told the
Bank that we propose to deal with matters jointly with
them ? We look after policy and guidelines, while the
Bank acts on our behalf. But it acts in such a way that
we can of course still speak, still make decisions and
still step in when necessary. That is real coordination.
The last element of coordination concerns the relation
between this financial system 
- 
the coordination of
which is guaranteed by the centralized Community
decision-making machinery and the call on the
market 
- 
and budgetary resources. There will always
be problems in this area, even if the borrowing and
lending sector is perfectly coordinated, by virtue of
the fact that aid is frequently directed to the same
areas and even to the same project by a variety of
Community mechanisms, principally the Regional
Fund and, in certain cases, the Social Fund and the
whole gamut of specific mechanisms for energy, for
example. The Commission adopts not only a 'nega-
tive' approach 
- 
seeking to satisfy itself that there are
no inconsistencies in its measures 
- 
but also a posi-
tive approach, dynamic and expedient, in trying to
ensure coherence between the measures we apply
through the Regional Fund on the one hand and, say,
through Ortoli loans on the other. Our aim is that our
measures should be so coordinated that we derive
from them the maximum benefit, to give our actions
and our dialogues more weight and to strengthen our
commitment. I have rather laboured this point, not
because of any doubts on my part, but because I am
aware of Parliament's anxiety, reiterated by three of its
Members. I can assure you that there are relatively few
examples as good of a pragmatic system of coordina-
tion which does not rely on cumbersome machinery
as the one we have introduced. Coming to a specific
problem, our approach to this work has led us to give
as broad an interpretation as possible to the term
infrastructure. In fact we have fought hard so that the
new instruments should be as new as possible 
- 
to
answer Mr Ripamonti's question. Each year we
increase by some hundreds of millions of EUA the
facilities for borrowing, the volume of which is also
on the increase. I am of the opinion that we should
take a broader view in regard to the infrastructures
eligible for interest rebates and I would even go so far
as to include, say, energy because energ'y is so basic to
our needs and will henceforth play an essential part in
a number of regions. We have used the Bank's criteria
regarding eligibiliry because they are very broad and I
can say here and now that the new Community instru-
ment will be managed on that basis.
Mr President, these are my answers to the questions
put by the various speakers, by which I hope I have
shown that Parliament's anxieties are no different
from ours and that, as I indicated in the course of
sometimes difficult meetings in various committees,
day in, day out, we have introduced what might be
termed a coordination system but what is in fact a
system for directing policy 
- 
that is our role as a
policy-making body and I believe we fulfil it reason-
ably effectively.
President. 
- 
I note that no-one else wishes to speak.
The vote on the motion for a resolution and the
amendments that have been tabled will be taken at
voting-time tomorrow.
The debate is closed.
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9. Decision empowering tbe Commission to contract
loans for prornoting inttestrnent
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
45179) drattn up by Mr Spinelli on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
decision applying Decision 78l870lEEC of l5 October
1978 empowering the Commission to contract loans for
the purpose of promoting investment within the Commu-
nity.
I call Mr Spinelli.
Mr Spinelli, rapporteur. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I wish
to comment briefly on the Commission's proposal to
establish a New Community Instrumeqt (NCI) to
contract loans. S7e already discussed the merits of this
proposal when adopting the initial 1978 decision
which empowered the Commission to contract loans
for the purpose of promoting investment within the
Community. The present proposal is merely for a deci-
sion to implement that initial decision.
In the first place, I hope that the practice begun here
some time ago of presenting financial documents
without an adequate explanatory statement 
- 
even
without any explanatory statement 
- 
will cease. We
should prefer it if in cases of this kind the Commis-
sion could indicate to us more clearly the type of
projects it intends to promote in the form of general
guidelines.
ITith the initial loan the Commission is proposing to
finance essentially two categories of investment :
firstly, infrastructures 
- 
notably in connection with
transport, telecommunications, agricultural improve-
ments, hydraulic constructions and environmental
protection 
- 
and, secondly, in the energy sector, with
a view to ensuring the independence, availability and
diversification of the Community's energy supplies,
notably through the development, exploitation, use,
transport and storage of energy resources and energy
conservation measures.
To be eligible for loans, projects must conform to the
guidelines laid down by the Council, in other words
they must be consistent with the relevant national and
Community rules, increase the economic potential of
the Member States concerned and contribute to
reducing regional disparities and improving the
employment situation.
Being very general, these guidelines allow the
Commission the necessary margin for manoeuvre, as
Parliament recommended. In fact, we did not want
the Commission to be too restricted in its operations
and, besides, the guidelines by themselves constitute a
sufficient guarantee.
In the motion for a resolution we have also raised the
still open question of the budgetization of these loans.
As the situation has still not been settled I believe it
desirable that this ambiguity should be resolved as
soon as possible and Parliament has therefore asked
for the conciliation procedure to be opened with the
Council on this matter before the end of April.
Subject to this reservation I recommend that Parlia-
ment gives its approval to this proposal for a decision.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Miiller-Hermann to present
the opinion of the Committee on Econohic and
Monetary Affairs.
Mr Miiller-Hermann, draftstnan of an opinion. 
-(D) Mr President, I have iust rwo brief comments to
make about what Mr Ortoli had to say a moment ago.
Mr Ortoli indicated that, when it came to utilizing
borrowing and lending resources, a broad interpreta-
tion would be employed for the concept of infrastruc-
ture. $7e would like simply to have some guarantee
that the approach will be sufficiently prudent to
ensure that there are going to be no oblique attempts
to regulate investments in the private sector, because
that is not something we would wish to see happen.
Secondly, we are all naturally gratified to hear Mr
Ortoli say, on behalf of the Commission, that the coor-
dination of the mechanisms for granting loans for
infrastructure projects is in safe hands. Mr Ortoli, I
welcome this assurance, but please understand that we
in Parliament are naturally a little sceptical as to
whether it really works. The Commission has fingers
in so many pies that one is sometimes tempted to
imagine that each Commissioner would rather be
concerned only for his own particular pie ; in other
words, each seems to be concerned only with the
advancement of his specific objectives. And so it
seems only right to us 
- 
indeed, I urge this on behalf
of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
- 
that the Commission submit to Parliament each
year a report on the implementation of the borrowing
and lending measures which would give us a real
guarantee of the coherence of the various Community
actions. I should be grateful if the Commission could
agree to let us have such a synopsis, because then we
could be really convinced of just how effective the
coordination has been and that the resources have
been used wisely and coherently.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ripamonti, to speak on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Ripomonti. 
- 
(f Mr President, I shall be very
brief so as to leave a little time for a colleague to
present another report. I will not return to any of the
points to which Mr Ortoli has given a satisfactory
reply. I wish merely to express my group's satisfaction
at the activation of the first tranche of borrowings and
the introduction of the Ortoli facility, as well as at the
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fact that the loans themselves will be used for invest-
ment in infrastructures, to Promote economic growth
and development, and also in the energy sector. As far
as the latter is concerned, I do not think I need to
stress the usefulness, indeed absolute necessity of a
large-scale aid programme by the Community. I must
also thank Mr Spinelli who has been involved in a
long battle for Community financial aid to facilitate
greater convergence between economic policies and to
iemon. inequalities. My group will be voting in
favour.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann to sPeak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, virtually the
same problem crops uP in Mr Spinelli's report as in
Mr Notenboom's, and here I can only second what Mr
Miiller-Hermann said. It is undoubtedly the case' as
Mr Ortoli was at pains to point out, that in many areas
the Commission can use the instruments at its
disposal very effectively and without red tape' But the
difiiculty in forming a proper picture of what is avail-
able is something which not only Parliament has to
overcome, but also the very people that we are
concerned for, that we are trying to help. I can only
repeat what I said his morning : that there is still a
terrible ignorance in particular regions and in parti-
cular sectors of industry about the opportunities made
available by the Commission and by the Community.
'S7e must consider, therefore, whether it might not in
fact be better to get away from this idea of individual
objectives and work out a concentrated and coordi-
nated approach to a given goal.
Let us assume, for instance, that we have at Present a
crisis in the steel industry in certain regions of the
Communiry and that we must look for a solution. I
believe it is an extremely cumbersome business to
have to deal with the Regional Fund, the Social Fund,
the ECSC and the Investment Bank and to begin coor-
dinating everything. Much better to PrePare a concrete
and coierent plan of action which can be included in
this year's budget and which can then be carried
through with the resources made available. I do not
call the usefulness of the Bank into question, but I
believe it must remain an instrument, and similarly
with the ECSC lending mechanism, it too must
remain an instrument, and both of them must serve a
precisely defined political objective. This would make
Parliament h"ppy, because we are not here to check
every detail of every loan and to apProve every loan,
but simply to define the political obiectives.
Besides, the Commission must be free to use the
various mechanisms at its disPosal, and the more of
these it has the more effectively it can work. I think
this also comes out clearly in Mr Spinelli's rePort' for
which he deserves our thanks. I believe, however, that
we are only beginning to establish this sort of
coherent Community industrial and financial policy.
And that is no fault of the Commission. I am grateful
to Mr Ortoli for the splendid way in which he has
summed up what we have achieved so far, but that
should not prevent us from striving to achieve still
more and to do things a little more efficiently.
That, to me, is the nub of the whole debate for my
group. I think that after the direct elections we shall
have to give a great deal more attention to this
problem.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, Vice'President of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F)
Mr President, let me first thank Mr Spinelli for the
generally favourable reception he has given to the
Commission's proposal and particularly for insisting
that if you have a policy instrument you must also
have a policy to go with it 
- 
provided, of course, that
you are given a sufficiently free hand. And that is a
fact, as also Mr Bangemann was quick to point out.
The Commission takes an active interest in what the
Bank does, because, as is only right, it has responsi-
bility for policies worked out in consultation with the
Council and Parliament, policies which it has to
implement with the means at its disposal.
Now, both Mr Miiller-Hermann and Mr Bangemann
raised the problem of coordination. Let me say that I
am quite prepared to compile all the reports that
anyone may ask for, but there is no better report I can
give you than to tell you that at the Commission there
is iust one man dealing with loans. Not all the coordi-
nation in the world, nor all the reports on coordina-
tion in the world be of any use if it were in the hands
of 14 people in 14 different departments. But in fact
only one person is in charge. He is the boss and he is
in constant touch with the Bank. So you see, every-
thing is under control.
In the second place, I am happy to inform Parliament
that all the financial measures I have put through in
the last two years have not required a single addition
to the staff. \ftich means to say that we are working
in coordination. So, when we are dealing with matters
connected with energy we work in consultation with
Mr Brunner's department. Once or twice a month we
devote a few hours to discussing problems that arise.
Similarly, I spend perhaps four or five hours a month
with Mr Giolitti, going over the problems, deciding
what we should do and how best we can work
together. How would you have me draw up a schedule
of this sort of coordination when nobody decides for
me what I must do ?
SThen it comes to the ECSC, I can tell you quite
simply that there are not iust two Commissioners
involved but four or five. To deal with the ECSC
means dealing with the iron and steel sector, handling
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budgetary problems, getting involved with the highly
specific mechanisms laid down by the ECSC Treaty ;
it means dealing with regional problems because there
are direct applications, so then we have to coordinate
with the Regional Fund; it means dealing with social
aspects, so then we have to coordinate with the Social
Fund; and, finally, the Bank may occasionally be
called upon to intervene in the steel sector and
frequently be involved in investments in the regions.
So, how do we go about it ? Ve have intervention
tables which form the basis of our discussions. \7hen
we invoke Article 54 or 56 we meet very frequently,
not iust at official level but also at Commissioner
level, to see to what extent our policies 
- 
financial,
for which I am responsible, industrial and social 
-coincide or contradict each other. I assure you that
this is about the only way, free of red tape, that I have
been able to discover of settling such matters : that is,
by mobile working parties. You could never convince
me otherwise. But I am quite prepared to give you the
rationale of coordination, as indeed I tried to do
earlier on. IThy the different instruments ? Because
there are different sources of finance (expansion of
Community credit). Because there are different Trea-
ties, different legal obligations. Because there are
different needs 
- 
balance of payments is not the
same as steel and steel is not the same as infrastruc-
ture.
So my answer to you is 
- 
and perhaps you will allow
me to feel a little smug 
- 
that no matter how often
you remind us of the need for effective coordination
- 
and what better proof could there be of Parlia-
ment's great wisdom 
- 
I am comforted by the
thought that we spend even more time practising it
than you do preaching it.
(Smiles)
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The vote on on the motion for a resolution, as it
stands, will be taken at voting time tomorrow.
The debate is closed.
10. Regulation amending tbe Staff Regulations of
Officials of the Communities
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
37179) druwn up by Mr Cointat on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation amending the Staff Regulations of Officials
and Conditions of Employment of Other Servants of the
European Communities and establishing an Administra-
tive Tribunal of the European Communities.
Since the rapporteur is not present, I call Mr de Gaay
Fortman to speak on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr de Gaay Fortman. 
- 
(NL) Mr president, my
group agrees to the proposal which is intended to
lighten the workload of the Court of Justice by setting
up an administrative tribunal to hear cases relating to
Communiry officials at the first instance. Incidentilly,
I should like to point out that in the first recital of the
resolution a change should be made to rhe Dutch text
in order to clarify the term workload.
I have two brief remarks to make because, as I said a
moment ago, we fully endorse this proposal. The
rapporteur is proposing an amendment to Article 9l
(a) (l) dealing with appeals to the Court of Justice
against rulinp of the new tribunal. The situation is
that under Article 179 of the Treary the Court of
Justice is empowered within the limits of the Staff
Regulations and under the provisions laid down
therein, to rule on disputes between the Community
and its staff. The Court of Justice has informed ui,
through a letter from its Registrar, of its view that the
Court should not be required to rule at the second
instance on remaining differences on points of fact
but should only have the function of a Court of final
appeal. However, Article 173 on the Treaty states that
any natural or legal person may appeal to the Court of
Justice against a decision of a Community institution.
!7e feel that this should also apply to serving officials
of the Community, in other words Article 173 lays
down a fundamental principle of general recourse to
the Court of Justice against specific decisions so that
we agree with the rapporteur's proposal that Article 9l
(a) (l) of the Staff Regulations should be amended in
the lines proposed by him to make express reference
to Article 173 and stipulate a full right of appeal to
the Court of Justice against rulings handed down at
the first instance by the administrative tribunal in staff
matters as provided for in the Commission's proposal.
!7e find support for our position in the opinion deliv-
ered by the Legal Affairs Commitiee to the
Committee on Budgets pointing out that there are
certain ambiguities in the definition of the limits of
the powers of the Court of Justice when it rules as a
court of appeal. In passing I would also draw attention
to the fact rhat the Legal Affairs Committee has
rightly asked for a minor amendment relating to the
words 'declaring void' in the Dutch rexr of Article 9l
(a) (t).
Mr President, my second observation relates to Article
2 of Annex X. In Article 2 of Annex X the rapporteur
wishes to exclude the possibiliry of officiair heing
appointed as iudges in the new tribunal. Nfe think hiis right in this. The Commission's proposal places
great emphasis on the need for the judges to be inde-
pendent and we believe that this can best be achieved
by excluding the appointment of officials to the office
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of judge. The rapporteur states on page 15 of his
report that this incompatibility should also apply to
former officials, in other words Mr Cointat feels that
neither serving nor former officials should be allowed
to sit as judges on the administrative tribunal. !fle
agree, but then Article 2 of Annex X must also be
amended and I have the impression that there is an
omission in this article ; it seems to me that the last
part of Article 2 (1) should read as follows : 'such
persons shall not be past or present officials or Past or
present other servants of the Communities.' That
amendment would meet the rapporteur's intention
with which we fully agree.
I have a second remark on Article 2 of Annex X' The
rapporteur says that the members of the tribunal
including its chairman and vice-chairman must have
hetd high legal office in their country of origin. But
Article 2 of Annex X in his formulation and also in
the Commission's wording, states much more accu-
rately that the members appointed to the tribunal
must possess the qualifications required for appoint-
ment to high judicial office in their own country. That
seems a much better wording to me. I and my group
see no reason why persons appointed to sit on the trib-
unal should already have held a high legal office in
their own country. It seems perfectly sufficient to us
that they should have the qualifications necessary to
be appointed to such a position in their country.
Mr President, to conclude as I began, my group feels
that the proposal, as amended by the Committee on
Budgets, will improve the arrangements relating to
jurisprudence in cases involving officials of the
Communities.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nielsen to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Deniocratic Group.
Mr Brsndlund Nielsen. 
- 
(DK) On behalf of our
group, I support the report drawn up by Mr Cointat
on behalf of the Committee on Budgets. I do not
want to dwell at length on the subject; I merely want
to say that we also attach importance to the problems
in the Commission's proposal that have been high-
lighted in Mr Cointat's report. \7e consider it only
proper that there should be as much legal certainty as
possible, and we feel that an administrative tribunal
could constitute an important element of an apparatus
for guaranteeing legal principles, both internally as
regards Communiry employees and indirectly, also
externally, as regards the relationship between
Community bodies and the citizen. \fle have obvi-
ously also noted that this can be done without appreci-
ably increasing expenditure, as shown by the Commis-
sion, although we should obviously not concentrate
mainly on the economic side when it is a question of
implementing principles of law.
But the Committee on Budgets has drawn attention to
a couple of things, and I would like to mention in
particular the problem of guaranteeing the indepen-
dence of members of the Tribunal. Clearly, if as origi-
nally proposed by the Commission, members may
return to positions in the Institutions after a period in
the administrative tribunal, problems may arise as
regards their independence and that in our view is
unacceptable. !7e therefore strongly support the pro-
posal that members of the Tribunal should be
guaranteed greater independence.
\7e hope that with such an administrative tribunal it
will be possible to create an organ that can deal with
these problems in a practical and down-to-earth
fashion. It is a fact that many problems arise in our
modern society because of bureaucracy. It is costly,
inconvenient and in many ways irritating for the
citizen, and the way in which we ensure that various
principles of law are taken into account in connection
with the whole administrative process is therefore not
unimportant. The question also arises of whether we
have found the final form, but at any rate we in the
Liberal and Democratic Group feel that it is only
correct to try to create such a body.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Krieg to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Krieg. 
- 
(F) Mr President, on behalf of my
group I propose to make a few very brief comments
about the text that has been submitted for our
approval.
In actual fact, the idea of creating a special tribunal to
arbitrate in disputes between officials and institutions
of the European Community could appear to have a
certain attraction as a solution to a number of
problems. But I believe we need to be aware of the
dangers of carrying the argument to its logical conclu-
sion and creating a new body that has the attributes of
a court of law.
I am very sorry to say that the two committees
involved so far, the Committee on Budgets and the
Legal Affairs Committee, both seem to have ignored
essential points that merited closer scrutiny.
The first question that springs to mind, looking at this
text, is whether any real purpose is to be served by
setting up a new tribunal. It seems to us, above all,
that the argument that the tribunal would make a
substantial contribution to reducing the increasingly
onerous workload of the Court of Justice is not the
most convincing. And for a number of reasons. The
main reason is that judgments on principles handed
down by the Court of Justice now exist and so consti-
tute case law. Moreover, if from time to time the
Court would be good enough to confine itself to
matters that concern it, perhaps it would then have
more time to devote to its appointed task.
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Then again, the answer to the question put to us by
the Court of Justice is to be found if we refer to the
texts which make up the Community charter, in other
words, the Treaty itself. In fact, the second paragraph
of Article 165 stipulates that 'the Court of Justice
shall sit in plenary session. It may, however, form
chambers, each consisting of three or five Judges,
either to undertake certain preparatory inquiries or to
adjudicate on particular categories of cases in accor-
dance with rules laid down for these purposes'. It is
quite clear from this that we could just as well form
within the Court of Justice a chamber for the specific
purpose of dealing with the kind of problems we are
discussing today. May I say, incidentally, that my
group in no way under estimates the importance of
these problems, an importance that will probably
increase in years to come. This body, it appears, is to
be called an Administrative Tribunal. That is an unfor-
tunate choice, to us French at least, to whom it has a
very different meaning.
Let us say we have created this Administrative Trib-
unal. Now comes my second question : why create a
tribunal if we are to deny it authority ? Because that is
exactly what is being proposed to us now. It is
proposed to set up a tribunal which would have the
final say on some questions and on others it could be
subiect to censure by the Court of Justice. If it is truly
the intention to give staff all the guarantees to which
they are entitled, would it not be more appropriate to
give them a tribunal of first instance, with the right of
appeal to the Court of Justice for whatever motive ?
Quite apart from that 
- 
and this could perhaps
destroy the argument put forward by the Court of
Justice 
- 
there is the danger, at least in the early
days, that nearly every decision handed down by this
notorious Administrative Tribunal could end up on
appeal before the Court of Justice.
Finally, I have a third point to raise which is, without
doubt, totally unacceptable.
Nowhere, in any country, has there ever been a trib-
unal whose iudges were virtually self-appointed. It is
unthinkable ! If we are indeed to have this Administra-
tive Tribunal and put on it the kind of judges that we
need, then some completely different way of doing it
has to be found. This oligarchy of judges that has
been proposed, with appeal judges themselves
appointing judges of first instance. is a system that
would be anathema to any jurist. I am surprised that
the members of the Legal Affairs Committee, on
which I had the honour of serving for some time,
failed to grasp this fundamental point.
The idea behind these proposals is certainly both
sound and worthy of consideration but it seems to me
that the debate is following a course that is surely not
for the best, particularly as the essential problem has
been entirely left to one side. The members of my
group cannot vote in favour of this report. In
abstaining, they sincerely hope that this matter can be
taken up again in different circumstances.
!(/e are, all of us, bound by the Treaty of Rome,
Section 4 of which, dealing with the Court of Justice,
opens with Article 164 and the words : 'The Court of
Justice shall ensure that in the interpretation and
application of this Treary the law is observed.' Do we
really have the right to set up a tribunal that has not
been provided for in the Treaties ? Personally, I
consider that we do not. Of course, one could say,
with reference to certain principles that apply in
parliaments that have full authority, that a parliament
can do anything 
- 
sometimes, even, in contradiction
to its own wishes. That is not the case here today, nor
will it be the case tomorrow, because this Parliament
will not have the authority to go beyond the Treaty.
!7hat we are being asked to do today, purely and
simply, is to violate the Treaty, to go beyond what is
laid down in it and to create a tribunal that has no
basis for its existence. Such an action would be intoler-
able and undesirable and we feel that there is no alter-
native but a full review of the problem.
It is not that we are hostile to the setting up of this
tribunal. But we do maintain that it should be done in
compliance with the Treaty by which we are bound, if
need be by amending Article 154 of the Treaty. The
proposed tribunal should be able, in effect, to give liti-
gants a guarantee of the judges' impartiality. Believe
me, if we were to go through with this proposal, we
would achieve the very opposite.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhet, Aiember of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, I am in an unusual position in replying to a
debate which has not been introduced, and therefore
it is a little difficult to know quite on what part of the
rapporteur's report it would be best to focus. I will,
however, say that which I had intended to say and
attempt also to deal with one or two of the points
which have been raised. Indeed, perhaps it might be
courteous to begin with those who are present, and
take up the point of the last speaker who was very
anxious indeed about the constitutional propriety of
what we are doing.
Now, I made quite clear this morning in a debate on
a quite different subject that I attached the greatest
possible importance to all the institutions of the
Community operating within a framework of law,
within the framework of the rules laid down in the
Treaty of Rome, which is our constitution. And there-
fore I think in this particular case, where we are
setting up a formal Administrative Tribunal, it is
extremely important to make quite certain that we are
operating on a basis which we believe to be right,
which the legal experts here in the Parliament believe
to be right and which the Court itself believes to be
right. Now, it is sometimes said that if you put three
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economists together you have four opinions, and the
same is probably true of lawyers, so that it is perhaps
not surprising that there is not a unanimity of
approach. Nonetheless, I am encouraged by the fact
that the Legal Affairs Committee, which was
consulted by the Committee on Budgets, took a gener-
ally favourable view of the proposal and refrained
from suggesting any amendments. I can also assure
the House that both the principle and the details of
our proposals are acceptable to the Court of Justice.
Indeed, I would go further than that and say that the
principle is one which the Court's iudges have been
pressing on us for some time ; so that, as far as
possible, as far as we reasonably could, we are
operating on the basis of the greatest possible degree
of legal approval.
I should also like to take up the point about the
judges. Here, of course, one does e.rter into diffi-
culties, not just of interpretation, in the sense of inter-
preters in the box translating from English into
French or vice versa. One also enters into a very diffi-
cult realm of different national practices and the
different meanings that are attached to words, and I
can only speak on this basis from an English back-
ground. Certainly, as I see it, and indeed as the
Commission sees it, we are not talking about iudges,
we are not talking about a court of justice, we are
talking about a tribunal of first instance.
I would hesitate to get involved in any linguistic
discussion about the differences between tribunals and
courts, but certainly, so far as the English language is
concerned, we are not talking about a court of iustice,
we are talking about something at an altogether more
modest and lower level and I think it is important to
bear that in mind. The use of the word 'judge' is really
not appropriate if one gets the impression that the
people we are talking about here are going to be in
any way similar to the iudges who sit in the Court of
Justice. They will not be the same sort of people at
all. They are not people with the same rights, they are
not people with the same powers, they are not people
from the same backgrounds.
Now the Commission has noted the various amend-
ments proposed in the report but cannot, I am afraid,
see its way to endorsing them at this stage; and the
reasons why we cannot. I think I owe it to the House
to explain.
First of all, on the question of the composition of the
Tribunal, the Commission feels that the secondment
of officials, in the interests of the sewice, to serve on
the Administrative Tribunal is one 
- 
and I empha-
size the word 'one' 
- 
entirely iustified means of
recruitment. Most cases brought by the staff require
detailed investigation to establish fairly complex
circumstances of fact. I think it was Mr Nielsen who
said that we are dealing with the nitty-gritry of human
life, or words to that effect, and that is certainly true,
we are. As anybody will know who has had experience
of employment tribunals, whether in the Community
or in a Member State, these are very complex matters
and I think it is desirable that some of the people
involved should have personal experience of the
problems of managing men and women in an admin-
istration of the sort that we have.
So I think it is sensible to be able to select some of
the judges and alternate ludges from sewing esta-
blished officials with legal training and special exper-
tise in the matter of rights and obligations deriving
from the Staff Regulations. Our Staff Regulations are
certainly very singular and not always easy to under-
stand. But I do note the concern of the Parliament
and agree it would be wrong for iudges recruited from
the service to be a dominant influence. I think it is
right there should be judges recruited from the
service ; but I do well understand the concern at
having the judges and the judged coming entirely
from the same background. I appreciate the nature of
the worries that lie behind some of the concern that
has been expressed and I think it would be wrong for
the insiders to be a dominant force.
The second question concerns the jurisdiction of the
Court of Justice. Now establishment of an Administra-
tive Tribunal would answer the need, already
expressed, as I have said before, by the Court itself to
relieve the Court of cases brought by Communiry
staff, thereby expediting the examination of such
cases. In other words, we are not only doing some-
thing which will be convenient for the Court 
- 
and
the burden of these cases on the Court has become
very considerable ; we will also be doing something
which will, I think make it easier for the people who
bring the cases to get a prompt hearing, and that is
highly desirable. Now it is true that Article 179 of the
EEC Treaty gives the Court jurisdiction in any dispute
between the Communiry and its servants, but it also
stipulates that the Court's jurisdiction in staff litiga-
tion cannot exceed the limits set by the Council in
the context of those regulations. The present proposal
frees the Court of responsibility for investigating the
facts, but leaves its ultimate jurisdiction as regards
application of the law in its capacity as a final court of
appeal. There is, therefore, a clear distinction between
the accumulation of facts, the amassing of material,
and the powers of the final court of appeal, which
remain entirely unimpaired. \7hat we are proposing,
therefore, does not exceed the power of the Council to
limit the Court's iurisdiction. The new subdivision of
iurisdiction is designed to reduce the Court's work-
load in the area of staff litigation in the years ahead,
whilst scrupulously guaranteeing the rights of officials
to go to the ultimate recourse if they wish to. If the
Tribunal is to meet this objective, however, its own
field of responsibility, and that of the Court, must be
clearly defined. It is very important indeed that there
should be a perfectly clear demarcation in this whole
atea.
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The third question which arose from the rapporteur's
report concerns the provision for mandatory and
formal consultation of the Parliament on the rules of
procedure of the Administrative Tribunal. I am sure
that it is desirable that the Parliament should be
consulted to the greatest possible extent. But I am
sure that those Members of this House who are
lawyers will appreciate that it is difficult to provide for
consultation on the rules of procedure when there is
no provision in the Treaty for consultation on the
rules of procedure of the Court of Justice itself. In
other words, one is being asked to provide for consul-
tation on the court of first instance, when there is no
provision for consultation on the procedures of the
court of final instance ; and I think there are some
difficulties in consulting on one but not on the other.
The principle, however, of endeavouring to consult
the Parliament as far as possible, is of course one that
I accept and it is precisely because I accept it that I
draw attention to what seem to me the very consider-
able difficulties and limitations in this particular case.
I hope that these few words will have allayed the fears
expressed by the Committee on Budgets. I would,
however, like to make two further points.
Firstly, the Court of Justice, which as I have said
before was consulted by the Council under the proce-
dure for revision oi the Staff Regulations, has
approved the idea of establishing an Administrative
Tribunal and has emphasized that the structure and
the procedures specified in the Commission's pro-
posal are in line with the basic requirements of
Community law.
Secondly, the Administrative Tribunal, far from being
an autonomous satellite, will be attached to the court
for administrative and budgetary purposes.
I hope that in this way I will be able to convince the
House that even though we have not been able to
accept amendments, we understand the concern that
lies behind them, and that we are endeavouring to
create this new tribunal on a fair and satisfactory basis.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cointat.
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr President. I must
first apologize for arriving late, but I have been
attending another meeting outside the building.
I shall gladly explain to Mr Tugendhat the thinking
behind the proposals of the Committee on Budgets.
At first we wondered whether it was really necessary
to set up an administrative rribunal for officials
because we had observed that the number of cases
brought before the Court of Justice had been falling
each year 
- 
and this is borne out by figures shown in
a table in the report. The case law on the Staff Regula-
tions is a bit better known and defined now, so there
is less need to have recourse to the Court of |ustice.
There was a slight increase in cases when the United
Kingdom, Ireland and Denmark ioined the common
market. Some officials may not have learnt how to
iuggle with all the provisions in the Staff Regulations
and were therefore forced to ask for clarification from
the Court of Justice and to institute proceedings. But
since then the number of cases has once again been
decreasing.
Therefore, the committee wondered if such an admi-
nistrative tribunal was really necessary and whether a
special secrion or ioint committee within each institu-
tion would be sufficient. !fle deferred to the views of
the Court of Justice, without making a great fuss
about it, but expressed certain reservations and
proposed some modifications.
The first reservation is that this body will have to func-
tion as a tribunal. Since it is a tribunal 
- 
Mr Krieg
quite rightly says that the French aetm .tribunal adni-
nistratif' does not correspond exactly to what is
meant, but no matter 
- 
this tribunal must be a court
of first instance and must enable any individual to
institute proceedings before the Court of Justice in
accordance with the principle laid down in Article
173 of the EEC Treaty. !/e have accordingly proposed
a modification to Article 9la which, I believe, has the
Commission's approval.
Lastly, we thought that, although the members of this
tribunal are not judges in the normal sense, as you
say, Mr Tugendhat, they are judges nonetheless and
must be independent and totally objective. There can
be no question, therefore, of appointing people who
have been, or still are, Community officials ; this is a
principle which I must ask you to bear in mind. I am
not completely satisfied with the wording of our
amendments for they do give the impression that
judges are beyond criticism. But the importanr thing
is the spirit of the provisions proposed, that is to say,
the appointment of persons who are not officials and
whose judgments on Staff Regulation matters are there-
fore not suspect.
These are the few points I felt I ought to add for to
clarify the discussion. I apologize again for being late.
President. 
- 
I call Mr de Gaay Fortman.
Mr de Gaay Fortm (NL) Mr President, I
should just like to add a few words, mainly because
the rapporteur has now arrived, I am glad to say, and
has said his piece. In the first place, I am, of course,
grateful to Commissioner Tungendhat for his reply to
our observations, but I would urge him once more to
reconsider for his own benefit, too, the relationship
between Article 179 and Article 173 of the Treaty
which enshrines a fundamental principle of the
Treary.
Secondly, one comment on what my honourable
colleague, Mr Krieg, said, namely that we can never
give the interested parry the right to nominate judges
for a case which concerns them personally, because
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no lawyer would accept the responsibiliry. I must say
that in my country there have been various instances
where interested parties have been able to recommend
iudges to sit on specific tribunals.
Thirdly, I rather regret that Mr Tugendhat said that
because there is no provision for consultation of Parlia-
ment on the rules of procedure of the Court of Justice
itself, he therefore sees no possibility of consulting
Parliament on the rules of procedure of the Tribunal
which is to be established. I believe 
- 
and nobody
knows this better than the Commissioner who, if I am
not mistaken, was a Member of the mother of parlia-
ments 
- 
that a Parliament sees its powers extended
over the course of history. lrhen this Parliament came
into being its powers were extremely limited, but with
time they have increased. I believe that it is compat-
ible with the development of this Parliament that the
Commission should consult it specifically on a matter
of this nature.
President. 
- 
I note that no-one wishes to speak. The
vote on the motion for a resolution, as it stands, will
be taken at voting time tomorrow.
The debate is closed.
ll. Adrninistrdtiae expenditure of tbe European
Parliament during tbe 1978 financial year
President. 
- 
The next item is the interim report
(Doc. 102179) drawn up by Mr Cointat on behalf of
the Committee on Budgets on
the administrative expenditure of the European Parlia-
ment from I January to 3l December 1978 (1978 finan-
cial year).
I call Mr Cointat.
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I shall
be extremely brief because I have presented to the
House for its approval a 44-page report containing 37
pages of tables. That gives you an idea of how fasci-
nating, entertaining and delightful it all is, which is
why I do not propose to talk at length about this
expenditure 
- 
the administrative expenditure of the
European Parliament in 1978. The report is simply an
account of what has been spent, the appropriations
carried over to 1979 and the appropriations which
have been cancelled. It gives an instant picture of the
expenditure in 1978. The Committee on Budgets has
adopted the report and the resolution; naturally, the
committee has stressed the fact that it will be up to
Parliament at the time of the discharge of the 1978
budget to ask for any necessary explanations and to
make the comments it deems appropriate, but for the
moment it is simply a case of recording the facts,
being a recording chamber.
President. 
- 
I note that no-one else wishes to speak.
The vote on the motion for a resolution, as it stands,
will be taken at tomorrow, during voting time.
The debate is closed.
12. Non-quota section of tbe Regiortal Fund
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question with
debate (Doc. 59179) by Mr Bangemann, Mr Cifarelli,
Mr Damseaux, Mr Johnston and Mr Jung to the
Commission:
Subiect: Reserve (or the non-quota section of the
Regional Fund
The Commission has stated in a press release that the
first instalment of aid from the Regional Fund for 1979,
amounting to 60m EUA, has been granted for applica-
tions submitted in 1978 which had to be set aside owing
to lack of funds (taking account of a reserve of. 5 o/o 
-29m EUA 
- 
for the non-quota section) (PE, 57.079).
Since one of the arguments put forward for reducing the
endowment of the Regional Fund is that the Commis-
sion is unable to spend the Fund's appropriations, it must
be emphasized that, despite the efforts by the Member
States to keep within the limits of their respective quotas,
funds are in fact inadequate.
1. Does the Commission think that the creation of a
non-quota section should lead to a reduction in other
aid from the Regional Fund ?
The European Parliament expressed the opinion that
the non-quota section should relate to newly-intro-
duced measures for which additional finance should
be provided over and above that for previous measures.
2. If the Commission shares the European Parliament's
view that the non-quota section should supplement
other Regional Fund aid, why did it reduce the already
inadequate appropriations in 1978 in order to set uP a
reserve of 29m EUA (5 %) ? 
'
3. Does the Commission not think that the amount for
this reserve should have been decided within the
framework of the budgetary procedure, thus preserving
the powers of the European Parliament ?
The European Parliament in any case entered an
appropriation of l00m EUA in the 1979 budget.
4. Does the Commission consider that an allocation of
5 7o is adequate for the non-quota section ?
The European Parliament entered an appropriation of
about l0 Yo in the 1979 budget and in the 1978 preti-
minary draft budget the Commission had proposed an
appropriation of about 13 % (100m EUA).
5. Does the Commission think that in future, and particu-
larly in the case of the 1979 budget, the amount allo-
cated to the non-quota section should supplement the
appropriations for other Regional Fund measures ?
Since the author of the question, Mr Bangemann, is
not here, I call Mr Tugendhat.
1 The non-quota section was not created in 1978. ln October
1977 the European Parliament delivered a favourable
opinion on the Commission's proposal of June 1977(without fixing the amount for the non-quota section). It
was not until June 1978 that the Council laid down
Common Guidelines (proposing an allocation of 5 %) and
the regulation was only adopted in February 1979.
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Mr Tugendhat, hlember of tbe Conntitsion. 
-Thank you, Mr President, I will do my best though I
must confess that I had rather prepared my remarks
on the basis of answering specific points which I
thought that Mr Bangemann was going to make.
However, Mr Bangemann and I have faced each other
on different sides and, indeed, sometimes on the same
side of enough arguments in the past for me 
- 
I
think 
- 
to be fairly confident that I know what
might conceivably be in his mind and I will, there-
fore, carry on a one-sided dialogue in the hope that he
will regard this as a satisfactory form of communica-
tion.
First of all, I should like to make it clear that the
Commission shares the European Parliament's view
that the creation of a non-quota section, which is the
first step in the development of the Communiry
regional policy, must not entail any reduction in the
endowment of the Regional Fund, but must be addi-
tional to the amount entered in the budget for the
quota section. That is a statement of general principle,
but it is not only that, as the efforts of the Commis-
sion in the past, I think, certainly go to show. \7e
have always had a non-quota section on top of the
quota one, the icing on top of the cake. And I myself
would certainly like to see the icing grow a bit larger
in proportion to the size of the cake as a whole. I
should also like to point out that we have been
supporting this idea since the new basic regulation on
the Regional Fund was adopted by the Council, and
therefore not just in the period of this particular
Commission, but of the previous one as well, and that
is an important point for the Parliament to remember.
The problem raised by the honourable Member for
the 1978 budgetary year came up only because the
Commission was confronted by an unexpected situa-
tion. Although the proposal for a new regulation had
been submitted by the Commission to the Council in
June 1977, the budgetary authority, by which of
course I mean the Parliament and the Council, did
not find it necessary to allocate a supplementary
amount for the non-quota section in the 1978 budge-
tary year. On the other hand, the adoption by the
Council of the new regulation creating in particular
this new section was expected to take place during the
1978 budgetary yeat. The Commission, rherefore,
despite the inadequacy of the global endowment of
the Regional Fund for 1978, an endowment that has,
of course, been increased, thought that it was essential
to do everything possible to ensure that the first
Community initiatives in the framework of the non-
quota section be taken on the basis of appropriations
entered in the 1978 budget. In order to avoid diffi-
culties concerning the availability of credit, the
Commission decided exceptionally to earmark 29
million EUA within the total endowment of the
Regional Fund. It is hardly necessary for me to add
that it would in any case not have been possible to
make such a sum available through a transfer from
other titles, or other chapters in the budget, and that
the contingency reserve in particular with its total
sum of 5 million was of no avail at all in this context.
I would also like to underline the fact that the new
regulation does not set an amount for the non-quota
reserve, but rather a fixed percentage betc/een the
quota and the non-quota section. Fixing the amounts
for the Regional Fund clearly remains the prerogative
of the budgetary authoriry. The final figures entered in
the budgets lor 1978 and 1979 about which we were
debating this morning, bear ample testimony to this
fact. So far as the 5 % is concerned, may I also point
out that the Commission did not put forward such a
figure in its initial proposal and does not find it suffi-
cient to initiate the specific Community actions envis-
aged in the field of regional development. The Euro-
pean Parliament, for its part, has had the opportunity
of dealing with this problem with the Council within
the framework of the conciliation procedure. The regu-
lation has been adopted and this 5 % rule cannot but
be respected by all the institutions. The sum of 100
million EUA for 1979 for the non-quota section,
which represents l0 % of the quota section, was
decided by the Parliament in December 1977 only
because the basic regulation had not at that time been
finally adopted by the Council. The Commission for
its part considers that 5 % is the minimum for
launching a number of Community actions which are
required. \7e hope very much that such a ceiling will
be increased. !7e are sure that it will turn out to be
too low and that it will be seen to be too low within
quite a short time. And I would like to confirm that
in the Commisson's view the amount earmarked for
the non-quota section is, as I have explained earlier it
should be, additional to the one entered for the quota
section.
I have therefore produced a number of answers to
questions which we expected to be asked. I hope thatI have managed to reply to those which are in the
rapporteur's mind, but certainly, if I have not covered
points which he would have wished me to do, he and
I, I hope, know each other well enough for us to be
able to communicate with each other at a subsequent
time.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jung to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Jung. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
if the Commission, as Mr Tugendhat has just
explained, had kept to its original position which was
to retain the 100 million, representing about l3 70,
and had not moved into line with the Council's guide-
lines before the regulation had even been adopted, our
question would not have been necessary. But, allow
me to explain the further reasons for this question, Mr
Tugendhat, although your reply, which was given in
advance as it were, already suggests a way of thinking
which could afford us satisfaction, since the purpose
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of our question was considerably to increase this non-
quota section so that measures could be taken which
can at present not be contemplated in the regional
sector where they are really necessary.
On 3l January 1979 the Commission announced to
the press that it had approved the first 1979 instal-
ment for grants from the European Regional Develop-
ment Fund, amounting to 60 million EUA to be distri-
buted amongst 139 investment proiects. As the avail-
able resources of the European Regional Development
Fund for 1978 vere not adequate and in any case
5 o/o, or 29 million EUA, represented non-quota
funds, this decision had to be deferred until today.
This communiqu6 naturally prompted us to ask the
Commission a number of questions and I would like
to start with some comments on the inadequacy of
the Fund's resources,
I would like to begin by pointing out that the grants
from the Regional Fund are made to certain invest-
ment projects which are put forward by the Member
States. However, under Article 2 of the Fund Regula-
tion each Member State is allocated a national quota
which it may not exceed. The assumption then is that
certain Member States impose a voluntary restriction
in order not to exceed this quota. Despite this self-res-
triction a number of Member States did exceed their
quota in 1978. As we see from the Commission's
communiqu6 the first instalment of 1979 grants
amounting to 60 million EUA is intended for applica-
tions which were submitted in 1978 but which had to
be postponed, because the resources were not available
at the time. Here I see a certain inconsistency in that
the evident shortage of funds which is put forward
here expressly as a reason for cutting down the
Regional Fund, cannot in my opinion be right
because the Commission claimed that it was not in a
position to disburse the resources of the Fund as
various Member States were unable to provide corres-
ponding plans. But if certain Member States had not
imposed a voluntary restriction on their applications
in order not to exceed their quota the lack of
resources would doubtless be much more serious.
How can this be explained in the case of the five
countries which did exceed their quota in 1978 ?
These five countries are Italy, Ireland, the United
Kingdom, Germany and the Netherlands for all of
whom the lirst 1979 instalment is intended. Is the
need of these countries higher, which would justify an
increase in their quota ? That is the question here.
!fhy, when the resources of the Regional Fund or
measures taken in the framework of national quotas
have proved not adequate, has the Commission now
set up a 5 o/o reserve of a non-quota section which did
not exist before and was not created in 1978 ?
As long ago as 1975 the European Parliament
expressed a negative opinion on the fixing of the
amount of the resources of the Fund in the regulation
on the establishment of the Fund since this would
make expenditure compulsory. The Council accepted
that the expenditure of the Regional F'und should not
be compulsory after an initial period.
So the expenditure of the non-quota sections was to
be fixed every year as part of the budgetary procedure.
Moreover the European Parliament included an
amount for this non-quota section in the 1979 budget
before the Council laid down the volume of funding
in its amended regulation in 1979. So in 1978 the
Commission anticipated the Council's decision which
does not however have retroactive effect and applies
only from 1979. The resources booked as reserves
should therefore remain available for measures within
the quotas for individual Member States where these
have been inadequate.
Now to the proposal on the amount of resources. I
have already said that the Commission originally
proposed l3 o/o representing some 100 million EUA.
The Parliament also earmarked 100 million EUA but
the Council then reduced this figure to 5 0/o in its
amended regulation of February 1979.
Here the Commission's attitude has proved to be too
cautious. It has brought itself into line with this 5 %
and I believe it has acted contrary to the principle
supported by the European Parliament and ultimately
also accepted by the Council. \tr7e would therefore be
pleased if, in line with the reply already given by Mr
Tugendhat, it would be possible to increase the
amount to the original figure of 100 million.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Mascagni to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Mascagni. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I should first of
all like to emphasize the inadequacy of the reply by
Mr Tugendhat, who said, firstly, that the Commission
has always agreed to consider the non-quota section as
an addition, and, secondly, that for 1978 it has been
considered within the quota one. The contradiction is
obvious. However, there is worse to come, given that
there was no need to fix the non-quota section for
1978 as it had not been established. I therefore have
no choice but to emphasize this clear contradiction in
Mr Tugendhat's statement.
On every other point I agree with what was said by Mr
Jung. I agree with the need to increase the non-quota
section. I agree with everything that has been said
previosly on this matter in Parliament. In particular, I
agree that this problem is important, although at the
same time I feel we should not lose sight of the
general problem of regional policy, which is
becoming increasingly important with repercussions
for the Community's economic problems as a whole.
I do not wish to criticize the Liberals' initiative, which
is justified. I should nevertheless like it made clear
that initiatives aimed at clarifying certain points must
always reflect an overall view, as only then will it be
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possible to ensure that regional policy is an important
instrument for economic development and restoring
the Community's equilibrium.
IN THE CHAIR: SIR GEOFFREY DE FREITAS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
13. Decision on coa.l and cohe for the iron
and steel industry
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
69179) drautn up by Mr Ibriigger on behalf of the
Committee on Energy and Research on
the draft from the Commission for a decision concerning
coal and coke for the iron and steel industry of the
Community.
I call Mr Ibrtigger.
Mr Ibrtigger, rapporteur 
- 
(D Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the Committee on Energy and
Research and the Committee on Budgets, which was
asked for its opinion, welcome the draft from the
Commission of the European Communities for a deci-
sion concerning coal and coke for the Community's
iron and steel industry. The subsidizing of coal and
coke for the Community's iron and steel industry goes
back to the Protocols of an agreement on energy
problems and an agreement on coking coal and coke
for the iron and steel industry concluded by the
governments of the ECSC Member States meeting
within the Council on 16 February 1967. Over the
years, the European Parliament has discussed these
decisions and in each case approved them. Although
initially planned as a short-term measure in 1967,aids
for coal and coke for the iron and steel industry have
been maintained and even extended. They reflect the
general development of the coal sector as part of the
Community's energy market. The latter 
- 
and I
would just like to indicate the main points 
- 
is char-
acterized by the fact that coal in the European
Community is not sufficiently competitive on the
world market. This inabiliry to compete has led to
financial losses 
- 
and could continue to do so 
- 
but
it could also result, and this is the real danger to
which our energy policy is exposed, in a contraction
and reduction of production capacity. To quote only
one example, the cutback in steel production has
meant a reduction in the sales of coking coal.
Between 1974 and 1977 the consumption of coke in
blast furnaces alone fell from 50 to 44 million tonnes.
In addition there has been a decline in intra-Commu-
nity trade in coking coal which fell from 20 million
tonnes in 1974 to 12 million in 1977. Over the same
period coke and coal stocks accumulated. In addition
the coal' sector in the European Community is also
characterized by the fact that there is some uncer-
tainty about coal supplies from third countries which
could also further increase the Communiry's depen-
dance on imported energy. Therefore we look to the
coal sector to contribute to stabilizing the Commu-
nity's energy situation as an energy policy objective.
Then there is a tradition of intra-Community trade in
coking coal and coke and this tradition should be
upheld and even extended. Moreover, there is an
increased need for security of supplies in the iron and
steel industry and the further fact that the quality of
coking coal produced in the European Community is
acknowledged throughout the world to be very high
and, because of the worldwide shortage, will continue
to hold its privileged position in the future. For these
reasons it is important that coal producers in the
Community should be enabled to align their selling
prices to the world market level when their produc-
tion costs exceed that level because major changes
have taken place in the world market in the past few
years. Transport costs for coal ftom third countries
have decreased worldwide. I7ith the devaluation of
the US dollar the maintenance of the guide price
denominated in dollars, the difference between the
producers' production costs and net receipts has
increased as has the difference between the prices for
coking coal from third countries and from the
Communiry.
From the discussions in the Committee on Energy
and Research it was clear that we need to ensure
better exploitation of energy sources in the Commu-
nity as a meafls of securing the Community's energy
supplies. I7e therefore definitely welcome the
Commission's proposal that the system of aids for coal
and coke for the iron and steel industry in the
Community be renewed and we approve in principle
the Commission's objective of making long-term
contracts for both producers and consumers a precon-
dition for the granting of aid. !7e do, howerver, call
once again for consideration to be given to the possi-
biliry, in exceptional cases, of special authorization
being given for aids to short and medium-term
supplies.
'$7e welcome the genuine extension of the previous
decision namely to extend the system of aids to
include coals and cokes used for ore sintering, but we
criticize the financing of various schemes in the coal
sector from different sources, particularly in the case
of this draft, under which measures would be financed
almost entirely outside the ECSC budget or the
general Community budget.
!7e emphatically call, therefore, for the budgetization
of these resources so that they may be brought under
the control of the European Parliament. On this point
we fully support the arguments put forward by the
Committee on Budgets.
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I confirm that we welcome the continuance of aid at
an increased level for coke and coal intended for the
iron and steel industry so that coking coal capacities
may be maintained. !fle regard this as an essential part
of the Communiry energy policy goals. I ask Parlia-
ment to vote in favour of the motion which was, incid-
entally, unanimously adpted by the Committee on
Energy and Research.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bessborough to present the
opinion of the Committee on Budgets.
Lord Bessborough, draftsman of an opinion 
- 
Mr
President, I would like to thank Mr lffiigger for
presenting his report and congratulate hirr on it and
to say that whatever remarks I may make in regard to
the budgetary aspects, we certainly support the whole
principle of aid for coal and coke to the steel industry.
I have to say, however, that Parliament was consulted
rather belatedly on this proposal and this does pose
some questions of budgetary principle.
I would like to point out first of all that temporary
measures-and I underline the word 'temporary'-for
aids for the production and sales in coking coal and
coke have existed since 1967 and they are displaying a
certein element of permanency. I7hether they have
been effective or not is not a matter to be considered
by the Committee of Budgets. The present proposal of
the Commission is aimed not only at a prolongation
of this scheme but also at increasing aid from 3l
million to 70 million units of account.
The main point of controversy for the Committee on
Budgets in this connection relates to the means for
covering this amount. The proposed measure must be
seen in the context of an overall approach to the coal-
sector problems adopted by the Commission, and I
appreciate all the other measures which have been
proposed and discussed in this House, but the
problem here arises from the fact that the Commis-
sion is proposing for these measures a variery of
sources of finance 
- 
in fact, four in all: part of the
money is to come from national contributions, part
from the ECSC budget, part from the general Commu-
nity budget and part from contributions by maior coal
concerns, and this, Mr President, does lead to rather a
confused situation with certainly a lack of budgetary
transparency.
ln 1967, as I have said, these were considered to be
purely temporary measures. All I can say is that this is
certainly a classic case of Il n'1 a que le proaisoire qui
dure; here we are, 12 years later, and the same rather
confused system has continued. The logical solution
would, I think, be to to finance such aid through the
ECSC budget. However, as we know, the size of this
budget is effectively limited at the moment because of
the reluctance of the Council to agree on a complete
transfer of the customs revenue from ECSC products
to the ECSC budget. Therfore, the most appropriate
solution might be to seek direct and exclusive
financing from the Communiry budget, which as
Members of this House will know, provides the expen-
diture for the other items of coal policy. The Commis-
sion itself recognizes that maintaining coal production
should be considered as a part of general energy
policy. Therefore, the Committee on Budgets did criti-
cize the diversiry of sources of finance for schemes in
the coal sector and its conclusions, as you will have
heard from Mr Ibriigger have been supported by the
Committee on Energy and Research. The Committee
on Budgets therefore calls for the budgetization of all
these resources so that financial transparency can be
guaranteed. However, in order not to interrupt this
scheme of aids for the industry 
- 
which, as I say, we
certainly support in principle 
- 
the committee
finally decided, after rwo fairly protracted meetings
and after considerable discussion, not as was originally
suggested, to reject the Commission's proposal but to
ask that it should be limited to a period of two years.
The Commission should in our view, therefore,
submit well before the expiry of the new decision and
in good time for the l98l budgetary procedure a
revised proposal which provides for uniform financing
through the general budget of the Communities. The
Commission might even, in case the need for a
second supplementary budget arises 
- 
we discussed
the first supplementary budget this morning 
-perhaps use this new supplementary budget procedure
as a way of including a new item in the general
budget for this policy.
I hope that the Commission will follow these amend-
ments put forward by the Committee on Budgets. In
any case, the possible argument that a regulation two
years is too short cannot, in my view, be accepted.
The Commission knows well that Parliament always
follows its proposals if the need for them is well
proven, and it is up to the Commission to guarantee
the continuity of this scheme for future years by
submitting, I would hope, a revised proposal in suffi-
cient time to take account of the need for transpar-
ency in the budget. I hope that Mr Brunner will at
least agree to this in principle, and that, even if
contracts are likely to be placed for three years, at
least in two years' time we have a revised proposal,
which would simplify this whole procedure and
certainly give us more transparency.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hoffmann to speak on behalf
of the Socialist Group.
Mr Hoffmann. 
- 
(D)Mr President, I would like to
thank Mr Ibriigger for his report which we welcome. I
would also add that we also accept the opinion deliv-
ered by the Committee on Budgets.
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Our position can be stated in very few words. Our
problem is that, in spite of long-term energy shortages
the coal situation in the Community is still fraught
with difficulry. The reasons are very simple and have
already been outlined. On the one hand there is the
persistent crisis in the steel sector and the changes in
its production methods as a result of which one third
of the coking coal the industry used to consume is no
longer required, and on the other there are the effects
of the weakness of the dollar which have considerably
reduced the price of coal outside the Communiry and
very badly affected 
- 
for German coal as well 
- 
the
competitive situation which was not particularly favou-
rable to begin with.
A third reason is the trend in freight rates and in parti-
cular the drop in maritime transport costs and the
increase in inland tariffs. That has been a further
source of disadvantage. As regards aid, two completely
different sectors are envisaged 
- 
national aids which,
in this case, are not available, and European Commu-
nity aids which consist essentially in giving or
increasing sales aids to 4.67 u. a. per tonne which will
come to about 70m u. a. We also and more especially
welcome the extension of possible aid for coke and
coal for ore sintering.
The Socialist Group is therefore united in its support
for the report presented by Mr Ibriigger and I would
like to add a few brief words from the German stand-
point. I am very pleased that by this example we are
showing that a European problem is being solved 
-or at least a helpful attitude is being taken towards it
- 
on a joint basis. For the coalfields it means that the
jobs of the people employed there are that much
more secure. For energy supply capacities it means
that they will be more secure in the long term.
Finally, our only request relates to the point already
made by the previous speaker and that is that these
funds should be brought into the budget in the next
period so that Parliament can exercise control over
them.
Lastly I would like to make just one suggestion. \7e
shall soon be having an opportuniry to discuss the
problem of our steel industry once again. Perhaps, on
that occasion, we ought to raise the question of coking
coal aids in connection with the relevant subsidies
and identify the effects that they may be having if
looked at in isolation. In my opinion, their effect on
competitiveness could well differ in different steel
firms.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs \Valz.
Mrs Valz, Cbairman of tbe Committee on Energy
and Research. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would first like to thank Mr Ibriigger
warmly for his report. It was a long struggle for all of
us but 
- 
with the help of the Committee on Budgets,
too 
- 
we finally reached a more or less satisfactory
solution although the rapporteur and a few others
might have preferred solutions that went somewhat
further. I shall confine my comments to one or two
political aspects.
As can be seen from paragraphs 2 to l0 in the explan-
atory statement, this is not the first time that we are
dealing with coal and coking coal aids for the iron
and steel industry in the Communiry. !fle took this
initiative as early as 1973 in the l7olfram report. That
was the first report of this kind. Today it is a matter of
extension. In the view of the Committee on Energy
and Research, both are so-to-speak automatic but we
and Parliament as a whole take the view that Parlia-
ment must be consulted. Paragraph 3 of the explan-
tory statement in the Ibrtigger report describes briefly
how the own-initiative report finally became a consul-
tation. The important aspect here is the observance of
the Commission's voluntary undertaking, made in
1973, to consult Parliament about important ECSC
matters which only require decision by the Commis-
sion. \7e hope that reminders of this kind will not be
necessary in the future. Another important aspect,
however, is a letter from the President of the Council
of 20 February to the President of the European Parlia-
ment on this matter in which he writes : 'I agree and
confirm that this draft decision lies within the compe-
tence of the Commission acting on the basis of the
Treaty on the foundation of the European Coal and
Steel Community and that it is not therefore up to the
Council to take any action as regards the consultation
of the European Parliament.' This merely confirms
our own view but it is good that it should be put in
writing.
Lord Bessborough has dealt with the budgetary policy
aspects. The committee was not happy with the budge-
tary policy side of things at first but then worked out
a compromise. It agreed with the draft decision but
only until 3l December 1980, not 1981. \7e also
agreed with the view taken by the Committee on
Budgets. This being so we would ask the Commission
to fall in with this verdict and produce, for l98l and
the following years, a proposal for modifications to
meet the wishes of the Committee on Budgets but we
do not want to pre-empt the new Parliament. Possibly
it will take a harder line on this matter than this Parli-
ament and for this reason 
- 
as far as this decision is
concerned 
- 
Parliament should try to get this
through. If things do not go as we wish, there would
at least be concertation. What happens after that 
- 
if
it is unsuccessful 
- 
we could, provisionally leave
open because the new Parliament will possibly want
to look into this matter. I have intentionally confined
myself to these aspects since both the previous
speakers have already dealt expertly with the technical
points.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Veronesi to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
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Mr Veronesi.- (I) Mr President, it certainly cannot
be said that coal problems are not one of the Commis-
sion's foremost concerns. One only has to refer to the
most recent measures to see that this is so. To say
nothing of the less recent measures and debates, an
eloquent catalogue could be drawn up of policy and
financial measures taken at a steady pace in 1976,
1977, 1978 and 1979. The Commission's concern is
also profoundly apparent in the Communiry energy
policy guidelines for 1976 and in the Communiry
energy policy obiectives for 1984 framed in 1978.
Lastly, there is the measure that we are now consid-
ering.
!7e Communists prefer to be calm and unprejudiced
and above all obiective in our judgment of the propo-
sals that are put forward. Our aim is not purely to give
reasons for the way we vote but to cooperate respon-
sibly in finding a solution to the specific problem.
Taking an extremely simple and elementary approach
I will try to summarize the favourable and the less
favourable aspects. Please do not misinterpret the
moderation of my language because underlying it is a
real concern with regard to these questions which,
precisely, are related to the problems before us.
The first of the favourable aspects is the continuous
attention paid to coal problems by the Community.
The role of coal has been decisive in Europe's
economy in the past, not only many years ago but in
more recent times as well. Secondly, there are the oil
problems which have affected the energy markets
lrcm 1973 on and become worse this year and which
certainly substantially increase the value of coal. For
this reason the situation should be followed carefully
and a strategy employed designed to take advantage of
every possible way out of the crisis. Thirdly, we should
note that the nuclear incident at Harrisburg, Pennsyl-
vania, has created a new situation in appraising solu-
tions for the energy crisis 
- 
we will shortly be talking
about this 
- 
recalling to our minds that we should
renew our efforts with regard to coal problems.
As regards the less favourable aspects, it may be
objected that all the measures taken in support of coal
seem, in isolation, to be of little worth and temporary
in nature but even if they are added together they do
not amount to much financially and are protracted
over a longer time scale than originally planned. This
situation cannot viewed with approval.
Our second point is that the fragmentary nature of the
proposals is unconvincing. I do not think it is possible
to say that this is a policy of small steps towards a
more general solution of the problem but rather it
seems to reflect a painful quest for a series of discon-
nected and not very useful measures intended to cope
with a few necessities. Moreover, paragraph 9 of Mr
Ibriigger's report explicitly recognizes this to be so by
calling for the coal 'package' as an organic measure
for the whole sector. This is a real need, but the
content and purposes of the package, and its impact
on the Community budget, need to be discussed with
care not just in the coal context but also in the more
general energy context. !7e would also add that the
question of coking coal should be seen essentially in
the context of the steel industry, not that of energy
production.
Lastly, I wish to point out that once again we are
faced with the conflict of theoretical and political prin-
ciple, although it also has considerable practical impli-
cations as well, between market economy and planned
economy. In essence, the measures proposed deny the
vitality and autonomy of the market but at the same
time they are not conscious and thoughrout planning
as such. I do not want to insist on this point; I have
raised the problem on other occasions and there will
be no lack of opportunity to raise it again in the
future. I would purely point out that, objectively, there
is an urgent need for general clarification in this and
many other economic sectors of Community interven-
tion. !fle need to provide stable counsel and a clear
and unchanging orientation.
In accordance with the position already taken in
committee we shall abstain from voting on the
motion for a resolution presented by Mr Ibriigger
because of the shortcomings I have listed in the
Commission's acitivities and the measures it proposes.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hans Werner Miiller to speak
on behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr H. W. Miiller. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would like very briefly to express the
agreement of the Christian-Democratic Group with
the Ibrtigger report. I also congratulate him on the
excellent work he has done. I would also add that we
have already discussed the whole length and breadth
of the coal problem I don't know how many times in
the Committee on Energy and Research and in this
House and have found that it is precisely in this
sector of energy policy that it is so difficult to reach
concrete decisions. I would like to repeat quite clearly
once again in this House that coal, as our only indige-
nous source of energy, simply must have our support
in view of the present energy policy situation. I would
therefore also like to express my satisfaction that this
report on a decision on coal and coke for the Commu-
nity's iron and steel industry apparently also has the
agreement of the Council bodies. This is one way of
helping coal that obviously works and has, over the
years, proved its worth as a stable factor in energy
policy in Europe.
IUTe must of course take the criticism of the
Committee on Budgets seriously but this is a case
where the European proverb tbst le jtrouisoire qui
dure' appliel But I would also like to express my
disappointment about the other measures belonging
to what has often been called the coal package 
-
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after all, serious articles have appeared in the press
referring to the Bri.inner package. I mean I am disap-
pointed that there has so far been no real break-
through with these proposals that are referred to once
again on page l0 of the report, namely measures to
promote the use of coal for electriciry generation,
measures to promote intra-Community trade in
power-station coal, for financing of cyclical stocks and
the like.
To conclude, I would like to voice the expectation
and hope that, within the framework of the discussion
we are now having on this item, and no issue could be
more topical, we shall once again join forces and work
together with the Council to see that the Community
coal industry is given more help in the future. I would
like to thank you, Mr Briinner, for your efforts in this
matter and encourage you to go further on the road
you have taken, not least on behalf of the thousands
of people employed in this sector.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Christensen.
Mr Christensen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, unfortu-
nately I did not have the opportunity to take part in
the last meeting of the Committee on Energy and
Research, but I would like to take this occasion to add
a few comments on matters of principle.
Firstly, the European Communities have been paying
subsidies for the production of coal since 1957, but
nevertheless great difficulties still exist. The subsidies
policy does not seem to have helped, yet it has been
extended throughout all those years since 1967.
Secondly, large national subsidies are already paid for
coal production. If the subsidies policy could have
saved the coal industry, presumably it would have
done so by this time. Now appropriations are being
increased from 31 to 70 million units of account,
which will have to be paid for by Community
consumers and tax-payers. Furthermore 
- 
as far as I
can see 
- 
in some cases there will even be indirect
aid for exports of coal from the European Communi-
ties.
I do not think this is a particularly bright policy. It is,
after all, a fact that if demand for a product grows,
production also increases. !7e know that opposition to
nuclear power is growing apace ; we know that oil
price increases have become very high ; we know that
Poland, for instance, is rationing its coal exports, and
there is therefore every reason to believe 
- 
not forget-
ting the high qualiry of coal in the European Commu-
nities 
- 
that we should simply not implement these
subsidy arrangements ; we should at least scale down
existing subsidies.
In view of the fact that this proposal means public,
national and Community subsidies to promote
consumption of a resource that we know is limited, it
is not particularly inspiring from the point of view of
enerS'y supplies or security. I therefore recommend
that we vote against this report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brunner.
Mr Brunner, hlember of tbe Comnrission. 
- 
(D)Mr
President, this proposal is part of a package. If the
Iranian crisis proves anything, it proves that European
coal will, in the long run, be the basis of the security
of our supplies. But there is not much time left to us
to support coal. Lead times are long. It takes nine
years to build a coal-fired power station. !(/e therefore
have to try to build stability into our coal supplies and
coal production. That, too, is the purpose of these
proposals designed to benefit a grade of coal primarily
used in steel production. Over the years, the results of
these proposals have been remarkable wherever they
have been implemented in the form of aid. rUflhatever
the criticisms that can be levelled at them, the fact
remains that in 1978,80 % of the coking coal used in
the European steel industry was Community coal. The
figure in 1977 was 74 o/o. ln other words, in a period
when the steel industry was in a very difficult situa-
tion in regard to employment we were able to
guarantee a certain stability and that has benefitted
the whole sector, not iust the people working in the
mines but also those working in the processing sector,
the steel industry.
In European energy policy 
- 
and this applies particu-
larly to coal policy 
- 
we must once and for all get
used to working on a long-term basis because other-
wise surprise, the disturbing element in the whole
picture, something of which the market never receives
adequate warning, will perpetually throw a spanner in
the works. This is something we must be free of. This
is the alpha and omega of a rational European coal
policy or, more than that, a rational European energy
policy.
\7hen Mr Christensen was talking just now it sounded
a bit as though the world market was a constant in
these sectors and running along ordered lines. That is
not so. The world market is always being changed and
disturbed by political events. For Europe's coal
supplies, however, we must ensure that there is secu-
rity both for the user and for the producer and that,
ultimately, also means security of jobs. That is the
issue and that is the reason for these modest efforts of
ours. Iflithout these modest efforts we shall not have
the minimum of security in the market that we need
and the market, too, will not be able to make any
plans because it will be able to look forward only two
or three years. The market cannot predict what the
political situation will be in the Near East or in lran.
The market cannot foresee at what moment diffi-
culties may arise, for whatever reason, with Polish
exports. These are problems that we have to discuss
amongst ourselves and we must take the burden of
these difficulties off the market. I feel that what we
have proposed is a small step in that direction.
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Our intention is to have the whole coal package
debated once again in the Council of Energy Minis-
ters. I shall not give in. I am convinced that it must
be possible to display a minimum of solidarity in
Europe regarding the securiry of supplies and this
includes financial solidariry. \(e are not asking for too
much. These are modest proposals. Anyone who says
that this was a plan introduced as an exception and
then prolonged is overlooking the fact that, in the
meantime, a crisis without precedent has arisen in
coal production and consumption, He also overlooks
the fact that this crisis is the result of the squandering
of oil which, in the fifties and early sixties, permitted
the flat-out kind of expansion in Europe that does not
unfortunately suit present needs. This situation will
not return. Things are different. These aids have
enabled us to throw a bridge over this difficult period
for coal. !7e have prevented mines from being closed
and we have made it possible, if we in Europe use coal
properly, to continue to have coal available in 10 or
15 years' time.
Now if this is the objective we are aiming at we have
to make it possible for a compromise to be reached.
There is not point in pursuing an ideal that will be
thrown out by the Council. In my belief, both in the
period it covers and in the financing arrangements,
the package that we have proposed to you is precisely
what will make a compromise possible. You all know
that the coal and steel budget is limited and we
cannot, therefore, confine funding resources to that
budget. But you all know too that if the finance has to
be found from the general budget this would mean
higher contributions from Communiry Member States
on whom no demand for coking coal aid has been
made so far. You know that these new Member States
would be bitterly opposed to this and that therefore
our prospects would be that much worse.
This is why I have proposed this form of mixed
financing. It is complicated, I admit, but it does offer
a chance of success. Funding the scheme on the basis
that 3l million comes from the budget as before and
that the increase of 39 million is found in the manner
proposed is the only reasonable proposal. I readily
accept your proposal in paragraph I I because, as
Commission, we shall always uphold the view that the
co-decision rights of this Parliament must go as far as
possible. \U7hat I cannot accept without reservation is
your suggestion about the period. The point is that we
do not yet know whether these measures will come
into effect by July 1979. Perhaps it will be later. In
that case it would not be sensible to have December
1980 as the date of the end of the scheme. Here, I
think, we must look the facts in the face. In my view
we must allow for a 3-year period of financing. I also
have objections to the possibility of allowing short
and medium-term contracts. My feeling here is that
the rules of the market, on which this rypical longer-
term provision regarding 3-year or longer contracts is
based, should be obeyed in the aid measures we
ProPose.
All in all I feel that, whatever our differences of
opinion may be on matters of detail and procedure,
your support of our proposals for coal in Europe will
be extremely valuable because it will make it easier to
steer these proposals successfully through the Council
of Ministers and for that I would like to thank you,
here and now.
President. 
- 
I note that no-one else wishes to speak.
The vote on the motion for a resolution, as it stands,
will be taken tomorrow during voting-time.
The debate is closed.
14. Contmunitl participation in space research
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc. 2179)
drawn up by Mr Ripamonti on behalf of the
Committee on Energy and Research on
Community participation in space research.
I call Mr Ripamonti.
Mr Ripamonti, rapltorteur. 
- 
(I) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, the basic purpose of the motion .
for a'resolution on Community participation in space
research lies in the need, already foreseen and
confirmed by the European Council itself, to develop
a coordinated and concerted policy in the field of
science and technology.
The basis for renewed economic and cultural growth
in Europe, in the perspective of a new international
economic order and a rational distribution of work,
must be the planning of development in scientific
and technological research through the coordination
of national policies and above all the definition and
operation of a common policy in which resources
would be transferred from national budgets to the
Community budgets in sectors where the European
dimension and the aggregate strength of the scientific
communiry and research promoted by industry could
produce more significant results and yield higher
productivity in research and more efficient diffusion
of the results achieved.
European cooperation in science and technology
largely takes place outside the Community organiza-
tion. The European Parliament 
- 
and in my view
this would be even more so in the future 
- 
the Parlia-
ment elected by direct universal suffrage will have to
direct its attention to the urgent need for concen-
trating in the Community the fundamental role of
policy control in particular in scientific and technolog-
ical research and the coordinated use of Community
structures, particularly in sectors where the Nine coun-
tries are currently operating at the supra-national
level, sometimes in cooperation with countries that
are not members of the Community. There are also
operational experiments in the field of indirect action
carried out by the Community, specific projects, like
COST, in which both Community and non-Commu-
nity countries in Europe, are involved in a coordinated
action.
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The resources earmarked for energy, research, industry
and transport in the Community 1979 budget are
certainly not a very high percentage of total Commu-
nity expenditure. A comparison shows that the
resources that the Member States allot to international
cooperation arc far higher than those applied in the
Community. 1976 figures showed that resources used
at the Community level were equivalent to about one
third of what the Member States allocated to inter-
national cooperation in the research sector. The
budget of the European Space Agency itself, in which
eight Community countries are involved, far exceeds
the resources set aside in the Communiry budget for
the sectors that I have named. If this international and
above all European cooperation is to place the coun-
tries united in the Community in the optimum posi-
tion in terms of scientific, technological and industrial
potential in relation to other groups in the world it
has to be in the field of space policy which began
with the launching of the first man-made satellite 
-Sputnik I 
- 
in October 1957, followed by the first
placing in orbit of an astronaut 
- 
Gagarin 
- 
in
April 1951. The first phase of the space conquest
reached its high point on 20 July 1969 when the
three astronaus landed on the moon, on the sea of
Tranquillity, four days after Apollo XI had been
launched at Cape Kennedy. Clearly the motivation
behind this first phase of space policy was a matter of
prestige, apart from the military aspects. This prestige
objective played a fundamental role in the period of
the cold war.
In the early 1970s, therefore, advanced space tech-
nology was already available on a large industrial basis.
The feasibility of manned space flight had been
amply demonstrated and considerable progress was
being made with space exploration not only close to
the earth and on the moon but also in interplanetary
space with Mars, Venus and Mercury now within
range. Thus, during the 70s, there was a transition
from conquest and exploration to the use of space,
with scientific exploration, however, continuing (one
has only to think of the automatic laboratory sent to
Mars and the launching of the Viking Voyager probe
to Jupiter and Saturn). At the same time, the Soviet
Union has been launching space stations weighing l9
tonnes and Soyuz 22, weighing 7 tonnes, while the
USA has been putting into orbit a space station
weighing 89 tonnes, 
- 
that was in 1973 
- 
and
launching three Apollos of 3l tonnes.
Even so, Europe has not been wholly absent from this
conquest, exploration and use of space. The 1960s saw
the creation of the European organizations for space
research (ESRO) and for the building of missiles
(ELDO). After the failures with the launchers Europa
1 and Europa 2 the ELDO programme was aban-
doned.
ln 1973 earlier organizations were merged into the
European Space Agency under a Convention signed
in Paris in 1975 and ratified by the Member States in
1978. This Convention instituted the Space Agency as
an attempt at creating a 'European Space Communiry'
and gave it two roles, a political one of ensuring coop-
eration and a technical and operational role for the
implementation of the programmes.
It is to this role of the Agency that the report refers
and to the need for the expression of a specific polit-
ical to direct the activities of the long-established
European institutions, governs that role. It is for this
reason that I feel Parliament should take up a definite
attitude in the field of space policy.
Space activity embraces all initiatives connected with
the design, construction, launching, conveying into
orbit and maintaining in efficient working condition
in extra-terrestrial space of automatic or manned vehi-
cles for scientific and application purposes and with
the construction and operation of the relevant techno-
logical support facilities on earth. Hence the impor-
tance of a space policy at the European level. I7hat is
more, the services developed in the past by the mili-
tary or scientific organizations of a few big countries
specifically connected with this sector are now effec-
tively used in the socio-economic sector and are
extremely important in their contribution to the solu-
tion of practical problems which could not be solved
except at very high economic cost. Nowadays, the
users of these services are telecommunications
systems, television companies, educational organiza-
tions, weather-forecasting services, earth surveying
institutes and the big air and sea transport companies.
In view of the results achieved, we need to work on
the programme for the 1980s 
- 
as stressed in the
motion for a resolution. The Agency already has its
scientific research programme on telecommunications
and earth observation, the Ariane launcher and
space-lab programme and the science of materials
programme. The need here is to align these
programmes with the requirements of the Commu-
nity and to play a part 
- 
through action to be taken
by the Commission 
- 
in orienting these programmes
towards the required objectives and to cooperate in
ensuring their implementation.
The big problem is that, whilst the European Space
Agency programme is of considerable magnitude, so
are the national programmes and in this connection
an annex to the report outlines the space programmes
of the Community countries.
!7e therefore have this need to coordinate and to
transfer policy control from the national level and
from the European Agency level to that of the
Community institutions. There is also, Mr President,
the problem of coordinating our external poliry as
regards the developing countries that might become
users 
- 
to their very great benefit 
- 
of these special
technologies. One has only to think of the satellites
used for earth observation, the survey of the earth's
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resources and for weather forecasting purposes. In a
programme of this kind, consideration should also be
given to the implications of direct television, remote
space exploration and development of the materials
industries.
The industrialization of space opens broad prospects
for the re-orientation of European industry towards
more advanced technologies which should be based
on an R&D policy operated at Communiry level. For
this reason, Mr President, the Committee on Energy
and Research asks Parliament to decide in favour of
planning and action at Community level in the field
of space policy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fliimig to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Fl6mig. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I would like to
thank Mr Ripamonti for his report. The Socialist
Group endorses this report because, in this matter, we
see not only an outstandingly important political task
for the Community, as Mr Ripamonti has just said,
but also very significant economic developments.
There is certainly nothing to be gained in continuing
with our half-hearted approach to European space
research or Europe's participation in space research;
what is needed is a full commitment by this continent
and this Community with its vast potential in
economic strength and research capacity.
Even so, we Socialists would like to stress that, in our
view, it is important to aim at realistic objectives like
those to which the rapporteur has iust referred : tele-
communications, navigational aids, meteorology and
the observation of the earth. These are all tasks that
are feasible and that we shall certainly master. If he
had gone a step further and said that one day there
would be space laboratories and that we would need a
space shuttle to ferry men and material backward and
forward, that would also have seemed realistic to us.
The trouble is that, on this subject, a lot is still being
said that smacks of science fiction ; you only need to
look at the television or in the bookshops and hear or
read the nonsense about galactic space stations. Then
you have the people who want to build a thousand
Megawatt solar power station in space and connect it
to earth in some way by microwave link, and others
who want to rocket radioactive waste to the sun which
are just rwo of the wonderful ideas we are hearing
about. As I say, the programme must, first and fore-
most, be realistic.
!7e Europeans Mr President, and here I speak not
only as a member of the European Community and of
a political group in this European Parliament, but also
on behalf of other nations not represented in the
Community, are not iust considering this subject for
the first time ; we have been trying for years to partici-
pate. Ife have noted with concern the many failures
we have already had. The press says there have been
management mistakes but even so these failures still
leave many questions unanswered. For this reason we
wish every success to European space research and to
the participation of the European Community in that
research, and we approve the report.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs \(alz to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mrs \Valz. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I would like to thank
Mr Ripamonti most warmly for this outstanding and
comprehensive report in which the hand of an ex-en-
ergy minister is detectable. \7e fully agree with the
report and consider that the effort put into it was
absolutely necessary. The issue is improved technolog-
ical cooperation in the space sector and on that score,
as Mr Fliimig has already said, the subject is certainly
not new. I myself, incidentally, dealt with the subject
for the Council of Europe four or five years ago so you
can see that this subiect has long concerned Euro-
peans.
!7hat has been achieved in Europe is the result of 15
years-of effort. Some l0 satellites are orbiting in space
in which European scientists and engineers have had
a hand and this has led to the development of a
certain industrial capacity in Europe. 'We can thus
argue for more effective representation on the world
markets for high-technology producs even though we
still have a great deal of leeway to make up. Certainly,
cooperation with the US and other countries in the
van of space technology is absolutely essential for one
thing because of the enormous costs. On the other
hand, however, there is naturally competition in this
field and conflicting interests, at all events in certain
cases, so Europe must speak with one voice every time
if it is to achieve anything at all.
I do not propose go to into the technical aspects since
Mr Ripamonti, in his report, and you as well have
already done this.
From the policy standpoint, the most important part
of the report is in paragraphs 94 to 95 of the explana-
tory statement. In the field of space exploitation,
Europe must play the role warranted by its tradition,
capabilities and condition. The European Space
Agenry programmes prove that it can do this. Govern-
ments must accept the corresponding financial
burden but also the need for coordinated action at the
European level. Europeans indicated certain orient-
ations 
- 
though only certain orientations 
- 
for the
Intelsat organization. A measure of optimism is there-
fore warranted as proved by the introduction of the
Ariane launcher in the programme. !7e simply have
to be in the running in the application of space tech-
nologies because otherwise the super powers will have
the monopoly in this field and it is really a horrifying
thought when we remember that something like
4 000 objects are already spinning around the world
many of them 
- 
of course 
- 
serving miliary
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purposes. This means, therefore, that space and space
activities have to be brought under the umbrella of
overall European policy. I7e also feel that what we
already have is not enough; the relations between the
Communiry and the ESA do not go far enough.
Member States of the Community bear 95 % of the
costs which is one more reason why the general guide-
lines for ESA activity, their definition and the
Agency's specific tasks must be decided in the light of
the Community's policy stance. On its side, the
Community is informed about users' requirements by
the Member States. In this way, Community policy
can be formulated in all these fields as is customary in
the others. For this reason the Commission, in its
executive role, should be involved in the management
work of the ESA. Unfortunately integration of ESA
members' space facilities has so far made little
progress. This must be improved whatever happens.
For one thing, the medium-term results would be an
improvement in the quality of life, rather better
weather forecasting and improved pollution control.
The political significance of space will certainly
increase 
- 
not only, we hope, from the military
angle. lfe are greatly indebted to Mr Ripamonti for
his report and we thank him for it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Normanton to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Normanton. 
- 
Mr President, I too ioin with the
previous speakers in offering my congratulations to
my honourable friend, Mr Ripamonti, for the excel-
lence of his report. If there is any part of it which
calls for even greater consideration than the others it
is the explanatory statement, which I see as a masterly
summary of the economic technical and financial situ-
ation in this particular field and a pathetic indictment
of the European Community, of the way in which we
are falling short by world standards.
The results of past research and development, for
ex'ample by the United States Government, and to a
far lesser extent by Community governments, in the
military sector has unquestionably enabled successful
space exploration for research and development
purposes. The United States of America, yes, and
Member States in Europe are today capable, if they
only have the will and the foresight to do so, of
exploiting space technology for commercial purposes.
In the United States one talks of the spin-off from
military into industrial areas. The Community has to
exercise its influence, I believe, by shaping a Commu-
nity policy for the exploitation of space technology. I
see this as essential if Member States are not to fall a
prey to the technological and commercial hegemony
of the United States industry or to the political aspira-
tions of the Soviet Union. Both of these hegemonies
can have profound political implications for the
Community and for our peoples, affecting our balance
of payments, employment, trade, industry, standards
of living, yes and defence.
Direct broadcasting is a reality in technical terms
today. Telex, telephone, data-bank relays, radio and
television broadcasting via satellite do occur between
continents. !7hy should not the same technological
developments be deployed for developing funda-
mental communication activities on an intra-Commu-
nity basis ? !7hy does the Community not participate
in the formulation of new policies within the Euro-
pean Broadcasting Union ? !7hy do not the people of
the Community share in one another's great historic
cultural riches by being able to enjoy, for example,
Italian television programmes in Scotland, or French
programmes in Denmark ?
This type of direct broadcasting would, I believe, have
an enormously beneficial, even psychological, effect
on the peoples of Europe and I think it would help to
influence our developments in so many other ways.
But above all, by providing services on and for the
Community far more effectively and cheaply than
present systems do, it would have an effect of elimi-
nating or reducing some of the many technical
problems which are enshrined when European
communications and broadcasting are developed by
traditional methods.
Satellites are already harnessed in remote sensing, as
we have heard in this debate. Ispra, our Community
Institution, is deploying its expertise in this field. It
could be a valuable tool in surveying the mineral and
water resources of developing countries. Community
satellites could be invaluable tools in establishing reli-
able communication links between Member States
and our partners in the Lom6 Convention. All of
these are contributions which depend upon a policy
by the Community in this field. Community satellites
could also be valuable tools in providing internal radio
and television retransmission facilities, particularly
inside the Lom6 States for educational purposes. And
when the oil runs out, as probably it will in the next
20, 30 or 40 years, solar energy relayed to earth by
satellite power trains with a power capability of trans-
mission of five to ten gigawatts 
- 
equal, may I
remind the House, to seven to fourteen conventional
nuclear power stations 
- 
could become a reality. The
United States Government is financing two feasibiliry
studies on this already and the economies, given the
present state of the art, looks to say the least inter-
esting and promising. And it is important that the
Community should have an involvement in a tech-
nology which could even be beyond the human, tech-
nical and financial resources of the United States
itself.
It is essential, therefore, that there should not be any
development of a dependence upon imported nuclear
fuel in the electricity field similar to the dependence
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which we face in the field of oil ; and solar energy,
through the medium which I have referred to, may
well provide one of the means of reducing our depen-
dence. The European Space Agency is a vital, but still
embryonic, organism on which to evolve a dynamic,
imaginative and ambitious Community space
industry. And upon our effectiveness in this field
depends the competitive capability of the whole of
our industry. Senator Ripamonti's report is indoub-
tedly an important contribution to a new drive, to put
the Community into the age of space and to optimize
the enormous potential capability of our European
industry. Unless we do this on a Community basis,
we, the peoples of Europe, will increasingly fall
behind the technology of the United States and be
increasingly dependent, literally for our very existence,
upon that relationship. The European Conservative
Group strongly endorses the recommendations of
Senator Ripamonti.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Veronesi to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Veronesi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, the Italian
Communists warmly endorsed the request for an own-
initiative report by the Committee on Energy and
Research on Problems relating to research and space
activities. !fle were convinced that it would not be a
matter of an abstract cultural exercise but the basis for
a serious political, economic and social appraisal of a
scientific and technological activity of enormous
importance for the future of mankind and for the
European Community in particular.
The short time we are allowed to speak 
- 
which I
generally consider to be more useful than otherwise,
because history will certainly not suffer from the
brevity of our speeches 
- 
forces me to set out our
opinion in summary form, a rule 
- 
incidentally 
-that I practically always follow. The first point I want
to make concerns the qualiry of the document we are
discussing. I must say it is a complete and well-argued
report, with a wealth of suggestions and observations
from the policy standpoint and technically down to
earth, and for that reason highly effective. It may be
regarded as an up-to-date reference for the whole
space problem area. My congratulations to Mr Ripa-
monti for his highly successful efforts are not iust
formal but sincere and I thank him for the contribu-
tion he has made to our knowledge of the problems
in this sector.
My second comment concerns the general cultural
context of space activities and the current attitude of
public opinion towards them. In the past, the point of
debate was often whether society should invest
substantial resources in space or whether, instead, it
should not apply greater efforts to the biosphere in
which 
.we live. Disease, widespread hunger, energy
shortages and the still largely unsatisfied needs of
countless masses seem to support the case made by
those arguing that it was madness to throw away scien-
tific effort and financial resources on activities that
had nothing to do with human life. This argument,
though in muted tones, still persists through lack of
information and knowledge and also 
- 
let us
honestly admit 
- 
because of the not exactly peaceful
kind of competition still prevalent in the sPace race
(witngss the slow and difficult SALT 2 negotiations
and the problems associated with them). These facts
give reason, at least at the human level, to the diffi-
culties and anxieties that still persist. However, a
number of sensational and important results offering
considerable prospects for future use that are not in
the realm of science fiction but concrete and feasible
are changing people's views of space research and
confirming its validity. On this score, Mr Ripamonti's
report contains a wealth of information and documen-
tation that I shall not waste time by repeating here.
They clearly include some highly useful services
which modern society is obliged either to organize on
its own account or lease from others. In the latter case
the situation of subordination and dependence of
those countries that have to rent from others is clear.
Here, of course, I am referring to intercontinental tele-
communications, weather forecasting, air and sea
traffic control, etc. But there is a broad field of other
practical applications amply described in Mr Ripa-
monti's report and on which I do not intend to waste
any words that warrants the Community's efforts
because of its social significance and its contribution
to civil progress. Basically, therefore, it is not a luxury
for Europe but a necessity. I shall not dwell any
further on these aspects which would deserve a fuller
discussion both to do justice to the positive objectives
of space science and technology and to explode a
number of over-enthusiastic and unrealistic futuristic
claims.
There are certain concerns I must voice regarding the
criteria for implementing possible Community
programmes. The first concerns the way they are run.
I raised this problem with regard to the JET project
too. \7e need to define an attitude of coherence and
safe efficiency to temper the independence of research
with sound coordination. 'W'e cannot say that the
ELDO programme failed for the lack of an operative
decision centre and at the same time maintain that
the success of the JET project had something to do
with the number of different initiatives. Greater clarity
in ideas is needed and a more pronounced readiness
for cooperation on the part of the countries
concerned.
Here I have in mind the doubts and concerns
expressed by Mr Giraud at a recent meeting with the
Committee on Energy and Research with regard to
cooperation in energy research. The Presidenrin-Of-
fice of the Council of Energy Ministers was deploring
the existence of strengthened centrifugal tendencies
precisely in the terminal phases when cooperation can
be most fruitful. Careful attention therefore needs to
be given to this matter.
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My second concern relates to satellite launchers. In
this sector we have to get over our handicap and bring
the Ariane programme to a successful conclusion. !fle
well remember the failure of the first OTS satellite
that triggered off so many arguments and created so
much doubt and confusion in world public opinion
widely reported in the press.
Mr President, we shall be voting for the motion for a
resolution proposed by the Committee on Energy and
Research, but we hope that the Commission's propo-
sals will give us further opportunities for discussion
and investigation.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brunner.
Mr Brunner, lllember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(D)Mr
President, space research has produced some impor-
tant results over the last 20 years. You have described
all of these and painted a very positive picture of the
associated economic and research opportunities. In
broad terms one can share your views, but please let
us keep our feet on the ground; the difficulties are
very great as well.
The first thing is that the economic benefits are not
yet in proportion to the amount that has to be
invested in this field. Let us not forget that we have to
find money not only for satellites but also for the
rockets to take these satellites into orbit. \(e may even
have to develop rockets ourselves because the rockets
that are needed may not be made available to us.
Europe has had this problem for years. Here I would
like to make a confession: I am something of a space
expert myself. I spent two years of my life in negotia-
tions of this kind and I could tell you the sad tale of
Europa I and II, and of ELDO and ESRO. The same
thing is happening in the European Space Agency
because here too 
- 
let us, after all, be honest 
-problems are arising again. !7e are always faced with
the problem of the juste retour, Everybody wants to
take out, in the form of contracts, at least as much as
he puts in. There is the difficulty of forming consortia
so that we can get ahead with production. There is the
difficulty of demarcation between these multinational
projects and other similar projects. And we all know
how difficult it is to maintain a communications satel-
lite system that is economically viable but limited to
iust one region. As a rule, if any profit is to be made,
the satellite system that is developed has to be world-
wide and that is very costly and in competition with
others. And since this competition is very fierce the
profit is generally very small.
True enough, some important discoveries have been
made with industrial spinoff in civil and military
production. But the market is very, very small. Pros-
pects on the space market are generally equivalent to
some 2 % of the investment put into it and that
needs thinking about. You must not conclude from
this that I am against a Community effort. On the
contrary I think that Mr Ripamonti's report is very
commendable and perhaps, too, it comes at the right
time. The only thing is that we should nor be
thinking about this simply in a vacuum and make our
only reference the scientific knowledge that has been
accumulated in 20 years of space experimentation. \7e
must bear in mind what already exists in Europe in
this field. It will not be easy to bring the European
Community into a system like the European Space
Ag.'ncy How could it be done ? !7ill the Member
States be ready to double their contributions ? !7ill it
be possible, at a time when some of these Member
States are even constructing obstacles to the European
Space Agency, to get a new initiative off the ground
on a Community basis ? Do we have the necessary
potential and the necessary staff ? Is the time ripe ?
These are questions we need to consider further
together. I do not think that anyone of you is prop-
osing that we launch out into some sensational project
without knowing what the outcome will be. Mr Ripa-
monti's report is far too well-balanced for this conclu-
sion to be drawn from it.
I therefore feel that, if we are to produce anything
promising, wc first have to prepare the ground
through more contact with the people active in this
sector in Europe. !7ith them we must talk over the
matters discussed in this debate, the potential for
direct broadcasts, weather satellites, and regional
communications satellites. Some useful applications
are evident. But we will also need to discuss with
them the further development of European rockets
and everything that is bound up with that problem.
This is a broad field. Let us begin with these contacts
and let us intensify the contacts we already have. !7e
shall continue to work together until we see that the
time has come to switch over to another level and
develop a space research effort based on the European
Community.
President. 
- 
The vote on the motion for a resolu-
tion, as it stands, will be taken tomorrow during
voting-time.
The debate is closed.
15. 0peration of tbe Euratom inspectorate
President. 
- 
The next irem is the report (Doc. 3179)
drawn up by Mr Mitchell on behalf of the Committee
on Energy and Research on
the operation of the Euratom inspectorate with particular
reference to the allocation of duties between the Commis-
sion of the European Communities, the Governments of
the Member States and the International Atomic Energy
Agency in respect of the inspection oI fissile materials in
the EAEC (Doc. 3179).
I call Mr Flnmig.
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Mr Fliimig, deputy rapporteur.- (D) Mr President, I
am deputizing for Mr Mitchell who is unable to be
with us today. He asked me to present his report and I
shall refer in the main to his explanatory statement to
which there is not much I wish to add. I would
merely like to remind you that the report goes back to
the Plumbat affair when an alleged 200 tonnes of
fissile material suddenly and mysteriously disappeared
(discovered, however, and chalked up by the Commis-
sion) and that, originally, Mr Tom Ellis was to have
produced a report on the effectiveness of the safe-
guards. Later, Mr Ellis left the Committee on Energy
and Research and Mr Mitchell took over as rapporteur.
I shall therefore base my comments, Mr President, on
the explanatory statement and would like your permis-
sion, at the same time, to state the position of the
Socialist Group in order to save time. May I do so ?
Thank you.
'We are all agreed that since the day the first atom
bomb was exploded there has been concern and
anxiety in the East and the !7est and throughout the
world about how to prevent the spread of nuclear
weapons. How can the use of this frightening new
energy for warlike purposes be prevented ?
After the war, when the big programme for the peace-
ful use of nuclear energy was announced, there was of
course no illusion about the fact that with the spread
of knowledge on the peaceful uses of nuclear energy
knowledge would also be disseminated and in some
cases automatically disseminated that could lead to
misuse if it got into the wrong hands. I do not
propose to go over the story of the non-proliferation
treaty that went on for so many years. I think that all
of us in this House agree that today, more than ever,
we must ensure that nuclear weapons are not allowed
to proliferate and that in this way a contribution is
made to securing peace. Thoughts of this kind were
already in mind when Euratom was founded, for one
of the tasks of Euratom is to train inspectors and to
ensure by regular checks and inspections that, in the
European Community, no misuse is made of fissile
material, in other words it is not diverted to other
than the intended purposes.
Now there are two ways of ensuring non-proliferation.
The first is to build a wall, as we say in my country, in
other words to ensure that no knowledge and no
fissile materials are passed on to other countries. The
second way is by political action 
- 
which has already
been launched and is pursued today with the aid of
the Non-Proliferation Treaty.
The rapporteur comes to the conclusion that the latter
solution, namely the political solution, is the only
right one because it simply is not possible, by denying
knowledge, or building walls as I just said, to prevent
countries determined to do so from developing their
own knowledge. For these reasons, as I have said, non-
proliferation through the Treaty and inspections by
the International Energy Agency in Vienna and
Euratom is, in my opinion, the right way. This is the
conclusion reached by the rapporteur and we fully
endorse it.
The question then arose as to whether, once the
Vienna International Atomic Energy Agency was set
up and became operational, working within the frame-
work of the United Nations, there was any need for
the Euratom Inspectorate as well. Our opinion on this
is unchanged, we continue to think it is necessary. '!7e
even take the view that the two authorities can operate
in combination, for in the meantime an igreement
has been reached to the effect that the Euratom
inspection system should operate within the frame-
work of the IAEA, in other words 
- 
so to speak 
-
working to its instructions.
Both the Non-Proliferation Treaty and the Euratom
inspection system are intended to ensure that there
are no self-control systems and that the only inspec-
tion system should be objective and international.
This is a most important point and I say so because
efforts are being made in a proposed amendment,
which we shall have to discuss and vote upon after
this debate, to bring inspection back to the national
level.
This we are wholly against. !7e are in favour of
upholding the Euratom inspection system and
ensuring that Euratom inspectors continue to have
full access and, in this connection, I would like to put
to you another thought. Neither the Non-Proliferation
Treaty nor the Euratom inspection system are really
intended to prevent misue. Treaties cannot do that. As
I have already said, it is a political task. You can,
however, discover cases of diversion and there is
nothing more than that in this Treaty.
Finally a concern voiced by the rapporteur, too, in his
motion for a resolution. I refer to the latest develop-
ments in the application of Article 4 of the Non-Pro-
liferation Treaty. In its first thiee articles, this Treaty
applies to the nations that have no nuclear weapons,
the so-called have-nots. It says you mustn't do this,
that and the other. And then the reward, so to speak,
comes in Article 4, where the Non-Proliferation
Treaty says: if you don't do all this, if you behave and
keep within the framework of the provisions of the
Treaty, then as a reward you will get full access to tech-
nical know-how and to fissile materials for the peace-
ful use of nuclear energy.
For many governments this article was the only way
they could sign the Treaty with a clear conscience.
After all they are answerable to their electors. And
now suddenly, the Americans mainly 
- 
but not only
the Americans, a point I would like to insist on
because a proposed amendment has been tabled on
this subject 
- 
have raised the question of whether
this article ought not to be changed and whether it is
not now necessary to introduce restrictive measures.
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Here we would like to issue a warning : don't touch
the Non-Proliferation Treaty would be my way of
saying it. In other words do not try to trim the edges
or nibble bits off or break off corners, otherwise the
meaning of the Treaty will be lost and it will cease to
be acceptable to certain countries.
In short, Mr President, the Socialist Group is in
favour. At the end of the debate, with your permis-
sion, I shall speak on the proposed amendments on
behalf of Mr Mitchell.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs \Valz to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mrs Walz. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I would like to thank
both authors, Mr Ellis and Mr Mitchell, sincerely for
this report which was warmly praised in the
committee because it is well-balanced and very
precise. We also endorse the conclusions. I shall not
make any statement on the proposed amendments
because the Group will not be voting on these until
early tomorrow morning, although I think that we are
more or less in agreement with them, and because if
these proposed amendments are adopted then the
report would be considerably modified, but I cannot
anticipate the verdict of my Group. So that can only
be tomorrow.
The political importance of this report is in its total
endorsement of the non-proliferation of nuclear
weapons precisely because we all know that 12 non-
nuclear-weapon countries could manufacture such
weapons and that by 1987 a further 20 will be in a
position to do the same, which, after all, can only be
regarded as a maior threat to world peace. But can this
danger be prevented by the American idea, just
referred to by Mr Fliimig, of limiting resources (i.e. not
providing any more materials) and calling a halt to
technology ? The idea is not feasible because one just
cannot prevent technological progress. Even if you
ban it, everything will then be done in secret. The
idea of withholding resources, however, is not just that
of the Americans. There are the Canadians and
Australians as well. There is a kind of Anglo-Saxon
bloc, by no means simply the Americans on their
own. However that may be, the question is whether
this is possible at all at a time when we can already
see the approach of the battle for oil. All it needs is
for another big producer country in the Near East to
drop out and then we can surely imagine the kind of
thing that will happen on the oil market and the
repercussions this will have on the development of
nuclear energy.
Can the limitation of resources and a technological
standstill, particularly in view of Article 4 of the Non-
Proliferation Treaty to which Mr Fliimig has just
referred and which expressly promises access to the
peaceful uses of nuclear technology to the non-nuc-
lear-weapon countries 
- 
who would not have signed
the Treaty without this clause 
- 
be possible in any
way ?
I feel that it would certainly nor be a good basis for
negotiations if confidence in the legal force of interna-
tional treaties were shaken because of their unilateral
termination. I know you have been having negotia-
tions in America, Mr Brunner, and that you have
succeeded in getting what I would call this blockade
postponed, but it is still hanging over us like a sword
of Damocles and we do not know what the final deci-
sion will be.
If these threats materialized we would now have a
uranium cartel to cope with as well as an oil cartel
and that, of course, would be particularly unpleasant
because in this case the countries concerned are our
own allies. So what has to be done to bring about
some real easing of the justified concem about prolifer-
ation because in itself this concern is perfectly
warranted. In that the Americans are right and, to that
extent, we fully agree with them. Here, too, I am
following the thinking in the report but simply
expressing it somewhat differently. Firstly, political
agreement has to be achieved on the unconditional
prevention of the proliferation of nuclear weapons and
for this 
- 
a thing that is not liked but I do not see
how we can do without it 
- 
provision must be made
for appropriate sanctions and these provisions exist.
After all, these sanctions are always possible in the
economic sector.
All countries signing the Non-Proliferation Treaty
have to accept these security inspections. Up to now,
it is true, only about one half of the countries signing
the Treaty have been doing so. Those countries that
have not yet signed the Treaty, the threshold coun-
tries, should be obliged to sign by negotiation and if
necessary 
- 
in my view 
- 
by the threat of sanctions.
The principle of non-proliferation is so tremendously
important that a great deal more concerted diplomatic
activity should be devoted to this objective because
certain anxieties need to be dispelled.
Secondly, the control bodies, in this case Euratom and
the IAEA in Vienna, need to have the necessary staff
so that they can in fact carry out all the necessary
inspections. The rules for the inspections must be
adapted to suit the latest technological situation, in
other words be subiect to continuous revisions.
Thirdly, the IAEA and Euratom must cooperate in the
closest way possible without any curtailment of Eura-
tom's rights.
Fourthly, the Community as such must make itself
responsible in the matter of the physical protection of
nuclear materials and their transport covered by the
provisions of the 1977 Vienna Convention, although
one Member State is vetoing action on the opinion
delivered by the European Court of Justice on this
question. After three months the Council of Ministers
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has still not managed to answer my question as to the
conclusion it intends to draw from the judgment of
the Court of Justice and you can imagine why I have
not received that answer, but in this case if need be
the matter could be taken to the Court.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Normanton to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Normanton. 
- 
Our group welcomes Mr
Mitchell's report on the operations of the Euratom
inspectorate and the allocation of duties between
Euratom and the Vienna Agency. We congratulate Mr
Mitchell and his predecessor as rapporteur, Mr Ellis,
on this report. If I may take this opportunity, Mr Presi-
dent, of speaking on a personal note I should like
from this side of the House, to say how much I
personally regret that these two honourable Members
will not be continuing to serve in this House where
their contributions have been of immeasurable impor-
tance.
Nuclear energy can be either a tool in the service of
home and industry or it can be a tool for human
destruction. But it was a historic and wise decision of
the founding fathers of the European Community to
commit the one time warring nations of Europe, in
the form of a Treaty establishing the European
Atomic Energy Community, to the peaceful use of
atomic energy. And it follows therefore, as I see it,
that the disciplines required to ensure the peaceful
use of nuclear energy should be accepted, however
uncomfortable and embarrassing the adiustments may
be within the internal structures of each Member
State.
Two Member States of the European Community
already possess a nuclear military capabiliry. Yet one,
the United Kingdom, has found relatively liule diffi-
culty in accepting the disciplines imposed by the non-
proliferation Treary before signing the Treaty of Acces-
sion. France, the second Member State with a nuclear
military capability, somehow 
- 
and certainly to my
opinion regrettably 
- 
finds the disciplines of the
Euratom Treaty difficult to accept. Yet the acquisition
and possession of nuclear material are essential
elements of the accountancy exercise which is
involved in inspection procedure. The President of
France has indicated that the French Government
regards certain chapters of the Euratom Treaty as
having been overtaken by time. I would ask the House
if it is not rather a case of the Euratom Treaty having
anticipated the use of nuclear power, and providing
for the day of its widespread use in the generation of
electricity.
It is well worthwhile recalling on this occasion,
certainly within the context of amendments, that Mr
Christian Pineau, and Mr Maurice Faure, signed the
Euratom Treaty for France after it had been ratified by
the French National Assembly. Yet the Group of Euro-
pean Progressive Democrats has tabled amendments
to the motion for a resolution which, in my opinion
and the opinion of my group, contradict the Treaty
commitments of the French Republic.
In one of the amendments which have been tabled
and on which we shall be voting upon tomorrow 
-the amendment to delete paragraph 7 of the motion
for a resolution 
- 
Mr Ansquer and his colleagues are
seeking to remove the emphasis on the supra-national
character of the Euratom inspection system. But this
Parliament is responsible for the application of Article
2 of the Treaty, which stipulates in particular that the
Euratom atomic energy committee shall, and I quote,
'make certain by appropriate supervision that nuclear
materials are not diverted to purposes other than those
for which they are intended.' France, like other
Member States, is committed to facilitating the
Community in this very important task in the inter-
ests of the peace of the Communiry and the peace of
the world. If Mr Ansquer and his colleagues object to
the Vienna Agency, then they should note that
Euratom was charged with responsiblility for the esta-
blishment of relations with international organizations
in order to foster progress in the peaceful uses of
nuclear energy. Mr Ansquer and his colleagues wish to
remove the paragraph calling for uniform application
of Euratom safeguards in all Member States. But
inspection is a necessary concomitant of the supervi-
sion of nuclear materials, supervision to which French
democratic processes freely committed the French
people, as have the democratic process of other
Member States.
Mr Ansquer and his colleagues also seek to delete the
paragraph calling for the Community's adhesion to
the International Convention on the Physical Protec-
tion of Nuclear Materials. Yet France, like other
Member States, has, under Article 2 of the Treaty auth-
orized Euratom 
- 
and again Mr President, I quote 
-
'to establish uniform safety standards to protect the
health of workers, and of the general public, and to
ensure that they are applied.' It is therefore surely in
the interests of all citizens of the Community,
including the French, that the most rigorous standards
should be established, as it is doubtful in our opinion
that any single Member State would alone possess the
corpus of knowledge required to create the best and
highest standards for the protection of those
employed in this field, and of the public generally.
The best standards are not always the standards of a
single nation, high as they are in the case of France.
The European Community, in our judgment, should
be the agency to offer the best humanly available
standards. And it would be feign to pretend that
Frenace, or the United Kingdom or indeed any other
Member State of the Community was wholly wise in
nuclear standards of protection and inspection.
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Mr President, I deeply regret to have to say that the
members of the Group of European Progessive
Democrats may be politically and 
- 
dare I say 
-intellectually, inconsistent when in their first amend-
ment they draw attention to the hegemoniitic effect
of the United States nuclear policy on Community
firms, both energy undertakingp and component
suppliers, and in their subsequent amerrdment they
seek to undermine the operation of Euratom for the
peace, safety and well-being of the Community
citizens and of the world. I believe that France alone
could not have obtained a stay of execution of rwo
years in the application of the United States' non-pro-
liferation act on supplies of enriched fuel. This was a
Communiry achievement, as this House ought to
recognize. I am very sorry indeed to adopt this line,
but we have to ask the question: on whom are French
nuclear electrical generating stations dependent for
their enriched uranium ?
The amendment tabled by Mr Ripamonti represents, I
think, a political understanding of the importance of
rigorous inspection of nuclear materials, and the Euro-
pean Conservative Group welcomes the amendment
because it invites the Community to promote the
peaceful use of nuclear energy in the world. That is
the only way to relieve the Community citizens and
the peoples of the wodd of their anxiety about energy
supplies. Nuclear energy is a vital tool for the social
and the economic well-being of mankind. Euratom
should be the powerful instrument of its promotion,
promotion which coincidentally benefits the Commu-
nity's nuclear plant industries. International trust can
only be established within a rigorous framework of
inspection and verification.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Veronesi to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allics Group.
Mr Veronesi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, a very brief state-
ment on the attitude of the ltalian Communists to
this problem. !7e shall be voting in favour of the
motion for a resolution in Mr Mitchell's report.
Briefly, we are convinced that, as regards the problem
of the proliferation of nuclear weapons, strict control
is more effective and valid than restrictions on infor-
mation on nuclear technologies for peaceful purposes.
In our view treaties and regulations signed by govern-
ments constitute a more reliable code of behaviour
than restrictive measures on the nuclear market.
Everyone knows that knowledge disseminates as time
goes by and ceases to be a confidential asset. The
secret supply of uranium is easily proved. The secret
armaments market is thriving throughout the world
and that in itself lends sufficient weight to my asser-
tion. In this case, know-how and fissile materials
diffused outside a system of control and inspection
and without any effort to prevent proliferation repre-
sent a real danger to peace and to the safety of
mankind. This is the basic philosophy underlying the
motion for a resolution of the Committee on Energy
and Research.
That Committee reached the conclusions set out in
the report after a long discussion and a great deal of
effort. It tackled the whole problem area, looking at
all the associated problems from many different
viewpoints, raising many questions and contending
with many doubts and much confusion. At one point,
the conviction prevailed that it would be necessary
rather than useful to adopt a firm stance. Certainly the
approach is not definitive. The many questions that
are still open call for a great deal of work 
- 
polishing
and legal and technological improvement. The subject
dealt with is extremely complex and has vast implica-
tions for international law and nuclear science. For
this reason we consider that constant attention must
be paid to these problems so that the control
measures may be kept continually up-to-date and the
general conditions provided for an increasingly
convincing system of safeguards.
To that end, a task of initiative also lies on the shoul-
ders of the Commission whose role, particularly in
relation to third countries, must be to stimulate and
116166 st'ggestions.
On the basis of this assessment, we shall vote for the
proposed motion for a resolution. I am in a position
to say in advance that we will be unable to accept the
amendments proposed by the members in the Group
of European Progressive Democrats, except one, These
amendments seem to us to be absolutely inappro-
priate to the problems that we have outlined.
IN THE CHAIR: MR HOLST
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Krieg to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progessive Democrats.
Mr Krieg. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
I had the disagreeable impression, listening to this
discussion and particularly to two of the speakers, that
the subject before us was being transformed bit by bit
into a kind of trial of the country whose representative
I shall continue to be, for a few weeks, in this Parlia-
ment. If I took the same line as these speakers we
might find ourselves exchanging harsh words,
certainly going beyond the thoughts in our minds.
Even so, with all the respect that I owe to Mrs lValz as
my chairman for a number of months in the
Committee on Energy, I would like to tell her that to
threaten a country with sanctions to force it to comply
with a treaty 
- 
at least that is the way the interpreter
put it 
- 
is certainly not the right way to induce the
leaders of that country to fall in with the requests of a
Parliament like ours.
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In fact, the subject we are dealing with today 
- 
parti-
cularly in the way in which the discussion has gone
off the point 
- 
is one of those to which the remarks
could be applied that were made a few months ago by
our colleagues in the Communist Group and ourselves
on the subject of the Klepsch report. The point is
that, in examining a number of problems concerning
safety in atomic matters, we come up against a
number of questions that are not the responsibility of
this Parliament 
- 
I mean military questions.
!7e shall not use this approach which, in any case,
would be rejected by the vast maioriry in this Parlia-
ment which has only too great a tendency to want to
enlarge its authority. !(/e shall keep to the problem at
issue, namely the application of the Euratom Treaty,
because everything stems from that. The inescapable
fact is that the application of this Treaty. planned in
1957 as a way of relaunching Europe after the failure
of the EDC, was extremely limited, not to say less
than fragmentary, until the day that some people in
the European Institutions thought it would be a good
idea to revive it in order, presumably, to exert pressure
on the French Government which had refused to sign
certain treaties. ln 1957 when the Euratom Treaty was
signed in the six-country Community, France was the
only Member State to have significant atomic
resources and to want to acquire atomic weapons. This
was certainly the reason why, on the initiative of the
French Government at the time, a number of the prov-
isions of the Euratom Treaty were not, in the end,
applied 
- 
particularly those concerning imported
fissile materials.
The inertia of the Euratom Treaty might well still
prevail today if someone had not hit on the bright
idea of wanting to appear, at least, to have some of the
clauses in the Treaty applied extremely strictly, parti-
cularly those concerning external relations. If this
method or approach were to be followed we would
certainly arrive at the paradoxical result that the nega-
tive clauses of the Treaty, the inspections and safe-
guards for example, would be applied whereas the
positive clauses like the creation of a real European
nuclear industry, would never be applied. This seems
rather strange and paradoxical and the inference is
that the Euratom Treaty needs, in actual fact, to be
revised. True enough, as framed in 1957 it matched
the prevailing political and technical situation but in
1979, 20 years later, it no longer corresponds to
present needs. This is why my group has tabled a
number of amendments signed by Mr Ansquer and
others. A judgment was delivered in October-No-
vember 1978 by the Court of Justice of the Communi-
ties in a case which I would describe as somewhat
artifically built up out of nothing for a very specific
purpose. I shall not go back over this matter ;
Members need only refer to the many references in
the Journal Officiel de la R6publique Frangaise to
find all the facs. Some Members invoking this judg-
ment would certainly be far less eager to apply such
decisions if their purpose was to bring North Sea oil,
for example, or natural gas production in the Nether-
lands under European control.
However this may be, this is certainly not the
moment for considerations of this kind. Among our
first four amendments, numbered 2, 3, 4 and 5, there
is one which has given rise to difficulty because it
refers specifically to the present nuclear policy of the
United States Government. Everybody knows what it
is, remembers the details and can read about it in all
the newpapers but we must on no accotmt say
anything about it because that might cause difficulty.
These four amendments stem directly from the stance
we have taken, in other words our refusal to accept
supranationality in such inspections just as we refuse
to accept the ruling of the Court of Justice to which I
have just referred.
Amendment No 5, which is of a very different kind, is
tabled because our group does not take the view that
the Community should be a party to the International
Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear
Materials, Installations and Nuclear Transport, if only
because the safety of installations is outside the
responsbility of the Commission. In this there is no
refusal to cooperate on the part of my country since
France 
- 
as reported in all the European papers 
-has given the Vienna Agency access to certain civil
nuclear installations to enable it to perfom its duties
in that connection.
As to amendment No 7, this we feel would allow
changes to be proposed to the Euratom Treaty which
needs to match the content of Member States' nuclear
policies. In particular it needs to be made compatible
- 
which, after all, would be a good thing 
- 
with
developments in British and French military nuclear
programmes as well as with non-proliferation policy.
These, I would repeat, are sectors for the big powers
and this Euratom Treaty was not made for them.
In fact, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, we have
the impression we are discussing the corpse 
- 
or
what is left of it 
- 
of a treaty that could have
produced great results but which did not because
no-one wanted, knew how or was able to apply its
essential provisions. It is therefore clear that if
tomorrow the amendments we have tabled are rejected
my group will in no circumstances be able to vote for
the motion for a resolution as it now stands.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs \(alz.
Mrs Walz. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I rsked to speak in
order to say something about a point that Mr Kriegjust made. He must have completely misunderstood
something. I have never taken the liberty of saying
that sanctions should be used against France. I have
no idea how he even formed the idea. All I said 
-and I have it here written down 
- 
is that it is abso-
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lutely vital to prevent the proliferation of nuclear
weapons and that sanctions should be taken against
countries guilty to supply atomic weapons to anyone.
There has therefore, Mr Krieg, been a complete misun-
derstanding and I earnestly ask you to believe that I
would never have taken the liberty of making such a
remark about France.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Krieg.
Mr Krieg. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I would like to thank
Mrs Walz for what she has just said. As she suggests, I
think I heard something that was not exactly the same
as what she has just explained and I would like to
thank her very much.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fliimig.
Mr Fliimig, deputy rapPorteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I
would now life to Speak briefly on the seven amend-
ments on Mr Mitchell's behalf.
Amendment No I tabled by Mr Ripamenti seems, in
our view, to express the point somewhat more clearly
and I would therefore recommend its adoption.
Amendment No. 2 is tabled by Mr Ansquer, Mr
Liogier, Mr Power and Mr Krieg. It proposes the inser-
tion of the following words : 'as demonstrated by the
present nuclear policy of the United States Govern-
ment'. We do not think this is right because, as Mrs
$Valz and I myself have already explained, it is not
just the United States that wants to act restrictively but
other countries as well. For that reason I would recom-
mend the rejection of this amendment.
Amendment No 3 is tabled by the same Members as
Amendment No 2. Here I would like to stress that the
role of the Euratom inspection system and the Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency is not surveillance but
the discovery of diverson : On that understanding, the
amendment might be said to be acceptable, but in
that case it is no different from Mr Mitchell's original
wording. It may be that this is just a translation
problem and I would suggest that using the word
'Entdecken' instead of 'Uberwachung' in the German
translation of Mr Mitchell's motion will possibly
dispose of the matter.
Amendment No 4, tabled by the same Members,
denies the supranational character of Euratom moni-
toring. Here we take a completely different view as we
have already explained and for this reason we ask that
this amendment be rejected.
Amendment No 5 is concerned with paragraph 8 of
the motion for a resolution to the effect that it is
considered important that Euratom safeguards be
applied uniformly in all Member States and that
Euratom continue to have full rights of inspection in
all civilian nuclear installations in the Community. In
our view this is essential and we cannot agree to the
amendment as we have already explained. \U7e recom-
mend the riiection of this amendhent.
Amendment No 6, again tabled by the same
Members, concerns paragraph 12 of the motion for a
resolution recommending that the Community as
such should become a pafty to the International
Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear
Materials. This, Mr President, is simply the
consequence of the 14 November 1978 ruling of the
European Court of Justice, given at Belgium's request,
to the effect that no Member State could be a party to
a Convention on the physical protection of nuclear
materials unless the Community acceded to it. The
legal situation has therefore been cleared up and on
these grounds the amendment cannot, in my view, be
agreed to. We recommend that you reject it.
Amendment No 7 proposes that a new paragraph l2 a
be added, reading : 'Hopes that the Commission will
propose amendments to the provisions of the
Euratom Treaty to adapt it to the new realities of the
energy and science policies of the Member States'. In
his speech, Mr Krieg argued that the Treaty was now
several decades old and needs to be revised. The
rapporteur 
- 
so Mr Mitchell told me 
- 
sees no need
for this and recommends that the amendment be
rejected.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brunner.
Mr Brunner, llember of the Comnrission 
- 
(D)Mr
President, I too would like to thank the rapporteur. In
my view the report helps to clarify what we have, in
practice, achieved during the course of the last few
years and I would prefer to focus my comments on
this.practical side of things. My reason is that theoret-
ical arguments about the binding character of treaties
that have been accepted by everybody even though
they may be old generally does no more than produce
a deep cleft in public opinion about the loss of
common purpose and binding commitment and in
the end becomes an obstacle to the further develop-
ment of Europe. There is no point in always talking
about European independence and a Europe standing
on its own two feet if, when it comes to the practical
implications, we cannot rise above the national state
level. There is no logic in pointing, for the benefit of
others, to Europe's independence as a political crea-
tion if countries themselves are not ready to travel
with others along the road leading to that inde-
pendence Here there is a fundamental contradiction
in the basic arguments of those who make a show of
treaties or parts of treaties when it suits them in the
day-to-day business of politics but disown them and
even describe them as corpses when they come across
any practical difficulties or restrictions to the develop-
ment of their policy in such treaties. This is not. the
way we should do things, no-one in Europe should
because otherwise they will be sorry. I urge you, don't
spit in the bowl you're going to have to eat out of. So
what I ask you is not to argue that the treaty is twenty
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years old and therefore dead. You could say that about
every treaty in the Communiry. Of course, in every
Community Treaty there are parts that could be
improved, there are even parts that should be
improved. Let us try to do this together, though, but
being particularly careful to preserve the common
denominator. Every suggestion of polemics must be
kept out of the political argument because otherwise I
shall not have the consensus I need in order to carry
through so difficult an operation as a treaty revision.
My recommendation to everyone would then be: go
easy.
!7ith this Euratom Treaty we have taken a few
concrete steps forward towards the goals set out in
Article I and 2. I7e have made progress towards the
Common Market. !7e have made progress in the direc-
tion of stimulating Community research and energy
policy. \7e have made progress in the definition of
monitoring responsibilities and that is our subject
today and we have made progress with regard to third
countries 
- 
the suppliers of enriched uranium. At
least this Community 
- 
as Mrs lValz said 
- 
had
managed to have the agreement with the United
States stabilized to some extent for a certain time so
that we will not be subject to any interruptions in
supplies. This Community has managed to reach an
agreement with Canada that, after the one and a half
year interruption in supplies, deliveries will recom-
mence throughout the community. This has bene-
fitted us all and, to my mind, there is a great deal of
promise in this Treaty.
!7hat we have achieved in the area we are discussing
today is clear for all to see. !7e are the best-monitored
region throughout the world. As Euratom, we are also
party to tripartite treaties between France, the Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency and Euratom. !7e have
at least as many inspectors at work in Europe as the
Vienna Agency has for the whole world. Ifle plan to
engage a further 25 inspectors this year and to have
3l more centres for this security sector. By and large,
handling of materials, no matter how innocuous they
may have seemed, even in the case of small amounts.
!7e have also run into difficulties on occasion, but
who has not ? Have national inspectors fared any
better ? Have there been no hitches, no anomalies in
their case 7 To my mind, this is all evident and it
makes sense to strengthen the system. I do not believe
it pays to throw all this, the result of years of effort,
out of the window for reasons of political expedienry
which next day or in the election will cease to have
any significance. This is what we should all have in
mind and I feel that you should also take it into
account when you vote on the motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I note that no-one else wishes to speak.
The vote on the motion for a resolution and the
amendments that have been tabled will be taken
during voting-time.
The debate is closed.
16. Accident at Harrisburg
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. 8l/79) tabled by Mrs lValz and Mr
Flhmig on behalf of the Committee on Energy and
Research on
the accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear power
station.
I call Mrs lValz.
Mrs Walz. 
- 
(D) Mr President, the motion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mr Flimig and myself on behalf of
the Committee on Energy and Research really needs
no further explanation. I will just make a few short
comments to indicate to the Commission the aspects
to which we attach particular importance.
The Commission was good enough to give us a report
in Rome about the accident at Harrisburg only a few
days after the event and after informing itself obiec-
tively about the matter and sending someone there. In
the meantime much has happened and we are being
bombarded with news and opinions and even
emotional and often what I would call hysterical
outbursts. The truth is, however, that a clear view is
not yet possible. The interests at stake are too impor-
tant for attempts not to be made on every side 
- 
and
I say every intentionally 
- 
to use this accident, which
is so far under control, to support their own case. We
therefore ask the Commission for two things.
First, to be informed continuously about the stage
reached in the inquiries into the causes of the acci-
dent. I have to say continuously because, although we
already know far more about the accident, accurate
conclusions will not be possible until the reactor itself
can be entered.
Secondly, we ask the Commission, even at this rela-
tively early stage in the inquiry, for a comprehensive
statement of the possible implications of this accident
for the energy policy of the European Community
which, anyway, will certainly not achieve its 1985
energy targets. !fle are aware of the fact that, at the
moment, the greatest caution must prevail and we
consider ourselves fortunate to have an independent
institution, in the form of the Commission, to facili-
tate the decisions we poliry-makers have to take in
situations where rival interests are in conflict. Until
recently, of course, our Committee was agreed that we
cannot do without nuclear energy. \fle would there-
fore ask you to tell us what you have discovered and,
if necessary, to repeat this at the beginning of May.
My mistake 
- 
you intended to give us a paper in
early May 
- 
we have not yet had it but we are hoping
for it to come 
- 
but it could be that further questions
may arise out of this paper. !7e would therefore ask
you to refer again to this item at the next part-session.
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All of us here are agreed that public safety must, of
course, take precedence. But most of us also know
that, at the moment, we cannot do without nuclear
energy and that other large-scale systems, like solar
energy, are 
- 
if anything 
- 
more dangerous than
nuclear energ'y. I would remind you of the Canadian
study and the one commissioned from the Batelle
Institute and the conclusion that large-scale solar
energy systems were, if anything, more dangerous
than nuclear energy.
In 25 years time, however, the world's population will
have doubled from 4 to 8 billion and it is up to us,
now, to make the necessary energy provisions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Flimig to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Fliimig. 
- 
(D) Mr President, as Socialists we are
naturally particularly concerned about this matter 
-particularly concerned and particularly worried. It is
naturally out of the question to spell all our concerns
out in a few minutes but there are a couple of points
we must make. I shall be as brief as I can.
Mr President, from whatever angle you see it, the
world does not look the same after the accident at
Three Mile Island in Harrisburg. Those of us who
have always been saying that nothing could happen
are having to eat their words and the views of those
who have always managed to discover hitherto
unknown dangers in addition to the residual risk seem
to be confirmed. True enough, nothing has happened,I mean that no human beings and apparently no
other forms of life have been harmed or destroyed 
-we have got away with it again. This is our conclusion
from what the Commission reported to us a few days
after the accident. I would like to thank Mr Brunner
and his people very sincerely for informing the
Committee so quickly. On the other hand, it is at
least clear from this first report that something might
have happened and that not only the reactor pressure
vessel might have been damaged by explosive gas but
that probably damage might also have occurred in the
reactor building with the possibility that highly
radioactive fission products might have reached the
atmosphere.
From this first report we also gathered that the bundle
of fuel elements in the reactor core might have
become a molten mass resulting in the MCA that
everyone talks about, the maximum conceivable acci-
dent with the possible need to evacuate tens of thou-
sands of people with all the problems that involves.
Luck or technical skill prevented this bur however
that may be, we politicians want to know how safe
nuclear power stations really are. This morning the
news on the radio was that the NRC 
- 
the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission 
- 
has ordered all Babcock
and !(ilcox reactors in the United States to be shut
down. The safety principle of light water reactors has
to be reconsidered and the level of safety increased.
!flell, if anything positive has come out of this inci-
dent at all, then it is this. For the European Commu-
nity we want to know what conclusions to draw for
our nuclear power programme. Tony Benn, to whom
we spoke a few days ago in England, Framatome,
K!7U in the Federal Republic and the EDF 
- 
no
matter who you ask 
- 
they all tell you that in Europe
this could never have happened. But we have a report,
Mr President, setting out what happened minute by
minute and this tells us that many things happened
that should not have happened and some other things
did not happen that should have happened.
So forgive me, Mr President, for speaking as a layman
and not an engineer and asking whether it was care-
lessness or sabotage. At least we have to find out
whether it is true that, because of an approaching
inspection date (l April), reactor 2 had to be put into
operation. I7e will have to find out whether it is true
that the staff had been doing overtime for days and
weeks. I7e shall have to find out whether it is true
that the reactor was switched on even though valves in
the secondary circuit were closed, which is not
allowed by the operating rules. !7e want to know
whether the switching off of the emergency cooling
system is really the fault of wrong readings, because if
that were the case it would be extremely alarming. Ve
want to know whether a pressure relieving valve
opened, but could then no longer be shut. However
this may be, we feel that reactors must be designed in
such a way as to be negligence and sabotage-proof.
They must ensure safe, timely and automaiic shut-
down. Ve also want to know what conclusions the
Commission draws from this incident for its energy
policy. Here we agree with what Mrs ITalz has juit
said. Is the Commission on the side of those who now
want to think again and decide whether nuclear
energy is really necessary ? If that were the case it
would be a dreadful confession of incompetence to
begin to wonder now, after 20 years of nuclear energy
development and after the investment of billions of
tax revenue, whether something is really necessary. It
would be as if we had invested billions just for fun. Or
does the Commission side with those who are now
saying that all nuclear power stations must be.closed
down ? That would mean doing without nuclear
energy and it would mean that everybody would have
been telling us lies, the OECD International Energy
Agenry for example, the many other advisers whom
we have heard in recent years in our committee, and
the energy policy institutions who deserve to be taken
seriously, all of whom agree that the answer is first
energy conservation, second coal and third nuclear
energy. They have explained to us with facts and
figures that without nuclear energy there will be a halt
to economic development in the industrialized coun-
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tries whose whole economic and financial system is
constructed around economic growth.
It would mean cuts in public spending on education,
public health and social security. There would be
fresh danger of mounting unemployment particularly
since other economic systems and other countries not
prepared to be argued into a moratorium would
conquer the markets. Finally, we have always been
told that without nuclear energy economic develop-
ment in the third world is quite out of the question.
For these reasons we want to know whether there is
an alternative and if so what ? !7e have always been
told that nuclear power can be used only for the basic
electricity load. If we are therefore advised to limit
speeds on motorways then this will save oil but not
nuclear energy. If we are told that we ought to reduce
heating, this could affect oil, coal and gas but not
nuclear energy. If they tell us to use more heat pumps
then perhaps we might save coal, oil and gas but it
would require more electricity and therefore perhaps
even more nuclear energy. If anyone says use the sun,
then the sun is certainly one way o( heating water or
making some contribution to space heating but solar
energy cannot generate electricity on the large scale.
And if anyone says wind then I would reply that
power generating capacities must be so designed as to
prevent a blackout precisely at that time every year
when demand is highest, and that you cannot do with
wind energy, because no-one can guarantee that the
wind will be blowing precisely at that moment, to say
nothing of the fact that thousands of new Eiffel towers
would be needed.
If we can believe what we are told the only possible
alternatives for nuclear energy are lignite, coal, hydro-
power, oil and gas and there are dozens of countries in
the world without any of these on a scale worth
mentioning. Shakespeare had Richard III cry'a horse,
a horse, my kingdom for a horse. ITith his permission
I would say, 'a kingdom for a realistic alternative'.
However, Harrisburg should not 
- 
so we Socialists
think 
- 
lead to a panic reaction, but it does under-
line, in macabre fashion, the rightness of the principle
that we Social Democrats have upheld for years,
namely that safety comes before economic advantage.
!7e therefore urge the Commission to make a careful
investigation of what really happened in Harrisburg
and to ensure that what is found out is utilized in the
European Community to ensure that reactors, the
nuclear fuel cycle, temporary storage sites and final
disposal facilities can all be justified with a good con-
science to all our people.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Normanton to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Normanton. 
- 
Mr President, all I want to do is
to make, very briefly, three points. The first is to tell
the House that at the height of what was called the
'nuclear disaster of Harrisburg' a friend flew in from
America and landed in the morning in Manchester. I
was planning to meet him for dinner at night, but in
the intervening five or six hours he sat in his hotel
room and watched two television reports on the
Harrisburg events. His remarks to me I thought were
very significant. He said, 'I only live five miles away
from this place, I have seen the event directly on the
ground, and I frankly have to ask myself two ques-
tions : !flhere have I been living ? And where have
those reporters been ? Because there is no connection
between what actually happened as I saw it and what
your television reporters were sensationalizing.
The second point is this, I am not decrying the poten-
tial dangers from atomic energy in whatever forms it
is used, but the House has a political duty to protect
our electorate from wilful deception by people whose
motives are open in many cases to question, whose
obiectives are in many cases dubious and devious, and
who never fail to use any opportunity to pursue their
objectives, which are what I call professional sensa-
tion-mongering. If we were as a Member State or a
Community to go slow on our programmes of
construction or to stop these programmes, then I
believe that we as parliamentarians would be abdi-
cating our responsibilities. \7e should be exposing
ourselves to justifiable and deserved condemnation by
future generations. I am putting it in those strong
terms. I hope the House will turn its face against
joining the flock of sheep who, every time something
happens in the nuclear field, are panicked by every
promoter of sensation, rumour and downright
untruths,
The last point I make 
- 
and I make it as I have done
on many cocasions before 
- 
is that we as parliament-
arians have a duty to lead our people, to care for our
people, and if we ioin that flock then we are abdi-
cating that lead. This House must always be vigilant
in safeguarding and promoting the safety and security
of our people.
!7e look forward to hearing Mr Brunner's report,
which I am sure will be both mature and obiective
and free from sloppy sentimentality.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Veronesi.
Mr Veronesi, 
- 
(I) Mr President, in view of the time
allowed for the last four subjects on the agenda I
thought that, on this last item, we would iust be
supporting the request for information without
opening any discussion and I hoped, instead, that the
debate could begin after the document were tabled.
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Anticipating matters like this seems to me completely
pointless. I have no lack of material, information and
arguments. I have built up a fat file on this accident
in which I had the help of some scientific institutes
and I will therefore have much to say. But I would
prefer to speak and discuss after the tabling of the
report and the defining of its position on the part of
the Commission which I consider as a source above
all suspicion and capable of providing the kind of
basis for discussion that will effectively clarify the
nature of the question. For this reason and hoping
that the discussion can be re-opened after the tabling
of the document, I shall confine myself at the present
time to endorsing the request for information.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nod.
Mr Nod. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I too will endeavour to
be brief but I would like to voice at least one thought.
In the meeting that the Committee on Energy and
Research held in Rome after the arrival of the first
reports, which came 
- 
as Mr Flimig has said 
- 
with
really commendable speed, we expressed two initial
reactions. !fle felt that there had been human error
and that therefore the rraining and choice of staff
should be performed more carefully in future and
secondly we felt 
- 
since one valve had failed to open
and the other had opened but then failed to shut 
-that the automatic mechanisms responsible for certain
tasks needed to be checked more often. I consider
that these two initial reactions are sound but, on
further reflection, I feel that certain comments need
to be made on this subiect.
First and foremost, what happened did so because
various points in the system displayed defects some of
which were due to human error and some to the
malfunction of working parts. However this may be,
the sequence caused the incident. It is therefore essen-
tial that, in future, the collection of operating data in
power stations in service be more systematic, making
sure that all possible faults will be detected. !7e could
make a comparison with air traffic control which this
Parliament enquired into after the Zagreb incident. In
actual fact we initiated the study because two aircraft
collided and crashed but all near misses have the
same value and studying them could prove to be
useful. In Europe, therefore, we should do the same
work that is being done in the United States by the
energy producing companies. On the Pacific and the
Atlantic coasts there are two units collecting all the
data, as requested by President Carter in 1977. The
collection of data relating to operational defects,
including those leading to incidents that are not as
serious as the Harrisburg accident but simply leading
to the risk of an incident 
- 
should be analysed with
two specific ends in view: better design and stricter
operating conditions. The point is that human failure
should not be exaggerated. In this case there certainly
was human failure but better design and better auto-
mation could successfully prevent it. I therefore feel
that it would be useful for the Commission 
- 
and I
turn to Commissioner Brunner 
- 
to maintain closer
contact with UNIPEDE, the Union of energy
producers, because these people who manage power
stations know all the secrets of behaviour that can be
a constant source of guidance for the way to go about
things in the future. There is no doubt 
- 
as Mrs !(alz
and Mr Flimig requested 
- 
that it will be useful for
the Commission to produce a full report at the right
time on what happened in Harrisburg, but 
- 
I would
say this in the plainest possible rerms 
- 
this is not
enough because today's sequence of events could well
be different tomorrow. Ifhat needs to be studied with
the greatest attention, therefore, is the systematic
monitoring of operation in nuclear power stations,
particularly since the programme of the Joint
Research Centre at Ispra has for some years now been
in possession of evidence regarding the effects of
failure in the cooling circuit. Now there is the SARA
programme which could well, in the next five or six
years, provide greater insight into facts of this kind. In
addition, the programme itself includes farther-
reaching research to establish the features needed to
ensure a greater level of safety by means of studies on
the real operational characteristics of power stations in
service.
I feel therefore that this subject should be taken up
again by the next Parliament in order to draw the first
conclusions from this incident. I am naturally also
counting on the Commission to reply as requested
and I am hoping it will give us interesting and
detailed information.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Inchausp6 to speak on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Inchausp6. 
- 
(F) Mr President, my dear
colleagues, I must, first of all, on behalf of the Group
of European Progressive Democrats, thank Mrs lValz
and Mr Fl?imig for tabling, on behalf of the
Committee on Energy, this motion for a resolution on
the accident at the Harrisburg nuclear power station,
because it reflects this Parliament's frequently re-
peated desire to be fully informed on all the safety
problems which may arise and, of course, its wish that
public opinion in our countries be informed of them.
The great merit of this motion for a resolution is that
it gives us an opportuniry to restate firmly our posi-
tion on nuclear energy policy. The Group of Euro-
pean Progressive Democrats has consistently main-
tained that for the sake of the Community's future
energy supplies it is absolutely essential to make use
of nuclear energy. It has always strongly deplored the
considerable delays occurring in the construction
programmes for nuclear power stations in the Member
States. The moral to be drawn from the accident
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which occurred in the American power station is that
we need to know more on safery problems and that
we must be determined in our efforts to master them.
Personally I think there is another lesson to be drawn.
'Sfhen one has learned admittedly in a fragmentary
fashion 
- 
from the operational reports of the various
technical incidents which have occurred ; as well as of
some serious human errors, which however, produced
no serious consequences, I must admit that I person-
ally am left with the impression that safety standards
in this type of plant are very high. But I should like to
add that improvement of the safety in nuclear power
stations should be the guiding principle in all our
efforts and that an accident such as this should not be
allowed to ieopardize our nuclear energy proSrammes.
Further delays would pose a seiious threat to the
future development of our Community and to the
living standards of our peoples. Only a vigorous
nuclear energy policy can offer some ray of hope in
the rather sombre outlook for the Community's
energy supplies in years to come. The Group of Euro-
pean Progressive Democrats will vote for Mrs Valz
and Mr Fhmig's motion for a resolution in the hope
that the Commission will be able to reply favourably
to the request expressed therein.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
- 
(I)
Mr President, I want first of all to thank Mrs !flalz and
Mr Fliimig for tabling this motion. They have
reminded us that as soon as the Harrisburg accident
occurred the Commission decided it was its duty to
send its own specialist observers. These observers were
able to avail themselves of the information published
by the responsible body, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, but also they were able to obtain direct
information from their fellow specialists from other
countries, among them many officials of the Member
States who had also been sent there.
An initial report has already been submitted to the
Nuclear Safety Coordination Committee, which is a
body within the Commission responsible for coordi-
nating all the activities of the Commission's depart-
ments concerned with nuclear safety.
In view of this initiative of ours, therefore, we think
we can give a positive answer to Parliament's request
inviting us to submit a report in May. This certainly
will not be a definitive report, especially as regards the
conclusions in the technical and scientific fields for
these will have to be re-examined in the light, among
other things, of the results of the official inquiry
launched by the United States' President, which prob-
ably will not be available in less than six months.
I think, however that I can say here and now 
- 
and
also on behalf of my colleague, Mr Brunner 
- 
that
the Commission will, despite the early time limit, try
not only to present in its report to Parliament a tech-
nical and documented account of the event but also to
add some overall assessment which may serve as a
basis for consideration of the causes and the course of
the mishap, and of the measures taken to deal with it.
In fact, some statements on the course of the accident
can be made at this stage. It was provoked by a
conjunction of six factors: a technical factor, a design
factor and a human factor. The remaining three were
combinations of technical and human aspects.
Despite the fact that technical emergency plans
existed, the events found the local authorities to some
extent unprepared for such an emergency as actually
occurred. Fortunately, the human and the environ-
mental consequences have not been serious. The last
thing to note is that the Harrisburg mishap has
demonstrated the importance of a public body : the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, which has regula-
tory and control powers and also performs a public
information function, was very active in the events
and proved itself extremely useful.
I take the opportunity of this debate to inform Parlia-
ment that at the last Council of Ministers of the Envi-
ronment, held on 9 April in Luxembourg, I submitted
a communication on the Harrisburg accident. Obvi-
ously, it could only present some general considera-
tions on the problems raised by the events. But
already at that stage I had emphasized that more
detailed data were necessary before answers could be
produced to a number of obvious questions. One of
the points which I particularly stressed was that it
seemed likely that questions of nuclear safety were to
a large extent separate from problems relating to the
exploitation of nuclear energy, and that the two
aspects 
- 
nuclear energy and nuclear safety 
-should remain distinct, also as far as administrative
responsibility is concerned. I am sorry if I have to
disagree here with Mr Nod, who a short while ago
seemed to be arguing a diametrically opposed view.
!fle shall also have to deal with another question, that
is, whether the controlling authoriry should be at
national or at Communiry level, or whether coordina-
tion, at least, at Community level might be possible.
Another point concerns emergency plans 
- 
their
existence and their effectiveness. A factor to
remember is the Community's geographical configura-
tion and the fact that emergency procedures may
become complicated owing to the location of some
power stations close to the borders of other States.
Luckily, I repeat, the Harrisburg accident has had no
serious consequences for human life or the environ-
ment. '$7e should nevertheless give careful considera-
tion to the information contained in some reports to
the effect that even low levels of radioactivity may in
the long term be harmful to both. Should these
research results be confirmed, we shall also have to
provide for much shorter turns of duty in nuclear
power stations.
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Finally, there is the question of informing public
opinion. It would be neither possible nor right to
withhold full information from the public. The
information must be provided not only because the
public is formally entitled to have it" but also because,
without it, we cannot expect public acceptance of
nuclear energy. It is true enough that all human
activity, especially industrial activity, involves risk and
that it has already claimed thousands of human lives.
This, however, does not absolve us from the duty of
informing the public of the implications of these
various activities and of the fact that a risk 
- 
admit-
tedly estimated to be extremely small, but nevertheless
real 
- 
the nature of which we are all the better able
to appreciate after the Harrisburg incident, exists.
Neither, on the other hand, can it be denied that we
need nuclear energy. It may be that too much impor-
tance has been accorded to this form of energy
because it has been regarded as the only available alter-
native to conventional energy sources. Because of this,
research on other possible energy sources has suffered.
It is thus that today nuclear energy is for us a 'must'
- 
a necessity we dare not ignore. Let us, then, try to
practise containment 
- 
by saving as much energy as
possible, by planning realistic growth rates, by
providing for as much safety as science, technology
and human organization can assure. Let us also make
a determined effort to identify and explore alternative
energy sources. These are the initial conclusions that
we can draw from the Harrisburg accident.
President. 
- 
I note that no-one else wishes to speak.
The vote on the motion for a resolution, as it stands,
will be taken tomorrow during voting-time.
The debate is closed.
17. Urgent procedure
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Corrie, on
behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, a motion for
a resolution with request for urgent debate pursuant to
Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure on EEC-Norwegian
fishing relations (Doc. 1221791.
The reasons supporting this request for urgent debate
are contained in the document itself.
Pursuant to Rule la (l) of the Rules of Procedure, the
vote on this request will be taken at the beginning of
tomorrow's sitting.
18. Agenda for next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will take place
tomorrow, !flednesday, 25 April 1979, at 10 a. m. and
from 3 p. m. to 8 or possibly 9 p. m., with the
following agenda:
10 a.n. and 3 p,m. until I p.m. (possibll 9 p."t)
- 
Decision on urgency of two motions for resolutions
- 
Oral Questions with debate to the Commission, the
Council and to the Foreign Ministers on relations
between the Communiry and the USA
- 
Oral question with debate to the Council on Commu-
nity action in favour of consumers
- 
Joint debate on the Spinelli report, two oral ques-
tions, one to the Commission, the other to the
Council, and an oral question to the Commission on
actions in the iron and steel sector and other indus-
tries
- 
Joint debate on the Lagorce report and an oral ques-
tion to the Foreign Ministers on the code of conduct
for Community companies with subsidiaries in South
Africa
- 
Blumenfeld report on the peace treaty berween Egypt
and Israel
3 p.m.:
- 
Question Time (questions to the Council and Foreign
Ministers)
4.30 p. m.:
- 
Vote on draft amending and supplementary budget
No I and on the motion for a resolution contained in
the Bangemann report
- 
Voting time
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting was closed at I p. rn)
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Con ten ts
l. Approaal of rninutes
Documents receiaed
Decisions on urgenE
State of relations between the Commu'
nitl and tbe USA 
- 
Joint debate on
three oral questions witb debate (Docl
t6/79, 57,79 and 58/79):
Mr Jahn, author of tbe questions
hlr Bernard-Re1mond, President-in'Of-
fia of the Council; fulr HaferkamP,
Vice-President of the Commission ; Mrs
Walz, on bebalf of tbe Cbristian'
Democratic Group (EPP) I lllr Baas, on
bebalf of tbe Liberal and Democratic
Group; Lord Bessborougb, on bebalf of
the European Conseroatiae Group; Mr
Bernard-Reymond; .fuIr Jabn ; -ilIr
Haferhamp
5. lYelcome
6. Agenda
7. Oral question witb debate (Doc. 51/79):
Comrnunitl action in fauour 
"f
consutners :
lllrs Krowel-Vlam, autbor of the ques'
tion .
lllr Bernard-Reymond, President-in-Of'
fice of tbe Council ; .filr Scbyns, on
bebalf 
"f tbe Christian-DemocraticGroup (EPP); -llIr Baas, on behalf of
tbe Liberal and Democratic GrouP ;
Lord Betbell ; Mrs Squarcialupi, on
behalf of the Communist and Allies
Group ; lllr Burke, lVember of tbe
C omrn is s i o n ; .14 r B e rnard - Reymon d
8. Actions in the iron and steel sector and
other industries 
- 
Joint debate on a
report (Doc. 637/78) by lWr Spinelli on
behalf of the Committee on Economic
and lllonetary Affairs and tbree oral
questions uitb debate (Docs. 52/79,
63/79 and 5a/79):
hIr Sphrelli, rapporteur
Mr Scbwdrer, autbor of tite questions
and on behalf ,f tbe Cbristian'
Democratic Group (EPP); .tuIr Pintat,
on bebalf of tbe Liberal and Demo'
cratic Group ; Mr Bernard'Reymond,
President-in-Office of the Council ; lllr
Daoignon, Member of tbe Commission;)llr Pisani, on bebalf of tbe Socialist
90 Group
9. Decision on urgency
10. Question Time (Doc. 52/79):
Questions to tbe Council:
Question No 1, by Sir Geoffrel
Freitas : Tbe teacbing of languages
scbools :
,fuIr Bernard- Reymond, President -in' 0f'
fic, of tbe Council ; Sir Geoffrel de
Freitas; lllr Bernard-Relmond; Lord
Betbell ; lVr Bernard-Rejtmond
Question No 2, by hIr Stetter: Contnton
EEC poliE on liner traffic:
.foIr Bernard-Reymond ; fuIr Stetter; Mr
Bernard-Reymond
Question No 4, by frIr Seefeld: Approxi-
mation of legislation in the Cornmunitl
relating to traffic ffinces:
Mr Bernard-Reyrnond; lllr Seefeld; Mr
Bernard-Reymond
Question No 5, by .fuIr Dewulf : Execu'
tion of tbe 'Special Action':
Mr Bernard-Relmond; Mr Dewulf ;
.fuLr Bernard-Reymond; IlIr Broehsz;
Mr Bemard-Reymond
Question No 9, b1 hlr Dondelinger:
Sexual mutilation of women in black
Africa:
lllr Bemard-Relmond; llr Donde-
linger; lllr Bemard-Reyrnond ; hlrs
Squarcialupi; Mr Bernard-Reymond;
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^fuIr Broeksz; tVr Bernard-Reynond ;
l4r Pat ij n ; tVr Bernard- Reymond
Question No 11, b1 llr Ryan : }il shor-
tage:
Mr Bernard-Reynond; llr Ryn; Mr
Bernard-Relmond; lllr Nolan ; Mr
Bernard-Relmond; Mr -fuIcDonald ; fuIr
Bernard-Reymond ; llr Broeksz; Mr
Bemard-Relmond; fulr Noi ; hlr
Bernard-Reyntond
Questions to the Foreign llinisters
meeting in political cooperation :
Question No 13, by Sir Geoffrel de
Freitas : Europe Daj 
- 
5 May :
hI r Bernard-Relnrond, President-in-Of-
fice of tbe Foreign llinisters; Sir Geof-
frel de Freitas; frlr Bernard-Reymond ;
A4r Dewulf ; Mr Bernard-Relmond ;frIr Spdnale; lllr Bernard-Reyrnond;
tVr Broeksz; lllr Bernard-Relmond
Question No 14a, by lllr Power: Respect
for buntan rigbts utitbin tbe European
Economic Communiry:
Mr Bernard-Relmond ; hLr Power; Air
Bernard-Reymond; Mr Cbristensen;
Jl[r Bernard-Relmond
ll. Actions in tbe iron and steel yctor and
otber industries (resumption) :
fuIr Wronesi, on behalf ,f tbe
Communist and Allies Group; lVIr
Ansquer, on bebalf of the Group of
European Progressiue Democrats I .fuIr
Scbreiber, draftsman of an opinion
12. Votes :
Draft 'amending and supplementary
budget No I for 1979 (Doc. 67/79):
.fuIr Van der Gun, chairman of tbe
Committee on Social Affairs, Employ
,nent dnd Education; lllrs Dablerup .
Adoption of tbe draft amending and
suPlrlementary budget No I for 1979
Bangemann report (Doc. 119/79) :
Draft amending and supplementary
budgct No I for 1979:
fuIr Spdnale ;,tuIrs Dablerup
Adoption of the resolution
Notenboom report (Doc. 84/79): Regula-
tion concerning interest rebates for
loans with structural objectiaes :
Amendment to Article 3 of tbe proposal
for a rcgulation:
tllr Notenboomt rapporteur
Mr Ripamonti; Mr Yeats
Adoptioi of tbe resolution
Spinelli report (Doc. 45/79): Decision
empowering tbe Commission to contract
loans for prontoting inoestrnent:
Adoption of tbe resolution
Cointat report (Doc. 37/79): Regulation
amending the Staff Regulations 
"f ,ffr-cials of the Communities :
Adoption of tbe resolution
Cointat report (Doc. 102/79): Adminis-
tratiae expenditure of tbe European
Parliament during tbe 1978 financial
lear:
Adoption of tbe resolution
Ibriigger report (Doc. 69/79): Decisiott
on coal and coke for tbe iron and steel-
industry:
Adoption of tbe resolution
Ripamonti report (Doc. 2/79): Commu-
nitl participation in space researcb:
Adoption of tbe resolution
tVitcbell report (Doc. 3/79): Inspection
of fissile naterials in EAEC:
Amendment to paragraph 4:
llr Fltimig deput1 rapporteur
Amendment to paragrapb 5:
ilr Fltimig
Amendment to paragrapb 6:
llr Fltimig
Amendment to paragraph 7:
lllr Fltimig
Amendment to paragraph 8:
lllr Fkimig
Amendment to paragrapb 12 :
Mr Fltimig
Arnendrnent after paragraph 12:
Mr Fltitnig
Adoption of tbe resolution
lValz and Fltimig motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. 81/79): Accident at the Tltree
Mile Island nuclear pouer stalion:
Adoption of the resolutioa
13. Actions in tbe iron and steel sector and
other industries (resumptibn) :
lllr Van der Gun; Lord Bruce of
Donington; *Ir Ho{fmann; lVr Cbris-
tensen; *Ir Chelsson, lllember of tbe
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14. Code ,f conduct fu Communitjt
companies u,itb subsidiaries in Soutb
Africa 
- 
Joint debate on a report
(Doc. 70/79) bl Mr Lagorce on bebalf of
tbe Cornmittee on DeoeloPment and
Cooperation and an oral question with
debate (Doc. 553/78):
hIr Lagorce, raPporteur 136
A[r Patijn, deputizing for lllr Feller'
maier, autbor of tbe question, and on
bebalf of tbe Socialist Group; )Vr
Bernard-Reymond, President-in'Office
of the Foreign lllinisters; Mr Cbeysson,
IVemberuf tbe Commission; Mr
Wrgeer, on bebalf of the Cbristian-
Democratic Group (EPP); Mr Jung on
bebalf of tbe Liberal and Democratic
Group ; Lord Rea1, on bebalf of tbe
European Conseroatiae Group i Mr
IN THE CHAIR: MR BERKHOIJ!7ER
Vice-President
the sitting was opened at 10.$ a.m)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approoal of rninutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Since there are no comments, the minutes of proceed-
ings are approved.
2. Documents receiaed
President. 
- 
I have received:
(a) from the Council a request for an opinion on :
- 
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
for a directive amending Directive 77l99lEEC on
health problems affecting intra-Communiry trade in
meat products (Doc. ll8/79)
which has been referred to the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion;
Sandri, on behalf of tbe Communist
and Allies Group i lVr Descbamps; ,fuIr
Bernard-Reymond
15. Peace treatl between Egpt and Istarel
- 
Report (Doc. 82/79) bl hL Blumen'
feld on bebalf of tbe Political Affairs
Cornrnittee :
lWr Blumenfeld, rapporteur
lllr Patijn, on bebalf of tbe Socialist
Group i Mr Vergeer, on bebalf of tbe
Cbristian-Demoratic Group (EPP);
Mr Berkhouwer, on bebalf of tbe
Liberal and Demoratic Group; Lord
Betbell, on bebalf of tbe European
Conseraatiue Group ; Mr Cbeyson,
Member of tbe Commission .
16. Agenda for next sitting
Annex
(b) from the parliamentary committees the following
rePorts :
- 
by Mr Jahn, on behalf of the Committee on the Envi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection,
on environmental carcinogens (Doc. 99/79);
- 
by Mr Nyborg, on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, on the harmoniza-
tion of company taxation and of withholding taxes
on dividends (Doc. 104179) (interim report) ;
- 
by Mr Noi, on behalf of the Committee on Regional
Policy, Regional Planning and Transport, on the
promotion of efficient air traffic management and
control (Doc. 106179);
- 
by Lord Castle, on behalf of the Committee on
External Economic Relations, on economic and trade
relations between the EEC and New Zealand (Doc.
r07 lTel;
- 
by Mr Corrie, on behalf of the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport, on
the peripheral coastal regions of the European
Community (Doc. 113179) ;
- 
by Mr Howell, on behalf of the Committee on Agri-
culture, on measures to be taken to improve the situa-
tion in the milk sector (Doc. l15/79) ;
- 
by Mr Corrie, on behalf of the Committee on Agricul-
ture, on measures to be adopted for the development
of fish farming within the Communiry (Doc.
1t617e);
- 
by Mr Broeksz, on behalf of the Committee on Deve-
lopment and Cooperation, on the proposals from the
Commission to the Council concerning the regula-
tions on food aid f.or 1979 (Doc. l2ll79).
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3. Decisions on urgenE
President. 
- 
The next item is the decision on
urgency with regard to the motion for a resolution
(Doc. 120179), tabled by Mr Adams on behalf of the
Socialist Group, on Communitl aid to tbe Yugoslau
earthqudke aictims.
The reasons supporting the request for urgent proce-
dure are contained in the document itself. I put to the
vote the request for urgent procedure.
The request is adopted.
I propose that the motion for a resolution be placed
on the agenda for the sitting of Friday, 27 April.
Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
I now consult Parliament on the request for urgent
procedure with regard to the motion for a resolution
(Doc. 122179), tabled by Mr Corrie on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture, on EEC-Norwegian
fishing relations.
The reasons supporting the request for urgent proce-
dure are contained in the document iself.
I put to the vote the request for urgent procedure.
The request is adopted.
I propose that the motion for a resolution be placed
on the agenda for the sitting of Friday, 27 April.
Since there are no obiections, that is agreed.
4. State of relations between the Community
and tbe USA
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on
the three oral questions with debate (Docs. 56179,
57179 and 58179) by Mr Zagari, Mr Power, Mr Jahn,
Mr Brown, Mr Baas, Mr Scott-Hopkins, Mr Leonardi,
Mr Haase, Mrs lValz and Mr Ripamonti to the
Commission, the Council and the Foreign Ministers
meeting in political cooperation :
Subiect: State of relations between the Community and
the USA
In the context of the regular inter-parliamentary meet-
ings with the United States Congress, all aspects of the
Community's relations with that country were recently
examined, with particular reference to international trade,
monetary affairs, energy and foreign policy.
The authors of these questions, who were members of the
European Parliament delegation, returned from the
United States with the feeling that the dialogue with that
country on such varied and complex matters, which are
of supreme importance to our Member States, should be
stepped up.
l. !7hat are the most important issues currently arising
in relations between the European Communiry and
the United States, either bilaterally or in the interna-
tional context ?
2. Do the Commission, the Council and the Foreign
Ministers meeting in political cooperation share this
feeling and what specific measures are they prepared
to take in the near future to strengthen the Commu-
niry's ability to speak to the United States with a
single voice ?
I call Mr Jahn.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
our aim in tabling this Oral Question to the foreign
ministers of the nine Member States and the Council
and the Commission was to bring out the importance
for both sides of meetings like the recent very detailed
discussions with the American Congress, or rather
with the delegation we conferred with for the l4th
and l5th times, at the beginning of this year in
l7ashington and then last week in Paris. \7e are aware
of the fact that the world is now in a period of historic
change, in which power, power groupings and spheres
of interest are in a state of flux. Because of the shifts
taking place in the centres of political power, it is
important for the maior blocs 
- 
meaning, as far as
the lfest is concerned, the European Community and
the USA 
- 
to pursue a common policy wherever
necessary in the future.
The events of recent weeks and months in the whole
question of Europe's and the United States' supplies
of energy and other resources have highlighted the
need to take common action to deal with crises
resulting from political decisions taken elsewhere. I
need only cite the Middle East as an example. It is our
belief 
- 
and we have gone into this question in great
detail on a number of occasions with the Americans
- 
that we should pursue a common policy vis-i-vis
the whole of the Middle East, which is so vital to our
economic and social security. !fle realize that there are
new departures in economic cooperation, particularly
after the recent developments in our relations with the
People's Republic of China. Here again, American
economic interests and American policy are such that
it would be advisable for us to agree beforehand on
what we can do here within the Community to pursue
a genuinely common policy, on a multilateral basis.
Our blossoming trade relations with the People's
Republic of China have aroused the interest of the
Soviet Union, so much so that the Russians have tried
to lay down the law as to what we should and should
not supply to the Chinese. Here again, we believe that
we should adopt a common standpoint. I7e believe
that no one has the right to dictate the terms of the
foreign policy decided on jointly by us in Brussels.
In the last few years, and particularly as a result of the
North-South conflict, we have seen the disintegration
of pacts or mutual security systems, call them what
you will 
- 
and I am thinking here particularly of
SEATO and CENTRO 
- 
and an anachronistic
outbreak of Soviet imperialism in Cambodia, Afghan-
istan, Ethiopia and the Yemen.
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I7e have witnessed the Soviet Union's great push for
mastery of the high seas, the introduction of large
fleets into the Indian and Atlantic Oceans and the
threat to our own shipping lines through the Suez
Canal. These are all things we should discuss with the
Americans ; after all, our economic and strategic inter-
ests are very close to those of the United States in the
Middle East.
'!7e are concerned about ensuring peace, and I am
thinking here of the peace treary between Egypt and
Israel. The Political Affairs Committee has come out
clearly in favour of the European Parliament helping
the Americans to include the whole area 
- 
not iust
Egypt and Israel 
- 
in the process of economic and
industrial reconstruction.
Ve are seriously concerned about Turkey. !7e have
just spent a few days talking with the Turkish Govern-
ment and opposition, and we are now all aware ol the
catastrophic economic and financial position of
Turkey. Ife also realize that Europe alone cannot
guarantee the security of Turkey which is why we
need wide-ranging support from the United States, the
I7orld Bank, the European Investment Bank and the
US Government to work together.
At our last meeting last week in Paris 
- 
incidentally,
the French Foreign Minister had a similar discussion
with the American delegation 
- 
our American
colleagues asked us to create a standing sub-com-
mittee on human rights, rather than having the
subject dealt with by a constantly changing collection
of parliamentarians. They hoped that, with a standing
sub-committee with a permanent staff of officials, we
would be in a position to deal with what is, after all,
one of the basic aspects of ihe !7est's foreign policy,
and would be able to monitor any infringements of
human rights from meeting to meeting, and present
our results to the European Parliament, the national
governments and the Congress to enable them to take
the necessary decisions. In this way, we would be able
to act dynamically, and not simply react to specific
events.
I think this proposal shows what the American
Congress wants in the long term, which is that this
House and the European Communiry as a whole
should set up standing working parties to enable us to
take a commori line on the major political questions
in this world.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bernard-Reymond.
Mr Bernard-Reymond, President-in-Office of the
Council. 
- 
(F) Mr President, at the last part-session,
and mainly in reply to a question put to me by Mr
Granelli, I was able to report on the wide-ranging and
on-going dialogue which the Community maintains
with all countries.
Of course, the Community and the United States of
America share a common interest in keeping up a
continuous and intensive dialogue by reason of the
responsibility they bear for the world economy and
for a high level of prosperity in the world, and also
because each is the other's main trading partner,
which is, of course, a good thing.
The Communiry and the United States are developing
a quasi-permanent consultation procedure on all
problems of common interest 
- 
whether they be
maior international problems or specific problems 
-which arise in their bilateral relations. This consulta-
tion procedure works at two levels : first of all, bilater-
ally in the extensive exchange of visits by leading
figures in the Community institutions and members
of the American Administration, as well as in the six-
monthly consultations the Commission holds with
the American authorities, the results of which are regu-
lary passed on to the Council. Perhaps I should also
mention the contacts this house maintains with the
American Congress. Secondly, we have the multilat-
eral consultations which take place at the West's
economic summits 
- 
with the participation of the
Community 
- 
and within all the big international
economic organizations like the OECD, GAfi, the
International Monetary Fund, UNCTAD, and so on.
The main questions of world importance which come
up at these regular meetings are, of course, concerned
with the world economic situation. I would remind
you that the last l7estern Summit in Bonn 
- 
at
which the Community's views were based on the
guidelines agreed at the European Council in Bremen
- 
adopted a concerted strategy covering growth,
employment, inflation, energy, international monetary
policy, world trade and North-South relations.
At bilateral level, the Community and the United
States have discussed all the problems arising in their
mutual trade relations as part of the GATT multilat-
eral trade negotiations, which are now nearing comple-
tion in Geneva.
!flithout going into detail, I should just like to say
that these negotiations will guarantee us improved
access to the American market and will at the same
time solve a number of problems which have been
hanging over our relations for a very long time,
including the implementation by the United States of
the same rules as its partners in the field of counter-
vailing duties and customs valuation.
As to the other important bilateral problems, I would
iust mention steel, which is the subject of regular
consultations, both at bilateral level and as part of the
work of the Steel Committee and of the OECD. I
therefore think we have a wide-ranging dialogue going
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with the United States, covering a multitude of fields
in considerable detail, and that the Community regu-
larly speaks with a single voice in these consultations
on all matters for which it is responsible.
Having said this, however, I must point out that the
purpose of a dialogue is not to oblige one partner to
adopt the opinions of the other. The Community and
the USA each have interests of their own, which
means that on certain subjects their points of view
cannot be reconciled or harmonized. But this is no
reason for concluding that the dialogue is not working
properly or needs to be strengthened. It is quite right
and proper for the Community to want to exert its
own influence on the international scene.
The same goes for political cooperation. Under the
terms of the document of 14 December 1973 on a
European identiry, which remains the definitive state-
ment of the Nine's foreign policy objectives, the
Member States are intent on making their cohesive-
ness and their special identity felt on the international
scene. At the same time, they have underlined their
desire to keep a constructive dialogue going with the
United States. The close links which exist berween the
United States and the Europe of the Nine, based on a
common heritage of values and aims, are mutually
beneficial and must be maintained. They do not,
however, affect the Nine's determination to assert its
own distinct and original character. The Nine intend
to maintain this constructive dialogue with the United
States and to develop mutual cooperation on an equal
basis and in a spirit of friendship.
In practical terms, the bilateral relations, the links
which have been forged in other organizations and
the good relations between the Nine and the United
States on the basis of agreed consultation procedures
have enabled us to foster beneficial contacts on all
matters of international importance.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haferkamp.
Mr Haferkarnp, Vice-President of tbe Cornnission
- 
@ Mr President, this is both an easy and a diffi-
cult question to answer. The easy part is that Parlia-
ment, the Council and the Commission are all agreed
on this important question. The difficult thing,
however, is to find an answer which does not simply
amount to a repetition of everything that has already
been said. I shall try to avoid any such repetition, but
all I can really do on behalf of the Commission is to
underline what the President-in-Office of the Council
said earlier. As to the first part of the question
concerning the most important issues, we have the
extensive field of international cooperation and joint
international responsibility, and we have already heard
reference to commercial policy, North-South ques-
tions and the specific difficulties in sectors like the
steel industry.
Let me just say very briefly that we would very prob-
ably not have achieved our aim of multilateral trade
negotiations if there had not been permanent and
very close cooperation between the Community and
the United States. !7e have not forgotton that the
resumption and acceleration of these negotiations
were largely the result of one of the periodic top-level
economic conferences. I refer to the conference which
took place two years ago in London, since when the
delegations from the Community and the United
States in particular 
- 
along with others as well 
-have really got things moving.
!fle also agree that what we have achieved so far in
the negotiations should be put into practice so that
everything we have agreed upon can be translated into
legislation and subsequently ratified. !fle realize that a
few difficulties still remain, but the Commission will
be maintaining the close contacts we have had so far
with the American Government in the negotiations
on the Tokyo Round on the specific question of
getting these matters on to the statute books. After all,
it is in the interests of all of us to have the results of
the GATT negotiations made part and parcel of the
legislation of the countries involved in the negotia-
tions.
Of course, we also have bilateral problems. These are
bound to occur. Trade between the Community and
th United States amounted to 55 thousand million
dollars last year. In the circumstances, there are bound
to be a few difficulties now and again on certain
points, but the general climate of cooperation makes
it possible for us to talk very freely and frankly about
whatever problems crop up. In certain specific fields,
we have the chance and, I believe, also the duty to
strengthen the present cooperation. As far as interna-
tional monetary relations are concerned, let me
remind you of what the Council had to say about the
creation of the European Monetary System:
The durability o( EMS and its international implications
require cooperation of exchange rate policies vis-i-vis
third countries and, as far as possible, a concertation with
the monetary authorities of those countries.
You may rest assured that there will thus be even
closer cooperation and exchanges of information with
our American partners on monetary matters.
The importance of energy questions has already been
emphasized here. I should just like to remind you that
in conversations between Mr Jenkins and President
Carter during Mr Jenkins's visit to the United States
last December, it was agreed that there should be
closer cooperation in future enerry research. I think
that, especially after the last few months' events, we all
agree that such cooperation is extremely useful.
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Turning to the second part of the question, there is, as
the President-in-Office of the Council said, already
what amounts to permanent cooperation at all levels
betsieen the Community and the United States. There
is a constant t'wo-way flow of information and views,
especially between our respective officials. Reference
has already been made here to the special links this
House has with the American Congress. I should like
to make special mention of the regular consultations
which have now been taking place for nine years
between the Commission and the American Govern-
men! ranging over all questions which are the respon-
sibility of the Community. These consultations take
place at six-monthly intervals ; the latest meeting took
place last November in l7ashington and the next is
scheduled for July in Brussels. Experience has shown
these six-monthly consultations to be an excellent
means of exchanging information, forestalling
possible difficulties and investigating ways of tackling
existing difficulties on a joint basis.
Finally, I should iust like to mention the fact that the
Commission is represented by a permanent delegation
in Vashington and that the United States has a
mission to the Community in Brussels. Here again,
therefore, the necessary conditions for maintaining
permanent contact and practical and lasting coopera-
tion at all levels already exist.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs. \Valz to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mrs Walz. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should like to say a
few words about the energy questions we discussed in
America, because it is still not clear how Article 4 of
the Nuclear Weapons Non-Proliferation Treaty fits in
with the American Congress's Non-Proliferation law
and because the basic question of uranium supplies
has still not been settled although we have managed
to get a reprieve on a number of occasions in this
question, which is vital to the future of Europe. In the
course of our discussion with Mr Schlesinger, we
stressed the fact that the United States' energy
consumption is twice as high as that of Europe, and
urgently needs to be reduced, especially in view of the
difficulties with oil from the OPEC countries. The
available OPEC oil should be earmarked mainly for
the developing countries and those industrialized
countries which have no oil of their own. Mr Schle-
singer agreed in principle, but could obviously do no
more than point to the fact that President Carter's first
energy programme had been substantially improved.
Following the Harisburg shock, President Carter has
now issued new statements on enerS'y policy in line
with the commitments he gave at the last summit
meeting. These policy statements provide for an
increase in the price of oil in the United States and a
reduction in the volume of oil imports. But what
always bothers the Americans is the question of how
far an increase in the price of oil will fuel inflation,
and for this reason we should like to know what has
been discussed in this respect. We all hope that the
Harrisburg shock has brought home to the Americans
the fact that energy is not something to be burned up
unthinkingly, but that it is the very lifeblood of
economic prosperity and social stability.
Tha Harrisburg incident will undoubtedly result in a
slowing-down in the rate of nuclear energy develop-
ment in the United States ; indeed, we heard yesterday
that one type of reactor is temporarily to be with-
drawn from service altogether. The last timc we met
Congressman Ryan 
- 
who was then so tragically
murdered in Guyana 
- 
he took the view that we
shouid switch over entirely to solar energ'y, although
of course his view was not shared by the American
Government. Of course, if we go in for solar energy
on a terawatt scale, we shall need large industrial
plants, which will first have to be produced, and
which will require not only a lot of raw materials, but
also a highly sophisticated and capital-intensive
economic system. Unfortunately, therefore, we could
not go along with Mr Ryan in regarding solar energy
as an alternative energy source. \U7e also discussed the
construction of fast breeder reactors for Europe. The
Americans have no intention of dispensing with fast
breeders; they just have a different system from ours.
As far as we are concerned, a lot will depend on
whether we continue to get uninterrupted supplies of
highly enriched and super-enriched uranium, and
whether the conditions imposed by our American,
Canadian and Australian friends are not so rigorous as
to make our nuclear industry completely dependent
on the uranium-supplying countries. \tr7e would then
have a uranium cartel to go with the present oil cartel.
\fle have tried to persuade our American friends 
-and our views received a lot of sympathy 
- 
that we
are really all in the same boat in this matter, and that
it is absolutely vital for us to achieve a coordinated
approach.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Baas to speak on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Baas. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to take
up a point made by the President-in-Office of the
Council, to the effect that, in the dialogue with the
United States and members of the American
Congress, our own interests have also figured promi-
nently. These were not the the exact words he used,
but I think that was the gist of what he had to say,
and it is a central issue as far as this House is
concerned.
The nine Member States of the Community, repre-
sented by the European Commission, were very
largely responsible for the trade negotiations with the
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United States. The Commission was given a clear
negotiating mandate by the Council. Only Parlia-
ment's part in this whole thinq is unclear. I believe,
Mr Presldent, that this House is"now faced with a very
important issue. It became clear in the course of our
discussions with the members of Congress that the
agreement reached in Geneva in March will virtually
become Community law and will thus be binding for
the nine Member States. The Tokyo Round of negotia-
tions concerned mainly with tariff reductions
although the negotiations also was non-tariff issues,
and all of these have been incorporated in a code.
Once we get to the stage of ratification the Commu-
niry will be bound by this code. Our American
colleagues have still to get this incorporated into
American law, and we know what happened with the
Kennedy Round of tariff cuts, where certain aspects
never quite made it onto the United States' statute
book.
The Members of this House will in the future be able
to exert their influence neither in the European Parlia-
ment, nor in our own national parliaments, because
the trade negotiations have, to a gteat extent, become
a Community matter. I should like to ask the Council
and the Member of the Commission, in view of the
Tokyo negotiations and the agreement reached in
Geneva, whether they can give us an assurance that
both the spirit and the letter of the agreed code will
really be incorporated into the United States' federal
legislation. The fact is of course 
- 
and here I should
like to take up a point made by the President-in-
Office of the Council that the American
Congressmen, with one eye on their electoral districts,
are finding problems in the wording of the code. They
asked us what we thought of it, and we had to tell
them that on this point, the executive branch of the
US Administration was more powerful than
Congressmen. It is, of course, not very pleasant for a
parliamentarian to discover that the last word which
he thought he had is not so final after all.
I should like to ask the President-in-Office of the
Council and the Member of the Commission to give
this House a clearer role in the future. !fle Liberals 
-and I think the opinions of the political groups will
differ on this point 
- 
are not seeking a place at the
negotiating table. !(e know exactly where we stand on
this point. The Council and the Commission must
have the right to conduct negotiations, because after
all, negotiations involving 400 members of the
directly elected European Parliament and the same
number of Congressmen are unlikely to reach any
clear conclusion, still less produce effective guidelines
for the future.
I very much hope that the President-in-Office of the
Council and Mr Haferkamp will concentrate on this
point because, in the near future, the codex will be
more important than tariffs in international trade.
Customs tariffs have played an important part in the
past, but I think there is general agreement right now
on the need for a totally new system, and I think we
would be well advised to concentrate on improving
the form and content of the existing system.
Finally, I should iust like to comment on a subject
which I think will be important in the future. In the
course of the Paris discussions, we had a wide-ranging
exchange of views with our colleagues on the possi-
bility of parliamentarians from the industrialized coun-
tries 
- 
the United States, Japan and the European
Community 
- 
meeting to talk about a number of
important problems, with special emphasis on trade
policy, energy and particularly, agricultural policy in
the highly industrialized countries. I believe that agri-
cultural policy will play a central role in our commer-
cial relations over the next ten years. International divi-
sion of labour in the agricultural sector can only come
about if we know what poliry the United States and
Japan are pursuing in this field. Perhaps the President-
in-Office of the Council and the Member of the
Commission would care to comment on this point as
well.
President. 
- 
I wish to remind Members that speak-
ing-time is limited to 5 minutes. I call Lord Bessbo-
rough to speak on behalf of the European Consewa-
tive Group.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
Like Mr Jahn, I am improv-
ising to some extent, because it was only a few
moments ago that my group asked me to speak on
these three questions, since I had the honour of
attending the last meeting in Paris with the United
States Congress and also, with Mr Jahn, the meeting
in Turkey which was also relevant in this connection.
I would like to say that what struck me most at our
three-day meeting in Paris was rhe problem of energy
and particularly energy conservation. It was very
disturbing to learn, only the day before we met, that
in the United States, energy consumption in motor-
cars had in fact increased during the last month. I
know that this is not necessarily due to a rise in the
individual consumption of each motor-car but to the
fact that the number of vehicles has greatly increased.
This is very disturbing considering how long Presi-
dent Carter and Mr Schlesinger have been urging the
nation to conserve oil. That disturbed me very much
indeed, and it is no use saying well, we are going to
place more emphasis on nuclear energy. Nuclear
enerSy, which is used almost exclusively for electriciry
generation, is no substitute for oil where motor vehi-
cles, or aircraft, are concerned.
Moreover, in the light of the Harrisburg incident
some reactors may have to be decomnrissioned,
making the energy situation even more serious.
I am absolutely convinced that the United States will
have to take more drastic action in this field. I think
that some of the Congressmen agreed on these points
last week.
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'We must act jointly in other spheres too, as Mr Jahn
has said and as the President-in-Office has said. I was
very much impressed by the length of time which the
President-in-Office of the Council, Mr Frangois-
Poncet, gave to our two delegations when we were in
Paris last week and I am very glad that the acting
President-in-Office here today has also emphasized
the importance of cooperation over a wide field,
which, as we know, already exists through the OECD,
UNCTAD and GATT.
Just one word about Turkey, an area where I feel that
the United States and the EEC should also cooperate
closely. !fle know that Turkey has some difficulty in
accepting the IMF terms for the loans which they
have proposed, and I was glad that Mr Haferkamp was
able to attend the meeting in Ankara and to announce
that the European Investment Bank would also be
making a contribution, if perhaps a less important
one. There is no doubt that both Council and the
Commission do appreciate the importance of this
continuing dialogue. I am glad they do because I
think that, for the future of the world, it is essential
that it should continue on every plane, particularly
with the less-developed countries but also with the
more advanced developed countries. !7e discussed our
relations with them particularly in Paris. In view of
the fact that distinguished representatives of the old
British Commonwealth are with us here in the
Chamber, I would like to think that cooperation
should proceed, not only with those members of the
Commonwealth that are members of the ACP and
abide by the Lom6 Convention, but also with the
older members of the Commonwealth with whom we
in Britain still have very close ties.
I end, Mr President, by re-emphasizing what I said a
moment ago, namely that my chief concern is over
energy. I am greatly disturbed that the United States
has not taken firmer measures to conserve a
commodity which, I believe, will be in short supply
by the 1980's and the shortage may be very grave
indeed. Mr Lantzke, the Director of the International
Energy Agency, said that he expected that by 1990 the
short-fall in oil would be as much as 9 million barrels
a day. This greatly disturbed us, and that is why I end
on that note of warning.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bernard-Reymond.
Mr Bernard-Reymond, President-in'Office of the
Council. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I have nothing really to
add to the statement I made at the beginning of this
debate on behalf of the Council of Ministers. I think
that, as far as general relations between Europe and
the United States are concerned, everything is
perfectly clear. !7hat Europe wants is a free Europe in
a free world. !fle are building a continent which is
and must remain independent. This does not mean to
say, however, that we should not maintain the very
best relations with our friends and allies, the United
States ; indeed, these relations must be intensified.
As to the points which have been made on the ques-
tion of MCAs and the EMS, the Member of the
Commission will be able to let you have his views in a
few moments. I would just like to say to Mr Baas that,
although these agreements were recently initialled in
Geneva, the Community will only put a binding signa-
ture to them if the American legislature takes the
necessary steps to eliminate its non-tariff obstacles. I
should also like to credit this round of negotiations
with achieving some degree of acceptance of the
Common Agricultural Policy by the United States
which 
- 
to put it mildly 
- 
was not the case hitherto.
Finally, let me remind you that this House has, in
accordance with the !flesterterp procedure, been
informed of the discussions and of the state of negotia-
tions on all matters concerning commercial agree-
ments.
The energy question was also raised, notably Mrs
lValz. !7e welcome the measures proposed by Presi-
dent Carter in the United States. It would be intoler-
able for certain industrialized countries to make great
efforts to limit their consumption of energy while
others were making no such efforts. Energy savings
can only result from an overall effort spread over the
whole of the industrialized world. As you know, the
last European Council adopted measures or made
recommendations to conserve energy and to develop
new enerSy sources. I would also remind you that the
Community is currently considering what measures
should be taken in the event of a crisis and a shortage
of energy to ensure that the burden is shared equally
among the Member States.
That, Mr President, is all I wanted to say in reply to
this brief debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jahn.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
I should like to tell you in just a few words about the
results of the discussions our two delegations had in
Paris, especially on the question of energy. Ife agreed
that what was needed was intensive cooperation
between the Community and the USA in, for
instance, the following fields : controlled thermo-nuc-
lear fusion, fission energy with special reference to
reprocessing plants and irradiated fuel, nuclear and
reactor safety, plutonium fuel and actinide series
research, the treatment of nuclear material and radioac-
tive waste, investigation of safery requirements and
criteria, the safery of hot-water reactors and the shut-
down of nuclear reactors.
I should like to point out to Mrs lValz that all this was
part and parcel of our intentions at our last meeting
in !flashington. At the meeting in Paris, we formu-
lated a joint resolution, based on our recent ex-
periences.
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Mr President, I think that the central point of our
Oral Question 
- 
and Mr Baas will support me in this
- 
is that Europe and the United States have a vested
interest in keeping a grip on a world which is
becoming increasingly organized around certain
centres of power and influence. The fact that the
number of these centres is changing is a quantitative
problem 
- 
in other words, it testifies to the intricate
nature of international relatioirs 
- 
but the funda-
mental political need is to crea0 structures for assimi-
lating these politically up-and-coming new centres,
not only in the framework of the North-South
dialogue, but also in the context of the world-wide
international relations developed by ourselves and the
USA.
Both the Community and the USA have tried to find
peaceful means of solving the East-I7est conflict, for
instance by pursuing a policy ol ddtente and peaceful
coexistence, in the hope that we shall achieve peaceful
cooperation in certain sectors, providing the political
will exists on both sides. l7herever possible, we are
searching for peaceful solutions, negotiations, consulta-
tions and all forms of international cooperation, some
of which were referred to here today by the two Presi-
dents. I know that the current President of this House
favours the creation of regional groupings going
beyond purely nationalistic considerations 
- 
for
instance, ASEAN and the Latin American economic
system 
- 
and political recognition by us of these new
centres of influence.
Finally, we should include these states and groupings
in our joint strategy. The important thing in all these
considerations, particularly with regard to specific
elements in and prospects for the political North-
South dialogue, is to discuss our Communiry's rela-
tions iointly with the USA, not only on a consultative
basis, but also with the aim of deciding on a ioint
strategy at the planning stage.
In other words, we cannot afford to limit ourselves to
certain bilateral relations ; this House and its Political
Affairs Committee, which has often discussed this
question, must insist on genuinely multilateral 
- 
or,
to put it another way, integral-cooperation. The time
has now come not only to examine and compare Euro-
pean and American strategies, but to coordinate them
as well.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haferkamp.
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of tbe Comm.ission.
- 
(D) I have just one brief comment to add to what
the President-in-Office of the Council said. Mrs lValz
raised the question of supplies of fissile material.
These deliveries from the USA to the Community are
continuing and we are constantly in touch with the
Americans on the safeguards aspect.
Following on from what Mrs lValz said about the safe-
guards requirements applying to the delivery of highly
enriched uranium, we must stress the fact that we are
of course in agreement with all those bodies respon-
sible for safeguards elsewhere in the world. I should
like to point out that the Community's EURATOM
safeguards system was the first, and is now probably
the most experienced supra-national supervisory body
in the world. Right from the start, we have maintained
a constant exchange of information and cooperation
on research matters, the development of supervisory
techniques and so on with the United States, Canada
and others with experience in this field.
'S7e must, however, insist that the development of our
nuclear technology must not be hampered by inappro-
priate or discriminatory conditions.
As far as the GATT negotiations are concerned, I can
only underline most forcefully, what was said earlier
about the importance of the non-tariff codexes. These
non-tariff systems are becoming more and more
important compared with the customs tariff systems
especially in a world economic situation in which
protectionism all too often takes the form of non-
tariff regulations. STe are therefore very pleased at the
proSress made in the GATT negotiations in the
numerous non-tariff fields. I must reiterate what the
President-in-Office of the Council said earlier to the
effect that we must insist on the results of these nego-
tiations being incorporated into national legislation
both in letter and in spirit. Once the Community has
finally accepted the results of these negotiations, it
will become Community law as a result of a Council
Decision. For this reason, we have never left anyone
in any doubt about the fact that final acceptance by
the Communiry will depend on the result of the nego-
tiations being fully accepted by our partners and
embodied in their national legislation.
One of the reasons why we must insist on this 
- 
and
this was one very important result of the negotiations
- 
was that, after acceptance of the results of the nego-
tiations and their incorporation into national legisla-
tion, the participants must have an assurance that the
same rights and the same obligations will apply in
future to all the members of GATT . I7e know that
this has so far not been the case. This is something we
have achieved in the negotiations, and we think that it
must be fully guaranteed by the ratification and legisla-
tive procedures. As far as agricultural questions are
concerned, we have achieved recognition of the
Common Agricultural Policy, and another important
point is that GATT provides an opportunity for a
better mutual flow of information on the situation and
development on world agricultural markets ; we hope
that this will help to stabilize the market situation.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
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5. lV'elcome
President. 
-l have great pleasure in welcomingmost cordially a delegation from the House of Repre-
sentatives of New Zealand, led by Mr Leo Schulz.
Contacts between our Parliament and the New
Zealand Parliament are being developed progressively.
I hope that this visit will contribute to the streng-
thening of the parliamentary and democratic links
between Europe and the citizens of New Zealand.
(Applause)
6. Agenda
President. 
- 
I inform the House that the enlarged
Bureau has decided that the oral question to the
Commission on the 5th UNCTAD Conference will
remain on the agenda for tomorrow's sitting and that
it will be without debate.
The Calewaert report on liability for defective
products and the De Keersmaeker report on pharma-
ceutical products will also be retained.
7. Comrnunity action in faaour of consumers
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question with
debate (Doc. 61179) by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, Mr. $7.
Miiller, Mr Ajello, Mr Br6g6rdre, Mr Didier and Mr
Brown to the Council :
Subject: Community action in favour of consumers
The Commission is now preparing its Second Action
Programme for consumers, but most of the First
Consumer Programme for the Community has still not
been completed.
l. Vhat proiects contained in the First Consumer
Programme have not yet been implemented ?
2. Is it true that this is attributable to indecisiveness on
the part of the Council; il not, how does it justify the
delays ?
3. Does the Council not consider it urgently necessary to
convene a 'Consumer Council' in order to expedite
this work and give fresh impetus to Community
action for the benefit of consumers ?
I call Mrs Krouwel-Vlam.
Mns Krouwel-Vlam. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the back-
ground to this oral question to the Council is the
great disappointment regarding what has actually been
done under the Community's consumer programme.
'We can no longer really claim that it has only just got
under way since it has been going for five years now.
Given that the European Commission set up an envi-
ronment and consumer protection service with a divi-
sion specifically devoted to consumer protection and
information as early as 1973, that a first Community
Programme in this field was adopted by the Council
on 14 April 1975, furthermore that a major interna-
tional symposium on statutory and other means of
protecting the consumer was held in December t975
- 
and under the auspices of the European Commis-
sion to boot 
- 
that the European Parliament has
adopted an own-initiative report on this matter with a
number of far-reaching suggestions and that, in addi-
tion, a Consumers' Consultative Committee in which
the consumers' organizations are represented has been
in existence since Septembet 1973,1 feel I am entitled
to ask *hy, apart from the proposal regarding
misleading advertising, product liabiliry and consumer
credit on which Parliament v/as consulted recently, so
little has been done to put the essential elements of
the first Consumer Programme into practice.
Clearly, very little has as yet been done, or at least
emerged in the form of specific directives, regarding
cosmetics, tools and consumer durables, safe toys,
tobacco, medicines and dietary products as regards the
health and safery of the consumers. Nor has very
much been done regarding protection against unfair
trade practices in connection with hire purchase, mail
ordering, special offers, insurance clauses, a more
appropriate relationship behveen quality and price,
the avoidance of waste, e.g. non-returnable packaging,
the economic interests of the consumer and, finally,
consumer education and information on matters of
counselling, legal aid and damages.
So far, the implementqtion of the action programme
adopted by the Council in 1975 has mainly consisted
in drawing up a series of directives on the harmoniza-
tion of legislation on, foodstuffs and additives ro
animal feedstuffs, the 'classification, packaging and
labelling of dangerous substances, measuring instru-
ments and motor vehicles and their use. Most of these
directives do indeed constitute a step towards the
protection of the health of the consumer or are at
least relevant to consumer interests to a certain extent.
All these facts and figures I have mentioned, together
with the numerous studies carried out by experts
commissioned by the European Commission, tend to
make us wonder about the present state of affairs. Is it
not vital, in view of the direct elections, that the
producers and the governments should do something
at Community level about the increasing requests
from the consumer, who will be entitled to vote in
these elections, that we should finally get round to
conducting a serious consumer policy ? The first
consumer programme was full of fine ideas, but this
in itself leads one to wonder whether or not appear-
ances are concealing the reality ? Have any measures
which the consumer really needs already been intro-
duced ? What means are at the disposal of the indi-
vidual consumer to defend his interests vis-i-vis the
producer who is in a dominant position ? Is the
consumer adequately protected against dishonest
advertising Is he adequately informed ? These basic
questions merely stress the fact that what has been
done so far as regards genuine consumer portection,
as proposed in the action programme, is far from satis-
factory.
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There is a real need for serious studies into the
proposed measures, which are difficult to define and
need to be put into statutory form. This should also
be done fairly quickly and not be used as an excuse to
postpone matters. For example, there are already, I
believe, plenry of statistics regarding accidents in the
home and we have been waiting for a long time
already for a proposal for safer toys and a proposal
aimed at reducing smoking, as announced by represen-
tatives of the European Commission. !7hy are we not
continuing to work on the implementation of the first
programme rather than drawing up a second action
programme which will tend to be a continuation or
intensification of the first one anyway. This course of
action strikes me more as a way of holding uP the
consumer policy and I must assume the Council to be
in agreement with this, unless it tells me to the
contrary.
The consumers in Europe are nor asleep 
- 
unlike the
European Commission and the Council if we are to
fudge by the slow progress being made on consumer
policy.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR LUCKER
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bernard-Reymond.
Mr Bernard-Reymond, President-in-Office of the
Council. 
- 
(F) Mr President, Mrs Krouwel-Vlam,
implementation of the first programme for consumer
information and protection is proving to be a leng-
thier and more laborious process than was anticipated
when the programme was adopted.
Several of the projects covered by the Programme
have not yet been carried out, although the original
aim was to complete the programme within four years
of its adoption. The reasons for the delay in imple-
menting the consumer programme relate to matters
both of substance and of procedure.
As regards procedure, more than a year and a half
elapsed between adoption by the Council of the pre-
liminary programme for consumer protection and
information and the forwarding by the Commission of
the first proposal for a Directive directly related to
that programme ; the Council would, moreover, point
out that of the seven proposals which it has so far sent
to the European Parliament, Opinions are still
outstanding in four cases including one, on product
liabiliry, going back to September 1975.
As regards substance, the difficulties which have
arisen during examination of the proposals have often
been caused by differences in the Member States' legal
system ; this is the case for example with the rules on
doorstep contracts, which come within the field of
contract law. There may also be practical problems
which delay the adoption of Directives. An example
of this is the display of the price of foodstuffs per unit
of measurement, a requirement which may give rise to
difficulties for small traditional businesses in some
Member States.
In spite of these difficulties, the Council is actively
pursuing examination of the proposals forwarded to it
by the Commission, a list of which I can make avail-
able to Members of Parliament. Furthermore the
Council is generally ensuring that consumers' inter-
ests are taken into account in a number of specific
measures which have nothing to do with the
consumer protection and information programme as
such but which are nevertheless of importance to
consumers.
I should not like to conclude without mentioning that
in December 1978 the Council adopted an important
Directive on the labelling, presentation and adver-
tising of foodstuffs, matters which are of great interest
to consumers. fu a result of this Directive consumers
in the Community will in future all get the same infor-
mation concerning the name under which the
product is sold, the identity of the manufacturer, the
list of ingredients (including additives), the net quan-
tity and the date of minimum durability.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schyns to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Schyns. 
- 
(D) Mr President, Mrs Krouwel-Vlam,
the Chairman of the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection, has outlined
the problem of consumer protection so well that I
need not add much more and will just make a few
remarks in reply to the speech by the President-in-Of-
fice.
As far back as 1975 our Parliament approved the first
programme for consumer protection and information.
Let me emphasize that. In September 1977 we had a
debate here on the scope and results of that
programme, and we concluded that individual results
were mainly negative. Now, in April 1979, we are
forced to reach the same conclusion again, notwith-
standing the fact that the President-in-Office informs
us that the Council is issuing directives to the
Member States. Here I must regretfully say that these
directives are hardly being followed at all by the
Member States. This is particularly true in the case of
the preservatives and colourings which are commonly
added to foodstuffs. These directives are being
followed only very patchily or not at all. This is true
also of advertising, etc. for the wide range of products
of all kinds offered to the consumer within the EEC.
It might also be pointed out as the President-in-Office
said, that the actual quality of the products should be
stated on the label : there still remains a lot to be
done in this area, and I think that we should again
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take up the idea of having a European quality sign, so
that goods could be labelled to inform the consumer
that he really is buying high-qualiry goods.
I believe that such measures are absolutely necessaryin a free market economy, because in the final
analysis the point is that the consumer, the purchaser,
i.e. the ordinary citizen in Europe should be offered a
top-rate product. S7e must finally take the step away
frgm a Europe of traciers and economists to a Europe
of the citizens, and in this respect one of the fiist
problems to be tackled is that of consumer protection.
In any event I can say, on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group that we will be following this
problem with great interest in future, and that we will
make a point, in cooperation with the Commission, of
constantly reminding the Council of its responsibili-
ties ; we hope that the individual Member States will
then also, Mr Bernard-Reymond, adhere to the Coun-
cil's directives, and that in this way consumer protec-
tion will no longer be an empty word, bur will be
applied effectively in Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Baas to speak on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Baas. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, you are no doubt
aware that, following the 1975 conference in Montpel-
lier on legal and para-legal aid to the consumer, an
own-initiative report was drawn up in l97Z by Mr
Br6g6gdre You will no doubt also be aware that ii was
only then that the Economic and Social Committee
resumed work on this matter, on the basis of the
Hilkens report with a view to drawing up its second
action consumer programme. But is this any reason
for the Commissioner not to show his faci in the
Committee on the Environment and Consumer
Protection for a year and to fail to keep his promise to
come to Rome at the beginning of this month in
order to outline the second programme ? My reason
for making these remarks is that, I find it strange that
the Socialists should be putting these questions to the
Council.
Of the seven existing proposals, four have been
discussed in the European Parliament so far. There is
no need for me to defend the Council here, but I
think I must, as a Member of Parliament, say some-
thing when Parliament suddenly appears to have been
infected by a certain fear of the consumers. The ques-
tions which Members are asking regarding this
programme should be put to Mr Burke, not to the
Council. As I see it, the Council is in no way failing
in its duties. This is not always the case, but if foi
once it is, this fact is also worthy of mention. It is
clearly the European Commission which is failing inis duties. It should have come up with proposals at
this time. I do not agree with the questioner when she
says that we should forget about the second
programme until the first has been completed. As I
see it, this was to have been an ongoing debate and
that we would in fact be working sometimes on the
first programme, and sometimes on the second but
always in the interests of the consumer. The president
of the Council is entirely right in saying that we must
strike a reasonable balance between the interests of
the consumer and those of the producer. In my view,
the consumer has a right to reasonable value for
money, while the producer has a right to make a
profit. !fle must realize that it is not only a marter of
consumer interests, but of the producer interests too.
Finally, Mr President, my group regards the second
programme as following on logically from the first.
Fortunately, it goes deeper, bur I should like to ask
the Commissioner, in particular, to shoulder his
responsibility somcwhat more convincingly and not to
stay away from the meetings of the relevant
Committee for a whole year, since the Commissioner
responsible and the Commission as a whole is
expecting this Committee to do something in the
near future. The European Parliament also recognizes
its responsibility to produce the necessary reports for
discussion in the Council.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bethell.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
Mr President, I would first of all
like to say how much I welcome the fact that the
directive on food labelling was acceptecl by the
Council of Ministers in December. It is a pleasant
change at last to see a proposed directive on consumer
affairs becoming the law of the Community. I only
wish we could say the same about the long list of
directives which have been passed to the Council in
the past four years that I have been a member of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection and one of its vice-chairmen,
because there is, as a previous speaker has mentioned,
a very firm impression in the minds of some of us
that the consumer is not given the right priority in
discussions with the Council and the Commission
and is treated somewhat as a poor relation in dealings
with the Parliament and other Community institu-
tions. The parliamentary committee on consumer
affairs should be strengthened, because every citizen
of the Communiry is a consumer: they are all going
to have to vote in the next few days and it is crucial
that consumers, as voters, should feel they are prop-
erly represented before the Community institutions
which decide the prices that they pay. It surely must
be the duty in future of our Parliament and those who
serve on the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection to represent the
people of the Community who will have voted for
them at the beginning of June.
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As for the consumer programme which we have been
discussing, I am afraid it is not a particularly happy
story. Like Mr Baas, I was also disappointed that Mr
Burke was unable to come to Rome a few days ago
and outline to us the next consumer programme. I
had myself specially gone to Rome to hear this
programme and it was only a few hours before the
meeting that I heard Mr Burke was not able to be
among us. I found that deeply disappointing.
Not only that, Mr President, I have found that the
Commission has sometimes come up with unrealistic
proposals which have taken up the time of this Parlia-
ment and, of course, of workers on Coreper and
Council working-parties. The power of initiation
which the Commission has in this respect is
extremely valuable and one which, of course, lies at
the very root of the workings of our Community ; but
it does seem on occasion that proposals are put
forward without full consultation or investigation of
the political ramifications which will be entailed- I am
thinking in particular of such proposals as the one on
the hallmarking of silver, which was before our
committee for several years before finally, I believe,
being abandoned. It would not have required very
much research to show that this proposal really was
not on : it cut too closely across the laws of Member
States, which are very different in this respect. It was
not possible to work out any coherent harmonization
plan for the hallmarking of silver. It would not, I
think, have been too difficult to establish this at the
beginning. A lot of work could have been saved.
Other proposals have brought the Community into
ridicule. I remember speaking eloquently three years
ago about the most famous consumer directive that I
recall : the proposed directive on the harmonization of
mayonnaise. I was even interviewed on French televi-
sion about this, it was considered so amusing. These
proposals are very marginal and should, I believe not
have been conceived in the first place.
I see an important r6le for consumer affairs, particu-
larly in the next Parliament. The committee
concerned should, I believe, become a watchdog on
prices in the Community : it should have the Power to
hold hearings on prices, and indeed it should have
equal representation with the Committee on Agricul-
ture when it comes to the fixing of farm-prices. If the
Committee on Agriculture makes its views known,
taking very much into account, of course, the views of
producers in the Community, so, I submit, should the
Committee, on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection be responsible for putting
forward the views of consumers.
I make these rematks by way of concluding my four
years on this committee, having seen what it has done
and what it has not done, and in order to outline
some of my worries, about the past and some of my
hopes for its future in the next Parliament, which, I
hope, will be more favourable to the 250 million
consumers in the Community than has been the case
in the past.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi to speak on
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(I) W President, I wish to
announce our Group's support for Mrs Krouwel-
Vlam's oral question. !7e, too, urge the Council to
approve this Second Programme, in order to give fresh
impetus to Communiry action for the benefit of
consumers.
Inflation has significantly reduced purchasing Power,
particularly that of the working class, and we must
therefore revise our concept of consumption in
modern society, particularly as ordinary people have
themselves become aware that it is no longer possible
to consume as much or in the same way as in the
past. Thus consumption must be well regulated and
safeguarded not through protectionist measures but
through precise regulations laid down by the Commu-
nity.
As the same time the problem of consumption in
general makes necessary a social and cultural renewal.
Two years ago there were significant indicators in Mr
Br6g6gire's report of the need for this social and
cultural renewal. For example, the question was raised
of the waste involved in packagirg 
- 
a problem
which is also linked to protection of the environment
- 
and the same report, which I regard as a milestone
in the Community's consumer policy, examined other
factors which work against the consumer's interests.
One such factor is advertising, which we shall be
discussing at the next part-session. Let us not forget
that the economic power of advertising is such that it
can even directly affect the freedom of the press for,
as we know newspapers cannot survive without adver-
tising revenue.
And this advertising is literally at the expense of the
consumer.
It is therefore a question of renewing consumer
policy, including the cultural dimension, but that
policy can in no way be considered in isolation. One
cannot discuss consumer policy without also
mentioning, for example, agricultural policy, price
support, or cyclical stocks 
- 
all of which we regard as
forms of waste 
- 
and it is therefore useless to talk of
consumer policy if we continue with the present
Community agricultural policy. At the same time
consumer policy is linked with the policy of industrial
restructuring with opposing protectionism. European
consumers must be able to obtain at reasonable prices
products from the countries of the Third N7orld,
because our industrialized countries have to manufac-
ture high-technology products involving considerable
know-how.
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The Council has spoken of the lengthy and laborious
nature of consumer policy. I am not surprised that it
is lenghy and laborious, because I understand the
difficulty of reconciling consumer policy with
contradictory policies which all work against the
consumer's interests and lead to waste.
On behalf of my Group I therefore support this oral
question, which challenges so many principles of capi-
talism, such as that of maximum profit, which of
course creates great difficulties for all European
consumers, whatever their political views.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, Member of tbe Comntission. 
- 
Mr presi-
dent, it gives me great pleasure on this occasion to be
able to participate in the debate and to put on the
record of the House the achievements of the last few
years in regard to consumer protection. I will take
them under the five usual headings.
First, the protection of consumer health and safety.
The Council has adopted some 35 directives and is
discussing several other proposals, both under the
programme to remove technical barriers and under
the preliminary consumer protection and information
programme. These directives concern foodstuffs,
cosmetics and safety in the use of products. In regard
to foodstuffs, since 1976 the Council has adopted
several directives, including a directive on the
labelling of foodstuffs, and directives on the composi-
tion of foodstuffs and materials which come into
contact with them. ln 1976, the Council adopted a
directive on the composition, labelling and packaging
of cosmetics, listing 361 prohibited substances, and
providing for the gradual establishment of positive
lists. A directive on the marketing and use of certain
dangerous substances was adopted in 1976, and several
proposals are being prepared on household products
and on toys. lfe have also sent to the Council a prop-
osal to set up an information system for accidents in
the home.
In regard to this work we have, of course, kept in
close touch with the specialized committees which
have been set up, including the Scientific Committee
on Foodstuffs, the Scientific Committee on Feeding-
stuffs, the Advisory Committee on Foodstuffs, the
Scientific Committee on Cosmetics and the Scientific
Committee on Pesticides.
In the second general area, the protection of the
consumer's legal and economic interests, proposals for
several directives have been sent fomrard which could
have an appreciable effect on the protection of
consumer interests. They are at present being
discussed by the Council and concern the following
subjecs : sales negotiations away from business prem-
ises, home study courses, misleading or unfair adver-
tising and product liabiliry . The lauer rwo will be the
subiect of parliamentary debate either at this or the
next Part session.
In the area of redress, the Commission organized a
symposium towards the end of. 1975, which examined
the possibilities open to consumers for seeking legal
remedies, and the means for making it easier for them
to bring cases before a court of law. The Commission
has continued its study of the various national
systems, and it grants financial support to a number of
practical experiments in Member States.
In the fourth area of consumer protection
consumer education and information 
- 
the Commis-
sion has launched a wide range of measures. I will
deal first with consumer information on the charac-
teristics of products. A proposal for a directive, already
mentioned, on the labelling and presentation of food-
stuffs and a proposal for a directive on the consump-
tion of energy have been sent to the Council and
several texts, concerning in particular textiles and
dangerous products, are now in preparation. Secondly,
in the area of consumer information on the formation
of prices, a directive on the making and display of
foodstuffs was sent to the Council in May 1977 and
will shortly be adopted by the Council. I would like to
assure the House that various Commission depart-
ments have collaborated in a survey on prices and
commercial margins, which will be used as the basis
for a study of the conditions governing the formation
of prices of certain common consumer goods. Thirdly,
a symposium on consumer information, held by the
Commission in 1977, provided the opportuniry for a
constructive dialogue between trade organizations and
consumer representatives. Fourthly, in the area of
general information, the Commission continued to
supply information about measures taken in the
consumer's interest to Members of Parliament, journal-
ists, radio and television producers, and published
several documents and periodicals, including the
weekly Euroforum. A survey of l0 000 consumers was
conducted in order to obtain a better picture of their
opinions, behaviour and desires. Fifthly, in this area of
education, the Commission is preparing monographs
on Member States and arranged a seminar in London
which was attended by more than 80 teachers, experts
and representatives of consumer organizations. On the
basis of the conclusions of this seminar, the Commis-
sion established a network of pilot schools in collabo-
ration with the authorities of Member States, and set
up a working-group on the training of teachers in
consumer protection.
In the fifth area of general interest to consumers, that
of consumer representation, the Consumers' Consulta-
tive Committee was set up in 1973, and the Commis-
sion provides know-how and material aid for its opera-
tion. Sixty or so meetings of the full committee or its
steering committee, together with around 20 working-
groups, have produced 30 opinions which have been
sent to the Commission. The Commission has also
organized a symposium of national consumer organiza-
tions, organizations, and finally it has given substantial
subsidies to European consumer organizations which
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have been used to prepare studies and reports. I7e
have collaborated as well as we can with the European
Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee,
and we have held debates on various subiects at
various times. Furthermore, the large number of
written and oral questions asked by Members of Parlia-
ment over the last few years bears witness to Parlia-
ments' support of the Commission's activity in this
area. Finally, in this general survey, may I point out
that the Commission has closely cooperated with the
Council of Europe and with OECD. It has also had
occasion to establish useful contacts with the authori-
ties of the United States and of Sweden.
Now, as to the criticism made during the debate of
my own activiry, I have to say that I did not give an
unqualified promise to be in Rome at the April
meeting; I did express my wish to attend the
committee, but I made it clear in my letter that
circumstances might arise which would prevent my
visit and in the event, regrettably, this did happen. My
reason for not being in Rome was that essential
Community business in another field required me to
be in !flashington. The Council of Transport Minis-
ters had instructed me to consult with the united
States and Japanese goyernments on the Community
proposal to accede to the UNCTAD Code of Conduct
for Liner Conferences. Now as Members will know,
this is an affair of great importance ; one, moreover,
where urgent deadlines have to be observed. I refer, of
course, to Manila. I believe it essential that the
Community position be adopted in time for the Fifth
UNCTAD Conference in Manila next month. It was
necessary for me, therefore, to take the first available
dates for my meetings with the United States adminis-
tration. Very unfortunately indeed, those dates, which
were the only feasible ones for our American friends,
clashed with the meeting of the Committee on
Consumer Protection in Rome. I express my genuine
regret that I had to disappoint the committee and
that, at rather short notice, it was impossible for me to
attend. But I do think it somewhat unreasonable that
Parliamentarians should claim that I gave an unquali-
fied commitment to be there; this is simply not true,
and I hope they will accept that the consultations
with the United States authorities on the Code of
Conduct was an enSagement which had to take prece-
dence over all other commitments at that time. I
would point out that we arranged for a very comPe-
tent official to take my place before the committee. It
would be pleasant if the Commission could solve the
problem of bi-location, but short of such a solution I
do not see what could have been done in the circum-
stances to satisfy the very interesting and legitimate
requirements of the committee.
I look forward very much indeed to cooperation in
this field in the near future with the new Parliament,
and I want to express my deep gratitude to all those
members of the existing committee who have made
the activities of the last few years a relatively great
success, consrdering first of all the difficulties of our
Member States, and also the difficulties of the
Commission services, where only nine A-grade offi-
cials are working in the particular area. Overall I think
that the results are positive and I would like to thank
Parliament for the positive support given over the last
few years.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Burke, for the detailed
reply on behalf of the Commission. On behalf of the
House, let me say that the reasons you have given for
not attending the committee meeting in Rome appear
to represent a satisfactory excuse.
However, I take it, in this connection, that after the
exchange of views within the Council of Transport
Ministers, it was the Commission's decision that you
should conduct the negotiations in l7ashington.
I call Mr Bernard-Reymond.
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I will
reply very briefly, firstly because modesty is called for
in moments of triumph: when the Members of this
House 
- 
and particularly Mr Baas 
- 
for once defend
and praise the action of the Council, I believe that
such rare moments should be relished in silence.
Secondly, because the Commissioner has replied very
appositely and in great detail both on consumer
problems and on his own timetable, and finally,
because I do not intend at this stage to start a discus-
sion 
- 
or even an argument 
- 
with Mrs Squarcia-
lupi, who has evidently read Herbert Marcuse on the
problems of consumption and advertising in the capi-
talist system. I will therefore simply allay her fears by
telling her that an initial examination of the 'adver-
tising' directive took place yesterday within the Coun-
cil's working party.
Those, Mr President, are the few remarks I wished to
make on this problem.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
8. Actions in tbe iron and steel sector
and otber industries
President. 
- 
The next iterrr is the joint debate on :
- 
the report (Doc. 637178), drawn up by Mr Spinelli
on behalf of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation on Community aid for industrial restructuring
and conversion operations ;
- 
the oral questions with debate, tabled by Mr
Klepsch on behalf of the Christian-Democratic
Group (EPP), to the Commission (Doc. 62179) and
the Council (Doc. 631791:
Subiect : Restructuring in industry
The maior problem posed by the restructuring of crisis
sectors in industry is undoubtedly the difficulty of
creating substitute employment in the regions affected by
the modernization of certain undertakings.
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In June 1978 the Commission presented a memorandum
to the European Council entitled ,Report on Some Struc_
tural Aspects of Growth', which discusses Communiry
action to make use of opportunities for development so
far unexploited in the Community.
Can the Commission and the Council inform the Euro-
pean Parliament what action they have taken to put the
ideas contained in this document into practice ?
- 
the oral question with debate (Doc. 64179), tabled
by Mr Pintat on behalf of the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group, to the Commission :
Subject : Actions undertaken by the Commission in the
iron and steel sector in the last two years and future pros-
pects
!7ith direct elections in the offing, could the Commis-
sion provide an overall balance sheet of its activities in
the European iron and steel sector from the point ol view
of
- 
the market for iron and steel products
- 
respect for internal prices and production
Progfammes
- 
respect for bilateral agreements with third countries
- 
restructuring
- 
Commission's general targets for 1985
- 
reconversion of redundant workers,
quoting the specific achievements in each case ?
In view of the unsatisfactory nature of some results, parti-
cularly in the restructuring and reconversion fields,'what
action does the Commission intend to take in the
months and years to come ?
I call Mr Spinelli.
Mr Spinelli, ra.pporteur. 
- 
(I) W President, Article
375 of the budget for the financial years l97g and
1979 provides for an appropriation 
- 
not enormous,
but still appreciable 
- 
empowering the Commission
to grant structural aid in certain sectors, and thus
enabling it to carry out an industrial aid policy.
Now, it is an established rule of this Parliament 
-repeatedly expressed in Committee and in plenary
session 
- 
that authorization by Parliament is enough,
so that strictly speaking the proposed regulation is
unnecessary. However, it seemed useful to our
committee to base it in this case on Article 375 of the
budget, so that the granting of such aids might have a
stable legal basis. In this connection there is disagree-
ment between the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, of which I am the rapporteur, and
the Committee on Budgets, which in giving its
opinion to our Committee stressed the point which I
have just explained, and concluded by rejecting the
draft regulation precisely on the grounds' that it is
unnecessary.
As a concession to the views of the Committee on
Budgets, while maintaining the position 
- 
which we
are not authorized to change 
- 
of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, the comrr_ittee
chairman, Mr Pisani, and I have proposed an amend-
ment which reaffirms Parliament's established rule,
while admitting that in this case a regulation would be
useful if not absolutely necessary. On the merits of the
regulation itself, the starting point is essentially the
observation 
- 
which I would call almost common-
place 
- 
that current changes in the international divi-
sion of labour, resulting from various causes 
- 
among
others, the changes in price of some essential ra;
materials and changes in demand structure
throughout the world 
- 
have aggravated the situation
and even caused production surpluses in some sectors.To recover their competitiveness, these industries
must therefore be restructured ; in many cases this
restructuring can involve a reduction of manpower
and in some cases also a drop in production. For this
reason conversion measures are also necessary, so as to
give workers the opportunity of finding employment
in other undertakings. Restructuring and conversion
measures, although they are fairly easy at times of
economic growth when there is greater mobility of
labour and it is easier to find capital, are rather diffi-
cult at times of stagnation or recession, under the terr-
ible threat of unemployment and when it is more diffi-
cult to find investment capital precisely when it is
required for financing restructuring measures. That is
why all the member countries, to a greater or lesser,
more or less legitimate, but still significant extent,
follow a policy of state aids to promote and facilitate
the necessary restructuring and conversion measures.
Obviously a policy of this kind is not in itself suffi-
cien-t. Such a policy is meaningful only if accompa-
nied by a general policy of reviving the economy and
stimulating new growth. This must be the finai aim
- 
although it is not the specific theme of this report
-,since otherwise very little would be achieved 6y apolicy of mere restructuring.
In view of the existing level of interdependence
among the Member States, the degree of harmoniza-
tion in their policies, including their policy towards
the rest of the world, the commitment o] the Commu-
nity to further integration of economic policies, and
finally the need for these structural measures, an addi-
tional Community policy is necessary to prevent these
measures from having an ultimately disintegrative
effect on the economic system, with disastrous
consequences for each Member State.
The Community, for its part, must continue to
improve the Common Market, remove technical
barriers, make public works contracts completely open
and implement all the measures envisaged by the
Treaty of Rome which have not yet been completely
realized. But financial aid is also necessary to facilitate
the convergence of the various policiei on certain
conversion and restructuring measures. To this end, it
is useful 
- 
though not, I repeat, necessary 
- 
that the
Community should have a permanent legal basis for
these aids. The formula suggested by the -ommission
in its proposal is a budget item enabling it to grant
interest rebates and investment premiums. This
method seems suitable precisely because it mobilizes a
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certain amount of capital by the incentive which these
rebates and investment premiums provide.
The Commission was right to vary the rates of the
rebates. However, it seems to us that the rates it has
fixed 
- 
normally 3 o/o, and 5 % for aids to especially
disadvantaged regions or to small and medium-sized
undertakings, is not the best formula, because it has
the paradoxical effect that in the countries and situa-
tions and at the times when it is possible to obtain
capital at low interest rates, a rebate of 3 o/o or 5 % is
given, which in practice reduces to almost nothing or
very little the rate of interest payable, whereas when
there is a shortage of capital and interest rates are
therefore high, the 3 o/o rebate makes virtually no
difference.
We therefore think the regulation should be amended
so as to provide equitable conditions for industries
which have to pay higher interest rates because their
situation makes it more difficult for them to find
capital. Otherwise we would be giving aids precisely to
those whose need is less rather than those whose need
is greater. The Commission, in its draft regulation,
envisages that the sectors to benefit from aids should
be chosen by the Council on a proPosal from the
Commission. !7e ask that the opinion of Parliament
and of the Economic and Social Committee should
also be sought.
Finally, the Commission proposes that an Advisory
Committee be set up. !7e must acknowledge that this
time the Commission has taken a small step in the
direction demanded by Parliament since it proposes
to consult the Advisory Committee on requests for
rebates. If the Advisory Committee does not agree, the
Commission is obliged to reconsider its decision. The
practical role of an Advisory Committee is precisely
this 
- 
to ring a warning bell, and advise further
consideration.
On this aspect the Commission has at long last made
the right proposal which we have long been awaiting'
But when it comes to the measures to implement
these guidelines, the Commission once more proPoses
an Advisory Committee which is such only in name,
since in fact it has a veto. Indeed, the Committee can
not only block the Commission's decision, but can
even take it out of the Commission's hands by trans-
ferring the decision-making power to the Council.
Parliament cannot accept this, and we therefore
propose an amendment along the lines I have indi-
cated.
!fle are pleased that the Commission is obliged to
submit a report every year to the Council and Parlia-
ment. We think this report should not confine itself
to indicating the extent of Community aids, but
should contain a description and assessment of the
size and rype of structural projects carried out by
Member States and the Community, so that in the
light of these figures Parliament can work out the
policy to be followed.
I should like to add that we think it necessary 
- 
and
American and Japanese experience confirms this 
-
to entrust the task of long-term analysis and research
on restructuring problems to a technological fore-
casting unit 
- 
perhaps the European Communities
Institute for Economic Analysis & Research, which
has not yet come into being because of the Council's
dilatoriness. In order to carry out restnrcturing pro-
perly, the Community and especially the Commission
need to have such a research unit at their disposal'
!7e therefore urge the Commission to adopt the two
fundamental amendments which I have put forward,
and with this reservation we approve the Commission
proposal.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schwdrer to speak on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Schwtirer. 
- 
(D) The Christian-Democratic
Group has asked me to give its reasons for tabling
Oral Question Doc. 62179 and to state its position
with regard to the Spinelli Report, Doc. 637178. I
should like to do both at once, because both docu-
ments cover the same ground and in this way we shall
save time.
Mr President, in commenting on our question on the
adoption of the draft regulation, I should like to raise
a few more points concerning the structural policy.
But before doing this, I wish to extend my warmest
thanks to the Commission, and in particular to Mr
Davignon, for their persistent efforts in sectors in
which structural crises have occurred, namely textiles,
steel, the chemical industry, shipbuilding and foot-
wear. Mr Davignon has shown remarkable vigour in
tackling the pressing problems in these areas, and his
imaginative approach is particularly $/orthy of recogni-
tion since he has tried to find an appropriate solution
to each problem. He has not followed a rigid plan in
doing this, but has sought a suitable solution for each
set of difficulties, Parliament therefore has every
reason to thank the Commission, and in particular Mr
Davignon, for their good work.
I should also like to express my thanks for the draft
regulation submitted today. The Committee on
Budges has voiced certain misgivings, but for my part
I am pleased that the draft regulation is now before
this House. These matters must be open to public
scrutiny. Parliament must play an active part in these
affairs, and it is clearly worthwhile for us to discuss
them here and reach a decision on them. The general
improvement in the economic climate has undoubt-
edly played a decisive part in restoring full employ-
ment in the textile industry, in creating a more
balanced relationship between orders and production
in the steel industry, in improving the results achieved
by the steel industry, and in radically improving
offtake and employment in other problem sectors. I
repeat, but for the determination and vigour of the
Commission, this rapid improvement would clearly
have been impossible.
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However, Mr Davignon, I should like to raise a
number of matters arising from my Group's question.
These do not necessarily have to be answered today 
-you can in fact give the answers later in writing.
First of all, textiles. The Community has concluded
voluntary restraint agreements to counter distortions
in competition from low-price countries. This was a
wise move, as these are now having a positive effect,
particularly on employment. But we should not allow
internal distortions in competition to arise within the
Community, least of all as a result of restructuring. I
believe that all undertakings should be able to benefit
equally from restructuring measures. The textile
industry consists predominantly of small and medium-
sized undertakings, and funds should in no event be
made available to large corporations or organizations
involved solely in buying or selling textiles. Help and
encouragement should be given to carry out restruc-
turing for all small and medium-sized textile firms,
spread evenly over the entire Community. It makes
no difference whether restructuring is carried out in
Britain, France, Germany or ltaly. The same financial
and economic problems apply everywhere. I would
therefore ask Mr Davignon to see to it that no further
distortions in competition arise here, and in particular
to ensure that such distortions are not the result of
funds being made available to big business or to state
undertakings. In addition I would ask the Commis-
sion to be perfectly frank in presenting its measures to
the House ; in other words, it should state publicly
who is to receive aid.
To turn to the steel industry, I am pleased that the
situation in this sector is improving, but certain ques-
tions remain unanswered. Firstly, will the voluntary
restraint measures be extended with respect to quanti-
ties or abolished if prices continue to rise ? I would
remind Mr Davignon of the promise to this effect
which he made to this House in October last year.
Secondly, how transparent are subsidies in this sector ?
Mr Davignon knows how difficult it is to extend this
agreement to stabilize prices in the steel industry. !7e
were told that by I April an agreement would have
been reached on how transparency was to be achieved,
in particular for the nationalized steel industries.
I7hat progress has been reached ?
I do not believe that transparency was achieved by I
April. Thirdly, what is the position with regard to inef-
ficient undertakings ? !(ill we continue to maintain
them, although they have no long-term future because
things have improved and the order books are full
again? I believe this would be very short-sighted, for a
further slump would ensue and we would have to
draw on public funds to get them back on their feet.
Restructuring is made easier by a favourable economic
climate 
- 
a point which the rapporteur made very
clear in his report. Although I think we should do our
utmost to avoid social hardship, we should not insist
on applying the kind of exceptional financial arrange-
ments which appear to have been drawn up for the
coal and steel sector if other means of improving
employment can be found. Assistance spread over two
years is all very well if a worker cannot find another
job. But I believe it is always preferable to reintegrate
people into the work process as work provides not
only financial rewards but also the personal satisfac-
tion 
- 
indeed the sense of achievement 
- 
which the
individual needs. This is a problem which cannot be
overcome merely by providing generous unemploy-
ment benefits.
Fourthly, how long will the favourable economic
climate in the steel industry last ? rU7ill the present
situation be maintained once public programmes,
which now play an important part in maintaining this
climate, are discontinued ? We should make every
effort to achieve lasting economic benefits on the
basis of a sensible structural policy, in particular in
investment, a sector on which the steel industry
depends.
To turn to the structural policy as a whole, we Chris-
tian-Democrats believe that the structural policy
cannot be viewed in isolation, as it must be founded
upon sound economic, social and financial policies. In
brief, we believe that a prerequisite for a sound struc-
tural policy is the maintenance of the free market
economy.
This has produced the finest results since the war. Our
difficulties only began when the free market economy
became over burdened and disorientated and was over-
taken by inflation and consequently by unemploy-
ment, which then threatened all the other institutions
in this system, as well as pensions and the social secu-
rity system. This resulted in enormous national debts,
which became necessary to avoid further and bigger
recessions.
rUfle believe, therefore, that the structural policy is
complementary to and a component of the free
market economy. \U7e feel that the soundest industrial
structures are many-sided. Ve need large undertak-
ings, but we also need 
- 
and this need is extremely
pressing 
- 
small and medium-sized ones. All those
who are willing and able to become independent
should be given the opportunity to gain their indepen-
dence. Ve should, wherever possible, provide state
aids for those who wish to become self-employed, and
thereby create as many opportunities for the self-em-
ployed as possible. Of course, these firms should also
be helped in the early stages. They should be given
assistance in purchasing, development research and all
the very costly activities which large industries can
much more easily afford than small and medium-
sized undertakings.
I repeat, every competent worker who feels willing
and able to secure his independence should be given
the opportunity to pursue his goal. The Commission
says that restructuring will be achieved more easily
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when our growth rates improve. \7e agree wholeheart-
edly. In our view, we can best improve our growth
rates by creating greater opportunities for private
investment. Here again, small and medium-sized
undertakings should be given greater opportunities to
modernize their equipment. This can doubtless be
achieved by means of interest rebates, which we shall
be discussing today. This is one possibility, though
not the only one. I think it would be better to reduce
the financial burdens of small and medium-sized
undertakings, in particular their taxes and other dues.
Because of this overburdening, the incentive to
become self-employed has been greatly weakened.
The most effective solution to this problem would
therefore be to cut taxes. I believe that company funds
which are retained for modernization or for improving
competitiveness should be subject to favourable rates
of tax.
Particular reference has been made to the subject of
depreciation. Unfortunately, the Member States'
national legislations differ widely on this question. I
feel that we should 
- 
and I am including the
Commission in this 
- 
take measures to improve the
general situation in this field. Those who persist in
saying that the state should provide handouts should
be told that improved depreciation does not imply a
loss of funds to the national government but at worst
a loss in interest, and therefore not an irretrievable
loss in taxes. In most countries depreciation opportuni-
ties cease once depreciation reaches 100 %.
However, in certain countries, for example Great
Britain, depreciation may go beyond 100 %. I must
say I approve of this, because rapid technological
progress now makes it necessary to exceed the 100 %
margin, but that is a subject which we shall have to
discuss in detail some other time.
Mr Davignon may perhaps be thinking that all this is
of no concern to us.
I am well aware that we are unable to table tax propo-
sals at Community level. That is a matter fbr the
national governments, but if you intend to devise a
structural policy for Europe, you should at least offer
suggestions which can be taken up in the national
parliaments or governmens. You should give us some
ideas to work on. You should coordinate our activities
and above all ensure 
- 
as advocated in the draft regu-
lation 
- 
that Member States do not adopt conflicting
or even irreconcilable measures, as this is not the
purpose of a structural policy. Paragraph 8 of Mr
Spinelli's report calls for the coordination of the
external economic policy. You are responsible in Brus-
sels for putting out fires but srith the present instru-
ment you are creating a means of influencing struc-
tures over the long term. We welcome the opportuni-
ties now open to you, because a sound structural
policy encourages and supports private initiative, and
because it is an economic policy which gives equal
opportunities to all undertakings, whether large or
small. This is a condition of our support. Two years
ago, Mr Davignon, this House adopted the Noten-
boom report on small and medium-sized undertak-
ings. Many fine speeches were made at that time, but
nothing much has come of it, although I must
concede that you have taken this problem into
account in the draft regulation before us. Article 3 stip-
ulates that a higher rate of interest rebates is possible
for small and medium-sized enterprises, a fact which I
find gratifying. It is a start, but it is still not enough.
rVe devote more attention to Mr Notenboom's report
and be gu:ded to a greater extent by its findings. I
repeat, more small and medium-sized firms mean
greater competitiveness, profitability and flexibility,
and I am sure I shall not offend you when I say that
the hard work and ideas of the millions employed in
small and medium-sized firms will do more for
growth than all the great plans drawn up in the offices
of a few large undertakings.
Improved growth among small and medium-sized
firms is also the surest remedy for unemployment.
This fact was proved by 
-y own country's success in
solving the problem of the shortage of openings in
training. The trades created a remarkable number of
new openings and thus removed the great difficulties
which had arisen for young people.
Mr Davignon, we cdll upon you to repiy in concrete
terms to our question concerning our unexploited
opportunities for growth. !(e shall approve the draft
regulation on participation in the structural measures.
The Christian-Democratic Group supporrs this
measure and hopes that it will be a valuable contribu-
tion towards improving structures in Europe.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pintat to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Pintat. 
- 
(F) Mr President, Mr Davignon, ladies
and gentlemen, since November 1978, when Mr
Davignon made his statement to the House, we have
regularly discussed the various industrial and social
aspects of the policy which the Commission has been
pursuing in the iron and steel industry for nearly two
years.
This debate might therefore be regarded are super-
fluous since the reports by Mr Ansquer and Mr
Laurain were discussed by this House in January and
February. However, I feel that the oral question which
I have tabled on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group follows on logically from the debates which
preceded it. !(ith under two months to go before
direct elections, we need to make an overall assess-
ment of the Community's measures in the steel
industry, as this will be an important issue in the
weeks to come. In my own country in particular 
- 
as
Mr Davignon is well aware, since his actions have
been questioned by a Member of this House 
- 
a
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violent campaign has been instigated by certain
groups who claim that the Davignon plan is the cause
of all the ills confronting the steel industry. !7e
Liberals say that no effort must be spared to refute the
suggestion that Germany is responsible for the situa-
tion in the French steel industry. Those who are
rekindling this antagonism, claiming that our German
partners are responsible for the closure of the Longwy
or Denain works, are playing with fire.
At the same time, however, we appreciate the legiti-
mate desire of the people of northern France and
Lorraine to fight for the survival of their regions. If
this desire were no more than a cry of despair and
anger, it would offer no real hope for these regions,
which form the historical and geographical heart of
Europe and which the Community should henceforth
regard as its main areas of concern. It has never been
possible to influence the future by clinging to the
past, and the future is founded not on speeches or
verbal assurances but on concrete achievements
Europe must ioin in this process, otherwise it will no
longer be capable of proving that it can achieve posi-
tive solutions to problems which are beyond the scope
and resources of the national authorities. The Commis-
sion's plan to combat the crisis, which was introduced
- 
rather belatedly, we feel 
- 
in December 1977, is
one such positive solution. It has been undeniably
successful in certain fields, for the decline in prices
and competition in the steel industry has been halted.
Problems do remain, however. Although the system
applied to production is now operating fairly satisfac-
torily, minimum and guide prices have reached a very
disturbing level. Since 1974 selling prices on the Euro-
pean market have increased by nearly 25 o/o in the
case of guide prices and by an average of 15 o/o in the
case of actual prices. In view of the fact that in the
same period average production costs nearly doubled,
it will be realized that European undertakings have
experienced real difficulties. Now that there appears
to have been an revival in the demand for what might
be described as 'raw' products we should lose no time
in fixing guide prices to enable undertakings to
restore their financial positions, especially since the
increase scheduled by the Commission for the end of
1978 has not been applied. The aim of Mr Davignon's
programme is to put a stop to the anarchy which has
developed in the European market in trade both
inside and outside the Community and to return to
more realistic prices. How can we achieve this without
solidarity ? It is impossible.
!7hat does solidarity mean ? It means that the strong
do not ride roughshod over the weak and that we all
try to weather the storm together. As you know, the
regulations on prices have been circumvented by
those offering concealed reductions or passing off first-
grade as second-grade goods. The Commission tries to
ensure that Community discipline is respected, but
how many fines have been paid as a result of legal
proceedings ? \(ere the concrete reinforcement bar
producers at Brescia 
- 
the notorious 'Bresciani' 
-penalized as they deserved to be ? Let us make no
mistake, danger still exists and is looming all about
us; the Bresciani are no longer a threat to the Euro-
pean market because they have found other outlets in
third countries, but Community discipline must not
be relaxed.
Those, Mr Davignon, are the comments which I
wanted to make on what we have agreed to refer to as
the internal aspect of your plan.
As far as the external aspect is concerned, I would just
like to ask you why you abandoned the completely
satisfactory system of basic import prices in April
1978 in favour of bilateral agreements, the non-obser-
vance of which only becomes apparent after several
months. Now that a year has elapsed it is useless to
threaten to penalize the offending parties. Spain, for
example, does not appear to have observed the agree-
ment it concluded with the Community. \(hat was
done when the violations became apparent ?
As regards trade, we should be concerned about the
resurgence of protectionism in the United States,
which is threatening European exports in the short
and medium terms. This has a direct effect on employ-
ment, since in 1978 the US accounted for 24 o/o of
Europe's expenditure in third countries. The
setting-up of a system whereby a rapid anti-dumping
procedure is triggered off when prices fall below a
certain level is gradually building up an insurmoun-
table barrier to our steel exports, as the levels
concerned are now higher than those on the internal
American market.
Fortunately, US demand at present exceeds the supply
capaciry of American producers, otherwise the situa-
tion would have been even worse. But the introduc-
tion of such barriers is not enough for some American
firms: recently, one of them even lodged a complaint
against the Community for dumping. The damage
done appears to be absolutely trifling if we consider
that in 1978 this firm achieved record profits and that
the orders in question represent a tiny fraction of
American consumption. This is a disturbing trend in
that the future of Europe's steel industry depends to a
large extent on the level of its exports, since the pros-
pects of a significant increase in Community
consumption appear bleak.
Mr President, the measures I have just been referring
to will provide the basis which is needed for restruc-
turing. The aim of the plan to combat the crisis is to
create the conditions required for an exhaustive
restructuring policy, which should enable the Euro-
pean steel industry to compete once again with its
main rivals, America and Japan. I repeat, these protec-
tive measures will be futile on their own, for applied
in isolation they cannot relieve the fears and anxieties
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of the thousands of workers in this sector. The
Community can play a key role here; it should begin
by defining our needs, taking economic, political and
social aspects into account. The Commission has
presented to us its general objectives for 198.5. !flhat
facts have emerged ? A sluggish trend in steel
consumption and the anticipated external trade
balance have convinced the Communiry that it is
essential to cut production capaciry in order to make
the necessary adiustments in supply and demand.
I should now like to point out the basic principles on
which, in my Group's view, restructuring and its
implementation should be based.
First, restructuring should embrace the whole of
Europe's steel industry. In other words, production
capacity must be reduced as equitably as possible.
Only then will these measures be accepted. However,
restructuring should not lead to the eclipse of the
Community as a steel producer. A balance has to be
struck between the need for competitiveness and the
production capacity to be maintained to ensure that
the Community does not ultimately become
dependent on third countries. To maintain a suffi-
ciently good trade balance we must increase our
exports of capital goods, and we can achieve this by
selling our steel. !7e should not be afraid of setting
ambitious targets for external trade, as this will enable
us to mobilise Europe's commercial dynamism.
!7ith this in mind, the Commission should see to it
- 
and this is now its major role 
- 
that the essential
requirement of coordinating the national programmes
and the plans for restructuring is met and that these
are drawn up in accordance with the objectives
decided upon. I7e should not stifle the initiative assoc-
iated with national policy-making but should ensure
that our policies are consistent at European level, for
only genuine solidarity between the Member States
can get us out of this unprecedented crisis.
So we see that we must make an all-out effort to
consult with both the Member States' industries and
their governments. I would ask the Commission to
tell us the consultation arrangements for the difficult
task of restructuring our industries. $7e are therefore
committing an act of faith with respect to the future
of the Community's steel industry, a future which is
unattainable without restructuring ; but a set of accom-
panying social measures should be drawrr up to make
restructuring acceptable.
How can the Community forget the social and
regional consequences of restructuring in the steel
industry ? This clearly a maior human problem. As we
know, it is planned to create 100 000 iobs between
now and 1985 to compensate for the losses to the
steel industry. !7e fully approve of this plan, and
point out that Articles 54, 55 and 56 empower the
Commission to take effective measures.
However, we still have to find the necessary financial
resources, and my closing remarks will be concerned
with this key issue. The new measures advocated by
the ECSC Consultative Committee 
- 
changes in the
organization of shifts, early retirement, and cuts in
overtime and in the working week 
- 
have already
been dealt with in the Laurain Report and are now
being examined by the Commission. Clearly, they will
entail very considerable budgetary expenditure and
will place an unusually heavy burden on the ECSC
budget. I would ask the Commission what progress
has been achieved in examining these measures and
whether it has arrived at any figures for this section of
the social aspect of the ECSC budget. Our own figures
are as follows: 120 million units of account in 1979,
and 88 million in 1980, to cover expenditure on
80 000 workers for the two years in question.
But exceptional probems call for exceptional 
- 
solu-
tions ; we must all shoulder our responsibilities : the
Commission, we can be sure, will shoulder its own,
and we shall shoulder ours by urging the Member
States to give the Community the financial resources
to carry out these measures. IUTe believe that extra
resources can be found. To begin with, the Council
could be asked to accept the transfer of the revenue
from the ECSC customs duties to the ECSC budget.
This would not be enough, however. The Communiry
should also be able to draw on other resources, in
particular through the European Investment Bank, the
Regional Fund, the Social Fund, and the Commu-
nity's new financial instrument.
In the report which he has just presented to us, Mr
Spinelli emphasizes the need for the Community to
have adequate resources at its disposal to finance the
national restructuring and conversion programmes.
In conclusion, Mr President, it cannot be said that the
Community is wholly to blame for the crisis in
Europe's steel industry. Here as elsewhere, it has all
too often been used as a scapegoat. Let us be realistic !
How can it be accused of inaction, if, as I suggested a
moment ago, it was not given the means to act ? !7e
are now eagerly awaiting the outcome of the Commis-
sion's proposal on Community intervention in indus-
trial restructuring and conversion. Emphasis should
here be placed on the essential role of small and med-
ium-sized enterprises. Indeed, since the industry's
beginnings, small and medium-sized enterprises have
been its industrial and commercial backbone. In every
crisis we are forced to admit that they are best able to
withstand structural and economic difficulties and are
most imaginative in employment. By supporting
small and medium-sized enterprises we stimulate
growth : this is preferable to a policy of constantly
handing out subsidies. The effectiveness of Europe
and of the Community we are building will be judged
on 10 June in the light of issues such as this which
touch at the very heart of our countries.
(Applause)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Bernard-Reymond.
Mr Bernard-Reymond, President-in-Office of tbe
Council. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the European Council,
when it met in Copenhagen in April 1978, instructed
that a common strategy be evolved to overcome the
unsatisfactory tendency of economic and social deve-
lopments in the Community. On the basis of prepara-
tory work carried out by various bodies, the European
Council, which met in Bremen on 5 and 7 July 1978,
determined the essential features of the common
approach aimed at achieving a considerably higher
rate of economic growth in Europe, thus reducing the
level of unemployment while establishing a greater
measure of monetary stability and expanding interna-
tional trade.
The report on certain structural aspects of growth,
which the Commission submitted to the Council at
the end of June 1978, was used in preparing the Euro-
pean Council's discussions on the common strategy to
be worked out at Community level.
One of the principal merits of this report is that it
provided food for thought for the European Council,
whose general conclusions were essentially the same
as those of the Commission.
!flith regard both to the overall and sectoral aspects,
the fundamental lines of the growth strategy advo-
cated are based on the same principles. In the
medium and longer terms, the Commission document
provides a valuable source of reference and guidance
for the many types of action which, as part of the
common action thus defined, the Community will
continue to take to implement all the Community's
development potential, thereby helping to reduce the
level of unemployment and encourage the adaptation
of European industry to new world market conditions.
The Commission memorandum does not constitute a
proposal in the formal sense of the word, but is
submitted for discussion and guidance : it assesses the
situation and outlines prospects for action by business
undertakings, national authorities and Community
bodies.
The action undertaken by the Council is thus in accor-
dance with the Commission memorandum. By way of
example I shall mention four areas of concern. On the
subiect of the general conditions essential for the deve-
lopment of a growth policy, the need to mainrain a
single market has again been stressed by the Commis-
sion. The Council has accordingly continued to work
on the elimination of barriers to the setting up of a
genuinely and perfectly single market in the fields of
competition, company law, customs, tax and technical
regulations. In the iron and steel sector, where major
projects on restructuring and redeployment have been
initiated, the Council defined, in the conclusions
adopted last December, the general lines along which
such projects should be implemented in the Member
States, taking account of the social and employment
situations.
On economic and monetary affairs, the need to create
conditions of greater monetary stability in order to
foster an upturn of investment and to encourage plan-
ning by companies has been rightly emphasized. The
recent creation of the European Monetary System is a
measure in keeping with this concern. Finally, this
common strategy must be part of an overall strategy to
revive growth in order gradually to absorb unemploy-
ment and create the necessary new jobs to accommo-
date yo'rng people on the labour maket. Youth
employment was a major concern of the Community
in 1978, and in December of that year the Council
adopted legislation granting new aid from the Euro-
pean Social Fund for young people under the age of
25.
The search for ways of influencing employment was
also a central issue at the Tripartite Conference held
in November 1978, This Conference, which agreed on
the common strategy evolved in Bremen and based its
work on the Commission communication, instructed
the Commission to examine certain questions such as
possible ways of encouraging investment, reducing
working hours and providing access for young people
to training and employment. Specific action has thus
been undertaken, in accordance with the approach
evolved by the European Council, in all areas where it
is possible to increase employment, but it must be
borne in mind that the positive effects of action of a
more general scope cannot make themselves felt veri
rapidly.
(Applause)
Mr Pisani, cbairman of tbe Committee on Economic
and lllonetary Affairs. 
- 
(F) Mr President, rhe
Members of this House must be capable of
performing miracles, because they asked to deal in
five minutes with the entire industrial policy of a
Community as vast as ours. But don't worry, I have no
intention of performing a miracle, I just want to make
a few comments on behalf of the Socialist Group.
The initial outlines of an industrial policy appear to
have been taking shape during this morning's debate.
I feel it is important to approach this question in this
way, for we believe that a consistent and embracing
policy is essential. It is essential and is in line with the
decisions of the Council. We in the Socialist Group
hope that the policy will be concerned initially with
the restoration of satisfactory employment, that is full
employment, even if the definition of full employ-
ment, as we have already said, has to be modified.
rUfle feel that this industrial policy should include
certain features which I should now like to outline. As
Mr Davignon pointed out a moment ago, it must be
founded on solidarity among the Community coun-
tries, and that national industrial policies should not
hinder the Community's efforts to achieve a harmon-
ized and mutually complementary policy.
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I would add, however, that a specific economic obiec-
tive should be pursued when applying this industrial
policy. Public intervention, either at Community or
national level, should not stimulate or re-create condi-
tions favourable for isolationism and protectionism :
the purpose of Community intervention, as of
national intervention, should be to re-establish
external competitiveness.
Indeed 
- 
and this is a fallacy of traditional economic
analysis 
- 
all forms of economic intervention do not
pursue the same goal: some are aimed at making
economies introspective, while others aim at making
them permanently open to the outside world. It is
essential for the Community, despite all its crises, to
consider is energy deficits and try to remain an
exporter of energy, and thus retain its competitiveness.
The aim of the industrial policy should therefore be
to maintain the competitire capacity of the European
economy on the world market inspite of the critical
and tense situation.
As I am unable to comment on the industrial policy
analytically, I would like simply to list some of the
features of intervention.
Firstly, intervention should be selective and should
stimulate the economy. I would even go so far as to
say that it should be non-egalitarian. It should be
selective in that not everyone should be effected by it;
help should only be given to those who need it to get
back on their feet. It should stimulate the economy in
the sense that public intervention should mobilize
private capital, otherwise the burden on the public
would soon become too great. And it should be non-
egalitarian: long-term equality implies short-term
inequality. It must be possible to intervene in
different ways, but without upsetting the internal
belance of industrial sectors. Ultimately, we should
continue to analyse what I would call the 'threshold'
theory. Economic intervention and economic growth
do not follow a linear progression. There are times
when the situation is reversed and when there is all
the more reason to intervene because intervention
changes the direction of economic trends.
Secondly, intervention should form part of the
consistent European system. It would be highly
dangerous if, amid the confusion prevailing in a given
country or region, inconsistent intervention had the
effect of renewing a crisis or simply delaying it by
transferring it from one sector to another.'!U7e are very
anxious to emphasize the need for consistency on a
European scale, as we feel this to be one of the most
important features of such a system.
But above all we would like to stress the global nature
of intervention, because it seems that not enough has
been said on this point. Providing technical assistance
for undertakings in difficulty does not mean that all
the ways in which its difficulties affect an entire
region and, on a smaller scale, an entire category of
workers have been taken into account. The social
phenomenon of training or movement from one job
to another should be allowed for in a general assess-
ment of interventions and of restructuring and conver-
sion efforts. There is too great a tendency to consider
conversion as part of the internal affairs of an under-
taking, or even of a department, whereas in fact
conversion implies the reinstatement of a section of
industry, a set of infrastructures and the jobs and
labour of an entire region ; that is why we feel that the
amendments put forward by the Committee on Social
Affairs, Employment and Education are so important.
Restructuring and conversion should always be geared
to the overall problems of a region.
Finally, the Community should be able to forecast
small-scale and large-scale developments. On the
small scale it should be able to carry out micro-
economic analyses to forecast possible crises and diffi-
culties to be encountered soon. Large-scale forecasts,
on the other hand, cover general trends and should
prepare industry and the European economy to adjust
to the developments predicted. In this connection the
rapporteur, speaking on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, drew attention to our
dissatisfaction at the fact that the planned forecasting
body has not been set up, and described the experi-
ence of the USA and Japan. !/hen will the Commu-
nity have such a body to enable it to forecast events
and avoid crises, for at present we seem to be floun-
dering in the wake of catastrophes which have already
struck.
Forgive me for this rather schematic presentation and
for not commenting on all the findings of our
analysis, but the agenda was very tight and I wanted to
observe your rulings, Mr President. The Socialist
Group will therefore be voting for the draft resolution
and for the amendments tabled by the Committee on
Social Affairs, Employment and Education, but not for
the amendments proposed by the Committee on
Budgets, as these would delay the implementation of a
policy which, although not perfect, is nonetheless
urgent.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, .lVember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, since I have been given the opportunity to
comment both on the excellent report on the
Commission's proposal concerning Communiry aid to
industry, submitted by the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs, and on the question tabled by
the Christian-Democratic Group concerning the
broader problem of present industrial trends and the
highly specific and delicate arc^ of application
referred to by Mr Pintat, I feel in a position to adopt a
more general approach to the problem of Community
industry in 1979.
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I feel this is an opportune moment to do this since,
now that Parliament is about to be elected by direct
universal suffrage future economic, industrial and
social problems are bound to be a key issue, and it
will be interesting to see what kind of future we will
be choosing for the Community. \fill the Community
be fatalistic, in other words will we be applying our
powerful intellects to wondering why certain measures
are not possible, or will the Community try to influ-
ence the future and refuse to accept that it is power-
less ? This question is of fundamental importance. If
we follow the latter course, as indeed we must, and
opt for free will in Europe, what form will this free-
will take ? !7ill national rivalries and the selfishness of
social classes make it impossible to implement wide-
ranging, liberal and common policies ? There are no
easy answers to this question.
I would merely point out that we should not confine
ourselves to discussing ideas while there are six and a
half million unemployed in the Community, as this is
not the time to hold academic debates on the sound-
ness of a given theory or arrangement. Political
honesty demands that we speak in concrete terms,
and the Commission's utterances should be clear and
straightforward : it should say precisely what measures
are likely to produce the result I eluded to just now
and reconcile the constraints present in all joint
action. There is no joint action without constraints,
but these must be reconciled with the kind of
economic efficiency which can rid us of this
persistent uncertainty, for without economic efficiency
it is impossible to eliminate uncertainty and achieve
social and political cohesion. !flith this in mind, I
would now like to turn to the three subjects of today's
debate.
As we have heard, Mr Schwcirer raised the funda-
mental question of the general context in which the
Communiry will develop. This is a difficult question,
for in the present crisis we cannot be content merely
to comment on events: we have to take specific and
definite action. The first question which arises when
we mention intervention of this kind is : does it
promote equality or lead to distortion ? This is the
first problem posed by any industrial policy, whether
national, regional or Community. I feel it is essential
to stress that it cannot in principle create any funda-
mental distortion. But what do we mean by an
absence of fundamental distortion ?
Does it mean that everyone should always receive
exactly the same treatment at the same time ? Should
a given measure applied to the iron and steel industry
be automatically followed by a similar measure in the
textiles or footwear sector, in order to eliminate diffi-
culties ? If a measure is applied to a given region, are
all other regions automatically entitled to receive the
same benefits ? The answer to these questions is
clearly 'No'. Freedom from distortion does not mean
that the same measures are automatically applied to
all parts of the Communiry at the same time. That is
why the objective pursued, and the methods and
instruments applied in pursuing it are all linked. That
is how distortion is eliminated. If it is not eliminated,
we end up creating different categories. r$(zith a whole
series of difficulties concerning the location of
industry, types of industrial activity or differences
between large and small undertakings, it is easier to
take concerted action with a few giant companies than
to consider the whole industrial scene, although this is
more important to Europe's economy. Therefore my
first reply to Mr Schwdrer is quite clear : industrial
policies should aim at preventing lasting distortions.
For this reason it is impossible to consider problems
of industrial policy without taking into account all the
procedures for the granting of subsidies and aid for
sector or regions in difficulty, otherwise distortion will
ensue.
The second main question was on the means available
to the Commission to promote its industrial
programme. I think we must be quite clear on this
point and distinguish between means which result
from regulations and means which are the outcome of
our deliberations, advice and opinions. A moment ago
the President-in-Office of the Council referred to the
report on industrial growth in the Community which
we submitted to the European Council. He stated that
the document was, if I may quote him, a valuable
source of reference and guidance for the many types
of action which the Community has to undertake. It
is clearly the Commission's responsibility to make
known the results of its economic analysis and to
point out to the Member States and their industries
the rypes of action which are likely to promote the
growth we desire. In this situation Mr Schworer, we
have to consider tax problems, whether these are
related to depreciation or other questions, as these are
restraints on which we shall have to state our views, so
that we can identify successful measures adopted in a
given country or region. This aspect of our Commu-
nity instruments is not regulatory but calls for joint
deliberations at Community level to ensure the
success of the experiment. Next autumn the Commis-
sion intends once again to make a very serious effort
to deal with the whole problem of the inclusion of
small and medium-sized undertakings in Community
development and, as I have promised the House, it
will assess the situation on the basis of the report
submitted to the House nearly two years ago by Mr
Notenboom. This is clearly established, but I would
like to point out 
- 
and this is the only point on
which Mr Schwrirer and I may disagree somewhat,
that there is a very close link between what goes on in
the Community's largest undertakings and in its
medium and small-sized ones.
!7hat is this link ? !7ho creates the most advanced
technology ? \7ho creates the major conditions
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governing industrial change ? The large undertakings.
'Who creates the most jobs ? The small and medium-
sized undertakings. !7ould the small and medium
sized undertakings be in a position to create these jobs
if, at the same time, the large undertakings did not
carry out their own work in areas most beneficial to
them ? This is an extremely delicate point; it is diffi-
cult to sort this matter out, and there is clearly some
interaction.
On examining the situation in the data processing
industry, for example 
- 
and this is a point which I
shall be touching upon in a moment when referring
to certain growth areas 
- 
we find that while data
processing has had a negative effect on employment
in certain large undertakings because of technological
improvements, it has been highly beneficial for
employment in a whole range of undertakings which
either act as subcontractors to the large concerns or
which fill the gaps left open by them. This is the inter-
action I have just alluded to 
- 
and I am sure that this
applies to data processing and to energy and that
there are a large number of new ideas to be consid-
ered here. So we must continue to move ahead.
The creation of this new mechanism enabling us to
deal with sectors where restructuring poses the great-
est problems and where . economic and industrial
crises are the greatest barriers to change was one way
of trying to achieve progress. This was what prompted
us to submit to the Council and Parliament this new
budgetary item enabling us to give aid to restruc-
turing.
I can be quite brief on this point because the report
submitted by Mr Spinelli on behalf of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs following the
debate in which I was privileged to take part outlines
very concisely 
- 
like his speech this morning 
- 
our
hopes and aims with regard to this mechanism, which
covers only a limited area, but which supplements the
other Community instruments. The report illustrates
clearly our wishes concerning Community restruc-
turing, and I think presents our aims admirably. Mr
Spinelli has drawn attention to the reason why,
although certain misgivings were expressed as to the
advisability of regulatory mechanisms, the Commis-
sion was in favour of introducing a regulation, and I
thank him for that. $fle were thus able to demonstrate
the political importance which we attach to this inno-
vation and to new methods made necessary by
changing circumstances. He also stated why one of
the methods of operating the system was not accept-
able to Parliament, for he argued that the Commission
would lose some of its powers, and he therefore
proposed that the Commission's draft regulation
should be amended.
I should now like to repeat briefly what I said in
committee: I fully appreciate Parliament's position. It
is understandable and seems to have a very sound
legal basis and to be consistent with Parliament's
normal budgetary position on these matters. However,
the Commission is faced with a practical problem in
that it has already encountered difficulties with the
Council concerning the regulation as it now stands. I
have to shoulder a heavy responsibiliry 
- 
I make no
bones about it 
- 
and ask myself whether we should
forgo these 35 million units of account, which we
need in order to take specific measures in ship-
building and textiles, because we have not reached an
agreement with the Council in the appropriate
manner. I am faced with the same difficulty in indus-
trial restructuring and in steel 
- 
I shall come back to
this in a moment 
- 
in which we have serious
commitments. For this reason we thought it prefer-
able to meet in the near future without yielding any
points of principle as regards the Council in order to
devote these funds to measures required on the
economic and social fronts in 1979 while limiting the
period of validity of this regulation. 'S7e can thus re-
examine all these budgetary problems during the
debates which we shall be holding with Parliament
from next autumn, because we find ourselves in a
peculiar situation on this matter.
!(hat are we supposed to do when, in the case of non-
obligatory expenditure, Parliament approves a budget
committed to specific measures but in which the
Commission is in certain cases unable to use funds
earmarked for specific measures because it has failed
to reach an agreement with the Council ? You will
agree that this is a nonsensical and ludicrous situation.
If we do not solve this problem, we shall find it diffi-
cult to apply effectively and consistently policies on
which everyone has agreed since the budgetary proce-
dure has made it possible to identify the needs and fix
the appropriations. If these appropriations cannot ulti-
mately be put to use, the Commission could be justifi-
ably reproached for not accepting its responsibilities
and for being unable to implement a policy which it
has proposed. !7e shall clearly have to overcome this
difficulty one way or another. In the immediate future
I hope to avoid any difficulties with Article 375,
because f.rom 1979 onwards specific measures must be
taken which will answer the questions raised by Mr
Schworer. Who will benefit from the system ? How
will it operate ? How can we ensure that distortions in
the use of a Community mechanism are eliminated ?
To demonstrate all this we must be able to use the
mechanism, and that is why, although we respect the
proposed amendments and fully understand why they
have been put forward, it is our responsibility to do
our utmost, without jeopardizing the principles
involved, to make this financial mechanism available
lrom 1979 onwards.
Mr President, to conclude this point I shall refer
briefly to steel. !7hy briefly ? Because, if I may say so,
Mr Pintat, you have outlined the problem most know-
ledgably and accurately. I would also like to thank you
for your moderate approach, as I know only too well
that this is a highly emotional 
- 
at times excessively
emotional 
- 
subject and that the play of emotions
sometimes gives a misleading impression of what we
are trying to accomplish.
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It is perfectly understandable that the Commission
should be used as a scaPegoat when is policies are
difficult to accept. If the Commission was never
anyone's scapegoat, it would mean that it served no
,rifrl p,r.poie. There would be no point in politically
attacking the Commission if it was a Permanent state
of somnolence. I believe that in this field the fact that
our proposals do not please everyone does not Prove
we are right, but that our activity is affecting the situa-
tion.
So, what's the position ? !flhen the Community was
confronted wittr the steel crisis, it had no policy' This
was a mistake which we do not intend to rePeat'
That is why our recent debate on the Cornmission's
new financial mechanisms and on industrial restruc-
turing should help us to avoid such catastrophic situa-
tions in the future.
Very briefly, what has happened in the Past two
yeais ? You'said that we have increased the prices of
products on which losses were Sreatest, i.e. long
products, by 20o/o to 250/o, and in the case of flat
products, by l0% to l5%. This means that we are
approaching the level of prices in Japan and the
dnitea Staies. The reason I refer to the prices in
Japan and the United States is not that I have any
larticular esteem for these countries, but that they are
our two main industrial competitors.
Obviously, being competitive does not mean that we
should be able to apply the prices of any country in
the world, but we should be able to apply those of our
main competitors.'We were therefore in an absurd situ-
ation: altiough costs in the Community were higher
than those of our competiton and although our condi-
tions of production were less favourable than theirs,
Community prices were lower than theirs' !7e there-
fore put oui prices uP to our competitors' levels'
Should they be further strengthened ?
This is an extremely difficult and delicate question
which is now being examined by the Commission.
!7e should see to it that Community prices are not
distorted; when prices fall below the level which is
tolerable for the most efficient underakinSS, w€
should intervene, otherwise chaos will persist'
However, we should also ensure that if this measure
succeeds we do not create artificial prices in the
Community, as this would lead to difficulties for the
processing industries, such as the car industry, metal-
working, ihe manufacture of capital goods, etc. This is
a very important point, because we increased our
exports by 2lo/o in 1978 
- 
which clearly illustrates
thi feasibility of this ambitious policy which you have
been calling for at the same time as the Commission
- 
and priies played a part in this. !fle shall have to
examine the question of prices on a product-by-
product basis
Because of the disorderly state of the market certain
prices are still lower than they should be. Other
prices, however, can and will improve under the influ-
lnce of normal market forces. This will be proof that
as far as those products are concerned the crisis is
over. Prices will rise to a higher level than we recom-
mend, which means that the law of supply and
demand will have restored a certain degree of balance
and that the period of uncertainty which we have
been going through will slowly come to an end' But
one c6ndidon hal to be met before this happens. You
asked me if the system we discussed with 120 under-
takingB and which seems to ensure a balance between
supply and demand is working properly. My answer is
sirirply this ; previously the variations in production
from the figures suggested or agreed by us with the
undertakings were * 15 o/o or even * 200lo, the first
quarter of lgZS shows a variation of I % in relation to
tire agreed crude steel production. In other words, the
solidarity uniting Community producers means that
their sacrifices are being shared equitably, in other
words, the system is working, and that we are recov-
ering price equilibrium. The Commission stands
ready to intervene, if necessarY.
ITith regard to external trade, you asked me why we
replaced basic prices with a system of bilateral agree-
mlnts. Ve did this because a unilateral system never
works as well in the long term as a contractual system.
Unilateral systems are possible over a short period
because they alone make it possible to deal with a
given situation. After a while, people lose faith- in such
" 
syste-, so it has to be replaced by a bilateral system,
provided it is as effective as the unilateral one. Ve
irave indeed made certain miscalculations, as in the
case o( Spain, and in another country we were unable
to keep as close a check on the situation as we would
have liked; but we have concluded a further agree-
ment with Spain for 1979 in which we deducted from
the 1979 figures part of the 'surplus' exPorts lor 1978'
Ifle have thus restored the situation to normal by
including a number of other products and by intro-
ducing cirtain other procedures, so that we are now in
a posiiion to say that the bilateral system works better
thin the old unilateral system. It is now in the inter-
ests of exporting countries that this system should
work properly, because they receive a better export
price and are not completely tied to a very_low export
price in order to sell their goods on the Community
market. If we consider that our exPorts have risen by
2lolo and our imports have dropped by 13% and that
the Community is a net exPorter of steel, you will
agree that the steel policy we are pursuing is what you
.ik.d fot, a policy which also ensures that from the
point of view of ihe Community's independence and
iro- the industrial standpoint the Community's
production capaciry is adequate.
However, we now have to achieve our most difficult
objective 
- 
that of ensuring that undertakings which
were unprofitable but which were able to continue to
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operate at lower cost thanks to the Community
system and because everyone cooperated, will be ableto maintain their improvement and return to a
healthy and normal situation. !7e have to intervene at
three levels 
- 
at the industriel and social levels and at
the level of job creation.
There is disagreement between the Commission and
Council over the funds for Community assistance ; I
hope this will be settled by the end of the year. I
repeat, the Commission feels that this disagreement
with the Council should be resolved as a matter of
priority. !7e do not accept a situation whereby
because of the refusal to grant us the 60 million units
of account we will be unable to carry out the indus-
trial promotion policy and the social policy which we
need.
Secondly, it is clear that by the holidays 
- 
and
certain circumstances prevented us from doing this byI April 
- 
we will have settled .he problem of disci-
pline with regard to subsidies in the iron and steel
industry. Mr Pintat pointed out quite correctly that a
Community policy must apply to all of the Commu-
nity countries, and the rules must be the same for
everyone. I am sure that this problem will be sorted
out, and recently I have had some very detailed conver-
sations on this point with my colleague, Mr Vouel.
Thirdly, there is, of course, an interval between the
loss and creation of jobs, but it is important that this
should not last long. Some months ago I stated, in a
reply to the House, that measures would be taken in
Lorraine to compensate for the loss of iobs by creating
other iobs ; I was aware of the plans being discussed, a
condition which the Commission had laid down for
the acceptance of a Member State's restructuring
programme. Member States may not propose restruc_
turing programmes for the steel industry which do not
enable certain regions to maintain their level of deve-
lopment even if this poses problems for them. !7e
cannot accept or answer for policies which destroy
industrial activities or make the development of a
region impossible. Europe is a symbol of hope, not of
despair. The Member States call on us when national
measures are no longer effective, but we cannot be
used as a scapegoat for certain measures.
'We are optimistic, and we shall make an all-out effort
in the second half of this year to determine how we
can implement a dynamic iob creation policy on the
basis of concerted action. !7'e were unable to do this
earlier because it is impossible to create conditions
favourable for devclopment while the internal situa-
tion is disorderly and uncertain. From June to the end
of the year we shall therefore be concintrating on the
computer processing of data on major investments,
with a view to determining, sometimes on a general
level, as I pointed out a moment ago to Mr Schwdrer,
and sometimes in greater detail, future common poli-
cies which could involve certain Member States, and
to assessing the Community's future. The Commu-
nity's future, Mr President, will depend on whether we
have as much faith in our steel industry as the Japa-
nese and Americans have in theirs, that is it must
remain an essential vehicle for Europe's development.
I7e should be equally confident that by cooplration
and rejecting inequaliry, preiudice, chauvinism and
national or class selfishness, we have within our grasp
a means of achieving this goal. This is the Commu_
nity, and if we do not act in this way, we 
- 
and not
industry 
- 
will be to blame.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
As the reaction of the House indicates,Mr Davignon, Parliament 
,is grateful to you forpresenting the Commission's views so convincingly
and lucidly.
I now ask the House to allow Mr pisani, the chairman
of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs,
to speak now although we are running late, as he has
to leave us immediately. He is unable to attend this
afternoon's debate and wishes to speak on behalf of
his Group. He has told me that hi will be speaking
for five or six minures, and I take it you wiil alloi
him this amount of time.
Mr Pisani, cbairman of tbe Comntittee on Econonic
and lllonetary Affairs. 
- 
(F) Mr president, the
Members of this House are apparently expected to
perform miracles, because they are asked tb deal in
five minutes with the entire industrial policy of a
Community as vast as ours. But don't worry, I have no
intention of performing a miracle, I just want to make
a few comments on behalf of the Socialist Group. The
initial outlines of an industrial policy appear to have
been taking shape during this morning'J debate. I feelit imp-ortant to approach this question in this way, for
we believe that a consistent and all-embracing policy
is essential. It is essential and is in line with the deci-
sions of the Council. !7e in the Socialist Group hope
that the policy will, aim primarily at restoring a satis_
factory level of employmenr, thai is full emp'loyment,
even if the definition of full employment, ai we have
already said, has to be modified.
\U7e feel that this industrial policy should include
certain features which I should now like to ouline. As
Mr Davignon pointed out a moment ago, it must be
founded 
-on solidariry among the Comhunity coun-tries, and national industrial policies 
-rrt .roi hinderthe Community's efforts to achieve a harmonized and
mutually complementary policy.
I would add, however, that a specific economic objec-
tive should be pursued when applying this indusirial
policy. Public aid, either at Community or national
level, should not stimulate or re-creaie conditions
favourable to isolationism and protectionism : the
purpose of Community intervention, as of national
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intervention, should be to re-establish external compet-
itiveness.
Indeed 
- 
and this is a fallacy of traditional economic
analysis 
- 
not all forms of economic intervention
pursue the same goal : some are aimed at making
economies more inward-looking while others aim at
making them permanently open to the outside world.
It is essential for the Community, despite all its crises,
to consider is energy deficits and try to remain an
exporter of energy, and thus retain its comPetitiveness.
The aim of the industrial policy should therefore be
to maintain the competitive capacity of the European
economy on the world market in spite of the various
crises and tensions.
Rather than try to analyse them, I would now like
simply to attempt to list some of the criteria for inter-
vention in this industrial policy. Firstly, intervention
should be selective and should stimulate the economy.
I would even go so far as to say that it should be non-
egalitarian. It should be selective in that not everyone
should be affected by it; help should only be given to
those who need it to get back on their feet. It should
stimulate the economy in the sense that public aid
should mobilize private capital, otherwise the burden
on the public will soon become too great. And it
should be non-egalitarian : longterm equality implies
short-term inequality. It must be possible to intervene
in different ways, but without uPsetting the internal
balance of industrial sectors. Ultimately, we should
continue to analyse what I would call the 'threshold'
theory. Economic intervention and economic Srowth
do not follow a linear progression. There are times
when the situation is reversed and when there is all
the more reason to intervene because intervention
changes the course of economic trends. Secondly,
intervention should form part of a consistent Euro-
pean system. It would be highly dangerous if, amid
the confusion prevailing in a given country or region,
inconsistent granting of aid had the effect of renewing
a crisis or simply of delaying it by transferring it from
one sector to another,'!fle stress the need for consis-
tency on a European scale, as we feel this to be one of
the most important features of such a system.
But above all we stress the comprehensive nature of
intervention, because it seems that not enough has
been said on this point. Mere provisions of technical
assistance for undertakings in difficulty fails to take
account of all the ways in which such difficulties can
affect an entire region and, on a smaller scale, an
entire category of workers. Training, and movement
from one iob to another must be allowed for in a
general assessment o( possible assistance and restruc-
turing and conversion effors. There is too Sreat a
tendency to consider conversion as merely internal to
an undertaking, or even a dePartment whereas in fact
conversion implies the reinstatement of a section of
industry, a set of infrastructures and the jobs and
labour of an entire region. That is why we feel that
the amendments put forward by the Committee on
Social Affairs, Employment and Education are so
important. Restructuring and conversion should
always be geared to the overall problems of a region.
Finally, the Community should be able to anticiPate
and forecast developments. The difference between
anticipation and forecasting is one of scale. Anticipa-
tion is the abiliry to carry out micro-economic
analyses permitting the identification of possible
crises and difficulties soon to be encountered. Fore-
casting, on the other hand, covers Seneral trends and
should help industry and the European economy
adapt to the developments predicted. In this connec-
tion the rapporteur, speaking on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, drew
attention to our dissatisfaction at the fact that the
planned forecasting body has not been set up, and
described the experience of the USA and Japan.
Itr(/hen will the Community have such a body to
enable it to forecast events and avoid crises, for at
present we seem to be floundering in the wake of
catastrophes which have already affected us ?
Forgive me for this rather abstract presentation and
for not commenting on all the findings of our
analysis, but the agenda is very tight and I wanted to
observe your rulings, Mr President. The Socialist
Group will therefore be voting for the draft resolution
and for the amendments tabled by the Committee on
Social Affairs, Employment and Education, but not for
the amendments proposed by the Committee on
Budgets, as these would delay the implementation of a
policy which, although not perfect, is nonetheless
urgently required.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The sitting will now be suspended
until 3 p. m.
The House will rise.
Qhe sitting was suspended at 1.20 p. m. and resumed
at 3.10 p,m)
IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
9. Urgent procedure
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Deschamps,
on behalf of the Committee on Development and
Cooperation, a motion for a resolution (Doc. 123179)
with request for urgent debate, Pursuant to Rule 14 of
the Rules of Procedure, on preparations for the Fifth
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United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop-
ment. The reasons supporting the request for urgent
procedure are contained in the document itself.
The vote on this request will be held at the beginning
of tomorrow's sitting.
10. Question Time
President. 
- 
The next item is the first part of
Question Time (doc. 52179).
!7e begin with the questions addressed to the
Council.
I call Question No I by Sir Geoffrey de Freitas :
I7hat are the Governments doing to encourage the
teaching in schools of the official languages of the
Communiry ?
Mr Bernard-Reymond, President-in-Office of tbe
Council. 
- 
(F) The Council has no details of the
measures taken by the individual Member States to
encourage the teaching of the official Community
languages in schools, since each Member State is
responsible for any question relating to the content of
curricula. However, the Council would draw the
honourable Member's attention to the fact that, in
their Resolution of 9 February 1976 compising an
action programme in the field of education, the
Council and the Ministers of Education meeting
within the Council undertook to encourage, among
other things, the attainment of the following two
objectives : Offering all pupils the opportunity of
learning at least one other Community language and
the principle that before qualifying as a foreign-
language teacher a student should have spent a period
in a country or region where the language he is to
teach is spoken.
!7ith this end in view, the Commission submitted a
communication to the Council in June 1978 on the
teaching of languages in the Community. This
communication was given thorough study by the
Education Committee which made considerable
progress on it. Nonetheless, a number of basic
problems remained unsolved, and it is therefore
impossible to tell what action might be taken on the
Commission proposals at ministerial level, or when.
Sir Geoffrey de Freitas. 
- 
Is the President-in-
Office aware that many of us are very disappointed
indeed with what seems the lack of progress since the
1975 Council resolution three years ago ? !7hat can
the Council do to ensure that we do make some
progress by the time we have Greek, Portuguese and
Spanish added to our official languages ?
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(F) I should like to
remind the honourable Member of all the work done
since the date which you have just mentioned, i.e.
1976 
- 
or 9 February of that year to be more precise
- 
which marked the setting up of the Education
Committee. As you know, this Committee drew up an
action programme which dealt particularly with the
training of migrant workers, the harmonization of
educational systems, documentation and statistics,
cooperation in the field of higher education, foreign
language teaching and equal opportunities in educa-
tion. The Commission sent a communication to the
Council on 20 June 1978 regarding language teaching
within the Community, and it was on the 6asis of thii
communication that the Education Committee
prepared a draft report and a motion for a resolution
proposing a seven-point programme with which I
know you are familiar and which deals particularly
with the basic and further training of language
teachers, the teaching of modern languages to the
15-25 years age group, for example, and measures to
promote the languages less commonly used. I should
like to inform you that there is now very broad agree-
ment at Community level on this programme as a
whole, and that only a number of procedural matters
still need to be settled.
I can fully understand your impatience and can assure
you that I will act as your spokesman in the Council
and draw the attention of the representatives of the
Member States to the advantages of solving the
outstanding problems as quickly as we can 
- 
and I
think this could be in the fairly near future.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
I wonder whether the president-in-
Office is aware that the Commission is at present
considering, at my suggestion a scheme for the award
of a number of prizes for literary works into and out
of various languages of the Community. And I wonder
whether the Council understands that its consent will
be required before any such scheme could be put into
operation and whether it will look sympathetically on
such a scheme.
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(F) As far as I know, this
proposal has not as yet been put before the Council.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 2 by Mr Stetter :
Does the Council agree that ratification of the UN Treaty
on liner traffic by the individual Member States would bi
in contravention of the EEC Treaty, and will it therefore
adopt a common policy on liner traffic as soon as
possible in cooperation with the other OECD countries,
as proposed by the Commission and the European parlia-
ment ?
Mr Bernard-Reymond, President-in-Office of tbe
Council. 
- 
(F) ln his capacity as president-in-Office
of the Council, Mr Jodl Le Theule told your
Committee on Regional Policy, Regional planning
and Transport on 3 April that the Council was
currextly examining the Commission proposal to
which the honorable Member refers.
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This examination, which is being carried out in the
light of the Opinion of the European Parliament of l0
May 1978, has made considerable progress, and the
Council intends to iron out the remaining difficulties
and to take a decision on the matter as soon as
possible.
Mr Stetter. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I am in a slightly
difficult situation since the President of the Council
has not in fact answered my question. I realize that
this is because we are currently going through a crit-
ical phase, but I should nevertheless like to put a
supplementary question. Is the President of the
Council aware that the European Parliament suPPorts
the Commission's proposal regarding liner traffic and
assumes that we will find an arrangement to include
the other OECD countries. I should like to ask the
President of the Council, in the light of this, whether
the Council can accept the view that we will be faced
with a new political situation if the United States
andlor Japan are not prepared to cooPerate in finding
a solution which is vital for certain of our Member
States, and if this proves to be the case, will the
Council consider resubmitting the question to the
European Parliament ?
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(F) I do not think one
can adopt a position at this stage on what the reaction
of the United States and Japan might be. To reply to
your specific question, I do not think it would be a
good idea to submit this matter to Parliament since, as
we all surely realize, it is vital that this question be
settled as soon as possible, since the Manila meeting
will, as you know, be held in May, and it is important
that the Community should be able to adopt a
common position at the fifth UNCTAD talks.
Consequently, I do not think it would be advisable to
resubmit this question to Parliament.
President. 
- 
Since its author is absent, Question No
3 will receive a written reply r.
I call Question No 4 by Mr Seefeld 2 :
As the European Community becomes increasingly inte-
grated, citizens of one Member State driving in another
frequently find that as foreigners they are punished more
severely for comparatively minor traffic offences than
would be nationals of the Member State they are visiting.
Equally, citizens of one Member State often escape
punishment for more serious traffic offences committed
in another Member State because there is no means of
enforcing a foreign iudicial decision.(l) How many Member States have ratified and incorpo-
rated into national legislation the European Conven-
tion on the Punishment of Road Traffic Offences of
30 November 1964 ?
(2) Ihat possibilities does the Council see of achieving
the early ratification of this Convention and its incor-
poration into national legislation in all Member
States ?
I See Annex.
2 Former oral question without debate (0-148i78), converted
into a question for Question Time.
(3) IThat other possibilities does it see of achieving
harmonization of the legislation in the Community
relating to traffic offences at the earliest opportunity ?
(4) Finally, what possibilities does it see of preventing
any discrimination in the punishment of foreign
nationals for traffic offences in the Member States ?
Mr Bernard-Reymond, President-in-Office of the
Council. 
- 
(F)Mr President, the Council would point
out that, in matters covered by the Treaty, all discrimi-
nation on the grounds of nationality is prohibited.
The Council has no information leading it to
conclude, as regards punishment for traffic offences,
that this provision is not being observed.
It is, however, well aware of the difficulties raised by
the honourable Member with regard to the enforce-
ment of the decisions of one Member State in
another. According to the Council's information, the
European Convention on the Punishment of Road
Traffic Offences which was adopted by the Council of
Europe on 30 November 1964, has been signed by
seven Member States and ratified by two. Before rati-
fying this Convention, the Contracting Parties are
obliged to incorporate these provisions into their
national legislation.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) May I assume from your answer
that you share my view that the harmonization of
transport policy should not only concern such matters
as the height of mudguards or the sound levels
produced by motor horns, but that the people of
Europe should also know that they receive the same
treatment throughout the Community. I should like
to ask you in this connection whether you can assure
us that France, during its term of office, Council, will
do all it can to promote the ratification of the Conven-
tion you have just mentioned, so that the same penal-
ties for traffic offences will in fact apply throughout
all the Member States as soon as possible ?
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(F) I fully understand
your concern, and this is a good opportunity to reit-
erate that any discrimination on grounds of nation-
aliry is prohibited. Nevertheless, I might add that it is
also vital that the courts should continue to have the
right to judge each particular case on its own merits
when deciding on the penalty to be imposed. Further-
more, in my view, the only way we can achieve
harmonization of the penalties for road traffic offences
would be through of exchanges of information at
conferences of magistrates and judges.
As regards progress on the signing and ratification of
the European Convention, I can inform you, in my
capaciry as French Secretary of State, that my country
has in fact signed and ratified this Convention. This is
yet another reason why I can assure you that I share
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your view and that we will do all we can to encourage
the other Member States to move in this direction.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 5 by Mr Dewulf :
Bearing in mind the urgency of the matter, can the
Council state what progress has been made in the execu-
tion of the 'Special Action' decided on by the Conference
on International Economic cooperation (CIEC) in Paris,
with particular regard to the European side which is
committed to contributing a sum of 385 million dollars
to this action ?
Mr Bernard-Reymond, President-in-Office of the
Council. 
- 
(F) The agreement negotiated by the
Community and its Member States with the IDA on
the implementation of the Community contribution
to the Special Action, which was signed on 2 May
1978, entered into force on I January 1979 following
the completion of ratification and approval proce-
dures.
Under this agreement, the first tranche of at least
45 o/o of each contribution was paid by all the
Member States by 3l January 1979 
- 
some countries
paying their entire contribution at that time. It was
agreed with the IDA that the second tranche would be
paid by I May 1979.1 would remind you rhat it was
the IDA's intention that 70 % of the Community
contribution should be committed by the end of June
1979. All the other donor countries have already
fulfilled their commitments and have made consider-
able progress in the execution of the action.
Mr Dewulf. 
- 
(NL) It is always nice for the ques-
tioner, and perhaps even more for the persons
answering the questions, if the answers give full satis-
faction. However, the Paris Conference was held three
years ago and we are on the eve of the UNCTAD
meeting. Can the President of the Council tell us,
under the heading of monetary and financial affairs,
what sort of commitment the Council intends to enter
into at UNCTAD V in Manilla as regards the 0.70 o/o
of the GNP and the large-scale transfer of resources to
the developing countries ?
Mr Bernard Reymond. 
- 
(F) Firct of all, I should
like to make the general point that we are pursuing
two objectives in our work.
Firstly, in the short-term, there is the preparation of a
Community position for the next conference in
Manila. The Council will discuss this matter on 8 May
and cannot, therefore, put a common Community
position before you at this stage.
!7e are also working, in the longer term, on drawing
up the second strateg'y for the third decade of develop-
ment. As regards the specific question you put
regarding the 0.70 o/o of the GNP for development
aid, it has certainly not, generally speaking, been able
to realise this objective, particularly in view of the
major economic difficulties currenrly facing the indus-
trialized countries. As regards the idea of a large-scale
transfer this is one of the things we are examining as
part of our work on drawing up a second strategy.
Here again, it is too early to state a common Commu-
nity position, but I have taken due note of your
wishes in this matter and I can assure you that the
Council will take account of them in its deliverations.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) The President of the Council
has said that it is too early to say what the Commu-
nity intends to do at the Manila Conference. When,
however, does the President-in-Office think that it
will in fact be possible to reach a decision, since the
Manila Conference is practically upon us, and if no
decision has been reacied by now, is there really still
a chance that something may be decided in time ?
That is the question. Can the Minister tell us when
such a decision will be taken ?
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(F) You know how large
international conferences which last virtually a monrh
are conducted, and will be aware of the fact that the
first few days are taken up almost entirely by
speeches. Negotiations do not take place until a
second stage so that the fact that the Nine will not
adopt a common position before 8 May does not
strike me as a maior obstacle to the smooth running
and success of this conference.
The Council has recently had a very full programme
of extremely important work to deal with, which is
why it was not able to adopt a definitive position in
April, in spite of the fact that this question had
already been brought up. I am fully prepared to give
you the information you require after 8 May 
- 
as far
as this is possible 
- 
as there will not be a common
position before this date.
President. 
- 
Since their authors are absent, Ques-
tions Nos 6, 7 and 8 will receive written replies l.
I call Question No 9 by Mr Dondelinger:
Does not the Council consider that the sexual mutilation
inflicted on 30 million African women, which has
aroused the justified indignation of feminist movements
in Europe, makes it even more essential to include provi-
sions on the protection of basic human rights in the new
Convention of Lom6 ?
Mr Bernard-Reymond, President-in-Office of the
Council, 
- 
(F)Ylhatever a European may think about
the practices mentioned by the honourable Member,
he cannot deny that they are regarded in a different
light here in Europe and in Africa, so that the controv-
ersies over these practices have less to do with the
judgement 
- 
generally passed on them in
Europe, than with the question of the right to pass
judgement at all.
I See Annex.
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The internatronal organizations involved are currently
taking steps in connection therewith with with dignity
and discretion, and it is vital that these steps should
not be jeopardized by over-impulsive actions.
Mr Dondelinger. 
- 
(F) A tew weeks ago, the \7orld
Health Organization held a conference in Khartoum
in the Sudan on the thorny problem of the sexual
mutilation of African women. !7hile fully realizing
that the Council has no direct links with the \fHO, I
should nevertheless like to ask what it has done or
what it intends to do to promote the ideas developed
by this international organization and to support the
steps it is taking against these practices which consti-
tute undoubted violations of African women's rights.
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(F) The Council has not
been asked to take any such action. This does not
mean that, individually, the Members of the Council
are indifferent to problems of this nature, but we must
respect the procedures. Consequently, the Council as
such has not had occassion to discuss this matter or to
take any specific action on it.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(f Although I agree with the
representative of the Council that we must respect the
peculiarities of partieular cultures, I cannot 
- 
like all
women in Europe 
- 
fail to be deeply disturbed by
these facts. However, does the Council not think that
these problems should be approached as part of a
general effort to promote the interests of women in
the countries of the third world, which would also
include matters such as the high infantile mortaliry
rate, health in general, and the position of women
within the family ?
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(F) | think, Mrs Squarcia-
lupi, that you have put the problem in its correct
context. This is a question of dialogue between
different cultures, but at the same time it is a question
of promoting the interests of women and of
promoting economic development in these regions. I
agree that this is the context in which we should
consider the problem before us.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) I should like to come back for
a moment to the questions of the Lom6 Convention
and respect for human rights in the context of the
renewing of this convention.
Can the President-in-Office tell us how things stand
as regards the question of human rights in connection
with the new Lom6 Convention ? ',
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(F) The Council has not
as yet adopted a common position on the question of
human rights in connection with the Lom6 Conven-
tion, since some countries wish to incorporate a refer-
ence to human rights in the preamble, whereas others
think we should go further and include clause on
human rights in the Convention itself. Therefore, I
cannot speak at this stage on behalf of the nine, since
they have not adopted a common position.
I might add that the ACP countries generally
speaking show considerable coolness with regard to
this question being brought up, at least if more than a
simple reference in the preamble is to be involved.
Mr Patiin. 
- 
(NL) I should like ask the President-in-
Office of the Council whether he agrees that the
suppression of the sexual mutilation of African
women, cannot merely be regarcied as a question of
changing local or regional customs, and whether he
agrees with me that it should be an element in the
protection of the fundamental human rights which
should be maintained throughout the world.
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(F) I think we should
exercise a certain caution in this matter. Perhaps
African women will in a few years meet at a congress
aimed at defending European women who undergo
face lifting perhaps certain practices which we regard
as perfectly normal in our civilization are regarded by
other civilizations as particularly absurd or degrading.
Consequently, I think we should be wary of viewing
this matter entirely in the term of our own culture.
Having said this, I realize that this is a particularly
difficult and delicate situation and that we should not,
out of respect for other cultures and civilizations, close
our eyes to practices which might indeed strike us as
particularly unfortunate.
As regards the question of whether this is really a
matter of human rights, this too is an extremely diffi-
cult problem. As I see it, I think it is, but certainly not
in the sense in which this phrase is generally used,
and, more particularly, not in the sense in which used
within the context of the Lom6 Convention it is
much more a question of the rights of the individual
vis-)-vis the State, i.e., when it comes down to it, ques-
tions of imprisonment or killings. I do not think we
can really expect this aspect of human rights to be
foremost in the minds of either the African or the
European parties to the Lom6 Convention when we
are discussing the problem of human rights in this
context.
President. 
- 
Since its author is absent, Question No
l0 will receive a written reply l.
I call Question No I I by Mr Ryan :
As Ireland is suffering serious damage to agricultural and
industrial production and employment by reason of an
acute shortage of petrol, diesel and fuel oils, what steps
are being taken to implement Community obligations for
Member States to come to one another's aid in the event
of an oil shortage ?
Mr Bernard-Reymond, President-in-0ffice of tbe
Council. 
- 
(F) The supply problems to which Mr
, See Annex.
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Ryan refers, which as far as I know mainly concern
heating oil, are due to local circumstances and can be
assumed to be only temporary. For this reason, the
Irish Government has quite rightly not asked the
Commission to take specific measures on the basis of
the Council Decision of 7 November 1977 which is
aimed at safeguarding the unity of the market in the
case of supply problems in one or more Member
States and guaranteeing that all energy users within
the Communiry bear an equal share of the burden.
Mr Ryan. 
- 
First of all, what machinery exists to
implement the touching declarations of brotherly
solidarity and mutual help in the field of energy
supplies ? Secondly, what steps must be taken by a
Member State experiencing a shortage of essential oil
supplies to set the machinery in motion and to trigger
off help from Member States who are not expe-
riencing similar difficulties ? And do I correctly under-
stand the written reply to mean that the Council of
Ministers, the governments of the Member States, and
the Commission did not receive any appeal for aid
from the Irish Government ? Finally, I would ask
whether the Council of Ministers appreciates that the
confidence of the people of Ireland in the European
institutions has been damaged, because, notwith-
standing the profession of readiness to provide mutual
aid, essential spring seasonal activities on farms in
Ireland have been delayed for several weeks, many
industries have had to reduce production and many
hospitals, schools and homes have been without
heating, all because of some extraordinary shortage of
oil which applied only, apparently, to Ireland.
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(F) The fact that this
shortage, as you have just said, has only affected
Ireland shows clearly that the causes are not such as to
warrant the initiation of the procedures provided for
by the Community with a view to dealing with any
general shortage with which Europe might unfortu-
nately be faced. It is not the Community's intention
to have a mechanism to cover any case of shortage
arising, for one reason or another, I do not think I
need go into details here 
- 
in one particular country.
It would only be if a genuine oil shortage threatened
to arise in the world as a whole and in Europe in parti-
cular, as a result of further deterioration in the interna-
tional economic situation, that the measures to which
I have just referred could be put into operation, but it
is not the Community's intention to use measures of
this kind to solve the problems peculiar to the indi-
vidual Member States. !7e do not think that this
system is suited to the particular situation in indi-
vidual countries but that it should be reserved for the
purpose of finding a general solution to a crisis in
Europe. I can assure you that this must also have been
the view of your own government too, since it did not
ask that this machinery be set in motion when this
crisis arose in your country and, if I am to believe the
information at my disposal, this problem is currently
being solved and may in fact already be a thing of the
Past.
Mr Nolan. 
- 
The President of the Council in his
original reply stated that it was a local problem. Could
he explain to the House what he means by a local
problem as far as the oil shortage in Ireland is
concerned ? I would like to see him develop that
point.
Mr Bernard-Reymond. arose in (F)ltis not for the
Council to pass judgement on, or even to analyse, the
reasons for which Ireland was faced with a shortage
for a few days or weeks very recently. We have no
wish to interfere in the internal affairs of Member
States, but nevertheless we can point out that this shor-
tage is peculiar to lreland, and that we cannot there-
fore conclude that it was a question of a general shor-
tage 
- 
which is the only case in wlrich the measures
I have just mentioned could be set in motion.
Mr McDonald. 
- 
Surely the Secretary of State must
agree that if, as in the case of the fl.epublic of lreland,
for the last four or five weeks absolutely no diesel fuel
has been available for agricultural tractors, and the
transport sector, the ordinary movement of goods out
of the country to the market, has also been seriously
slowed down, it must surely be of interest to the
Community as a whole when a peripheral area is left
without necessary services. I find it rather strange that
the President of the Council should consider it of no
interest to the Community when activity comes to
halt in one part of the Community. !7here is the
Communiry spirit ?
Mr Bernard-Reymond. (F) One must not
confuse the indifference to Ireland which you are attri-
buting to the Council and failure to implement
measures designed to deal with clearly defined situa-
tions, and consequently, we are not claiming that
Ireland has not had difficulties in the matter, but the
situation in which it found itself was not of the kind
for which the Community has provided for this
system of generalised aid. In other words, even if one
of the reasons for the shortage in lreland was undoubt-
edly the general problem of the oil shortage or at least
the current prices for petroleum products, the fact
nevertheless remains that according to the informa-
tion at our disposal and in view of the fact that your
government did not appeal to the Community, the
real causes of this shortage are not to be found exclu-
sively in the international crisis, but also lay in purely
national short-term economic problems which, more-
over, have by now ceased to exist.
Mr Broeksz . 
- 
(NL) I was rather surprised at this
question which I found somewhat nationalistic, but I
should nevertheless like to know whether or not it is
true that the Irish Government failed to observe the
agreement concluded between the Member States to
keep enough oil for a few months supplies.
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If it failed to do this, the fault lies with the Irish
Government, and it is then understandable that the
Irish Government did not appeal to the Communiry
for help. I should like to know whether or not this is
in fact the reason.
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(F)This is certainly not a
question which the Presidency of the Council needs
to answer. It should be put to the Irish Government,
since it is only lreland which can answer it.
Mr No6. 
- 
(, A. we all know various American
airlines have cancelled a large number of flights in
recent weeks. Should this not encourage the Council
to take a more responsible and serious look at the
problem of alternative energy sources and, in parti-
cular, nuclear policy.
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(F)The Council is by no
means indifferent to the current world energy situa-
tion. Indeed, at its last meeting, the European Council
recommended that studies should be carried out in
the near future both into energy saving 
- 
and, I
might add, it proposed more than iust studies in this
field 
- 
and into new energy sources. This means that
the Community is extremely interested in this ques-
tion, but this was not what the question concerning
Ireland was about. Clearly, you should not conclude
from the fact that the Community did not take action
in this specific case that it is indifferent to world
energy problems.
President. 
- 
We continue with questions addressed
to the Foreign Ministers meeting in political coopera-
tion.
At the request of its author, Question No 12 will
receive a written replyl.
I call Question No 13 Sir Geoffrey de Freitas:
!?hat plans do the governments of the Community have
for encouraging the celebration of 5 May as Europe Day
in accordance with the decision of all nine Sovernments
of the Community taken at the Council of Europe on 3l
October ?
Mr Bernatd-Reymond, President-in'Office of tbe
Foreign lllinisters 
- 
(F) The honourable Member's
question has not been discussed under political coop-
eration. As he reminds us, it was the Council of
Europe which, on 3l October 1964, adopted Resolu-
tion 15 fixing a Europe Day. In this Resolution the
Committee of Ministers of that organization calls
upon the governments of the Member States of the
Council of Europe, firstly, to set aside, if possible, 5
May for Europe Day, as this date marks the anniver-
sary of the setting up of the Council of Europe, and
secondly, to celebrate and encourage the celebration
of Europe Day in an appropriate fashion and to
decorate public buildings with the European flag. 5
May this year will coincide with the 30th anniversary
of the Council of Europe, and the Ministers' represen-
tatives are currently discussing ways of celebrating this
day in a particularly memorable fashion. The nine
governments of the Community will not fail to join in
the efforts of the 12 other Member States of the
Council of Europe in preparing this celebration, the
main events of which will take place in Strasbourg.
Sir Geoffrey de Freitas. 
- 
Is the Secretary of State
aware that many of us will be very disappointed to
hear that this has never been discussed by the Govern-
ments of the Nine ? The fact that all our countries,
coming together some years ago in another institution
but here in Strasbourg, agreed that the fifth of May
was the most suitable date 
- 
surely that was some-
thing on which the Governments of the Nine should
be able to build. I am grateful to the Secretary of State
for what he has said is going to happen during the
next year, but really it is about time.
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(fl Firstly, it is not next
year but this year and secondly, since the Member
States were fully aware of the fact that the Council of
Europe had gone into this question and that as a
result the thirtieth anniversary of the Council of
Europe would be celebrated with the appropriate
dignity, this question was not included on the agenda
for the Ministers meeting in political co-operation.
This is by no means evidence of indifference on the
part of the Ministers of the Nine since they them-
selves will urge that this day should be celebrated in
an appropriate manner in their individual countries.
Mr Dewulf. 
- 
(NL) Does not the President of the
Council think that flying flags on 5 May, while the
election campaign is in full swing might lead the
people of Europe to think that we have made enor-
mous progress in European matters whereas quite the
reverse is true ?
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(F) !U7e must make a
distinction between the outward celebration of an idea
which, I think is still as valid as ever, and everyday
reality. I do not think that one could do much more
in one day than celebrate in this way, Particularly by
flying the of European flag on public buildings. More-
over, I think this is a tradition common to all the
Member States and it is thus natural that Europe
should join in with this tradition on this occasion.
Mr Sp6nale. 
- 
(F) | am probably Soing to put a cat
among the pigeons but I liked this question but, as I
see it, it was not the setting up of the Council of
Europe which marked the beginning of Europe' These
questions of the date are currently the subiect of
considered debate, and 8 May in particular has been
put forward by many people as a day for celebration,
since it marked the end of the war, liberation and theI See Annex.
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opening of the concentration camps. 9 May is the
anniversary of the Schuman Declaration. I was very
moved to learn that !7illy Brandt himself was in
favour of celebrating 8 May as the day of peace
between Europeans. I would ask the Council to give
some thought to this idea. Could we not celebrate 8
May, since the two most important things are peace
between the peoples of Europe and the construction
of Europe by Europeans ? If, we were to celebrate 8
May as the day of peace between the peoples of
Europe, and 9 May as the day which marked the
beginning of the construction of Europe, would this
not be an excellent symbol, since we would not be
celebrating the date which marked the setting up of
the Council of Europe or of the European Parliament,
but the dates which marked the beginning of peace
between the peoples of Europe and the construction
of Europe. Could the Council of Ministers, either as
the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation
or in another context, discuss th:s question ?
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(F) | see that Europe is
having as much difficulty today in choosing a single
date for celebration as it is in choosing a single seat.
This question has not been put before the Council
nor the Foreign'Ministers meeting in political coopera-
tion, and it has consequently not been examined.
Unfortunately, therefore, I cannot answer your ques-
tion or give you any assurance on this point. Neverthe-
less, you have put forward an idea which I think will
be considered together with all the other ideas which
will be examined when this question of the celebra-
tion of a Europe Day arises again.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) If the President-in-Office
thinks that it is difficult to find a seat for Parliament,
we as Parliament would be glad to help him and
would not have the slightest difficulty !
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(F) l have had the plea-
sure of replying to all your questions for several
months now, and not an afternoon has gone by
without your questioning me on the seat of Parlia-
ment. As you appeared to have forgotten that this
afternoon, I thought it natural to bring up the ques-
tion again myself. But joking apart, you are familiar
with the problem, and I do not think we should go
into this very complex question 
- 
to which I have
replied about twenty times already 
- 
again today.
President. 
- 
Since its author is absent, Question No
14 will receive a written replyl.
I call Question No l4a, by Mr Power :
In view of the European Council declaration on democ-
ratic freedom and human rights, and in view of the
concern shown by the Community institutions for
human rights universally, why has the Communiry
neglected to apply the same standards to violation of
!y-ln rights within its fronriers, particularly inNorthern Ireland 7
Mr Bernard-Reymond, President-in-Office of tbe
Foreign lllinisters. 
- 
(F) The honourable Member's
question is not a matter for the Foreign Ministers
meeting in political cooperation and therefore I
cannot reply to it.
Mr Power. 
- 
Does the President-in-Office not agree
that we should put our own house in order before we
act as the watchdog of human rights all over the globe
and that the greatest good we can do is to show by our
example that we practise what we preach in the
Member States and that blatant brutalities in Northern
Ireland are not swept under the Community carpet ?
Might I remind the President-in-Office that with
regard to oil a few moments ago he did mention that
only Ireland could answer this question ? Might I
suggest to him that with regard to this particular ques-
tion only Britain can supply the answer ?
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(fl Nonwithstanding my
wish to be courteous and pleasant to the honouiable
Member, I am forbidden by the Rules of procedure to
answer a question of this kind and, in support of whatI have just said, I should like to quote a paragraph of
the letter of l0 June 1976 from Mr Thorn to Mr
Sp6nale regarding questions in Parliament in which
he said 'I must, however, draw your attention to the
fact that in spite of the efforts which will be made by
the Presidency and the Member States to provide
answers as far as at all possible, there will be some
difficulties arising from the very nature of political
cooperation. Thus, it will not be possible to give an
approved answer to questions regarding p.oblern.
which have not been discussed under political coopera-
tion or on which it has not yet been possible to ieach
a common position. Cooperation in matters of foreign
policy is, under the terms of the Luxembourg nnd
Copenhagen,reports, entirely subject to unanimity
between all the Member States'.
Mr Christensen. 
- 
(DK) I should like to thank the
President of the Council for his clear answer to this
question, and I should like to ask, as a supplementary
question, whether he therefore agrees that the Council
cannot support the Commission's wish that the Euro_
pean Community should become parry to the Euro_
pean Convention on Human Rights, which involves a
field which is not covered by the Treaties in any way
whatsoever ? I hope the President of the Councilt
answer to this question is in the affirmative.
Mr Bernard-Reymond. 
- 
(F) The Council has not
yet been able to discuss this proposal. I cannot, there-
fore, give you an answer to this question since I must
speak on behalf of the Nine during euestion Time.
Nevertheless, I have taken due note of your wish and
will bring it to the attention of my colleagues when
we come to discuss this matter.
President. 
- 
The first part of euestion Time is
closed.
I See Annex
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ll. Actions in the iron and steel sector tnd
ot ber industries (resumption)
President. 
- 
The next item is the resumption of the
ioint debate on the Spinelli report (Doc. 637178), the
oral questions (Docs. 62179 and 63179) by Mr Klepsch
and the oral question (Doc. 6a179) by Mr Pintat.
I call Mr Veronesi to speak on behalf of the
Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Veronesi. 
- 
(I) W President, ladies and
gentlemen, the ltalian Communists are in agreement
with Mr Spinelli's report and with what Mr Spinelli
said this morning in presenting it. If this document
alone were now being debated, we would perhaps not
have felt it necessary to speak since in our view Mr
Spinelli has already made the essential points on this
subiect, expressing an opinion which we share.
However, the two oral questions have considerably
broadened the scope of the debate, as has the
concluding speech this morning by Mr Davignon.
The range of problems has been widened and we now
think further investigation is needed.
In this, we are departing from paragraph 7 of the
motion for a resolution tabled by the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, which recommended
that our debate should concentrate on the regulation
providing for aid for industrial restructuring. But I
itrint we are right to do this because it is impossible
to talk now of a partial measure in this sector,
however substantial, without taking account of a
rather more complex economic situation. I believe
there is a widespread mood of pessimism in the world.
One of the speakers this morning mentioned great
successes. It seems to me that what we are witnessing
on a world scale is not a brilliant sunrise but the gath-
ering storm-clouds of a disturbing economic decline.
I wish to follow Mr Davignon's advice and stick to
hard facts, since, particularly on this occasion, I do not
think we should digress into academic discussion.
However, I think that some more general observations
should be made, particularly as this economic debate
is being carried on quite intensively on an interna-
tional scale. For an idea of the scale of the problems
involved, I would refer you to views published in the
countries where these problems are being tackled in
greater depth and with better cultural and technical
preparation.
A good deal of theoretical rethinking is being done,
economists are digging furiously in every corner and
exhuming old economic theories 
- 
such as that of
large cyclical swing;s 
- 
which were buried about 50
years ago, while on the other hand short shrift is
being given to other economic theories which were
recently in vogue. The current atmosphere is therefore
one of difficulry uncertainty and concern. The special-
ized press has never produced such a wealth of
comments and analyses, but the proposals put forward
are dubious and the practical alternatives for the
future are very unsound.
In this context, I think that the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs was right to call, in
one of the paragraphs of its motion for a resolution
for the rapid setting up of the European Communities
Institute for Economic Analysis and Research,
although I do not want to exaggerate the importance
of such a body. Other extremely worthy bodies exist
in other countries, but they have not succeeded in
finding a solution to the enormous international
economic problems. An institute of this kind, which
would enrich our debates by giving them basic infor-
mation and assessments Soing beyond the day-to-day
problems which we are obliged to solve as they arise,
is in my view an essential, indeed indispensable,
adjunct to the European Community.
'S?'e are now witnessing the collapse of the myth that
continuous spontaneous growth is possible. And I
would stress the two adiectives'continuous' and 'spon-
taneous'. The hypothesis of corrtinuous growth is
totally devoid of scientific foundation. No economic,
physical or biological system can stand uP to exPonen-
tial growth. At some point it must come back into
equilibrium and stabilize itself, otherwise it explodes.
This applies to all physical phenomena, and it cannot
fail to apply to economic phenomena. How can one
conceive of continuous growth of the gross national
product of the most highly industrialized countries for
a further 50 years ? \7hat levels would we reach, and
what would be the raw materials and energy require-
ments ? Surely even more serious imbalances would
arise on a world scale, given that all this could only
happen at the expense of huge masses of people who
would remain condemned to an uncertain and diffi-
cult life in conditions of under development.
If is therefore necessary to analyze the situation in
greater depth. The problem must be tackled using a
number of scenarios for the future. Some have already
tried to do this 
- 
think for example of the work of
the Club of Rome and others, which is an attempt to
predict the future of society 
- 
of mankind 
- 
over
the next fifty years. No one is trying to make
prophesies or claiming magical powers. Moreover, all
the variables which are implicit in and which
determine these assessments, ate capricious, difficult
to control, and progress not in a continuous line but
by fits and starts. There are hidden variables which
emerge suddenly and unexpectedly and have a deci-
sive influence on economic development 
- 
such as
the recent oil crisis.
'We must therefore seek a new approach. May I make
the point that, when we consider the present crisis on
a European scale, we have to take account of two
distinct problems. The first, which 
- 
using economic
iargon 
- 
I would call 'soft' is that of aids for moder-
nizing structures, i.e. for restructuring. In this case the
prospect is one of adapting to a situation still condi-
tioned by external forces, for the sake of survival. On
the other hand there are 'hard' aids 
- 
those for
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conversion 
- 
which cannot be left to the free enter-
prise of others. I know that in saying this I am
reviving the old argument about state planning versus
free enterprise, but I do not mean my remarks to have
an ideological significance. The fact is that the
Community 
- 
and not only the Community 
-merely reacts to events instead of controlling them.
Mr Pisani was right when he said this morning that at
some stage a frame of reference would have to be esta-
blished. Is the laissez-faire approach to consumption
and production to be continued, or are these factors to
be incorporated into a framework of decisions and
wider long-term aims so as to ensure more harmon-
ious development ? I do not think we can confine
ourselves to correcting the effects of laissez-faire,
while claiming that we are unable to tackle the
problems. \7e must try to create instruments,
know-how and policies which can to some extent
guide development.
That is why we think that these observations are not
abstract but consistent with the practical approach
which Mr Davignon recommended this morning.
Some guidance is necessary in order to release us from
the tyranny of frequent cyclical crises which we fail to
control and which therefore prevent us from having a
cohesive policy. Free initiative and enterprise must
operate within the framework of overall long-term
objectives, but consumption and production must be
guided on the basis of a political assessment taking
account not merely of the problems of running the
individual undertaking, although this is important, but
also of a wider perspective.
!7e regard it as important that the Commission
should set up the Institute which has been mentioned
and provide Parliament with scenarios and frames of
reference on which to base an economic policy, which
will make integration possible under thes'e conditions.
Otherwise, as Mr Davignon said this morning,
national rivalries and narrow class interests will
continue to prevail.
It is in this spirit rhat we support the initiative by the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, its
motion for a resolution and the action of the Commis-
sion, since we believe that the explanation we have
been given, although by no means dazzling, is useful
for identifying the best way of tackling the problems
which preoccupy us.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ansquer on behalf of the
European Progressive Democrats.
Mr AnsqueL 
- 
(F) At a time of economic crisis
requiring a profound reappraisal and the adjustment
of our economic structures, the report of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs is
particularly welcome. The rapporteur, Mr Spinelli,
must be congratulated : his study, though concise, is
nonetheless extremely valuable.
Until recent years the most characteristic feature of
industrial society was the close collaboration between
producers and consumers to maintain the rapid deve-
lopment of the economy.
However, the quadrupling of oil prices in October
1973 threw traditional growth factors into disarray.
Economic policy had to be altered to find the
resources to offset the transfers of capital imposed by
the producing countries.
There followed a process of readjustment, where neces-
sary accompanied by strategic reorganization of the
productive apparatus, viz. groupings, amalgamations,
multinational agreements, support for certain indus-
trial structures, etc. Furthermore, the distribution of
the various stages of the production process over a
larger economic area led to increased specialization of
productive structures and of the zones in which they
were located.
Under these circumstances, instead of the rapid and
continuous change which the degree of maturity of
the European economic structure made necessary the
required industrial reorgahization is taking place in a
context of spasmodic change, caused to a large extentby the dislocation of the world economy since
1970-71. The objective must therefore be gradual to
readapt the European industrial system, both as
regards the outside world and in its internal structures,
to these profound changes and their consequences.
!7hat this implies is the disposition of the forms and
means of international economic participation and at
the same time the rorganization of the productive
forces, whether these depend on capital or labour, and
whether they concern production, cmmercial or finan-
cial policy.
Of course, industrial policy cannot be dissociated
from general economic policy and in particular from
its objectives which are and will undoubtedly long
continue to be a return to full employment, control oJ
inflation, and the restoration of equilibrium on the
balance of payments.
However, in view of the difficulties facing industry on
several fronts, the need for an authentic Community
industrial policy is particularly urgent as the abolition
of customs duties and the creation of the customs
union within the extcrnal frontiers of our Community
have not yet, it must be emphasized, led to the emer-
gence of a European industrial system. Other obstacles
such as the existence of major unknown facts, radical
technological demands or too harsh social
consequences have demonstrated the need for a
common industrial policy which is something other
than a framework in which producers opeiate or
consumers choose. Our industrial activity must thus
be directed according to original European concepts.
First of all Europe must strengthen the general factors
governing the competitiveness of its undertaking.
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The industrial policy pursued in Europe has sought,
successfully, it must be said, to set up large groups
capable of dealing on an equal footing with their
foreign counterparts on the world markets. Tpday, the
crisis has indicated that our efforts should be directed
mainly at improving the basic fabric of industry,
namely the network of viable small and medium-sized
undertakings. Undertakings of this rype, as we said
during a recent debae, are flexible entities capable of
adapting rapidly to cyclical flucutations and of quickly
seizing opportunities when they arise. However, small
and medium-sized undertakings must also be given
the means of gaining access to international markets.
!flhile it is incumbent on the Community to
encourage productive investments and to create all the
European legal instruments needed topromote 
^common industrial policy, we must also reorganize
that there are variations in the performance of sectors
eniying sustained growth. A sectoral policy, which is
perforce mor complex and more costly to implement
than an overall policy, is nonetheless necessary.
Community industrial policy cannot just concentrate
on some industries in difficulty or some growth indus-
tries. It must also enhance sectors as varied as the aero-
nautical, the atomic and the nuclear industries, data
processing, the oil industry, the energy industry in the
broadest sense, the steel and textile industries and so
on.
As regards the steel industry, which we have talked
about so often and which is up for discussion again
today, an exhaustive debate on the Commission's activ-
ities cannot pass over in silence the serious problems
raised by United States protectionism in the steel
sector, or the action which the Commission intends to
take to combat this.
Any increase in United States protectionism threatens
European exports in the short or medium term, and
has a direct impact on employment in our steel
industry in view of the fact that, in 1978, the USA
accounted tor 24o/o of total European sales to third
countries.
Three examples will illustrate the reasons for our
concern: the first concerns the application of quota
restrictions to special steels. Since June 1976 quantita-
tive restrictions have applied to special steel imports.
This quota, fixed for the EEC as a whole, is contrary
to the principles of GATT. Furthermore, it has only
increased by 3 o/o per annum whereas internal
consumption in he same period has increased by
20 o/o.
The second example concerns the system of trigger
prices. This system of minimum prices, introduced in
March 1978, which triggers an accelerated anti-
dumping procedure against imported steel when
prices fall below a certain level, is based mainly on
Japanese production costs expressed in yen. Revised
quarterly and taking into account the appreciation of
the yen, these prices have risen considerably since
March 1978. There is therefore a risk that these trigger
prices will gradually become an insurmountable
barrier to European steel exports on the United States
market. That would in fact already be the case were it
not that US domestic demand exceeds the supply
possibilities of American undertakings.
The third example concerns anti-dumping charges. It
was supposed that on the introduction of the trigger
prices and once they were adhered to by the Euro-
peans, no more proceedings would be taken against
these latter for dumping. But no: now the American
concern Luken Steel has brought an action for
dumping against European iron and steel companies.
The claim would appear to have no basis, however,
when one considers that the concern in question
made record profits in 1978, and that the challenged
relate to an absolute infinitesimal proportion of
American consumption !
Finally, certain measures are at present being taken to
reserve public markets for American steel companies.
In view of these instances of protectionism, the
Commission must state its attitude clearly : what has it
achieved in the past two years ? In particular should
not the OECD Steel Committee of which it considers
itself to be the motive force, be the first to be notified
of such restrictive practices. Finally, Mr President,
ladies and Sentlemen, I should like to emphasize that
the Communiry institutions must also pursue a trade
policy uis-d-afu the outside world, since this has a
considerable influence on the structure of industrial
sectors. This is true as regards neSotiations with the
developing countries or Eastern bloc countries and
agreements with Japan and the United States. It is
particularly worth noting that, for some time now, the
trade policies of these two countries have appeared to
show more concern than the European policy about
protecting the interests of their national industries.
\(lith the above reservations, we approve most of the
guidelines contained in Mr Spinelli's report, which
appear to us to be not only justified but feasible. It
would indeed be fine if they could be put into prac-
tice.
Unless there is successful structural reorganization,
Europe will experience, in the coming years, the
consequences of a return to false ambitions. It will be
neither peaceful nor coherent, and will not even be
among the advanced nations in a world which is deve-
loping more rapidly than it can cope with.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schreiber to present the
opinion of the Committee on Budgets.
Mr Schreiber, draftsman of an opinion. 
- 
(D) Mr
President, I shall try to be brief. The Committee on
Budgets has rejected the Commission's proposal for a
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regulation. It must be said in this context, however,
that the content is not a matter for the Committee on
Budgets. The adverse opinion which I have to present
here is motivated by considerations of budgetary
policy and budgetary law. The reasoning behind the
opinion adopted unanimously by the Committee on
Budgets is reflected in the amendments which I have
tabled, and I should just like to say a few words about
these. The Committee on Budgets and Mr Shaw 
-the rapporteur for the 1978 budget 
- 
have already
frequently criticized the Commission's slowness
spending the resources already made available in the
budget 
- 
and in this context I would mention Article
37 5.
Nonetheless, time and again the Commission believes
that it must submit proposals for Council regulations
in the case of certain expenditure provided for in the
budget. Now we have yet another example of this, I
should like to demonstrate, with a brief description of
the envisaged procedure, that this proposal in no way
improves the flexibility and effectiveness of Commu-
nity policy.
The outline regulation under discussion here is to be
supplemented by further regulations, guidelines, aid
criteria and implementing regulations ; there is to be a
Council regulation on the industrial sectors eligible
for aid, and in respect of which the Commission has
not yet even provided for consultation with parlia-
ment. Also envisaged are Commission guidelines and
aid criteria, an examination of the proiects by the
Advisory Committee and finally, in the case of ques-
tions concerning the guidelines and aid criteria, the
final decision by the Council where the Commission
and the Advisory Committee are unable to agree.
It is true that some of these points of criticism have
been eliminated through amendments introduced bythe responsible Committee. Nonetheless, the
Committee on Budgets considers this time-con-
suming procedure superfluous. It has stressed time
and again that the general policy guidelines should be
issued by the Council, so that the Commission can
then spend the available resources accordingly. Should
the Commission consider it necessary to have an
outline regulation for its own internal purposes, then
it should issue one itself. This continuous running to
the Council simply shows that the Commission does
not have the courage of its own convictions. Our rejec-
tion is a renewed appeal to the Commission to use the
resources already entered in the budget on its own
responsibility in accordance with Article 205 of the
EEC Treaty.
'!7e start with the vote on the Draft Amending and
Supplententary Budget No I of tbe European Commu-
nities for tbe Financial Year 1979 (Doc. 57/79),
The Committee on Agriculture has withdrawn Draft
Amendments Nos I to 17.
There remain the Draft Amendments Nos 18 and 19,
tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs, Employ-
ment and Education. The Committee on Budgeti has
expressed a negative opinion on these amendments.
Mr Van der Gun, do you wish to continue with these
amendments ?
Mr Van der Gun, cbairman of the Committee on
Social Affairs, Emplolment and Education 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, our committee wishes to withdraw thesi
two amendments.
President. 
- 
I note that the two amendments are
withdrawn.
I call Mrs Dahlerup.
Mrs Dahlerup. 
- 
@K) Mr President, I should like
to ask for the motion to be voted on paragraph by
paragraph. I find myself unable to vote in favour of
paragraph 2 of the Bangemann report, since I feel it is
inconsistent. My view is that paragraph 2 of this
report should refer to compulsory expenditure and not
non-compulsory expenditure, since we must ensure
that those countries that have reached agreement with
the Council and the Commission c"n 6e certain that
the resources they have been promised are available,
and there can be no such certainty if the expenditure
involved is non-compulsory. I am therefore unable to
support paragraph 2, and I propose that the motion be
put to the vote paragraph by paragraph.
President. 
- 
Mrs Dahlerup, your request for a vote
paragraph by paragraph refers to the motion for a reso-
lution and not to the budget. !/e shall consider your
request at the appropriate moment.
I put to the vote the draft amending and supplemen-
tary budget No I of the European Communlties for
the financial year 1979.
The draft amending and supplementary buget No I of
the European Communities for the financial year
1979 is adopted.
Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 7 of Article 7g
ECSC, Article 203 EEC and Article I 17 EAEC, the
procedure has been completed and the amending and
supplementary budget No I of the European Commu-
nities for the financial year 1979 has been adopted.
President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the motion for
a resolution contained in the Bangemann reltort (Doc.
119/79): Draft antending and supl>lentcntiry bidgct
12. Votes
President. 
- 
The next item is
motions for resolutions contained
which the debate is closed.
the vote on the
in the reports on
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No 1 of the European Cornmunities for tbe financialyar 1979.
There has been a corrigendum to this motion for a
resolution.
Mrs Dahlerup has requested that the motion be put to
the vote paragraph by paragraph.
I call Mr Sp6nale.
Mr Sp6nale. 
- 
(F) Mr President, before we decide
how we are going to vote, there is something I should
like to explain for the benefit of Mrs Dahlerup.
From what she said a few moments ago, she appar-
ently thinks that compulsory expenditure is expendi-
ture which has to be disbursed and that non-compul-
sory expenditure is expenditure which does not have
to be disbursed. It is not like that at all. Compulsory
expenditure is expenditure for which the ultimate
responsibility lies with the Council, whereas non-com-
pulsory expenditure is expenditure on which, under
certain circumstances, Parliament has the last word.
But both forms of expenditure are dealt with in the
same way once they are part of the budget. It does not
matter whether expenditure is compulsory or non-
compulsory; the Commission treats it in the same
way as soon as it is part of the budget. Consequently,
in view of the fact that Mrs Dahlerup's concern is
based on a misunderstanding of compulsory and non-
compulsory expenditure, I ask her to withdraw her
request for a vote paragraph by paragraph, because she
has not fully understood the problem.
If she persists with her request 
- 
which
perfectly entitled to do 
- 
we shall vote
motion paragraph by paragraph.
she is
on the
President. 
- 
Mrs Dahlerup, are you persuaded by
Mr Sp6nale's explanation, which is sound in my view,
to withdraw your request ?
Mrs Dhalerup. 
- 
@K) No, Mr President, we have
had this discussion before, and I want to reassure
Ireland and Italy, which have reached agreement with
the Council and the Commission, that the funds for
financing interest subsidies and compensating the
United Kingdom will always be entered in the budget,
and this is why I should like the three paragraphs in
the Bangemann report to be put to the vote sepa-
rately. In this way, I can record my concern by voting
against paragraph 2. Alter that, I shall be voting in
favour of the motion as a whole. Iflith your leave, Mr
President, I therefore ask for this procedure to be
adopted.
President. 
- 
!fle shall therefore vote on the motion
as requested by Mrs Dahlerup.
I put to the vote the preamble of the motion for a
resolution.
The preamble is adopted.
I put paragraph I to the vote.
Paragraph I is adopted.
I put paragraph 2 to the vote.
Paragraph 2 is adopted.
I put paragraph 3 to the vote.
Paragraph 3 is adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the Notcnboont
report (Doc, 8a/79) : Regulation concerning interest
debates for loans uith a stntctural objectiue,
On Article 3, Mr Ripamonti has tabled Amendment
No I seeking to amend the article as follows:
The interest rate subsidies provided for in this regulation
shall be granted only for loans primarily devoted to
financing projects and programmes relating to technical,
economic and social infrastructure and the services
required for development, provided such loans... (rest
unchanged).
\flhat is Mr Notenboom's position ?
Mr Notenbootn, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
as rapporteur and on the basis of our discussions in
committee, I can accept Mr Ripamonti's amendment,
provided he is prepared to delete the words and tbe
seraices required for deoelopment.
As rapporteur, I could the accept the rest of the
amendment. Since Mr Ripamonti is in the Chamber,
he can reply to my request himself, Mr President.
President. 
- 
Mr Ripamonti, do you agree to the
proposed alteration to your amendment ?
Mr Ripamonti. 
- 
(I) W President, I accept the
rapporteur's proposal to delete the words and the
seroices required for deaelopnent.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Yeats to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Yeats. 
- 
Mr President, I should like to say that
our group proposes to vote against this amendment. It
is not that we do not understand the reasoning which
led Mr Ripamonti to table it, but our view is that its
actual effect is to limit rather than expand the scope
of the spending of this money; that if the Commis-
sion's text is left unchanged there is wider scope for
using this money ; and that this amendment has the
effect of limiting it. Because of that we propose to
vote against it.
' 
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President. 
- 
I put to the vote the amended version
of Amendment No l, in which the words and tbe
seraices required for deaelopment have been deleted.
Amendment No I is adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole.
The resolution is adopted. I
ta
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Spinelli report (Doc. 45/79):
Decision empoweing tbe Commission to contrctct
loans for promoting inoestmenl
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Cointat report (Doc. 37/79):
Regulation amending tbe Staff Regulations of offr-
cials of tbe Communities.
The resolution is adopted. I
,t+
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Cointat report (Doc. l02l79l:
Administrative expenditure of the European Parlia-
ment for the financial year 1978.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the lbriigger report (Doc. 69/79):
Decision on conl and cokc for tbe iron and steel
industry.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Ripamonti report (Doc. 2/79):
Communiry participation in space research.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the motion for
a resolution contained in the lllitchell report (Doc.
3/79): Operation of tbe Euratom inspectorate in
respect of tbe inspection of fissile materials in the
EAEC.
I put to the vote the preamble and paragraphs I to 3.
The preamble and paragraphs I to 3 are adopted.
On paragraph 4, Mr Ripamonti has tabled Amend-
ment No I seeking to reword the paragraph as
follows :
Believes that the proliferation of nuclear weapons can be
prevented by increased political action designed to
promote further accessions to the Non-Proliferation
Treaty and by ensuring that it is strictly applied.
\7hat is Mr Fliimig's position ?
Mr Fl6mig, deputy rapporteur. 
- 
(D) I recommend
that the amendment be adopted.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment No 2, tabled by
Mr Ansquer, Mr Liogier, Mr Power and Mr Krieg on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats, seeking to reword the paragraph as follows :
Points out that, as demonstrated by the present nuclear
policy of the United States Government, refusal by a
nuclear weapon State to supply equipment, materials and
scientific and technical information for the peaceful uses
of nuclear energy to non-nuclear States party to the Non-
Proliferation Treary would constitute a breach of Article
IV of that treaty.
!7hat is Mr Fliimig's position ?
Mr Fl[mig, deputy rapporteur. 
- 
(D) The rappor-
teur recommends reiection.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is rejected.
I put paragraph 5 to the vote.
Paragraph 5 is adopted.
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment No 3, tabled by
Mr Ansquer, Mr Liogier, Mr Power and Mr Krieg on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats, seeking to reword the paragraph as follows :
Recognizes the role that the inspection systems of
Euratom and the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) can play in the prevention of possible diversion of
nuclear materials.
lfhat is Mr Fliimig's position ?
Mr Fl6mig, dcputy rdpPorteur. 
- 
(D) The rappor-
teur recommends rejection.I OJ C t27 ol 21. 5. 1979.
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President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 3 to the vote.
Amendment No 3 is reiected.
I put paragraph 5 to the vote.
Paragraph 5 is adopted.
On paragraph 7, I have Amendment No 4, tabled by
Mr Ansquer, Mr Liogier, Mr Power and Mr Krieg on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats, seeking to delete the paragraph.
!7hat is Mr Fliimig's position ?
Mr Fllmig, deputy rdPporteur. 
- 
(D) The rappor-
teur recommends rejection.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 4 to the vote.
Amendment No 4 is rejected.
I put paragraph 7 to the vote.
Paragraph 7 is adopted.
On paragraph 8, I have Amendment No 5, tabled by
Mr Ansquer, Mr Liogier, Mr Power and Mr Krieg on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats, seeking to delete the paragraph.
!7hat is Mr Fliimig's position ?
Mr Fliimig, deputy rapPorteur. 
- 
(D The rappor-
teur recommends reiection.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 5 to the vote.
Amendment No 5 is rejected.
I put paragraph 8 to the vote.
Paragraph 8 is adopted.
I put to the vote paragraphs 9 to ll.
Paragraphs 9 to ll are adopted.
On palagraph 12, I have Amendment No 5, tabled by
Mr Ansquer, Mr Liogier, Mr Power and Mr Krieg on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats, seeking to delete tbe paragrapb.
Wbat is lVr Fltimigb position ?
Mr Fl,|igrig, deputl rapporteur. 
- 
(D) The rappor-
teur rcffimmends rejection.
P".rid.rrr. 
- 
I put Amendment No 6 to the vote.
Amendment No 5 is rejected.
I put paragraph 2 to the vote.
Paragraph 12 is adopted.
After paragraph 12, I have Amendment No 7, tabled
by Mr Ansquer and Mr Liogier on behalf of the Group
of European Progressive Democrats, seeking to insert
the following new paragraph:
l2a Hopes that the Commission will propose amend-
ments to the provisions of the Euratom Treaty to
adapt it to the new realities of the energy and
science policies of the Member States.
I7hat is Mr Fliimig's position ?
Mr FlImig, deputl rapporteur. 
- 
(D) The rappor-
teur is against and recommends reiection.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 7 to the vote.
Amendment No 7 is reiected.
I put paragraph 13 to the vote.
Paragraph 13 is adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
I now put to the vote the motion for a
resolution contained in the lValz and Fltinig report
(Doc. 81/79): Accident at tbe Tbree Mile Island
nuclear power stdtion.
The resolution is adopted. t
13. Actions in tbe iron and steel sector
dnd otber industries (resumption)
President. 
- 
The next item is the resumption of thejoint debate on the Spinelli report (Doc. 637178), the
oral questions (Docs. 62179 and 63179) by Mr Klepsch
and the oral question (Doc. 6a179) by Mr Pintat.
I call Mr van der Gun.
Mr van der Gun. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like
to make a few remarks regarding the proposal on
industrial restructuring and conversion. Mr Davignon
said that, in view of the forthcoming direct elections
to the European P-arliament, the Commission's
proposed employment policy must be made clear.
Mr President, I was extremely pleased to hear this as I
sometimes get the impression that we are only talking
about restructuring and other measures aimed at
improving efficiency and competitiveness etc. In
itself, of course, this is quite right 
- 
indeed essentialif we are to have a healthy economic, and hence
social, development. However, Mr President, I think
we should also bear in mind when we are involved in
activities of this kind that our prime concern is with
human beings. Things are not as simple as people try
to make out when they say, 'we will restructure, we
will grant financial aid to certain undertakings and
certain sectors and in so doing create new jobs'. Yes
Mr President, that is very easy to say, but I should like
to remind you that we once carried out other restruc-
turing operations at a time when there was still more
than full employment. I am thinking particularly of
the problems we experienced in the Netherlands, in
Limburg, when the mines were to be rationalized. On
that occasion too it was said that the mines would not
be closed before alternative jobs had been created in
Limburg.
' 
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Mr President, as we know, even in that period of pros-
perity, the Netherlands Government did not succeed,
in spite of its political make-up, in creating these alter-
native iobs, and this is why I think we should take
statements of this kind with pinch of salt, particularly
as the current economic situation is so much worse.
The measures the Commission pioposes can undoubt-
edly be regarded as a stimulus to investment and
employment, but what concerns me just as much as
the possibilities for investment is the willingness to
invest. We will have to wait and see whether the inves-
tors will in fact be prepared to take advantage of the
possibilities for creating new jobs. And if there is talk
of alternative lobs in this context, I wonder where and
how we intend to create them since, as we have
frequently seen, particularly in Limburg, industries
setting up works in a particular area after the mines
have been closed down have been unable to find the
labour they required in spite of the unemployment for
the simple reason that there was no corrrespondence
between labour supply and demand. It is therefore
essential, in our view, that iust as much attention be
paid to social as to economic aspects when consid-
ering questions of restructuring. If we do not achieve a
greater degree of correspondence between supply and
demand by means of training, further training and
retraining etc., we should not cherish too many illu-
sions regarding the success of measures of this kind.
In addition, whatever we do we will be faced with the
problem of the redistribution of the available jobs.
This is another social aspect which is currently a
central issue and which must receive the necessary
attention. Other problems we must consider are early
retirement and shift work etc. !7e cannot simply
decide to change over to certain activities unless it is
reasonably certain that suitable and alternative work
will be found for the workers. For this reason, Mr Pres-
ident, we also propose that account be taken of the
views of the trade unions. Very little is in fact said in
the entire document about the trade unions or the
social aspect in general but we are deluding ourselves
if we think that it is possible to make a success of a
policy of this kind without seriously involving the
workers' representatives, particularly the trade unions
to a considerable extent.
The gist of all this, Mr President ? !7hat I am saying is
that if we are serious about restructuring, we must stop
thinking that it will be primarily an economic matter
with these social aspects possibly taking second place.
In our view, these two sides of the question cannot be
divorced from each other, and I should therefore like
to make it quite clear that the participation of the
Christian-Democratic Group in restructuring opera-
tions will be dependent upon the extent to which the
necessary attention is paid to the social aspects.
Mr President, Mr Davignon spoke about clariry this
morning, and I should like some clarity on this point
too, since he has stated publicly on more than one
occasion that it is indeed impossible to consider the
economic and social aspects in isolation. I should be
grateful if Mr Cheysson would tell us whether or not
the Commission also shares this view. This point
must be clear too. It is true that Mr Davignon spoke
this morning about difficulties between the Commis-
sion and the Council, but it is vital that we should
know whether the position adopted by Mr Davignon
- 
which we regard as correct 
- 
is also that of the
European Commission as a whole since, I repeat, the
view that this is primarily or almost exclusively an
economic matter is one which we Christian-Demo-
crats reiect, which is why we would be pleased if the
Commission would make its views on this matter
clear.
Finally, Mr President, I should like to take off my
Christian-Democratic hat and put on my chairman-of-
the-Social-Affairs-Committee hat. Mr Meintz has
tabled a number of amendments to the report of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, whose
views he does not share. These amendments were
tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs after having
been unanimously adopted in committee. This is one
of the reasons why I should like to thank my
colleague, the Chairman of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs for the support he
gave us in advance by saying this morning that, in his
view, these amendments were essential if we were to
approach this matter in a responsible manner in all
respects. I urge Parliament to support these amend-
ments as tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs as
unanimously as possible.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bruce.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, the
proposal we are considering this afternoon is for a
regulation on Community aid for industrial restruc-
turing and conversion operations, which is dealt with,
very adequately in my group's view, by Mr Spinelli in
his report, Doc. 637178. It is a very important pro-
posal indeed.
It is not important in size, because the expenditure
envisaged by the proposal varies from the order of
l7m up to 27m units of account per annu.m, spread
over the next five or six years. Mr President, you will
appreciate that those sums are very small. They
amount to one fifteenth of the total expenditure on
storing beef and veal in any one year; thev amount to
about one six-hundredth of total expenditure on the
agricultural policy. So we are not Ceaiing with world-
shaking amounts, but we are C:aling with an impor-
tant principle, because this proposal invokes Article
235. Article 235 of the Treary says this, and I make no
apologies for reading it:
If action by the Conrmunity should prove necessary to
attain, in the course of the operatron of the common
market, one of the obiectives of the Community and this
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Treaty has not provided the necessary powers, the
Council shall, acting unanimously on a proposal from
the Commission and after consulting the Assembly, take
the appropriate measures.
Now that means that the Commission have had to
come to Council and to Parliament saying that the
things they want to do cannot be accomplished within
the Treaty. This is a very important admission indeed
because the proposals themselves, as discussed by Mr
Spinelli in his report, deal with the whole problem of
trying to effect restructuring within certain important
branches of European industry.
According to the philosophy on which the Treary is
based, providing for free competition, free movement
of labour and free movement of capital, this necessity
should not occur; because on that basis, industrial
restructuring should be accomplished as a normal part
of the working of free competition, within the condi-
tions laid down by the Treaty. In other words, it
should not be neccessary to go outside the Treaty if
the philosophy expressed in it is so sublimely correct
that everything is taken care of. Now clearly this has
not been so.
As my colleague, Mr Pisani, said this morning, one of
the most challenging problems facing the whole of
the Community lies in the fact that there are over six
million unemployed in Europe today. !fle in the
United Kingdom know this, !(/e have a large unem-
ployment problem, and it is no comfort to us to
consider that the unemployment rate, for example in
Germany, would be greater than ours if the whole
question of migrant labour were taken into account.
This is an enormous problem facing the Community,
because there can be no freedom for people that are
permanently unemployed. There is no freedom where
the liberry of the individual is circumscribed by condi-
tions of unemployment, with all his perspectives
narrowed and with all his real cultural liberties
restricted. Moreover, on the question of human rights,
to which we pay much tribute, one of the most impor-
tant human rights which are denied to millions of our
citizens is the right to work. So this is a very grave
problem.
Now, what the Commission now proposes and what it
needs to go outside the Treaty for, is to obtain public
intervention and assistance for certain sections of
industry, because this is not provided for in the
Treaty. Under the Treaty, the conditions of the free
movement of labour, free competition, free movement
of capital, take care of all these things, but the
Commission's report makes it quite clear that this has
not happened, and this is underlined by Mr Spinelli.
This is not the fault of the European Community
itself. Not a bit of it. It is the fault of the way in
which matters have been conducted in the Member
States, considerably aggravated by the quadrupling of
the prices of oil in the world over the last four or five
years and a number of other international trading
matters which are not specifically the Community's
responsibility. But we are here in a position where
corrective action has to be taken. And though the
amount is small, there is the beginning of a public
acknowledgement by the Communiry and by the
Commission that public intervention is in fact neces-
sary in certain circumstances, and this marks a water-
shed in the whole attitude of the Community towards
industrial policy.
Mr President, in my more hilarious moments I often
imagine the Communiry trying to adapt the common
agricultural policy to industrial policy so that industry
could prodtrce for intervention instead of for sale, so
that we could accumulate mountains of cars instead of
mountains of milk powder; that would be the logic of
the common agricultural policy if applied to industry.
But that is a hilarious thought. !flhat is important is
that there is now the public acknowledgement that
something has got to be done at a public level, minus-
cule thought it may be. And therefore I must advise
my colleagues to support this proposal, which is signif-
icant in principle. But here, Parliament, Council and
Commission are operating very largely in the dark.
There is a dawning realization that something is
wrong and that public intervention at Community
level therefore becomes necessary, yes and also pubtic
intervention at'national level on a much greater scale
in order to accomplish the same purpose. But they are
not quite sure, nor are Parliamentarians sure, how far
we should go.
I obsenye in the preamble to the proposal a reference
to the opinion of the Economic and Social
Committee. It would have been very nice indeed if
this Parliament had been able to obtain the views of
that other Community body, composed as it is of
representatives of international trade unionism and
international industrialists, as well as of academics and
other independent persons. One of the weaknesses of
Parliament's position ois-d-ais the Economic and
Social Committee is that it so very rarely calls it into
consultaticin, and it would have been a good thing if
we could have had further enlightenment from that
body.
I cannot blame the Commission overmuch for their
present lack of knowledge as to what is likely to
happen in industry, because in 1976, in the course of
the preliminary draft budget for 1977, they did
suggest, and the point is made very well by Mr
Spinelli in his resolution, that there should be
founded a European Communities' Institute for
Economic Analysis and Research. Mr Cheysson, who,
I am pleased to see, will be answering for the Commis-
sion this afternoon, will recall that suggestion. Parlia-
ment endorsed it, it was put into the budget, the
budget was adopted and nothing was done about it at
all. Council squashed it because Council does not
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want to know. Council does not want to have analysed
the economic projections that enable constructive
effort to be made in the restructuring of industry in
Europe or to have assessed the variants of its
economies, of which it remains blissfully ignorant.
Council has suppressed this despite the fact that it was
adopted officially by this Parliament in the budget for
1977.
So I welcome that part of the resolution which draws
attention once again to this aspect of the matter.
Because Parliament cannot proceed, and the Commis-
sion cannot proceed, on the basis of hallowed tradi-
tions within a treaty ; it cannot proceed on the basis of
its past folklore; it cannot proceed on the basis of its
prejudices. It should consult those authorities that are
now in a position to give the Member States some
more constructive idea as to how the economies of
Europe, whilst preserving free competition, can
nevertheless play a constructive social and regional
function and make an impact on unemployment.
These are the things that ought to be done, and there
is one other thing that Members of Parliament can do.
They should at all costs read a document produced by
Mr Mascagni, PE 57.47 5 of 2 March 1979, which repre-
sents one of the best and most constructive effotts of
economic analysis that has been laid before Parlia-
ment over these last four years of my experience. It
was suppressed by the filibuster organized by the
Christian-Democratic Group and by the European
Conservative Group inside the Committee on
Regional Policy because they are afraid, like the
Council, that Members of Parliament will at last get to
know some kind of factual analysis.
IN THE CHAIR: MR SPENALE
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hoffmann.
Mr Hoffma (D) That the topic before us 
-industrial restructuring and conversion operations 
-is urgent must be evident to all. Its urgency can be
deduced from the unemployment figures, from the
growth indicators, from the state of technology, all of
which prove that industrial restructuring is amongst
the most serious issues facing us. !7ho in this room or
amongst those members with whom we are to hold
discussions is likely to better research, the provision of
more detailed information, improved training and
more iudicious marketing ? On this point we are all
agreed. But while it is undoubtedly true that this is a
matter of common concern, it is certainly not the
main problem to be discussed here today.
The main problem is this : can the obiective of restruc-
turing and the creation of alternative employment be
achieved by a system of incentives ? My answer to this
is no. There is no need here to repeat the reason why,
for example, such measures alone, why the instrument
of the market alone, cannot succeed. N7e have had
this discussion often enough. I do not want to bring it
up again here, but I do think that we have fought
rather shy of some other issues and comments and I
should like to raise some of these issues now.
One point has iust been mentioned by Lord Bruce.
\7hat surprised me greatly, when we were in a posi-
tion to discuss the connection between industrial
policy, structural policy and regional policy, to really
work it out in committee, was that the very ground-
work, the report presented by Mr Mascagni, was
simply cast aside by a majority decision of the
committee. !7ith that it was out of the way and so
obviously this connection need no longer be discussed
here in Parliament before the direct elections. How
crafty ; it is of course one way of doing things, but
certainly not one which does the problem iustice.
Now I am sure that when we vote tomorrow there will
be a majoriry in favour of Mr Spinelli's report. Let me
quote from this point 11 of the motion for a resolu-
tion which states : Believes the granting of interest
rebates and investment premiums to be a satisfactory
procedure for attaining the goals laid down. However,
point 9 of the motion for a resolution qualifies this,
stating namely that the possibilities offered by the
Treaty are not sufficient to achieve this objective,
while the explanatory statement contains a passage
which says that all this does not represent a genuine
industrial programme. Nevertheless, we are scarcely
prepared to point out these limitations and to draw
the obvious conclusions.
For example, far too little has been said about the risk
inherent in such a system of incentives. Firstly where
are the clearly definable criteria for granting these
funds ? !flhat about the requirements imposed and the
corresponding possibilities of supervision. I assure you
that such requirements, even if they could be defined,
could scarcely be monitored. I will relate briefly our
experience at national level with such programmes.
'We introduced just such incentive schemes, the result
in my region being in general as follows: a portion of
these funds goes to undertakings which do not in fact
need it and which wait for such schemes to be intro-
duced 
- 
in other words 'investment hunting' 
- 
and
then simply take the money with them, the effect
being purely that of handout. Finally, the third group
to receive the money invest mainly, as previous experi-
ence shows, in the following areas : firstly, in the area
of 'extended work-benches'. These are sectors which
are needed in a time of boom and which are cast away
in a time of depression. Secondly, in those sectors
which are in danger structurally, as for example the
textile industry or some other weak sectors because
here there is less readiness to take risks which is why
risk-taking has to be encouraged by means of such
investments in the first place. The third area is that of
undertakings whose productiviry has long since
outstripped their capacity. These are all experiences
which simply have to be taken into consideration at
some time. The remainder of the undertakings which
actually take this money and use it exactly as it was in
fact intended in the programme, represent, according
to my estimate, at most 20 o/0.
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In other words 80 o/o of these funds go down the
drain, 80 o/o ! 20 o/o are used more or less as they
should be ; we must therefore consider whether this
steering system is appropriate in the long term. More-
over, we know that these plans contain a number of
unsolved probems. For example how can Parliament
participate effectively ? !7hat about the cumulation of
national and international subsidies and financial
aids ? !/hat will be the criteria for interest rebates ?
And finally, what is the position as regards financing
preferences ? In this context I should very much like
to know where lies the hitch as regards the ECSC
duties ? !/hich States say no, which say yes and which
have reservations ?
Now I know of course that all I have said here, the
demand for a wider industrial policy, must fail
because of the situation as regards powers vested in
Parliament and in the Commission. That is clear. I
cannot therefore accuse us of not exercising our
powers here. But it would be a mistake if, firstly, we
did not say and point out again and again that these
powers are lacking and secondly, were we to draw no
conclusions from this. These may be summed up in
tq/o statements which lead me to a final conclusion.
The first fact is this : international cooperation at
private enterprise level far outstrips all political deci-
sions. In other words economic integration is far
advanced at the level of private enterprise, political
decision-making capacity lags far behind. That is the
first fact. The second fact is : we have Council deci-
sions which can scarcely be controlled by Parliament
and which indeed in many areas even lie outside the
European Parliament's possibilities of control. The
conclusion to be drawn from these two facts is very
simple, though some members in the House will
undoubtedly have objections to raise. It is simply this :
every increase in the European Parliament's and the
Commission's powers in the area of industrial policy
is progressive and democratic and anyone who
opposes such extension of their powers is, basically,
standing in the way of democracy and of progress.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Christensen.
Mr Christensen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, a policy
aimed at promoting economic growth is the only way
of seriously helping the sensitive sectors in question.
Mr Spinelli made this point when presenting his
report, but admitted at the same time that it did not
occupy a very prominent place in the report 
-indeed it was hardly mentioned.
A GATT study has shown that the sensitive sectors,
particularly the textiles industry, would not currently
have been faced with maior difficulties if the
economic growth had continued. In view of this, we
should, I think, give some thought to the appropriate-
ness of embarking on an increased aid policy. As the
report acknowledges, restructuring aid can lead to
unemployment since it is difficult to say when restruc-
turing will lead to a capacity corresponding to current
needs, or when it will result in overcapacity. For this
reason, a restructuring policy of this kind 
- 
and this
was also clear from the report 
- 
can in certain cases
actually increase unemployment, which was not
exactly what we had in mind.
In addition, it can lead to a distortion of competition
at the expense of those undertakings not receiving aid.
\7e have seen cases of inefficient shipyards receiving
massive subsidies with the result that the efficient
ones could no longer compete, so that they in turn
had to receive aid 
- 
and this became a vicious circle.
There are two ways, therefore, in which a restructuring
of this kind can lead to increased unemployment.
And then there are the various conflicts. As is pointed
out in the report, there is a possible conflict between
sectoral aid and regional aid. There is also the ques-
tion of which sectors should receive such aid. I7e
know from the case of agriculture how, generally
speaking, nothing has come of the talk about restruc-
turing aid, although money has continued to be
pumped directly or indirectly into agriculture. Now it
is proposed that this principle should be extended to
cover those industries which already receive substan-
tial aid, i.e. presumably shipbuilding, iron and steel
and textiles.
Nor are the amounts involved negligible. As we can
see from page 27 of the report, in the opinion of the
Committee on Budgets, the iron and steel industry
received a total of 3 000 million u.a. in credit from the
Community between l97S and 1977, and it is still in
considerable difficulty.
Last December, Denmark, together with some other
countries stated that it could not agree to the exten-
sion of the steel agreement unless a regulation prohi-
biting State aid was introduced before I April. I do
not think Mr Davignon's answer was very clear.
He said that he hoped a regulation of this kind would
be introduced before summer, but to be quite honest I
do not think there is much chance of this promise
being kept, which means that the conditions under
which Denmark would have gone along with the prop-
osal will not have been fulfilled. It would be asking a
lot of Danish industry to expect them to accept price
increases 
- 
as mentioned by Mr Davignon 
- 
such as
those which have already been introduced, i.e.
20-25 o/o for certain iron and steel goods and l0-15 %for cold-rolled products. I also think that Mr
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Davignon failed to respond to the point made by both
Lord Bethell and Mrs Squarcialupi, i.e. that a free
trade policy is also an essential element in promoting
the restructuring we need. Unfortunately, however, we
have moved in the opposite direction in various
sectors, including the textiles and iron and steel indus-
tries, with the result that the necessary restructuring is
being held up. One can therefore say that, by granting
aid, the European Community is with one hand
working against what it is trying to achieve with the
other, or to put it the other way round, is using protec-
tionism to work against what it is trying to achieve by
means of aids.
I also think that Mr Davignon is taking a somewhat
one-sided view when he points out that there was a
21 0/o increase in steel exports in 1978, since this was
presumably a result of the enormous subsidies which
the industry had received from the taxpayers, and steel
consumers in the European Community. Thus, the
Community has embarked on a policy which other
countries are quite rightly attacked for
conducting in this field, but which the European
Community 
- 
as a net steel exPorter which, as Mr
Davignon stressed, the Community continues to be,
- 
and as the biggest trading bloc in the world 
-
should be the first to refrain from.
I therefore regard these proposals as extremely repre-
hensible and must therefore urge you to oppose the
report and the motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cheysson.
Mr Cheysson, )llember of tbe Comrnission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, I will refrain from presenting a general
survey of the policy of restructuring, and from
summarizing the desirable reactions to the present
crisis on the part of the Community and of the public
authorities at national and Community level. First of
all 
- 
I make this point to Mr van der Gun 
- 
I am
neither Mr Davignon, nor commissioner for industry,
nor the competent authority. However, my colleague
Mr Davignon made a very full statement this morning
on this topic and will continue to make detailed
comments. I simply want to assure this assembly that
when I speak, it is on behalf of the Commission and
not as a commissioner or as an individual, which is
moreover likewise true when the commissioner for
industry expresses his views ; obviously, Mr van der
Gun, the commissioners are bound iointly and sever-
ally by the views of the Commission.
First of all, on a general level, I should like to say how
impressed I was by the serious tone of the debate, a
seriousness which reflects and matches the graviry of
the situation. Also, Mr President, I should like to
comment on some of the general remarks made.
First of all, Mr van der Gun's remark was very moving,
but quite fundamental. !7e cannot deal with such
complex problems on the basis of statistics and
reports as if only machines and balance sheets were
involved. !7e are concerned about people who are
victims, whom this crisis has plunged into sometimes
insurmountable personal, psychological and social
difficulties. And here again let me assure both Mr van
der Gun and Lord Bruce that all the commissioners
are aware of this. If there were any exception to this,
then let us be rid of that commissioner ! He would
not be worthy of this position !
I should also like to say, in reference to a remark
made by Mr Veronesi, that our ambition is in fact that
the Community should be able to lay down guidelines
in this market of traders which makes up Europe
today, i.e. react to market fluctuations and not iust try
to paper over the cracks. !7hat we want is to make it
possible for policies to be drawn up. Unquestionably
this implies an improvement of the means of analysis
at our disposal.
I shall always remember the astonishment of my
colleague for industry, who, when tackling the subject
of industrial policies, noticed that his files contained
only polished, intelligent reports in a style similar to
that of the United Nations Organization or UNESCO,
but which were not based an any serious analysis of
the real facts because these are not recorded at
Communiry level. \7hat we therefore need are instru-
ments for analysis, and in particular we need that
European institute for economic analysis and research,
the delay in the setting up of which was quite rightly
deplored by three members today, Messrs Pisani and
Veronesi and Lord Bruce. However, I welcome occa-
sional reminders from Parliament that the Council
must turn out its desks; we the Commission are quite
willing to do this but, also, without success. Let us
hope that you will be more successful.
Still in the realm of general remarks, Mr President, I
should also like to refer to Mr Ansquer's comments.
He expresses the view that the Community should
not be content to concern itself with only a few
sectors in difficulty, but, whenever the European
dimension is necessary for analysing an industrial
sector accurately, should deliver an opinion and make
recommendations, irrespective of whether what are
involved are depressed industries, growth industries or
advanced technology industries. However, where the
Commission is concerned, I think it must be stated
quite clearly that we do not intend to cover all the
industrial sectors as that would be madness ! There are
numerous sectors which Europe has no reason to
concem itself with at Community level; let us not
become obsessed with intervention, but deal rather
with those few sectors where the national dimension
appears too reduced in scope.
Mr President, more specific issues were also raised by
Mr Ansquer concerning American protectionism. You
know that this has been a matter of great concern for
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us in recent months and that we had intended to take
advantage of the negotiations on the MTM in the
Tokyo Round to improve our position. Rightly or
wrongly, we feel that progress has been made in these
negotiations, not without difficulty, not without pain,
not without blows below the belt from time to time;
indeed, experience has shown that between industrial-
ized countries, in discussions on commercial issues,
any blow above the beit is of no avail. So below it has
to be and, having used these all-in techniques exten-
sively ourselves, we feel that we have obtained some
more convincing results in the case of the United
States than in that of Japan.
For example, as regards the anti-dumping action
referred to by Mr Ansquer, we believe that the new
mandatory reference to proof of damage represents an
important improvement. We are also pleased, in prin-
ciple, that the trigger prices system is now organized
more consistently, more rationally, although I must
admit that for some time we benefited from the
trigger prices, in that they related mainly to the yen
and the constant rise in that currency gave us a price
reference in American dollars which itself rose
constantly. Might I point out that our exports to the
United States, which had fallen to 2.9 million tonnes
in 1975, indeed to 2'7 million in 1976, have now
increased 
- 
I am speaking of course of steel 
- 
to 6.2
million tonnes in 1977 and even to 5.7 million in
1978, almost three times the lowest levels we had
recorded previously, and substantially higher than our
1973 figures. However, it is obvious that we must
constantly be on our guard against indirect protec-
tionism, protectionism which is, I was going to say,
'crooked', but that is not a word to be used in an
assembly, i.e. concealed protectionism in all non-tariff
forms.
Mr President, Mr van der Gun mentioned Mr Meintz's
No l/Rev. Let me say only that the Commission fully
supports it.
Let us come now to the financial aspects of our propo-
sals and to their application.
Mr Hoffmann asked a difficult question : will the
loans which the public authorities may give for restruc-
turing undertakings, be effective ? Mr Hoffmann has,
in our view, expressed the problem very well. I am not
convinced that the answer which he proposes, namely
controls, is entirely convincing. Controls exist of
course : a restructuring loan can only be granted if the
undertaking agrees to comply with the Community's
conversion obiectives, if there is parallel assistance by
the Member State and if the loans take the form of
investment premiums and interest rate subsidies, i.e.
when there is a personal commitment on the part of
the undertaking. !7e can of course be counted on to
carry out all the necessary controls. Thus, these loans
will be used as we intended; but will they be effec-
tive ? I7ill they make a recovery possible ? If they do,
can one be sure that, had we not intervened, the
undertaking would not have obtained loans else-
where ? I have no specific answer to that question. I
believe that the Commission's willingness to define
precise intervention criteria, as Mr Hoffmann recom-
mends, must bring results. I also believe that the deci-
sion, which Mr Davignon outlined to you, to base its
aid on opinions of the Consultative Committee which
has highly competent people, as competent os,
perhaps even more competent than, and in any event
more involved in the operation than we are ourselves,
is a reassuring factor. But we cannot give an absolute
guarantee, that is certain. Should we therefore, on that
basis, do as one of the speakers appcared to suggest ? I
am not very sure what he said, since he reproached Mr
Davignon for replying to a question which he had not
been asked, but he appeared to imply that we should
do nothing at all. I do not think we should do
nothing. I do think so mainly because of the people
involved and because of the chances of improvement.
It is sometimes better to finance one measure which
would otherwise have been paid for by the under-
taking than to risk not intervening to save ten under-
takinp which might otherwise have failed and to put
them on their feet.
Mr President, when can we act ? This poses the
problem raised by Mr Schreiber, by Lord Bruce, that
of the mobilization of the appropriations of Article
375 of the budget. Let me remind you that at present
these appropriations are quite substantial, since 20
million units of account were entered in the 1978
budget, five of which have already been carried
forward automatically, fifteen of which will, I am quite
sure, be carried forward when the Council adopts the
decision which is now pending. In addition to this
amount of 20'million units of account which has thus
already been carried forward or which will be carried
forward there are the appropriations entered in
Chapter 100 of the 1979 budget, namely 20 million,
of which we will reserve, as the Parliament requested
us, 5 million for Article 512. \fle should therefore
have about 35 million units of account available under
this Article 375. Since they are entered under Article
375, Parliament knows the Commission's position :
we have a commitment authorization, but it is a
specific authorization relating to a single appropria-
tion. This does not mean, however, that we can pursue
a policy without its first being defined by a regulation.
Now what the Commission wants to do here, and the
same is true of Parliament, is not to spend 35 million,
it is above all to establish a policy of restructuring, to
which the Community will contribute the 35 million.
It is this policy which we want to institute, with an
eye to the future : it is the possibility of supporting
but also guiding the undertakings which interests us.
And this policy, excuse me for saying so, will not be
instituted by the fact of spending money if there is no
guarantee of a follow-up : it is the adoption of a regula-
tion by the competent Community authorities that
will get it under way. Ve therefore think that every-
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thing possible must be done to have the regulation
adopted as rapidly as possible. Amendments have
been put forward. Mr Davignon has outlined the
Commission's reactions: we hope to be able to call
upon the goodwill of the Council to obtain a regula-
tion, that is the definition of a policy, rather than just
have to implement the budget pursuant to Article 205
without any assurance of the follow-up, without being
able to define any policy.
Those, Mr President, are the replies to specific ques-
tions which I wish to make on behalf of my colleague
Mr Davignon, whose apologies I once again convey to
the assembly : he had to be in Paris this afternoon for
a long-standing appointment and would therefore
have preferred the debate to have taken place this
morning.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution and the amendments
which have been tabled will be put to the vote during
voting time tomorrow.
The debate is closed.
14. Code of conduct for Cornmuniry companies
witb subsidiaries in Soutb Africa
President. 
- 
The next item is the ioint debate on:
- 
the report (Doc. 70179), drawn up Mr Lagorce on
behalf of the Committee on Development and
Cooperation, on
the form, status, context and application of the Code of
Conduct for Communiry companies with subsidiaries,
branches or representation in South Africa;
- 
the oral question with debate (Doc.653178), tabled
by Mr Fellermaier on behalf of the Socialist
Group, to the Foreign Ministers meeting in polit-
ical cooperation:
Subiect : Compliance with the Communiry's code of
conduct for companies with subsidiaries, branches or
representation in South Africa
l. Which companies from Member States of the Euro-
pean Communiry with subsidiaries, branches or repres-
entation in South Africa have published an annual
report, as required under Point 7 of the Community's
code of conduct, and which have not ?
2. w.r\at steps have the individual governments of the
Lommuniry's Member States taken to ascertain by
what means and in what ways they can work for the
attainment of the declared obiectives of the code of
conduct through companies from Member States of
the European Community operating in South Africa ?
3. Do the governments of the individual Member States
also have general information on the conduct of those
European companies in South A(rica which have so
far failed to publish a report ?
I call Mr Lagorce.
Mr Lagorce, rapporteur 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the Code of Conduct which is the
subject of the report I have the honour of presenting
to you 
- 
a report which, at my request, was referred
back to the Committee at the last part session to be
corrected, clarified and amended 
- 
can only be
appreciated in its proper context.
'S7e must therefore, I think, not lose sight of the fact
that South Africa has become a dangerous interna-
tional trouble spot, being in a part of world where
decolonization has not gone smoothly, and the maior
'STestern powers have become involved in idealogical
and economic confrontation. And it is precisely in
this hostile environment that the !7hite minoriry
governing South Africa is insisting on trying to main-
tain a system of separate development 
- 
apartheid 
-which threatens to give rise to serious internal distur-
bances, perhaps leading eventually to an international
conflict. Remember that when we speak of separate
development we are using a euphemism. \(hat it
means is development of 4'5 million \Thites thanks
to the under-development of l9 million Non-Whites
- 
Blacks, Indians, Coloureds 
- 
who are consciously
kept in an inferior position in social, cultural and
economic terms and are deprived of most of their
rights.
This state of affairs, in which the non-white popula-
tion can be considered as practically in slavery, is
further accentuated by the system of Bantustans, the
'homelands' whose spurious independence we have
refused to recognize and on which I do not need to
dwell. !flhat I would stress is that the Afrikaners
sincerely believe 
- 
and this is the serious thing 
-that they are right and that there can be no better or
fairer system than apartheid.
Everything points, therefore, to a monumental
dialogue of the deaf between l7hites and Blacks. The
white population of South Africa has clearly remained
impervious to the changing spirit which has character-
ized the second half of this century. It has the
mentality of a backward society in which it seems diffi-
cult to make the voice of reason heard. Moreover, who
is going to take on this task ? The European Commu-
niry would seem to have a priviledged part to play in
this field since it is the leading trade partner of the
Republic of South Africa. Indeed, for some years now
it has had a position on this point and has on several
occasions condemned the policy of apartheid. But
none of the declarations on this subject were followed
by effective action, as they did not involve any sort of
coercion towards South Africa. It was not until 12
January 1977 that the principle of a Code of Conduct
was adopted by the Foreign Ministers of the Nine and
only on 20 September 1977 was this Code of
Conduct, drawn up by the experts the ministers had
appointed, adopted within the framework of political
cooperation.
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But is this really a code ? A code is a set of provisions
laid down by law or regulation which have the force
of law and are binding on pain of explicitly defined
sanctions. lVhat we have in this case is provisions not
of a legal but of a social kind which are in no way
binding. The companies concerned are inaited to
apply this code, that is all. Moreover, these provisions
deal only with racial segregation in the field of
employmenl which reduces their scope.
This Code, which is not really a code at all, can
nonetheless contribute in particular to improving the
material, social and moral position of non-white
workers and constitutes a first step towards solving the
problem of apartheid in South-Africa 
- 
despite its
imperfections and shortcominp which, as called for
in the motion for a resolution, need to be corrected.
Vhat is unfortunate, in fac! is that this Code of
Conduct has been drawn up too hastily by the
Foreign Ministers alone 
- 
or at least by their
appointed experts 
- 
without consulting either the
Commission of the Communities or our Committee
on Development and Cooperation and also without
reference to the employers' and workers' organizations
in the Community which could have given the
authors of the Code the benefit of their experience.
They will, it is true, have a chance to do so at some
future date if we take up the idea of holding hearingp
to which the unions, who have useful information to
give, could possibly be invited. Similarly, views could
have been sought from the ACP countries, whose
keen interest in this question is well known.
If the Code of Conduct is to be applied, extensive
publicity is therefore likely to be indispensable in
order to make it known in the Community.
This publicity will have to involve the Member States,
the European Parliament and the national Parlia-
ments. I would add that it should also extend to the
Republic of South Africa so as to make the white
population realize that they should not stand in the
way of the implementation of this Code. It is heart-
breaking, for example, to read in the newspapers how
on 7 March a general strike was declared in South
Africa by !7hite miners determined to protect their
privileges ois-d-ois the African and Coloured workers.
The important thing is that the Code of Conduct
should be applied in identical fashion by all the
Member States, so that the companies which adhere to
it willingly are not penalized in terms of competition
with those who apply it incompletely or not at all.
The Code has been drawn up on the initiative of the
Community, but the question of enforcemcnt and
supervision has been left to the Member States, who
will therefore have to agree on common formulae for
the partical application of the Code. It is essential, I
think, for the Foreign Ministers, the Council or the
Commission to explain what measures have been
taken to ensure uniform application of the Code in all
Community countries.
The question of supervising how the Code of Conduct
is put into practice is also of decisive importance.
Article 7 of the Code provides 
- 
without, I repeat,
any obligation 
- 
for the companies concerned to
publish a detailed annual report on the implementa-
tion of the Code. These reports are to be examined by
the governments of the Nine. On this point, it is
unfortunate that standard forms for the reports from
companies were not adopted at the same time as the
Code of Conduct itself, as these reports are an essen-
tial complement to the Code. That is why the motion
for a resolution calls on the Foreign Ministers to
provide companies with the necessary documents for
them to submit standardized annual reports.
In any case, the ministers are requested to report annu-
ally to Parliament on this question of supervising the
implementation of the Code of Conduct, thus
ensuring that its Community character is maintained.
This could, I think, normally be via the Committee
on Development and Cooperation which would set up
a sub-committee for this purpose. !(hat is essential is
for the Commission to centralize the systematic evalu-
ation of these reports in cooperation with the Council
and Parliament. It appears that in 1978, the first year
of operation of the Code, 120 companies, primarily of
British origin, drew up the required reports on their
factories in South Africa. tUflill these reports be trans-
mitted to the European Parliament ?
The question of providing for sanctions against Euro-
pean companies to make the Code effective can and
must be raised as well. I have three points to make
here. Firstly, as we have seen, the Code of Conduct
has no legal force. The companies are simply invited
to observe it on a voluntary basis. Moreover, it is
doubtful whether the Community has adequate means
to impose sanctions on companies which do not
observe the code. Lastly, in view of the existing dispari-
ties in national legislation there are likely to be differ-
ences of opinion between the Member States on the
amount of supervision that can be imposed on private
industry.
If we are considering sanctions against the South
African Government, what form could they take ? A
general economic boycott would indeed be desirable,
but it should be remembered firstly that the non-
white population would be the first to suffer 
. 
nd
secondly that this would be a difficult ,1s.. r'te to
control, since it would not be applied in the s.rrre s,ay
by everyone. Look how the ACP countries continue to
trade with the Republic of South Africa. A selective
boycott would be a possibility, with specific measures
- 
for example the arms embargo which, I see, is
being respected and must continue to be, or a ban on
supplies of nuclear technology, or again an oil
embargo. But in this field it is not the countries of the
Community that are in a position to decide. Another
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possibiliry 
- 
and this, as I have previously had occa-
sion to say here, would no doubt be the most effective
measure 
- 
would be a freeze on investment and on
the generous financial aid granted to South Africa by
banks in the nine Member States. But it is no use
hiding from the fact that all this involves the risk of
an appreciable increase in unemployment. The same
goes for boycotting South African exports, which is of
limited effect.
In addition to boycotts, therefore, we must look for
other means of making South Africa give up its
apartheid policy without affecting precisely those
whose rights we want to protect. It is on these lines
that we should consider terminating the cultural agree-
ments with Communiry countries. Similarly, positive
steps should be taken to see that the industrialized
countries outside the Community also follow the
Code of Conduct. Lastly, it would be only right for us
not iust to maintain but to increase the exceptional
financial aid granted to the ACP countries affected by
apartheid. I think it is in the framework of the Lom6
Convention, with the forthcoming renegotiation, that
the fight against apartheid in South Africa can be
pursued most effectively, thanks to the cooperation
between the Community and the ACP countries.
Remember the declarations by the Joint Committee
and the Consultative Committee in Maseru, Granada,
Luxembourg and, most recently, Bordeaux. The ACP
countries must not be disappointed. After welcoming
the adoption of the Code of Conduct, they have high
hopes of its implementation. We have reached a point
where, looking forward to Lom6 II, the Communiry
must choose between two apparently incompatible atti-
tudes : tolerance towards the !7hite governments of
Southern Africa and good relations with the ACP
countries. Indeed, the situation in South Africa is
poisoning international relations and threatens to
become an obstacle to the smooth operation of both
the present and future Lom6 Conventions. A solution
must therefore be found to this problem of apartheid
if political cooperation between the Community and
the ACP countries is to move into a new dimension.
Clearly, this is a delicate question. South Africa is the
leading supplier of raw materials to the l7estern
nations and in particular to the Community. !7e
should not forget, for example, that this country is
one of the maior world producers of uranium. It is
thus, of course, difficult for Europe to impose
economic sanctions on the country on which it
depends for its supplies of uranium and many other
raw materials. The Community must at all events
develop a strateg'y for solving the problem of
apartheid. There is no time to lose. As I said, there is
too great a danger of a tragic confrontation between
Blacks and I(hites which could set the whole African
continent ablaze and ruin relations between Europe
and Africa. But what strategy ? That is the question !
Firstly, we must exert pressure, firm and continued
pressure, on the South African Government to
improve the situation of the Black community by
respecting its rights. The Code of Conduct constitutes
a first step in this direction.
!7hile keeping clear of any political involvement with
the Republic of South Africa, the Community must,
above all by pursuasion and by peaceful means,
induce that country to behave like a normal civilized
nation. 'We can no longer allow there to be further
bloody repression of Blacks engaged in legitimate
protest, any more Sowetos, any more killings such as
that of the young Black militant Solomon Malongu,
who was hanged in Pretoria prison on 5 April despite
the representations made in particular by the Euro-
pean countries. But the Community must also, I
think, bring home to everyone, and particularly the
ACP countries, that South Africa is not a colony like
many other African States which are now inde-
pendent. It is thus not a question purely and simply
of getting the lfhites out but of how this country can
maintain its specific identity as an African nation
comprising several ethnic groups, one of which
cannot be allowed to develop at the expense of the
others. Its neighbours, as well as the Blacks in South
Africa, must recognize the rights of all the ethnic
groups living together in the country. Of course, this
will be difficult.
But the Community, as a signatory to the Lom6
Convention, must accept its responsibility as a guar-
dian of peace in Africa and in East-West and North-
South relations. It must realize that what it does in
South Africa will have a decisive effect on relations
with both the ACP countries and all the developing
countries. That is why the Code of Conduct, however
incomplete and imperfect it may, be, could well, if
properly applied 
- 
and the Community must see
that it is implemented under strict supervision 
-constitute a decisive factor in the fight against
apartheid and the preservation of peace in Africa and
in the world.
IN THE CHAIR : MR HOLST
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patiin to speak in place of Mr
Fellermaier.
Mr Patiin. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, with your permis-
sion I should like not simply to present my Oral Ques-
tion but at the same time briefly to make my contribu-
tion to the debate on behalf of my Group. That way
we can kill two birds with one stone. I think it is only
fair for me to take the floor just once and not twice.
The Socialist Group has tabled a question to the
Foreign Ministers of the Nine because it considers
that at present time this Code of Conduct has a
comparatively central part to play. !flhat is the situa-
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tion ? My Goup supports Mr Lagorce's report on
behalf of the Committee on Development and Cooper-
ation. My Group believes that apartheid cannot be
strongly enough condemned in this House. There is
no justification whatever for the policy pursued by the
South African Government. Moreover, the recent
execution Mr Lagorce mentioned is further clear proof
that the South African Government is continuing to
pursue the disastrous couse it has adopted.
!(lhile I am on the subiect of the Lagorce report, I
should like at the same time to congratulate Mr
Lagorce on it and assure him of our Group's support.
Mr President, my Group attaches the greatest impor-
tance to this Code. It is the only instrument currently
available to the European Community. The Commu-
nity does not have a sanctions poliry, nor does it have
any policy regarding a boycott; all we have is a Code.
And this Code is not binding. Our Group is therefore
greatly concerned that the role of the European Code
of Conduct, which was adopted by the Ministers and
not by Parliament, should be developed and streng-
thened and that compliance should be more strictly
enforced.
But, of course, there is more to it than that. !7hile we
attach the greatest importance to the Code of Conduct
at the present time, there are other factors that we
must not forget.
The fact is that we must continue our efforts to ensure
that the European Community and the individual
Member States do everything in their power to bring
about the end of apartheid. I shall come back to the
question of sanctions, boycotts and Community policy
in a moment. First, I should like to make a few intro-
ductory remarks about the trade union movement.
It looks splendid, of course, for the Community to
draw up a Code and then put it forward as if the
course to be followed had been laid down. At the
same time, however, you need to know what this is
meant to achieve, whether it is to be something that
involves no obligation and is presented to the public
to salve your conscience, or whether you are putting
forward something that is to be an instrument of
policy, a system that you intend to enforce, so that
something actually happens in South Africa. And here
the Council and the governments must not be
squeamish ; any means is permissible to prevent the
abominable policy of apartheid from dragging South
Africa down the disastrous slope into an even worse
situation that we have today. The ministers and the
governments must work together with the employers'
organizations and the trade unions. IThat we need is
for the international trade union movement, which
knows what is in the Code and knows how to handle
this sort of thing 
- 
and the European trade unions
have stated on dozens of occasions, orally and in
writing, that they share the principles of the Code 
-to be involved as well and to be consulted as to how
the Code can be implemented. It is after all the trade
unions that sit at the negotiating table with the
companies operating in South Africa and with their
parent companies in Europe. In the negotiations the
trade unions have with these organizations and
companies, they can play a part in influencing South
African policy and making the Code a success.
Mr President, at present the voluntary aspect of the
Code is not, in our view, producing results. It all
leaves too much to choice. The expectations aroused
by the Ministers in laying down the Code will turn to
disappointment if there is no certainry of its being
enforced. You must enforce the code if you want to
maintain credibility, otherwise you would do better to
drop the idea 
- 
it would be better to withdraw the
Code and admit there is nothing we can do. A volun-
tary Code, with companies keeping an eye on each
other to see whether everyone is keeping exactly the
same standards and no one wanting to lead the way,
everyone preferring to bring up the rear, is not much
use. I think, therefore, there is a real need to give the
Code teeth by turning it into a compulsory one which
companies operating in South Africa from a base on
Communiry territory would be forced to apply.
On behalf of my Group I should like to ask the
governments and the Council for their views on this.
And we should like to be given the facts which will
enable us to judge just how badly the Code is
working. Mr Lagorce has pointed out how important
it is 
- 
and this is expressly stated in his motion for a
resolution 
- 
to know how the Code of Conduct is
working out in practice, how observance of the Code
can be assessed in the light of experience. But the
Code is only one aspect, about which I have already
said quite enough. In our view, the Code is too weak
because it is a voluntary instrument which is not effec-
tive. Of greater importance are two other things : sanc-
tions and a boycott.
!7ith regard to sanctions it would, of course, be a very
important step if the Community could agree on a
single policy. Over the wide area that the Community
covers it is very easy to get round sanctions if one
Community country applies them and another does
not. My question to the President-in-Office of the
Council is whether any initiatives have been consid-
ered or tried out or any plans drawn up with regard to
sanctions 
- 
or have sanctions been rejected ? Has he
done enough to soothe his conscience by laying down
the Code and are the social forces now to be left to
play their part ? On this question we support the
somewhat milder but nonetheless reasonably clear
paragraph in the resolution prepared by Mr Lagorce
on the imposition of legal and financial sanctions. Mr
Lagorce has just referred to this.
The second point is a boycott. Boycotting a country is
naturally a major decision. But are we still in a posi-
tion to say that there is any room for reservations or
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reason to doubt the South African Government's inten-
tions in its apartheid policy ? Do we have any grounds
for saying that some improvement can be detected, so
we should keep a watch on the situation for a while
longer ? I hardly think so. !(hen Mr Lagorce and his
Committee state in their moton for a resolution that
an economic boycott of South Africa is not realistic at
the moment, they are clearly right. But in view of the
political situation into which South Africa has
manoeuvred itself the question must be whether it can
really be long before we resort to some such stronger
measure. It may well be unrealistic. Perhaps Mr
Lagorce is right in his report, but at the same time we
must face the question of how to bring into line a
regime which has adopted such a blatantly wrong
course. That is the point, and it is an important one
from the point of view of the international legal order.
!7e must try to develop a policy for the Mediterranean
countries.
For years we have been talking with Mr Cheysson and
others about Mediterranean policy. The question is
whether we shall still have a Mediterranean policy
after the accession of Greece, Spain and Portugal, or
whether we shall not have a fragmented policy with
some maintaining links with the Community in one
way and others in a different way. 'S7e do not have a
policy towards Africa, however, and we certainly have
no policy towards South Africa. For whatever we may
try to achieve in the context of the Lom6 Convention,
whatever we may try to achieve with regard to human
rights when renewing the Lom6 Convention, one
thing is clear : the credibility of what the European
Community contributes to the Lom6 Convention will
also be measured by the way the Community behaves
towards South Africa.
If we pursue a lax policy towards South Africa and do
not take the Code or sanctions seriously, how can we
then insist on a clear human rights policy in the rest
of Africa, in Black Africa or North Africa ? Everything
is closely interconnected here, and it is thus important
for the Community to arrive at a more consistent
policy with regard to the whole South African ques-
tion and for it to know how to react.
Mr President, let me round this off by saying that we
are in an unsatisfactory situation. The Socialist Group
regards the Code as severely limited, unsatisfactory
and inadequate. In our view sanctions are clearly
necessary and we would join with the rapporteur in
not excluding an economic boycott as a possible
means of making the South African Government
change its views. !fle very much hope that we shall
get a reasonably consistent answer from the Council,
based on the policy the Council itself has applied in
adopting the Code. If there were no policy, we should
not be able to have this policy discussion here. But
there is a policy. A first step has been taken. If this is
the last step, then it is totally inadequate. If it is only a
first step, we should like to know what else we can
expect the Council to do.
There is one other final point I feel I must make, in
connection with today's Question Time. I hope that
in future 
- 
we were talking just now about the sexual
maltreatment of African women 
- 
the French Secre-
tary of State will refrain from relating his replies to
European problems. I found the comparison he made
with cosmetic surgery on European women totally out
of place. I know I am out of order, Mr President, but I
say this here because I was shocked by his answer on
that point.
Mr President, we support this report and the motion
for a resolution prepared by Mr Lagorce and the
Committee on Development and Cooperation. And
we hope that the firsr step taken by the Council with
this Code will be followed by others aimed at using
the pressure we can apply to help put an end to apart-
heid.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bernard-Reymond.
Mr Bernerd-Reymond, President-in-Office of tbe
Foreign hlinisters. 
- 
(F)Mr President, to start with I
should like to confine my reply to the very specific
questions raised by Mr Fellermaier, to which Mr Patijn
also referred iust now. First of all, I should like to
remind him that he referred several times to the posi-
tion of the Council but that in fact the Council has
nothing to do with this question, which comes under
the heading of Political Cooperation.
Moreover, it is only after all the reports from the
companies involved in implementing the Nine's Code
of Conduct have been received thai the governments
will be in a position to carry out, at national level, an
assessment of the results of this first year of operation.
Not having received all the reports they expect, most
of the governments have so far not been able to draw
any conclusions or to make a list of the companies
that have been willing to submit a report and one of
those which, although requested to do so, have not yet
produced anything.
However, a number of European countries already
have plans to publish these lists as soon as practicable,
together with a summary of the results obtained, as
the British Government did in its report to Parliament
dated 15 February 1979. As those responsible for
implementing the Code, the governments of the Nine
attach great importance to getting companies to agree
to submit detailed reports on the way in which they
have followed its recommendations. Accordingly, they
have adopted various means of encouraging them to
comply and intend to continue this persuasion in the
future. They expect the results to be increasingly posi-
tive as the companies become more and more aware,
that it is in their interest to make a concrete contribu-
tion to the economic and social betterment of the
African workers their subsidiaries employ in South
Africa.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cheysson.
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Mr Cheysson, lllember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, the present debate is being held on the
basis of the question by Mr Fellermaier, presented by
Mr Patijn, the report by Mr Lagorce and the motion
for a resolution put forward on his recommendation
by the Committee on Development and Cooperation.
Echoing the President-in-Office of the Council, I note
that Mr Fellermaier's questions were addressed to the
Foreign Ministen of the Nine and that, apart from
one point to which I shall return, Mr Lagorce's report
and his motion for a resolution are also addressed to
the conference of Foreign Ministers or the govern-
ments of the Nine 
- 
which is only logical since, as
you know, the Code of Conduct which forms the
main subject of this debate was drawn up and adopted
by the nine Foreign Ministers meeting in political
cooperation; the negotiations with industry are being
conducted by the governments, who are responsible
for following them up. Of course, the Commission is
in the picture, as it is invited to political cooperation
meetingp on Africa, but it has no direct responsibiliry.
That is part of what Mr Lagorce calls, in very diplo-
matic terms, the Commission's delicate position
within the framework of political cooperation. In
saying this, Mr President-in-Office, I do not mean to
complain 
- 
as that is the way it is 
- 
or to denigrate
this Code of Conduct which, if I may say so, I see in a
more favourable light than Mr Patijn. As evidence for
this, let me merely point out that none of the OECD
countries to whom we suggested adopting a similar
code was willing to do so, not even the Scandinavian
countries, however committed they may be. I am thus
in an awkward position with regard to these questions,
which are not within our sphere.
Everything would be different, of course, if the
Council of Ministers followed the recommendation
.put forward in the motion for a resolution and made
the implementation of the Code a Community matter,
which would involve responsibilities for the Commis-
sion. That is not the case at present. I shall therefore
confine my reply, Mr President, firstly to the specific
question raised by the rapporteur and secondly to the
overall analysis underlying this Code and this debate.
Paragaphs 22 to 24 of the motion for a resolution call
for the Community to step up its support for those
ACP countries which, because they are close to South
Africa, suffer directly or indirectly from of the
apatheid policy. Once again, Mr President, I should
like to reaffirm before this Assembly the Commis-
sion's commitment, in accordance with the spirit of
the Lom6 Convention, to provide these countries at
any time, whatever unexpected circumstances might
arise, with the necessary supPort. Experience shows
that this support is useful. You may recall that at one
time South Africa thought it could strangle Lesotho
by using an administrative device to block off part of
its frontiers. In the two weeks following this move we
were able to intervene so that a new route could very
quickly be established inside Lesotho to enable the
inhabitants of the eastern part of the country to leave
by the western frontier.
Let me remind you that Botswana 
- 
another country
on the borders of South Africa 
- 
which is some
75 % dependent on its beef exports, nearly starved to
death when the world beef market collapsed. I am not
sure that for any other ACP country we would have
overstepped the provisions of the Lom6 Convention,
which did not contain anything about meat prices.
S7e worked out solutions under which we were able to
guarantee Botswana a price for this meat, at a cost to
us of between l2 and l5 million units of account per
year, which is completely outside our normal aid
ProSramme.
Let me remind you that we are making an exceptional
effort to build a road linking Botswana with Zambia
at the point where the two countries meet, so as to
provide it with an exit route not subiect to Rhodesian
or South African control. Lastly, may I remind the
House that when what are known as the 'front-line
States' decided to close the Rhodesian frontier in 1976
we immediately intervened under Article 59. In
various ways, and on an exceptional scale compared
with aid to the other ACP countries, we hastened 
-this is no exaggeration 
- 
to the aid of these coun-
tries, and I should like to pay tribute to the other ACP
countries who have always approved this approach. In
addition to the projects I have iust mentioned and
others aimed at refugees, that represented a second
exceptional operation with a total cost to date of 25
million units of account which have been used for
special purchases, in addition to which there are the
beef subsidies amounting at present to a further 40 or
50 million units of account.
I therefore think we are equipped to act. It may well
be that in the next Convention more money will have
to be made available for Article 59. But we do have
the means to act, as we have demonstrated. And the
South Africans are perfectly well aware of this. So
much for the specific question.
But I hope, Mr President, that the House will bear
with me if I go much further than that, since the
motion for a resolution and the speakers in the debate
have given great prominence to the fact that this Code
is only one element in a policy, one aspect of our
condemnation of a certain attitude on the part of the
South African Government a condemnation
expressed by the Community in clear and responsible
terms on numerous occasions, at the sessions of the
United Nations, at the meetings of the Foreign Minis-
ters and when the President-in-Office of the Council
represented the Community at the anti-apartheid
conference in Lagos in 1977. This condemnation has
also been expressed in the clearest of terms by this
Parliament and the most remarkable motion, as Mr
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Lagorce recalled, is that adopted in Lusaka. The
Commission has taken it upon itself to intervene
when individuals have been threatened, particularly
on the eve of the execution of the unfortunate
Solomon Malongu. And I do not mind admitting to
this House that on occasion I have myself used
stronger terms on this question. Following the execu-
tion of Solomon Malongu, I felt justified in saying in a
telegram to the South African Government that we
were concerned to see so many men being mercilessly
killed around the world and asking what we were to
think when a government which professed Christian
principles decided in cold blood to put a man, a
young man, to death for carrying a gun he had never
used. Is it the fact that he was black, is it the colour of
his skin that stops judges and ministers from seeing
clearly ? For that is what it comes down to : the funda-
mental question of discrimination between individuals
on the basis of race. One might think that the last war
was a lesson for everyone, but not at all : everywhere
racism is emerging again. So, when we talk about
codes of conduct or about apartheid we must
remember, as your motion for a resolution says, that
what we are concerned with is the human individual,
ourselves, our society, our children, who are threat-
ened by this violation of elementary human rights.
That is why, as you know, in concluding a Conven-
tion which is for the moment the only one of its kind
in the world, between developing countries and indus-
trial countries we are concemed, to deliver a solemn
reminder to both sides that all our efforts, as govern-
ments, as different cooperating countries, are intended
to serve mankind. The purpose of this is not to
threaten sanctions, but to arouse people's consciences
and put the problems in their proper perspective. And
we shall continue on this course, with the support I
am sure the coming Parliament, like the present one,
will not fail to give us. The motion for a resolution,
therefore 
- 
and Mr Patiin stressed this 
- 
asks
whether, on this basis, there is any prospect of the
Community developing a constructive and coherent
Africa policy as part of a vigorous, dynamic policy
aimed at contributing to equilibrium in the world. Mr
President, what is a policy ? If it is a matter of inter-
vention, of direct declarations having binding, coer-
cive legal force, then the Communiry has clearly not
reached that stage, the Community is not a State, and
there is no question of its laying down a policy or
deciding on intervention as a State would.
But if a policy is a matter of creating facts, of taking a
very long-term view, then I would say to this House,
and to Mr Patijn in particular, that we very clearly do
have a policy in Africa. This policy respects the inden-
tity of each country, guarantees the stabilify of rela-
tions between these countries and ourselves and
provides aid for development in connection with
proiects adopted independently by the governments.
They are particularly interested in that, more than in
more or less empty declarations.
Allow me to quote a few examples of this policy.
Guinea-Bissau has iust emerged from the tunnel of
colonialism, and in its liberation struggle it had only
two allies: the Soviet Union and East Germany. One
week after the liberation movement was installed in
Bissau, the government decided to accede to the
Lom6 Convention.
Guinea-Conakry is emerging from a long political
isolation. Forgive me for saying so, but it decided to
accede to our Convention long before receiving visits
from European Heads of State or European govern-
ments.
Ethiopia, under threat from Somalia and with ambi-
tions which it is not for me to judge, is obliged to rely
on countries which are totally opposed to us. Nonethe-
less it maintains a close link with us.
Uganda, on which there has been so much discussion
here 
- 
and some people have taken the Commission
to task for having maintained its delegation and other
contacts there 
- 
Uganda is ridding itself of its racist
dictatorship. Since we have maintained our presence,
though with a very limited operation relating almost
exclusively to food aid, we are now the first to help
Uganda. The day before yesterday, Mr President, the
Foreign Minister of the new Ugandan government
headed a delegation to Nairobi ro rhank the Commu-
nity for being the first ro supply food aid or to rake
any action.
This policy illustrates very clearly what the Commu-
nity can be. It is not a sovereign State, it does not have
the power to intervene 
- 
it is, as Michel Jobert said,
a 'political dwarf without any military power. But it
can create links and, while respecting the realities, set
out long-term perspectives. That, I think, counts as
much as and probably much more than declarations
in international conferences. I believe that in Africa
the Community represents a political reality, and I
challenge anyone to deny it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vergeer to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Vergeer. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I feel I must start with a word of thanks
and congratulation to Mr Lagorce for his report, whichI would term a report of outstandingly high quality
which is also well-balanced.
Today we once again, alas, have to discuss the
apartheid policy in South Africa. I say alas because
despite the many condemnations of this policy there
is in fact not the slightest sign of a turn for the better.
On the contrary, again and again we receive reports
that violations of human rights by the white South
Africans are continuing unabated. Recently we heard
of a request from Amnesty International to the South
African Ambassador in The Hague for information
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the fate of black children in internment. Even chil-
dren ! On 5 April the whole world was once again
shocked : despite worldwide pressure to refrain from
carrying out the death sentence, the 23-year-old black
militant Solomon Malongu was hanged shortly after
sunrise in Pretoria prison. Together with him four
other condemned men, three coloureds and one black,
were hanged in the courtyard of the prison. And all
that despite the fact that six hours before the time set
for the executiron even the Securiry Council of the
United Nations had unanimously appealed to the Pres-
ident of South Africa to save the lives of these men.
Personal appeals from the American President,
appeals from 'Western European Governments and
from African Governments had also fallen on deaf
ears in the South African Government. Though we
know that in many other parts of the world people are
being whites. just as mercilessly, these crimes shock us
all the more because they are committed by whites.
As Christian Democrats we are even more deeply
shocked by such behaviour because those responsible
do not shrink from invoking Christianity as the
inspiration for their political actions. I7e therefore
categorically reject the statement issued by the South
African Government in Cape Town that the protests
in the lTestern world at these executions can only be
described as selective indignation against South Africa.
!7e must make our voice heard whenever human
rights are trampled underfoot anywhere in the world,
and I am grateful for the fact that the Commission, in
the person of Mr Cheysson, has also given prompt
expression to its indignation.
Mr President, the decisive factor for South African
policy and the whole apartheid system is exclusively
the colour of the skin. Being black means being infe-
rior, having no right to a full education, no right trr a
free choice of jobs, no freedom of expression and so
on. To this day the black maiority in South Africa has
no civil rights whatever, they cannot vote and they are
not eligible for election. 'S7e must not relent in
impressing on the South African leaders that the age
of colonialism and racism has passed in Africa too.
!7e therefore fully agree with paragraph I of the
motion for a resolution, which unequivocally
condemns, on political, humanitarian and moral
grounds, the apartheid policy of the Republic of South
Africa.
However, Mr President, there is something I should
like to add to this: we must equally condemn those
who feel obliged to reiect the apartheid policy in
South Africa while themselves sympathizing with
regimes which trample on human rights, but do not
want or dare to admit this. It is the duty of all of us to
combat and repudiate all violations of human rights
in whatever part of the world.
For the Christian Democrats apartheid is a violation
of human rights of a special kind. The programme of
the European People's Party accordingly points out in
unequivocal fashion that the Christian Democrats
want to base their policy on a concept of man which
springs from the fundamental Christian values and
the dignity, responsibility and the inalienable and invi-
olable freedom of the human individual.
Mr President, our aim is to see that these rights and
freedoms are respected everywhere in the world. For
us this also involves protection against discrimination,
the right of free movement, the right of access to
one's own country and protection against expulsion
from that country. These are all rights, Mr President,
which are scorned by the Soutir African system and
the South African Government. The Christian Democ-
rats also want today to confirm once again Europe's
responsibility in the world by making it clear that
Europe cannot be content with simply protecting its
own interests but must on the contrary fulfil its obliga-
tions, by acting above all on the principle of
defending human rights, fundamental freedoms and
the rights of peoples, without which real peace is in
fact impossible.
I would remind you that throughout the world human
rights and fundamental freedoms come before the
principle of sovereignty. We Christian Democrats are
accordingly resolved to make a stand against all forms
of tyranny and suppression.
Mr President, in connection with the privileged links
we have with Africa under Lom6 Convention, which
has has opened the way to a new form of cooperation
between equal partners, we take the view that Euro-
peans must, like the peoples of the ACP countries,
feel directly affected by apartheid and the serious
threat it constitutes to the dignity and freedom of
man in that part oI the African continent. In the
programme we recently adopted for the elections, we
draw attention to our firm determination to build a
Europe which will fight for human rights and free-
doms in the world and reject all despotic regimes.
Respect for the rights of each individual means peace
for all. And that applies in particular to South Africa,
where racist regimes and the continual, institutional-
ized betrayal of human digniry pose a serious threat to
the freedom and development of the area and favour
the intervention of foreign powers which are waiting
eagerly for an opportunity to exploit the situation and
thereby extend their own sphere of influence.
Mr President, the question is how we can contribute
to getting rid of the inhuman system in South Africa.
Nflhat prospects are there for bringing about a peaceful
transition in the Republic of South Africa ? Every reas-
onable means must be used for this end. Not, I would
stress, any means but every reasonable means. There is
no doubt that the Code of Conduct for Community
companies represented in South Africa which was laid
down in September 1977 by the Foreign Ministers of
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the Nine. This deals in particular with combating the
apartheid laws in the field of employment.
!fle therefore warmly welcome the intitiative taken by
the Committee on Development and Cooperation in
bringing out a report on the form, status, context and
application of this Code. At the start of my speech I
clearly stated that human rights were a matter for us
all, without exception. That means that this is also a
matter for businessmen. They cannot and must not
hold aloof of from this discussion. Respect for human
righs should be regarded as an important part of the
international legal order, and this means that interna-
tional business also has to take account of this. The
businessman who invests in a country with an objectio-
nable regime a regime which oppresses people,
supports that regime and in economic terms takes on
a share of the responsibility for that oppression.
Anything that is aimed at helping to strengthen and
extend the application of the Code of Conduct has
our consent. And here the rapporteur has made a
number of good suggestions.
Mr President, without wanting to go into details about
the report, I should in particular like to express my
agreement on the question of ensuring uniform appli-
cation of the Code of Conduct in each Member State,
particularly by means of centralized assessment of
reports to be drawn up in accordance with a Commu-
nity standard and submitted annually to Parliament.
In this way Parliament will also have an opportuniry
of having an open discussion each year on the applica-
tion of the Code.
As you know, before the Lagorce report and the
motion for a resolution were dealt with in the March
part-session we had tabled a number of amendments.
I am glad that in the renewed discussion on the report
at the recent meeting of the Committee in Rome the
rapporteur and the Committee agreed to take up all
these amendments. I should naturally also like to
thank the rapporteur for this.
!7hy had we tabled these amendments ? In particular
because in our view it was desirable, in view of our
links with the Lom6 countries, to refer in the motion
for a resolution to the decisions taken with regard to
the apartheid policy in South Africa in the Consulta-
tive Assembly or the Joint Committee. Our amend-
ments were also intended to make it clear that the
Code we are discussing, while it is admittedly not
binding, must quite clearly be a test case for the polit-
ical will of the Nine and that it is necessarily an
important element, concentrating on more humane
working conditions for the black population, in
working out or establishing an overall concept for the
fight against apartheid.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jung to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Jung. 
- 
(D) Mr President, the Liberal and
Democratic Group welcomes this debate on a ques-
tion which is of the greatest importance for the Euro-
pean economy but also more particularly for peace in
Africa, the reputation of our Community and confi-
dence in moral and humanitarian principles. !fle
should like to thank the rapporteur for his comprehen-
sive report. Basically we approve the motion for a reso-
lution in the report. I should, however, like very
briefly to take up a few points in particular which
make it clear how important this report is for us in
the European Community.
To start with, a few statistics should suffice to bring
out the importance of South Africa for our economies.
In the non-Communist world, 90 o/o of. the chro-
mium, 85 % of the industrial diamonds and 75o/o ol
the platinum come from South Africa. One third of
the Community's uranium supplies and 40 0/o of our
manganese also come from the same source.
All the Member States of the Community have been
increasing their trade with South Africa. Communiry
countries' investments in South Africa also show an
upward trend. It can thus be seen that we have a large
economic intcrest and involvement 
- 
which at the
same time, however, also means an increasing political
and moral responsibility.
The prevailing situation in South Africa poses a threat
to peace in Africa, for the system of apartheid is a
provocation to all Africans 
- 
and not only all Afri-
cans but to the whole Free I7orld and to all democra-
cies which are founded on humanitarian principles.
Clearly it would be an illusion to believe 
- 
s1 h6ys
others believe 
- 
that South Africa was the only
country in the continent in which crimes against
humanity were committed by those in power. But
there is no escaping the fact that there is no other
country on Earth in which similar racial laws apply
and are enforced. Under this system 82o/o of the popu-
lation 
- 
made up of 70 o/o blacks 9 7o coloureds and
3 7o Asians 
- 
have practically no civil rights.
Since 1948, when the present regime came to power,
laws have been adopted and brutally enforced which
separate wage earners from the rest of their families
who are forced to live, without any prospect of
employment, outside the so-called white areas. Every
day people are arrested and imprisoned under legisla-
tion which is directed solely at the black majority, not
at the white minoriry 
- 
legislation which the whole
of Africa hopes will soon come to an end.
The Africans therefore have no alternative but to
regard the enemies of their enemies as their friends.
Can there be any doubt that the Soviet Union will
fight to the last Cuban to exploit this situation for its
own ends ? !7e already have examples of this policy
in Angola, the Ogaden, Eritrea and Zimbabwe. Under
these circumstances, who can doubt that South Africa
could become a new trouble spot ?
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Under these circumstances there is no doubt that
what the people of Africa expect from Europe is not
iust protests but action. This is particularly true of our
p-artners in the Lom6 Convention. The Code of
Conduct is obviously only a limited measure with a
limited obiective. Community investments in South
Africa are a weapon against apartheid. They do not
turn the Community into an accomplice of South
Africa. That is something we must make quite clear.
'We must make sure that the public in Africa properly
understands our policy, which is aimed above all at
improving working conditions for the Africans, Colou-
reds and fuians working for European companies.
The Liberal and Democratic Group is convinced that
measures of this kind are more likely to succeed than
a trade boycott of South Africa. I have had the oppor-
tunity of speaking to a large number of people in
South Africa, including the editor-in-chief Percy
Kobosa, now under a banning order, who agreed with
me that a boycott really only hurt the Poorest, the
black population, and that we must use other means
to forci the South African Government to give up this
thoroughly misguided apartheid policy without delay'
Rhodesia offers an example of how, as I said, a
boycott is not working quite as we hoped it would' All
the same, if the European Community is to maintain
a position of respect in African public opinion, this
Code of Conduct we have laid down for European
companies and their subsidiaries will really have to
work.
My Group has no illusions as to the difficulties
involved in implementing these measures, but we
believe that the application of these principles will be
a necessary and important means of defeating the
apartheid policy.
In the interess of the peoples of Africa, in the inter-
ests of Europe and in the interests of mankind as a
whole this is something we must achieve.
Mr President, ladies and Sentlemen, in conclusion I
should like once again to thank the raPPorteur for his
comprehensive and valuable rePort and thank you all
for your attention.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Reay to sPeak on behalf of
the European Conservative GrouP.
Lord Reay. 
- 
Mr President, I was glad that Mr
Lagorce, in his closing remarks, emphasized that
South Africa was not a colony as most other African
countries have been colonies, that it is not the last
island of colonial Africa administered from some Euro-
pean capital and that therefore there are considerable
iimits to what Europe and the Community can do to
influence fundamentally policies which are pursued in
South Africa.
South Africa, of course, has a long history as an inde-
pendent country. It is a strong country. There are all
sorts of factors which Mr Lagorce himself recognized
and which limit the scope that the Community would
have to affect events within South Africa. It is impor-
tant to recognize this quite clearly, because it is only
too easy for us to give rise to false expectations if we
make grand announcements as to what we shall do in
South Africa if South Africa does not take Sreater
heed of what we are recommending: I think we only
risk awakening false expectations, and that is a
dangerous thing to do.
Mr Patijn said that he did not see how we could draw
attention to the oppression, the failure to observe
human rights, in Uganda if at the same time we
tolerated the situation he said we were tolerating in
South Africa. In fact, of course, we deplore them both,
but we were not in the end, unfortunately, able to
prevent human rights being abused in Uganda, and I
think is it therefore only responsible if we recognize
that there are bound to be limits as to what the
Community can do in this regard'
It is a merit of Mr Lagorce's resolution that it does not
actually recommend any further specific action to be
taken against South Africa. In paragraph 18 of the
resolution, the opinion is stated that a general
economic boycott of South Africa would be unrealistic
and probably counterproductive. In the Conservative
Group we share that opinion and we also believe with
Mr Lagorce 
- 
and I was glad that he also said this is
his speech 
- 
that the same thing applies to further
partial boycotts : the danger is that these themselves
may be counterproductive.
There has been all too much evidence that South
Africa, under the pressure of international and particu-
larly 'S7estern attack, adopts an attitude of defiance
and retreats into a laager instead of adapting itself to
the criticisms which are made. It is certainly not by
means of threats of boycotts and so on that South
Africa is induced to adopt changes in its internal poli-
cies. !7e have only to look at the line that South
Africa has recently taken in saying that she intends to
adopt a neutral position as between East and \Yest to
realize the way in which South Africa can react to
attack.
Ifle believe it is by maintaining, rather than by
breaking, contact that we have some chance 
-perhaps not a very great chance, but some chance 
-of exerting influence on South Africa to change its
policies ol apartbeid, and it is in this connection that
I think the Code of Conduct has its value, because in
the case of the Code of Conduct I think it is right that
we should take steps to see that companies do not in
our name, more than necessary at any rate, ioin in the
exploitation of local conditions which we disapprove
of.
I think we need perhaps to give more thought than
we sometimes do to the practical difficulties which
companies operating in South Africa may have when
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they try to apply the Code, because of course there is
always the possibiliry rhat they are obliged under rhe
Code to act in a certain way which conflicts with local
law, and I do not think that the resolution in Mr
Lagorce's report takes sufficient account of problems
of that kind. Still, I believe in principle that this is a
means by which we can expect or hope to ameliorate
somewhat conditions which apply in South Africa,
even though we may not be able fundamentally to
changc the policies of that country in the way we
would like.
I certainly think that now we have the Code we
should see that it is obeyed. Otherwise there is no
point in having the Code. All too often the European
countries, or the lfest as a whole, has made gestures
which have turned out to be quite empty and there-
fore have aggravated the international rilations which
originally they set out to improve.
Also, of course, the Code must be seen to be applied
equally as between the firms of different Member
States. I think it is one of the weaknesses of the way
in which the whole Code is srructured that it is left to
the Member States to monitor the performance of
their own companies. It is only too easy to imagine
that the companies of one Member State will in-the
beginning, perhaps, have a very sincere intention of
following the provisions of the Code while the
companies of another Member State will not have the
same intention and that finally, to protect themselves,
the companies that did have a greater will in the
matter will abandon any serious attempt to follow the
provisions of the Code because they are losing out to
other companies which never intended to take it seri-
ously in the first place.
So it certainly would be better 
- 
and this is some-
thing Mr Lagorce is asking for 
- 
if there was a
greater degree of centralization than is provided for
under the present arrangements. Mr Lagorce says in
paragraph l0 that it is illogical that the Code should
have been adopted by a Communiry decision while
the responsibility for its observance and application
rests with the Member States.
I also have no doubt that the Code could be
improved. As Mr Lagorce said, it was very hastily
adopted without proper consultations at all. By that I
do not necessarily mean that it should be made more
severe for the companies and I would not prejudice
the matter one way or the other, but I am sure that it
could be looked into and there would be matters in
respect of which it could be improved.
!7hat I think we now need above all is a cool and
dispassionate account of how the Code has in fact
been complied with. Are companies seriously trying
1o apply it ? Are they in fact applying it ? Are theyfinding it possible to apply ? !7hat are rhe effects of
their applying it ? Could it be improved and could it
have greater effect ? These are the sort of questions to
which we should like to know the answers and to
which I think we should know the answers before we
leap further into demanding penal sanctions, as Mr
Lagorce, I think, was asking for and certainly Mr
Patijn was talking about. !7e need to know more
about this before we go any further in making propo-
sals for turning it into a document with legal enforce-
ment until we know more about its application to
date, and that it is irresponsible to do so without
making at least some sort of investigation as to how
practical it would be to make it legally enforceable.
IN THE CHAIR: MR MEINTZ
. Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sandri to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Sandri. 
- 
(I)Mr President, we have spent a long
time discussing and going over the report by Mi
Lagorce, whom I wish to thank both for his hard work
and for his willing acceptance which was
mentioned by Mr Vergeer 
- 
of suggestions which
came from various members of the Committee on
Development and Cooperation. His hard work and
open-mindedness encouraged participation to a
degree which means that we can do without lengthy
speeches here today and which, when it comes to
voting on the motion which has been tabled, will
mean that it gets our unreserved backing.
There are just one or two points I want to make here.
Before we take a closer look at the individual articles
which make up the code, I feel we ought to look at it
from a different angle which spotlights its funda-
mental soundness in political terms. I7e want to take
a moral stand on apartheid, denouncing it as an evil
and barbarous practice, which nevertheless affects
some far-off land. The grear thing about this code of
conduct is that it puts things in perspective and shows
that European companies in South Africa may be 
-and, indeed, taking advantage of the evil
circumstances we condemn to procure additional bene-
fits.
This, in my opinion, is where the importance of the
code lies, because it involves us Europeans directly in
something which would seen to be far removed from
us, A few moments ago, in fact, I heard someone
imply that European companies set up in South
Africa in order to help the South African people to
develop. That is not the case, Mr Jung. If we iake a
cool look at things 
- 
which is what Lord Reay urged
us to do 
- 
we can see that the l2 000 million dollars
invested by foreign companies in South Africa 
- 
of
which 70 0/o comes from Europe and from the nine
Member States of the European Community who are
South Africa's largest trading partner 
- 
are invested
there for the reason that apartheid offers these foreign
companies all the benefits which come from . c*"Ily
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exploited labour force which is underpaid and denied
all rights. Ve read in the Lagorce report that black
workers earn a fifth of the white wage in almost all
branches of industry and a seventh in mining. This is
where apartheid goes beyond its moral dimension,
which is nevertheless fundamental, to take on the
social and economic dimension which comes through,
albeit very tentatively, in this code of conduct. It is
still vague, and it was drafted in a hurry. And as the
rapporteur and Mr Patijn both pointed out, it is espe-
cially limited in the sense that it is in no way compul-
sory. NonetheleSs, it is my belief that before we
condemn a measure for being inadequate, we ought to
try and make the most of it for the sake o[ the fight to
eliminate apartheid. This is why the code can and
must be adopted, at Community as well as at national
level, as a means of monitoring the situation. We
should make an effort so that we are able to review, at
European level as well as in the national parliaments,
whatever has been achieved so far.
Secondly, I feel we ought to take a deeper and more
careful look at how the European trade unions, who
took no part in drawing uP this document, could be
involved in monitoring the application of the code of
conduct. Mr Patijn, in my opinion, took exactly the
proper view of this problem. The European trade
unions have some bargaining leverage with regard to
these firms which have invested around 7 or 8 000
millions dollars in South Africa. Vhat I am saying is
that" if we can get the European trade unions to help
in monitoring the application of this code of conduct,
this can become a significant and democratic means
of applying pressure through the large union organiza-
tions as well as through the parliaments. In this
respect, although there are inevitable limits, we could
make this code an important part, even if it it is not
the lynchpin, of a long-term policy with regard to
South Africa.
The rapporteur listed the negative asPects of the code.
I go along with him on this and I am not going to
dwell on the point here. !7hat I do want to stress is
that what this code means in actual fact is that private
companies are being asked to show the courage and
the political will which those in power do not have.
I7hat it boils down to is that we are asking the multi-
national companies operating in South Africa to do
what our own countries should really be doing; and
what they lack the courage, or at least the political
will, to do. A great deal of courage and political will is
needed where southem Africa is concerned because in
that part of the world 
- 
and none of us can be blind
to it 
- 
there are more and more indications of a gath-
erinS storm. On the one hand, as was properly
pointed oug the South African r6gime is trying to
disguise the real situation by doing away with some of
the most obnoxious but minor effects of apartheid.
On the other hand, however, it has escalated an aggres-
sive international policy by attacking Angola while
claiming 
- 
as Lord Reay mentioned 
- 
to be
adopting a neutral position between East and !7est.
South Africa is using this leverage over the '!7est to
stifle any hint of disapproval on the part of our govern-
ments or the general public, and it is flaunting this
role of neutrality in an attempt to back the !7est into
a corner. In realiry, its policy on the international
front is becoming more and more aggressive, and it is
savaging weaker countries like Angola and murdering
young black patrios like Solomon Malongo, who was
hanged simply because he had a gun in his pocket' In
little more than a year, 109 people have been hanged
in South Africa. !7hen you consider this figure and
the number of people who die in prison without trial,
you have to ask some questions. And if we look at the
situation in South Africa in connection with events in
Rhodesia, we can see the extent of the crisis which is
brewing. Rhodesia is putting on a show of having elec-
tions 
- 
even though there are one ot two European
observers who claim that the elections are quite
democratic 
- 
while at the same time killing and
maiming and making murderous forays deep into
neighbouring Zambia, as well as attacking border
towns in Mozambique and Botswana.
Consequently, we were delighted and ancouraged to
read the two messages which the Commissioner with
responsibiliry for development, Mr Cheysson, sent to
the new Ugandan government, which has emerged
after the fall of the evil Idi Amin, and to the govern-
ment of Zambia, pledging the Communiry's support
for the latter country in combating the threat from the
colonialist and racist :6gimes in southern Africa.
However, even if these messages and what Mr
Cheysson said earlier would seem to indicate that the
Community has a policy on Africa, I should venture
to say that the Member States of the Community must
strive harder to define a policy vis-i-vis southern
Africa, which is a vital zone for the whole of Africa
and for the world. I say this because Europe and its
nine Member States have not yet worked out any effec-
tive policy to follow up the statements condemning
Rhodesia and South Africa.
In our view, we have to start by rejecting any proposal
for any kind of recognition of Rhodesia or South
Africa as a result of the manoeuvring by these two
countries and these rwo r6gimes. In our view, the nine
Member States and the Communiry 
- 
but especially
the Member States which are full UN members,
whereas the Community has only observer status 
-
are capable of putting forward proposals' In reply to
Lord Reay, I should like to say that it is right to
support the first part of paragraph 18 in the Lagorce
motion 
- 
and indeed we all support it 
- 
but the
second part of this paragraph also has to be consid-
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ered. Although the motion states that a general
economic boycott would be counterproductive and
impossible to realize, the nine Member States are
nevertheless called upon to propose in the UN a
programme of political, diplomatic and economic
measures and actions which the entire international
community could adopt in order to exert sufficient
pressure to dissuade South Africa from its violent and
aggressive acts and to convince the South Africans
that the only solution is to do away with apartheid.
Naturally 
- 
and on this point I share Lord Reay's
concern 
- 
there is still the problem of the four
million whites, who are not colonial settlers sent out
from their homeland a generation ago, but the
descendants of European settlers who went there, in
some cases, several centuries ago.
Lastly, we want to draw special attention to paragraph
29 of the Lagorce motion, because the crisis which is
brewing in southern Africa is a further example of the
current trend towards splitting the continent into
opposing camps. The renewed aggression by Rhodesia
and South Africa shows that the two r6gimes feel that,
as things are developing in Africa, there is an opportu-
nity to present the !7est with a fait acconpli and to
force it to tolerate all kinds of violence, by flaunting
the threat of switching to another camp.
This is why, ladies and gentlemen, Europe has to do
its part, not simply to preempt the arrival of the
famous 'last Cuban' but to give Africa the chance to
be non-aligned. This is a tremendous opportunity for
the nine Member States of the Community to stop the
harmful philosophy of opposing camps taking root in
Africa, as trends in all parts of Africa, from north to
south and from east to west, would seem to threaten.
If we are going to help Africa towards a non-aligned
role, we have to do our bit, especially as regardJ the
two_r6gimes which are tyrannizing the southern part
of the continent.
Consequently, Mr President, we are ready to give our
backing to the report which Mr Lagorce has drawn up
for us and we intend to vote in favour of the motion
for a resolution. It will serve as a pledge and a
message from this Parliament to those who, elected by
the people of Europe, will meet here in July and who,I believe, will be required to take a keen and immed-
iate interest in further events in Rhodesia and South
Africa.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Deschamps.
Mr Deschamps. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should like
first of all to state my complete agreement with the
sentiments expressed so well by 
-y colleague, Mr
Vergeer, on behalf of the Christian-Democratic
Group, regarding the principle of apartheid and our
fundamental opposition to it for all the same reasons
as the other groups, as well as for certain reasons of
our own.
Secondly, I should like to say to Mr Cheysson how
pleased I was that in this debate he extended the
scope of our discussion and placed this resolution in
the general context in which we ought to consider it,
namely that of our Community's policy in Africa. I
can assure him that whenever he comes to discuss this
policy in Africa with us, he will be able to count on
the support of the whole of this House.
Finally, I should like to extend particular thanks to Mr
Lagorce, not only for the technical quality of his
report but also because he succeeded in avoiding a
certain amount of 'side-tracking' which would have
led us to bring politics even more into this debate 
-a thing we do not want. I congratulate him for
resisting this temptation and for making a point,
through the changes which he made ro his report and
the inclusion of a number of amendments proposed
by both our group and others, of showing that in this
debate, in which our words will be heard and read in
Africa, he intended to speak on behalf of the whole of
the Committee on Development and Cooperation and
the whole of this House which, I hope 
- 
judging by
all that has been said so far -, will give its approval.
This would not be the first time that we on the
Committee on Development and Cooperation have
suceeded in speaking with one voice. I shall have the
opportunity tomorrow to express my hope that the
Community will do likewise on another forthcoming
important occasion 
- 
at the UNCTAD 
-, 
but in
this particular case, Mr Lagorce, I congratulate and
thank you.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bernard-Reymond.
Mr Bernard-Reymond, President-in-Office of tbe
Council of Foreign Alinisters. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidlnt, I
should like merely to say that I find it rather irrespon-
ible to state in this Chamber that we do not have any
policy in Africa, in particular with regard to the
problems of apartheid. Is it necessary to remind this
House, as Mr Cheysson has just done, of the declara-
tion which we made and the stance we took one year
later in Geneva ? Is it necessary to recall also our oppo-
sition to recognition of the independence granted to
the Bantustans, and all the steps we took week after
week and year after year to assist political prisoners 
-an attitude which was welcomed by the maioriry of
our friends among the African countries.
This policy finds fundamental and concrete expres-
sion in the code which has been the basic issue under
discussion in this House this afternoon. Mr Lagorce
said that this code had perhaps been drawn up too
quickly. I should like to point out to him that at the
time we drew up this code, we already had the benefit
of the experience acquired by the British who had
drawn up a similar code from 1974 onwards.
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I should like to point out also that this code is ulti-
mately much more detailed than certain codes applied
in other cases, and finally that, at the time we drew it
up, i.e. in 1977, the Nine were in the process of
endorsing the Lagos Declaration against apartheid and
it was, I believe, necessary to show international
public opinion that we translate our words into deeds
without delay. That is why this code may have been
drawn up without the consultations you would have
liked and with the speed at which you express regret;
how seldom it is, however, that regret is expressed at
the speed with which the Council works ! I think that
the speed in this cas€ was not undue haste.
As regards the outcome of the application of this
code, I think I detected in certain speeches the notion
that, as soon as this code was adopted, the Council 
-or, to be more precise, the Member States 
- 
had
taken no further interest in it and that it was only an
excuse to do nothing else. I should like to assure you
that this is not at all the case. One country has already
received six replies out of seven. Another 
- 
bigger 
-country has already received 173 rePorts from
companies operating in South Africa, another has only
two firms affected, two countries have no firms at all
involved in South Africa, and certain others, such as
my own, are summoning the heads of companies
affected by these problems to individual meetings. I
therefore feel that, on the contrary, note should be
taken of the extent to which the Member States have
been and have felt themselves concerned with these
problems and are taking extremely specific and posi-
tive steps in this matter. I believe therefore that this
positive measure, while not entirely satisfactory, is
much more realistic than many others which have
been broached or proposed in this House today. It
could perhaps give us greater intellectual satisfaction,
but that would certainly not be in keeping with the
realism which we wish to be a feature of the measures
we have taken by adopting this code of conduct. It is
in the name of this realism that we are continuing our
efforts to bring about, as has always been our declared
aim, the total abolition of apartheid in South Africa.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak'
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote as
it stands during voting time tomorrow'
The debate is closed.
15. Peace treatl between Egpt and Israel
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
821791, drawn up by Mr Blumenfeld on behalf of the
Political Affairs Committee, on the signature of a
peace treaty between Egypt and Israel and a Commu-
nity contribution to a comphrehensive peace settle-
ment.
I call Mr Blumenfeld.
Mr Blumenfeld, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) Today, in the
Sinai Peninsula, the Peace Treaty between Egypt and
Israel entered into force with the exchallge of the
instruments of ratification. In spite of the considerable
new tensions and the many other obstacles looming
ahead, the two governments have taken a determined
step forward now, in the coming weeks, the individual
provisions of the Peace Treaty will take their place
along the historic road to peace in the Middle East.
On 2 April, the Political Affairs Committee of the
European Parliament adopted, by a large maiority, the
motion for a resolution before us.
Since then, new tensions have arisen and it is now an
undeniable and inescapable fact that the Egyptian
President is becoming increasingly isolated in his own
camp. I therefore believe that this motion for a resolu-
tion is of paramount importance in encouraging the
beleaguered and courageous leaders of Egypt and
Israel in the course they have chosen.
Since December 1977, in full awareness of its responsi-
bilities both inside and outside the Communities the
European Parliament has repeatedly called for the
negotiation of a iust and lasting peace. Not only have
there been critical and sometimes highly restrained
statements and pronouncements, such as these of the
Council of Ministers and the Foreign Ministers, there
have also been initiatives and suggestions for the
period after the successful conclusion of the negotia-
tions, backed by proposals for multilateral cooperation
and economic, technological and social development
in the Middle East. In the past, therefore, the Euro-
pean Parliament, has been more outspoken in
supporting the long and difficult path to a comprehen-
sive peace in the Middle East 
- 
particularly in
lending support to the courageous initiatives and
policy of the President Sadat and the Prime Minister
Begin 
- 
than the declarations of the Governments of
the Member States of the European Communities,
most recently on 28 March this year. In my opinion,
it is the duty of the elected members of the nine
national parliaments delegated to the European Parlia-
ment to forge ahead with development of political
initiatives which the government spokesmen and the
Foreign Ministers cannot or will not announce in
their political and diplomatic pronouncements.
Peace in the Middle East is also peace in Europe. The
Mediterranean links the Community with the entire
region. Our economic and political interests coincide
- 
in the broadest sense 
- 
with those of the peoplcs
of the Middle East, namely in the achievement of a
comprensive peace at the end of a century of strife.
\D7e have to choose, ladies and gentlemen, between
the long and painful road to peace, with its many
major obstacels and problems, or political escalation
ending in a new and devastating war witb unforesee-
able consequences for us in Europe. !(hen Europe,
and particularly the European Community remains on
the sidelines and plays no active role as in the recent
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past, the Rejectionist Front of Arab States is streng-
thened. If Europe does take part in these negotiations
at the side of the USA 
- 
Mr Jahn raised this point
this morning in the discussion on the Community's
relations with the USA and made it quite clear that
fruitful cooperation with the USA, in our own interest
also, will depend on the European stance on the
Middle East question 
- 
the terrorists will also have to
cease their shameful and criminal activities, and the
moderate political forces in the countries bordering
on Egypt and Israel will be encouraged. They do exist,
these moderate political forces, and they are waiting
for Europe to speak out. Terrorist attacks, as most
recently at Brussels airport and in the last few days in
Israel, or in South Lebanon followed by the Israeli reta-
liation, the criminal activities of taking as hostages
and murdering innocent people meet the uncomprom-
ising opposition of all decent and law-abiding people,
combined with the determination to maintain the rule
of law in Europe, and not merely the resistance and
determination of those who are directly affected.
Mr President, the motion for a resolution tabled by
the Political Affairs Committee is intended to lend
financial, economic, social and therefore political
support to the provisions of the Peace Treaty and to
the solution of the many political, economic and
social problems still outstanding berween Egypt and
Israel under the courageous leadership of Sadat and
Begin. Europe, I repeat, cannot and must not leave it
to President Carter and the United States Government
alone to mark out the road to peace and to bear all
the financial burdens.
ITith this declaration we are exhorting the Arab States
bordering on Egypt and Israel 
- 
and Egypt is now
included in the boycott which has been imposed on
Israel for several decades now under the declared
policy of the Arab States pledged to confrontation
with Israel 
- 
to set forth on the long road to peace
and stabilization via negotiations, as Egypt has done
before them, with Israel pledging her goodwill and
demonstrating her determination. It is up to us Euro-
peans to show this rejectionist front, with all possible
clarity and firmness, but also with patience, that nego-
tiations with the opposite side can indeed be
successful, do pay of( and that peace cannot be
achieved in any other way. For that reason, Europe
must and will offer the same degree of assistance to
those States which at present declare themselves to be
a Reiectionist Front, iust as soon as they take the road
to peace, as Egypt and Israel have done.
Mr President, the projects in the economic, technolog-
ical and social sectors can be successfully carried outlf
there really is a political will on the part of the Euro-
pean Community to intensify such collaboration. I
would ask Mr Cheysson to take very seriously what I
now have to say on behalf of the Political Affairs
Committee, namely that we expect the Commission,
in line with the example set, inter alia, by the ACp
- 
EEC Agreement, to establish a common frame-
work for the economic, technical and other projects in
the Middle East, on which a start could be made in
the near future, in the case of Egypt and Israel, under
the existing bilateral financing arrangements. !7e
expect a report, in the form of a Community solution,
to be laid before the directly-elected Parliament this
autumn, and we believe that this call to the Commis-
sion to put forward concrete proposals in collabora-
tion with Egypt and Israel 
- 
even if certain Member
States have still not made up their minds 
- 
will
prompt a large number of waiting firms and financial
groups to make the start they have been wanting to
make. But they will not go ahead unless the first srep
is a European one, a Community venture and there-
fore a European policy.
I would also request Mr Cheysson to consult the
Commission and to inform the House when Mr
Jenkins will be undertaking his projected visit to
Caiio and Jerusalem, because this visit will constitute
a solid proof of the Community's determination to
commit itself.
I would request the President-in-Office of the
Council, Mr Bernard-Reymond, to examine this state-
ment of the problem, which the Political Affairs
Committee has laid before Parliament in its motion
for a resolution, at the Meeting of Foreign Ministers to
be held, I understand, in Cahors on 12/13 May and to
discuss whether Europe, Egypt and Israel 
-can enter into trilateral relations with a view to under-
lining and reinforcing the efforts being made towards
peace.
Mr Presiden! on behalf of the Political Affairs
Committee, I have the honour to present the motion
for a resolution to the House, in the hope that it will
be approved unanimously.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patijn to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Patijn. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I shall nor speak
long. For one thing, the time is not suitable for that
and for another, Mr Blumenfeld's report is a kind of
an interim nature. As he himself said, it is something
we must come back to later, particularly the second
part. Nevertheless, I should like to congratulate Mr
Blumenfeld on the qualiry of the report, and for
giving us the chance to say a few words on this
subject.
My Group goes along with what Mr Blumenfeld said
and what is contained in the report, namely the fact
that the peace treaty between Egypt and Israel is a
very important development. Opinions differ about
President Carter's initiative which, thanks to the polit-
ical will and agreement of President Sadat and Frime
Minister Begin, brought his peace treary in to being.
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Some people regard the treaty as being counter-pro-
ductive. My Group believes that it is a good thing, and
that the signing of any peace treaty in the Middle East
is an important step, whatever one may think of the
treaty itself, and despite the resultant isolation of
Egypt and the increasing pressure on Israel. This was
only to be expected. The important thing, though, was
that something had to be done. This peace treaty is
the logical outcome of President Sadat's visit to Jeru-
salem. We could really leave it at that and simply
record the conclusion of the treaty as a historical fact.
But we all realize only too well that, as Mr Blumenfeld
pointed out, this is all taking place in a region where
what is needed is a general settlement, over and above
this first step in the direction of peace. In this
umpteenth 
- 
and probably last 
- 
debate on the
Middle East in this old Parliament, all we can really
do is take stock of the position as at the end of April
l979.There will have to be many more reports on the
Middle East and on the question of cooperation
between Europe and the Middle East countries before
a durable peace can at last come about.
Mr President, I first took my seat in this House in
1973, in the year of the oil boycott. I am now leaving
itin 1979, in the year of the peace treaty. In these six
years, we have seen a move from individual policies
pursued by the Member States on the question of
political cooperation to a situation in which a Commu-
nity policy is the rule and individual policies by
Member States and their governments the exception.
If I were now to ask the Dutch Foreign Minister about
his policy regarding the Middle East, the reply, in
nine out of ten cases, would be: 'I shall have to ask
the other eight first.' The reality of Europe today is
that the Nine insist on adopting a common approach
to a large number of questions before deciding what
steps to take individually. This goes for all the
Member States, the big and the small. But we still
have to make a start on a Community policy vis-i-vis
the Middle East, such as we have with respect to
Africa. Let me remind you here of our recent debate
on Africa, in which Mr Cheysson stressed the essential
elements of the Community's Africa policy. I7e do
not have anything like such a comprehensive and
detailed policy on the Middle East.
Mr President, it is high time we started formulating
such a policy. The countries in the Middle East have a
right to expect that much from Europe, and when I
say the Middle East, I mean both Israel and the Arab
countries. This is something we have failed to do over
over the past few years. To begin with, my Group was
rather hesitant and secretive in setting out our attitude
to reviewing economic, technological and industrial
cooperation between Europe and the Middle East.
Indeed, the members of our Group abstained at the
meeting of the Political Affairs Committee in Rome.
At the time, we thought we should leave it at the
peace treaty and that the other points could be dealt
with in a much wider context, much more specifically
and in much greater detail at a later stage, because we
were afraid of arousing expectations which we might
not be in a position to fulfil. That is something the
Community is sometimes rather good at : arousing
expectations which are not fulfilled. That is some-
thing we want to avoid, and that is why I would say 
-that this report is a call to action, but does not arouse
any undue expectations.
And yet I feel that, precisely because of the position
of the European Community, we should make an
effort to give some concrete form to people's expecta-
tions, because this, after all, is what they expect of us.
It is not enough simply to say that President Carter
has got this peace treaty signed and that it must now
be left to him to achieve a genuine peace. We cannot
play a kind of Carter role in bringing rwo opposing
sides together. Our strength lies elsewhere, and this
report deals with these other opportunities too briefly
- 
indeed, perhaps, only in passing.
Mr President, we need to move on now via the peace
treaty to genuine peace. This is something which goes
far beyond simply putting an end to hostilities. My
Group will support this resolution and we hope that
in the autumn the new Parliament will go on to
develop this policy by making specific proposals, and
that the Council of Ministers and the Commission
will work together with Parliament to create a policy
which will enable us to play our proper part in the
Middle East.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vergeer to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Vergeer. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to
begin by thanking Mr Blumenfeld most sincerely for
his report, if only because it has given us a chance to
say how pleased we are about the peace treaty signed
by Israel and Egypt.
\trfle remember only too wll how the optimism
resulting from the Camp David conference gradually
subsided throughout the second half of 1978 as it
became increasingly apparent that the t'no sides would
not be in a position to sign the peace treaty by 17
December 1978. I myself was privileged to be a
member of the delegation which visited Israel in
December, a visit which left a very deep impression
on me. Throughout all the discussions we had in
Israel, there was always a clear desire to make peace
with Egypt, which is why we are so pleased that the
peace treaty has now finally been signed.
I should like to thank the rapporteur for acknow-
ledging in his motion for a resolution 
- 
quite rightly,
in my opinion 
- 
the part played by President Carter,
and in particular his determination, his perseverence
and his dedication, all of which were ultimately
crowned with success. In my opinion, this testifies to
his great political courage in staking his own personal
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prestige for the second time in a relatively short
period on such a sensitive and immensely difficult
matter.
!7e realize that this peace treaty cannot of course be
regarded as a definitive solution, and is no absolute
guarantee of peace in the Middle East, but it is a first
step and a very important step at that on the way to a
lasting peace in the Middle East. Let me make it quite
clear that, in our opinion, such a guarantee can only
be given by a general peace settlement in the area. Mr
President, in view of the fact that the Political Affairs
Committee received a special mandate to draw up a
report on the political situation in the Middle East,
there are grounds for asking whether it is right and
proper to conduct ad hoc debates on the peace treaty
and especially the part the Community could 
- 
and
indeed, must 
- 
play in a general peace settlement.
There is of course something to be said for caution
and reserve, because what we need first of all is a
general political debate in this House on rhe political
situation in the Middle East.
Mr Blumenfeld realised this very clearly and took it
fully into account Mr Presideng I should like to
conclude by saying that the signing of the peace treaty
between Israel and Egypt was a historic act. It brings
to an end a century-old state of war in that part of the
Middle East, and it is a matter of historic importance
- 
brought about by this treaty 
- 
that the biggest and
most strongest country in the Middle East should
come out in favour of a settlement brought about by
peaceful negotiations and not by arms. Let me repeat
that, despite my pleasure at this outcome, we still have
no definitive solution, although a first step along the
road to peace has now clearly been taken. Europe can
and must make an important contribution to this
process. \(e should unquestionably return to this
subiect at another time, as the rapporteur rightly
points out in paragraphs 5 and 5 of his motion for a
resolution.
In conclusion, I may say on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group that our support of this motion for
a resolution demonstrates our satisfaction with the
peace treaty signed by Egypt and Israel. !7e realize
there is still a long way to go, and we believe that
Europe can and must make a maior contribution to
this process. !7e shall be giving our wholehearted
support to the motion for a resolution.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Berkhouwer to speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Berkhouwet 
- 
(NL) Mr President, this debate
seems to be in danger of being taken over by the
Dutch, as I am the third Dutch speaker in succession.
Naturally, my Group is as delighted as the other
groups at what has been achieved so far in esta-
blishing peace between Israel and Egypt.
Mr President, a vote of thanks is indeed due to Presi-
dent Sadat for his courage in visiting Israel, and also
to Prime Minister Begin for his firmness and determi-
nation in overcoming the opposition in his own
country. I believe I am right in saying that both men
were nominated as candidates for a joint Nobel Peace
Prizc. My colleagues and I think they both thoroughly
deserve it. It has been s.id that Europe was conspi-
cuous by its absence because the peace treaty was
brought about thanks to the efforts of President
Carter. Of course, Geneva is long since forgotten, but
we must realize, whether we like it or not, that the
power 
- 
and possibly even the military power 
- 
of
the United States is backing this treaty in order to
guarantee peace in that area. It may be a matter of
regret or reioicing, but the painful fact is that Europe
does not occupy such a powerful position. \7e do,
however, have something to offer in the economic
sphere and I shall return to this point presently.
There is of course a good deal of difference between
the external situations of Egypt and Israel. There is
now peace between the two countries, and we may say
that Egypt is now in a state of peace 
- 
militarily 
-with the rest of the world, although it now has to
contend with opposition from the Arab world in the
economic sector. Of course, Israel is not yet at peace
with all the other countries either. Not only is it still
not at peace militarily, it is also subject to an
economic boycott and all kinds of other pressures.
As the previous speakers have all pointed out, all this
is of course only a start as far as we are concerned.
The peace treaty between Israel and Egypt must be a
first step towards peace throughout the whole region
which, from our point of view, extends from Morocco
to Saudi Arabia. I should like to hear what Mr
Cheysson thinks about these points. The entire region
is in a state of flux, but thank heaven 
- 
we
have some stability at the centre thanks to the peace
treaty between Egypt and Israel. n7e think this must
become a nucleus around which the whole region can
come to live in peace. This point is made in para-
graph 4 of the motion for a resolution, which refers
not only to Egypt and Israel, but also to the whole
atea,
There is no need for you to shake your head, Mr
Blumenfeld, I shall go even further than you and ask
whether the free world, the Community together with
the United States and possibly also Japan, and the
rich Arab countries should not be thinking 
-although it will not be immediately practicable 
- 
in
terms of a kind of Marshall plan 
- 
on the lines of the
aid made available by the Americans after the SecondIITorld lVar 
- 
in the interests of stability in the
Middle East. I find it a fascinating idea that we 
- 
rhe
free world 
- 
should jointly set our to bring about the
kind of balance which I often think should be
Europe's function in the world.
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I think we can thus find ways of fulfilling this stabi-
lizing function and of playing a peace-making role in
this turbulent area. 'S(i'e should like to see at least a
start made to this process. I am thinking, in passing,
of Palestine and the Palestinians. Of course, we hear
all kinds of comments to the effect that the Palesti-
nians have a right to land, political recognition and a
genuine entity, call it what you will.
However that may be, we Liberals recognize that right
but, at the same time, we must condemn all the acts
of violence which are still being perpetrated in the
name of the Palestinian people. I do not think we can
simply sit back and say nothing about all this. \7e are
bound to react with outrage and indignation to the
acts of violence perpetrated in the very heart of the
Community, and we do so because introducing a
reign of terror into our countries will do nothing to
further the cause of peace in the Middle East. And
peace is something we all want. Peace cannot be
achieved, though, by lobbing grenades into the midst
of innocent travellers at airports in the Community, as
happened recently in Brussels, or by murdering
women and children in buses or in market places.
Mr President, this is the Year of the Child, and as
such, it is heart-rending to see eight-year-old children
in Beirut being trained to use weapons and kill
people. !7e also see orphanages being built to house
children whose parents have been killed in similar
outbreaks of violence. Of course, of course 
- 
this is
something I must stress again and again 
- 
the righs
of the Palestinians must be realized by some means or
other, but that can never mean by violence. I hope I
speak with the voice of true liberalism 
- 
indeed,
humanity ; perhaps even more than that.
Let me conclude by stressing that the Palestinians too
must realize that the PLO must abandon its aim of
destroying the State of Israel. As far as I am aware, it
is still pursuing this aim, and it must be abandoned.
Finally, let me underline what the previous speakers
said, namely that we agree that the Community as
such, despite the fact that it has made no contribution
- 
either political or military 
- 
to the peace treaty,
must now do everything in its power 
- 
especially
from the economic point of view 
- 
to transfer a part
of our prosperity to all the peoples in the region I
have just been talking about, and who desperately
need our help.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bethell to speak on behalf
of the European Conservative Group.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
Mr President, there can have been
few events more moving and more historic in the last
few years than the visit by President Sadat to Jeru-
salem. It has provoked several debates in this
Chamber, and rightly so. Most of us, I imagine, saw it
on the television or read reports of it, and none of us
will ever forget it. Its meaning, I predict, will remain
with us for decades.
The result of that meeting, though, has not been
entirely as many of us hoped and predicted at the
time. There was a certain euphoria after the initial
meetings between the Israeli and Egyptian leaders,
and again after the meeting in Camp David, when
there really seemed to be a clear understanding
between the two peoples about how peace should be
achieved and how they would go forward. It was not, I
think, predicted how strong the reaction against the
peace would be on the part of other Arab States and
even of certain non-Arab Moslem states and even
some wt^ich, like Iran, have undergone fundamental
upheavals since the Camp David meeting. Since that
meeting, some have sought to cast doubt on the value
of the undertaking and I know people, whose know-
ledge of the Middle East is deep and whose love of
peace is intense, who are firmly of the belief that this
accord will not work, that it is counterproductive in
terms of a final settlement of the Arab-Israeli dispute
and that agreement will only be brought about by a
comprehensive peace involving all Arab countries as
well as Egypt and Israel 
- 
and, of course, the Palesti-
nians into the bargain.
So we have had to make a judgment deciding whether
or not to lend our support to this agreement and to
place the might and the wealth of Europe behind it;
and as has been stated, we have decided not to change
our original opinion of what was done. N7e have
decided to make the best of the agreement that was
reached, even though it was not perhaps as ideal, or as
cleanly worked out, as we originally hoped it would
be ; and if this report is adopted and if its spirit is
accepted by the Nine Governments, we will, I hope,
place the full economic and political influence of the
Community behind the agreement 
- 
behind the
leaders of Israel and EgypL who have, in spite of
many difficulties, come to a position where they could
sign it.
On the economic plane, there is of course a great deal
that can be done. Both countries stand to gain a lot
from increased trade with the Community, from the
participation of Europe in the development of their
industry and agriculture and, of course, from the ques-
tion of imports into the Community from them. And
I would urge the Council, and the Commission as
well, to bear this matter very much in mind when it
comes to discussions with other countries over the
enlargement of the Community. In the next year or
nwo it will become apparent that Israel particularly,
but also Egypt, is in a certain amount of economic
danger as a result of the imminent accession of
Greece to the Community and then, a few years later,
of the accession of Spain and Portugal. Other Mediter-
ranean countries stand to lose a lot from the provision
of produce from countries that will join the Commu-
nity and which may take up a very large part of the
markets which have hitherto been enjoyed by the
Maghreb, Mashreq and Israel. I hope that our consider-
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ation for Israel and Egypt will prompt us to see that a
fair deal is obtained in the context of the enlargement
of the Community. I trust that this matter will be
equally bome in mind by President Jenkins during
his forthcoming visits to the two countries and that
while Israel and her problems may be more familiar
to him because of the very close links that join Israel
and the Community, and the very close links that ioin
the Israeli Parliament and our Parliament, neverthe-
less it will be found possible by President Jenkins and
his staff to develop equally close links with Egypt.
This is something to which I feel from time to rime
we have not given enough attention since the Sadat
initiative. If we are to support this agreement, we must
build up the contacts with Egypt, which at the
moment are rather slender, until they approach the
level of the very good relations that we enioy with
Israel.
Now as for our political influence, here again I believe
that we can help to strengthen what has been
achieved, both in the context of the Council of Minis-
ters and of the Nine working in political cooperation,
because it is a sad fact that what bedevils relations
between Israel and the Arab world, inasmuch as they
exist at all, is a whole succession of suspicions, which
have only to a very small extent been dispelled by the
events of recent months. On the Israeli side, as Mr
Berkhouwer pointed out, there are deep suspicions
that certain Arab countries, certain Arab movements,
wish to recover territories that were lost in the 1967
war as a stepping-stone towards the abolition of Israel,
towards driving the Israelis into the sea. This is a very
real and understandable fear to anyone who is an
Israeli, who lives in Israel or even who visits Israel. It
is a small country and very difficult to defend, and I
understand those fears. Equally, there is a fear on the
Arab side that Israel has in the past made use of her
need for security and secure frontiers as a pretext for
expanding those frontiers. This is very clearly believed
in many Arab countries and in varous other, sympa-
thetic quarters. Both these suspicions, I think, are
exaggerated, they must be reduced, and we can help to
reduce them by our diplomatic endeavours. Certain
steps, I believe, have been taken from this basic posi-
tion of hostiliry war, suspicion, towards the begin-
nings of mutual recognition. And it must be a two-tier
process. Mr Berkhouwer mentioned that the PLO still
have their covenant, in which the existence of the
Jewish State is questioned, indeed prohibited. Equally,
of course, on the Israeli side it is not recognized that
the Palestinians are entitled to a homeland or to a
state of their own. I believe 
- 
and I hope this is not
wishful thinking 
- 
that each side is moving a little
towards recognition of the other rights. !7e have
indeed hints from certain Palestinian quarters that
they might under certain circumstances be willing to
recognize Israel. Very often these hints are retracted
the next day, or the same day. Nevertheless they are
made, and I believe there are certain Palestinians who
recognize that this is the only way in which they are
going to obtain their own homeland, their own rights,
any sort of national identity for the Palestinian people.
Because make no mistake about it, there will not be
peace in the Middle East until the Palestinian people
have the chance to express their own identity. The
hope must be that this can come about simultane-
ously with a recognition of the right of Israel to exist
within secure and reasonable frontiers.
In the next few years it will also become apparent
what exactly the Israeli Government means by local
autonomy and, of course, we do hear different versions
from different spokesmen of the Israeli Government,
whether they are speaking in l7ashington or speaking
in Jerusalem, but the proof of the pudding will be in
the eating. !flill there be real local autonomy for the
inhabitants of the Vest Bank and Gaza and will this
self-rule for the Palestinians be only over the people
- 
the Palestinian people 
- 
or will it also be over the
land of the !7est Bank, the land of Gaza, and the
industry, the agriculture and the facilities for
producing wealth in those territories ? That, I think,
will be the difference between real autonomy and the
sham autonomy which some people fear 
- 
I hope
unjustly 
- 
is intended.
I join, of course, many other speakers in condemning
the recent horrible terrorist act in Nahariya and in
expressing my revulsion at the obscenity of causing
the death of innocent children in the pursuit of a
political goal. fu someone who lives in a ciry which,
from time to time, is also subiect to terrorist attacks
and where a colleague whom I knew personally was
assassinated only a few days ago. I fully appreciate the
horror under which Israelis have to live as a result of
terrorist attacks.
But I would like to end, Mr President, on a note of
hope and perhaps of euphoria, which I think very
much echoes our first feelings when we saw that
extraordinary sight of President Sadat addressing the
Israeli Knesset. At the end of May, if everything goes
according to plan, there will be a substantial Israeli
withdrawal in Sinai. A few days after that it should be
possible 
- 
and I very much hope it will be 
- 
to do
something that has not been done fore more than
thirty years. It will be possible to get into a car and
drive from Jerusalem to Cairo because the border is
going to be open. In these days when borders are
closed and it is becoming difficult to visit certain
countries because of anarchy, murder and wars, it is
delightful to be able to stand up and say that a border
is going to be open and that these two great cities will
once again be linked by normal means of transport.
On that happy note, Mr President, I conclude.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cheysson.
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Mr Cheysson,Illember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, like the report and the motion for a resolu-
tion this debate has concentrated mainly on the peace
treaty recently signed by Israel and Egypt. The posi-
tion of the nine Member States of the Community is
perfectly clear and consisten! and was stated for the
first time on 29 July 1977 in a declaration referred to
constantly by our partners. In this declaration, the
Nine welcomed every effort to put an end to the
tragic hostilities in the Middle East.
It was therefore perfectly logical 
- 
as the motion for
a resolution before this House poins out 
- 
for the
Nine to announce in their declaration of 26 March
that they fully recognized the desire for peace which
led President Carter to commit himself personally,
and the efforts made by President Sadat and Prime
Minister Begin. Both the recent declaration of 29 July
1977 pointed out, however 
- 
and this is a vital point
- 
that a just and lasting peace in the Middle East
could only come about as a result of a comprehenSive
settlement. This settlement must be based on the Secu-
rity Council Resolutions 242 and 338, and must give
genuine expression to the Palestinian people's right to
a homeland.'The real time for celebrating will be
when a general settlement has been achieved in the
Middle East. I should like to go along with what Mr
Blumenfeld says in his motion for a resolution, to the
effect that this peace treaty should be regarded as the
first step towards a comprehensive peace settlement of
the Middle East conflict. If this fint swallow fails to
make a summer, we may instead be facing an even
more severe winter before long.
Mr President, I shall leave it at that because it is not
the Commission's job to express an opinion on this
subiect. You may feel that this has not stoPPed me
from expressing my opinions in the past, but I would
say that in this case the situation is too serious, the
stakes are too high and the dangers are too great to
risk putting a foot wrong. However, and in view of the
fact that Mr Blumenfeld's report and certain questions
put by him and other speakers have referred to the
subiect, I would like to talk about something for
which the Commission is responsible, namely our rela-
tions with these countries. Let me start by saying that
it is a basic principle that, just as the Nine have
always thought of peace in comprehensive terms, the
Community has never envisaged maintaining relations
with one or other of the countries in the Middle East
in anything other than an overall framework. !7e have
always stressed the need for maintaining exactly the
same kind of relations with the countries now covered
by preferential agreements, namely Syria, EgyPt,
Jordan and the Lebanon as with Israel. I7e have
always insisted on, and fought for, this principle
despite the fact that it was to begin with a bold
venture, some would say reckless. I am sure you
realise that this has not been an easy policy to Pursue,
and my thanks go to this House for the support you
have given us. Our future policy on relations with
these counries will therefore be on the lines of the
progress we have made so far, which means that we
shall seek and maintain relations with all the coun-
tries in the Middle East to which we are bound by
agreements. The difficulties facing us are sometimes
of a worrying nature, and I should like to thank Lord
Bethell for reminding us that enlargement will create
great problems as far as Israel is concerned, Israel 
-like Morocco and Tunisia 
- 
being one of the coun-
tries in the region which will have to compete with
the new member states in the market for agricultural
products. This is a problem we shall have to deal qrith.
'$7e are nonetheless pleased with the progress which
has been made so far with each of these countries. I
shall be coming back to this point in a moment. We
are, for instance, very pleased that your motion for a
resolution points out that there is a need for regular
contacts between the European national parliaments
and the parliaments of the Middle East countries.
There are an increasing number of visits being made
on both sides.
Mr Blumenfeld very rightly reminded us that the Presi-
dent of the Commission would be visiting Cairo in
the very near future. As it happens, his visit has been
put back a little and is now scheduled for the autumn.
I myself was supposed to be in Beirut and Damascus
at the very time the treaty was signed. However, the
Lebanese authorities 
- 
fearing disturbances, asked
me to postpone my visit, which of course I did. I shall
now be visiting these two places in the near future,
and there are also plans for a visit to Jerusalem. One
point in the motion for a resolution and the report
makes special mention of the industrial cooperation
aspect. At this level, the progress we have made has
been rather varied. !7e have got on like a house on
fire with Jordan and Syria, due to the remarkable
quality of the Jordanian administration, and to the no
less remarkable effort made by the unfortunately
slightly less efficient Syrian administration. The coop-
erative effort is in the research field and contacts
between Ispra and the various Syrian institutes are
being intensified. The Syrians have asked us to make
an overall assessment of their industrial potential' It is
interesting to note that they have asked the Americans
to assess their agricultural potential, leaving the indus-
trial field to us. The credit lines are open, and the
European Investment Bank has made loans available
for telecommunications, over and above our other
programmes in these two countries. 'We have also
made a good deal of progress with Israel, but 
- 
as
you know 
- 
we have no grant facilities, only EIB
loans amounting to thirty million units of account,
which will be used for the work of the Development
Bank. Ifle are fully involved in the industrial sector.
For Israel, yes, we have mounted a particularly
outstanding example of industrial cooperation: 300
European businessmen, mainly from Germany, but
also from the United Kingdom, France and all the
other Community countries, attended a two-day
meeting in Brussels with the Israeli Industry Minister,
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his advisors and a very high-powered Israeli negoti-
ating team from the private and public sectors. Our
cooperation with the Lebanon got off to a good start
with the Jounieh power station, making use of special
financial aid and five million of the rest of the aid
available. Unfortunately, things have ground to a halt
for the time being for reasons which I am sure you
understand, and which we very much regret. In Egypl
we are experiencing the same dificulties as the lTorld
Bank. The amount of money involved, of course, is
much smaller, but the Egyptians do not appear to be
able to use the available credits, and we find this most
unfortunate. The !7orld Bank has almost a thousand
million dollars available, and of this amount, less than
20 o/o has been used over three years. !7e are having
the same trouble in identifying suitable projects, and
the problem is exacerbated by a slow-moving Egyp-
tian administration which has other things to think
about. So I am afraid that a number of very promising
projects such as a technological centre and the inclu-
sion of Egypt in the Euronet system, which would put
them in direct contact with all our industrial
know-how, will take quite some time.
For the time being, none of these countries has put
forward any proposals for regional projects going
beyond national boundaries. You know that we very
much regret this, because our policy is to regard these
countries as integral parts of a region. S7e were very
pleased with the statements made by the Israeli
Foreign Minister at the signing ceremony for the coop-
eration agreement, in which he placed Israel in a
regional context. !7e very much hope to be able to act
along the line recommended by Mr Blumenfeld and
approved by other speakers here today, not only as
regards Egypt and Israel, but also all those states in
the area which are willing to make a collective effort.
Our basic principle in all this is sacred and 
- 
if I
may put it this way in accordance with the Bible, the
Talmud and the Koran. It is that initiatives and propo-
sals must come from our partners and not from us. It
is not beup to us to put forward proposals for projects
involving a number of these countries. But all these
countries realize 
- 
and we shall make the point again
and again, and it will be echoed by our delegations
which are now being set up in the five 6suntds5 
-that a regional proiect, one covering a number of coun-
tries, will be given top priority by us. From the tech-
nical point of view, I am not sure whether the greatest
degree of complementarity exists in evidence between
Israel and Egypt; there is certainly greater potential
between Jordan and Israel, and we shall give enthusi-
astic consideration to whatever proposals are put
forward.
l7ithin this overall approach, Mr President, and given
some prospect of peace, I believe that relations with
the Community must occupy a very important place
in these countries' future, which will depend in part
on their having access to our market and to our tech-
nology in which we can work together on joint
ventures, because with every new joint venture and
similar proiect these countries will be encouraged to
cooperate with each other, at least those which are
short of mineral resources or have no access to the
sea. But, of course, all this will only be possible if
there is peace. As Mr Berkhouwer very rightly said,
how can there be any cooperation when children are
being killed ? The manner of their deaths 
- 
be it by
bombardment by regular army units or by terrorist
raids 
- 
makes precious little difference. '!7e must
recognize that the European Economic Community
cannot make much of a contribution until there is
peace in the Middle East. I7e can do the groundwork,
and we can do whatever is in our power, but we
realize that peace is not going to be brought about in
this way. Peace will only come if there is the will to
find ways of giving to these peoples the safe and
secure future to which they are entitled.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote as
it stands during voting time tomorrow.
The debate is closed.
6. Agenda for next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will take place
tomorrow, Thursday, 26 April 1979, at l0 a.m., from 3
p.m. to 8 p.*. and from 9 p.-. onwards, with the
following agenda :
- 
decision on urgency of a motion for a resolution
- 
oral question without debate to the Commission on
the 5th UNCTAD Conference
- 
Calewaert report on liability for delective products
- 
De Keersmaeker report on pharmaceutical products
- 
Scelba report on the European Convention on
Human Rights
- 
Johnston report on the expulsion from Malta of Mr
von Hassel
- 
Cassanmagnano Cerretti report on a Community
information system on accidents
- 
Krouwel-Vlam report on organ banks
- 
Broeksz report on food aid
3 p.m. : Question Time (by way of exception, one and a
half hours of questions to the Commission)
4.30 p.m.: Voting time
The sitting is closed.
Qhe sitting uas closed at 8.3) p.m)
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ANNEX
Questions wbich could not be answered duing Question Time, witb written dnsuers
Question No 3, b1 iVr Ellis (t)
Subject: Salaries paid to Members of Parliament in the nine Member States
In view of the opinion expressed by the European Council meeting in Bonn in December 1978
about the salaries of Members of the directly elected European Parliament, could the Council indi-
cate the salaries paid to Members of Parliament in the nine Member States and the other allowances,
tax exemptions and expenses they can claim ?
Answer
The Council does not consider that it should be responsible for circulating information concerning
data which essentially fall within the province of each national Parliament. Those data are made
public in each Member State in accordance with the rules laid down for that purpose.
Question No 5, by Il,Ir Incbauspi
Subiect: Repercussions of the possible accession of Greece, Spain and Portugal on the level of agricul-
tural producer prices
In the context of the possible enlargement of the Community to include the three new applicant
countries, has the Council studied the possible repercussions of their accession on the level of agricul-
tural producer prices ? lIill it apply the compensatory amount arrangements, which create distor-
tions ?
Answer
Vith regard to the study of the possible repercussions of the accession of the three countries cited,
the Honourable Member is asked to refer, at this stage, to the three Commission opinions on the
membership applications from Greece (29 )amtary 1976), Po*ugal (19 May 1978) and Spain (29
November 1978) which form part of the dossier to be discussed by the Council.
Moreover, the Honourable Member will surely appreciate that it is impossible to prejudge any further
discussions the Council might hold, on a proposal from the Commission, regarding the application
of existing common agricultural policy mechanisms, or mechanisms to be created in order to facili-
tate implementation of that policy by the acceding countries ; as far as Greece is concerned, it has
already been decided to introduce'accession compensatory amounts' during the period of apptication
of the transitional measures, together with a special mechanism for fresh fruit and vegetables, in an
effort to avoid any distortions.
Question No 7, b1 lllr Bordu
Subject: De facto extension of the powers of the European Parliament
Does the Council feel that the changes in the budgetary procedure since 1975 have led to a de facto
increase in the budgetary powers of the European Parliament ?
I Former oral question wrthout debate (0-133/78), converted into a quesrron (or Questron Trme
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Answer
The increase in the budgetary powers of the European Parliament is the result of the Treaties of 22
April 1970 andol 22 )uly 1975. The Council is convinced that all the Institutions intend to comply
with the provisions of these Treaties during the budgetary procedure.
Question No 8, by Mr L'Estrange
Subject: Fourth European Development Fund
Is the Council satisfied that the rate of spending of the Fourth Duropean Development Fund is suffi-
cient 7 If the Council is not satisfied, what can it do to encourage the quick transfer of the funds ?
Ansuer
I should like to remind the Honourable Member that, under the Lom6 Convention and the Internal
Agteement on the financing and administration of Communiry aid, it is the Commission vhich is
primarily responsible for administering tlle European Development Fund, even though certain provi-
sions have established a dialogue and a balance between the Council and the Commission. 
-
At a recent meeting of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the ACP States did indeed stress that
some of them had only received what they regarded as an inadequate share of the aid they were
exPecting.
The Commission began by replying that, on the whole, the share of the appropriations paid out was
orl av:rage 
- 
and.despite its unequal distribution 
- 
already very large, especially by comparison
with the aid given by other countries or international institutions. The Commission also said that it
could not be held responsible for some of the delays which had occurred.
The Council is very much aware of the need to ensure the ACP States a satisfactory rate of spending
of the funds made available to them by the Community under the Lom6 Conveniion. The 
-Councll
has taken careful note of the information from the Commission which I have iust mentioned, and it
will, of course, follow this question very closely. During the negotiations, close attention will be given
to any suggestions which the ACP States may have to make, and action will be taken as necessary to
enable the operations of the European Development Fund to be speeded up.
Question No lQ b1 lllr Kaoanagb
Subiect : Employment Protection Schemes
At its recent meeting, the European Council expressed its concern about the employment situation,
and instructed the Council to study measures which should help to improve it. !7ill the Council
include in its studies an examination of possible measures for employmint protection schemes, to
ensure that the introduction of the EMS does not lead to increased unemployment in the weaker
economies, Particularly in view of the possible consequences of difficulties on the oil market ?
Ansuer
At its meeting in Paris on 12 and 13 March l979,the European Council instructed the Council to
study the following specific points in connection with employment problems :
- 
making training better adapted to employment by developing staggered-training schemes;
- 
limiting the systematic use of overtime ;
- 
improving the employment of women.
The Council (Employment and Social Affairs) will examine these points once it has received the rele-
vant documents drawn up by the Commission.
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Question No 12, by Sir Dcrek lValker Smitb
Subiect : Final Act of the Helsinki Conference and the reunification of families
To ask the Foreign Ministers whether they have any progress to report in respect of the Resolution
adopted by the Parliament on l8 January 1978 t following the Scelba Report on compliance by the
signatory States with their obligations under the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference, with parti-
cular reference to the reunification of families; and whether the German Democratic Republic has
made any response in the matter.
Answer
On the whole there has been no significant change in the attitude of the signatory States since 18
January 1978 with regard to compliance with the provisions of the Final Act of Helsinki concerning
the reunification of families. However, there has been some progress in the case of the German
Democratic Republic; more East Germans have been allowed to go to the Vest for family reasons,
particularly to the Federal Republic of Germany under the special links and procedures which exist
between the two German States. Funhermore, in the USSR emigration permits have been granted
more liberally than in the past to Soviet citizens of Jewish origin.
The Govemments of Member States of the European Community will continue to lollow these ques-
tions with all the attention they desewe and will continue their efforts to ensure that all the signatory
States implement the provisions of the Final Act.
Question No 14, by Mr Spicer
Subject: S!7APO and Namibia
Will the Foreign Ministers bring pressure to bear at the United Nations to change the United
Nations' current policy of recognizing S!7APO as the only legitimate party in Namibia, in view of
the recent attack by SV/APO guerilla forces in the border area ?
Ansuer
The United Nations are currently seeking the immediate implementation of Resolution a35 (1978) of
the Security Council approving the Secretary-General's plan for securing Namibia's independence in
the near future by means of free elections under UN supervision and control.
Although it is true that some provisions of resolutions adopted by the last General Assembly 
-which gave rise to certain reservations on the part of the Nine 
- 
appear to anticipate the results of
the elections by describing SVAPO as the 'only legitimate representative of the Namibian people',
Mr Waldheim's plan which was adopted by the Security Council is, in accordance with the proposals
submitted to the S€curity Council by five Vestem countries in 1978, completely impartial. Even
though SVAPO is accorded an active role in the negotiations, it is in no way privileged under the
plan for a solution, which in fact provides for free and equal participation by all political groupings,
including S!7APO, in the election campagin and the elections themselves.
In view of these facts, there is no need for the Foreign Ministers of the Nine to cast doubt at the UN
on the impartiality of the Secretary-General's move to implement Resolution 435 (1978) of the Secu-
rity Council.
I OJ No C 35 of 13. 2. t97tl, p 26.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR COLOMBO
President
(fbe sitting uas oltcned at 10.05 d.ttt.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approual of ninutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Since there are no objections, the mintrtes of proceed-
ings are approved.
2. Dcci.tion on ilrgenc-l
President. 
- 
I consult Parliament on the urgency of
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 123179\, tabled by
Mr Deschamps on behalf of the Committee on Deve-
lopment and Cooperation, on the preparations for the
Fifth United Nations Conference on Trade and Deve-
lopment.
The reasons supporting the request for urgent proce-
dure are contained in the document itself.
I put to the vote the request for urgent procedure.
The request is adopted.
I propose that the motion for a resolution be placed
on the agenda for today's sitting, after the oral ques-
tion without debate on the same subject.
Since there are no objectione, that is agreed.
3. Fifth UNCTAD Conference
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question
without debate (Doc. 65179) by the Committee on
Development and Cooperation to the Commission :
Subject: Fifth UNCTAD Conference
!7hat preparations have the European Community and
the Member States made for their participation in the
Fifth United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop-
ment ?
What is the Commission's opinion on the current state
of the North-South dialogue ?
rVhat is the political importance of UNCTAD in the
context of the North-South dialogue ?
I call Mr Deschamps.
Mr Deschamps. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should like
first of all to thank my colleagues for adopting the
urgent procedure requested by the Committee on
Development and Cooperation. The reason why the
committee unanimously decided to table a question
on UNCTAD despite the very full agenda for this part-
session of the European Parliament is that we are all
convinced of the extreme importance of the Manila
Conference due to start at thc beginning of next
month.
A decisive turn is about to take place in the relations
between developing and industrialized countries, and
to realize this all you have to do is read the
programme drawn up by the developing countries at
Arusha in the run-up to the Manila Conference.
There is a widespread feeling of dissatisfaction at the
way in which UNCTAD IV was, or rather was not,
followed up and by the'results'- and I must put the
word in inverted commas 
- 
of the Conference on
International Economic Cooperation, CIEC. The
reasons for this dissatisfaction are not, however, the
same in the developing countries as in the industrial-
ized countries. The former bitterly deplored wh:it they
maintained was a lack of good will on the part of the
latter, particularly with regard to the integrated
programme for raw materials. The industrialized coun-
tries, for their part, were also dissatisfied since some of
them felt 
- 
not always mistakenly 
- 
that the deve-
loping countries did not really appreciate the
economic and financial problems hindering the imple-
mentation of the raw materials programme. But faced
with dissatisfaction and discontent on all sides, and in
view of the possible and even probable clashes of
opinion at Manila, we felt that the European Parlia-
ment could not remain silent and that it was abso-
lutely impossible for us not to ask the Commission
and the Member States what position they would be
adopting in this matter and whether they were
prepared for the important debates ahead. This is the
crux of the question, which we feel is all the more
important and urgent, Mr President, since our negoti-
ating partners have, for their part, carefully prepared
for the meeting, and since we cannot ignore the
importance of the joint programme which they drew
up at Arusha in preparation for the Manila meeting.
But in addition to this basic question we have intro-
duced two other aspects which refer more particularly
to the North-South dialogue. This, Mr Davignon, is an
ongoing process which is likely to remain in the fore-
front of relations between industrialized and deve-
loping countries for a long time to come. With our
two subsidiary, yet very important, questions we hope
to obtain from the Commission exact details of the
present state of this dialogue and of the political
importance of UNCTAD in this context.
Firstly, with regard to the present state of the North-
South dialogue, it would be interesting to receive a
reply from the Commission on the situation regarding
the various raw materials on which world-wide negotia-
tions are currently being conducted. It is easy to under-
stand that the agreement of principle which has been
arrived at on the financing of the Joint Fund might
- 
and indeed will 
- 
have a decisive effect on the
way in which these various agreements operate. I
would ask the Commission to tell us what stage has
been reached.
Vith regard to the second subsidiary question, i.e. the
political importance of UNCTAD within the North-
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South dialogue, it must be stressed that developing
countries have always considered UNCTAD as the
forum providing them with a chance to explain and
put forward their main demands. They tend to
consider GATI 
- 
even though some of them now
belong to it 
- 
as a 'rich man's club'. On the other
hand, the industrialized countries have always been
hesitant about turning UNCTAD into a forum,
because they feel that it is often dominated by a mood
which is not conducive to objective and productive
discussion.
The fact is that the developing countries are in the
majority in UNCTAD and are mostly cast in the role
of questioners, while the industrialized countries must
provide the answers, does not put the latter in a favou-
rable position in this exchange. This said, it is clear
that the Community would be ill advised not to take
advantage of the oppoftunity offered by this
UNCTAD meeting to put the Community's experi-
ence and know-how in the field of development coop-
eration to good use. This is why we oughr to conclude
the IDA negotiations as soon as possible, in fact,
before the start of the Manila meeting.
The part played by the Community and the Member
States in intemational bodies acts as a catalyst on and
greatly influences 
- 
experience shows this to be so
- 
the position of the other industrialized countries if
it speaks clearly and with one voice.
For this reason the Community must continue to play
a mediating and stimulating role in the various negoti-
ations. Therefore we must also give more weight to
this Community role and give the Commission a suffi-
ciently broad mandate. Do you, Mr Davignon, in fact
have such a mandate ? Do you feel it is sufficiently
broad and flexible to enable you effectively to play the
role which the developing countries, and particularly
the ACP countries, expect you, the Commission and
the Nine to play at the forthcoming Manila meeting ?
Another specific point in our question is that the
aSreement which was reached at Geneva in March
1979 on the Joint Fund and which established an inte-
grated programme for raw materials represents a
genuine and welcome step forward, but everything
depends on the way it is implemented.
ITith regard to the Community and the other Group
B countries, it would be interesting to know how the
Community and the Member States intend to handle
their financial contribution to the Fund. More particu-
larly, it is desirable that the Member States' contribu-
tions should be made public; it.is also desirable that,
as has already been done in the past, e.g. in 1974-75
for the UN emergency operation, their participation
should be organized both on a bilateral basis and via
the European Community budget.
Mr Davignon, the Committee on Development and
Cooperation and Parliament as a whole have long
been pressing for the inclusion of development policy
in the budget.
Admittedly, there are other possibilities, but we feel
that in this way the responsibility of the Communiry
as such might be better expressed. The fact is that a
large part of the activities in the field of economic rela-
tions between the EEC and the developing counrries
is currently dealt with under the aegis of the Commu-
niry as such. This being so, it is only natural that this
activity should be reflected in the Community budget.
I7hat does the Commission think ? Does it not
consider financing this Fund via the budget of the
Community itself ?
Another important problem relates to the indebted-
ness of developing countries. At UNCTAD IV it was
estimated that the overall indebtedness of the 94 deve-
loping countries, which amounted to 71 000 million
dollars in 1971, had risen to 216 000 million by 1976.
This has involved an ever increasing financial burden
which, it must be said, is becoming more and more
intolerable. ln 1977 a total of 3l million dollars was
spent on paying off this debt and on the transfer of
profits, including the net repayment of the short-term
debt. Although the developing and industrialized
countries have made progress in this field and have
succeeded in concluding an agreement on loans in'
the form of official aid to governments, the agreement
reached covers only government debts. But we are
bound to state that, over last few years, it is mainly
non-Sovernment debts which have increased. It is
pleasing to note that a considerable effort has been
made by the main industrialized countries to pay off
the debt of the 29 poorest developing countries. Four
Community countries which took part in this effort
deserve our congratulations, and we hope that their
example will be followed.
Mr President, I took it that since the two debates are
being taken jointly, I could present the oral question
without debate and the motion for a resolution in the
same speech, for which I would be entitled to double
speaking time.
The Communiry itself should not lag behind the
Member States and should make an effort, particularly
by enabling the poorest developing countries to pay
off their debts. This could be done by creating an
ACP heading in the budget, so that the poorest deve-
loping countries would no longer have to repay the
large debts they have incurred with the EIB and the
European Development Fund. Does the Commission
share this view ? Is it willing to back this proposal ? Isit prepared to make its own specific proposals on
this ?
Of course our development policy must be adapted to
the individual countries which apply to us for aid. For
those which are already relatively advanced, the
problems of marketing and processing are extremely
important, as is stressed in the Arusha p.ogr"-m.. it
is imperative that the Community play a political role
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in this field. On the other hand, for the poorest deve-
loping countries other measures are called for, particu-
larly in the field of generalized preferences, where the
more advanced developing countries are likely to take
- 
and already do take 
- 
the lion's share, leaving the
poorest countries little room and little chance.
The next point concerns the complex problem of
transfer of technology. It raises three kinds of ques-
tions which must be incorporated into an interna-
tional code of conduct. Thus the problem of guaran-
tees and the responsibilities of the various parties with
regard to the transfer of technology have been dealt
with. Now it remains to establish what laws should be
applied, to define the code's field of application and
to propose the procedure for settling differences.
There are 
- 
it must be said 
- 
differences of opinion
not only between the industrialized and developing
countries, but also among the industrialized countries
themselves. !flhat efforts are being made to coordinate
the different points of view and to see to it that in the
important debates due to be held in Manila on this
point we try to put forward the formula 
- 
as we have
often done in the past 
- 
which at the very least has a
chance of obtaining the agreement of the maiority of
the participants ?
The particularly complex problems which will be
raised in Manila, in addition to the important tech-
nical problems I have iust stresscd in my last seven
points, mainly concern, Mr Davignon, the implemen-
tation of the international economic order. The
Arusha report is very clear on this point, and our part-
ners will concentrate on it in the debates not so much
by their attacks as by their questions, to which we
shall, if possible, have to reply together. Our entire
generation will be ludged on thc basis of this reply. It
is high time that we realized 
- 
and this must be said
here this morning 
- 
that an international division of
Iabour is necessary, and that it is time to follow up our
grand speeches with practical measures in this field. I
know that this kind of statement is not popular at a
time when the Member States and Europe are in the
throes of an economic crisis and are rightly preoccu-
pied with employment problems, but we in the
Committee on Development and Cooperation feel
that the Community must demonstrate an open mind
on this, particularly with regard to the problem of
protectionism, and that in the event of market distur-
bances the safeguard clauses, which may be invoked
only in absolutely exceptional circumstances and the
application of which may only be temporary and non-
discriminatory, must be discussed with those to whom
they would apply. Mr President, it would be a consider-
able advance if we managed to have such a dialogue
on this point.
I said 
.iust now that it was time for practical measures.
Our Member States have examined and adopted in
principle the UNCTAD recommendation that the
industrialized countries should devote 0'7 7o of their
gross national products to development aid to govern-
ments. I realize that this is only a recommendation
and I also realize that some States have voiced reserva-
tions, but I feel that this is something fundamental, an
aim to be pursued until it is achieved. !7e have staked
our credibility by giving our agreement, even if it is
only one of principle. The position of the Community
and the Nine Member States is strong. Of course they
are far from all having achieved this percentage, even
though some have done so, but the developing coun-
tries have directed unmistakable and, basically, very
sharp criticism at the Eastern European Socialist coun-
tries. They have demanded they too make the same
efforts and increase their almost non-existant trade
relations, which take the form of barter arrangements
which do not satisfy the developing countries. The
Community, for its part, shotrld show that not only
has it complied in principle 
- 
and even in fact in the
case of quite a few Member States 
- 
with the under-
taking it gave but also that it is determined not to let
another three years pass without all the Community
countries reaching the target. It goes without saying
that the new international economic order could not
be established without considerable efforts on both
sides. The developing countries should get ready to
cooperate more with each other if they want to make
the best of the cooperation which they are asking
from us, the industrialized countries. Their efforts to
cooperate with each other should, in particular, lead to
a genuine restructuring of their relations. They are
aware of this, as is demonstrated by the fact that the
programme which they adopted jointly at Arusha is
entitled 'Programme for Collective Autonomy'. They
are thus clearly advocating and organizing South-
South cooperation.
The fact that they have understood this in this way
shows, in my view, that they have come a long way,
and I hope that the progress which we, for our part,
shall achieve in improving North-South relations,
together with the effort they are making through a
better conception of their ioint South-South effort,
will at last enable us to get to the end of the tunnel
which, alas, has hitherto symbolized the relations
between developing and industrialized countries. But
to achieve this, the industrialized countries must also
increase their efforts, particularly with regard to the
plans for the transfer of resources and the restruc-
turing of their economies. Has the Commission taken
steps to achieve this ? Is it in a position to make prac-
tical proposals at Manila to gear the efforts of the
industrialized countries to those of developing coun-
tries which are determined to help each other more
effectively ?
One final point concerns informing public opinion. If
we do not take the opportunity now that the election
campaign is on, we shall never take it. It is clear that
informing the public more effectively at all levels by
those who have a direct and real influence on the
various social groups is the only way in which our
governments can implement the measures required,
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which otherwise would be politically and practically
almost impossible. Some of our political leaders are
aware of this, and I should like the Commission to
help them by providing information. I congratulate
the Commission and you in particular, Mr
Davignon 
- 
for having contributed so effectively to
providing this information, both at this and at other
levels. I feel that we shall all have to make the same
effort, ladies and gentlemen, to demonstrate our high-
minded political principles and to try to make sure
that our populations understand that the reason why
we are so interested in this policy of cooperation and
development, and why we urgently wanted this
morning to alert public opinion and the negotiators at
the forthcoming Manila Conference, is that our rela-
tions with the developing countries are decisive for
the future of our own civilization and of Europe itself.
If this is achieved, I think that we shall have taken an
important step forward. In its issue of 2l March 1979,
Lc tVondc stated, "The interdependence of the various
peoples of the world is an accepted fact, which in
itself is an advance, but the translation of their solid-
arity into practice is more often than not impeded by
the shortsightedness of those who take the decisions'.
I hope, Mr Davignon; that rny speech on behalf of
both the Comnrittee on Development and Coopera-
tion, and Parliament as a whole, together with your
answer today, will help to open the decision-makers'
eyes to the broader perspective and enable them at
last to face up effectively to their main duty, which is
to work together with those developing countries
which ask us to do so and will be our negotiating part-
ners at Manila, to draw up plans for the future which
will be a guarantee both to them and to us of greater
security and greater hope.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, A4cnhcr o.f tbc Conni.ttion. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, on behalf of the Commission I should like
to thank the Committee on Development and Cooper-
ation, and especially Mr Deschamps, for seeing to it
that this part-session of Parliament does not take
place without attention being drawn to the continued
importance of the problems of development and the
North-South dialogue.
The conference due to begin in Manila in a few days
is an important on.] I hesiiate to say decisive, since all
confercnces attended by all the countries in the world
are part, as Mr Deschamps pointed out so well, of the
continuing, step-by-step attempts to achieve a difficult
balance. It is all the more difficult since, with the way
things are in our own countries at the monlent, it is
no longer a question of distributing the surplus it is
really a question of achieving the optimum organiza-
tion of this new international division of labour and
this new balance between us and the developing coun-
tries.
My first remark concerns the general context
surrounding this conference and involving a certain
number of important political aspects. Firstly, the
ACP countries have expressed the wish that we should
try to complete negotiations on the new Convention
before the end of the Manila Conference. This is a
very important aspect, since it reflects the success of
this privileged relationship between the Community
and these 
-10 or so countries. Unlike what has occa-
sionally happened in the past, they wish to make a
solemn declaration, at a meeting attended by all the
developing countries in the world, that they have a
special relationship with the Community. It is not so
long ago that one of the aims of some of the deve-
loping countries was precisely to get rid of this special
relationship between the Community and the ACP
countries. Not to speak of other countries which, even
though industrialized, are most unforthcoming with
regard to development and viewed with displeasure,
this time for political reasons, any progress towards
European union and any international progress
achieved through Europe's friendly relations and
dialogue with the ACP countries.
A second important aspect, as Mr Deschamps pointed
out, is that an agreement has been reached on the
Joint Fund, and that considerable progress has been
made with regard to raw materials, rubber and olive
oil, with a similar agreement on copper in the offing.
Thus for the first time there is unmistakable progress
in negotiations at international level on two important
areas, i.e. the Joint Fund and certain individual
products.
Admittedly various problems of practical application
are still outstanding. The Community, for its part, is
faced with delicate budgetary problems, since the
Community's contributions always give rise to a
debate berween the Member States on the best means
of granting them, on the inclusion or non-inclusion
of the contributions in the budget, etc. This debate, in
which there are often differences of opinion, is
currently taking place in the Council, and it would be
difficult for me to predict its outcome today. Further-
more, in so far in so far these new contributions by
the Member States to ioint funds are dealt with by
Community procedure, they also raise the problem of
parliamentary control. Since parliamentary control,
which should be national, does not exist for these new
international commitments if they are included in the
Community budget, the European Parliament ought
to be responsible for it. This is one of the points
which we shall definitely have to look at again in the
autumn, since it is essential that Communiry expendi-
ture on behalf of the Member States and on behalf of
the Community itself be subjected to this effective
democratic control. This is the context surrounding
the debate. The proposed resolution urges the
Commission to make the position clear, and we there-
fore have no problem in accepting it.
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Mr Deschamps went on to refer to the difficult ques-
tion of indebtedness. It is a difficult problem because
we are torn between rwo opposite viewpoints. On the
one hand, as shown by the figures he quoted, consider-
able burdens are imposed on weak economies and, on
the other hand, we realize that acting on the premise
that the developing countries are in principle insol-
vent and are not entitled to international credit to
finance their development also means that they are
deprived of a very important instrument. You just
have to look at how much of the development of our
industries and our economies depends on the amount
of private or government loans for the achievement of
objectives. Thus we are constantly confronted with
two views of the situation, and it is up to us to find a
happy medium. The first measures which are being
taken must be seen in a general context and not in a
limited, compulsory one ; we are in fact in a situation
in which we must analyse, case by case, the possibili-
ties, advantages and disadvantages of any given system.
The resolution proposed by Mr Deschamps is flexibly
worded and thus makes it possible to state the aims
clearly while at the same time not avoiding a number
of tangible problems facing both the developing coun-
tries and those who grant these loans, in connection
with the continuation of a development policy which
cannot disregard access by the developing countries to
the capital market.
Mr Deschamps also asked me about the problems of
the transfer of technology. This is a difficult point
which involves a fundamental difference of interests
between the developing and industrialized countries.
The transfer of technology is cerainly not without its
advantages ; without it there will be no development,
and without development there will be no increase in
trade. Thus we are all in the same boat.
But is the transfer of technology a right ? Does tech-
nology have to be transferred simply because it exists ?
Is it not possible to refuse the developing counries
what we refuse other industrialized countries ? If in
our economy there were a situation in which we were
obliged to comply with certain rules which we failed,
in discriminatory fashion, to observe with regard to
the developing countries, the latter would, in my view,
be perfectly entitled to complain. But no-one wants to
see us forced to hand over technology to the deve-
loping countries, perhaps for the profit of another
industrialized country which in this way would get
hold of what belongs to the inventive genius, invest-
ment and joint effort of all our economies. The
transfer of technology thus poses a difficult problem
because without it there will be no development,
which is unacceptable both to us and the developing
countries. Sufficient account will therefore have to be
taken of achieving a balance between the two
viewpoints. This is a difficult exercise, and I think that
under the new Convention we are about to conclude
with the ACP countries we may well acquire some
interesting initial experience which will help us to
promote the dialogue which Mr Deschamps referred
to a moment ago.
Faced with these facts, how is the Community
preparing for the Conference ? Mr Deschamps voiced
this concern in his question to the Commission. Pros-
pects are good. In fact, the Commission forwarded to
the Council in February a general document outlining
the main topics to be debated at Manila and drawing
attention to the points for which we had to prepare,
on the one hand, at Community level and, on the
other hand, in cooperation with the other industrial-
ized countries, so that we could make a dynamic
contribution to the Manila Conference.
This general text, which outlined the principles and
general areas within which positions would have to be
more closely defined, was approved by the Council in
March without major problems.
Various Council working parties have taken up each
of these points; we ourselves have defined our posi-
tions in documents which the Commission depart-
ments have sent to these working parties. Most of the
main points on the agenda of the Manila Conference
have been dealt with by this procedure. At its meeting
in May, the Council will establish the points of agree-
ment on the strategy to be adopted by the Commis-
sion. Since the Conference which is due to last from
three weeks to a month, it is of course only possible
to lay down general guidelines. It is impossible to
adopt a Community position in all its details, and to
maintain that this position could not change during
the Conference would be ill-advised and against the
rules adopted. Thus the interplay of on-the-spot
consultation and the preservation of a single Commu-
nity approach is most important. One great danger
remains, Mr Deschamps. !7hen are the terms of refer-
ence so flexible that they allow everyone to do
anything, and when are they so restrictive that they do
not allow us to do what ought to be done ? !7e will
not find out before the Council meeting in May
which of these two dangers we shall have to contend
with. But at this stage I would not venture to make
any forecasts.
As I just said, we shall have the backing of this resolu-
tion by Parliament, since it will point out very clearly
the need for an agreed position for the determination
to pursue a single policy and for the preservation of a
single Community approach which is even more
important than gaining the upper hand on every
single point of the agenda or on every last detail. It
would be a very bad thing 
- 
and this risk appeared
briefly above the horizon at Nairobi 
- 
if finally, in
the closing days of the Conference, the Member States
of the Community were to adopt different positions
on the basic issue. This would undermine the credi-
bility of the Communiry's position and would cast
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doubt on the sincerity with which the Community is
seeking by making a greater and better contribution
than all the other industrialized countries despite its
current problems, to achieve th_is understanding and
cooperation in the permanent dialogue which we are
conducting with the developing countries and in
which the Manila Conference is an important
element.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: SIR GEOFFREY DE FREITAS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mr Deschamps on behalf of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation on
preparations for the Fifth United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development (Doc. lZ3/79).
The House will recall that when Mr Deschamps spoke
on the oral question he at the same time moved the
motion for a resolution, so that Mr Deschamps has
already covered this in his introduction.
I call Mr Broeksz to speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Some Members of the House
may have been somewhat surprised to see thag
initially, we had an oral question without debate, and
that now there is suddenly a request by our committee
for a debate on the subject.
Mr President, we have not made this request because
there is such an urgent need for a debate on this
subject which after the statements by Mr
Deschamps and the Commissioner is clear enough 
-but because a motion for a resolution cannot be tabled
in connection with an oral question without debate.
And since our committee attaches great importance to
the adoption of a resolution, we have asked for an oral
question with debate. It is thus not our intention to
make long statemenb, but simply that a resolution
can be adopted after this debate.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution, as it stands, will be put to
the vote this afternoon during voting-time.
The debate is closed.
4. Directiue on liability for defectioe products
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
7l/79) by Mr Calewaert on behalf of the Legal Affairs
Committee on the
proposal lrom the Commission to the Council for a direc-
tive relating to the approximation of the laws, regulations
and administrative provisions ol the Member States
concerning liabiliry for defective products.
I call Mr Calewaert.
Mr Calewaefi, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, this is a subject which has occu-
pied the Legal Affairs Committee for a number of
years, On l0 October 1976, the Council requested an
opinion on the substance of the matter, while two
other committees, the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs and the Committee on the Environ-
men! Public Health and Consumer Protection were
also asked for their opinions. I have attached the opin-
ions expressed by these two committees to my report
so that Members can follow the matter in its entirery.
The Legal Affairs Committee has held rwelve meer-
ings on this proposal, the result being a motion for a
resolution which took account of Mr Fletcher-Cooke's
amendment. At the plenary sitting of 9 October 1978,
however, my report was referred back to committee at
the request of Sir Derek \Talker-Smith, the chairman
of the Legal Affairs Committee. At the subsequent
meetings of the committee, Mr Davignon put forward
a number of suggestions which led me to propose
new amendments to the original text. These new
considerations effectively underline this second report
which is up for discussion today.
Mr President, the conclusions we have reached as a
result of this second round 
- 
if I may call it that 
-differ from those which we drew from the first round.
I think it is therefore worthwhile going over the essen-
tial points of this motion for a resolution.
The first point concerns the applicability of Article
100 of the EEC Treary. Our committee came to the
conclusion that Article 100 does indeed apply, and
this view was shared by a large majority in the
committee. In principle, therefore, we may say that
the Legal Affairs Committee believes that Article 100
of the EEC Treaty applies to this draft directive.
The second point at issue is whether the directive is
necessary at all. The answer is yes, for the following
two reasons. Firstly, it will safeguard competitiveness
at European level, and secondly, it will guarantee the
free exchange of goods. I might perhaps also mention
a third reason, which figured prominently in the
committee's deliberations, and that is consumer
protection, something which has also become highly
important from the political point of view.
The third important point in the motion for a resolu-
tion, ladies and gentlemen, is the request addressed to
the Commission to 
- 
and let me quote the full
wording here, because it is somewhat out of the ordi-
nary 
- 
report to Parliament and Council after five
years on the advisability of transferring liabiliry from
the producer to a guarantee fund. It became evident in
the course of discussions in the committee that a large
number of Members were in favour of a guarantee
fund. There was an exhaustive exchange of views on
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this point, as a result of which it was decided to see
how thinp tumed out and to make any necessary
modifications within a period of five years. I think
this will give you a good idea of both the history and
the content of the motion for a resolution.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, why have discus-
sions on this subject gone on for so many years ? The
answer is, I think, because this is an entirely new field
as regards protecting both consumers and producers.
The novelty also extends to the question of standards,
and mutual obligations, not to mention the question
of whether or not insurance will play a particularly
important role in terms of pricing policy, or whether
pricing might not in fact work to the advantage of the
consumer because the consumer will have to pay this
price in the final analysis, and the insurance factor
will be included in the price. These are a few of the
points which make this a rather complex matter.
IThat conclusions have we come to after these
protracted and, at times heated discussions ? The first
point that should be made is that the manufacturer of
a product is now 'obiectively' liable 
- 
as we lawyers
put it 
- 
meaning that the manufacturer is liable irres-
pective of fault. Normally, in our legal systems
liability means personal, i.e. subjective liability. In
other words, someone commits a wrongful act which
causes damage to another, there being a causal link
between the wrongful act and the damage. This
cumbersome legal formula has now been eliminated
by the concept of'liability irrespective of fault'.
This represents a great step forward from the point of
view of creating equal competitive opportunities in
terms of insurance cost and the like, and also progress
in the field of consumer protection, with the
consumer's legal position being made much easier by
the fact that he no longer has to prove the wrongful
act, the causal link and the damage suffered. Arrother
point concerned development risks, a problem which
has given rise to a great deal of discussion and which
has not been retained in the motion for a resolution
before this House. This means that the manufacturer
is not liable if his product cannot be considered defec-
tive at the time when it was put into circulation.
There was a conflict of opinion on this point, with the
result that the manufacturer is not liable for damage
resulting from development.
A second important point concerns product defects.
!7hat exactly is meant by a'defective product'. Here, I
think, the situation is clear. A product is defective if
is standard of safety is not what one is entitled to
expect of it, when it is used for the purpose for which
it was intended. Perhaps I can give a very simple
example of what this means. A knife is a product
freely available on the market, but a knife can also be
used to stab someone with. !flhat we are concerned
with is not abnormal usage, but the normal kind of
use for which the product was intended. That must be
borne in mind.
The third point concerns the' question of damage.
There was some discussion on this point too. Damage
could be taken to mean 
- 
and indeed did originally
mean in this case 
- 
death or bodily harm. But in this
text, the word 'damage' also covers damage to prop-
erty.
There was a good deal of argument on this point, but
I think I can say that Article 6 of the directive 
-which deals with damage to property 
- 
is in line
with the Council resolution and also accords with
thinking in the amended report. A third form of
damage is non-material damage, and this will be
defined by national legislation, in accordance with the
laws obtaining in each of the Member States. !fle also
have a rather special case here in Article 7, which spec-
ifies limits for compensation in the case of a
producer's liability. These apply both to the amount
of damages and the limits per capita. Here again, the
special system applies, whereby the provisions may be
amended after a period of three years.
As you can see, therefore, this is an important direc-
tive based on new legal principles. However, all due
caution has been observed in that, in various fields,
changes may be made both to the guarantee fund and
to the amount of damages in the light of practical day-
to-day experience in the application on these provi-
sions.
One final point which I believe to be important, Mr
President, is the principle of a time limitation, which
has been fixed at three years from the date on which a
product is brought into circulation.
I hope I have given as objective an introduction as
possible to the state of play on this directive, which is
now up for this House's approval at the end of a
protracted consultation period. I would ask for your
approval for this amended directive.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Broeksz to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to
start by congratulating the rapporteur on bringing
about this compromise and also on his appointment
as a minister in the new Belgian Government. !(/e
wish him the very best of good fortune, although he
will be sorely missed in the Legal Affairs Committee,
his contribution to which has been outstanding.
Mr President, the position of the consumer in our
society has always been extremely weak, in that he has
no means of protection whatsoever against defective
products. Any measures designed to improve the posi-
tion of consumers will not make things easy for the
producers. Obviously the risk borne by the producer
will then be infinitely greater, but the producer does
enioy the advantage of being able to insure himself
against such risks, and it is assumed that this is what
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he will do. The European Commission, in collabora-
tion with European insurers, has supplied us with a
list of premiums, which the Committee believes to be
perfectly reasonable. The cost of insurance premiums
can be spread over the production costs, and the situa-
tion at present is that if the producer insures himself,
as he will, the consumer will be paying for his own
protection against defective products. In itself, this is
perfectly reasonable, because the premium for insur-
ance against defective products is fairly small and can
easily be paid by the consumer, whereas the damage
suffered by a consumer from a defective product can
be very great indeed.
Mr President, we have already heard from the rappor-
teur that the original proposal put forward by the
Commission has been dropped. There were quite a
number of objections to this original proposal, even
from our side, because it contained restrictions from
the consumer's point of view. It would of course be
very interesting now to take a fresh look from both
sides at the interests of the consumer and to find out
the extent to which are now given less protection than
we considered desirable. !7e could also investigate the
position of the producer, which is now not so favou-
rable as they had originally hoped.
But this would be a fairly pointless exercise, because
we should never get any further and the directive
would then certainly fail to receive Parliament's
approval. If the proposal is amended in any respect,
the question is whether the European Commission
would be willing to submit the amendment to the
Council, because the point is not simply to get this
directive approved by Parliament, but also to receive
the approval of the Council as well. And even that is
not the end, because, the Member States will then still
have to get moving on implementing of this directive.
Mr President, let me say quite clearly and categorically
that it is deplorable that the Member States so often
drag their feet when it comes to implementing the
directives issued by the Council. \7e have asked for an
enquiry into this situation on more than one occasion.
I realize that it is an extemely difficult matter, but in a
number of countries Commission directives, which
should have been implemented long ago, have in fact
been implemented far too late, or in some cases, not
yet been implemented at all. A number of new amend-
ments have been tabled, again by the European
Conservative Group. They will not receive our
support. I see that Mr Scott-Hopkins has tabled two
amendments on the applicability of Article 100. I
sincerely hope that the amendments will not be
passed, because they do not relate simply to the protec-
tion of consumers from defective products. A good
deal of the work of the EEC would be rendered impos-
sible of it were indeed true 
- 
as the Chairman of the
Legal Affairs Committee and Mr Fletcher-Cooke
claim 
- 
that Article 100 does not apply, since this
very article is the basis on which, in many cases, the
Commission has submitted proposals to this House.
Mr President, I should like to make it quite clear that
I approve of a number of minor amendments which
have been included. It is now evident that there is
liabiliry only in respect of industrial products and not
of the craft or agricultural products. I think it is good
that this point has been clarified. As to the frequently
heard objection to this directive that enormous sums
are paid out in compensation in the United States,
this kind of thing is clearly not possible here, and it is
not the aim of this directive to make it possible. It has
never been and never will be our aim. The question of
compensation for damage suffered is not a matter for
the Commtrnity, but for each individual Member
State. It was for this reason that the question was not
tackled in this directive, and I think that this is abso-
lutely right.
Mr President, after hearing the rapporteur's introduc-
tory speech 
- 
which we hope everyone in this House
can go along with 
- 
there is really very little to add
on this subject, which has divided us over the last few
years. It is a remarkable fact that we needed more
than sixteen meetings to agree on the fifteen articles.
But agreement was ultimately reached, and let us now
hope that this House will approve the final package.
Even if it is approved, it does not mean to say that we
Socialists are entirely satisfied certainly not,
because we regret certain restrictions which the direc-
tive still contains. But I do not want to dwell on this
point now. As I said earlier, there is no point in that.
The important thing is that the consumer now enjoys
some protection. But let me say quite clearly that the
consumer is not protected in every case in day-to-day
affairs. This is highly regrettable, because the
consumer is subject to enormous risks, and these risks
are now to be removed by means of a liability insur-
ance which the consumer himself will have to pay for.
Glory be ! Iflell, at least we have some consumer
protection, and let us hope that this protection will be
effective in practice ; I myself am not exactly opti-
mistic on this point. I have been a Member of this
House for quite some time, and as you know, every
six months we receive details of the documents
submitted to the Council by the Commission, on
which no decision has so far been forthcoming from
the Council. The list of these documents, Mr Presi-
dent, is far too long, and the directly elected Parlia-
ment will have to put an end once and for all to this
state of affairs. For the time being, though this is no
more than a pious hope. Let me say once again that it
is up to the Council to approve this directive without
delay, and to the Member States to implement the rele-
vant provisions with all due speed. Thank you, Mr
President.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Riz to speak on behalf of the
Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
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Mr Riz. 
- 
(D) Mr President, firstly it is my duty, on
behalf of my Group, to congratulate the rapporteur Mr
Calewaert on his appointment as minister. . .
(Applause)
. . . and to express our thanks to him at the same time.
In his work on the directive concerning product
liability, which began as long ago as October 1976,he
has shown an unusual degree of patience. The Christi-
an-Democratic Group is enormously pleased that this
matter can be concluded today. !7e feel that the long
period of consultation has been worthwhile. The essen-
tial revisions now made to the first report submitted
by Mr Calewaert as rapporteur in August 1978 are in
line with the amendments tabled by the Christian-
Democratic Group. The report has now majority
suDDort. That this was not the case in the first Cale-
wde'rt Report was due partly to the original Commis-
sion proposals and partly to the initial reactions,
which were not yet fully thought thorough, of some
parties to this important topic.
And here I must say'thank you' again, this time to Mr
Davignon and his colleagues, in particular Mr Ficker,
who have done so much to bring about the result that
is before us today.
!7ith the amendments he submitted in December
1978, Mr Davignon made it possible for this directive
to pass the European Parliament. May I add, in all
modesg, that many of his amendments were sugg-
ested by my Group. !7e thank Mr Davignon for
taking them up. And here I would like to make the
comment which goes beyond the specific area we are
dealing with today. If it is determined, the European
Parliament can use its right to participate in the
Community law-making processes to exercise a deci-
sive influence, even though it has to contend with the
expert knowledge of the Commission on the one
hand and with the greater power of the Council on
the other. This procedure, however, also highlights the
considerable difficulties which a European legislator
faces ; it is not easy to overcome them democratically
in a parliamentary process. The increased insistence
by the European Parliament on its right to a share in
the decision-making demands a large degree of respon-
sibility and self-discipline on the part of the political
forces and of Members of this House.
Thirdly, I have to express sincere thanks to Sir Derek
Valker-Smith, the Chairman of the Legal Affairs
Committee. !7ith his patience and expertise, he
played a most significant part in achieving this result.
!7ith the directive before us, we see the introduction
of a completely new principle in the whole system of
European civil law, that of the producer's liability irres-
pective of fault on the ground that the products manu-
factured by him were defective and thus caused
damage to goods belonging to users or other co-users.
It is true that statutes and case law in the nine
Member States have been developing along lines
approximatinS to the principle of the producer's fault-
free liability. However, hitherto the basis was the prin-
ciple of liability for intentional and negligent acts.
The necessity for changes has arisen from industrial
mass production and its typical features : the
anonymity of the producer and the consumer, and the
lack of personal relations between them, on which a
basis of trust can be established. Consequently it now
becomes acceptable to replace the producer's faulr
based liability by liability for products originating
from him whether or not he is at fault. Such a step
can of course, only be taken if it is strictly limited to
this aspect, and if precautions are taken to ensure that
no excessive imponderable risks hamper the produc-
tion capaciry of the European Community and
endanger employment. These considerations underlay
many of the improvements proposed by 
-y Group to
the Commission's draft, since, given the world-wide
competition which our industry faces, and, the
pressing social problems within the Community, it is
obviously not in our interest to undermine entrepre-
remial initiative, or the spirit of innovation. Thus, it
was a question of balancing the legitimate interests of
consumers and the interests of European manufac-
turers, who, after all, we expect to create jobs and
increase prosperiry.
The question of the legal basis of the directive has
greatly preoccupied us. Article 100 lays down in
restrictive terms the conditions for approximating the
laws of Member States and it would be serving Europe
ill to pursue harmonization for harmonization's sake.
After thorough examination we agree that Article 100
may be applied because it is irrefutable that differing
cost burdens arising from differing product liability
directly affect the functioning of the common market.
Ifle should have preferred to have received more exact
cost calculations from the Commission, but realize
that the Commission has done what it can and that
further details were iust not available.
'$7e are not yet quite convinced that the risk of
liability for the producer is so easily insurable 
- 
as is
maintained by the Commission 
- 
nor that for each
product 
- 
as the Commission representatives add 
-the per mille on turnover rate will not be exceeded.
On the contrary, we fear that the plan will produce an
even greater burden for the producer and
consequently for the consumer who has to carry the
cost in the end. Furthermore, we fear that this will
affect especially smaller businesses, family businesses
and middle-sized businesses. I7e have to admit that
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the question of liability is not completely regulated by
the present directive, because, on the one hand,
national laws still apply to certain classes of compensa-
tion, and, on the other hand, the actual compensation
amounts can vary nationally.
This does not, however, mean that we should not
support the directive, but rather that it should be seen
as a step in the right direction.
I would now like to turn to the most important
changes to the directive.
1,. The Christian-Democratic Group has fought to
exclude the producers of agricultural, craft and artistic
products from the directive, to the extent that no
industrial mass production is involved. !7e therefore
welcome this innovation in the present directive.
2. The Christian-Democratic Group would also have
accepted a producer's liability for development risks,
on condition that a fund, i.e. a public law entity 
-and not the producer himself 
- 
would be liable.
Unfortunately, our Group was unable to win over a
maiority to this view.
However, we are very gratified that this suggestion has
been included in paragraph 2 of the motion for a reso-
lution and that it is to be considered again later when
the results of the directive are evaluated.
3. Grounds for exclusion of llability consequent on
informing the public and on measures taken by the
producer to eliminate defects have been incorporated.
'We have to concede that this text is in need of
improvement, since, for one thing, it is not a matter of
whether the producer should have been aware of the
defects 
- 
he must be aware of the defects, otherwise
he cannot take steps to correct them 
- 
and for
another, no damage can be caused to persons or other
objects if the product has been successfully recalled.
Nonetheless we approve the basic idea, which may be
seen as an incentive for the producer to do everything
in his power to prevent damage.
4. I7e are pleased that our objections to the definition
'defective product' have been taken into account and
consequently the definition of defective product in
Article 4 is an improvement. In the original version,
the causal correction between production and the
damage sequence was too simply formulated and was
also inaccurate.
It is admissible to adjudge a product defective merely
because it has caused damage. This is tantamount to
eliminating the concept of defect. !7e approve the
principle of the producer's liability irrespective of
fault" but not liabiliry without defect. The concept of
defect is usable here, in that other circumstances have
been included, for example, the use of the product for
the purpose for which it was apparently intended, or
the presentation of the product. The gaps remaining
will undoubtedly be filled in by the courts.
5. !fle likewise welcome the fact that contributory
negligence as a factor in reducing or excluding
compensation has been accepted, i.e. the contributory
negligence of the injured person and persons for
whom he may be considered liable.
6. On the question of the ceilings established in
Article 7 for the producer's liability, we believe that in
addition,to or instead of fixing the general ceiling for
personal damages at 25 million EU,\ it would have
been better to establish limits for individual compensa-
tion in specific cases of damage. This is quite normal
in national regulations on liability and would have
meant that the same compensation was paid
throughout the Community for the same damage.
Moreover, we recognize the difficulties involved in a
case where the total damage caused exceeds 25
million; unless arrangements are made for individual
cases, injured persons will inevitably come away
empty-handed.
If our suggestions had been taken up on this point as
well, the problem could not have been avoided by
making the guarantee fund liable. !7e hope to see this
aspect being given due consideration when the results
of the directive are assessed.
The European Parliament 
- 
and this is my final
point 
- 
has arrived at a decision on strict liabiliry
after very arduous thorough discussions. !(/e expect
the Commission to put Parliament's point of view
energetically to the Council. !7e expect the Council
to adopt the European Parliament's proposals. This
directive, too, will be a touchstone for future relations
between the Council and the European Parliament.
Here too the Christian-Democratic Group has done a
great deal to ensure that a settlement could be reached
which would protect the consumer without endan-
gering production and ernployment.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Granet to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Granet. (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like first to apologize on behalf
of Mr Bangemann, a member of the Legal Affairs
Committee, who has been prevented by other commit-
ments from speaking today on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group and who has asked me to
stand in for him. I shall therefore be very brief, Mr
President.
I would first like to mention that the Liberal and
Democratic Group regarded it as highly important
that Mr Calewaert's report should be presented in
plenary sitting before the June elections. Indeed, the
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effectiveness of the European Community will be
iudged in the elections on the basis of topics such as
this. It must be stressed that this is a subject of the
greatest importance, since it affects us all 
- 
be it as
consumers or as producers. I shall not go into the
vicissitudes encountered by this proposal in the course
of examination by the Legal Affairs Committee since
it was submitted by the European Commission in
1976, tor we are all well aware of them. I wish here to
confine myself to making two essential points.
My first point relates to the legal basis for the text of
the directive 
- 
namely Anicle 100 of the EEC
Treaty. I7ith slight reservations, we agree with the
Commission's view that the disparity between national
legal systems covering the responsibiliry of manufac-
turers leads to an imbalance in 'the conditions of
competition in the common market and therefore
affects the free movement of goods within the
Community. Indeed, it can be said that the differing
national provisions in this field mean that consumers
are protected to a varying extent, and that this does
not accord fully with the spirit of the common
market, in which all consumers should be on an equal
footing. !7e will therefore not vote in favour of the
amendments tabled by the European Conservative
Group, since these amendments assume that the
proposed directive does not satisfy the requirements
of Article 100, whereas we take the opposite view. I
would also remind you that we reached a compromise
in the Legal Affairs Committee with some difficulty,
and that in our view it would be tiresome to wish to
throw it back into the melting pot by making last-
minute changes.
My second comment is that in its original version the
Commission's text was quite unacceptable to us. Our
view was that no proper assessment had been made of
the economic and industrial consequences for
producers or consumers of the system originally
proposed. Although the system of strict liability aims,
reasonably enough, at providing effective protection
for the consumer, we nonetheless regretted the fact
that in its original form the proposed directive took
insufficient account of the legitimate interests of the
producers, and indeed effectively penalized them.
In economic terms, the increase in liability involved
in the original proposal was such that the corres-
ponding insurance costs would inevitably have led to
a substantial rise in product cost. To make no bones
about it" it would have been the consumers who
footed the bill.
Moreover, it may be doubted whether such a system
would have effectively protected the consumer if small
manufacturers had decided not to insure themselves.
The hazards resulting for the consumer hardly need
stressing. Certainly a system of obligatory insurance
could have been envisaged, but this would merely
have made our European machinery even more coer-
cive and technocratic than it already is.
In the industrial field certain manufacturers might
have chosen to abandon production of goods
involving such costs. Clearly, there must be a remedy
for damage done by a product. But why should this
mean penalizing the manufacturer by a system of
strict liability which leaves no scope for scientific
progress ? I am referring, of course, to development
risks, risks which would become far too heavy a
burden, particularly in high technology sectors.
We shall vote in favour of the Calewaert report
because the Legal Affairs Committee withdrew the
provisions which we objected to in respect of develop-
ment risks, and arrived at a text which we consider
much better and quite acceptable. Admittedly, we
should have preferred the immediate creation of a
guarantee fund to cover producers' liability for such
risks. But this possibility has not been eliminated alto-
gether, since the advisability of setting up such a fund
is to be discussed again at the end of five years, and
we are convinced that by that time the need for it will
have become evident.
Our amendment, to which we attached great impor-
tance, has been incorporated. It aims to ensure that
the text of the directive contains a provision stipu-
lating that the producer's liability is reduced or elimi-
nated to the extent that the injured person, or any
person for whom he is liable, has contributed by his
own negligence to the iniury sustained.
These, ladies and gentlemen, are the points I wished
to raise on this topic, undoubtedly one of the most
important which the Legal Affairs Committee has had
to deal with. !7hile the report submitted to us does
not meet all the wishes of the Liberal and Democratic
Group I accept that, after all, this is a compromise,
and a good compromise. Like any compromise, it
cannot satisfy all the aspirations of all those who took
part in the discussions, but nonetheless, in the present
version, we find it a perfectly acceptable document. If
the changes which the Legal Affairs Committee, and
indeed we ourselves, have proposed are taken into
consideration, we believe that the main obiective will
be assured, i.e. an adequate and harmonized protec-
tion of the consumer in the Community without 
-and I stress this point 
- 
leading to a reduction in
competitiveness of European products on the interna-
tional markets, and without putting obstacles in the
way of research and development.
I feel therefore that in approving this report, two
months before the direct elections the European Par-
liament will be doing exactly what it is its function to
do.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
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Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, may I first of
all join with other colleagues who have congratulated
the rapporteur, Mr Calewaert, not only on his persist-
ence and perseverance in the way he has continued to
pay the greatest attention to all the details concerning
his report and the problems which have arisen over
the many months that it has been under considera-
tion, but also on his recent attainment of ministerial
position in his own country. May I also thank Mr Riz
for the remarks that he made concerning my
colleague, Sir Derek lTalker-Smith, who is the
chairman of the Legal Affairs Committee, who has
also taken a close interest and had indeed been instru-
mental in improving and getting this particular text
through. Both my honourable friends who are on the
Legal Affairs Committee have unfortunately found it
impossible to be here because they are engaged in our
national elections at home, and so it has fallen to me,
who am far from having had legal training, to speak
on behalf of our group. I must admit I feel slightly
adrift talking about this particular matter, which is
really, from the layman's point of view, extremely tech-
nical. There is a terrible temptation for the layman to
talk in generalities, but I am going to try to confine
myself to points which arise particularly from the
amendments which I have tabled.
There is no doubt that the amendments adopted by
the Legal Affairs Committee and accepted by the
Commissioner and embodied in the new version of
the text which is put before us do improve it and
make it more workable in practice than it was before.
But, and of course there is always a 'but' in these
issues, we in the European Conservative Group believe
that there is still a problem concerning the legal basis
and the question of Article 100, and I do not apolo-
gise to the House for coming back to this and for
tabling amendments on it, because I believe it is of
importance. !7e uphold the original conclusions of
the Legal Affairs Committee, which seem to have
been changed, if I may say this to the House, for polit-
ical reasons, and therefore we have tabled amend-
ments to correct this particular matter. The amend-
ments concern the following four points, and I shall
quickly run through them.
Firstly, the present directive does not meet the require-
ments of Article 100. This might appear to be the
expression of a legalistic attitude, but nevertheless it
is, as I said, a question of fundamental importance.
The Treaties form the constitution of the Community,
adopted in accordance with the procedures of ratifica-
tion of each of our parliaments. It is essential that the
division of power between the national institutions
and the Community institutions as provided in the
Treaty is applied and only changed in accordance
with the procedures of the Community. Obviously
this is important in the case of Article 100. That
applies where the Communiry has received no auto-
nomous powers if the following condition is fulfilled,
namely that the national legislation concerned has a
direct effect on the functioning of the common
market. In fact the founding fathers of the Treaty
foresaw that the approximation of legislation would be
necessary in a number of cases and they entered a
specific provision to this effect. I shall not recite all
the Articles 
- 
27,54, 55 and so on. These are all
examples of this. However, they recognized that it
would not necessarily be enough and that in other
cases where the establishment and the functioning of
the common market would be directly affected there
would be a need for a general provision following the
approximation of legislation.
Is there such a need ? This is the question the House
has to answer, and the Commissioner. Is there such a
need lying behind this directive ? No, I do not believe
there is. On the contrary, Article I I of the directive
makes it plain that claims based on grounds other
than that provided for in this directive shall not be
affected. In other words, besides the statutory period
of limitation for claims contained in this directive the
diverging national limitation periods will remain in
force. And besides the liability for the producer
contained in this directive there is liabiliry, for
example, for the dealer, the wholesaler, and so on, and
other divergences between national laws in this
respect are not affected. Also, besides the definition of
defect contained in this directive, weak as it is, the
diverging definitions of national law continue in force.
Now this is not approximation of national legislation.
This is legislation based on the idea that the Commis-
sion has a better solution to the problem and that the
Commission can do better than the individual
Member States, and I am not sure that the rapporteur
and Mr Broeksz were entirely right to say this is
breaking new ground. There has been consumer
protection legislation in all our countries for a very
long time. I do not think it is true that the Commis-
sion knows better than the individual Member States
and that the Member States have no solutions. And
yet the object of Article 100 is not 
- 
and it is neces-
sary to insist on this 
- 
to introduce modifications to
legislation on the basis of their general merits, but
only to eliminate the differences in their material
content or modify them in a way that their auto-
nomous coexistence does not distort the trade in
goods and services. That is not merely of technical
importance. It is a question of principle arising out of
the institutional character of the Community itself,
which is based on the transfer of specific compe-
tences, not on the theory of implicit powers. If we in
this Parliament accepted that the limitation contained
in the term 'direct effect' was merely an indication of
iudgment as to appropriateness in relation to the func-
tioning of the common market, Article 100 would
give a free hand to the Commission to introduce direc-
tives concerning all legislation, and that surely is not
the purpose.
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'We are told that we should not emphasize this, that it
must ultimately be a political judgment of the
Council. But there is a reservation concerning the
controller of legality, the Court of Justice. And the
fact is that the Court has already expressed itself on
the term 'direct' in connection with Article 173,
which gives the right to any natural or legal person to
institute proceedings against a decision, although
addressed to another person, if the decision is of
direct and individual concem to him. Here the Court
has made it plain in several cases that 'direct' means
there must be proof of causality. Should the Court
change its position in the case of Article 100 ? Should
there be one interpretation for the citizen, and a
different one for the Commission ? Parliament has a
choice. One option is progressive and social, and I can
understand if some innocent people are temPted by
that. But this is not a question of whether you sympa-
thize with the policy expressed in this directive, it is a
question of whether you accept the rule of law; and if
politicians do not accept the rule of law, who does ?
The second point is the expression of serious criticism
of the Commission. It is unfortunately the case that
the directive is badly drafted and in basis is superfi-
cial. No serious systematic analysis has been made,
and only random information has been Siven to the
committee.
One of the great difficulties of taking over the role of
spokesman, as I am doing, is that it is almost impos-
sible to get a record of what has been said in
committee- by honourable Mem6ers or the Commis-
sioner. The Commission, I am told, tells us that the
legal position varies in the legal systems of the
Member States, that most laws require the injured
person to prove fault on the part of the producet, and
that it is extremely difficult, even impossible, to
provide this proof. Under these laws, the injured
person then has to bear the damage alone, and is thus
unprotected in such cases. The Commission
concludes that only liability in respect of fault leads to
an adequate protection of the consumer ; in other
words, that the national laws are bad laws for the
citizen, and that the Commission's law is a good law
and should therefore be adopted.
That is really what the issue is about. One can iustify
many legislative measures on that basis, and heaven
knows where we'd end up if we did. But that is not
all. The proposal contains no estimate of the cost of
this directive, to industry or the consumer. This has
been discussed to some extent by Mr Broeksz, and I
think he was wrong. The explanatory memorandum
says that liability irrespective of fault should not
burden the producer to an uniustifiable extent, and
our rapporteur underlined that. He can take out an
insurance and pass on the cost in the selling price 
-note the words, Mr President, pass on the cost 
- 
and
that is another way of saying inflation.
!fle have heard very little about the urgent need for
Community action on product liabiliry, but we have
heard an awful lot about the need for Community
action against inflation. Yet this nrns contrary to it. To
give one short example, it says in the explanatory
memorandum that liability extends only to movable
property ; but 'movable properry' is differently defined
in different Member States and is even defined differ-
ently in different legislation within some Member
States. !flhich of the definitions are going to be used ?
The directive gives no answer; its application will
therefore vary from one Member State to another and
is bound to be inflationary.
I shall not go into other problems of contradiction,
such as sub-contracting. I think that the one example
I have given is enough to justify the amendments,
which I hereby formally move.
The third point is self-explanatory. The directive
before us in no way harmonizes legislation in this
field. It is certain to confuse the consumer ; and the
time delays in the directive vary with the time delays
in national legislation. But that is not the worst. The
Commission has in this directive made one single set
of rules for all defective products ; the ceiling for
compensation, the definition and the liabiliry are the
same, whether medical products, playing cards or aero-
planes are concerned. This is certain to result in heavy
over-insurance 
- 
once again, inflationary. The
Commission says, no problem, the consumer pays and
the producer can include the expense incurred in his
pricing of the goods. Up we go again. Thus the
consumer bears all the costs, and the words are yours,
Mr Commissioner, I can't say it better than you have.
The Commission has based this directive on the distor-
tion of competition. If this directive becomes law,
such distortion will exist between the EEC's industry
and, for example, the industry in the EFTA countries.
It would have been much more sensible for the nine
Member States to join other European countries in
adhering to the convention drawn up by the Council
of Europe.
In conclusion, the solutions offered in the present
draft directive should be based on liability, which ir
defined in accordance with the principles of equity
This would require the following minimum defence
mechanisms and exclusions : that the defect did not
exist when the product was put into circulation, anc
that the product was in accordance with the state o
the art when put into circulation 
- 
those are tht
main ones. As it stands, the Commission's proposa
represents bad law, and will bring ridicule on th(
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Community. My group is therefore tabling the two
amendments, one consequential on the other ; I ask
the House to support them, though I gather I may be
a little lonesome in supporting those amendments at a
later stage. Sir, I beg to move my amendments.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Masullo to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Masullo. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I feel that it is not
without significance that we are examining this draft
directive during the last days of the European Parlia-
ment in its original form and on the eve, one might
say, of its rebirth in an essentially more democratic
form. !7hy do we need this directive, on which the
members of the committee have expended so much
effort over a long period, and which has highlighted
the great wisdom and tremendous patience of Mr Cale-
waert 
- 
and in passing, on behalf of our Group, may
I offer our congratulations on his ministerial appoint-
ment ? As I was saying, this directive, which was the
subiect of two years' careful consideration by the
committee, deals with more than just the specific
problem of introducing Community legislation to
protect the consumer from defective products. This
directive also embraces a considerable matter of prin-
ciple, illustrated by the problem of the applicability of
Article 100. This problem was such a poser for our
committee that we in fact decided, initially, to reject
the draft directive.
It then came back to the committee with one or two
draft amendments proposed by the Commission
which let it be known that it was willing to accept
these. Our committee revised its opinion which is
now to a large extent favourable to the draft directive.
But why does the problem of Article 100 go well
beyond the specific problem of protecting consumers
from defective products ? !7hy did it cause our
committee such headaches ? And why should it be
significant that we are examining the draft directive at
this particular moment ? In my view, it is quite right
that Article 100 should have inspired such a wide-
ranging debate because, taken literally, it would seem
to refer exclusively to economic matters. The first para-
graph of Article 100 states:
The Council shall, acting unanimously on a proposal
from the Commission, issue directives for the approxima-
tion of such provisions laid down by law, regulation or
administrative action in Member States as directly affect
the establishment or functioning of the common market.
In this connection, of course, there developed a
massive problem and a massive argument about
whether the problem of protecting the consumer
could be included under the heading of matters
directly affecting the establishment or functioning of
the common market. Naturally, those of us who
claimed that this paragraph was not applicable did so
because, on the one hand, there was no proof of there
being any such effect, and on the other, the Commis-
sion's explanatory memorandum spoke of the possi-
bility of distortions and not of any actual instances of
distortion which had in fact resulted. However, those
who challenged the applicability of Article 100 did so
primarily in order to raise a much more important
and more complex issue. If we have to resort to using
economics as an argument to iustify Parliament's
consultative action as assential and laid down by the
Treaty, we are in fact merely spotlighting the straight
jacket Parliament has been in until now. \flhat I mean
is that the protection of the consumer is a social
problem and one that affects the quality of life of the
citizens of Europe. If the European Parliament is
going to be allowed to have its say on this problem, it
seems we have to resort to using economics and the
distortion of competition as iustification for it.
Basically, those who have argued in favour of the applil
cability of Article 100 have done so out of a feeling of
necessity, because it is only in in the second para-
graph of Article 100 that there is provision for the
Assembly and the Economic and Social Committee to
be consulted on directives whose implementation
would, in one or more Member States, involve the
amendment of legislation. Now, it seems to me that
this problem we have been grappling with illustrates
how the directly elected Parliament will have to find a
way of exercising its powers 
- 
albeit in consultation
with the other institutions 
- 
without always being
obliged to resort to using arguments of an economic
nature.
The crux of the matter is the Treaty. However, as
observers of history 
- 
which is what we are as politi-
cians 
- 
we have to take an objective look at the
contradiction between this part of the Treary, which
when it was written was still based on purely
economic considerations, and the actual situation of
Europe and the European institutions today, a situa-
tion which is continually developing in social, polit-
ical and moral as well as economic terms.
In my view, therefore, the debate on Aricle 100 must
not be regarded as a debate bet'ween those in favour of
this draft directive and those, perhaps, who want to
torpedo it. Rather, we have to consider it as a debate
in which we can spotlight, in this paradoxical and
perhaps rather provocative fashion, the path to follow
for the development of the European institutions and
especially for the development of this democratic Par-
liament which is, basically, the expression of the
popular will, and which will be all the more so when
it is directly elected.
In the light of all this, we shall not vote against this
draft directive because we agree with its purpose, aim
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and programme. The aim of this directive is to protect
the consumer, and there can be no doubt that the
consumer has never been so exposed to danger as in
this age of mass consumerism. The idea seems to be
to offer people a cornucopia of consumer goods, but
hidden in this vast range of consumer goods there is a
vast range of hazards which the poor, lonely indi-
vidual cannot always cope with. It was high time to
stimulate the legislation in the Member States and
high time for the Community to give a lead and prod
the individual States into amending their legislation
so that the consumer is properly protected, in accor-
dance with the advances made by technology and the
economy in general.
Consequently, we are not opposed to and shall not
vote against this draft directive. Nevertheless, we
cannot say that we welcome this directive without
reserve, because we feel that the rules it provides for,
in spite of all the amendments and alterations made
during the second round of discussions in committee,
are not properly suited to the actual aims of the direc-
tive.
I remember, when the committee first tackled this
issue, I proposed on behalf of my Group that
consumer protection should be the responsibiliry of a
common guarantee fund,. a kind of compulsory insur-
ance scheme. I was accused of having a 'collectivist
attitude'. I completely fail to see what a 'collectivist
attitude' has to do with setting up a guarantee fund.
Subsequently, I was surprised and delighted to see that
during the second round of discussions in the
committee there was a proposal for a guarantee fund
- 
albeit as supplementary cover 
- 
from a political
group which certainly cannot be suspected of having a
'collectivist attitude'. I am referring to the Christian-
Democratic Group, which repeated this idea this
morning through its spokesman, Mr Riz. The idea
which we originally came up with has thus been
formally proposed.
I note with particular satisfaction that the second para-
graph of Mr Calewaert's motion for a resolution reads
as follows :
Requests the Commission to report to Parliament and
Council, five years after the entry into force 
- 
in imple-
mentation of Article 13 
- 
of the national provisions
necessary to comply with the directive, on the advisability
of transferring liability 
- 
wholly or in part, generally or
in respect of certain risks only 
- 
from the producer to a
guarantee fund, more particularly with a view to
protecting consumers and producers against development
risks.
!7e entirely agree with this paragraph, but I should
point out that we were in agreement right at the
outset when everyone else disagreed.
I7hat d<rs all this mean in terms of an assessment of
the directive as now drafted ? Basically, it means that
we are divided over this issue of consumer protection
but we are not divided berween those who want to
defend the consumer and those, perhaps, who are on
the side of the manufacturers. It is my view, in fact,
that the manufacturer is quite safe with this scheme.
He is covered by insurance and he is always on the
side of those who pass on their costs to the consumer.
The problem, in fact, is not deciding whether to
protect the consumer or the manufacturer. There is
only one problem : how to protect the consumer in
the most effective manner and in the manner least
likely to lead to distortions of the balanced situations
which ought to exist among consumers, iust as among
manufacturers.
!7hat this means is that as long as we rely on a system
of voluntary insurance and a system of strict liability
without compulsion as regards insurance, it is very
likely that we shall never manage to eliminate the
imbalances which, by virtue of Article 100, are our
justification for expressing an opinion on this draft
directive and, furthermore, we are merely likely to
provoke additional distortion. The large manufac-
turers, for example, will get themselves insurance
cover while the smaller producers will not. The
famous 'hidden economy' is precisely the kind of
economy which remains outside this approach. The
medium-sized manufacturers will perhaps take out
insurance cover, but the cost to them will be greater
than the cost to the large manufacturers, and this
could lead to distortion. Consumers will have a harder
task getting compensation from uninsured manufac-
turers than from those who are covered. And I have
not even mentioned the cost of premiums. There is
absolutely no guarantee that these costs will be fairly
distributed from country to country or from sector to
sector of industry. There is no provision for any
system of Community supervision of how, for
example, insurance rates will be regulated.
Given that the introduction of harmonized Commu-
nity legislation to protect the consumer is vitally
necessary, but given also that big business might be
able to realize enormous profits out of this, it is diffi-
cult to find in these rules any clear thinking and,
above all, any genuine security. fu a result, our Group
will not vote in favour of the motion, nor shall we
vote against it ; we shall abstain.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rivierez to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Rivierez. 
- 
(F) Mr President at this stage in the
debate everything has already been said, and well said,
so that all that the last speaker to take the rostrum can
do is give the Assembly a few impressions.
But first of all it is also my pleasant duty to offer my
congratulations to the rapporteur, Mr Calewaert, who
has evinced quite remarkable conscientiousness,
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perseverance and legal learning. It is true to say that
in .r..y respect this report is his work. The matter has
giren iise to very long and complex.debates and we
-rnry 
.r.n consider that the debate is not yet over'
If, in our concern to Protect the consumer, we have
not laid much emphasis on the implementation of
Article 100, the speeches we have heard from Mr
Masullo and Mr Scott-Hopkins show that there are
definitely some question-marks hanging over the
implementation of this article. I(e proceeded perhagg
on the basis of a series of statements of fact and did
not give a sufficiently complete demonstration of the
e*istlnce of distortion of competition' But we in the
Group of European Progressive Democrats were also
concerrred to do everything to facilitate the Protection
of the consumer. In the debate on Article 100 the
conclusion drawn by Mr Masullo is somewhat eccen-
tric, since it has no legal basis: either Article 100 is
being implemented oiit is not being implemented'
Our"coniern is to Protect the consumer and the
debate finished in committee. !fle wish to see the
responsibility for defective products q'9t lh: subiect
of iegulations at Community level and in this respect
*. t6o are glad that the European Convention on
liability for -<lefective products in cases of 
-physical
injury or death has been signed by all the Member
States of the Council of EuroPe.
Nevertheless, certain asPects of the resolution do not
meet with our total approval. Paragraph I of the reso-
lution says that Parliament welcomes the proposed
directive. However, the debates that have taken place
over a period of months in the Legal Affairs
Committee have in fact shown that Parliament did
not welcome it because there were legal problems'
It would perhaps have been wiser to say that Parlia-
ment viewed 'the proposed directive favourably,
designed as it was to promote the free circulation of
goois and improve competition. That.would. perhaps
f,ave been a better reflection of the debates in
committee.
\flhat else can I tell the Assembly after all the
speeches it has already heard ? Pttt . is talk of
tiarmonization, standardization of legislation of
Member States. That is the aim of the directive, but
will it be achieved ? The new system described in the
directive is no substitute for the various divergent
national solutions to the problems, but merely an addi-
tion. In consequence we cannot talk of a real simplifi-
cation for the very good reason that the divergent
national systems still txist. l7hilst there is no doubt,
therefore, ih.t n.* Community law is being created, it
is merely additional to what already exiss'
Let me also emphasize a few points, and.particularly
the 'defect in tle product'. In spite of the progress
that has been achieved, this definition is not accurate'
I'm afraid that we are going to run straight into diffi-
culties of interpretation on the part of the judges, and
we are likely io have varying interpretations in the
different Member States. Here again, the harmoniza-
tion we are hoping for may not be achieved' Someone
reminded us that a defect in a product does not neces-
sarily reflect an internal, that is, intrinsic, fault.in the
product, which constitutes the only real defect' That is
ierhaps worth a little more thought' but there has
atready been so much though devoted to this matter !
If you will permit me, I shall now draw your attention
to one or two points in the text of the proposal' In
Article 5, paragraph 2 (new text) of the directive,
which conclrns exoneration of the manufacturer from
liability, the cases of exoneration admitted in law have
been aibitrarily limited. In fact the text is incomplete
since it speaksof negligence on the part of the iniured
person oi'of .t y oth.i pe.ton for whom the injured
person is responsible.
No mention is made of third parties who are neither
injured parties nor Persons for whom the injured
pi*on may be responsible in law. Perhaps we should
irave taken things further and spoken of the involve-
ment of third parties.
But the heart of this debate was the question of 'deve-
lopment risks'. This development risk was-eliminated
by an amendment ProPosed by our Group'.It was elim-
inated for economis reasons' which the previous
speakers very rightly reminded us of. But there are
oih., t .toni, n-otably legal ones. There are rules of
law, there are principles, there are absolutes and every-
thing that .o.t...nt obiective liability. There is also
the -notion of defects : he who speaks of defects and
liability speaks of equity, bona fides, iustice. and good
law. Ail this contributes towards the adoption of the
amendment which we proposed to eliminate the deve-
looment risk. The reason this amendment was
ac'cepted was that others aPart from ourselves 
- 
in
particular the Christian Democrats 
- 
had thought of
setting uP a Suarantee fund. Moreover, this idea was
taken-up-in the report; it was also dwelt upon by Mr
Masullo. It's an excellent idea and should be made a
reality. Such, Mr President, are the remarks I should
like io make on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats. Ve too are in favour of
prolt tt ; we too wish to carry out 
-our 
Community
misiion. And since, as Mr Granet rightly reminded us
a short while ago, one of the fundamental missions of
the Community is the Protection of the consumer, we
shall vote in favour of the motion for a resolution that
is before this AssemblY.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Luster.
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Mr Luster. 
- 
(D)MV thanks, too, are due to Mr Cale_
waerq for his wisdom and patience, to Sir Derek
Valker-Smith, chairman of the Legal Affairs
Committee, to Mr Broeksz, today's deputy rapporteur,
and to my colleague Mr Riz who put iorward-the idea
of the European Fund. But my thanks also go to Mr
Davignon and his hard-working colleague, M, Fick.r.
This last expression of thanks will per[aps also makeit easier for a few critical remarks of mine to be
accepted with reasonable equanimity. Ifle can all tell
ourselves here that we want to protect the consumer;
Mr Masullo has pointed this out already and nobody is
opposed to consumer protection. But whal we may
ask, is the best way to protect the consumer ? !7i
want to give a bit of muscle to the consumers who arein the weaker position, and to protect them where
they are not protected already. This must be done as
economically as possible, so as not to overburden the
economy 
^ 
and the consumers as a body. The
producers'willingness to innovate must not be discou-
raged, because our aim is to preserve the competitive-
ness of the European economy and safeguard jobs.
And consumer protection policy must not Ue ichi-
zophrenic, because we meet the same consumer, in
other circumstances, in his different guises of citizen,
emoloyee and taxpayer. In particular, if I may say so,
we do not want a work creation programme for insur_
ance companies, for Lawyers (forgive me, I am a
lawyer myselfl for courts, for grouiers and for vexa-
tious litigants. Vhen we talk of the producer's liability
we have to realize, after all, that what we mean is the
liability of the whole body of consumers, because
everyone here agrees that the producer must be able
to insure himself. !7e should therefore be very carefulto ensure the level of protection is not excessive
because the cost would obviously have to be pairl by
the consumer, I mean by consumers as a fody. i
should like to remind the House that the iich
consumer can select from a broader spectrum of
consumer goods and therefore has a greater influence
on the need to take out insurance, thus driving prices
upwards. The social consequences of this muit be
borne in mind.
I would therefore request the Council to consider the
following points. Strict liability for compensation
migh-t perhaps be applied only on a subsidiary and
supplementary_ basis, where the person suffering the
damage is unable to claim or secure compensati;n in
an-y other way. That could apply, for Lxample, to
sellers, to^ producers, and to public and private
insurers...On-e might also considCr 
- 
please iorgive
my rapid delivery, but I have to make full use of-the
short time available 
- 
the proposed right to compen-
sation (which has to be calculated dJwn to the last
penny in courl of course) as no more than an appro-
priate figure. That would allow greater account io be
taken of the overall circumstances and therefore of the
effects of the damage in each individual case. poorer
claimants would thus be better treated, because the
more affluent could end up empty-handed or with
next to no compensation.
Parliament has also added a useful limiting provision
to the directive, namely that on contribuiory negli-
gence. In my opinion, however, the provision is ioo
loosely worded. It refers back to national law and
therefore fails to achieve the objectives which the
harmonization of legislation is supposed to aim at.
The directive could also exclude trivial damages from
the 
-area covered by the producer's liabili-ty. Thatwould seem to be socially justified and could also
su.bstantially cut insurance costs to the advantage of
all consumers.
Trivial damage might be defined as damage of such a
nature that the person suffering the damale might be
reasonably expected to bear the cost in -view of nis
economic capacity and the limited amount of the
d.amage considered in relation thereto. Such a provi_
sion would also protect us against a further distortion
of thinking with regard to ilaims for compensation
when the aim is no longer protection but pecuniary
advant.ge.
I would remind you of America where, we are told,
the consumer whose health is damaged is advised not
to consult his doctor but to consult his laryer instead.
There also seems to be a need to improve paragraph I
of Article 2 of the directive, which imposis the same
liability on the producer of a component as on the
producer of the whole product. This can lead to a very
unfair situation.
It has been pJoposed in this context (for example by
the German Bundestag) that the prod'rc., should be
liable only if the product is defective in itself and does
not aquire the defect through its connection with the
end product. This must apply all the more rigourouslyin view of the joint and several liabiliti of the
producer of the component as laid down in Article 3.
This means that under certain circumstances he can
be the first in line of liabiliry for the whole amount of
the damage suffered. The diiective regrettably leaves itto national law to apportion the lia6iliry .i bet*,een
the persons who are jointly and severally liable.
Harmonization at a European level would have been
better here. And now a word on the guarantee fund. It
has been claimed that the fund woulJ be over_compli_
cated, expensive and of no advantage to the consumer,
according to the proposals put forward by the Chris_
tian. Democratic Group, in the event of the producer's
bankruptcy or inability to pay, since we do not, at has
already been pointed out, have any from of obiigatory
lnsurance arrangements, and it should also be used, in
our opinion, when the upper compensation limit is
exceeded. It ought, furthermore to bl used to help the
producer when he has done all in this power and parti_
cularly if he can produce official confirmation thit he
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has used the correct methods of manufacture and
correctly processed the raw materials incorporated in
the produtt. If the fund were managed as part of the
p.oducer organizations' own resources it would be
,.ry ..onottiical, because producers controlling their
own affairs will take preventive measures to safeguard
quality. !7e are therefore very pleased that, although
*,. *i.. unable to get the fund proposal accepted we
have at least ensured the insertion of this provision in
paragraph 2 of the motion for a resolution.
And now a brief word on the insurance aspect' Here
the Commission was asked to carry out cost studies'
These were requested by the Committee on Economic
and Moneury Affai.t in particular. \(hat the Commis-
sion has done, Mr Davignon, I would describe as
inadequate. \7e have a note from the General Secreta-
riat of the European Committee of Insurances, Paris'
That, to me, ii like asking the brewers whether
drinking beer is a good thing ! The note aPPears to
containlnconsistancies into the bargain. It is stated 
-I refer to paragraPh 4 of Annex I to Doc' 71179 
-that the insurers would offer the necessary cover
without a significant increase in general production
costs. In paragraph I I we are told, however, that the
insurers in thi Community, do not have any experi-
ence of strict liability o( the type provided for in the
directive.
At a conference held last year, an insurance exPert on
the board of the Gerling concern in Germany summar-
ized the position as follows' 'As to the question of
what is the total outlay that the producer has to allow
for, on the basis of this hotchpotch, I can give no
answer. To my knowledge, industry itself has not
carried out any statistical surveys of expenditure under
this heading. The estimates of expenditure on the
prevention of defects at the production stage vary
Letween t and l0 o/o of turnover and 20 or 30 % in
exceptional cases.' It should be remembered, more-
orer, that these are not insurance costs, but fall under
the heading of product safetY.
It would have been appropriate, if I may say- so, in
conclusion, to take a cioserlook at the insurers' asser-
tions in the light of figures in America: 50 000 cases
at the beginning of the 60's 500 000 in 1970 and
I 000 000 recenily. In money terms, these figures
represent claims ior 500 million dollars in the 50's,
ti SoO mittion dollars in 1970 and now 50 000
million dollars.
I would conclude with the following observation' \7e
are emphatically in favour, in principle. of consumer
protection and the directive before us. But our aim is
io .ntrt Protection rather than to bring in, by the
back door, in inordinate increase in the costs charged
to the consumer.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR DESCHAMPS
Vice'President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sieglerschmidt.
Mr Sieglerschmidt. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemin. All the Groups who spoke after the repre-
ientative of the Socialist GrouP 
- 
with the exception
of the Communist speaker 
- 
claimed the credit for
improving the Commission's proposal by their sugges-
tions. Now, it seems to me that if the Groups were
instrumental in improving the proposal, there is some-
thing very odd going on : either the claims that
impiovements have been made are wrong' or there is
remarkable unanimiry among all the Parties' for it is
hardly conceivable that the proposals would coincide
in this way.
I believe Mr President" that these amendments have
generally reduced the value of the Commission's prop-
6sal rather than improved it. I certainly did not regard
the Commission's proposal as ideal, but even if some
points in it required improvement, it still largely
ieflected the need to harmonize European law in an
important area of consumer Protection to the best
poisible advantage of the consumer, given the legal
situation in the Member States.
It is not the time, Mr Riz, that we are breaking new
legal gound in the Community with the principle of
stiict liability. The principle has been regularly
applied in the French and Belgian courts for many
years, and in Germany it is applicable in some sectors'
SThat will happen then if the principle of liability
irrespective of fault is introduced by this directive ? It
doei not mean 
- 
and I would like to emphasize this
again quite clearly 
- 
that every time damage is
caused by a product the manufacturer will have to
pay ; what it does mean is that he can Pass on.the cost
of the damage to the buyers concerned via his insur-
ance.
Mr Luster challenged the figures submitted by the
Commission. But these are not only the Commis-
sion's figures ; there are German figures which more
or less correspond to those submitted by the Commis-
sion. Even if a representative from Gerling had made
the remark you quoted, Mr Luster, I would still like to
say that, iust as one swallow does not make a summer'
this remark has not changed my view that, as of now,
everything indicates that we will manage, with very
low'ratesiwhich will scarcely constitute a burden for
the consumer, assuming these low costs 
- 
which are
less than one per mille 
- 
are passed on or have to be
passed on at all by the producer to the consumer'
All that is being done here 
- 
and in this resPect' I
agree with those who say that the producer is not in
fact liable 
- 
is to spread the risk, which have disas-
trous consequences for a single buyer who purchases a
defective product, over all the buyers of this product'
Let me just add a word about this fund. I will not
dwell on the fears which I share, that this would mean
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bureaucracy. I would just like to make it clear that I
simply do not find it justifiable to pass on to rhe
general public, the taxpayers 
- 
and this is what such
a fund would do 
- 
the costs arising from the risks
inherent in a particular product.
I 
-cannot see why the risks arising from the purchase
of 
- 
and I will take the example of something parti_
cularly hazardous 
- 
fireworks, should be met-frbm a
fund'and-that a taxpayer who has never bought fire-
works in his life, and who has no desire to briy them,
should, in practice, also have to pay. It is too easy
simply to pass the cost on to the taxpayer.
Mr President, I do not want to exclude the possibility
- 
hence the mention of this in the motion io. . .eso_
lution 
- 
of reconsidering the matter if it should
really_become apparent that the insurance premiums
payable are much higher than those 
"ssumid by theexperts of the Commission, but let us be wary of
expanding the bureaucracy, with its concomitant
{angers. I believe then, that the principle of strictliability brings advantages to the consumer, because
every consumer, even if he has never yet suffered from
such an incident, which can lead to very unpleasant
personal injuries, has to reckon with the possiLility of
one day being as affected.
!7hy, therefore, have the producers opposed this
Commission proposal, when they can, if- necessary,
pass on the costs ? I think that one thing should be
made quite clear. lTithout stricr producer liability, the
consumer can, in the event of a cause of action
arising, sue the producer through the various courts
and is, of course, then in a much stronger position
than if he had to face an insurance comfany, which
has the legal weapons normally available tb a business
in such a case. I understand that the producers want
to avoid these difficulties, but I do not understand
why a whole series of members of the Legal Affairs
Committee from different Groups attempted, unfortu-
nately partly successfully, to undermine the principle
of strict liability and above all, to introduce ionrt-._
tions, which I fear could lead to confusion in court,
instead of than clarifying the situation as they
claimed.
Even less do I understand Mr President, why there has
been this debate in the Legal Affairs Committee as to
whether Article 100 is applicable or not. I fully grant
that the objection of the British Conservatives'iJone
of principle, and will only allow myself the comment
9",, 3r regards the interpretations of the CommunityTreaties, fundamental reservations are to be found nol
only on the left of the British spectrum but also on
thc right, as this example cleaily shows. However,
what I cannot understand is that, judging from the
discussions in the Legal Affairs Commitiee, there were
also members whose attitude to Article 100 apparently
depended on whether the result 
- 
i.e. the directive
- 
suited them personally or not. In my view such
opportunism is quite out of place in dealing with such
a vital Communiry question as whether -ommunity
law can based in a dynamic and communautaire
manner on Article 100, or whether it must be inter_
preted restrictively.
Mr President, the outcome of all this 
- 
as various
sp9akgry have pointed out 
- 
is a compromise. The
principle of strict liability is no longei completely
protected, and I especially regret that the clause on
development risks has been iemoved, for I predict
that 
. 
this will_ give the courts some very knotty
problems to solve. If the manufacturer arguei that the
state of the art at the time was such thal he couldn,t
know, how is the consumer in fact to prove the oppo_
site, if in reality, the manufacturer's evidence is not
quite so convincing as he claims ?
Then there is 
_the argument of industry's capaciry toinnovate. But those who raise this objection .rL .ontr._
dicting themselves. They point to the enormous sums
awarded il .dl1.glt in America as a result of the prin-ciple of liability for defective products. But are'they
really saying that these allegedly intolerable awards for
damages have reduced the innovative capacity of
Ame-rican 
_industry ? !7here are the data to supporrthis ? Surely this is absolute nonsense !
Mr President, I shall nonetheless vote for this proposalin its present form, only because, as I see it, it would
be unreasonable for the work on this important direc_
tive to be intem.rpted, presumably for a year or so,
which it is what would happen ii it were'passed on
unfinished from this Parliament to the niw one. I
believe therefore that everything should be done _
eren though I have misgivingp to ensure that the
Commission and the Councii can pass this directive
without delay. Let me say quite fr;nkly that in this
instance I trust the wisdom of the Commission and
Council to find a way to put this directive into effect
to the best possible advantage of the consumer.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr De Gaay Fortman.
Mr De Geay Fortmon. 
- 
(NL) Mr president, the
only reason I have asked for the floor after hearing all
the previous speakers is because 
- 
after the disius-
sions in the Legal Affairs Committee, which I
thoroughly enjoyed taking part in 
- 
I really want to
make it quite clear that I iegard the proposal before
us now as a good and fair compromise. This _ as we
have already heard 
- 
is thanks to the wisdom and
patience shown by the rapporteur, who I am pleased
to see is with us today; but we also owe a vote of
thanks to Mr Davignon for his subtle sense of give_
and-take in his dealings with the Legal Aifairs
Committee, and hence with this House. ii is a plty
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that Mr Davignon's colleagues do not all exhibit the
same degree of cooperation in their dealings with this
House.
Mr President, there are two points I should like to
make, the first of which concerns Article 100. How
anyone can persist in claiming that this directive, as
drafted by the Commission and in the amended form
given in the Calewaert report does not accord with
Article 100 is a mystery to me. It is something that is
quite simply beyond my comprehension' I realize that
there are economic and social reasons for objecting to
the content of the directive, but to claim that it does
not accord with Article 100 is, in my opinion a legally
untenable position.
The second point I want to make concerns the new
second part of Article l, which has already been
referred to by Mr Sieglerschmidt. I cannot agree with
Mr Sieglerschmidt on this point. In my opinion, this
article leaves the principle of liability irrespective of
fault intact, and simply introduces a nuance as regards
the development risk. Let us not forget that, if the
burden of proof is reversed, the producer will have to
prove that his product could not be considered defec-
iive in the light of the state of scientific and technical
development at the time when the article was Put into
circulation. I think this strikes a good balance
between the interests of the producer and the
consumer.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Devignon, lllember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F)
The first thing I should like to do is to thank the
rapporteur, Mr Calewaert, for his patience, open-
mindedness and imagination, which have enabled the
Commission to cooperate in what I think is an exem-
plary manner with the Legal Affairs Committee on
ihis'question. I should also like to thank the President
of the Commission 
- 
who is not with us today 
-
not only for agteeing to having this subiect placed on
the Commission agenda whenever necessary' but also
finding the time to produce a new ProPosal which I
have now introduced on' two occasions in this House.
On the first occasion, we came up against a very
serious economic problem conceming the risk which
this new legislation would place on the producers, as a
result of which we worked out this provisional system
of maximum liability. On the second occasion, we
were able to find a wording which met with the
approval of the Commission.
Mr President, I shall resist the temPtation to reply in
kind to the criticisms which have been made here
today of this text because, in the present case, it would
be unfair to do so, not because of the stature of the
European Conservative Group's rePresentative' but
because of the iob he has been called upon to do here
today. It will give me greater pleasure to explain to his
colleagues that what I said in committee was misun-
derstood, which is why I shall remain silent on this
point.
Let us get down to facts. lrhen I was entrusted with
this matter after the Commission had produced this
proposal in its initial form, I realized that we should
have to strike a balance between all those elements
which together make for good legislation. I do not
believe in legislation which affects only one section of
our people. I do not believe in legislation which
affects only consumers, or only manufacturers, or only
workers. I believe that good legislation addresses itself
to the majority of those who have an interest in a parti-
cular matter, and this is the kind of legislation I
thought we should strive for. !7e in the Commission
asked ourselves a number of pertinent questions.
First of all, was it right for the European Community
to tackle this subject ? I must say that I was very
surprised to hear someone take us to task for thinking
that we can do better than the others. \7e certainly do
not think we can do better than the others ; we simply
do not think we always have to be quite as bad as the
others. That is a fact. I7e do not regard the habits and
traditions which have become rooted in Europe or in
certain countries over a period of time as sacrosanct if
there is an alternative which is superior to the Present
state of affairs. If we take the view that we cannot
change anything at national level simply because it
has been around for a long time, Europe will not have
much of a future. !7e do not, however, think we know
everything or that we are, by definition, capable of
doing everything better.
I7e then went on to ask ourselves what was the nature
of the problem, assuming that we should start by
looking at things from an economic point of view ?
!7'hat guarantee does a producer have of being in a
position to benefit from a truly common market if he
has no advance knowledge of the kind of obstacles
and difficulties he is likely to encounter in the various
countries ? I should like to draw your attention to
something we have all witnessed, namely the imagina-
tion shown by all the Member States of the Commu-
nity 
- 
without exception 
- 
in making subtle admi-
nistrative arrangements to ensure that their national
producers are given priority on the national markets.
Every one of the Member States is guilty of this kind
of behaviour, and administrative imagination is
allowed to run riot, with measures ranging from the
formal requirement to place the even years on the left
and the odd years on the right do indicate that the
products are different and have to be checked r'wice
over. I am convinced that when it comes down to
matters of safety 
- 
and such is the case here 
- 
we
cannot make the whole range of administrative
machinery available to the Member States on the
pretext that this will work to the advantage of the
consumers, when in fact it is simply used as a bogus
means of protecting a country's interests in a situation
of uncertainty.
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I therefore believe that it was right for the Commis-
sion to put forward a proposal in this matter. I believe
that from that moment on, this House must assume
its full responsibility in legislative questions like these.
A lead has already been given by the Legal Affairs
Committee. Vhat we are concerned with is not the
Commission draft and its effects, but to decide what
kind of legislation would be right and proper in the
light of Members' experience of their own national
legislative systems, the needs of Europe and of what
we can achieve by acting in unison. Exactly the same
kind of thing happens in the national parliaments,
where it is precisely texs of a statutory nature which
are most heavily amended between the time they are
proposed by the executive and the time they are
approved by parliament.
It is not so much budgets which get amended as
general legal texts, which give rise to a great deal of
detailed work and a large number of amendments.
This is in the nature of a parliament's legislative func-
tions. The fact that we have now twice made substan-
tial amendments to this text to take account of various
interests clearly shows that this House did not think
the Commission was doing this for its own pleasure,
but that it was meeting a real need. I cannot under-
stand the attitudes adopted by a large number of the
spokesmen for the political groups in the course of
today's discussion, to the effecr that no one had
responded to their main concems in the course of the
debate. Since these particular concems depend on the
special characteristics of national 
.legislation or of a
complex legislative system like this one, which is still
only taking its first tentarive steps, they want to be
sure that we are not getting off on the wrong foot.
The most striking thing about today's debate is that
most people seem to feel that we are not getting off
on the wrong foot. I think it important 
- 
and I am
rather sorry that Mr Scott-Hopkins did not make this
point 
- 
that we set up this supervisory procedure so
as to combat all the existing disadvantages and risks,
and there are plenty of them, in a field in which we
are for the first time passing binding legislation at
Community level. Of course, it is all very well to sign
the Strasbourg Convention, but that implies nothing
more than an obligation to ratify as soon as national
legislation is in line with the convention.
!7e only have to take a look at the number of signa-
tures, and the small number of ratifications, to realize
the problem we are facing. \7e have drawn inspiration
from the Strasbourg Convention, and we have in the
course of our work 
- 
as is pointed out in the report
- 
brought out the points of contact. On some of
these points, we have been somewhat less rigorous
than the Strasbourg legislation, because this -is the
only way we can get things moving on a general front.
I should like at this point to thank the political
groups for their cooperation in enabling us to agree
on a text in good time.
There are just two more remarks I should like to
make, the first of which concems Article 100. My apol-
ogies to his House, but I must say that I find this
whole debate on Article 100 totally incomprehensible.I take the same view of this matter as the previous
speaker. If you are not particularly enamoured of this
draft, either because it does not offer sufficient protec-
tio1, or because it goes too far, all well and gooi. This
draft is not without its faults, and it is quite legitimate
to object to the actual substance of the propoial. But
to claim that Article 100 does not apply when it was
conceived specifically for this type of harmonizing
legislation and to enable the internal market to func-
tion.effectively seems to me to be completely wrong. I
go along with Professor Masullo cn this. I believe that
Article 100 does apply here because of the distortion
resulting from national legislation in this field. you
gave us one example of this, so let me take another.
In the Federal Republic of Germany today, producers
have strict liability in the chemical and ph-armace.r-
tical industries, and are obliged to take out insurance
accordingly. In ltaly, on the other hand, there is no
such obligation. This means therefore that the cost of
building a factory varies greatly from country to
country and the further we proceed along the road to
the kind of multiple-obligation legislation referred tojust now by Mr Luster, the more point there would be
of course in locating a business undertaking in one
place rather than another
Let me add that if we follow the advice we have
received from various quarters and concentrate on
national legislation 
- 
the Commission, incidentally,
expressed interest in the creation of a risk-sharirlg
fund 
- 
just try to imagine the situation of an underl
taking in a Member State where the risks are spread
by means of a public fund set up by the government
compared with a similar undertaking in another
Member State where these benefits do not exist. If that
isn't a distortion, I don't know what is, and if you do
not want to face facts, then I, for my part, cannot
acknowledge that there is no legal problem.
Over and above this, there is what I consider to be the
complementary problem 
- 
that of consumer protec-
tion, which is one of the Community's main
concems. It will be up to this House to decide
whether this aspect is essential or merely secondary to
the general provisions. On a more specific point, we
shall of course continue our discussions with parlia-
ment on this subject; we shall keep you informed of
developments, and I give you my word that we shall
keep you posted on the discussions which are now
about to get under way between the Commission and
the Council. The Commission has no intention of
letting the Council sit on this matter. On behalf of
the Commission, let me say that, in twelve months'
time, either we shall have cleared his matter with the
Council, or we shall tell this House that the Council
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does not want to achieve harmonization in this field'
In that case, we shall have to get together to decide
what should be done, leaving the Commission free to
take legal action on any infringement of Community
rules in any of the Member States.
I should like to make it quite clear to Mr Broeksz
that, after three years' work with this House to
produce something which accords with democratic
principles, we shall not tolerate a policy of words
without action. Ve shall keep the appropriate
committee of this House informed of how our work is
proceeding with the Council and if, in a year's time,
we have siill not solved the substantial 
- 
as opposed
to the detailed 
- 
problems to do with this directive,
we shall report back to Parliament to see what shoulci
be done and what position this House should adopt in
the light of the non-implementation of a directive
which Parliament has thought fit to adopt in its
present form.
Finally, on the question of development risks, I
should iust like to say that in this five-year interim
period, the right kind of policy is the one that is now
enshrined inlhe directive, in other words, reversal of
the burden of proof. As a result of this, where damage
has been suffered without a wrong being proved, the
onus is not on the party suffering the damage to Prove
that damage was in fact suffered with or without deve-
lopment risks, but on the producer to Prove that he
dii not commit a wrong and that his product could
not have been any different, bearing in mind the state
of technology at that particular moment. For the time
being, I 
. 
think this can be regarded as a lait
comPromlse.
Mr President" we often hear the allegation that the
work of the Community does not concern real people
and that we tend to work in a rather abstract and
woolly manner. I believe that today we have steered a
successful course between the Scylla of intolerable
bryeaucratic interventionism and the Charbybdis of
insecurity-provoking vagueness.
Is is quite clear that, over the next few years' we are
going to see important developments in this field, and
we have limited its scope somewhat so as to concen-
trate people's attention on it at Community level and
not at national level. This means of course that quite a
few improvements will have still to be made.
I believe therefore that the manner in which this
subiect has been tackled 
- 
by . general accePtance
that individual preferences would have to be subordi-
nated to a precise and specific first step forward
affecting a large number of people 
- 
was exemplary
I should like to thank Mr Calewaert once again for the
cooperative attitude he has shown in making the rele-
uani te*ts available to the Commission. I should also
like to thank the political SrouPs for agreeing to work
with us in tracing the relevant texts, and I should like
to express my special thanks to our closest collabora-
tors, Mr Riz, Mr Schw6rer, Mr Broeksz and Sir Derek
I7alker-Smith, who promised 
- 
without prejudice to
the Council's ultimate legislative Powers 
- 
to submit
to the Council texts which had been formulated in
conjunction with Parliament, on the understanding
that these texts would be definitive, and not simply
orooosed to the Council under the terms of Article
iOO'. I ttint we can be satisfied with what has been
achieved.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I should like to thank you not only for
the clarity of your remarks 
- 
which, coming from
you, does not surprise us in the least 
- 
but also for
the two formal undertaking;s you have given to this
House. Firstly, you said you would not allow the
Council to sit on this draft directive, but would make
sure that they begin discussing it very soon. Secondly,
you have undertaken to keep us regularly informed of
how this debate with the Council is progressing and,
if- need be, to look with us in a year's time at what
ought to be done.
There are many Members who have already launched
their election campaigns and who will be grateful to
you for having stressed the extent to which we, by this
debate, have replied to those who think that the
Community does nothing to contribute to the crea-
tion of the much longed-for Europe where people
come first.
I call Mr Calewaert.
Mr Calewaefi, rapPorteu. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
should just like briefly to thank the various speakers
in this debate and the Member of the Commission for
their kind words. I have iust a few more comments to
make at the end of this debate.
Firstly, I do not think I need urge the Members of
this House to approve the report and the directive as
amended by the Legal Affairs Committee' I believe
that this was an important iob of work and that we
have thus shown that we do concem ourselves with
real, tangible matters. The only point that is still
causing some dissension is that which has prompted
Mr Scott-Hopkins's two amendments on the applica-
bility of Article 100.
Mr President, I am now the third Person who has
spoken here today 
- 
the Member of the Commission
ahd Mr de Gaay Fortman being the others 
- 
who
finds this amendment incomprehensible. I iust do not
understand what Article 100 could be taken to mean
if it does not apply to this matter. I wish someone
would tell me where I am going wronS' I assume that
the honourable Member does not want Article 100
applied for political reasons. That is one possibility.
But if that is the case, I wish he would say so and not
claim that Article 100 does not aPply for legal reasons'
because that is calculated to get any lawyer's back up.
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President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution and the amendments
which have been tabled will be put to the vote this
afternoon during voting time.
The debate is closed.
5. lllanufacture, distibution and use
of p barmaceutical preparations
President. 
- 
The next item is the debate on the
report (Doc. 664178), drawn up by Mr De Keers-
maeker on behalf of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affain, on the
manufacture, distribution and use of pharmaceutical pre-
parations.
I call Mr De Keersmaeker.
Mr De Keersmseker, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, in view of the time I shall make my introduc-
tion as brief as possible. You all know that we have
conducted a long and thorough debate on this subject
in the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
The report which I have drawn up on this morion for
a resolution is in fact the third version on the same
subject. I must admit that this problem fascinated me
because it concems one of the cases in which it is no
longer possible to take adquate action at national level
owing to the problems involved in this sector. Further-
more what Mr Davignon said about the previous reso-
lution is eminently applicable to this also, namely that
this is a problem which vitally affects people person-
ally.
Since this is a case for Community action, what the
Commission and the Council must do is exhaust all
the possibilities available under the Treary to allay the
misgivings which ve have tried to express in the
motion for a resolution in this report. More particu-
larly there are two areas in which action must be
taken. Firstly, competition and, secondly, rhe creation
of a Community market and free trade in products in
the pharmaceutical sector.
In the first area, that of competition, during the many
meetings of our committee most of the members, who
throughout recent years have witnessed considerable
concentration of supply in this sector, expressed their
concern at the narrowness of the supply structure.
And it goes without saying that this concentration of
supply gives rise to the fear that abuses in this sector,
with regard to the competition aspect alone, may be
considerable. '$7e have also included this point in our
report and have called on the Commission to be very
vigilant, particularly since it is obvious that, should
any abuses come to light, action on a European scale
is necessary. Furthermore the proceedings and this is
also something we have stated in our report 
- 
which
the Commission has initiated under Articles 85 and
85 in order to put a stop to infringements, show that
it has had and still has this matter in mind. !7e have a
long list of cases in which the Commission has taken
action right up ro the present day.
The resuls achieved by the Commlssion should not,
however, prevent even greater efforts being devoted to
finding even more effective means of tackling these
abuses.-There is, among other things, the whole range
of problems concerning transfer prices, which ie
discussed at length in committee. !7e drew special
attention to this by means of an amendment which
was adopted by a large majority. At the same time
attention was fixed more firmly, ladies and gentlemen,
Mr Davignon, on the restrictions imposed on the
Commission in its application of Articles 85 and 86 as
a result of the interpretation of these Articles by the
Court of Justice. This is explained in points 7 and 8
of my explanatory statement. \7e have also called for
special attention for the problem of concentration in
this sector and have asked the Council finally to
approve the Commission's proposal on the control of
mergers between undertakings which was dealt with
years ago by Parliament.
Paragraphs 6 to I I of the motion for a resolution deal
with the problem of price fixing for pharmaceutical
products. The scope for abuse in this sector is all the
greater in view of the low price elasticity, which has to
do with the social security policies which operate in
this sector in almost all Member States. Furthermore
the burden of the high prices resulting from the social
security policies is ultimately borne by national
budgets which in some cases are themselves already
ailing. It is therefore absolutely necessary, at national
level, for the price control policies to be applied as far
as possible and, at Communiry level, for use to be
made of all the means available to the Commission,
such as control and supervision. The policies in force
at national level must be in line with the provisions of
the EEC Treary.
In this connection we have drawn attention to a refer-
ence to this incompatibility with the provisions of the
Treaty in a recent report by Professor Ernst Joachim
Mestmacker entitled 'Die Vereinbarkeit von preisrege-
lungen Arzeimittelmarkt mit dem Recht der Europiiis-
chen lTirtschaftsgemeinschaft'.
If what is stated there is correct, the Commission
ought to investigate it and report to Parliament on its
findings.
I should like to add a few words on the price fixing
situation at European level. Our statements aboui
competition rules also apply to this. !7e urgently need
an analysis 
- 
I would almest go so far as to say a
comparative study 
- 
of the price situations in the
various Member States, from which the Commission
must be able to extract as much information as
possible, which must subsequently be analysed and
examined, particularly with regard to the groupings
and undertakingp which are likely to have to contend
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with mergers on a very large scale or with consider-
able price differences. !7e realize that this is only
possible if the national price control bodies can be
asked for information, and since we know that a few
questions may well croP uP on this subject, we are
alking for an effort to be made to achieve better coop-
eration and coordination.
IUith regard to the second aspect, that of the esta-
blishing of a Community market in pharmaceutical
products, I can be briefer. This does not mean that it
is less importan! rather the opposite ; we know that
there are quite a lot of both economic and administra-
tive differences standing in the way of the achieve-
ment of frie trade in pharmaceutical products. A first
step has admittedly been taken by the introduction of
" 
Eutop."n licensing system which provides for a
uniform a set of rules for the issue of licences and for
criteria, but applications still have to be made in each
Member State separately. This entails huge delays ;
administrative red tape is no stranger to this sector
either. And what is more, allowance must also be
made for the additional costs and especially the delays
involved in obtaining such licences ! Applications
have been made for such licences with a five-year
waiting period !
'We are well aware that either a Community solution
must be found in the form of a Community licence
- 
but the Commission has raised serious objections
to this 
- 
or there must be a very simple administra-
tive procedure by which licences granted are automati-
cally valid in other Member States. It is only by
adopting one of these solutions that we shall come
any nearer to our obiective.
Lastly, in an earlier version of my report we also dealt
in detail with the important problem of advertising
and information. This has now been left out because
the Commission told us that it was drawing uP a new
proposal on the subiect. \fle should like to ask what
stage it has reached.
In conclusion, Mr President, I should like to repeat
that the present version of the motion for a resolution,
and more particularly that of Article l, is the one I
defended as raPporteur during lengthy discussions
aimed at reconciling the different points of view. It is
the text which was finally adopted by 16 votes with 2
abstentions ; I would therefore ask Parliament to
adopt these proposals in their present form.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Ardwick to speak on behalf
of the Socialist Group.
Lord Ardwick. 
- 
Mr President, as Mr De Keers-
maeker has said, this is a subiect of very great interest
to every citizen of the Community, and my own Parti-
cular group, the Socialist Group, has been very deeply
concerned about it over a number of years. It is on
behalf of that group that I want to move an amend-
ment which argues, first of all, that it is essential to
have greater transparency of information, Particularly
in the pharmaceutical industry, in respect of transfer
prices, and also expresses my SrouP's fears-that exces-
iive prices are being charged for some medicines with
exceisive and unjustified profits as a result.
Excessive profits are deploarable in any circumstances,
and so are excessive prices, but they are particularly
deplorable when they are related to the health of the
citizen. I may say that over this long and rather contro-
versial and difficult subiect Mr De Keersmaeker has
shown himself to be a most courteous and helpful
rapporteur. He could not succeed in the end in recon-
ciiing two groups which had been arguing in
co*mitt.. ; I do not think it was due to lack of any
diplomatic skill on his part, there was a division of
opinion, and that is why there is this one amendment,
the amendment before you today, which was moved
and lost in committee.
Now I must call attention to the fact that the commit-
tee's resolution in Mr De Keersmaeker's report derives
originally from two initiatives coming from the
Soiialist Group in 1975 and 1978. Twice the Socialist
Group launched an initiative on this problem, and of
course it was only after long and difficult meetings in
committee that the report was established. The
Socialist Group can suPPort pretty well all the points
in it, but I would particularly want to stress, first of all,
the need of the Council to take a decision on the regu-
lation for the control of concentration in all indus-
tries, which has been lying gathering dust in the
offices of the Council these last seven years : we
should be much better equipped to investigate the
pharmaceutical industry, where the tendency to
ioncentration is so strong, if the Council had taken
action on this matter. I want to draw your attention to
the importance of action in the field of prices : we
demand surveillance of prices in all the national
States, not iust in some of them. \7e also believe that
there is a need to control advertising 
- 
but of course
we shall hear more about that later 
- 
in order to
deter excessive self-medication for one thing, and for
another to keep down the general costs of medicine.
Now I come to the problems which Particularly
concern the Socialist Group: concentration, prices,
profits and the lack of transparency. Now the Commis-
iion has been in conflict on more than one occasion
with this industry, most notably with the famous Hoff-
mann-La Roche firm, who, I think, are the chief
producers o[ vitamins throughout the world. The
Commission in fact took action on the domi4ant posi-
tion established in certain markets and imposed fines.
There was an appeal against the fines, but the Euro-
pean Court of Justice in Luxembourg has, I think,
recently found in favour of the Commission.
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In its latest report on competition, the Commission
has published some interesting facts on concentration
in industry which generally seem to indicate some
correlation between the degree of concentration in an
industry and the level of prices. Of course, this
provides no irrefutable proof of the existence of exces-
sive profits, but it does establish a presumption which
requires investigation. In the more or less recent past,
facts have from time to time come to light which
show there 
-is 
a danger of excessive profits. Siome years
08o, the Sainsbury report in Britain and, more
recently, the report of an investigation in Canada
concluded that some European pharmaceutical
products were over-priced.
Now, as the rapporteur has shown, the miniature
hearing held by the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs 
- 
there were only two witnesses,
thought they were both very good and important ones
- 
9id not fumish proof of excessive proiits. yet one
of the two experts did show that in hij experience the
chemical industry's profits from pharmaceuticals did
seem to be very high. If this is so, why is there no
convincing evidence ? Vell, of course, it is because
these bigs firms find it very easy to conceal their finan-
cial arrangements and the public authorities, both at
the Community level and at the national level, are not
sufficiently well equipped to conduct systematic inves-
tigations into their suspicion of unfaii prices.
One of the experts was absolutely explicit on the
subject. He said that it would be only p-ossible to get
irrefutable proof about excessive prices in the pharria-
ceutical sector by a precise analysis of how the
company determined its prices. One of the most
lmportant factors in determining prices is research.
Research is essential. But my group wonders whether
all the research undertaken is reaily justified on the
grounds o-f public health. How many research projects
are superfluous ? How often do they fail to throw any
new Iight on national products they are developingi
Besides, is it not a fact that firms constantly cite
research costs to justify high prices and wide profit
margins ? That is to say, research costs are ,rsid to
iustify prices and profit margins. But surely this is
often a way of accounting for expenses which have
only a remote connection with reil research.
The report, I am afraid, has had to leave open almost
as many questions as it has been able to answer. It
rightly calls for a maior attempt to obtain information.
Big firms ought to be compelled to publish their
accounts so that they can be compared, at least at
Community level. !7hile, of course, it is necessary to
respect business secrets, the big firms could at least be
obliged in the very near future to lift the veil on their
very substantial promotion costs, which, of course,
include advertising.
If they do not behave in a generally acceptable way in
a field which is so fundamental to the well-being of
citizens, there will be an irresistible demand in some
countries for nationalization. In fact, political partners
in certain countries have already put the nationaliza-
tion of such firms high on their list of programmes to
be adopted should they ever come to power.
One word more on transfer prices, which the rappor-
teur discusses. Most of the big pharmaceutical iirms
are multinationals and it is impossible to believe that
transfer prices do not play a central role in their
pricing policy. It will be necessary to take action on a
Community scale in order to check the enormous
competitive advantages which the big companies
enjoy thanks to the increasing concenriation in this
sector. Small and medium-sized firms, with which we
are so much concerned in this Parliament, are at the
pT:ent time subject to unfair competition, and it is
high time that somehow proper measures were taken
to deal with it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr von Bismarck to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group (Epp).
Mr von Bismarck. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like first of all to commenr on
this amendment on behalf of my Group. Lord
Ardwick, you have tabled and moved an amendment
on matters which have already been dealt with very
thoroughly and objectively in committee, where agree-
ment was reached on virutally all points. What is now
being proposed is in our view simply superfluous
because paragraphs 3, 5 and 9 contain ati ttrai need be
said to ensure that the necessary measures are taken in
this highly complicated market to make Articles g5
and 85 of the EEC Treary fully effective.
I am afraid 
- 
and this would amount ro a compli_
ment if it came from your p^ty 
- 
that you 
"r. 
,iip_
ping in a bit of ideology here, an ideology whiih
becomes all when you say that you think the-big firms
do.everything wrong and the little ones do evefuthing
right.
I should like to warn you against conducting a witch_
hunt against profits. !7hat would that achiive ? Two
things which I am sure you do not want. One
consequence 
- 
and in this motion for a resolution
we are seeking expressly to authorize the Commission
to proceed against it 
- 
would be to accelerate the
trend towards concentration. Concentration is the
result of inadequate average profits and excessive diffi-
culties created by the authorities. Small firms ask
larger ones to buy them because, with their small
administrative 
_set-up, they simply cannot cope anylonger with all the official formalities whicir exisr
today. The only reason there is talk of excessive
profits is that some people have too little information
and see ghosts in the darkness of this lack of informa.
tion. In actual fact, there is considerable competitior
between these firms, competition which cenires or
the quality of research.
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The first consequence of your witch-hunt would thus
be to encourage concentration. The second one would
be far more dangerous. The best brains which we need
to do the research would be driven away, and once
there is no longer any money to be earned in industry
and that becomes common knowledge 
- 
as is already
the case to some extent in my own country 
- 
the
risk that research workers will head for more profi-
table climes is extremely great. The biggest problem
facing firms today is that of finding research workers
with real skill, imagination and initiative, but these
will not stay long if they are afraid that the firms are
no longer going to provide the necessary research
funds.
You must get thinSs in perspective: if a firm spends
ten million a year on research and after ten years is
fortunate enough to discover a new substance, it will
have spent one hundred million' This sum must be
passed on to the prices of the other products which
have been on the market for a long time' All this
means that a completely different method of costing
is necessary, indeed indispensable, wherever research
has to be done. That, Lord Ardwick, is the aim, and
not to make money. On the contrary, the objective for
all of us is that pharmaceutical means should become
available to combat illnesses in future generations, and
that is why research has been conducted hitherto. I
can only warn against bringing ideology into the
discussion. This amendment actually serves only one
purpose, namely to introduce an emotional note in
the form of references to excessive profits, of which
ample and obiective account has already been taken in
the report.
Therefore, on behalf of my Group, I should like to ask
the House to reject this amendment.
For the rest, we are pleased ttlat attention has been
drawn to a few weak points. Five years ago the
Commission submitted a proposal to the Council on
merga control. Five years have now elapsed without
the Council taking any action. This is a very impor-
tant point, and the longer the delay in dealing with it,
the more difficult it will be later to take the necessary
decisions. I7e therefore welcome Mr De Keers-
maeker's report. !fle welcome the painstaking way in
which the subject has been tackled and urge you to
take a very close look at it before resorting to
measures which will achieve the opposite of what you
think you can achieve by them.
In actual fact the pharmaceutical industry has been an
untold blessing for us all as is shown by the fall in
mortality. The only reason for this fall in mortality is
that the industry employed research workers whose
achievements were later chanced on the market. And
we should continue to encourage this ! !7hen competi-
tion is given free rein it is profit and loss which really
determine the actions of firms. In a free market
economy, the profit motive is the only way of
ensuring that the best is done in the best place and at
the right time.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, lWember of the Commission' 
- 
(F)Mr
President, the Commission is pleased to see a motion
for a resolution on this subiect before Parliament
today. The report and the motion for a resolution
explain the subject pafticularly well. Mr De Keers-
maeker has taken a great deal of care in making this
report casily understandable for those who have not
been able to follow the work on it throughout. In an
area like that of pharmaceutical products, we are faced
with a situation which is constantly changing and
therefore calls for a continuing dialogue.
I7hich are the points which most require action by
the Commission ? First of all, with regard to competi-
tion policy, the Commission's position on the applica-
tion of Articles 85 and 85 of the Treary is clear and
well-known. The steps we have taken with regard o
these large firms are sufficiently well-known and have
sometimes been given the sort of publicity which was
not in line with our original intention. This at least
proves that our action has produced results.
On the question of concentrations between undertak-
ings, I would prefer it if Parliament were to stimulate
the Council rather more actively instead of just
'urging' it. We have put our proposals forward and we
must defend them. The Council will take note of this
resolution among the others, in the second item on its
agenda, immediately after adopting that agenda. It will
note Parliament's resolutions without paying attention
to whether it is urged or not. I should therefore be
glad if Parliament would ask the Council how it
proposes to act, since that is what the inter-institu-
tional dialogue is all about.
On the question of prices, the Commission's position
is as follows. I[e consider that the pharmaceutical
industry is an industry like any other with the impor-
tant difference that, since it is an industry whose
activity affects people's health, direct government
involvement in it is infinitely more important than in
any other sector. This involvement has nothing to do
with ideology or the type of economy : it is up to the
State to protect the health of its citizens. Thus it is
normal that the situation of the pharmaceutical
industry is rather different from that of other indus-
tries. But we are working in liaison with the pharma-
ceutical industries and, what is more, have encouraged
them to organize themselves at EuroPean level to facil-
itate this dialogue and so that we can 8et to know
their problems and tell them what we want.
Greater clarity and more information are desirable,
but we do not think that there is any reason to Point
an accusing finger at the pharmaceutical industries as
if they were carrying on an irresponsible activity based
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solely on the profit motive. I feel that when we look
at what the pharmaceutical industry represents in the
Community in the context of industrial policy, we
have grounds for nothing but satisfaction. It is an
industry which occupies an important position, is
competitive and continues to devote large sums to
research, both for medical reasons and in order to
keep up with maior competitors. I7e feel that in
making these various industrial adiustments dictated
by circumstances, we must ensure that the industry
remains healthy, competitive and active and creates
growth in the Community.
It is an important point, but it does not mean that no
questions need be asked. And we do ask questions on
prices, transfers and the free movement of pharmaceu-
tical products, since a competitive industry must be
able to be competitive within the Communiry as a
whole. That is why the Commission, on the basis of
Article 30, has taken very specific action whenever the
prices of pharmaceutical products have, for example,
been kept at an artificially low level in certain
Community countries in order to prevent imports,
with the State subsidizing the differences. Thus there
has been a great deal of activity to encourage the free
circulation of pharmaceutical products, and clear and
specific action has been taken on prices. I shall omit
the question of agreements, since I referred to it a
moment ago when talking about competition policy.
'S7e must also find out more about price formation
and transfers in the context of this industrial informa-
tion I referred to a moment ago. !7e shall return to
this question, since, as you know, the Commission has
given an undertaking that, through its Committee for
Proprietary Medicinal Products, it will put forward
new proposals on these various questions before the
end of 1980. It is our intention to launch a very broad
debate on this topic before making our proposals,
since the information must be broadly disseminated. I
shall have a chance to deliberate with parliament's
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, in
liaison with the other standing committees, on how
best to involve Parliament in the various information
campaigns which we shall be conducting in connec-
tion with our forthcoming proposals for 1980. This
task will be tackled ar the end of this year or at the
beginning of next year. The Commission welcomes
and supports the resolution in its present form
because it covers all the main points. The Commis-
sion will assume its full responsibilities and take
vigorous action in the fields of competition policy, the
free circulation of pharmaceutical and health prorec-
tion for consumers and citizens. It will see to it that
this industry, which is indispensable for the economic
well-being of all of us, remains internationally compet-
itive. As for the work to be completed by the end of
1980, I shall be putting suggestions to the Commis-
sion concerning its involvement in our joint delibera-
tions, which will entail studies, and probably hearings,
to enable us to put forward our proposals before the
end of 1980.
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Keersmaeker.
Mr De Keersmaeker, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr presi-
dent, I shall be very brief. I thank the Hotse and Mr
Davignon for- their appreciation of this report. I note
Mr Davignont views on the desirabiliry oi a possible
approach by Parliament to the Council'with regard to
mergers. I think this is worth considering. Ifli were
also pleased to hear the Commissioner's views on the
motion for a resolution, particularly with regard to the
resolve to make full use of the Commission's entire
potential in this matter. Iflith regard to the amend-
ment by Lord Ardwick, I should like to repeat what I
said in my introduction, namely that I urge the House
to adopt the text in its present form.
Mr von Bismark outlined the thinking of the Chri_
stian-Democratic Group, but from the point of view
of pure logic, as applied by the .majority of the
committee, I should like to point out that the concern
we.all share with regard to the main issue is being
dealt with by an amendment to Article I and an addil
tion to Article 3. At the risk of having to start all over
again the discussion on the nlain issue 
- 
on which
there was in fact a difference of opinion 
- 
and prob-
ably failing to arrive at a solution, I think that the
compromise I proposed should be satisfactory. For
otherwise we shall get caught up again in the discus-
sion. In our opinion, Lord Ardwick, what Mr Levinson
and Mr Tiefenbacher said during the very interesting
hearing only lends weight to our view. I7e realizeJ
then that it was impossible to accept the general alle-
gations.
The second point of our general discussion concemed
profit, on which there are of course differences of
opinion. If you ask my opinion on the argument over
the word excessioe, I think that in the preient circum-
stances and in view of the share of each industrial
sector 
- 
and I would go so far as to say of each firm
individually 
- 
enough profit can never be made.
Profit is still a barometer of a firm's or a sector's state
of health. Of course only on condition that this
happens 
- 
and it was our task to examine this _ in
a context of normal competition, and that the profit is
properly entered in the accounts and normally taxed.
And I would go so far as to say : only on condition
that these profits are also put to proper use. Anyway, I
should like to urge the House once again not to
restart this endless discussion and to be Content with
the fair compromise we have reached in the motion
o-n what is specific to this sector. Our misgivings have
thus, in my view, been correctly e*pressid, .nd this
view is shared by Mr Davignon.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution and the amendment
which has been tabled will be put to the vote this
afternoon during voting time.
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The debate is closed.
The sitting will now be suspended until 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
(The sitting was suspended at 1.55 p.m. and resutned
at 3.10 p.m)
IN THE CHAIR: MR ADAMS
Firstly, by the introduction of a national reference
index of drivers. Under Article l0 of the proposed
directive, each Member State would have set up such
an index system listing licence-holders who had been
prosecuted and would have sent to the other Member
States all information contained in the file, thus
allowing a coordinated system with regard to
persistent offenders.
Secondly, by the suspension of a licence by a Member
State other than the one in which it was issued.
Article l l authorized a Member State to suspend
within its frontiers the licence of a holder coming
from another Member State if the offence resulting in
suspension was committed in its territory. The suspen-
sion was to be notified by means of a stamp on the
driver's licence.
Thirdly, by the fixing of uniform rules to allow an
obiective assessment, by means of indicating figures,
of the seriousness of the offences as well as by defini-
tion of the conditions for suspension or withdrawal of
a driver's licence. The fixing of uniform rules on this
subiect was considered indispensable by the Commis-
sion as much from the point of view of road safety in
general as from the point of view of equality of treat-
ment. It is also a precondition of the establishment of
an effective European index of drivers.
!7hen these provisions were discussed at Council
level, they were considered premature and were
removed from the proposal. The Council took the
view that it was more important to achieve mutual
recognition of licences and the creation of a single
Community licence before looking for harmonization
in the treatment of traffic offences. The Ministers of
Transport discussed the proposal for a directive at the
sessions of December 1977, June and November 1978
and again in February l979,but failed to each agree-
ment on is adoption. The Commission can only
regret that all further action on this subject, in the
sense envisaged by the honourable Member, is for the
time being suspended.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Much as I thank you for the infor-
mation you have provided, and much as I support
what the Commission has done in this field, I should
nevertheless like to point out, and ask whether you
agree with me, that the introduction of a common
driving licence would in itself logically demand
substantial approximation of the laws covering driving
offences since what would be the use of a common
driving licence granted on the basis of the same
criteria, if offences were dealt with differently in the
various Member States. Therefore, I should like to ask
you once more what you can do to ensure that an
approximation of the legislation on traffic offences is
introduced as soon as possible, i.e. immediately after
the introduction of the common driving licence. I feel
the two are connected.
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
6. Question Time
President. 
- 
The next item is the second part of
Question Time (Doc. 52179). !(e proceed with the
Questions addressed to the Commission.
At its author's request, Question No 15 by Mr Fitch
has been postponed until the May part-session.
I call Question No 15 by Mr Seefeld I :
Despite the increase in transfrontier travel by cars in the
European Community, legislation relating to the punish-
meni of traffic offences still varies widely from one
Member State to another. The possibilities of enforcing
foreign ludicial decisions in this sphere are very limited'
This repeatedly results in the authorities and officials
concerned having to devote an excessive amount of time
to enforcing the courts' decisions We therefore ask the
Commission :
!7hat proposals does it intend to submit to the Council
of Jusiice Ministers with a view to the earliest possible
approximation of legislation in the Community relating
to traffic offences ?
I7hat measures will it propose to supplement the Euro'
pean Convention on the Punishment of Road Traffic
Offences of 30 November 1964, with a view to ensuring
that foreign iudicial decisions in this sphere are duly
enforced ?
Mr Burke, lllember of tbe Commission. 
- 
Amongst
the objectives pursued by the Commission in
achieving a common transPort policy, the improve-
ment of road safety is one of Paramount importance'
In this context, the Commission laid before the
Council in August 1972 a proposal for a directive
conceming the harmonization of laws relating to the
driving licence. This included a solution to the
problem raised by the honourable Member by three
possible means :
I Former oral question without debate (Q-148/78), converted
into a question for Question Time.
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Mr Burke. 
- 
In reply to the first part of the supple-
mentary question, I think it can be deduced from the
answer which I have given that I agree with the ho-
nourable Member that the three points that I have
made should be included in any further elaboration.
But facing the question realistically and realizing the
difficulties that exist in the introduction of the driver's
licence, I would have to suspend for the moment myjudgment on the matter except to give a general indi-
cation that when the driver's licence has been put
through then I will be open 
- 
or reasonably open 
-to suggestions from the European Parliament which
might be put before the Council. At the moment,
though 
- 
and we must be realistic 
- 
we are making
very little progress in this matter : I think it is crying
shame, and I would like to indicate to the House thai
I_ value the support of Mr Seefeld given unstintingly in
this matter over the years.
President.- Since their authors are absent, Question
Nos 17 and 18 will receive written replies t.
Question No 19 by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam will not be
put. The author of the question will, however, have
the right to speak first in this morning's debate on the
same subject.
Since their authors are absent, Questions Nos 20 to 26
will receive written replies. I
I call Question No 27 by Mr Pisoni for whom Mr
Fioret is deputizing:
It would appear that Member States have still not been
notified of the Commission's Decision of 22 December
1978 concerning the second series of European Social
Fund contributions for 1978. Can the Commission justify
this delay and indicate what steps it intends to take to
Prevent any recurrences ?
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-fNZl Vhilst taking this opportunity to say how glad I
am that I have in fact been given a chance to qpeak,
so there was at least some point in my coming to Stras-
bourg, I can say in answer to this questio; that the
decisions approving the second 1978 series of applica-
tions for European Social Fund contributions were
taken by the Commission on 20 December 1978.
It is, however, true that the Member States were not
notified until 12 March 1979 and the main reason for
this delay is that a number of technical modifications
still needed to be made to the decisions adopted by
the Commission, in the light of additional informa-
tion with which the Commission had been provided
by the Member States involved. As regards what we
intend to do to prevent further delays of this kind 
-since they are extremely undesirable 
- 
the depart-
ments of the Commission intend amongst other
things to ensure that the decision on the second 1979
series of applications for aid from the Social Fund are
taken by the Commission by July at the latest after
which it should normally be possible to notify the
Member States of them during September. Futher-
more, I can inform Parliament that we have taken
steps aimed at improving coordination in our coopera-
tion with the Computer Centre in Luxemboury and
f.}ilg more efficient use of the available computerfacilities.
Mr Fioret. 
- 
(I)Ule can only hope that something
comes of the assurances the Commissioner has givei
us.
Mr Potiin. 
- 
(NL) !7ill the Commissioner tell us
whether there is any possibility in 1979 of esta-
blishing any cooperation between the Social Fund and
the other- Community Funds, such as the Regional
Fund and the Guidance Section of the Agricultural
Fund ? Do you have anything like this in mind, or is
there no prospect of anything of this kind in granting
aid from the Social Fund this year ?
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
@L) If the honourable Member
will be patient and wait until Question 37 is called,
and provided the author of the question is present, I
will be able to set his mind - completeli at rest.
However, I can inform him at this stage that the
Commission has a sort of pilot-project in the pipeline
for cooperation between, or coordinated utilization of,
aid from the various funds.
As your will see from the answer to euestion 37 byMr Bettiza, this trial will involve the granting oi
special aid to Naples.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 28 by Mr Nod for
whom Mr Jahn is deputizing:
Could the Commission explain why it has taken no
account of Parliament's vote of 12 September l97g z
excluding the application of the directive on commercial
agents to intermediaries in the aviation sector ?
Mr Burke, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F)
Despite the opinion of the European parliament, th;
Commission has not excluded intermediaries in the
aviation sector from the application of the proposed
Council directive on commercial agents. The jnter_
mediaries in question are, according to the European
Parliament debates of September 1978, travel agenrs
who sell air tickets. This exclusion did not seem neces-
sary since, as it happens, the agents in question are
already excluded by virtue of the fact that ihey do not
correspond to the definition of commercial agent
given in Article 2 of the proposal for a direciive,
under which the agency is obliged, under the terms of
a contract, to negotiate and/or conclude commercial
transactions in the name and for account of the prin-
cipal. Now,_ agents selling air tickets are practically
never under an obligation to take steps
I See Annex. 2 OJ No C 239 ot 9. 10. 1978, p. 17.
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with a view to selling tickets for a particular airline.
On the contrary, they are free to choose between
various airlines in accordance with the wishes of the
customer. Furthermore, there would have been little
point in explicitly excluding travel agents from the
field of application of the proposal for a directive
when they were selling air tickets and not when they
were selling tickets for other means of transport.
Nevertheless, the Opinion of the European Parlia-
ment drew attention to the general problem of travel
agents and their activities. It has emerged from
contacts with the relevant professional bodies that
travel agents are generally not subject to the obliga-
tion provided for in the definition of commercial
agents according to Article 2 ol the proposal for a
directive, since they are not obliged to take active
steps in favour of companies, be they airlines, railway
companies or tour operatoni. On the contrary, they
must, in the interests of their customers, have a free
hand as regards the transport companies or tour oPera-
tors in question. However, in certain rare cases travel
agents in fact operate as commercial agents subject to
this obligation. In these cases, they would not be
excluded from the protective measures provided for in
the proposal for a directive.
President. 
- 
Since its author is absent Question No
29 will receive a written reply. I
Question No 30 is postponed until the May part-ses-
sion.
Since their authors are absent Questions Nos 31 and
32 will receive written repliesl.
I call Question No 33 by Lord St Oswald:
In view of the continuance and possible extension of the
'outward processing' system for some European textiles,
together with certain other disturbing trends, will the
Commission undertake to keep a shict control over the
imports of textile products, under the new Multifibre
Agreement, and ensure that levels of imports laid down
for individual countries and products will, under no
circumstances, be exceeded ?
Mr Haferkamp, Vice'President of tbe Commission.
- 
@ As you know, the Community has concluded
25 bilateral agreements pursuant to the Multifibre
Agreement. These agreements came into lorce de
facto on I January 1978. Judging from experience to
date, the Commission feels that the results are satisfac-
tory and that the necessary administrative measures
taken by the Member States are operating effectively.
Last year's results and import levels support what I
have just said. The agreements we have concluded in
this field are subject to the relevant Community regu-
lations governing origin; consequently if products
manufactured outside the Community are subject to
the Community rules on origin, including the quantit-
ative restrictions contained in the agreements, the
quotas for these products must be observed. In addi-
tion, the Community has conducted negotiations
outside the Multifibre Agreement with countries with
which it has preference agreements. In these cases too
there are quantitative restrictions on the imports of
textile products, including products for processing.
The Commission has made a proposal to the Council
conceming the processing trade in textile products
with those Mediterranean countries with which we
have preference agreements. In these proposals,
processed products based on raw materials or semi-fin-
ished producs of Community origin are put on an
equal footing with products manufactured ouside the
Community, and these too should, according to this
proposal, be covered by quantitative restrictions. I
should point out that processing products of
Rumanian, Yugoslav, Polish and Hungarian origin are
not covered by the same rules as laid down in the
Multifibre Agreement. However, these are covered by
quantitative restrictions, partly under the national
legislation in the various Member States, including the
United Kingdom. The Commission intends to make
proposals to cover this kind of Community trade in
textiles too.
Lord St Oswald. 
- 
!7hile thanking the Commis-
sioner for that answer, I should also like to thank
through him his colleague, Mr Davignon, for the
thoughtful, lucid and very helpful letter which he
wrote me on the subject, a letter which, I may say, will
enable me in the future to disabuse some of my
compatriots of the picture they had of the faceless
Eurocrats. For that, also, I am grateful.
I have one fairly small supplementary question which
the Commissioner may well consider somewhat hypo-
thetical, but it is said that large quantities of textile
machinery are being exported under new agreements
to the People's Republic of China and, if this oast
country enters the field of textile production and
export, what effect does the Commissioner think it
would have on the position of textile producers in the
Community and what measures could be taken to
protect them ?
Mr Hoferkamp. 
- 
(D) This is really two questions
which I should like to answer separately. Firstly, I
should like to point out quite generally that, since the
Conlmunity exports machinery 
- 
textile machinery
in this case 
- 
we must at some point be paid for
these exports. This is part of our livelihood. 'W'e must
see that exporting is not a one-way affair but we must
at some stage import goods into the Community in
return. I merely wanted to make this general obser-
vation. Secondly, as regards the question of textiles in
connection with the People's Republic of China, we
are currently conducting negotiations with a view to
concluding a textiles agreement with that country, in
which it is our intention to achieve a result which isI See Annex.
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in the interests of both parties, i.e. one which would
provide access to our market but at the same time
take account of the difficulties facing our textiles
industry.
Mr Dewulf. 
- 
(NL) To what extent have the GATT
agreements just concluded reaffirmed the Multifibre
Agreement or substantially modified it ?
Mr Haferkemp. 
- 
(D) T\e Multifibre Agreement
has not been affected by the recent discussions on the
general GATI regulations. One of the most important
considerations in our negotiations on customs tariffs
under GATT was that, as the tariffs are dismantled,
textiles should be treated in such a way as to take
account of particular difficulties facing this industry
within the Community.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
ITill the Comrhis-
sioner give the House an assurance that the Commis-
sion is prepared to investigate the pressures to which
the European textile industry is being subjected by the
provision of finance from United States, United
Kingdom and German sources for the textile indus-
tries in Hong Kong and in Korea, where the labour
costs are running at approximately one-eighth of
those in the Community, and will he give thi House
an assurance tha! when he has made this investiga-
tion into the extent of the European financial commit-
ment in these countries, he will publish the findingB
for the information of the House ?
Mr Heferkamp. 
- 
(Q T he very purpose of the
negotiations conducted under the Multifibre Agee-
ment and elsewhere, as I have described, was to
protect the European textile industry from the effects
of areas where the production conditions are excep-
tional, and we have laid down the quantitative restrii-
tions with which you are familiar It will not be an
easy matter, I think, to get a detailed picture of the
financial situation, i.e. the extent of direct or indirect
Community involvement in textile-producing coun-
tries throughout the world. This will not be
completely possible 
- 
we can try and get a certain
idea of the situation but I cannot promis- a complete
picture. I think the vital thing is to attempt to protect
those sectors 
- 
and I am not only referring to the
textile industry 
- 
which find themselves in pirticular
difficulties as a result of sudden increases in expons,
by means of trade-policy measure within the frame-
work of the international arrangements. I do not think
that access to the details of the financing of one sector
or another represents a solution. Nevertheless, we can
try and clarify the matter to a certain extent.
President. 
- 
Since its author is absent, euestion No
34 will receive a written reply. t
I call Question No 35 by Mr Dondelinger, for whom
Mr Scott-Hopkins is deputizing:
Does not the Commission consider that the sexual muti-
lation inflicted on 30 million African women, which has
aroused the justified indignation of feminist movements
in Europe, makes it even more essential to include provi_
sions on the protection of basic human rights in thi new
Convention of Lom6 ? -
Mr Davignon, Illembcr of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F)
The attention of the Commission has frequently been
drawn by certain organizations to these barbaric
African and fuab practices. It informed the organiza-
tions in question that it shared their indignation and
could well understand public opinion, particularly
amongst women, on these matters, The Commissioner
responsible, Mr Cheysson, has frequently expressed
his 
. 
views publicly on these practices, particularly
during a conference to which he had bein invited.
As I see it" we must really consider two questions
when faced with this problem. On the one hand,
there is 
-the question of the violation of human rights,
and we have proposed to the Council 
- 
this mattir is
still under discussion 
- 
that they should see to it that
the question of human rights is included in the
Convention with the ACP countries when freedom is
involved. On the other hand, there is the oppositionto these traditional rites which incur our justified
indignation in view of the terrible attack on the
dignity of women which they constitute.
However, in the case of matters such as these it is
more difficult to condemn them in political terms
than when it is a question of the violaiion of human
freedom. In the case of these practices, we can
attempt to bring about changes, i.e. we can try to
change the socio-cultural climate of these couniries
and to make a major effort at the level of education
with a view to changing the mentality of the people.
It is a question of influencing opinion and this-is why
the Commission was encouraged by the !7orld Health
Organization conference in Khartoum a couple of
weeks ago to take steps in this direction.
Certain feminist organizations have written to us that
they fully understood the risk of a public campaign
on this matter and one of them stated that they were
aware that ultimately discrediting the practices would
be a lengthy process which would require their pati-
ence, and that they would have to cooperate with the
progressive forces in these countries with a view to
encouraging them to change the mentaliry of the
people.
These are the lines along which the Commission will
continue its efforu to eliminate barbaric practices of
this kind.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Is there not a case in these
final stages of the negotiation of Lom6 II for consid-I See Annex.
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ering whether one cannot introduce into these negotia-
tions a declaration by these countries that they will
make every effort to respect the dignity and the rights
of man, without writing it into the Treaties, which, I
accept, in these particular circumstances would be
difficult ? Since he himself has mentioned his fellow-
Commissioner, Mr Cheysson, would he not deprecate
the letter which Mr Cheysson sent to Mr Nkomo
congratulating him on the barbarous attitude and the
barbarous attack which guerilla troops carried out in
Rhodesia, causing the mutilation of many women, and
commiserating with Mr Nkomo on the damage which
occurred ? That letter really has done a great deal of
damage: will he deny it in the name of the Commis-
sion now ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) To the basic question of the
extent to which we wish, in agreement with the
Member States, to assure ourselves, in the context of
the negotiations with the ACP counuies that human
dignity and the fundamental human rights are part of
our common heritage, my answer is that we will try to
do something in this direction. As regards the more
specific point you mentioned, I shall inform my
colleague of what you have said and I have no doubt
that he will make a point of replying directly.
Mr Dewulf. 
- 
(NL) This is at least the twentieth
time we have discussed the question of human rights
and the Lom6 Convention here in Parliament. Could
the Commission tell me explicitly whether it has
formally requested a specific negotiating brief in
connection with human rights and Lom6 II ?
Mr Davignorr. 
- 
(F) Parliament is perfectly familiar
with the Commission's proposal to the Council
regarding the Lom6 n6gotiations and what it said to
the Council regarding the need to ensure that human
rights are dealt with in the course of these negotia-
tions.
Currently, joint negotiations are under*ay between
the Council, the Commission and the countries of the
Lom6 Convention. However, no agreement has yet
been reached between the Community and the ACP
countries regarding either the appropriateness of
including a reference to human rights or the way in
which this could be done. The negotiations are
underway, which shows that the question of human
rights is included in the Commission's negotiating
brief.
Mr Patiin. 
- 
(NL) In his answer to the same ques-
tion here yesterday, Mr Bernard-Reymond said on
behalf of the Council that he did not intend to spend
too much time on this question, since European
women would not understand it either if African
women were to protest against the plastic surgery
which European women undergo.
May I ask whether the Commission shares the Coun-
cil's view as reflected in this absurd comparison
between the barbaric attitude to women in Africa and
plastic surgery in Europe ?
I hope it does not.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) I am a little surprised at what
Mr Patijn has iust said, though he was no doubt
speaking on behalf of the Member for whom he is
deputizing.
In my view, it is somewhat insulting to confuse the
sexual mutilation of which Mr Dondelinger is
speaking and any other practice aimed at repairing
the ravages of time.
(Laugbter)
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(f I wish to express my agree-
ment with what the Commissioner has said regarding
the need for far-reaching changes in the social and
cultural climate in which these things are practised,
and I should like to point out in this connection that,
when the Commission proposed minimum standards
for the protection of workers in the ACP countries
receiving financial aid from the Communiry it over-
looked the problem of maternity. !7omen in these
countries go from one pregnancy to the next, there is
a high infant mortality rate and the women suffer and
have enormous difficulties to face. We should make a
start on protecting pregnant women in the African
countries, the developing countries, with a view to
promoting their social and cultural development.
Does the Commissioner therefore think it possible to
extend these minimum standards to cover women
too ?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) I think, Mrs Squarcialupi, that
when the Commission made proposals to the Council
- 
which the latter did not, incidentally receive with
any particular enthusiasm 
- 
concerning the need to
regard the preferential treatment which might be
granted by the Community, as conditional upon the
respect of a number of conventions which already
exist at international level, we referred to these conven-
tions which were negotiated under the ILO and which
refer specifically to work carried out by men, children
or women.
It was precisely because we did not wish to give the
impression that we were inventing a new system
which only applied to the Communiry that we
referred to the work of the ILO, i.e. to these conven-
tions which most of the States have signed. We are
only asking that the minimum standards provided for
in these conventions be observed. For this reason, Mr
Cheysson and the Commissioner responsible for
social affairs, Mr Vredeling, are in constant contact
with the ILO.
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Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Mr Davignon, I am sure I speak
for us all when I say that I have listened with great
interest and was pleased to hear you explain that, in
principle, you share the views of all of us here.
However, might I ask you once more to take a close
look at the last rwo lines of Mr Dondelinger's ques-
tion and urge you, in connection with the forth-
coming Lom6 Convention, not iust to say what you
want and what your intentions are, but perhaps, if
possible, to tell us here whether the problem
mentioned by Mr Dondelinger was in fact a subject of
negotiation with the ACP countries ? How did they
react to it ? Vhat positions have so far been adopted
on this matter ? Could you clarify this point please ?
Mr Davignorr. 
- 
(D I can explain the situation
quite clearly, In our talks with the ACP countries we
deal with the problem of the most flagrant violations
of basic human rights in the context of certain rights
specified in the communication from the Commis-
sion to the Council, proposing that the Council
discuss them with the ACP countries. This chapter
does not specifically deal with the question as put by
Mr Dondelinger, but this does not mean that we are
indifferent to it. Indeed, we are trying to solve the
problem by means of the two approaches I have just
described, i.e. our participation in the conference with
a view to explaining why we regard practices of this
kind as intolerable, and our aid with a view to
bringing about changes in the environment, situation
and customs in such a way as tb make practices of this
kind appear as intolerable to the world as a whole as
they appear to us now.
President. I call Question No 36 by Mr
McDonald for whom Mr L'Estrange is deputizing:
In view of the requirement of Article 27 ol the Staff Regu-
lations that officials should be recruited on the broadest
possible geographical basis from among nationals of
Member States of the Community, what steps are being
taken by the Commission to ensure that Ireland is
adequately represented in such recruitment ?
Mr Tugendhtt, lllember of tbe Commission. 
- 
T'he
Commission does its best to ensure that its competi-
tions for recruitment are fully publicized in all
Member States. In Ireland, this means that notices for
such competitions are published in four newspapers,
the lrish Independent, the lrisb Press, the lrish Times
and the Cork Examiner as well as in the specialist
press where this seems to be appropriate. The Informa-
tion Office in Dublin is also alerted. Unfortunately,
our experience is that, despite these efforts, the
number of candidates coming forward for our competi-
tions in Ireland has not risen for most competitions.
Although in some cases lack of sufficient knowledge
of a second Community language has been e
handicap, I must confess we are at the moment some-
what at a loss as to why it is that we do not seem to be
able to attract more Irish men and Irish women to
come forward to take our competitions.
Mr L'Estrenge. 
- 
The Commissioner states that the
Commission is doing its best; but is he aware that,
overall, very few Irish nationals are employed by the
Community and that in some grades there are no
Irish nationals at all ? Can he give assurances that
Irish nationals are not being discriminated against in
favour of nationals of other Member States ? !7ill he
take steps to ensure that Irish nationals, particularly
those serving in Grade D, will be given permanent
contracts and not passed over in favour of nationals of
other countries recruited at the same time ?
!7ill the European Parliament's administration
honour its undertaking to establish an Irish parliamen-
tary usher currently employed in that Institution ?
With regard to the Commissioner's statement that,
although notices have been placed in the Irish press,
candidates have not come forward, is he aware that
when a vacancy was being filled at the Dublin Infor-
mation Office experienced officials serving in Parlia-
ment have been ignored and that Irish iournalists inte-
rested in the post have not been given the opportunity
of competing for it in an open competition ?
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
As far as the Commission is
concerned, I can certainly give the honourable
Member an assurance that citizens of Irish nationality
will certainly not be discriminated against, but I must
also tell him that they will not be discriminated in
favour of...
Mr L'Estrange. 
- 
No, I am not asking for that
either.
Mr Tugendhot. 
- 
... But it is very important for
me to make the point that the way in which our Staff
Regulations work in the Commission (and I can speak
only for the Commission, I cannot, of course, speak
for the parliamentary administration, to which the
honourable Member referred) our rules are quite
explicit and no form of discrimination is possible or
permissible. People who feel that they are discrimi-
nated against have recourse to law. !7e are very
worried in the Commission that some nationalities are
under-represented: the Irish are under-represented,
the British are under-represented, the Danes are
under-represented and so are the Dutch. I7e have a
number of other nationalities who are rather over-
represented.
One of the reasons why some nationalities are under-
represented is that insufficient candidates come
forward. That is a basic problem and it is certainly a
problem which we are facing so far as the Irish are
concerned. We are very anxious to bring the deficit
countries up to scratch, but we cannot do this by
discriminating in favour of them and we do wish very
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much that more Irish men and women would come
forward for our competitions.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) Do you not agree that, in selecting
from applicants for employment in the Commission,
the fundamental principle must be that applicants
from all countries should be of equal ability, and that
we should not merely be concerned with employing
the various nationalities in appropriate proportions ?
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
I certainly believe that. I think
that the examinations, the competitions which people
take part in in order to get into our service are abso-
lutely impartial and absolutely obiective.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 37 by Mr Bettiza,
for whom Mr Patijn is deputizing:
In the context of the Communiry's regional policy and
the planned transfer of resources from North to South
under the EMS, is the Commission considering measures
to assist the Naples port sector, its urban transport system
and its inadequate health and sanitary infrastructure ?
Mr Vredeling, hlember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(NL)
fu I was recently able to inform the honourable
Member, the Commission intends to support an inte-
grated operation to help the Naples region. This is a
new kind of operation in which Community funds
and instruments are used in areas where the condi-
tions are such as to permit an optimum combination
of large-scale investment with a view to increased
employment and rationalization by means of the
combined use of national and Community financial
resources. These integrated operations represent a
qualitative step forward in the use of the Community
intervention policy instruments which coincides both
with the recent quantitative and qualitative develop-
ment of the Regional Fund and with the transfer of
resources provided for under the European Monetary
System. Contacts between the Community and the
national and local authorities with a view to defining
more precisely the investments to be made as part of
the integrated operation in Naples have already
produced positive results, and the competent local
authorities have already made a series of investments
and carried out infrastructure work which it will be
possible to include in this operation. The investments
cover, amongst others, those sectors mentioned in the
question put by Mr Bettiza, for whom Mr Patijn is
deputizing.
Mr Patiin. 
- 
(NL) I should like to thank Mr Vred-
eling for the extremely fortunate action that has been
taken in this situation. May we assume from this opera-
tion that the Commission also intends in the future to
devise projects itself in the context of its integrated
funds programme and subsequently make proposals to
the national authorities with a view to establishing a
ioint project ? And does this mean that the Commis-
sion no longer needs to wait for national or local
authorities to notify it of projects which would
subsequently be eligible for subsidies ? This would
mean that the Commission's right of initiative would
be established for the future.
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
@L) The Commission always has
a right of initiative 
- 
I would not have thought we
needed to make any special decision on this matter. It
is indeed true 
- 
at any rate the implication of the
honourable Member's question is correct 
- 
that, in
the area in question, i.e. the city of Naples, the
Commission has taken initiatives.
I should point out that the procedure for applications
for aid from the various funds is not always the same.
I am personally most familiar with the Social Fund
procedure. In this case, we must always wait for the
Member States to take the initiative of applying for
aid. This is, of course, the official procedure, but there
are other ways in which a stimulus can be provided.
However, these vary from one fund to another. The
interesting thing about an integrated approach is that
it automatically leads to what the honourable Member
desires, namely that it is for the Commission to take
the initiative which will encourage the competent
authority, particularly the local authorities 
- 
this is
very important 
- 
bul the national authorities too, to'
submit the integrated applications.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Is the Commission
aware that the resources made available annually to
the Regional Development Fund, even when supple-
mented by the resources available from the European
Investment Bank and from the new EMS facility, are
grossly inadequate to deal with the imbalances
between the poorer sections of the Community and
the richer ?
Is he further aware that even if the whole of the
obscene sum of I 500 milliorr u. a. per annum spent
on storing food mountains which are produced for
intervention rather than for use, were devoted to the
City of Naples it would only partially alleviate the
problem of that great ciry ? And will the Commission
undertake in future negotiations with the Council
whose parsimonious attitude is well known in these
matters, to press, in the next succeeding preliminary
draft budgets of the Commission, for the allocation of
sums to the Regional Development Fund that
measure up in some way to the needs of the poorer
sections of the Community ? ITill he further inform
the House when the Commission proposes to pass its
official observations on the report, which has been
gatherihg dust on the Commission's desk for the past
two years ?
Mr VredelinS. 
- 
@L) My answer to rhe first part of
the honourable Member's question is yes since the
Commission too regards the financial resources avail-
able at Community level as inadequate for the
purposes of a serious regional policy. This is indeed
true.
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The other questions, in my view, were more matters
for the Council'than for the Commission. Is it true
that, in questions of budgetary expenditure, the
Commission usually proposes more than the Council
grants, which is a fairly permanent state of affairs
although in my own field it has happened that the
Council proposed a higher figure than the Commis-
sion, which was a pleasant surprise for me. \7hat we
are talking about here, however, is an improvement by
making use of what the Council grants in a more coor-
dinated and efficient manner, and in a way which
more directly involves the local population than in
the past. This, in my view, is the significance of our
work in this field.
For the rest, the McDonald Report indeed gives an
indication of the kind of sums necessary to conduct a
really effective policy. Although I am not really
responsible for this matter, I think that the Commis-
sioner sitting next to me here found various points he
could agree with in the McDonald Report.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) I have nothing against Naples and
nothing against our Italian friends. The Commission
has taken measures to improve the urban transport
systems and the inadequate sanitation. In my view, it
is reasonable to talk about inadequate sanitation, but if
we want to start improving the urban transport
systems, what priorities has the Commission drawn up
for the cities of Southern Europe or other regions ? As
I see it, these matters concern firstly the municipal
and regional authorities, and secondly the national
authorities, since if we try to cover everything, I have
no idea, Lord Bruce, where the regional development
measures will finally lead !
Mr Vredeling. 
- 
@L) Mr Jahn stated his own view
of the matter and did not, I think, ask me my opinion
o[ it. However, I should like to say in connection with
his observations that I do not agree that the Commu-
nity is in no way responsible for the city of Naples,
for example. You could also mention other conurba-
tions. Naples is just one example, Mr Jahn, it is not
the only proiect we have in mind. It is, as it were, a
trial. However, the view that improving the transport
systems in such a large conurbation should be left
entirely to the local or even the national authorities 
-these are major infrastructure projects 
- 
is not one
which I can go along with since, generally speaking,
proiects of this kind are carried out with the help of
national subsidies, even if the decision-making
process is decentralized. This is the case here too. lfe
are not going to make the decisions at Community
level. They will still be made at local level and we will
help in financing the proiects.
President. 
- 
Since their authors are absent, Ques-
tions Nos 38 and 39 will receive written replies l.
I call Question No 40 by Mr Nyborg:
!7ill the Commission state whether Canada and France
exceeded the quotas fixed by the EEC for fishing in
Greenland waters in 1978 and, if they did, what action it
has taken in this matter ?
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
(DK) Mr President, in his question the honourable
Member asks whether there has been overfishing in
the waters of Greenland by French and Canadian
vessels during the last year. No overfishing has taken
place.
It is mainly a question of shrimp quotas. France has
remained within the quotas allocated, and no boats
flying the Canadian flag have done any fishing
whatsoever in the waters of Greenland, but Canada
transferred to the Faeroe Isles part of the quota which
it has been allocated under the agreements.
The amount involved was approximately 200 tonnes.
This means that the total quota has not been
exceeded, but that some of it has simply been trans-
ferred. Transfers of quotas from one country to
another 
- 
be they within the Community or between
the Community and the countries with which we
have fisheries agreements are not irregular,
provided they only happen once. However, it is irreg-
ular if, as in the present case, the Community 
- 
in
this case through the Commission 
- 
is not informed
in advance of the wish to make a transfer.
Consequently, we have protested to the Canadian
Government regarding their failure to notify us of the
transfer and made it clear that we could not accept a
similar course of action in the future.
This is not a formality, since if transfers become more
common and come to be a permanent feature, this
may well be a sign that the wrong quotas have been
fixed, i.e. that they are either too high or too low.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I should first of
all like to tell Mr Gundelach that I regret that my
question was not put in its original form. However, I
should nevertheless like to thank the Commissioner
for having understood what I was driving at in the
question anyway and answering accordingly.
I should like to put the following supplementary ques-
tion. If the Commission occasionally allows quotas to
be transferred, does it also allow the transfer to be
made conditional on the fish being landed in parti-
cular ports, and would it not be more sensible if
instead, the quotas which countries are unable to fish
were shared out among the other Member States of
the Community ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
(DK) Transfers of quotas are not
normal but, as I stressed, are and must remain an
exception. The normal course of action should be the
allocation of quotas directly both to countries withinI See Annex.
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the Community and to third countries in accordance
with fishing agreements. This is not now conditional
upon the fish being landed in particular ports, as this
would generally represent an uneconomic restriction
on the free development of fishing. Occasionally,
conditions of this kind have been laid down and we
have had to accept them, for example, by the Swedish
Govemment in connection with fishing in the Baltic.
This had unfortunate economic consequences for the
German and Danish fishing vessels, and we do not
wish to follow this course if we can in any way avoid
it. !7hat we want is the maximum possible freedom in
the fishing industry within the limits set by the
quotas.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 4l by Mr Chris-
tensen :
!7hich provision in the EEC Treaty has the Commission
taken as its legal basis for drawing up a survey of natural
and rural amenities in selected regions of the Commu-
nity, and does it intend to use this survey to draw up
plans at Community level for the use of recreational
areas ?
Mr Burke, hlember of tbe Commission. 
- 
The
honourable Member refers to the development of an
ecological mapping system whose objectives and
working procedures are described in detail in the
Community action programme on the environment.
The first of the four phases foreseen for this action is
presently in its final stage. It will be concluded foresee-
ably at the end of 1980, by a proposal of the Commis-
sion to the Council on an ecological mapping pilot-
method which is intended to provide comparable
information at Community level on : number of main
environmental areas of concern, including landscape
characteristics related to recreation. If the Council
approves the proposed method, it will only then be
decided how the method can be applied as effectively
as possible in the Community and the Member States.
Mr Christensen. 
- 
(DK)The free right of establish-
ment within the European Community and the fact
that Denmark is rich in recreational amenities has led
to a certain concern amongst the local populations in
Denmark that the planning or the study mentioned
here mighg in the longer term, lead to full-scale plan-
ning with decisions at Community level for the use of
recreational areas. For this reason, I should like to ask
the Commissioner, as a supplementary question,
whether he will assure us that this will not affect the
decision-making right of the national, regional and
local authorities in any way whatsoever, but that it is
only a question of a study into certain recreational
and economic resources and that there is no intention
to take decisions at Community level or exert pressure
on the national bodies concerning the use of recrea-
tional resources.
Mr Burke. 
- 
I can assure the honourable Member
that what is being done is the first phase of the
programme: Title 3, Chapter I, Section I of the
Community action programme on the environment.
At this stage we are involved in a first phase of study,
and there is no question now of any attempt to force
any national administration to do anything it does not
wish. If any proposals are to be made in the future, of
course each Member State represented in the Council
will have a voice in what may be done. So I would
like to give an assurance to the honourable Member
in that regard.
Mr Nielsen. 
- 
(DK) Can the Commission assure us
that the private property rights 
- 
which, after all, is
what is involved here 
- 
in the regions studied will be
fully respected, since property owners often feel in
various countries, including my own, nowadays that
the various planning measures which are currently
being carried out do not always take full account of
the property rights laid down in our constitution.
These planning officials, can also, of course, be influ-
enced by various political forces, such as the ques-
tioner's party in my own countr], but I should like to
ask the Commissioner whether he can assure us that
private property rights will be fully respected.
Mr Burke. 
- 
\fhat is involved in the programme
which is being carried out in these phases 
- 
in the
first phase or, indeed, to my knowledge any phase 
-has no detriment to the properry rights of any citizen
of the Community.
President. 
- 
Since its author is absent, Question No
42 will receive a written reply 1.
I call Question No 43 by Mrs Dunwoody, for whom
Mr Dewulf is deputizing:
!7hat is the Commission's policy about retrospective
legislation which may adversely affect individuals, with
particulr reference to recent reductions made by the
Commission in the pensions drawn by a number of
Community officials of all grades who have already
retired ?
Mr Tugendhat, *Iember of tbe Commission. 
- 
The
Commission does not think it right to give retroactive
effect to measures which may adversely affect individ-
uals. The changes recently decided by the Council in
the exchange rates used in the Staff Regulations and
consequently in the corrective coefficients as well do
not have retroactive effect. Indeed, in the case of
pensioners the full effect will be delayed until August
1980. I would remind the Parliament that these
changes were needed to bring the exchange-rates used
back into line with reality. The new system will put
an end to differences due to exchange-rate choices
alone which led to an unjustifiable discrimination and
thus means that, as originally intended, all pensioners
and indeed others concerned are again on an equal
basis.
I See Annex.
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Mr Dewulf. 
- 
(NL) Does not the Commission think
that it would be advisable to give a certain amount of
publicity to this answer in order finally to put an end
to the claim that pensions are being retroactively
reduced 7
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
Possibly there was a misunder-
standing in the interpretation. Let me repeat, if I may,
Mr President, that pensions are not being reduced and
we do not believe in retroactive action. Let me make
those two points absolutely clear.
So far as publicity is concerned, Parliament has means
at its own disposal for publicity. I have received a
great many letters on this point, all of which I have
answered. This point has, of course, been the subject
of a number of Parliamentary questions, usually with a
rather more extensive attendance 
- 
f91 ss656ns which
we quite understand 
- 
than at present, and I would
have thought that, certainly so far as this House was
concerned and as far as the staff is concerned, it
would be very difficult to have done more.
President. 
- 
The second part of Question Time is
closed.
7. Accession b1 tbe Communitl to tbe
European Conoention on Human Rigbts
President. 
- 
The next item is the debate on the
report (Doc. 80179), drawn up by Mr Scelba on behalf
of the Political Affairs Committee, on the
accession by the Community to the European Conven-
tion on Human Rights.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch, deputy raPporteur. 
- 
(D) I have the
honour, in the place of Mr Scelba, who is unfortu-
nately unable to attend because he is being adopted
this very day, in ltaly, as a candidate for the first direct
elections to the European Parliament, to present the
report by the Political Affairs Committee, Document
90179, on the accession of the European Community
to the European Convention on Human Rights.
This report stems from an initiative taken by the
Socialist and Liberal and Democratic groups of this
Parliament. The Political Affairs Committee has
largely adopted our colleagues' proposals which, I
would emphasize, are also supported by other groups
in this Parliament, including my own in particular.
Mr President, ladies and Gentlemen, the report by the
Political Affairs Committee is extremely brief. In fact,
it consists solely of a motion for a resolution. The
explanatory statement could not be completed, trans-
lated into all the Community languages and dupli-
cated in the short time available, and I shall therefore
take the liberty of reading it to you.
However, let us not be misled. The brevity of the
report by the Political Affairs Committee is in abso-
lute contrast with the special and, I would maintain,
extraordinary political significance of the question we
have to discuss today. I have no hesitation is saying
that the debate on this item of the agenda is excep-
tionally important and constitutes perhaps one of the
most crucial discussions that we in this House have
conducted on this topic in recent years. \7hy is this ?
The question of the accession of the European
Community to the European Convention on Human
Rights i" in the first place on the democratic legi-
timacy of our institution, a legitimacy which is closely
bound up with that already provided by the Treaties
establishing the European Communities and that,
indubitably more important, which will result from
the direct election of our own Parliament.
Our recommendation to the organs of the Commu-
nity to bring about its accession to the European
Convention on Human Rights is but the logical
consequence of the structure of the Community. As
we all know, the Communities have been given their
own specific powers which they exercise either on an
autonomous basis or in collaboration with the
national authorities in our Member States.
Now the fact is that all our Meinber States are bound
by the provisions of the European Convention on
Human Rights. Thus, every legal act on the part of
our Member States, to the extent that it represents the
exercise of their iurisidiction, can be measured against
the norms provided in the Convention on Human
Rights. However, in so far as our Member States have
transferred certain powers to the Community, and will
surrender other powers in future, there has been a
reduction in the area in which their exercise of
authority is subiect to the guarantees provided by the
Convention on Human Rights. In fact, as soon as a
given area of competence is transferred to the Commu-
nity it is no longer, at least in the formally, subject to
the requirements of the Convention on Human
Rights, for the simple reason that the Communities
have not yet signed that Convention.
The intention of the foregoing observation, Mr Presi-
dent, was to emphasize that the accession of the Euro-
pean Community to the European Convention on
Human Rights is not to be construed as an extension
of therpowers of the Community. It simply represents
the consolidation of the rights of the individual where
these rights are directly affected by a Community act
or a legal act of a Member State based on a Commu-
nity decision.
I am somewhat surprised, in fact, that we have not
solved this problem long ago. The probable reason,
and this I should like to emphasize, is that the Court
of Justice of the European Communities, in a very
wise and laudable manner moreover, has already
drawn on the text of the Convention on Human
Rights here and there as source of the general princi-
ples of law of the Member States of the Community.
But this approacch, and this type of iudicial safeguard
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alone will certainly not ensure the adequate protection
of the individual rights of the Community citizen.
Under such a judicial safeguard the area of free deci-
sion which is left to the judges is too wide at least as
long as they cannot base their judgments on a norm
which is binding on all the Community institutions.
It is therefore vital for legal reasons that the Commu-
nity should fully and unreservedly participate in the
implementation of the Convention on Human Rights,
failing which there could well develop in Europe an
area of law that is beyond control from the human
rights standpoint. Our motion is of great political
significance for the extemal relations of the Commu-
nity. \7e should not forget that the European Conven-
tion on Human Rights is the only common denomi-
nator of all the democratic States of Europe, whether
members or non-members, and we as a Community
should be active in ensuring that in this area, which
touches upon the very basis of the constitutional struc-
ture and constitutional policy ol every organized
society, our Community does not, even if only
formally, sever its bonds of solidarity with the other
democratic States of Europe.
In this world the Communiry cannot live closed in on
itself. The Community is no ivory tower. It has a
world around it. In terms of geography and in terms
of principle, this political environment is determined,
primarily, by the concept of the State common is the
free and pluralist States in our part of the world. From
this standpoint also, the accession of the Community
represent a strengthening of our institutions.
This accession, I would emphasize in view of
comments made to that effect in certain quarters, does
not signify the accession of the Community to the
Council of Europe. Of course, the Convention on
Human Rights was drafted under the auspices of the
Council of Europe, but there is no doubt that agree-
ments concluded within the Council of Europe by
Member States do no constitute formal legal acts of
the European Council in Strasbourg in the sense that
regulations and directives of our own institutions are
legal acts of the Communities. If I may take this
thought to its logical conclusion, purely theoretically,
I would say that if the Council of Europe...
(Tbe sitting was suspended at 4.25 p.m. ouing to a
tecbnical breakdoun and resumed at 5.05 p.m)
IN THE CHAIR: MR MEINTZ
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
8. Votes
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on the
motions for resolutions contained in the reports on
which the debate is closed.
!7e shall begin with the Spinelli report (Doc. 637/78):
Industial restructuring and conoersion operations.
I call Mr Schreiber to speak on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets.
Mr Schreiber 
- 
(D) Mr President, I wish to make
the following statement on behalf of the Committee
on Budgets. Although we are withdrawing our amend-
ments, we are not expecting the Commission to take
this as a signal to sit back and do nothing. On the
contrary, we urge the Commission to use the
resources allocated as soon as possible after the regula-
tion comes into force. The Committee on Budgets is
going to watch what the Commission does and of
course pay due regard to this in the discharge proce-
dure for the 1979 budget. In order to make possible a
unanimous vote by Parliament, on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets I withdraw Amendments Nos
2 to 5 and support Amendment No 6, tabled by Mr
Pisani and Mr Spinelli. This does not affect the funda-
mental position of the Committee on Budgets with
regard to Article 205 of the EEC Treaty.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner to give an explanation
of vote on behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group
(EPP).
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) Mr President, originally we felt
that we should not vote in favour of this Commission
proposal, because we were of the opinion that the
Commission was properly equipped, even with regard
to the financial resources required, to carry out the
task in question. However, we acknowledge that it is
perhaps easier for the Commission to adopt a certain
legal position which Parliament has hitherto adopted.
In view of the explanation given by Mr Schreiber on
behalf of the Committee on Budgets, I should like to
say on behalf of our group that we in fact share the
view of the committee. '$/e shall therefore vote in
favour of Amendment No l/rev.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the preamble and para-
graphs I to 9.
The preamble and paragraphs I to 9 are adopted.
On paragraph 10, Mr Pisani and Mr Spinelli have
tabled Amendment No 5 seeking to reword the begin-
ning of the paragraph as follows :
Considers that it would be useful, notwithstanding the
fact that Article 205 of the EEC Treaty authorizes the
Commission to use on its own responsibility the funds
assigned to it under the budget, to introduce a Commu-
nity regulation... (rest unchanged)
I put Amendment No 5 to the vote.
Amendment No 6 is adopted.
I put paragraph 10, thus amended, to the vote.
Paragraph 10, thus amended, is adopted.
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I put to the vote paragraphs ll to 15.
Paragraphs ll to 15 are adopted.
After paragraph 15, I have Amendment No l/rev.,
tabled by Mr Meintz on behalf of the Committee on
Social Affairs, Employment and Education, seeking to
insert the following new paragraphs:
17. Recognizes the vital importance, from the point of
view of industrial policy, of action to counter the far-
reaching and long-term structural crisis, but
considers that, having regard to the scale of the crisis,
the importance of a social policy capable of meeting
the challenge also needs to be stressed;
18. Draws particular attention to the need to take into
account the social and regional effects of the
proposed industrial restructuring projects and to
incorporate these into the framework of criteria for
the provision of aid on an equal footing with the
objective of economic efficiency;
19. Points out that a regional development policy which
promotes new economic activity by unilateral invest-
ment in sectors particularly at risk could increase the
danger of a transfer of unemployment and thereby
place the objective of the proiects in considerable
ieopardy ;
20. Strongly urges that existing legal and financial instru-
ments should be applied effectively at the first sign
of sectoral difficulties in order to prevent further dete-
rioration in the situation favouring the formation o(
oligopolies by the stronger undertakings and aggra-
vating economic and financial imbalances bet'ween
the Member States, both developments which would
place additional difficulties in the way of a Commu-
nity social policy, the rudiments of which already
exist although it has yet scarcely made itself felt in
Practice ;
21. Considers it useful in this connection to create an
effective mechanism for the coordination of national
and Communiry aid policies in order to ensure that
the planned aid does not, as hitherto, serve as a
welcome supplement to the budgets for already-
planned national projects and thus fail to be effective
in the context of a Community structural policy,
which must benefit not only the undertakings, but
also and above all the workers in the Community;
22. Urges the Commission to give the trade unions an
active role in the allocation of the stipulated aid and
to take account of other factors such as the reorgani-
zation ol working hours and lowering of the retire-
ment age in the context of the measures required for
humanizing work;
23. Calls on the Commission of the European Communi-
ties to give an initial indication of whether and to
what extent the proposals it has already put forward
for the shipbuilding, man-made fibre and steel
sectors have begun to show effects and which other
sectors, in its opinion, must be given specially favou-
rable treatment in the context of the present pro-
posal ;
I put to the vote Amendment No l/rev.
Amendment No l/rev. is adopted.
I put to the vote paragraph 17.
Paragraph 17 is adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Lagorce report (Doc. 70/79) :
Code of conduct for Community cornpanies uitb
subsidiaies in Soutb Africa.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Blumenfeld report (Doc.
82/79): Peace treatl between Egtpt and Israel.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Descbamps report (Doc.
123/79): Fiftb UNCTAD Conference.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the motion for
a resolution contained in the Calewaert report (Doc.
71/79): Liabilitl for defectiae products.
I put to the vote the first two indents of the preamble.
The first two indents of the preamble are adopted.
On the third indent of the preamble, I have Amend-
ment No l, tabled by.Mr Scott-Hopkins on behalf of
the European Conservative Group, seeking to delete
the indent.
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I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is reiected.
I put to the vote the third indent of the preamble'
The third indent of the preamble is adopted.
I put to the vote the fourth indent of the preamble.
The fourth indent of the preamble is adopted.
On paragraph l, I have Amendment No 2, tabled by
Mr Scott-Hopkins on behalf of the European
Conservative Group, seeking to reword the paragraph
as follows :
While recognizing the proposed directive as a contribu-
tion to a Community policy for consumer protection,
nevertheless feels that it does not meet the requirements
of Article 100 of the EEC TreatY.
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is rejected.
I put paragraph I to the vote.
Paragraph I is adopted.
I put paragraphs 2 and 3 to the vote.
Paragraphs 2 and 3 are adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
!(e now consider the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the De Keersmaeker rcport (Doc.
66a/78): Itlanufacture, distribution and use of phar-
maceutical PreParations.
I put the preamble to the vote.
The preamble is adopted.
On paragraph 1, I have Amendment No 1, tabled by
Lord Ardwick on behalf of the Socialist Group,
seeking to add at the end of the paragraph the
following:
considers it essential for there to be greater transParency
of information, particularly in respect of transfer prices'
so that statements of excessive profits can be examined
more closely.
!7hat is Mr De Keersmaeker's position ?
Mr De Keensmaeke\ rctpporteur. 
- 
(NL) As I said
during this morning's debate, I recommend rejection
of this amendment for the reason that we have essen-
tially acknowledged concern by altering Article I and
adding something else, i.e. with regard to the refer-
ence to the fixing of transfer prices in Article 3. I
would point out that this alteration, which was made
in response to Lord Ardwick's concern, was approved
by the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
by 15 votes to two.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Since the result of the vote by show of hands is
doubtful, a vote will be taken by sitting and standing.
Amendment No I is rejected.
I put paragraph I to the vote.
Paragraph I is adopted.
I put paragraphs 2 to 15 to the vote.
Paragraphs 2 to 15 are adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole.
The resolution is adopted. I
9. Accession by tbe Communitl to tbe European
Conoention on Human Rigbts (resumption)
President. 
- 
The next item is the resumption of the
debate on the Scelba report (Doc. 80179).
I call Mr Blumenfeld to continue the speech begun by
Mr Klepsch.
Mr Blumenfeld, deputy raPporteur. 
- 
(D) I shall
not go into all the legal questions which must be
solved before Communiry accession to the European
Convention on Human Rights. Nevertheless, I
consider it absolutely essential to emphasize that the
accession of the Community must not and cannot in
any way mean that the Community replaces the
Member States as contracting parties to that Conven-
tion. In other words, the accession of the Community
will not result in the creation of a 'super constitution'
on questions of human rights in Europe. All we want
is for Community legislation to conform to the stand-
ards of the Convention on Human Rights, and it is
immaterial whether this legislation stems directly
from the Community institutions themselves, or from
what can perhaps be described as mixed decisions
deriving from the interplay of Community .n-d
national instititutions. This is how the Community's
accession must be understood. It thus removes a
loophole which would otherwise continue to exist to
the deriment of Community citizens not covered by
Community measures. The significance of this point
is evident, for example, in the area of law relating to
migrant workers. There are detailed provisions in
Community law covering a large number of legal situa-
tions relating to the legal status of migrant workers
and their families. Each time a decision which affects
the rights of the individual is taken on the basis of
these Community standards. It is at present practically
impossible to ensure that such a decision complies
fully with the requiremens of the Convention on
Human Rights.
' 
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!7hen I say that it is almost impossible to check such
a measure against the standards of the Convention on
Human Rights, I in no way wish to minimize the
importance of the supervision at present exercised by
the Court of Justice of the European Community in
Luxembourg, e.g. when an individual lodges a
complaint, on the basis of existing legislation, about a
violation of his basic rights. But to retum to what I
said just now: the Court of Justice in Luxembourg
can only take account of the Convention on Human
Rights in a very loose way, and it is not in a position
specifically to base its decisions on it. Only after
Community accession to the Convention on Human
Rights will it also be possible for the Court of Justicein Luxembourg to apply the Convention's standards
as Community law.
Mr Scelba says that for this reason h: believes that the
role of the Court of Justice in Luxembourg will be
strenghtened as a result of accession. The Court has
demonstrated its maior importance in the past as a
guardian of the Community's legal system, and it is
intended that this should continue to be the case in
the future. It is therefore unthinkable that the Court
of Justice of the European Communities should in
any way be dependent on or subordinate to the Euro-
pean Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg. Nor will
this happen if the Community accedes to the Conven-
tion on Human Rights. On accession, the Court of
Justice of the Community will be equal in starus,
where the Convention on Human Rights is
concerned, to the supreme courB of a Member State.
The Court in Strasbourg on the other hand, is a
purely international Court of appeal which can only
play a supplementary role, its judgments being more
declaratory than enforceable. At a time when we are
advocating the accession of the Community to the
Convention on Human Rights, it is probably useful to
point out this basic difference between the two Euro-
pean Courts. It is nonetheless imperative, with a view
to this accession, that we extend the individual's right
of appeal to the Luxembourg Court of Justice within
our own legal system, for as soon as we have acceded
to the Convention on Human Rights, every direct
appeal to Strasbourg must first exhaust the legal chan-
nels offered under the internal legal system. Commu-
nity structures need to be supplemented in this
respect, and this is the objective of our proposal in 3
(c) of the motion for a resolution.
In our discussions on this question within the polir
ical Affairs Committee, our rapporteur, Mr Scelba,
raised a further point whose importance should not be
underestimated. It concerns the position to be occu-
pied by the Community as a contracting State of the
Convention on Human Rights. If the Communities
acceded to the Convention then they do so in just the
same way as any other contracting State. We could not
accept that, for example, the Community should not
be able to exercise the right to take action under the
Convention. The Community must therefore retain
the right not only to be a defendant, but also to bring
disagreements with non-member States of the
Communiry on questions of respect for the Conven-
tion on Human Rights before the Strasbourg bodies.
On the other hand, that should not mean that the
Community is thus transformed into a State and is
consequently regarded as a Member State of the
Council of Europe. The Council of Europe and the
Community have totally different obiectives. It is
therefore not acceptable, for instance, that the Ministe-
rial Committee of the Council of Europe should take
decisions as a political body under Article 32 of the
Convention on Human Rights which are binding on
the European Community. This point should be made
quite clear in the negotiations on accession.
Mr President, I cannot conclude these remarks
without referring to the work being done by the
Commission in Brussels concurrently with our discus-
sions here. I am sure that Mr Davignon will give us
more information on this because, if our sources are
correct, the Commission has already pronounced itself
in favour of Community accession to the Convention
on Human Rights in principle. !7e. therefore await
with great interest and expectation the Green Paper
announced by Mr Jenkins last November. !7e hope
that the Commission will make this Green Paper avail-
able to us in the next few days. Our wish is the more
urgent since we believe that the Commission memo-
randum will be a very convincing political and legal
plea in favour of Community accession to the Conven-
tion on Human Rights. Mr President, I should like to
conclude my remarks on behalf of Mr Scelba with one
fundamental point. Our intention must be seen in a
broad political context. Unfortunately, for some years
now we have observed widening differences in the
interpretation of the concept of human rights in inter-
national organizations. Resolution No 130 of the
United Nations which was approved with an over-
whelming majority 
- 
although not by a majoriry of
the Member States of our Community 
- 
gives us an
initial indication. !7as not the object of this resolution
to replace the concept of individual 'human' rights 
-which is and should be our view 
- 
by the collective
rights of peoples and nations ? This is the question
which is being raised. If this what is going on in the
international organizations, then we have an even
greater obligation to demonstrate to the whole world
that, for the European Community, only a concept of
human rights which respects individuals' basic rights
and right to freedom as an expression of his digniry
can be valid and binding. This is the philosophy and
the duty incumbent upon the Member States, as well
as upon the Community as such. Today more than
ever, on the eve of the enlargement of the European
Community, it is our wish, and that of Mr Scelba, that
Parliament and the other institutions should demon-
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strate to the peoples of the Community and of the
world that human rights are our concern.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sieglerschmidt to speak on
behalf of the Socialist Group.
Mr Sieglerschmidt. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I must first explain that I am speaking not
only on behalf of the Socialist Group but also for Mr
Bayerl, who drafted the opinion of the Legal Affairs
Committee but is unable to attend. I should like at
the outset to ask you, Mr President and the honou-
rable Members, to understand that I cannot deliver the
sort of opinion on behalf of the Legal Affairs
Committee, which the importance of the subject
would have warranted, since I only heard an hour and
a half ago that I was to have the great honour of
replacing Mr Bayerl. I have no written notes from Mr
Bayerl, with the result that I must try to shed light on
these complex questions by myself, with due legal
thoroughness.
Added to this is the fact that I must now speak in a
dual capacity and so I hope that you will understand
that I must do my best to separate the opinion of the
Legal Affairs Committee and that of the Socialist
Group.
As regards the opinion of the Legal Affairs Committee
my task is greatly facilitated by the fact that it is prob-
ably true to say that both the legal and the political
opinions expressed in the report drawn up by Mr
Scelba for the Political Affairs Committee are basically
in line, from the legal point of view also, with what
was debated and finally adopted unanimously by the
Legal Affairs Committee. That is to say the Legal
Affairs Committee declared itself unanimously in
favour of the motion for a resolution tabled by the
Political Affairs Committee.
This will be one of the last decisions to be taken here
by this Parliamen! and I find it very propitious that
this should be so because it represents a milestone
along the road which the European Community must
of necessity take, namely the road away from an
economic community in which what mattered most
was only the free movement of capital and goods 
-and I should like to say somewhat pointedly here that
manpower was included amongst such goods 
- 
to a
European Community of the people in which
everyone can move freely with equal rights.
For years there has been talk of the need for this deve-
lopmen! and the European Council, which I think
was then still called a Summit Conference, set up a
working party in 1974 to speed up progress in this
area. Unfortunately, it must be said that this working
party came up with no real results, and this is already
being very diplomatic because we have literally
received nothing from the Council on this matter. I
must add 
- 
hs$/svs1 much reason I may have to
speak positively about the Commission later 
- 
that
the Commission did not exactly press and develop
initiatives to achieve progress in this area either. Only
the European Parliament pressed and demanded time
and time again in various resolutions and proposals
that progress be made. Now we have a motion for a
resolution in which not only far reaching demands are
made but with which for the first time practical steps
are to be taken. IThat is basically involved here ? I feel
it is always important not to have debates which are
too technical, but rather debates which the man in the
street can understand. The aim is to guarantee the
rights of citizens in the Community, irrespective of
which Community country they live in. IThich rights
are we talking about ? Civil rights, political rights but
also, let me add very clearly, economic, social and
cultural rights. Secondly, it is a question of giving
citizens the means, if need be, to take actual advantage
of these rights or to assert them.
Allow me now to make a few remarks on varibus
points of the motion for a resolution. In doing so I
should like, contrary to custom, to proceed not from
the greater to the lesser, but from the lesser to the
greater, and begin with the right of petition which is
mentioned in the motion for a resolution.
Our experience at national level has often shown that
it is difficult for citizens to avail themselves of their
right of petition, whatever form this may take, to
appeal or to file petitions for the amendment of
certain laws, and also that he can achieve more in
areas which are close to him from a purely geogra-
phical point of view, that is in the district, town, city
or county in which he lives. And if what I said is true
of the various Member States, it applies even more to
the European Community.
Thus if we are to make the right of petition to the
European Parliament attractive for the Community
citizen, we must convince him that he will receive a
well-founded reply, and such a well-founded reply is
in fact only possible if Parliament has the right to
obtain information from the authorities involved.
Since, as we all know, the right of petition is laid
donn only in the Rules of Procedure, Parliament is at
present dependent on the goodwill of the parties
concerned. This is not sufficient, and sometimes when
I look at the answers to petitions I understand why
this does not exactly encourage the submission of new
petitions and why word does not get round that it is
worthwhile asking questions on various issues here in
the European Parliament. For this reason we need a
legal guarantee of Parliament's right to information as
called for in this motion for a resolution.
I should like to state very clearly that in the opinion
of the Legal Affairs Committee it is not a question of
Parliament, so to speak, arrogating to itself decision-
making powers on matters raised in the petitions
which do not lie within its competence, rather it is a
matter of wanting to help the citizen, and for this of
course it first needs information.
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There is a second remark which I wish to make on
the individual's right of direct appeal. The citizen of
the Community 
- 
this has already been stated by Mr
Scelba 
- 
must be able to ascertain what the compe-
tent Community courg namely the European Court in
Luxembourg, thinks of his case. He should not have
to be satisfied with a decision of the national courts,
irrespective of whether the case in question directly
concerns Community law or whether it involves a
mixture of Community and national law. The possi-
bility for the individual citizen to bring his case
directly before the European Court of Justice is dealt
with only very incidentally in the present Treaties. I
have been told that under current law only three cases
have been successfully brought before the European
Court of Justice in recent years, and so I believe thatit is absolutely essential to give the citizen the indi-
vidual right of direct appeal. This is also the opinion
of the Political Affairs Committee. I will, however, not
conceal the fact that in the course of the discussions
in the Legal Affairs Committee some Members
expressed the fear that the European Court of Justice
might be inundated with such individual direct
appeals.
I am 
- 
like the rapporteur of my committee and in
my position as his deputy here 
- 
fully aware that
such a danger could exist, but may I say that it can be
avoided, namely by taking appropriate procedural
Precautionary measures.
In the Federal Republic of Germany we have an insti-
tution which we call constitutional appeal and which
enables citizens, after they have exhausted all normal
legal channels, to turn to the Federal Constitutional
Court, that is to the highest court of the Federal Repu-
blic. Here obviously the danger did exist that a host of
appeals could obstruct the work of the Court.
However, we found a way of sorting these appeals, of
separating, if I may put it like this, the wheat from the
chaff, and this has now made it possible for the
Constitutional Court to concern itself in its sittings
only with appeals which are actually relevant and
deserve to be dealt with.
If we, in this part of Europe, wish to change from an
economic Community to a political Community, then
it is necessary that wherever individual citizens live
they should be guaranteed the same civil, political and
of course also 
- 
I repeat it again 
- 
the same
economic, social and cultural rights. To achieve this,
however, we must take the necessary precautionary
measures and a catalogue of basic rights will therefore
obviously be required to give this political Commu-
nity the basis which it does not yet have in written
legislation.
The European Court of Justice rightly pointed out
that in cases involving basic or human rights it can
only base is iudgments on the concepts 
- 
this is
roughly what it said 
- 
reflected in the constitutional
traditions of Memt,er States. In the long term we
cannot avoid drawing up such a catalogue of basic
rights if we really want to proceed towards a political
Community, towards the political objective of the
European Community. However, we also know the
problems which this raises ; one needs just to look at
those sections of the Member States' constitutions
dealing with basic rights 
- 
we know that one
Member State has no constitution at all and so cannot
have any codified section dealing with basic rights in
this sense 
- 
to realize very quickly that the European
Parliament, the directly elected Parliament 
- 
the one
which will be faced with this task 
- 
will find it rela-
tively difficult to draw up a catalogue of basic rights
whose scope, modelled on rhe highest degree of
protection of basic rights within the Community, goes
substantially beyond what is offered by the European
Convention on Human Rights.
It is therefore right to do both thingp concurrently, i.e.
to do the one and not to forget the other 
- 
namely
to arrange for the accession of Community as such to
the European Convention on Human Rights and on
the other hand to begin work on drawing up a
Charter of Citizens' Rights. This 
- 
and it is also the
opinion of the Legal Affairs Committee, let me make
that quite clear 
- 
does not mean that the catalogue
of basic rights should be shelved, rather we want to do
whatever will achieve progress at this moment, and at
the same time take the necessary steps to draw up
such a catalogue of basic rights, such a Charter of
Citizens' Rights. Not only because national constitu-
tional cours have expressed the understandable and
legally well-founded wish 
- 
not to say demanded 
-that such a charter, such a catalogue of basic rights be
created, but rather because we are of the opinion that
citizens' rights also 
- 
and of course primarily 
-include human and basic rights.
As far as accession to the European Convention on
Human Rights and basic freedoms are concerned, the
Legal Affairs Commiuee was fully aware of the diffi-
culties involved. Mr Scelba quite rightly raised the
question of how to exclude involvement by the
Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe.
However, it is in my view totally wrong to infer that
accession would make the Community in any way
dependent on the Council of Europe. All we need to
do is take the necessary measures to prevent, by
creating a special protocol, such sections of the Euro-
pean Convention on Human Rights applying to the
Community.
The body of experts which is called for in the motion
for a resolution should start work as soon as possible,
and I therefore see no problem 
- 
I know that in this
I am in agreement with the rapporteur 
- 
in Parlia-
ment deciding here and now to set up such a body of
exPerts.
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lfhat may happen between now and 17 July and
what the directly elected Parliament then does, is
another matter. However, I believe that we should
emphasize the urgency of the matter by such a formal
decision and not tone it down, as called for in Mr
Scott-Hopkins' amendment.
Let me add a few remarks on behalf of the Socialist
Group, now that I have concluded as well as I could
my report on behalf of Mr Bayerl. I have mentioned
already that a lot has been said and many demands
made in this field over the years, but that no practical
steps have been taken. I should like to exPress my
satisfaction, ladies and Sentlemen, that the Socialist
Group was able to give the impetus for these practical
steps, namely for the table ronde in Florence, for the
drawing up of a charter of citizens' rights and for
accession to the European Convention on Human
Rights. I should like to state expressly, to avoid misun-
derstandings, that we are not claiming sole responsi-
bility. Ve are very happy to know that basically all
groups here agree with us, and they will not blame us
for being naturally pleased that for once we have, I
believe, hit on something important and useful for the
Community.
Secondly, I would like to make a suggestion to the
body of experts which Parliament will, I hope, decide
to set up. They should seriously consider, when trying
to define civil and political rights, whether it should
not give preference to the political rights of Commu-
nity citizens. In that way priority can first be given to
guaranteeing these rights so that, by means of appro-
priate legislation, a situation can be arrived at where
there is an end to discrimination against Community
citizens in other Member States. That begins with the
right of entry and the right of residence 
- 
particu-
laily the latter. \7e still have substantial restrictions in
this field. There should be extensions and improve-
ments. The same applies to the riSht to vote in local
elections ; there is also the question of whether it
might not become possible in the foreseeable future
to devise laws to cover the whole question of citizen-
ship 
- 
yes, that must also be stated quite clearly ; and
finally, of course, above all right to assemble, freedom
of association, which is restricted for foreigners in
some Member States eg. in the Federal Republic, 
-there are good reasons for this 
- 
must not be denied
Community citizens.
So we have here a whole series of issues which come
under the heading of ending discrimination against
Community citizens living in other countries. The
body of experts would in our opinion be well advised
to tackle these problems.
My third and last remark, Mr President, is that the
Socialist Group 
- 
and this should surprise nobody 
-
attaches very special imPortance to a Suarantee not
only of the rights just mentioned, but also particularly
of economic, social and cultural rights.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Luster to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Luster. 
- 
(D) After the rapporteur's presentation
and the equally detailed speech by the previous
speaker, I can keep my remarks brief. The Christian-
Democrats are fully in favour of all measures which
guarantee effective protection of human rights. May I
add that we are not blind on one eye on this 
- 
we
wish to see human rights guaranteed not only within
the Community, but in all parts of the world regar-
dless of their political allegiance.
In this connection, I would especially like to thank
Mr Scelba for his active commitment in the field of
human rights on behalf of our grouP and of Parlia-
ment ; and whose report favours the basis for our
debate. Furthermore, any sincere thanks go to the
European Courts of Justice for showing such great
expertise and great wisdom in dealing with the ques-
tion of human rights within the Community, despite
the fact that it has not yet acceded to the Convention
on Human Rights. The previous speaker has already
pointed out that accession to the Human Rights
Convention cannot be an excuse for us not to make a
basic rights catalogue for the Community itself. The
European People's Party, on whose behalf I have the
honour of speaking has made it part of its platform
that it views new directly-elected Parliament as a legis-
lative assembly.
I noted with pleasure what Mr Sieglerschmidt 
-whom I no longer see in the House 
- 
said
conceming the birthright, and that the Socialists are
urging us to make progress on this question of basic
rights. I was not prepared for this item to be taken
today, for it is not on the draft agenda. I happened to
come across the minutes of the German Bundestag
from 1953 dealing with the approval of. an ad boc
committee for drawing up a European constitution. At
that time, it was the German Social-Democratic Pirty
- 
in fact, they were Socialists 
- 
which showed
considerable caution on this issue. I am therefore
extremely pleased that they have seen the light and
been converted.
As regards the exact wording of Article 2 of the
motion for a resolution, I shall deliberately refrain
from dealing with Mr Scott-Hopkins' amendment,
because it has not yet been moved. My interpretation
of the present wording is the same as that expressed
by the Social-Democratic Member, Mr Bayerl, in para-
graph 19 of a draft opinion of the Legal Affairs
Committee (PE 57 493) when he says:
This motion clearly aims at ensuring that a summary of
the facts and opinions is drawn up by politically inde-
pendent but highly qualified experts before the matter is
considered in political committees.
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In my opinion it is not the dury of a body of experts
to submit a preliminary draft for a Charter. This is a
highly political task which must be undertaken by
this House and not by a body of experts. I would like
to point out that the Round Table in Florence 
- 
not
least through the cooperation and driving force of Mr
Scelba 
- 
has already made very good progress in this
area.
As regards the right of petition, I agree wholeheart-
edly with all Mr Sieglenchmidt said, although I think
the most important thing in this respect is for Parlia-
ment to ensure transparency in its work. It is no good
enshrining the right of petition if people do not know
what to do with this right. Speaking from my experi-
ence as a member of the Committee on Petitions I
must say that dealing with petitions for the conserva-
tion of bird life on the Costa Smeralda is debasing the
work of this committee, else it is an indication that we
had set our sights too high. Ve must at any rate avoid
promising more than we can actually deliver.
The Christian-Democratic Group unreservedly
supports guaranteeing in the Treaties the individual's
right of appeal to the Court of Justice and 
- 
subject
to discussion on the amendment tabled by Mr Scott-
Hopkins, on which I do not wish to comment at this
stage 
- 
is on the whole in favour of this move.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, my main object
is to move the amendment on behalf of my group.
I should like to start by congratulating Mr Scelba on
the work he has put into it. Listening to Mr Sieglers-
chmidt, one would have thought that he, or his group,
had done all the work, whereas much of the credit
must go to Mr Scelba, particularly for organizing the
Round Table. I sincerely hope that in the near future
he will see the success of what he has started. \fe
attach great importance to the strengthening of
human rights in the European Community and are
most grateful for all the work that has been under-
taken.
One would have thought that the Cherter on Human
Rights was sufficient guarantee, but the frequency
with which this House has been discussing human
rights violations in nations which are members of the
United Nations charter has little or no political and
practical meaning, and the hours we have spent in
these discussions are countless. Thus the Commu-
nity's accession to the European Convention on
Human Rights would be a political step of the first
importance, underlining the Community's commit-
ment to uphold the position of the individual and the
family in society, all clearly expressed in the Conven-
tion. Such a decision would demonstrate to the
Community's citizens that we are not iust concerned
with a set of desiccated rules about finance, or econo-
mics and trade, or 'butter to Russia', or whatever.
Rather it would prove to Community citizens that
their basic aims, as men and women, are being
secured by the Community as a complement to thi
use of the Treaty to secure their economic well-being.
Also, the accession of Greece, in the near future I
hope, and the eventual accession of Spain and
Portugal, all young democracies, suggests the need for
a political tool to encourage the growth of democracy
and of the basic human freedoms. Thus, when the
Community accedes to the European Convention on
Human Rights, as a form of political insurance for the
acceding States as well as the existing Nine, in a world
where basic human freedoms are frequently violated
and where the number of democratic States is, unhap-
pily, considerably less than the total of one-parry
States and dictatorships, this would be a beacon for
the cause of freedom.
Here I come to the point that was raised by my
colleague from the Christian-Democratic Group. I
have tabled an amendment to paragraph 2 of the
motion for a resolution, so that the Community's
accession should not become dependent on the
completion of a charter of civil rights. This is a deve-
lopment which would flow logically from the Commu-
nity's accession to the ECHR. The amendment that I
am moving, therefore, is that a committee of experts
should be established with a view to drafting this
charter of civil rights. I hope the House will be able to
accept my amendment, which strengthens the text
and does indeed follow what Mr Scelba is aiming at.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Masullo to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Masullo. 
- 
(t Mr President, the subject we are
dealing with today is of fundamental importance, but
it is also an extremely delicate one. !7hen such lofty
and fundamental themes are discussed the temptation
to take refuge in abstract idealism or in rhetoric is
always present and the result is that the actual
problems are lost sight of. But we are approaching the
debate today firmly determined to resist the tempra-
tion to indulge in rhetoric or to make abstract state-
ments of principle, and to deal instead with reality.
There is no doubt in my mind that the European
Community is one of the few islands of democracy on
this planet, which is disgrunted by forms of social
organization that sometimes border on the pewerse.
Nevertheless, it remains true that our demoiracy, in
spite of its fundamental principles, has not always
addressed itself fully to all the problems that come
within its purview. At this very moment we can see
that in some member countries of our Community
many emigrant groups are experiencing difficulty in
organizing themselves to take part in the debate on
the forthcoming elections to the new directly elected
Parliament. I think that this is one of the aspects of
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democracy which it must be within our capabilities to
deal with. This is an example of precisely how democ-
racy should not be limited to mere affirmations of
principle but must be created afresh day by day and
its message spread abroad day by day, even as regards
those aspecs which until this moment seemed less
important and less urgent. And precisely because we
have this attitude towards the matter, our Group can
only support the general ideas contained in the
motion for a resolution put forward by Mr Scelba.
I7e support them precisely because we do not confine
ourselves to statements of principle, but believe that
statements of principle must be so conceived that they
can be transformed into practical legal instruments,
practical administrative instruments and practical
instruments of management. The main idea of this
proposal, that is to say, the hope that the Community
will accede to the European Convention on Human
Rights, therefore meets with our full approval, not
only for abstract idealistic reasons but also for strictly
legal and practical reasons.
![e must remember the great debate on the relation-
ship berween Community law and national law, and
take account of how developments in case law over
recent years, particularly the decisions of the Court of
Justice in Luxembourg, have helped more and more
to consolidate the principle of the primacy of Commu-
nity law over national law in those cases where
Community laws, regulations and administrative provi-
sions are at issue. Nor should we forget some of the
judgments, such as the famous judgment in 1970
when the Court of Justice in Luxembourg went so far
as to maintain that some acts, such as these very
Community regulations, take precedence over
national laws and even over the constitutional law of
the individual States 
- 
though it naturally also added
immediately afterwards that this precedence may be
justified in terms of general legal policy to the extent
that the protection of fundamental rights is an inte-
gral part of the general principles of law which the
Court of Justice is bound to safeguard. The accession
of the Community to the European Convention on
Human Rights follows logically from these historical
premises. I am aware that there may be legal
problems, and those who have spoken before me have
alluded to them, but we must not forget that today the
notion of relationships between legal systems consid-
ered, as it were, as vertical systems, has gradually given
way to the idea of stratified, inter-related systems,
without doing any violence to the normal procedures
of civilized life. The very fact that there is a Commu-
niry law which takes over certain powers from
national laws, while the national laws nonetheless
continue to retain their own full validity shows us that
it is possible to have legal systems which are not lined
up vertically one beside the other 
- 
and therefore in
a certain sense in competition 
- 
but are rather inter-
related and stratified and thus constitute an open
horizon for the development of contemporary society.
For this reason I believe that the problem of the acces-
sion of the Community to the Convention can be
solved with specific technical measures and without
any great inconvenience: this step is dictated both by
logic and by everything that has happened in the
Community in recent years and it is the very iurisdic-
tional authorities of the Community, as such, which
may become in their own right standard 
- 
bearers of
this fundamental principle. We are therefore in agree-
ment with this motion for a resolution and, the most
we may admit to is some perplexity regarding one or
two details, and in particular some asPects of para-
graph 3 of the motion for a resolution (Point 3b) says:
'To enshrine the citizens' right of petition in the
Community Treaties'. I7e believe that when all is said
and done, it would be much simpler to say : 'To allow
for the citizens' right of petition in the Community
Treaties', since ensbriniag is something that can very
easily be left to the powers of regulation of Parliament
itself or of other Community institutions. Point c) : 'to
guarantee in the treaties the individual's right of direct
appeal to the Court of Justice of the European
Community' should also not make us overlook the
fact that Article 173 of the Treaty says explicitly:'Any
natural or legal person may, under the same condi-
tions, institute proceedings against the decision
addressed to that person or against the decision
which, although in the form of a regulation or a deci-
sion addressed to another person, is of direct and indi-
vidual concern to the former.' So we have here a prece-
dent which has already been enshrined in the Trea-
ties, and we should therefore obviously attempt to give
greater weight to this precedent and develop its funda-
mental implications further.
For these reasons, norwithstanding some doubts,
which do not, however, relate to the substance of the
motion, we shall vote in favour of this resolution,
convinced that the stimulus which it will give at this
particular moment 
- 
since the life of the Parliament
delegated by national parliaments is drawing to an
end and we are now on the point of seeing it replaced
by the new and larger directly elected parliament 
-constitutes a concrete sign of the process of deepening
and widening of democracy which is certainly the
main motive force of all our actions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Christensen.
Mr Christensen. 
- 
(DK) All the Member States of
the European Community are also ntembers of the
Council of Europe and have thereby acceded to the
Convention on Human Rights and accept it as
binding. For this reason, it strikes me as at best super-
fluous that the European Communities as such should
accede to the Convention on Human Rights, and that
the real reason for its wishing to do so is the desire to
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extend the supra-national character of the European
Community to new fields.
Other speakers 
- 
most recently the previous one 
-have already said that Community law should have
precedence over national law and that the Court of
Justice of the European Community therefore has a
right of interpretation and, in certain cases, can over-
rule the decisions and laws, etc. or even the constitu-
tions of the Member States. !flhat this amounts to is
an expansionist policy, a wish to make the civil and
political rights of the individual citizens in the
Member States Community matters, which is some-
thing for which the Treaties make no provision.
In the preamble to the motion for a resolution before
us there is a reference to Parliament's resolution of 16
November 1977. Pangraph 2 of this resolution, i.e.
the resolution of 16 November 1977, contains a refer-
ence to Articles 235 and 236 oI the EEC Treaty. In
my view, Article 235 is one of the most misused arti-
cles in the Treaty of Rome and for this reason I have
doubts as to whether there is any legal basis
whatsoever for the adoption of a resolution of this
kind by Parliament.
Partly because the proposal strikes me as superfluous
and partly because it strikes me as harmful, extending
as it does the European Community to areas for
which the Treaties make no provision, I intend to
vote against this motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, hlember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, I wish I could have had the opportunity of
telling Mr Scelba, on behalf of the Commission, how
much we appreciate his constant efforts in support of
human rights and of the genuine and practical promo-
tion of the civil rights to which membership of the
Community entitles our citizens.
I had the opportunity of discussing this matter on
several occasions in committee with Mr Scelba and Mr
Bayerl. I am sorry that the latter is absent today, for he
devoted a lot of time to this matter and also produced
a very interesting document on the accession of the
Communiry to the European Convention on Human
Rights.
Unlike Mr Christensen 
- 
and I hope that one day I
shall find a subject on which, in expressing the
Commission's opinion I shall be in agreement with
him, although there seems little likelihood of that at
present 
- 
I believe that it was important to show that
we are not marking time in this area and that we are
not complacent about the situation as it is, since we
have to protect our citizens against any form of abuse
or harassment on the part of new Community organs
as well as by their national institutions.
In so far as law is changed by the creation of the Euro-
pean Community, we must make sure that there is no
erosion of the rights of our citizens and that closer
integration is to their advantage and not the opposite.
I believe that we must always try to show this. To all
intents and purposes, this can mean that we can tend
always to consider that everything in the garden is
lovely, by praising the excellent decisions handed
down by the Court of Justice and by pointing out
that, all things considered, everything seems to be fine
and we have no more worries because our case-law is
developing along the right lines.
That is not our view, however. !7e do not believe that
on an issue as vital as the fundamcntal righs of our
citizens there can be any question of not doing every-
thing possible. I want, therefore, to outline the
Commission view on the various points which arise in
this motion for a resolution.
Taking first the question of the accession by the Euro-
pean Community as such to the European Conven-
tion on Human Rights, I have already said that I am
in favour, although at the time I was speaking in a
personal capacity at the round table in Florence. The
Commission has been particularly influenced by the
work of Parliament, and I am sorry that Mr Sieglers-
chmidt should criticize our lack of enthusiasm in this
area. Sfle are dealing with fundamental rights and in
this area everyone has a part to play and everyone
shares in the responsibiliry, and I feel that the
Commission has been especially active in this area.
However, in view of the very substantial work
performed by Parliament, we at the Commission
decided to publish a memorandum in favour of the
Community's accession to the European Convention
on Human Rights. This memorandum will appear
shortly and everyone will get a copy. It should inspire
a discussion which, we trust, will lay the groundwork
for accession. It is not a simple matter, because we
have to get the agreement of all the Member States,
and also because all the present signatories of the
European Convention on Human Rights will have to
agree to the Convention being amended so that the
Community, and not just its Member States, can
accede to it. consequently, we shall have to consider
this issue very carefully with the elected Parliament, as
a logical continuation of the resolution which I hope
will be adopted by this Parliament romorrow. There is,
then, a definite task in respect of which we at the
Commission have indicated how we intend to carry
out Parliament's wishes.
Secondly, I want to take a closer look at a point which
has been often raised, namely, a supplementary list of
rights. In this respect, as I said both in committee and
at Florence, we feel of course that there is a need to
decide how the current situation can be improved. It
is a fact that as far as economic and social rights are
concerned, the European Convention is not so
specific as it is with regard to other fundamental
rights, and this is because of its context. I would also
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add that when the Council of Europe and its exPerts
tried to expand the Convention, they had to give up
the idea because of significant differences in the inter-
pretation of economic and social rights between the
various partners. But iust because a bigger group
cannot reach agreement does not mean that a group
bound by so many common aims and obligations, as
the Community cannot make Progress in these
matters. I feel that there is a subiect for discussion
here, and the Commission is ready to ioin in the
discussion, which can get under way, in spite of the
complexity of the problem, according to the formula
suggisted in this motion for a resolution or in any
ot[er which Parliament might feel inclined to adoPt.
I7ith regard to paragraph 3, the preparations for acces-
sion, I have said that the Commission is about to
publish its memorandum on the rights of petition and
direct access to the Court. The right of petition, I
must say that I am inclined to agree with what was
said during this debate by the raPPorteur' by other
speakers and especially by Mr Masullo. ![hat is it all
aLout, in fact ? !fle have to ensure that the right of
petition can in fact be exercised by our citizens. In
our opinion, this is already possible because they have
the right to petition Parliament. Naturally, this being
the case, Parliament has the right to obtain all the
information it needs. The right of petition does not
mean that there is any compulsion to start legal
proceedingp. Here, we have to be clear where infringe-
ments arJ concerned. I could add that the Court of
Justice has already ruled on this point and that there
is no question, by means of any kind of procedure,
since recourse to the right of petition is in no way
involved, of forcing the Commission or the Council to
follow up a petition which would result in a legal
action for infringement.
As for individual rights and individual redress against
legislative acts, this is a very important and delicate
matter, but I believe that your information is not quite
accurate. If I remember rightly, one honourable
Member suggested that there are, at the most, two or
three cases of this kind. I should like to remind you of
the action undertaken by a non-resident of the
Community, a Japanese, against a regulation of the
Commission deriving from the Commission decision
to retain the temporary anti-dumPing duties affecting
Japanese manufacturers of ballbearingp. These Japa-
neie firms appealed to the Court on the grounds of a
misuse of power by the Commission and, won their
case for a whole series of reasons, because it was
iudged contradictory to draw uP an aSreement Putting
an end to anti-dumping procedures while at the same
time retaining these temporary duties. This is a case
in point where people felt that their rights had been
infringed and won their case. Consequently, I do not
thinklt can be said that the Court is restrictive in its
decisions; on the contrary, it can support quite a few
rights and quite a few other possibilities. However, if I
am going to be consistent with what I said at the
outset, I feel that we really must take a very careful
look at this area, if we want to make sure that our
citizens' rights are not eroded by closer European inte-
gration. All this means that we have to take a really
close look at things, and we have to consider the
following points. Firstly, direct appeal against a legisla-
tive act is an unusual occurrence in our States, which
is quite understandable, given our different legal
systems. Secondly, as I said before, it cannot be said
that in the present situation and given the increased
activity of the Court redress against legislative acts is
not possible. But it happens in an indirect and round-
about manner.
Lastly, we have to remember 
- 
as did the rapporteur
- 
the effects of the extra workload on the smooth
running of the Court. This is something which will
have to be gone into with the Court. Its excellent and
conscientious work is the guarantee for believing its
claim that it has reached breaking point as regards
work. !7e have to be careful that we do not throw the
inter-institutional balance out of ioint by overloading
the Court, unless the extra work is justified by require-
ments which are as clear, as essential and as important
as the other work of the Court of Justice and the
other institutions.
Consequently, we at the Commission are keeping a
watchful eye here, too. However, as a number of you
pointed out, speaking about the right of petition and
direct access to the Court, we have to see whether the
situation is such as to require immediate stoPgaP
action, in view of the violations which can be
detected, before legislating and changing things.
If we want to incorporate this in the Treaties, the Trea-
ties will have to be amended. ![e have to make sure
before we embark on the tricky business of modifying
the Treaties, with all the temptations that will awaken,
that such a procedure is in fact needed in the light of
the situation as it is.
These are the views of the Commission. !fle should
like to thank the Political Affairs Committee for the
work which I am sure it is going to continue, and a
particular word of thanks must go to Mr Scelba and
Mr Bayerl, both of whom have made a tremendous
personal contribution to this work. The decision of
ihe Commission to present a memorandum on the
accession of the Community as such to the European
Convention on Human Rights is directly linked to the
work we shared with the Political Affairs Committee
and to the conclusions and recommendations of the
round table in Florence. The Commission is ready to
continue discussion of paragraph 3 with the appro-
priate parliamentary committees for the simple
ieason, as I said at the outset, that the Community we
are seeking to achieve depends on our citizens feeling
that they are in a better Position than before to defend
their fundamental rights in an integrated Community.
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President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution and the amendment
which has been tabled will be put to the vote at the
beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
The debate is closed.
10. Expulsion from lValta of ^fuIr oon Hassel
President. 
- 
The next item is the debate on the
report (Doc. 584178), drawn up by Mr Johnston on
behalf of the Political Affairs Committee, on the
expulsion from Malta of Mr von Hassel.
The rapporteur will forgo the oral presentation of his
rePort.
I 
,call Lord Ardwick to speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group.
Lord Ardwick. 
- 
Mr President, if you have a look at
the amendments which have been tabled by members
of the Socialist Group, you will see that there is an
attempt to redress the balance in the report. In the
resolution, all the blame is put upon the Government
of Malta and nothing is said at all to the detriment of
Mr von Hassel. There are members of my group who
feel, first of all, that his remarks were provocative, and
secondly, those of them who know the internal affairs
of Malta better than I do think that he was not particu-
larly well-informed. Of counie we all agree that what
has happened in Malta is entirely unsatisfactory and
gives cause for very grave concem. But what is more
important, so it seems, is to avoid any further estrange-
ment between Malta and the Community, and yet this
resolution does seem to be rather provocative of the
Maltese Prime Minister and the Maltese. Now this is
rather inappropriate, since it is going on on the same
day as constructive discussions are being held within
the framework of the Council of Europe and since
Germany and Malta now seem ready to bury the
hatchet, and perhaps there is no reason why the Euro-
pean Parliament tonight should take up the hatchet
again. So the Socialist amendments, particularly the
second amendmen! summarize the basis of this rather
more constructive approach to this problem. If Parlia-
ment cannot subscribe to these principles, then this is
a matter for some concern rather than the minor but
very unfortunate incident concerning Mr von Hassel.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Aigner. (D) W President, ladies and
Sentlemen, if I may follow on from our previous
debate on human and fundamental rights, the basic
concept of our European politics is undoubtedly that,
perhaps for the first time in history, nine States have
declared : in matters governed by the Treaties, we
renounce national sovereignty, i.e. the final authority,
and replace a system of national authority with a legal
system. I believe, Mr President, that this is the basic
concept of the European ideal. And we are proud of it.
However, as basic legal system of this type naturally
requires a fundamental consensus on its values. This
may be a subject of considerable dispute, particularly
as regards working. However, there is no doubt that
these fundamental values and this fundamental
consensus cover freedom of speech. There is no
freedom of speech, however, when if a politician
makes a statement out of concern that these funda-
mental values and rights are in danger of being
violated by a politician or by a governmenr in a
country which is associated with the Community, his
freedom of movement is subsequently jeopardized and
he can be sent home and be declared 'persona non
grata' 
- 
simply because he ventured to draw attention
to unfortunate trends and to threats to fundamental
values and rights, and to describe them in specific
terms. In my view, that is not only the right but also
the duty of a politician.
I was therefore very pleased, Mr President, that the
committee 
- 
unanimously with one abstention 
-has drawn up a motion for a resolution in which para-
graph I says that the European Parliament : strongly
protests against the decision taken by the Government
of Mr Dom Mintoff.
A unanimous resolution with a single abstention. So
far, so good. Now, however, we come to the
following: I have here a whole list of newspaper
cuttings from Malta, reporting on the visit of a
Socialist member of this House, namely Mr Prescott.
At this point I should like to quote iust two
sentences : Mr Prescott stated that the Democrats,
Conservatives and Christian-Democrats were cons-
piring against Malta in an attack on Malta's indepen-
dence and its association with the European Commu-
nity.
Perhaps Mr Prescott did not notice that it was
precisely our group which tabled a motion in this
House for increased economic aid to Malta, even after
the expulsion of Mr von Hassel.
I fail to see how a member of this House, who must
be aware of the facts, can speak of a conspiracy or of a
Christian-Democrat and Conservative plot against
Malta ; in other words, it is downright affrontery to
make such a statement in Malta !
Ladies and gentlemen, a further point : Mr Prescott
stated in Malta that this resolution, rhis protest by our
Assembly, was an attack on Malta. !7hat are we
coming to when such words are uttered in a foreign
country by a man who followed the debates in this
House from the first to the last word. He knows full
well that it is not an attack against the people of
Malta, but a condemnation of something that this
Community must condemn if it wishes to retain its
credibility. The Community must condemn the fact
that fundamental values and rights were being violated
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in this case. I thought we had done away once and for
all with the principle of 'my party right or wrong', but
is seems to be very much to the fore here.
I think, ladies and gentlemen, that Mr Prescott was in
Malta not as an ambassador of understanding and
conciliation, but as an ambassador of incitement and
agitation, and it is that which we should formally
condemn in the sharpest possible terms 
- 
which I
should like to do with these words.
I therefore deplore the fact that the Socialist Group
has let itself get carried away to such an extent as to
try to water down and put its own interpretation on
paragraph 1. It is destroying its own credibility, parti-
cularly with the arguments which it put forward itself
five minutes ago.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
I say, what a very difficult
debate this could be ! Let us hope it will not 8et that
way.
May I start off by saying to the noble lord who moved
the amendments for the Socialist Group that I thank
him for the moderate way in which he did it" and I
hope I shall keep my speech as moderate as his. It is a
convention in our House, as you probably know, Sir,
that one does not attack an honourable Member who
is not present unless you have warned him, and I do
not intend although I can understand why my
colleague, Mr Aigner has felt so incensed by some of
the reported speeches of Mr Prescott 
- 
I have them
here, incredible as they are 
- 
to follow up what Mr
Aigner has said, although there is no doubting the
truth of what he has said. As I said, I do not intend to
follow the line of attacking Mr Prescot! as he is not
here to defend himself. I am sure he would do so very
adequately if he were.
!7hat I think is important is that a parliamentary
representative has been expelled from a country that
professes democracy and the reason why he has been
expelled is that he said one or rwo things which
seemed to anger the Prime Minister and the party
who rule that country 
- 
Malta. Apart from regretting,
as I think Lord Ardwick did and I know Mr Aigner
did, the fact that it is undemocratic to expel some-
body because you do not like what they said 
- 
is
there no freedom of speech ? That in itself is unde-
mocratic and should be deprecated and condemned
- 
one really has to look at the question whether what
he said was true or not, and I do not think this debate
should centre on what one honourable Member, Mr
Prescott, did or did not do, culpable though he may
be.
Is it true, or is it untrue ? !7hat in fact had Mr von
Hassel said ? I have done as much research as I can,
and as far as I can see most of his remarks that I have
been able to research into are true. And then, if they
are true, I can understand why he was expelled and
declared Persona non grata. I think there is no doubt
about it. He said that Malta's economy is restricted
because of Malta's relationship with Libya 
- 
and it is,
- 
indeed it is. There is no doubt about the way the
Libyans have moved in and virtually bribed the
Maltese Government with offers of petroleum at the
price they pay in their own country, way, way below
the market price. 'And if you don't do what we want,
then you are going to have to pay the world market
price'. Oho ! If that is not threatening, I don't know
what is. The way they are dangling out the 36 million
which Mintoff wants to keep his economy going 
-'Ifyou are a good boy you will get it; if you are not, you
den'i' 
- 
I would have thought that that was very
much restricting and Malta's future and Malta's ability
to be a free and independent nation.
Then again, Mr von Hassel said that civil rights are
endangered and fear prevails. I think there is no doubt
that as far as education is concerned this is so, and
that, with respect to Mr Prescott, he got it wrong. As
far as I can make out, the way that students are
chosen in Malta is quite extraordinary and even the
students said that Mr Prescott was wrong. They said
that he had gone to the wrong place. There is no
doubt about it, that the procedure to gain a place in a
university is an extraordinary one : I have never met it
anywhere else. A would-be student can only obtain a
university place with the approval of the firm or enter-
prise where he or she is already working. And a
student's application to study must be made by his or
her fellow-workers. The workers' committee of an
enterprise decides whether a would-be student can
apply for a university place : whether he is a good boy,
party line, joined the union or not, those are the
criteria, and to hell with his academic qualifications !
I7ell really, cor blimey, what are we getting to when
we have that kind of qualification to decide whether
or not you should go to university ? If we had those
sort of qualifications in the United Kingdom I think
our universities would be about one college each, if
that. Not only that : the place can only be obtained
for science, engineering, medicine and law studies, but
not for the arts. !7ell, that Mr President, is rather
extraordinary and it really does show there is a certain
amount of coercion by this Socialist Government of
Mr Mintoff. And even after that the student is not free,
because his application has to be studied by the
workers' committee, and the committee members are
appointed by the Minister of Education, not by the
university. And what I find absolutely extraordinary is
that the lecturers in the university are appointed not
by the governing body, oh no, but by the government,
by the Minister of Education. So it really is a State-run
job, and even Lord Ardwick, with his well-known
liberal tendencies, cannot for one minute accept that
that is right. !7as not Mr von Hassel right when he
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said what he did ? I would have thought rhat he was
eminently right.
Once again, I am sure it is absolutely true that the
government has instructed that religious services in
State schools should be held during the lunch hour
and not in school hours. !7hat a lovely idea ! Either
you eat or you go to a church service. lfell, once
again I do not think that is quite the right way of
going about things. And I think once again thar even
our Communist friends would say that that is not
exactly practising the liberty to choose religion, as I
am sure they would agree that the choice of eating or
praying is not a very happy one. Nevertheless, that is
how it exists at the moment.
And again, as regards freedom of speech, the law has
embraced the printed and the broadcasting word since
1974. T\e law gives privileges to Ministers' public
statements, they get priorify. Of course Ministers' state-
ments are always important, Mr President, much more
important that what you and I say, as indeed we
know; the ordinary common man never has the same
importance in what he says, no matter who he may
be, as do Ministers; but I do not think they should
get quite as much priority as that. Moreover, the law
makes the publication of false news which is liable to
alarm public opinion or disturb the public good liable
to punishment by imprisonment or a fine. !flhat in
point of fact happens is that journalists are presumed
guilty, and they have to provide proof that they are
innocent. And how the devil do you do that ? Once
again, I turn to Lord Ardwick. Do you, as a journalist
- 
and you were a very eminent one in your country
- 
really think that that is right ? I agreed with hardly
anything you wrote, but you had every right to write
it, and I did not presume that you were guilty when
you said things which were absolutely monstrous and
outrageous. You were innocent, until it was proved
that what you had said was wrong. Perhaps you were
and perhaps you were not wrong, but nevertheless you
had the right to write it. But not in Malta, oh no :
there you are guilty until you are proved innocen!
and you have to supply the proof, and how the devil
do you do it ? So I think that perhaps Mr von Hassel
was right, Sir, and if all these things are true, then why
was it that the Maltese Government did expel him ? It
could not have been because what he was saying was
wrong, because he was right, and I think the proof of
that is absolutely valid, it is a fact. The obvious reason
is that they were frightened : they did not want him
looking in, they did not want him going on, because
the people of Malta might actually have listened to
him 
- 
although he was not a minister 
- 
they might
actually have heard the truth, and they might have got
rather excited. Perhaps they might even have gone
against Mr Mintoff ; and of course that is absolutely
monstrcrus.
And then you have the police allowed to go into
homes to see whether people are sick or not when
they do not got to work. I mean, what sort of police
State is that ? I cannot imagine it happening in
Germany or in my country : if I am sick and I get a
doctor's certificate the police come shinning round,
pounding on my door: 'Are you sick or are you not ?'
What a happy thought ! Yet that is what happens in
Malta.
Mr von Hassel was right. And in the face of these
facts, which I know that Lord Ardwick knows about,
and I know that Mr Broeksz knows about, and.others
as well 
- 
Mr Fliimig certainly knows about them 
-how can they put down those amendments, and how
can they stick to them ? So I would ask them in all
reasonableness: think about it overnight, and by
tomorrow morning, when we come to vote on them,
please withdraw them, because they are not true.
(Applause)
I do not want to bias this House too much against
Malta. Malta has been a tremendous friend of my
country for years, over the centuries, and the very last
thing I want to do is to put the Maltese people in the
dock here this evening; but I am prepared to put Mr
Mintoff and his government in the dock because of
their behaviour. Even my colleagues over there on the
far side of this Chamber would not agree with the way
Mr Mintoff and his government are behaving.
And so I ask this House not to accept those amend-
ments ; I particularly ask the Socialist Group to with-
draw the amendments when it comes to tomorrow
morning, and to let the resolution of Mr Johnston go .
through as it stands.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pistillo to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Pistillo. (I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, our group too considers Mr Johnston's
motion for a resolution on the vexed question of the
expulsion from Malta of Mr von Hassel to be
extremely untimely and ill-judged, for various reasons
which I shall try ro outline very briefly in my speach.
First of all, Mr Scott-Hopkins, the motion for a resolu-
tion makes no mention whatsoever of the statements
made by Mr von Hassel on 5 June 1978 at the 20th
Congress of the European Union of Christian-Demo-
crats 
- 
statements which have to be read in full, not
merely the parts quoted by Mr Scott-Hopkins
regarding house calls on sick persons and the admis-
sion of young Maltese students to university. There is
a very important political part of this speech which
was perhaps not read by Mr Scott-Hopkins, who put
up a defence which was most understandable for a
British Conservative but which did not fit in with the
facts 
- 
and this part contains very serious and
weighty political opinions.
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I shall confine myself to quoting a particularly note-
worthy point, which Mr Aigner and in particular Mr
Scott-Hopkins obviously overlooked, where Mr von
Hassel states that, in Malta, NATO is losing an impor-
tant strategic base. He Soes on to say that the question
of protecting the south-east flank of the Atlantic Alli-
ance is becoming more and more urgent, bearing in
mind the possibility of the Communists coming into
the ltalian Government and failure to find a solution
to the Greco-Turkish conflict and tensions over
Cyprus.
These are very serious political opinions which imply
other no less serious and weighty views which in turn
represent 
- 
as rightly pointed out in the amendment
tabled by the Socialist Group 
- 
a serious interference
in the intemal affairs of the country in question
which, Mr Scott-Hopkins, is after all an independent
and sovereign State. I can understand that the depar-
ture of the British from Valletta rankles you a great
deal, but you must get used to the idea that the British
are leaving this and other countries. You have left
many countries, and this process will continue
because it is the era of the end of colonialism. I7hat
do you want to do about it ? You do not like it, but I
am delighted.
It is for these reasons that we submit that the posi-
tions expressed by the Christian-Democratic spokes-
man and Mr Scott-Hopkins are unfounded. They
ignored a not unimportant part of the statements
made by Mr von Hassel. However, c/e cannot agree
with their attitudes even to the other aspects. IThat is
the idea of interfering in the i.rternal affairs of this
country which is struggling to emerge from a situation
of many years standing, having been reduced for so
long to the status of a mere military base with a single-
track economy moulded by Britain to suit its strategic
interests in the Mediterranean and the rest of the
world ? But tread warily with certain opinions. And
tread warily, in particular, Mr von Hassel, who made
completely unacceptable statements and, when told in
Malta that one of the conditions for his being allowed
to remain on the island for the meeting of the Christi-
an-Democratic Group was a retraction of certain
forceful opinions which represented interference in
the intemal affairs of this independent and sovereign
country, merely appealed to the English press ! Take
note, iust to the English press. In fact, a large Part of
Mr von Hassel's speech was published not by the
German press, Mr Scott-Hopkins, but by the 'Sunday
Times of Malta', and the British deliberately put their
oar in to make relations between the Federal Republic
of Germany and Malta and, why not, between the
Community as a whole and Malta more strained.
These are the facts which must be borne in mind !
There is no reference whatsoever to them in the
motion for a resolution, and the reasons why are all
too clear.
Secondly, as has already been pointed out 
- 
and I
shall reiterate it briefly 
- 
the motion for a resolution
is not pressing for the settlement of what is as we are
well aware 
- 
a most regrettable situation in order to
reach an agreement, to begin negotiations, to improve
relations with Malta, to ensure that this independent
country plays a key role in peace and ditente in the
heart of the Mediterranean 
- 
an objective which we
all set great store by and aspire to. This motion for a
resolution is not designed to overcome the undoubted
difficulties with which I believe the European
Community ought to concern iself if we want the
Maltese people to be properly defended, not only as
regards the freedom and independence to which it is
fully entitled and which none of us has any right to
molest or violate, but also in the fulfilment of its role
as a link between Europe and the rest of the Arab
world, the world of the Mediterranean in the middle
of which it is situated.
Finally, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I must
say that this motion for a resolution 
- 
and in this I
share the opinion of the Socialist member 
- 
is some-
what provocative. \7e do not agree with the expulsion
of Mr von Hassel. It could probably have been
avoided. However, it has been exploited and used as
part of a campaign of rather untruthful and
misleading propaganda against Malta. \7e have
publicly expressed our point of view on this question.
However, out of respect for history, out of respect for
the facts, out of respect for the truth, it is not right to
go beyond these comments.
Thus, while deploring this expulsion, we should be
careful to respect the freedom and independence of
the country in question, as of all countries, small and
large alike. I7e should be careful to ensure that the
negotiations between the European Community and
Malta go ahead fairly. Let us make sure that no disrup-
tion or troublesome elements find their way into nego-
tiations which are without doubt complex and deli-
cate, as anyone who has followed them to any extent
is perfectly aware and can easily understand.
For this reason our Group is opposed to the motion
for a resolution and will support the amendments
tabled by the Socialist Group. \Tithin the time
allowed us, we have tried to express a number of brief
considerations, in order to some extent to re-establish
the truth. Enough of the slanderous campaign that
there has undoubtedly been against Malta ! Let us
come back down to the realm of truth and dialogue,
perhaps even for a confrontation. By all means let us
express our criticisms and opinions, but let us do so
with respect for the freedom and independence of this
country and its people and with a view to improving
relations with it.
(Applause)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Broeksz.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, let us assume that
what happened in Malta should not have happened.
That is one thing. But it is a much more serious
matter that we should apparently be contemplating
doing something which simply does not benefit this
House. Of course it is interesting to hear all about
what Mr Mintoff has done, but we are responsible for
our own actions, and I must say that I would be
ashamed to vote for a motion for a resolution which
says that because a particular country is linked to the
Community by an association agreement we should
do our utmost to prevent the recurrence of such inci-
dents. Since when have we had the right to use, say,
the Lom6 Convention, under which we distribute food
aid, or association agreements to lay down the law as
to how these associated countrie" should behave ?
much much more serious things have happened in
many of the countries to the which we are linked by
association agreements or by the Lom6 Convention or
in countries to which we distribute food aid. I have
never known this House to use these links with the
Community to tell those countries how they should
behave.
This is a serious matter; indeed, it is only just short of
scandalous. It is a much more serious matter than the
possibility of Mr von Hassel not being allowed back
into Malta. Please do not get me wrong on this 
- 
I
am not trying to justify what happened in Malta, I
simply obiect to what certain people are trying to do
here in this House.
As for the appeal addressed to us by Mr Scott-
Hopkins 
- 
who I see is just on his way out 
- 
to
think again and to withdraw our amendments, I
cannot help feeling that he should himself rethink the
matter overnight and delete that part of a motion for a
resolution which urges the Council and the Commis-
sion 'to do their utmost to prevent the recurrence of
such incidents in that country, which is linked to the
Community by an association agreement'. It would be
nothing short of scandalous if this House were ever to
adopt such a resolution. Ve have never 
- 
and it will
do Mr Scott-Hopkins no harm to hear this bluntly put
- 
ws tr3v6 never tried to use food aid as a lever on
the recipient country, and the same goes for the Lom6
Convention. I7e have never used association agree-
ments as a means of telling the associated countries
how to conduct their own internal affairs, and a jolly
good job too, because that is not part of our function.
It would be a matter for the utmost regret if this
House were, for the first time, to adopt a course of
action which ill befits it and which would be and
remain a blot on this Parliament's record.
President 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution and the amendments
which have been tabled will be put to the vote at the
beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
The debate is closed.
ll. Decision introd.ucing a Communiry s1stem of
information on accidents
President. 
- 
The next item is the debate on the
report (Doc. 40179), drawn up by Mrs Cassanmagnano
Cerretti on behalf of the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a deci-
sion introducing a Community system of information on
accidents in which products are involved, outside the
spheres of occupational activities and road traffic.
I call Mr Schyns.
Mr Schyns, deputy rapporteur. 
- 
(O Ladies and
gentlemen, the Commission's proposal to set up an
information system on accidents caused by the misuse
of industrial products has certainly come at the right
moment. It is all too often the case that accidents,
sometimes very serious accidents, happen because
people who use certain products do not realise how
toxic they are or do not know how they should be
used. The measures we spoke of yesterday concerning
the labelling of products to protect consumers, are
already having some effect.
But in spite of these measures, the Commission is
obliged to note that the frequency of accidents
resulting from the handling of producs is still, unfor-
tunately, very worrying, and this is why new measures
must be prepared as soon as possible. At first sight,
the aim of the motion seems somewhat technical, but
it sets out in detail the aims of the system which is
needed to put the accidents on file and discover their
causes and significance, so as to obtain an objective
account of these accidents and be able to take appro-
priate measures to prevent them.
The members of our committee approved this prop-
osal unanimously, but they would also like the
Commission to speed up the drafting of the appro-
priate directives in order to reduce the number of acci-
dents, following the example set by the United States
of America in this field.
Mr Calewaert's report on the legal responsibilities of
manufacturers of defective products, which we
approved a short while ago, is also an extremely effec-
tive contribution to consumer protection and goes
hand in hand with the measures recommended in this
rePort.
I7e hope that Member States and their industrial
inspectorates will cooperate actively so that this direc-
tive can be implemented as soon as possible and as
efficiently as possible.
Taking due account of these considerations, we recom-
mend that Parliament should approve this motion.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Nielsen to sPeak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Brsndlund Nielsen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, the
Liberal Group can support this proposal from the
Commission regarding the establishment of an infor-
mation system on the various possible causes of acci-
dents in, for example, the home, since this is an
increasing problem to not least because of the
increased trend towards do-it-yourself, which may in
turn reflect political problems such as avoidance of
taxes etc., which one would have to pay if the work
was done by someone else. For this reason, we can see
from the statistics that more and more people are
having accidents and one of the problems, as we in
the Liberal Group see it, is that the collection of the
information might in fact result in a delay in actually
getting something done about the problem. However,
we recognize the need to collect this information, and
it may also be found that the causes are so many and
varied that it is impossible to tackle the problem as a
whole.
However, it would probably be possible to increase
safety in a number of fields by introducing safery
standards and it might even be claimed that in some
cases standards of this kind can constitute technical
obstacles to trade if they differ from one country to
another. However, I should like to warn the Commis-
sion against attempts to take harmonization still
further in the future since if, for example, it should
turn out that 
- 
and I naturally hope you will not take
me too literally here- that there are a number of acci-
dents in the Community each year involving people
slipping in their bathroom and being strangled by
their towels, this would not be reasonable ground for
immediately demanding the harmonization of towels.
I7hat I mean to say is that we should not let this
become an exaggerated attempt at standardization and
harmonization of details.
Finally, I should like to say that in many matters
concerning consumer protection, it is important from
the Liberal point of view to keep people informed of
where the problems lie. Rather than lay down a whole
series of requirements and prohibitions we must
attempt, by means of information, to appeal to
people's own interests and initiative, and this is one
reason why this information network may be a useful
thing. We can therefore go along with the report.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, Illember of tbe Commixion' 
- 
(F)
First of all I should like to thank the committee for
giving its assent to our proposal.
Next" I should like to say to Mr Nielsen that he need
have no fears regarding any excess zeal on our part,
nor should he think that we are going to harmonize
the dimensions of baths in order to prevent people
from drowning when we are fully aware that drowning
depends more upon the size of the body in the water
than the other way around.
More seriously, I should like to say to Mr Schyns that
there will of course be some delay before the system is
set up, as the rapporteur admitted, but I should like to
assure him, on behalf of the Commission, that these
delays will have no effect on the Commission's work,
in other words that the Commission's cuffent
programme of work on food products and textiles etc.
will not be affected by the scheme we have proposed
here, and that we shall continue to take appropriate
steps to protect the health and safety of consumers.
The fact that we are carrying out one project in this
field does not mean that we shall neglect the
programme to which we were previously committed.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution as it stands, will be put to
the vote at the beginning of tomorrods sitting. 
,
The debate is closed.
12. Organ banhs
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mrs
Krouwel-Vlam, on behalf of the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion, on organ banks (Doc. 2a/79).
I call Mr Jahn.
Mr Jahn, deputl rapporteur, 
- 
(D) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen. Apropos of this short own-initia-
tive repor! for which we must give special thanks to
Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, I must just make one or two
comments, by way of introduction, on the main
points. The Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection wishes to urge the
Community to coordinate the activities of existing
organ banks in an effort to improve the efficiency of
these banks in the fields of health care. Although
there is already an entire series of university centres
specializing in organ transplants and some private
institutions such as Eurotransplant have expanded
their international activities, we are of the opinion
that the situation at present is not quite equal to the
demands of public health policy in the European
Community. Everyone must surely be aware of how
much human suffering is represented by the huge
demand for organ transplants and if there are too few
donors this demand can only be gradually satisfied.
Because I know that success in organ transplants
depends to a great extent on optimum physical compa-
tibility between donor and recipient, there should be
some way of exchanging data and a standardized data
processing system should be set up so that more
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human lives can be saved and more help provided for
the alleviation of physical infirmities.
In this connection I would remind Members of the
thorough investigation carried out by the Commission
which was particularly concerned with the possibility
of creating a data bank for the matching of organs or
blood. On the basis of the recommendations made,
the Commision is drafting a proposal on meaningful
cooperation between existing and future organ banks.
'!7e welcome this and will do everything in our power
to suPport it.
On the basis of the information available to us and
the discussions within our committee we have
nevertheless come to the conclusion that, along with
Sreater coordination of data banks and data exchange
systems, there must also be harmonization of the regu-
lations on transplants. In many Member States there
have been very delicate and protracted legal proceed-
ings concerning the legal bases of transplant regula-
tions. The outcome of our deliberations is that organ
banks would be able to function better if a funda-
mental solution to these problems were obtained, so
that a whole series of legal hurdles could be elimi-
nated. The controversy was principally about the ques-
tion of whether a consent formula or a 'no objection'
formula should be accepted for the donation of
organs. The Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection decided in favour of
a 'no objection' formula with the proviso that the indi-
vidual's wishes should be respected at all times. This
ruling has been in force in France since 1976 and
should sooner or later be put forward as the goal to be
aimed at, depending upon the specific situation in the
individual Member States.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, it is quite under-
standable that tradition, individual mentalities and
emotions may sometimes be stronger than logic, and
that it may therefore take some time to achieve
progress in these matters. Nevertheless, it is a great
pity that in many cases organs cannot be donated
because the necessary individual consent has not been
obtained and the consent of the relatives arrives too
late. The problems arising from this most importanr
question are very well illustrated in a play called 'One
November Evening', which is being given this month
in Brussels and in which the members of a family are
called together to decide whether they should allow
their relative's heart to be donated but cannot come to
an agreement in time. In the event, both donor and
recipient die in this play, which is extremely
thoughtful and made a great impression on us. The
author depicts this unfortunate episode as just one
event in the family circle of a responsible group of
people. But the story he tells is based on fact and that
is why it has such a profound effect on anyone who
sees it.
I7e therefore suggest that, the Commission should
not only help to coordinate cooperation and
exchanges of data by the existing organ banks, but
should also prepare an optional draft directive on
transplants based on the 'no obiection' formula, which
will naturally best meet the needs of recipients.
The Commission will also have to establish various
implementation procedures for this directive as recom-
mended in Paragraph 30 of the explanatory statement
of the motion for a resolution, which I urge you to
adopt. Apropos of this, I should like to make it quite
clear that we are not casting aspersions on the situa-
tion in any of the Member Stares. This initiative is
simply a step along the road towards the adoption of a
humanitarian attitude to the serious afflictions of our
fellow men, whose chances of survival are, as far as we
can assess, significantly better with a transplant than
they would be without one.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, lWember of the Commission, 
- 
(F)Mr
President, it is perhaps discourteous of me to be
constantly monopolizing your attention, but I think it
is important for the Commission to put across its
point of view regarding the motion for a resolution
which is being examined now.
I7e fully understand Parliment's concern about this
issue, which is an important one from the scientific
point of view and a vital one fgom the medical point
of view, but which also raises problems of an ethical
nature. It is quite natural, therefore, that Parliamen!
which is tHe mouthpiece of the general public's
concerns, should be concerned by this matter and
should give voice to its feelings. It is quite in keeping,
too, with the implications of the debates held in our
national parliaments. Internationally, most of the
work done in this field hitherto has been carried out
by the Council of Europe, and their work has been of
great importance and value.
!7e feel that it would be helpful to clarify the situa-
tion by encouraging our Member States to adopt the
terms of the resolution which the Council of Europe
devoted to this question in 1978, and, more particu-
larly, Articles 10 and 13 of this resolution. N7e would
thus avoid duplicating work which has already been
done so well by the Council of Europe.
At all events we intend to submit the whole question
of organ transplants to the Committee for Medical
Research, which is a subcommittee of CREST, so that
we can look at the scientific and technical points
together with the subcommittee and decide whether it
would be appropriate for the Commission, or the
Community, to coordinate matters in this respect.
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Our feeling is that the Community should only do
thingp that it can do better than anyone else, not
thinp that others do as well or better. This being the
case, I think that the Commission's position is fully in
keeping with the views of the Parliament committee
and with the fundamental meaning of this resolution.
These are the practical steps we shall take to make
more information available to the committee. In fact,
once this initial debate has taken place at the CREST
subcommittee which I mentioned iust now, we could
provide the appropriate parliamentary committee with
this information, so as to see whether the initiative
should be pursued further or whether we should, on
the contrary, support initiatives, taken elsewhere or at
the national level.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution, as it stands, will be put to
the vote at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
The debate is closed.
13. Regulations on food aid
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l2ll79) by Mr Broeksz, on behalf of the Committee
on Development and Cooperation, on the proposals
from the Commission to the Council concerning food
aid regulations for 1979.
I call Mr Broeksz.
Mr Broeksz, rapporteur. (NL) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, once again we are concerned with the
report by our committee on the proposals from the
Commission on food aid for 1979, which means that
once again we shall be sending several million tonnes
of food aid to those countries which need this aid so
desperately. I take pride in the fact that in making
this contribution to coufitries in need, we have steered
clear of our bad old colonial ways and have never tried
to impose our views or wishes on the recipient coun-
tries. Mr President, let me point out right away that
there was not a single dissenting voice in the
committee on our proposed motion here on behalf of
the whole House, and may I also say that we are quite
happy with the Committee on Budgets' addition to
paragraph 19 of the motion for a resolution. Let me
summarize the proposals made in our rePort.
Firstly, we refer to last year's report, which did not
really differ all that much from the one before us
today. !7e welcome the fact that the Commission has
followed last year's example of combining the three
programmes for cereals, skimmed milk powder and
butteroil in a single communication. !7e believe that
the food aid in the form of cereals is inadequate, and
we support the Commission's proposal, in view of the
failure to conclude a new international cereals agree-
ment, to increase the programme for food aid in the
form of cereals to I135000 tonnes, and we call on
the Council to approve the necessary appropriations
for 1979. ![e regret that no agreement was reached in
Geneva on a new food aid Convention and we should
like further details if possible from the Commission
on the difficulties and conflicts of opinion which
brought about this failure. !fle hope that negotiations
will be resumed with all due speed and that they will
be brought to a successful conclusion. !7e deplore the
fact that supplies of skimmed milk powder have again
beem limited to 150000 tonnes. As you know, we
have been asking for 200 000 tons for a number of
years now, but the Council has still to take a decision
on this. This is a matter for great regret, but of course
we cannot blame the Commission in any way. !7e
have, however, again, asked the Commission to enter
the figure of 200 000 tonnes in its proposals, and we
hope that the Council will make the necessary appro-
priations available.
The reason why we attach so much importance to
stepping up deliveries of skimmed milk powder is
that it has such a high nutritional value. !fle realize
that there may be certain drawbacks in providing food
aid in the form of skimmed milk powder, particularly
in the very hot countries, where we hope the Commis-
sion will cough up for small machines to obviate the
potential hazards in using skimmed milk powder.
There is also the added danger of women giving up
breast-feeding, which will hardly be in the best
interest of their children. If the skimmed milk powder
cannot be delivered in the way we think it should be
delivered, we think it would be better not to supply it
at all.
You will not be surprised to hear that we are still in
favour of the delivery programme for butter oil being
increased from 45 000 tonnes to 55 000 tonnes. You
will doubtless recall the report we drew up on Flood
II, which was concemed specifically with aid to India.
!7e agree with the Commission's criteria for distri-
buting food aid, because almost 9O o/o ol the aid goes
to the poorest countries, and we hope that the criteria
will be applied flexibly, as the need far outweighs the
amounts we have available. We attach great impor-
tance to financing the transport of foodstuffs to the
recipient countries, but we also think it imperative to
have local distribution structures. \7here such struc-
tures do not yet exist, they must be created to ensure
that the food aid actually reaches the intended recipi-
ents, namely the most needy section of the popula-
tion. \fle are a bit worried about the checks on the use
of financial resources intended for food aid. In parti-
cular, we regard the transport appropriations as
inadequate and we also call on the Commission to
improve the control mechanisms by making them
more transparent.
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I7e also hope that by approving the new procedures,
we shall improve the administration of food aid. The
. report points out that the Court of Auditors has put
forward proposals on improved financing arrange-
ments, and we hope that a Community regulation will
require the Commission to include in all future agree-
ments with intemational organizations a clause autho-
rizing the Community authorities to exercise compreh-
ensive control over the implementation of aid agree-
ments pursuant to the provisions of the Community
Pinancial Regulation. The report agpin stresses the
fact that food aid can only be fully effective if its prin-
ciples form part of a long-term development strategy
and policy. I7e therefore reiterate our request to the
Council to implement the promises it made a number
of years ago on the question of Community food aid.
Food aid can only be properly distributed to the right
places if the plans are laid a number of years in
advance, so that everyone knows what is going on.
The report underlines our view that food aid must be
determined without reference to agricultural policy.
Again, this is nothing new. S7e also make the point
that food aid can only be a transitional solution of an
ancillary nature and that it should contribute to the
agricultural development of the recipient countries.
Ve therefore call upon the Community to make
rational use of all the instruments available to it for
the development of the agricultural sector, giving parti-
cular attention to the needs of small farmers. !7e draw
the attention of the Council and the Commission to
the $7orld Conference on Agrariaq Reform and Rural
Areas convened by the FAO for July 1979, and call
upon both institutions 
- 
and this, I think, is a very
important point 
- 
to draw up appropriate Commu-
nity proposals in good time. Mr President, our original
intention was simply to table this motion for a resolu-
tion, but as you know, the Committee on Budgets has
tabled an addition to paragraph 19, asking the
Council to take a decision as quickly as possible on
the management procedure for food aid and asking
the Council to open the planned conciliation proce-
dure by 30 April 1979. Ow report points out that the
amount of food aid and appropriations for 1979 were
laid down by the budgetary authorities in the general
budget. I7e also refer to the non-compulsory nature of
expenditure of food aid, and we ask the Commission
to rethink this arrangement. The fact that expenditure
on food aid counts as non-compulsory Community
expenditure is, in our opinion, extremely important.
Ve are surprised at the increasing percentage, more
than 70 o/o 
- 
ol ancillary costs over and above the
production costs proper, accounted for by refunds,
transport costs and monetary expenditure, and we call
on the Commission to keep an eye on these develop-
ments.
Mr President, I have given a general outline of what is
contained in the report, which was adopted unani-
mously by our committee. I do not think anyone had
any objection to this motion for a resolution, and I
hope that it will be adopted unanimously by the
whole House.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Devignon, lllember of the Commrssioz. 
- 
(F) Mr
President, I should like to thank Mr Broeksz and the
rapporteurs who have communicated their commit-
tees' approval of the 1979 lood aid programme. There
are just a few remarks I would like to make. The first
is that we are particularly gratified by this approval
since we share the view of the Committee on Develop-
ment and cooperation that our aid should be organ-
ized on a long-term basis and that the food aid policy
should be made part of our development policy.
Unfortunately, the Council has not yet seen this our
way, which is why the programmes for 1979 have
been presented according to the old procedure and
not according to new ones. !7e have entered only the
quantities provided for in the decision relating to the
1979 budget. Ve shall nevertheless continue to press
for a change in these procedures, for it is illogical to
maintain that food aid is one of the essential instru-
ments of our cooperation poliry and not to include it
in the general context where it belongs. As for the
quantities, we agree with the European Parliament on
the cereals and butter oil issues, and we are in the
process of examining how this can be achieved.
Similarly, we appreciate the argument that the protein
deficit of the developing countries should be made
good by supplying skimmed milk powder. However,
as Mr Broeksz has already stressed we ought also be in
a position to oversee effectively the use to which this
milk powder is put. This would hardly be feasible
with quantities in excess of 150 000 tonnes. Be that as
it may, we note the fact that the Parliament wished to
see this quantity increased to 200 000 tonnes and we
will back this suggestion as soon as we are sure that
we can administer quantities of this order effectively.
!7e therefore share the views of Parliament and its
committees when it comes to administration and
supervision.
The Geneva negotiations on a cereals agreement
providing also for food aid have failed. This is no fault
of the Community's.
In conjunction with our major partners, we shall
examine how these negotiations can be resumed.
They would have provided us with a useful instru-
ment, but the breakdown in Geneva does not prevent
us from attempting our approaches at the interna-
tional level. Consequently, as any measures we take
would be made easier by such an instrument, we shall
keep working in this direction. Lastly, on the question
of recipients, roughly 90 o/o ol the Community's food
aid, is, as in the past, distributed among the poorest
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countries and among the most destitute strata of their
populations.
I should like to thank Parliament for supporting our
suggestions and we, for our part, would like to assure
the House that we shall continue our endeavours to
improve our approach, to streamline our management
procedures and make this instrument more effective.
It is an important instrument and should have the
place it deserves in the general context of our coopera-
tion policy, which is part of the Community's external
policy and a part with which the Community has
every reason to be satisfied.
President. 
- 
I note that there are no further requests
to speak. S7e have now come to the end of our
agenda. I wish to thank the honourable Members for
their brevity, and also to thank Commissioner
Davignoh for having attended so assiduously and
answered the debates in the fullest possible way.
The motion for a resolution, together with the amend-
ment which has been tabled will be put to the vote at
the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
The debate is closed.
14. Agenda for tbe next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Friday, 27 April 1979, at 9.00 a.m., with the following
agenda:
- 
Procedure without report
- 
Voting-time
- 
Baas report on the visit by a European Parliament delega-
tion to Japan in 1979
- 
Nyborg report on equipment and measurements
- 
Jung report on carriage of goods
- 
Luster report on exchange losses
- 
Luster report on simpler Community regulations.
- 
Lemp report on the fishing agreement between Canada
and the EEC.
- 
Albertini report on forestry policy in the Community
- 
Motion for a resolution on fisheries
- 
Motion for a resolution on humanitarian aid to the
people of Uganda
- 
Motion for a resolution on accidents at work
- 
Motion for a resolution on the earthquake in Yugoslavia
- 
Albertini report on swine fever in Malta (without debate)
- 
N.y report on swine fever in Spain (without debate)
- 
N.y report on foot-and-mouth disease in South-East
Europe (without debate)
- 
Ney report on the prevention of classical swine fever
(without debate)
- 
Voting-time
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting was closed at 7,55 p,m)
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ANNEX
Questions wbieb could not be answered during Question Time, taitb witten ansuers
Question No 17, b1 Mr Fellermaierl
Subiect : Review body to examine the workings of the Commission
In his statement to the European Parliament in February 1979, the President of the Commission
announced the creation of a. review body of independent persons (council of wise men) to examine
the workings of the Commission.
!?ould the Commission therefore state :
!7hat were the criteria used in the selection of the members of this body ?
Vho are its members ?
!7hat are its terms of reference ?
Hoy r.naly Persons are involved in administrative support of the review body's work (eg. secretarial
and administrative assistance in the preparation of thl report) ?
Are these persons independent of the Commission or are present or former staff of the Commission
involved ?
rTill the commission make the report available to the European parliament ?
Ansuer
Those chosen are independcnt persons with a wide experience of administration and management at
national and international level and_ in_the private sector. The members of the Group 
"."iM, DirkSpierenburg, Mr Karl Buschmann, Mr Paul Delouvrier, Mr Giuseppe Petrelli and tr,ti Oicl Taverne.
In view of the changing character of the Community and the different categories of task the
Commission will face in the 1980s, to examine how the Commission's organisation and staff
tesources can best be adiusted to meet future needs, and thus cope with , r.pidly changing work-
load in the light of defined priorities.
I7ith the obiect of maintaining a permanent Community civil service of the highest quality, to
examine the ways in which the Commission can further develop its policies irirespeit of siaff
recruitment career development and provisions for retirement.
Mr Emile Noel, Secretary General of the Commission, and Mr Pierre Baichere, Director General for
Personnel and Administration, take part in the work of the Group.
Mr Verheyden, Director of the Publications Office and Mr Cardon de Lichtbuer, Director, member ofthe Board of the Bruxelles Lambert Bank and former- Community official, have been appointed
rapPorteurs.of the_Group. An official of the Commission's General Secretariat services the Gioup and
the Commission has provided the Group with material assistance.
Question No 18, b1 A4r Willi ltliiller2
Subject: Health hazards of asbestos
In its resolution of 16 December 19773 adopted on the basis of a report by its Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Piotection (Doc.344177) the European parliament called
on the Commission to take steps to restrict the use of asbestos, to pi"r, ahead with research into the
development of substitutes and to take appropriate action on improving health protection at places of
work where asbestos is used.
I Former oral questton wtthout debate (0-139/78 
- 
Doc. 659/78), convened into a question for euesuon Time2 Former oral questton with debate (0-12.t/78 
- 
Doc 6521781, convedcd rnto a questron lor euestron Time.
r OJ No C 6,9 January t978, p t38.
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Vill the Commission state:
\trhat specific action has so far been taken to put Parliament's demands and recommendations into
effect ?
!7hat progress has been made towards Setting asbestos included in the list of dangerous substances
(Council Directive of. 27 June 1967)?
!flhat practicat conclusions has the Commission drawn from the lact that various Member States
have independently adopted national bans or restrictions on the use of asbestos or are considering
doing so ?
Does the Commission recognize that the incidence of incapacity and death from asbestosis
contracted in the course of asbestos spraying has risen alarmingly, and that improved protection at
the place of work is therefore urgendy necessary ?
Can it be assumed that, in response to the need to safeguard public health and to prevent distortions
of competition resulting from discrepancies between the different provisions adopted by the Member
States, the Commission will submit a proposal for a directive to the Council as soon as possible ?
Answer
In all the Member S'.ates there is considerable interest in the problem of asbestos among both the
public and technical, economic and medical experts. This is shown by the action already undertaken
by the Member States, by the debate on and adoption of the Resolution on the health hazards of
asbestos by the European Parliament on 16 December 1977 and by the fact that an Economic and
Social Committee working party has drawn up a report on asbestos. Two of the conclusions drawn in
the report are as follows:
l. Exposure to asbestos fibres can definitely lead to serious, often fatal, diseases (for which there is no
known treatment), such as asbestosis, lung cancer, mesothelioma and stomach and intestinal
cancer).
2. Exposure to asbestos can increase the risk of cancer in humans. In this connection the Interna-
tional Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), in its study on asbestos (No 14, 1977), came to the
following conclusions :'In the light of present knowledge it is impossible to state whether there is
a definite exposure level below which the risk of disease does not increase.'
This statement by a highly authoritative body cannot be ignored.
In view of the above, it is essential that the use of asbestos be drastically restricted, but at the same
time it must be realized that the categorical requirements of prevention do not allow even a minimal
risk to remain.
The honourable Members also ask what the Commission has done with regard to the above-men-
tioned resolution by the European Parliament. On 29 June 1978 the Council adopted a resolution on
the action programme on safety and health at work, which contains a list of 14 measures which
ought to be taken by the end of. 1982.
Several of these measures are listed under the chapter on 'Protection against dangerous substances',
asbestos being one of these.
The Commission, in application of the action programme, has now submitted an outline directive
which is general in scope and lays down basic guidelines for health and safery at work with regard to
the main air-polluting substances, including asbestos.
At is meeting on 8 and 9 February 1979, the Advisory Committee on Safety, Hygiene and Health
Protection at Vork issued an opinion on the draft of this outline directive.
I intend to see to it that, in connection with this outline directive, specific directives are drawn up on
a number of air-polluting substances, such as asbestos, lead and cadmium, and on other carcinogenic
substances. Those on lead and asbestos can be expected soon. I also referred to these last points in
my recent reply to the question by Mrs Squarcialupi (H-391/78).
The special directive on asbestos will contain provisions for the protection of workers which limit the
number of airborne fibres at the workplace.
At the same time the Commission departments have drawn up a specialn action programme to
reduce the risks to human health from asbestos, which is also to be submitted to the Council. It deals
with, among other things, procedures for working with asbestos, its labelling and use, and the further
development of research in this field. The Advisory Committee on Safety, Hygiene and Health
Protection at !7ork has been asked to give its opinion on this document.
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Question No 20 by ltlr Radoux
Subiect : EEC-Turkey relarions
Vha.t contribution, particularly in the form of social and technological aid, is the Community
making to the measures that are necessary to rectify the political situation in Turkey ?
Ansucr
Following the visit to Brussels_ last May by the Prime Minister, Mr Ecevit, the Commission began
explanatory talks with the Turkish authorities in October 1978, during which the Turkish Gove"rn-
ment indicated the aims it proposed to pursue in its relations with the -ommunity. There were three
such aims : the firct was to bring home to Turkish public opinion the importance of the link
between us; the second was to reorganize our relations in view of the changes which have taken
place in the international economic climate; the third was to make the Community aware of the
extremely serious economic problems facing Turkey.
At the beginning of 1979 the Commission forwarded to the Council a communication on the deve-
lopment of relations berween the European Community and Turkey, which is intended to provide
answers to the problems raised by the Turkish delegation. It covers the foltowing four aspects of the
Association :
- 
trade
- 
social aspects,
- 
agriculture
- 
economic and financial aspects.
In the field of trade, the Commission has proposed to the Council a five-year suspension of Turkey's
customs obligations.
In the social field, the Commission has made proposals to the Council for an increased effort by the
Community with regard to the conditions of residence of Turkish workers and their families in the
Community and their desired reintegration into the Turkish economy.
\7ith regard to agriculture, th.e Community, by adopting a completely new and essentially political
role, which is nevertheless.still in keeping with the spirit of the Ankara Agreement, is pioiosing a
19lutio1 to this problem which is unique in the Community's relations with-a non-me.L.r'.ouniry.!7hat it is proposing is a total dismantling of tariffs in order ro assist Turkish agricultural producs, io
begin as soon as the move towards the Customs Union is resrarted. This will i.pp.n, if ihe Turkistr
Government so wish,:s, in 1984 and will take the form of an automatic sched'ule for phasing out
tariffs.
In the financial field, the Commission has proposed to the Council that exceptional aid be granted
to Turkey for the next two years and that the run-up to the negotiations on the Fourth Fi-nancial
Protocol be started next autumn in order to ensure continuity of aid for the financing of investmentsin Turkey.
At its meeting on 2,April, the.Council held a policy debate on these Commission proposals and
expressed_ its approval of the guidelines put forward by the Commission with regard to ir"je, agricul-
ture and finance. The social aspect is to be examined at a later stage, and all the-proposals will 6e put
to the Council at its meeting on 8 May 1979 tor final adoption.
Question No 21, b1 A4r De Clercq
Subject: Free industrial zone in the Carso area
The Commission is asked to explain why, in the current negotiations with ?uogoslavia, it is thinking
of allowing a free industrial zone to be established in thJCarso area on botf, sides of the bordei
berween Italy and Yugoslavia, as this might have serious environmental, racial and economic
consequences for the ciry of Trieste, which has never been able to benefit from the opportunities and
advantages generously granted to other areas within the Communiry.
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Answer
The Commission would point out to Mr De Clercq that the agreement currently being negotiated
between the Community and Yugoslavia makes no provision for the creation of a iree inJustrll zonein the Carso area but simply takes account of the fact that the establishment of such a zone was
provided for in the Protocol annexed to the Treaty of Osimo between Italy and Yugoslavia.
The Commission has thus proposed that in the agreement to be concluded between the Communiry
and Yugoslavia certain obiectives which Italy and Yugoslavia wish to achieve by signing Treary oi
Osimo should not be rendered void. ITith regard to the environmental, ethnic and economic
consequences which Mr De Clercq fears will arise from the creation of the free zone, the Commis-
sion wishes to stress that it is a matter for the signatories to the Treaty of Osimo and to the
Economic Agreement concluded at the same time to solve this problem. Furthermore, it wishes to
draw attention to the fact that the above-mentioned Agreement provides for the setting up of a joint
Italian-Yugoslavian Commission to study the way in which the free zone can be established and at
the same time the negative consequences referred to by Mr De CIercq avoided. It is however clear
that the Commission will make sure that the solutions arrived at during the negotiations with yugos-
lavia allow the development projects planned in the Carso free zone to progress adequately. As far as
the Commission is concerned, any such solutions would have to obviate the risk of deflection of
trade and of distortions in the quantitative restrictions to be provided for in the EEC 
- 
Yugoslavia
Agreement for products which present problems for Community industries. !7ith regard to the
opportunities and advantages from which the question maintains the city of Trieste has not been
able to benefit, the Commission would refer to its reply to !trritten Question No 962178 by Mr
Bettiza, in which it clearly stated the rules governing eligibiliry for Community aid under the various
funds.
Question No 22, b1 hlr Deuulf
Subiect : Family situation of EEC scholarship-holders and trainees from the ACP countries.
lan the Commission explain why, contrary to the normal practice for exchange scholarships, schotar-
ship-holders and trainees whom it sponsors from the African, Caribbean and Pacific countries and
whose stay exceeds 3 months may not be accompanied by their spouses and, where appropriate,
young children ?
Answer
The rules applying to the Community scholarship scheme were drawn up in joint agreement with
the governments of the ACP countries, which have given a written undertaking thai, if necessary,
they will provide maintenance for the famities of scholarship-holders (students oitrainees). The reli-
vant regulations on bilateral aid in the Member States are the same as or similar to ours, except that
in Belgium, Denmark and France family allowances are paid and in the United Kingdo- 
"nd th.Netherlands allowances are paid in individual cases.
The Member States generally advise their scholarship-holders against having their families accom-
Pany them.
Question No 23, by Mr Nolan
Subiect : Promoting employment
Does the Commission believe that recruitment standards for young people are deliberately set very
high in industry and that if they were lowered more jobs could be created ?
Anser
It can be seen from the tables below that the number of vacancies in the Community is considerably
lower than the number of unemployed (see Table l) and that many of these vacancies are intended
for unskilled workers (see Table 2). It is therefore not reasonable to suppose that a possible change in
recruitment standards would bring about a fundamentat change in the employment situation.
The practice by some employers of publishing only vacancies for highly skilled staff, even if the prof-
essional qualification is set higher than is usually necessary, is very much to be regretted sinie it
reduces the chances of less skilled workers, and it is far from certain that the morJ highly skilled
worker,will do the iob better than his less skilled colleague. There remains narrow scope for ielection
depending on the employers' sense of social responsibility and on the efforts and rlsources which
employment services can devote to the problem. The Commission has dealt with this and related
problems in its document entitled 'The reduction of the qualitative mismatch between the supply of
and demand for labour: guidelines for labour market policy and working conditions', which is-dul to
be examined by the Standing committee on Employment at its 
-eeiing on 22 May 1979.
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TABLE I
Total notified aacancies in the Community 
- 
Febraary 1979
Germany
France
Netherlands
Belgium
Luxembourg
United Kingdom
Denmark
Total Unemployment:
No figures for vacancies are available from Ireland or Italy.
TABLE 2
Proportion of unfilled t)acancics aaailable for unskilled workers
(Source : National statistics)
Germanl 
- 
lllay 1978
No details given of skills required
Total vacancies :
United Kingdom 
- 
September 1978
General labourers and other manual occupations
Total vacancies :
267 000
72000
57 000
5 000
200
2r 6 000
2 000
519 000
5 431 000
I l5 080 45 o/o
255 461 100 %
96974 42o/o
232758 100 %
Question No 24, b1 Mr Pouer
Subject: International Year of the Child
Is it the intention of the Commission that the European Community should contribute in some way
to the Intemational Year of the Child ?
Answer
The contribution of the European Community to the Intemational Year of the Child consists, on the
one hand, of projects cunently being carried out for the successful completion of which a special
ejfort wil! be made this year and, on the other hand, of activities specificaily devised for the year of
the Child.
I would quote the following examples :
In the education sector the Commission_is_to organize in France in May a broad colloquium on pre-
school education. The Commission will also extend its work in the iield of educatibn for handi-
capped children and the children of migrant workers, and will devote more attention to the equality
of educational opportunities for boys and girls.
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In the social field, a large part of the appropriations granted to the Social Fund to assist miSrant
workers is already being dev-oted to the financing of projects for immigrant workers' children, mainly
for the provision of eJucation specially suited to their requirements. In the next few months the
Commisiion will also have an opinion poll carried out in the nine countries o{ the Community on
behaviour and attitudes towards children and their needs.
Question No 25, by Lord Bethell
Subiect: Air fares within the European Community
Have the Commission investigated the very high level of scheduled airline fares between cities of the
Community, with particular ieference to the restrictive measures imposed by the International Air
Transport issociation ? lUhat action do they propose in order to mitigate this serious obstacle to
travel within the Community ?
Answer
The question of market structure in Community air transport has been_ the subiect of detailed exami-
nation and discussion by the Commission recently. The structure and level of tariffs constituted an
integral part of this analysis, from which it is already clear that the restrictive measures referred to by
the Honourable Member arise more from the bilateral agleements between States on air transport
policy than from the application of the IATA rules.
On this basis, a series of poliry options was approved for lurther development by the Services of the
Commission.
A green paper setting out the main points of this analysis and describing the policies to be pursued
will be communicated by the Commission in June to the Council and the Parliament'
The Commission would appreciate it if the European Parliament would use this document as the
subject-matter for a maior debate.
Question No 26, by Mr Brown
Subject: Carcinogenic content of German beer
Has the Commission's attention been dravn to the survey carried out by the Research Centre of
Heidelberg concerning the carcinogenic content of German beer ? !7hat action does the Commis-
sion propose to take in the light of that survey ?
Answer
The Commission has noted the studies carried out by the Heidelberg Cancer Research Centre on the
nitrosamine content of certain types of beer. It appears from these that the nitrosamine content
depends on the process used (roasting over an open fire). Such processes are used not only in the
Federal Republic but also in various other Member States. The carcinogenic proPerties of nitrosamine
are well known, although the Commission is not aware of any epidemiological study which demons-
trates the carcinogenic effects of beers which contain traces of nitrosamine. It is technically possible
to limit the nitrosamine content of beer (by eliminating open-fire roasting, lower roasting tempera-
ture, addition of ascorbic acid, addition of sulphuric acid). The German breweries have agreed volunt-
arily to reduce the nitrosamine content by about May 1979.
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Although the carcinogenic effects of beers containing nitrosamine have not been epidemiologically
demonstrated, it would be preferable to keep the nitrosamine content as low as possible, and it does
appear that this is technically possible. At the moment there seems to be no documentation available
on this subject. Perhaps Dr Hunter can provide more details tomorrow.
Question No 29, by Nr Dalyell
Subject: Sperm whales
!7ill the Commission recommend a Communiry ban on imports of Sperm !7hale oil, given the deci-
sion in December 1978 of the meeting of the International IThaling Commission in Tokyo that
Sperm IThales now be classed as protected stock ?
Answer
l. The European Economic Communiry is not a member of the Intemational lThaling Commission,
and is consequently not fully informed concerning the decisions taken by that body in Tokyo in
December 1978. Subject to further confirmation, however, the Commission understands that it is
not quite accurate to say that sperm whales were classified as protected species by a decision of
the Intemational lThaling Commission, as catch quotas have been fixed for this species in certain
regions.
2. It is clearly difficult for the Commission to have a full view of this matter without being a party to
the international organization concerned. In view of the close connection between whaling and
other Communiry policies, the Commission now believes that it would be appropriate for the
Community to decide to participate in a revised International !flhaling Convention which is
currently being negotiated, and is currently preparing an initiative to this end.
3. As to the restriction of trade in whale products, the Commission would like to recall that it
recently recommended that Member States support the United Kingdom proposal to list all
species of Cetacea not listed in Appendix I of the Convention on International Trade in Endan-
gered Species of Vild Fauna and Flora (the 'Iflashington Convention) in Appendix II of this
Convention. The Second Meeting of the Conference of the parties to the l?ashington Convention
approved this proposal last month, thus sperm whales will be placed in Appendix II of the
Convention. In addition, the Conference adopted a recommendation not to grant import or
export permits under the Convention for species and stocks protected by the International
lThaling Commission. The European Commission is at present preparing a draft proposal for a
Council Directive on the implementation of the lTashington Convention throughout the Commu-
nity, which will also cover these matters.
Question No 31, by lllr Yeats
Subiect : Alleviating unemployment caused by new port technology. !?ould the Commission state
whether any monies from the Social Fund are being used to alleviate unemployment caused by new
port technology ?
Atnwer
The European Social Fund may be used to subsidize both the training of personnel who continue
working in the ports and the training of those who transfer to other employment.
However, no applications have so far been made to the European Social Fund solely concerning
training projects in conjunction with new port technology.
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Question No 32, b1 lVr aan Aerssen
Sub.iect : Purchase of subsidized butter by the German Democratic Republic
Is the Commission aware that the German Democratic Republic is buying up subsidized butter from
the Community at low prices and then selling it at much higher prices to the.military r6gime in
Chile and, if so, how does it view this practice ?
Ansuer
The statistics available to date (31 January 1979) show that no EEC butter s/as exported to the
German Democratic Republic either in 1978 or 1979.
The German Democratic Republic itself exports butter and often sells it at prices which are below
those on the world market for EEC butter, but no statistics are available on the German Democratic
Republic's exports.
Question No 34, by lllr Lagorce
Subject: supply of food to the Sahel countries
According to a press report which appeared in early March, the Sahel countries have, following the
drought, again appealed to the intemational community to provide them 'as soon as possible and as
efficiently as possible' with food supplies estimated at between 350 000 and 400 000 tonnes. SThat
response has the Commission made, or does it intend making to this appeal ?
Answer
The Commission has noted the press reports on two statements by the Coordinating Minister of the
Inter-Governmental Standing Committee on Drought in the Sahel (I.S.C.D.S) to the effect that the
eight Sahel countries were appealing to the international communiry for emergency aid of 420 000 t
of grain.
According to the Minister, the reason for this request is the lack of rainfall in several areas of the
Sahel countries (Upper Volta and Mauritania), which has caused localized droughts.
In the light of the information available to it, the Commission is able to confirm the existence of the
droughts recently referred to by the I.S.C.D.S. However, it notes that they have remained localized
mainly in certain regions of two Sahel countries and that the overall situation is not, in fact, as
serious as might have been feared : there is actually a net improvement on last year, as is shown by
the recent statistics published by the FAO, which estimated that 790 000 t of grain imports are
required for 1979, while actual imports in 1978 amounted to I 035 000 t.
Thus the Commission considers that it must be possible to offset part of the food shortage by trans-
ferring grain from regions with a surplus to the regions suffering the shortage, it being up to the
countries concerned to take the necessary measures. It therefore assumes that the overall food shor-
t4ge can be offset partly by these transfers and partly by contributions from abroad.
As part ol the 1979 programme, the Commission has proposed that aid of 36 000 t of grain be
granted to the member countries of the I.S.C.D.S., which will probably receive additional aid from
the international communiry.
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Question No 38, b1 JlIr Osborn
Subject: Cutlery and hand tool industries
What discussion has the Commission had with Ministers rePresenting Consumers' interests, Trade
Ministers and Industry Ministers from Member countries about the definition of country of origin to
cover the assembly of finished products in the Community from components produced in third coun-
tries, as well as otlher Community countries, a situation particularly relevant to the cutlery and hand-
tool industries, so that consumen can have clear assurances about quality and country of origin ?
Answer
The only measures in force relating to the origin of goods is Council Regulation (EEC) No 802168 of
27 Juni 1968r. This measure is Jesigned to allocate origin for statistical, customs and trade-policy
p,rrior., and is not designed, nor suitable, for use in the consumer protection field.
Up to now the Commission has had no contacts with any Ministers in any of the Member States on
thi application of the rules of origin to the field of consumer protection'
tt{
Question No 39, b1 Mr Kartanagh
Subiect: Community aid to combat coastal erosion
Can the Commission state whether aid is available to combat coastal erosion, and provide for restora-
tion where such erosion has occurred, either within the framework of infrastructure investment
proiects under the Regional Fund, or through other Communiry policies ?
Answer
preventing the erosion of the coastline is an important factor in any system of rational management
of coastallreas which seeks to reconcile economic development with the protection of the environ-
ment in these highly sensitive zones. Due consideration is accordingly being given to this problem
in several of thi measures undertaken in the context of the European Communities' action
programme on environmental matters 2.
Specific research into the protection of the littoral against erosion has, furthermore, been undertaken
in the context of the Community research policy 3.
Community Funds may be drawn on in the following cases :
The European Regional Development Fund may help to finance_investmen-t in infrastructures for
protecting the coaJtline against erosion in regions or areas covered by Article 3 of the Council Regu-
i"tion .o-ncerning the setiing-up of the Regional Development Fund, provided that such infrastruc-
tures are seen to be necessary for the develoPment of the regions or areas in question.
The EAGGF may be used in cases covered by the Directive on mountain and hill farming and
farming in certain less-favoured areas, and in particular by Article 3(5) thereof a.
If it seems likely that forestry measures will combat erosion in a given coastal area, the EAGGF may
also be used by virtue of the Council Regulation on a common measure for forestry in certain Medi-
terranean zones of the Community 5.
' 
OJ L 148/68 of 28 June 1958, p. I
2 These tnclude the measures on 'coastal areas', 'damp areas','envrtonmental rmpact assessment' and 'ecologrcal mapplng'
l protecnon of the lirtoml and rabcd agarnst eroston Cpmmtttee for Sctenttfic and Technlcal Research. EEC.
a 751268 ol 28 Apnl 1975.
t 269/79 ol 6 Febuary 1979.
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Question No 42, bjt lllr Ryan
Subject : Oil shortage
As Ireland is suffering serious damage to agricultural and industrial production and employment by
reason of an acute shortage of petrol, diesel and fuel oils, what steps are being taken to implement
Communiry obligation for Member States to come to one another's aid in the event of an oil shor-
tage ?
Ansuer
Events in Iran and the severe winter have, in varying degrees, adversely affected oil supplies in all the
Member States of the Community. The problems in Ireland are mainly affecting the supply of
heating oil, the compulsory reserves of which had for some months been below the Community
average. Matters were then made worse by an Irish dock strike, which further unsettled consumers
and led to some panic buying. The shortage cannot, however, be described as acute.
As a result of these circumstances, the lrish Govemment decided on l2 April to place the supply and
distribution of petroleum products under the control of the Minister for Industry, Commerce and
Energy. This measure is intended to guarantee supplies to priority consumers such as hospitals,
schools and horticultural undertakings.
The Irish Government has in(ormed the Commission of these measures. It did not, however, ask the
Commission to take a decision or make proposals on the basis of the Council Decision of 7
November 1977,which permits the setting of a Community target to reduce energy consumption in
the event of supply difficulties and in particular provides for the redistribution of petroleum
products.
Together with thr Member States, the Commission will pay close attention to the situation and if
necessary take immediate and appropriate measures.
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Ne1 report (Doc. 32/79): Decision on
tbe campaign against foot-and-montb
disease in Soutb-East Europe:
Adoption of tbe resolution . 2.50
Ney report (Doc. 33/79): Regulation on
tbe preaention of classical swine feoer:
Amendment after paragraph I
IN THE CHAIR: MR MEINTZ
Vice- President
Qhe sitting oltened at 9.00 a. n.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. A1t1trorul of tbe ninutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there are any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Procedure uitbout report
President. 
- 
The titles of the Commission proposal
designated for the procedure uithout reltort provided
for in Rule 27A of the Rules of Procedure were
announced at Monday's sitting. Since no Member has
asked leave to speak and no amendments have been
tabled to them, I declare these proposals approved by
the European Parliament.
3. Votes
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on motions
for resolution on which the debate is closed.
!7e shall begin with the motion for a resolution
contained in the Scelba rcfort (Doc. 80/79): Acces.tion
by tbe Contnunity to the Europccrn Cont'cntion on
Hundn Rigbt.t.
I put the preamble and paragraph I to the vote.
The preamble and paragraph I are adopted.
On paragraph 2 I have Amendment No l, tabled by
Mr Scott-Hopkins, replacing this paragraph with the
following text:
2. Envisages the establishment of a Committee of Experts
with a view to drafting a European Charter of Civil
Rrghts.
rVhat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Santer, deput.l' t'ttlrlrortcnr. 
- 
The rapporteur,
who is unable to be here, accepts the amendment.
Adoption of tbe resolution . 250
Dates and agenda of the next part-seision 250
Approaal of tbe minuter 2.t0
Adjournment of the session 2.50
President. 
- 
I put the amendment to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
I put paragraphs 3 to .5 to the vote.
Paragraphs 3 to 5 are adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Jobn.tton ru[tort (Doc. 584/78):
Exl>ul.sion 
.fi'on ALalta o.f Mr rcti H,ts.tcl.
I put the first indent of the preamble to the vote.
The first indent of the preamble is adopted.
On the second indent of the preamble, I have Amend-
ment No l, tabled by Mr Radoux, Mr Seefeld and Mr
Cunningham on behalf of the Socialist Group,
replacing the word 'approving' by 'noting'.
I put the amendment to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
I put the second indent as amended to the vote.
The second indent is adopted.
I put the third indent to the vote.
The third indent is adopted.
On paragraph l, I have Amendment No 2, by Mr
Radoux, Mr Seefeld and Mr Cunningham on behalf of
the Socialist Group, replacing this paragraph by four
new paragraphs:
l. Reaffirms the principle of non-interference in the
internal affairs of a sovereign state;
la. Deplores the violent attacks made by Mr von
Hassel on the government of Malta ;
lb. Expresses its attachmcnt to the principles of the
free movement of persons and of thc free expres-
sion of political opinions;
21.
22.
23.
I OJ C 127 ot 2t. 5. t979.
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President
lc. Consequently deplores at one and the same time
the provocative and uninformed remarks of Mr
von Hassel and his expulsion from Malta ;
I put the amendment to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adopted.
On paragraph 2, I have Amendment No 3, tabled by
Mr Radoux, Mr Seefeld and Mr Cunningham on
behalf of the Socialist Group, deleting the following
words :
... in that country, which is hnked to the Community by
an association agreement ;
I put the amendment to the vote.
Amendment No 3 is adopted.
I put paragraph 2 as amended to the vote.
Paragraph 2 is adopted.
I put paragraph 3 to the vote.
Paragraph 3 is adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
Since the result of the show of hands was doubtful, I
shall take a fresh vote by sitting and standing.
The motion for a resolution is rejected. I
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Ca.t.sttrttrtttgnago Ccrrctti
report (Doc. 40/79): Dccision introdttcing a Connru-
nitl' sl.rttnt ol in.fonnation on accidtnts.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the resolution
contained in the Krotutl-Vlan rtport (Doc. 24/79):
Organ banks.
The resolution is adopted. I
President, 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the lJrocksz rcport (Doc. 121/79):
Regulations on 
.food aid.
I put the preamble and paragraphs I to l9 to the vote.
The preamble and paragraphs I to 19 are adopted.
After paragraph 19, I have Amendment No l, tabled
by Mr Croze, on behalf of the Committee on Budgets,
inserting four new paragraphs:
Calls upon the Council to reach an early decision on the
Commission proposal for simplifying the machrnery for
administerrng food aid, so that the conciliation procedure
between Parliament arrd the Councrl on this matter can
start before 30 April I979 ;
Notes that the amounts and appropriations for food aid
for 1979 have already been determined by the budgetary
authority in the adoption of the annual budget;
Reaffirms the non-compulsory nature of food aid expendi-
ture and calls upon the Commrssion to reconsider its
position on thrs clarification;
Is surprised at the growing percentage (more than 70 o/o)
represented by ancillary charges in the cost of the
products (refunds, transport and dual rate) and calls upon
the Commission to keep a watch on this trend.
I put the amendment to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
4. Visit b.1'Ettropean Parliantcnt dclqation
to 
-/apdn in Octobcr 1978
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
665178) drawn up by Mr Baas on behalf of the
Committee on External Economic Relations, on the
results of the visit by the delegation of the European
Parliament to Japan in October 1978.
I call Mr Baas.
Mr Baas, rd\Portutr 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the visit by a European Parliament
delegation to 
-)'apan in October 1978 was prompted by
the importance of economic relations between the
European Community and Japan. I think it is a good
thing during such visits for the important problems
arising between two countries or groups of countries
to be discussed. Our visit took place at a time when
the negotiations within GATT had reached a particu-
larly difficult stage and it provided an opportunity to
exchange views on precisely those issues on which
there were profound differences of opinion.
The big problem in relations with Japan is the
persistent increase in the latter's balance of payments
surplus in trade with the European Community.
Although the Japanese Government is constantly
taking measures to restore equilibrium to the balance
of trade , no tangible results have so far become
apparent. Although there did seem to us to be a polit-
ical will to establish more balanced trade relations, the
Japanese have clearly not succeeded in making any
substantial change to this situation of imbalance or in
improving it to our advantage. There are two points I
should like to n.ake which seem to me fundamental
to ai, understanding of the situation. It is not very
easy to get a clear picture of the more profound
causes. There is also the hiShly structured Japanese
e
' 
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economy which makes it particularly difficult to
obtain an adequate picture of the situation. Be that as
it may, there are industries in the European Commu-
nity which have been placed in serious difficulties by
Japan's trading activities and there is therefore a
danger that Community countries may be tempted to
resort to certain measures. There are in a number of
Community countries certain sensitive industries
which are currently suffering acutely from Japanese
competition. Moreover, Japan exports a large number
of industrial products to the Community, which has
not succeeded in establishing a balance in this area.
And I think that for the future this is precisely what
we need to achieve.
Community exporters are faced with an extremely
highly structured trading system in Japan which is
very difficult to penetrate.
In view of the lack of a clear picture with regard to
this emotive issue of our relations with Japan, I thinkit might be useful to investigate whether there are
enough European products which have a reasonable
chance of penetrating the Japanese market. There are
such products 
- 
Scotch whisky, French wine, Dutch
television sets, German cars and ltalian food 
- 
but
not enough to make a substantial impact on the Japa-
nese market.
Our talks with our Japanese colleagues in both
Luxembourg and later in Tokyo were felt by all those
taking part in the discussions to have been an experi-
ence of special significance. I think we also succeeded
in achieving a better understanding of each other's
point of view. The same was true of our talks in
\U7ashington with members of Congress. The politi-
cians of the advanced industrial democracies, the
three maior industrial democracies, seem to be aware
of their particular responsibility with regard to the
orientation of their acitivities in the future. Thus we
considered the possibility of a trilateral meeting and
were extremely pleased that both our Japanese and
American colleagues were strongly in favour of such a
meeting. Representatives of Congress and the Euro-
pean Parliament all feel that the problems of the EEC-
Japan trade balance, for example, cannot be settled on
a bilateral basis within the limited period of five years.
!fle must seek to achieve trilateral agreements and
efforts are already being made by the Japanese which
show that they too are in favour of seeking solutions
in a trilateral context. rVe have of course been badly
hit 
- 
and I think this point comes out clearly in my
report 
- 
by the dramatic expansion of the Japanese
economy. This expansion in the last 20 years has not
been matched in Europe.
I should now like to draw this House's attention to a
number of points which are perhaps not without rele-
vance for the future development of our relations with
Japan. \(e are struck by the antipathy in the Commu-
niry and also in the United States towards the develop-
ment of Japan. This is an extremely serious matter. I
believe that as politicians we should not encourage
these sentiments. Of course Japan is, by structure,
character and mentality, completely different from the
European countries. That is no reason to conceive an
aversion for its development. And it is natural that
when someone else is successful one tends to look for
the reasons for this success in others rather than in
oneself. We have gained the impression that Japanese
investment in Europe 
- 
and I think particularly ofjoint ventures 
- 
is one of the ways in which a heal-
thier balance of payments situation could be achieved.
Ve also have a unique opportunity of cooperating
closely with Japan in the energy sector in particular.\U(e both have big energy needs and in the context of
the energy supply problem we could both derive
advantage from joint studies and joint research into
ways of ensuring energy supplies for our economies.
There are also possibilities for the future in the agricul-
tural sector. The export of agricultural products to
Japan will presumably bring further opportunities,
especially as the eating and living habits of the Japa-
nese are changing. A comparison of the average Japa-
nese family budget of l0 or 15 years ago with that of
today reveals very marked changes. It might also be
interesting to compare household budgets and the
spending of families in the United States and in
Europe. This would give an extremely instructive
picture of the different trends in the United States and
Europe.
I think we should welcome the fact, Mr President, that
Japan has announced its intention to give more
substance to its development policy, and to make
more funds available for Third tVorld developmcnt.
This too may contribute to reducing the large balance
of payments surplus. We have the impression that
there are unprecedented possibilities in this area and
we hope that Japan will make a contribution to the
Manila Conference and be willing to support the
stabilization of the raw materials market. !7e think
that given Japan's heavy dependence on imports it
might be willing to give the developing countries the
aid they need.
In my report I have made one or two suggestions on
behalf of the committee regarding future contact. I
think that in the near future we shall be able to renew
the contacts which proved so successful. I myself have
twice had an opportunity to visit Japan with a delega-
tion. There are great opportunities before us in this
area, not only for exchanges of views between
members of parliaments but also, in the context of the
activities of our Community, for exchanges of students
and journalists. This might indeed help Japan, which
has been in isolation for so many years, to prove its
sense of responsibility as a country belonging to the
economically strong nations. An economically strong
nation cannot shirk its political responsibility to the
rest of the world.
This is precisely one of the points that must be
constantly raised in our relations with the Japanese,
whom we must encourage to accept their responsibili-
ties.
In conclusion, I would thank Parliament and my
colleagues for the considerable help we have received
in preparing these documents. A special word of
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thanks is due to the secretariat of our delegation,
which did an excellent job in supplying us with the
documentation so necessary for an understanding of
this extremely complex problem.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pistillo to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Pistillo. (I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in our opinion, Mr Baas's report contains
an interesting and useful assessment of the whole
question of relations between the European Commu-
nity and Japan. However, as Mr Baas himself has iust
pointed out, certain Community countries and certain
industrial and commercial sectors are still adopting
attitudes which are inappropriate and unacceptable if,
as we all hope, there is to be an improvement in the
general relationship between the Community as a
whole, as well as the individual Member States, and
Japan.
As a member of the Community delegation visiting
Japan, I myself realized durin6 our interesting and
relatively useful meeting that certain sectors of the
Community have adopted an unreasonable and unac-
ceptable attitude. It is no longer feasible to say to the
Japanese, Import additional products from Europe 
-we can supply you with more meat, more Potatoes
and products which you don't possess and which at
present you don't use; for your part, try and reduce
your exports'. In other words, to behave as though rela-
tions between the EEC and Japan can be founded on
so-called goodwill. Economic laws function obiec-
tively, ladies and gentlemen, and irrespective of the
good or bad will of a particular country or of its repre-
sentatives. Hence we are not concerned with goodwill
nor can it form the basis for relations as a whole
between the EEC and Japan; they require much more
obiective foundations.
As is clearly stated in Mr Baas's report, our group feels
that Japan is unlikely to be able to reduce the volume
of its exports to Europe. Japanese industry is much
more dynamic than ours and has a much Sreater
capacity for adaptation and modernization than Euro-
pean industry taken as a whole. The structure of Japa-
nese industry, referred to by Mr Baas, is of a strength
and power which we in the European Community
cannot even imagine. These are objective facts which
have nothing to do with good or bad will : unless
Europe as a whole is capable of adiusting some of its
structures and adopting new policies there is no point
- 
as we realized in Tokyo 
- 
in asking Japan to
import more meat, which would make it dependent
on certain European countries, or to reduce its
exPorts.
This argument clearly does not hold water, as is
confirmed by the information to which Mr Baas
refers. We therefore urge that the negotiations and
discussions should be based on a much more realistic
approach, which takes account of certain practical
aspects whose importance will certainly not diminish
in the next few years, and of the need for us to change
some of our industrial structures, the way we organize
production and indeed the whole export business.
How many times have the Japanese told us that they
have representatives throughout the world speaking
our languages and that we ate incapable of learning
Japanese and of organizing a trade network to
compare with theirs ? This is a matter which undoubt-
edly places the Community countries at a disadvan-
tage and which should be borne in mind.
A second aspect on which I would like to dwell
briefly is the trilateral concept which Mr Baas has
taken up again in his report and which quite frankly
seems to me outdated. In fact it has been outdated for
quite some time. rVhat is the point of continuing to
define the discussion in terms of Europe, Japan and
the United States of America when the world has deve-
loped so significantly towards a multilateral approach
and when account has to be taken of the major power
of China, of the Soviet Union and the socialist coun-
tries and of the considerable problems facing the deve-
loping countries in the Third or Fourth Vorld ?
!7e clearly have to make the following choice : either
we approach the problem from a multilateral point of
view, reiectinB the triangular framwork which no
longer exists and which leads us astray from reality ;
or else we continue to repeat wearily, as we have done
for several years, the request for goodwill on Japan's
part in its relations with the European Community.
\0fle must be extremely realistic ; we need a genuine
and more dynamic restructuring policy which must
not, however, lead to an increase in unemployment,
since this must not be the price of industrial develop-
ment in Europe; we need modern, really competitive
commercial organization which rejects the temptation
to resort to protectionism or underground commercial
warfare, which clearly is of no use to us ; but above all
we must reiect an approach based on three-cornered
relations between Europe, Japan, United States of
America and make a genuine effort to widen the
scope of our intiative and our activities.
At the time of our arrival in Tokyo, there were reports
of the agreement between Japan and China. That is
an example of dynamism and enthusiasm. At that
time the EEC had taken certain initiatives and made a
number of approaches. I don't know what has so far
resulted from the contacts with China, but these
contacts must be stepped up 
- 
without, of course,
lessening our interest in and commitment to the Japa-
nese economy. Nevertheless we must face uP to a
multilateral reality which confronts Europe, in parti-
cular, with the major questions of development and
intervention planning aimed at overcoming the
existing underdevelopment of so many countries and
peoples.
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Those are the brief comments I wish to make, Mr Pres-
ident. This is an extremely interesting subject in polit-
ical and cultural terms and one which could provoke
lengthy comment. However, we cannot speak at
length and I shall therefore conclude by saying that
we shall abstain in the vote on Mr Baas's report, with
which we are in only partial agreement.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, hlember of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, the Commission read with interest the orig-
inal report and I myself have not only, of course, done
that but also listened to the short debate which we
have had today. I am struck by the fact that the Parlia-
ment's analysis of the problems arising in the relation-
ship between the European Community and Japan is
very similar to our own. Ire both, I think, share the
same concerns, in particular the central point about
the problem of the massive Japanese overall surplus
and the restrictions and difficulties that are put in the
way of some of our exports to Japan when those
exports pay for only nwo-fifths of our imports and the
bilateral trade deficit is constantly increasing.
I myself have been to Japan in order particularly to
deal with some of the problems relating to access to
Japanese financial markets and the freedom of Euro-
pean banks and insurance companies to provide finan-
cial services in Japan. !7hile I was there I had the
opportunity to see something of the other end of the
problem and to talk to the Japanese. Now, while we
do have a variety of complaints that are quite legiti-
mate and need to be strongly put, it is, I think, also
important to bear in mind the sort of considerations
mentioned by the honourable gentleman who spoke
last. It is true that Japanese culture, Japanese history,
the Japanese way of life are very different from ours,
but that works both ways. It certainly makes it more
difficult for us to break into their market, but it makes
it more difficult for them to break into ours i /et they
have been quite conspicuously more successful at
operating in the I(est than we have in operating in
the East.
The points which have been made, and of which the
Commission is acutely aware, about the difficulties in
breaking into the Japanese market help to provide an
important part of the explanation; but it is striking
that the Japanese seem to be able to learn Enghsh
and French, Italian and German and all the rest of it.
'We seem to have the greatest possible difficulty in
matching them. It is true that it is difficult for Euro-
pean businessmen and their families to live in Japan,
but it is equally difficult, if not more so, for Japanese
businessmen and their families to live in the '!7est,
and yet they often seem better able to do so. So while
one must continue to press very strongly on the Japa-
nese in order to remove some of the causes of
complaint that are mentioned in this report and
which we take extremely seriously, it is also important
that we should do everything on our part to make sure
that we make the maximum use of the opportunities
available to us.
One final word on the report itself. !7e shall take very
careful account of the Parliament's opinion, and in
particular the Commission would like to put on
record its support of the view that a confident and inti-
mate trilateral relationship between the United States,
the Community and Japan is essential for world peace
and prosperity. My colleague, Vice-President Hafer-
kamp, when he responded to the debate on
l7ednesday on relations with the United States, made
something of the point and explained the Commis-
sion's views. One of the things which now face us is
the need to strengthen the weakest side of that trilat-
eral relationship. \7e have good relations with the
United States ; the Japanese and the Americans have
good relations with one another, but the weakest side
of the triangle is that between ourselves, the Commu-
niry, and the Japanese. That is why on behalf of the
Commission, I wish to congratulate the members of
the Parliamentary delegation, two of whom have
spoken this morning, that went to the Japanese Diet
last October, and to say how much we welcome efforts
such as these to improve understanding between our
Community and Japan.
There is a lot that needs to be done, but certainly
approaches of that sort have a part to play and I think
that we, the Communiry and the Japanese, now know
each other sufficiently well, even though we perhaps
do not know each other as well as either of us knows
the United States, to be able to speak frankly about
the real problems that exist, the real differences
behveen us and the necessity of removing those
problems before they do too much damage and before
they overflow into other areas of international activity.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Baas.
Mr Baas, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should
particularly like to thank Mr Pistillo for his comments
and, of course, the Commission too. I would also like
to underline the last point made by the Commission.
IThy have we laid such emphasis on the need for
trilateral discussions ? There is no commercial agree-
ment involved, Mr Pistillo, let there be no misunder-
standing there; this would not involve special trade
agreements between the US, Japan and the European
Communiry. !7hat it would mean is that the advanced
democratic industrial nations would take special
responsibility in the world for planning their indus-
trial production and their agricultural production. In
this area we share a special responsibiliry, particularly
towards our peoples. I believe that we must hold ioint
consuitations on the problems arising in this connec-
tion, i.e. how the various sectors should be integrated
in a modern economic system and how production
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should be guided in the various industrial sectors and
possibly also in agriculture.
Mr Pistillo said there was nothing wrong with these
contacts, but that we had a special responsibility to
bear as regards the problem of unemployment. That,
of course, is one of our first responsibilities as politi-
cians in our present economic system. And I have the
feeling, Mr Pistillo, that our opinions are not all that
different on this issue. You were absolutely right to
say that we must never try to establish exclusive
trading arrangements between these three industrial
super-powers ; exclusivity is a thing of the past. But
our special position, our special responsibility in the
world are not. And this is the Point we have been
trying to draw attention to. I am glad that the
Commission too takes the view that there is a great
deal of work that could be done in this area. I am
grateful to all my colleagues for the signs of suPPort
they have given and above all to the Commission. I
would ask this Parliament to give due consideration to
the conclusions contained in the report.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote, as
it stands, at the end of the sitting.
The debate is elosed.
5. Directiaes on equiprnent tnd rneasurernents
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
53179) drawn up by Mr Nyborg on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs on
the proposals from the Commission to the Council
for
I a directive on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to safery requirements for tower
cranes for building work (Doc. 548/78)
II a directive on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to the oPerating sPace, access to
the driving position (entry and exit facilities), and to the
doors and windows of wheeled agricultural or forestry
tractors (Doc. 549178)
III a directive amending Directive 74lSl}lEEC on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States relating
to the type-approval of wheeled agricultural or forestry
tractors (Doc. 550178)
IV a directive on the apProximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to noise emitted by lawn mowers
(Doc. 562178)
V a directive on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to certain rypes of simple pres-
sure vessels (Doc. 553/78)
VI a directive amending Directive 7ll316lEEC on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States relating
to common provisions for both measuring instruments
and methods of metrological control (Doc. 617178)
VII a directive on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to units of measurement and
repealing Decision 7ll354lEEC (Doc. l5/79).
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg, rdpporteur. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, the
present report embraces no less than seven different
directives and could, therefore, have taken the form of
seven reports. The report is the logical reflection of
the position taken up by the European Parliament on
the removal of technical obstacles to trade and of the
stance we have adopted during the last four years.
There has long been a desire for the implementation
of a more flexible procedure for the removal of these
technical obstacles to trade. fu the procedure exists at
the moment, it not only could give rise to repeated
and long-drawn-out discussions, at various stages of
the decision-making process of the same technical
details, but it also gives the impression of negated
responsibility. No one accepts responsibiliry for
removing these obstacles to trade at a reasonable rate.
During discussions in committee, Commissioner
Davignon promised that the Commission would work
out a more general document on the basic principles
and objectives with regard to the removal of technical
obstacles to trade and it is our hope that a more flex-
ible procedure can be laid down in this resPect. It is
therefore a source of regret to me that today we have
to deal with the present report in isolation, since the
problems described are closely linked to the position
taken up by the committee in its report on construc-
tion products, which is not, however, on the agenda
until the May meeting. I therefore believe that the
best approach would be to leave the general political
debate on the future decision-making procedure until
May, since we also have reason to hope that Commis-
sioner Davignon can and will be able to take part
then.
On the proposed directives before us today, I need
only make a few brief remarks. S7e are proposing
amendments to three of these proposed directives'
First of all, we agree with the opinion of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection that concern for safety at work
means that in the directives on tower cranes and Pres-
sure vessels there should be total harmonization rather
than optional harmonization. Secondly, we believe
that, specifically for pressure vessels which are only
produced in very small numbers, there should be the
possibility of applying the manufacturer's self-certifica-
tion procedure, since their approval would otherwise
be disproportionately expensive and disproportio-
nately cost-inflating.
!7ith these few comments I would recommend the
House to adopt the present report.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Ardwick.
Lord Ardwick. 
- 
Mr President, we did discuss in
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
the wisdom of grouping a number of harmonizations
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together, and we thought that this was a very wise
procedure, because any individual harmonization
looks absurd in itself, and is perhaps regarded as one
of the mischievous pranks of the Brussels bureaucrats.
I think Mr Davignon took the point that when you
get a group of harmonizations it would be very useful,
for the good public relations of this Community, to
indicate the policy which these harmonizations are
intended to implement, so that they do not look like
bureaucratic interference with the business of Europe
by people who know nothing about it, as they have
often been regarded in the past.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Commission 
- 
Mr
President, I find myself in considerable agreement
with the points made by both the previous speakers.
The word 'harmonization' and the subjects that it
covers do have a rather boring and switching-off type
of image, and yet so often it is precisely the things
which are done in this field which create the most
controversy and misunderstanding over what the
Community is about.
As Lord Ardwick said a moment ago, it is very impor-
tant that people should understand the framework
within which the actions are being taken. Mr
Davignon explained on 30 March, before the
Economic and Monetary Committee to which Lord
Ardwick referred, the necessity for the Commission to
be more explicit in the future, and this is a commit-
ment that the Commission takes very seriously.
Indeed, the raft of proposals which we are talking
about now fall within an overall framework, although
it might sometimes be difficult for people who are not
directly concerned with the matter to appreciate that.
The Commission does take the point very seriously,
and it is our intention to submit to the European Parli-
ament in September a general document which will
clearly set out the Commission's objective in the field
of the elimination of technical barriers to trade, and
the reasons for such action. It will also set out the
priorities which the Commission intends to follow,
and finally the means the Commission intends to use.
This comprehensive action will then be placed in the
context of the Community's overall industrial policy.
Now I would not go so far as to suggest that this
paper will extinguish controversy in the field. There
will always be people who think that the Commission
is interfering in things where it has no right, just as
there are always people within a national context who
feel that the government is not simply wrong, but
involved in a field in which it ought not to be
involved. There will be domestic pressure groups who
will feel that what we are doing is disadvantageous to
them, because it involves raising standards to a point
that they perhaps cannot meet; or because it involves
opening up markets, putting domestic producers at
the mercy of new competition from abroad. But I do
believe that what the Commission is trying to do is
correct, and that is to create a single market in which
the standards of the best become available to all, and
in which there is the maximum degree of freedom of
choice. I think if we can get that across more clearly
than we have succeeded in doing in the past, that will
be a very great help, and I am sure that the point that
Mr Davignon made in the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs, and the paper which we will
submit to Parliament, are going to be very important
steps along the road to securing greater public support
for measures which I believe are very much in the
public interest.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote, as
it stands, at the end of the sitting.
The debate is closed.
6. Directiue on oun-Account carriage
of goods b1 road
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
50/79) drawn up by Mr Jung on behalf of the
Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a direc-
tive on own-account carriage of goods by road between
Member States.
The rapporteur has decided not to give an oral intro-
duction.
I call Mr Nyborg, to speak on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, rhis report has
been drawn up by Mr Jung on the basis of the prop-
osal from the Commission. It is a report which both
gladdens and saddens me. It is a good thing that we
should progress along the path towards liberalization.
But it is at the same time regrettable that we should
be plunging further into bureaucracy since we shall
now have to implement a number of control measures
to ensure that no-one tries any swindles with this new,
more liberal approach to own-account carriage of
goods. I fear 
- 
and I expressed this fear in committee
- 
that the Council will use this point as a pretext for
not liberalizing the haulage trade as such. We would
have been much happier today if the Commission
had said to the Council 
- 
we now want everything in
the way of transport totally, 100 per cent liberalized,
so that it would not be necessary now to introduce
further bureaucratic control measures and to make the
poor drivers who work for these firms carry around
with them a stack of documents to show that their
load consist of goods belonging to the firm in ques-
tion. They will have to give evidence that they are fine
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and honourable people and have not got a little
package with them for their neighbour.
This problem causes me some concern because I do
not believe it is worthy of the Communiry; but it is to
be hoped that this will represent a step forwards.
Before long we should attain full liberalization of
transport on land, which will enable us to do away
again with the control measures proposed in this docu-
ment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, llember of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, from the point of view of the Commission I
really have very little to add to Mr Jung's report,
which analyses in a precise and exhaustive manner
both the contents of the proposed directive and the
reasons which have prompted the Commission to
introduce it. I would merely like to take this opportu-
nity to enlarge a little on one of those reasons,
because I think it is extremely important 
- 
rather in
the same way as in the last debate 
- 
that the reasons
for the Commission's action should be understood
and that the actions themselves should be placed in as
broad a context as possible. In this connection it is, I
think, important to understand the harmful effects on
commercial relations between Member States that
arise on certain iourneys when the interested parties
are in difficulties about the way in which they
organize their transport. In some cases the interested
parties, the people concerned, can organise their trans-
port as it suits them. In others they are dependent on
the goodwill of the authorities, and there is a very
considerable difference between the two. In the latter
case the transporters are also liable for a considerable
burden of formalities 
- 
paperwork, delays and all
that sort of thing 
- 
both before and after the
granting of a transport authorization. I would, there-
fore, wish to emphasize that the main aim of the prop-
osal before you is simply to establish a framework for
ensuring equal and fair treatment of all Community
undertakings wishing to conduct own-account
carriage.
Perhaps I may venture to express the hope that the
Council willl now examine the proposal in the same
spirit that you have. I hope in particular the Ministers
will bear in mind that to reject the proposal on the
argument that we must first achieve the harmoniza-
tion of the conditions of competition, or on the argu-
ment that it would tend to aggravate road congestion,
would immediately imply the maintenance of unequal
treatment for some Community undertakings.
I would like to conclude by saying that, as your rappor-
teur requests, the Commission will study the possi-
bility of recommending the harmonization of penal-
ties for breaches of the directive as soon as it has been
adopted. I perfectly well understand your concern in
this matter. In addition, as your rapporteur has rightly
mentioned, such harmonization has already been
undertaken for branches of the regulation concerning
the Community quota, and we shall benefit from that
experience for this new harmonization. I feel that
perhaps I have not been able to alleviate all the
concerns, or at least the underlying concerns, in Mr
Nyborg's mind, but I hope I have shown that we are
sensitive to some of the problems that have arisen. I
hope I have managed to show the reasons why it is we
want to proceed as we do.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote, as
it stands, at the end of the sitting.
7. Petition on excbange losses
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Luster (Doc. 674178), on behalf of the Committee on
the Rules of Procedure and Petitions, on
Petition No 24177 presented by Mr R. Thoma and 11
other signatories, on exchange losses suffered by certain
persons in receipt of annuities or pensions.
The rapporteur has decided not to give an oral intro-
duction.
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, lllember of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, I am afraid that my reply may seem a little
stilted, because as we have not actually had a debate I
will rely entirely on the notes which I have received
from the Commission and I hope this will enable me
to meet the points of concern.
The Commission, in fact, did state, during the sitting
of the European Parliament on 15 September 1978, its
regret that owing to the instability of certain rates of
exchange some pensioners are suffering a loss of
income. In most cases we feel that the loss of income
only affects a portion of their pension as a result of
the depreciation of some currencies. Following the
entry into force of the European Monetary System,
which has, of course, occurred since last September,
we hope very much that there will be more stability
and that this problem will therefore be less serious in
the future than the past. The Commission itself is not
indifferent to the possible effects of sudden and
indeed sometimes considerable changes in rates of
exchange on persons receiving social security benefits.
The study carried out on this topic was published in
October 1977. lt has also noted with interest the
initial results of checks carried out by social security
institutions on the validiry of complaints by
pensioners. These showed that losses could be
incurred as a part of the total pension, that is on one
of the pensions being received, but that such losses
were in most cases made good by other measures to
adjust the pensions. The Commission hopes that the
social security institutions concerned will continue to
make these checks.
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So far as paragraph 3 of the motion for a resolution is
concerned it is not clear how the Commission could
address a recommendation to the Grand-Duchy of
Luxembourg. The data at present available to us
suggest that in connection with this Member State
pensioners are not likely to suffer overall losses.
So far as paragraph 4 is concerned under the regula-
tions at present in force the Social Fund does not
provide any form of assistance under which it could
provide retirement pensions or allowances to compen-
sate for devaluations.
This, I hope, deals with some of the major points. The
questionaire. Annex 2, answers all the questions that
may arise and which can be found in the regulations
themselves and each Member State has, of course, this
information available to it. Each Member State, where
an entitlement has been acquired, pays a portion of
the pension and these portions are paid either directly
to the beneficiary at the rate of exchange applicable
on the date of transfer or via a liaison body at the rate
of exchange applicable on the date of that transfer.
The liaison body allocates amounts received on the
basis of statements forwarded simultaneously.
President.- I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote, as
it stands, at the end of the sitting.
The debate is closed.
8. Petition on simpler Communitl regulations
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Luster (Doc. 673178), on behalf of the Committee on
the Rules of Procedure and Petitions, on
Petition No 4/78 presented by Mr A. Grassani, on
simpler Community regulations to be completely
redrafted in case of amendment.
The rapporteur has decided not to give an oral intro-
duction.
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, rlTtntbtr o.f tlrc Connu.r.rioa. 
- 
The
Commission, I can assure the House, fully shares the
sentiments which lie behind Mr Grassani's petition on
the simplification of Community legislation. It is
indeed essential for the purposes of legal security that
all those to whom Community legislation is
addressed, as well as those wlro have to apply the legis-
lation, should have available clear tcxts which are easy
to consult. It must, however, bc adnrittcd that ccrtain
areas of Community legislation lrave bcconre
extremely conrplex and that the legislator has to
respond to rapidly changing cconomic situations. rVe,
therefore, find ourselves in a position where thcre are
numerous texts covering a particular sector or activity ;
also marry of thcse tcxts have to be constantly modi-
fied. This situation is particularly rrue of the agricul-
tural sector and in the ficld of customs lcgislation.
The Community has, however, already started to
tackle the problem of making its legislation more
easily comprehensible and we have, therefore, already
made strides in the direction suggested by Mr Gras-
sani by the consolidation of texts and by striving to
adopt clear, comprehensive legislations. I7e have
made definite progress in our tasks of consolidating
legislation in the agricultural sector where the need
was most pressing, the most recent example being the
wine sector. As concerns the field of customs legisla-
tion, the longterm objective remains the Community
customs code. However, as the honourable Member,
Mr Luster, points out in his report, completion of
Community customs legislation, which must be
achieved before a customs code proper can be drawn
up, will take some considerable time. As the Commis-
sion pointed out in reply to a question by Mr Seefeld,
we believe that the Community in the meantime
should endeavour to consolidate provisions relating to
specific fields. This has already been done as
concerns, for example, the rules relating to Commu-
nity transport.
Over a period of time, it will of course be necessary to
amend in their turn, the consolidated texts. Once
these amendments become numerous, the process of
consolidation will have to be repeated. It would not,
however, be feasible every time a regulation is partly
amended to draw up a text which contains the
unamended parts of the original regulation together
with the amendments, as suggested by Mr Grassani.
Of course, care must be taken to make the amend-
ments as comprehensible as possible.
The House will, of course, be fully aware rhat, insofar
as Council legislation is concerned, the matter is not
simply one between ourselves and the Parliament, but
also one in which the Council is directly interested.
Alongside the work which is being done through the
consolidation of texts, use is also being made of hori-
zontal regulations for a particular activiry which is
common to a number of sectors, for example, export
refunds and Community transit.
Finally, I should like to remind Parliament of the
continuing work which is being done to simplify
customs legislation. This is being done both at intema-
tional and Community level. For example, there is the
simplification of the CCT resulting from the accep-
tance of the recommendations of the customs coopera-
tion council.
The Commission has also continued to make progressin the implementation of its simplification
programme for customs legislation. Besides these legis-
lative techniques, various information systems are
being developed to facilitate access to Communiry
legislation, for example, the system of automated docu-
mentation (CELEX), the nerwork of relecommunica-
tions (EURONET) and the creation of a repertoire of
Community acs.
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In conclusion, therefore, there has, I believe, been real
progress in the legislative techniques of the Commu-
nity. Much remains still to be done. The Commission
will continue to strive to attain these objectives which
lie behind Mr Grassani's petition, in other words, as I
understand it, clear, easily accessible Community legis-
lation. Thus our objectives are very much the same,
although we do feel that it is not always quite as easy
to move towards them as is sometimes thought.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bruce.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, the
House will be grateful to the Commissioner for tlre
constructive approach that he has made in connection
with the simplification of Commission rcgulations.
There is, however, one aspect to which I anr quite
sure the House would be grateful if he would give his
attention. I refer to the Financial Regulation of
December 1977. The Financial Regulation as
published does not carry any precise indication as to
the extent, if any, to which previous regulations have
been superseded. We know perfectly well that the new
Financial Regulation of course, superseded the old.
This is nowhere precisely stated, but it is implicit. But
there is another regulation, a series of regulations put
out by Mr Ortoli on 30 June 1975, which came into
operation on I July 1975 and which laid down certain
specific accounting standards for application
throughout the Community Institutions. I have not
got the precise reference number with me, but I can
certainly give it to the Commissioner should he
require it. It would be useful to know whether those
particular regulations, which, as I say, lay down
precise accounting standards, even book-keeping
standards, that ought to be applied throughout the
Community Institutions and indeed were supposed to
come into operation on I July 197 5 
- 
although I
happen to know they did not come into operation, at
leas! there is no visible evidence of it 
- 
are in fact
still in force as a supplement to the Financial Regula-
tion of December 1977, or whether the Regulation in
fact repeals them, or even repeals them in part,
because the subject-matter covered by the Financial
Regulation of December 1977 does not cover
precisely the area covered by the previous rbgulation
signed and put into operation under the authority of
Mr Ortoli. I was wondering therefore, Mr President, if
through you I could ask the Commissioner whether
he would give this matter some attention with a view,
at some early date convenient to himself, to making
the position clear either to th House or, preferably of
course, to the Committee on Budgets.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhet, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
The
points raised by Lord Bruce, Mr President, are slightly
unexpected in the light of the discussion which we
have had, and I think the best thing would be if I
arranged for a letter to be written to him, providing
him with the information he requires.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote, as
it stands, at the end of the sitting.
The debate is closed.
9. Regulation on a fisberies agreement
betueen Canada and tbe EEC
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Lemp (Doc. 35179), on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation on the conclusion of an agreement on fisheries
between the Government of Canada and the European
Economic Community.
The rapporteur has decided not to give an oral intro-
duction.
I call Mr Nyborg, to speak on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I am pleased to
say that the European Progressive Democrats support
the present proposal, although it must be stressed that
this is a temporary fisheries agreement with Canada.
In order to be able to set quotas for EEC fishermen, it
is necessary for us to lay down an agreement of this
kind ; but in negotiations on a long-term fishing agree-
ment, it would be appropriate for the Community to
stress the necessity of avoiding the misuse of any
quotas allocated. As Commissioner Gundelach said
here in this Chamber yesterday on the question of
fishing quotas round Greenland, it is not acceptable
that fishery quotas should be used as a bargaining
sometimes with the condition attached to it that the
fish should be landed in a certain place. Negotiations
of this kind must be exceptional and, in principle, I
believe that it should be laid down that if a country
cannot catch its quota as allocated to it, the Commis-
sion should see that the remaining quantity is distri-
buted amongst those countries which already had a
quota in that area, i.e. in the area in which the first
country has been unable to fish its quota, and that the
allocation should operate on the basis of a system of
coefficients drawn up by the Commission.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, I should like to express our satisfaction at
the recommendation from the Committee on Agricul-
ture that the proposal for the conclusion of an agree-
ment on fisheries with Canada be approved. This
agreement has been difficult to negotiate, and it is
appropriate that the Community should proceed as
rapidly as possible to the conclusion of an agreement
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which provides a significant addition to the Commu-
nity's overall fishing possibilities.
The Committee on Agriculture has also noted that the
present agreement only runs until 3l December 1979,
and urges that the obstacles to a long-term fisheries
agreement with Canada be removed as quickly as
possible. The Commission shares the committee's
belief in the urgency of re-opening negotiarions with
a view to securing a more permanent access for
Community vessels to Canadian waters. The diffi-
culties in the way of a long-term agreement are,
however, not all of the Community's own making,
and an effort will have to be made by both sides if wi
are to arrive at a satisfactory solution,
For example, some of the difficulties encountered in
the last series of negotiations were attributable to the
Canadian wish for a direct link to be established
between EEC imports of Canadian fish products and
fishing possibilities for EEC vessels in Canadian
waters. !flhile the Community does not rule out the
Canadian concept of commensurate benefits, it wishes
to make sure that such a policy will not put the
Communiry at a disadvantage in relation to other
countries, or benefit one sector of the European fish-
eries industry while harming another. These negotia-
tions therefore may be rather complex. However,
having said this, I feel confident that there is a basisfor a longterm fisheries agreement between the
Communiry and Canada. The conclusion of this short-
term agreement will be taken as a token of the
Community's goodwill.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote, asit stands at the end of the sitting.
The debate is closed.
10. Forestry poliE in the Communitl
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Albertini (Doc.92/79), on behalf of the Commiuee on
Agriculture, on
the communication from the Commission to the Council
concerning forestry policy in the European Community.
I call Mr Albertini.
Mr Albertini, rapporteur. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I too
shall follow the general trend by not presenting my
report orally but referring you to the written text. The
fifteen amendments tabled by the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer protec-
tion do not represent an alternative to my resolution
1nd the approach adopted therein, but are simplyintended to expand and clarify it. I therefore propose
that parlament should adopt them.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi, to introduce
the opinion of the Committee on the Environmenq
Public Health and Consumer Protection.
Mrs Squarcialupi, draftsman of an opinion. 
- 
(I)
Mr President, as already pointed out by Mr Albertini
we wish to submit to the House the amendments
adopted unanimously by our committee, which
concern the ecological aspect of the action
programme on forestry. !7e felt that reafforestation
could provide a solution for particularly light soil and
we have given a more Medite.ranean sl-ant to this
prograTTe, thereby taking accounr of the enlarge_
ment of the Community. I merely wish to point this
out on behalf of the Committee on the Environment
and I am grateful to the rapporteur for his willingness
to accept the amendment tabled by our co-mittee.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
I apologize ro rhe House and
to Mrs Squarcialupi for not being present : I rather
mistimed my arrival in the Chamber for this parti_
cular document. !7e are discussing Mr Alberiini's
document and I am standing in foi Mr Corrie, who
unfortunately cannot be here to speak for the
Committee on Regional Policy.
The problenr that I face, Sir, is all these anrcndntcnts,
which in point of fact lravc not becn exanrinccl in
dctail at all : they were only tabled last night and
canre round this nrorning. It is nry contention, Sir,
that at least sonte of thcnt 
- 
No 9 and somc orhers
as well, No 14 and so ot.l 
- 
are cxtremely important
and I urrclcrstand that the rapporteur is preparecl to
acccpt thcnr all as such. But I am not, I wo;ld hflve
thought, Sir, that irr vicw of thc fact that the House is
cnrpty and that we havc not had tinte to discuss all
tlrcsc antcrrdnrcnts, which literally arrivcd on my clesk
this morning, we should ask for this to go back to the
conrnrittees concerned, particularly the Conrnrittee on
Agriculture, and tlrey can nreet in Luxembourg at the
beginning of the part-sessiorr in a fortnight's-time. I
think this is a reasonablc requcst because we have not
had tinre to e xanrirrc these amcndments, some of
wlrich are of grcat importance. I do not for one
nrinute say tlrat I worrld ncccssarily oppose them all,
but 
_l think it is only right, as this question of forcstryis o{ great inrportarrcc, that we should have the oppor_
tunity in conrmittce of exanrining these anrendmints
and coming to scnsible conclusions. So Sir, I would
ask you, not on behalf of nry group but on behalf of
Mr Corric, thc draftsmarr of the opinion on behatf of
thc Contmittcc orr llegional Policy and Transport that
these be rcferred to conrnrittee for further examina-
tion.
This- is not a precedent that I am trying to set, Sir; it
has happened before and I can remem-ber Mr Lange,
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for instance, properly supported by Lord Bruce, asking
that exactly the same thing be done when a lot of the
Members came in at a late stage and the committees
had not had time to examine them'
I am sorry to be a nuisance at this late stage and I
apologize to Mrs Squarcialupi for coming in at this
moment and putting this request to the House and to
you. But I really do believe, Sir, in the best interests of
this House, that we should refer these amendments
for further consideration in our May part-session.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bruce.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, I
would like to support the request that has been made
by Mr Scott-Hopkins on this. I do not think it is a
good precedent to be established that these various
amendments, to which any one Member may attribute
considerable importance, shoutd not be before the
appropriate committees in time for them to be consid-
ered adequately, norwithstanding the aPParent willing-
ness of the rapporteur to accePt them. Moreover, the
time that elapses between now and the next Part-ses-
sion may also give Members an opportunity of
thinking about some wider implications of the fore-
stry policy that may become necessary as a result of
recent revelations of the policies that are being
pursued at the moment in the Amazon Basin, where a
wholesale massacre of trees to supply world timber is
at the moment going on which may have very signifi-
cant effects, climatic and otherwise. It might therefore
be as well if Members were given a further oPPortu-
niry of reflection. I therefore support Mr Scott-
Hopkin's request.
President. 
- 
I should like to point out that the
amendments are already contained in Document
92179, in the opinion of the Committee on the Envi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection.
I call Mr Nielsen.
Mr Brondlund Nielsen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I
would like to support both Mr Scott-Hopkins and
Lord Bruce. I do not believe that I have had the oppor-
tunity to discuss these proposals in the Committee on
Agriculture and I think that they should be dealt with
seriously there too.
President. 
- 
Mr Scott-Hopkins, do you maintain
your request ?
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
!ss, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the proposal by Mr
Scott-Hopkins that the report by Mr Albertini be
referred to committee.
The proposal is adopted.
ll. Regulation on fruit and aegetables
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Liogier (Doc. 72179), on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
regulation supplementing Annex I of Regulation (EEC)
No 1035/72 on the common organization of the market
in fruit and vegetables.
The rapporteur has decided not to give an oral intro-
duction.
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhrt, lllember of tbe Commission. 
- 
| am
not sure whether, in view of the fact that there are no
speakers, it is really necessary for me to deal with this
matter at great length. Certainly the Commission
shares the view of the House that food products
offered to the public should be of reasonable quality.
It is also useful that all concerned with the production
and distribution of such products should be agreed on
their essential characteristics, so there is no need to
dispute about what is, for instance, a first qualiry
product.
!7e have to bear in mind in discussing these matters
that food products are of course now increasingly sold
across frontiers and therefore definitions about first
quality and so on do have to be of broader applica-
biliry than was previously the case. Nonetheless it
does seem to me one of those areas in which the
Commission, and the other Communiry institutions
as well, have to exercise very considerable care and
caution. !7e do have responsiblities to the Commu-
nity as a whole. It is necessary that we should ensure
that goods which are traded across frontiers are
capable of being defined in such a way that those defi-
nitions are understood everywhere that they are sold.
But this is also an area where there could be dangers
of being too fussy, of going too far, of becoming
involved in too much detail that is not strictly our
business. So I hope that both the Commission and the
other Communiry Institutions will be able to reach a
balanced decision on what is needed. !7e share the
concern for securing reasonable quality. I7e share the
concern for ensuring that there are transparent defini-
tions. We shall do our best in this regard, but I think
we must be very careful that we do not go in for too
much harmonization for the sake of harmonization,
nor seek to define that which does not always need
definition.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote, as
it stands, at the end of the sitting.
The debate is closed.
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12. EEC-Norwegian fishing relations
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. 122179) tabled by Mr Corrie on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture, on EEC-Norwegian
fishing relations.
I call Mr Nielsen.
Mr Brsndlund Nielsen, deputy rapporteur 
- 
(DK)
Mr President, I would like to formally submit Mr
Corrie's report on behalf of the Committee on Agricul-
ture and recommend that Parliament should take up a
stance on this question. The issue as described by the
document is that after the conclusion of certain agree-
ments with Norway on fishery, problems have arisen
conceming Norway's attitude to fishing by Commu-
nity vessels in Norwegian waters. Recently the Fish-
eries Sub-Committee was in Hull and Grimsby and
was able to see evidence of what had happened and I
can affirm that problems have now been created there
and elsewhere. I therefore believe that it is right for
Parliament to deliver an opinion on this matter. But
there is one proposed amendment and as I am not
schizophrenic it is only natural that I should find it a
reasonable proposal, since I put it forward myself. I
believe, as I said before, that it may be right for Parlia-
ment to give its opinion but I am an opponent, as I
state in the amendment, of any gesture by Parliament
threatening Norway with a trade war and therefore I
ask the House to vote for this proposed amendment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Caro, on behalf of the
Christian-Democratic Group (EPP).
Mr Caro. 
- 
(F)Mr President, I would like to express
our support of this motion for a resolution.
It is most regrettable that a near neighbour such as
Norway shotrld be able to interrupt from one day to
the next a traditional activity like cod fishing. I would
like to point out to the author of this motion that
there is no agreement in force between the EEC and
Norway, contrary to what he states in paragraph l.
There is an outline agreement with Norway, but it has
not yet been signed because there is still one Member
country which refuses to sign it.
We see once again the difficulties facing the Commu-
nity in the absence of a common fishing policy.
According to Article 5 of the otrtline agreement, the
fwo parties agree not to take measures against each
other without prior negotiations. In the absence of the
entry into force of this agreement, we have no way of
defending our interests. Talks are going on today in
Oslo with the aim of finding a basis for working
together, and I therefore believe that on behalf of the
Community fishermen we should express to our repre-
sentatives our hope that their efforts will culminate in
positive and constructive results.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, )llember of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, Mr Corrie's motion for a resolution refers to
the introduction by the Norwegian authorities of a
ban on trawling within a large aiea of their northern
waters 
- 
the so-called North Cape Bank 
- 
on l0
April 1979 this year. The area covered by the closure
is of particular importance to Communiry fishermen,
accounting for well over half of their annual catches
of cod, haddock and hake in northern Norwegian
waters. At this time of the year it is the only area in
which fishing can profitably be conducred owing to
the concentration of the fish. The Community was
officially notified of the Norwegian measure only 12
hours before it came into force. Such an abrupt inter-
ruption of fishing will of course have serious financial
consequences for all the vessels concerned, and there
were quite a number : 23 Community vessels, mostly
British, were in fact in the arc^ at the time, and these
consequences will be particularly serious in view of
the lack of alternative fishing in the area.
On notification of these measures the Commission
requested urgent consultations with Norway on the
matter, and these began yesterday in Oslo. The object
of the Community delegation at the meeting is to
examine the scientific ground on which the measure
was based, to protest strongly at the manner in which
the decision was taken, which is at odds with the
normal climate of cooperation between the Commu-
niry and Norway, and to find out the future intentions
of the Norvregian authorities. It is clear that any
prolonged fishing ban in this area would seriously
reduce the possibility for the Community to fish its
quotas in Norwegian waters and thereby alter the
fishing balance achieved in arrangements for mutal
fishing in 1979.
Following the outcome of the Oslo consultation the
Commission will consider whether adjustments will
have to be made to Norwegian fishing in EEC watersin order to redress the balance. It should also be
emphasized that the Community-Norway agreement
on fisheries has not been signed and concluded, as
might appear from the terms of Mr Corrie's motion,
owing to a refusal by the British Government to
formalize a fisheries agreement with third countries
before the internal fisheries r6gime is settled. The
agreement specifically provides for consultations
between the parties before any emergency measures
are taken. Had signature of the agreement not been
delayed, the Community would be in a far stronger
position than it is now. I think this point needs to be
borne in mind in discussions about the common fish-
eries policy. All Member States do have a very consid-
erable interest in those aspects of the policy that affect
the Community's relations with third parties, and
there can be dangers in allowing disagreements over
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one aspect of the common fisheries policy to overflow
into other areas.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution will be Put to the vote, as
it stands, at the end of the sitting.
The debate is closed.
13. Humanitarian aid for tbe people of Uganda
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. l08l79lrev.) tabled by Mr Klepsch, Mr
Bersani, Mr Deschamps and Mr Vergeer, on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group (Group of the EPP),
on the need to provide urgent humanitarian aid for
the population of Uganda.
I call Mr Caro.
Mr Caro, deputy rapporteur. 
- 
(F) W President, the
document is sufficiently explicit and I need not take
up the time of my colleagues, but I believe that the
essential problem is to note that this country, with its
many difficulties which are jeopardizing not only its
chances of progress but also its hope of humanitarian
survival, deserves quite particular attention from the
Community at a crucial moment in its history. As we
know, other organizations have already started work,
notably the international Red Cross, the United
Nations High Commission for Refugees and several
neighbouring countries.
As Uganda is a parry to the Lom6 Convention, we
should therefore try to demonstrate once more to our
partners in this Convention that we do all belong to
the same family ; that the agreements, and spirit in
which we work together with them, are not iust
confined to the inclusion in a preamble of respect for
human rights as we see them in the west; but that we
also wish to apply these principles of human rights
whenever this is possible and this is an ideal opPortu-
nity.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, fuIember of tbe Cornmission. 
- 
Mr
President, the Commission is fully alive to the needs
of the people of Uganda for assistance at the Present
time. Certainly their country has been left in a parlous
condition by the outgoing r6gime.
On 23 April the decision was taken to grant Uganda
an immediate aid of 300 000 EUA to help cover the
population's emergency needs. The arrangements for
the prompt use of these funds are well advanced. The
purchase and transport, if necessary by air, of
preserved food available in Kenya are already planned
and the Commission delegate in Uganda is identi-
fying other emergency needs, particularly in the
medical field.
As soon as the immediate requirements are esta-
blished the purchase and delivery of medical supplies
will be arranged, with the assistance of the Commis-
sion's delegation in Kenya. In addition it is planned
to airlift from Kenya to Uganda part of the 200
tonnes of butteroil and the 100 tonnes of milk powder
allocated to Uganda and currently stocked in
Mombasa. On top of this, an additional emergency
food aid to Uganda is under consideration.
To ensure that assistance is provided in coordination
with other donors, contacts have been made with the
'$7orld Health Organization and the International
Committee of the Red Cross and coordination
between the Commission and the Member States has
been set in motion. In addition to the emergency aid
that I have already mentioned, the Commission is
currently working out a much larger Community
programme of speedy assistance to meet the country's
immediate basic needs and to ensure the quick return
to normal of essential public services.
Furthermore, the Commission is identifying the most
appropriate interventions with the aim of rehabili-
tating the main economic sectors. In this field discus-
sions with the provisional Uganda government are
under way.
It must, I think, be borne in mind that the Commu-
nity, working through Community instruments,
working through the Commission, is capable of doing
only a very small amount to remedy the difficulties
which the Ugandan people face. !7e are not, unfortu-
nately, set up to do as much as perhaps we would like,
or to do more than a very small amount of that which
will have to be done. But certainly the Commission
will do what it can willingly and speedily.
I think that we owe a debt of gratitude to those of our
employees, both direct and indirect, who have
remained in Kampala during an extremely difficult
and dangerous time, as a result of which we are in a
position to move rather faster than might otherwise be
the case. I think that to those people who have stayed
in Uganda through the worst of the atrocities that
marked the end of the Amin r6gime we really do owe
a vote of thanks.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote, as
it stands, at the end of the sitting.
The debate is closed.
74. Accidents at work
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. ll7l79) tabled by Mrs Squarcialupi, Mr
Granelli, Mr Zagari, Mrs Cassanm^gnago Cerretti, Mr
Lezzi, Mr Ligios, Mr Pisoni, Mr Pistillo, Mr Vernaschi
and Mr Vitale, on accidents at work.
I call Mrs Squarcialupi.
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Mrs Squarcialupi, rapporteur. 
- 
(I) Mr Presidenr,
we have tabled this motion for a resolution under
urgent procedure because it concerns human life. It is
signed not only by members of the Communist and
Allies Group but also by Italian Christian Democrats
and Socialists.
As I said, it concerns human life, and in particular,
danger to workers' lives. !7e have in mind the
dramatic events which occurred at the beginning of
April in Velbert, Germany, when eight workers died
- 
six instantly and two after appalling suffering 
- 
as
a result of a violent explosion. Seven of these workers
were Italian immigrants and this, moreover, is not
unusual but is occurring with unfortunate frequency.
Even more tragic is the fact that among the dead were
three brothers from one family and two brothers from
another family; the other two were related to them.
These men died in a rolling mill in Velbert, in the
Rhineland. The explosion was apparently caused by
the malfunctioning of a dust aspirator, but at the
moment no further information is available since the
inquiry by the Federal German Authorities is still
under way. !7e will, of course, resist the temptation to
stir up any kind of controversy, but we cannot conceal
our deep concern at this slaughter of human life.
!7e would therefore request the Commission to imple-
ment as soon as possible the Action Programme on
Health and Safery at work, which Parliament approved
unanimously more than a year ago. The Programme
provided for a whole range of measures to prevent
occupational accidents and diseases. I myself was the
rapporteur on this matter, and, although I am always
extremely critical of the Commission's documents, I
didn't propose any amendments to this particular text
which I considered excellent.
The motion for a resolution pointed out in particular
the need to devote more attention to migrant workers,
especially during their initial period at work, since an
inquiry carried out in the Federal Republic of
Germany has shown that the majority of accidents
among migrant workers occur during this initial
period. According to the statistics produced by this
inquiry, during the first year the accident rate is
between sevenry and eighty per cent higher than the
national average. Although these figures subsequently
show a slight decrease, they nevertheless remain
higher than the national average, one reason being
that, as is well known, migrant workers are employed
in the most dangerous jobs. It has been calculated
that, during the ten-year period from 1964 to 1g73,
the number of accidens among migrant workers in
the Federal Republic of Germany was more than two
and a half times the national average.
The Action Programme on Health and Safety at work,
which I mentioned iust now, called for special
controls in undertakings which subcontract work on a
piece-work basis, since it is in this sector that workers'
lives are in greater danger in view of the lack of
adequate social and trade union control measures.
!7e would therefore request the Commission to imple-
ment this Programme as a matter of utmost urgency,
since the lack of really effective discipline is costing
lives every day.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, lllember of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, the Commission wishes to associate itself
with Parliament's concern about the tragic accident
referred to in this motion for a resolution and also
with the condolences offered by the Parliamenr to the
victims of the accident and to their relations. Obvi-
ously, it is to the relations who are left, rather than to
the victims themselves, that such condolences can
mean most, and it is also among those who are left
that interest is greatest in what is going to be done
about what has happened.
It is disappointing to reflect upon the fact that,
despite the great technical advances that have been
made and despite the widespread application of
modern techniques, accidents of such gravity still
occur. Despite the effors made in the Member States
of the Community, the number of accidents and
diseases resulting from work remains too high. euite
apart from their financial importance, the human and
social consequences of occupational accidents and
diseases are incalculable, and every effort must be
made to reduce their importance.
A more precise knowledge of all the factors which
result in an accident is an essential element in the
prevention of accidents. Only the application of inte-
grated safety, which involves a detailed analysis of the
circumstances and of the human, ergonomic and tech-
nical factors involved, can lead to the organization ol
better and more adequate prevention. Thus, the
Programme of Action on Safery and Health at lTork
envisages a number of priority actions, including the
establishment of a common statistical methodology in
order to assess with sufficient accuracy the frequency,
gravity and causes of accidents at work, the undei-
taking of a joint study of the application of the princi-
ples of accident prevention and of ergonomics in the
design, construction and utilization of plant and
machinery and an analysis of the provisions and
measures governing the monitoring of the effective-
ness of safety and protection arrangements.
In carrying out thcse actions, the Contnrission is
taking into account the expericrrce gaincd fronr thc
iron^and stec'l industry. As examplcJof this activity,
thc Commission has publishcd a siucly on comprehen-
sive accidcrrt control for prevcnting accidents causedin industry. In addition, tlre Conrnrission is currcntly
undcrtaking a study in this area concerned with detcr_
mining the causes of accidents.
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!7ith regard to specific information concerning this
accident, the Commission is aware that the German
authorities are carrying out a full and thorough investi-
gation and therefore the matter is at present szD
judice. It is anticipated that the resulting report will
be made available to the Commission when these
investigations have been completed. Some provisional
information that is already available indicates that this
accident was caused by an explosion of aluminium
dust arising from a grinding operation. The presence
of Italian workers would appear to be an unfortunate
coincidence. There is no evidence that immigrants in
general are more susceptible to accidents, certainly in
this field, than other people ; nevertheless, within the
Action Programme on Safery and Health at work
there is a specific and priority action concerned with
the provision of information and the education of
migrant workers. The Commission is well advanced in
carrying out this action and the study has already
been finished which will be used as a background
document for firm proposals.
The Commission would like to thank the Parliament
for giving to the problem of accident prevention the
merit it deserves. It goes without saying that it is an
ensemhle of actions that is being undertaken under
the programme, but it is dependent upon the means
and manpower available and necessary to carry it out.
The question, as the Parliament knows, is particularly
difficult to resolve, and any support which can be
given by the Parliament to aid the Commission to
defend these priorities before the Council will be very
much appreciated.
President. 
- 
I note that rro one else wishes to speak'
The motion for a resolution will bc Put to the votc, as
it stands, at the end of the sitting.
The debate is closed.
15. Eartbquake in Yugoslaoia
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. 120179), tabled by Mr Adams on behalf of
the Socialist Group, on Community aid to the
Yugoslav earthquake victims.
Mr Adams has decided not to give an oral introduc-
tion.
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, lVember of the Comrnission. 
- 
Mr
President, following the earthquake which struck the
province of Montenegro on April 15th, contacts were
immediately made with the Yugoslav Government
and the specialized organizations, namely the United
Nations Disaster Relief Office and the League of Red
Cross Societies. From these contacts it was learnt that
all vital needs, tents, food, medecine etc. had been
met by 20th April. However, other urgent needs must
still be met. On that account the League of Red Cross
Societies asked on April 24th for emergency aid to
build health centres and to provide them with
medical equipment and the supply of means of trans-
port. In response to this request and following the
contacts with the Yugoslav Government, the Commis-
sion on 25th April decided to grant 300 000 EUA in
emergency aid under Article 950 of the budget, for
the supply of essential goods, that is, construction
materials, prefabricated units, medical equipment,
vehicles etc.
The request to the Commission to speed up the trade
negotiations now going on with Yugoslavia is a point
that has also been mentioned in connection with this
motion. These are of course somewhat different
matters, but as we are talking about Yugoslavia, I
would like to say that certainly the Commission is
anxious to conclude such an agreement. It is aware of
the great concern expressed by the Yugoslav authori-
ties. !7e must not, however, underestimate the size of
the problems involved in these negotiations, which
aim in some ways to change radically the Commu-
nity's links with Yugoslavia. The process was initiated
by the signing of the joint declaration of Belgrade on
2 December which laid the basis of a new arrange-
ment between Yugoslavia and the Community. The
current agreement with Yugoslavia expired on 3l
August 1978, but is still in effect by tacit renewal. The
Council gave the Commission negotiating directives
in February 1978. An initial round took place in
March 1978. It was not conclusive, since the Yugoslav
side contested the contents of the Community's offer.
The Commission therefore initiated a process of
improving the offer, which meant having to change
the approach to EEC-Yugoslavia problems at trade
level. The Commission laid its proposal before the
Council in October 1978. The Council deliberated on
them in November and December and gave the
Commission a mandate at the beginning of this year
to open negotiations with Yugoslavia. The Commis-
sion indicated to the Yugoslav authorities that the
Conrmunity was willing to begin ncgotiations tt the
cnd of April. Thc Yugoslav Govcrnnrcrrt infornrcd thc
Commission on 24 April that it was willing to bcgin
negotiations with thc Conrnrunity during next 
-fune.
'We are now, thcrefore rcaching the crucial phase of
thcsc ncgotiations and we hope to wrrrd thcm up
succcssfully ovcr thc rrext few ntorrths.
In conclusion, I should like to make the following
comments. These negotiations have clearly entailed
lengthy preparatory work. It must be fully realized
that the scale of the agreement will be incomparably
larger than that of previous agreements and therefore
requires meticulous preparation on both sides. This is
also because of problems of external strategy for the
Yugoslav authorities, problems which were put to Mr
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Haferkamp last June and which were brought to the
attention of Parliament particularly during the visit of
the Parliament's delegation to Yugoslavia last Spring. I
felt, in view of the concern expressed in the House,
Mr President, that it would be wise to cover the
second point as well as the first, and I hope the
Members find this helpful.
President. 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote, as
it stands, at the end of the sitting.
The debate is closed.
16. Decision on erddication of African
swine feaer in lllalta
President. 
- 
The rext item is the report without
debate (Doc. 73179) dnwn up by Mr Albertini on
behalf of the Committee on Agriculture on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
decision granting financial aid from the Communiry for
the eradication of African swine fever in Malta.
I note that no one wishes to speak. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote, as it stands, at the
end of the sitting.
17. Decision on eradication of African
swine feuer in Spain
President. 
- 
The next item is the report without
debate, (Doc.34179) drawn up by Mr Ney on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
decision on a financial contribution from the Commu-
niry to Spain for the eradication of African swine fever.
I note that no one wishes to speak. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote, as it stands, at the
end of the sitting.
18. Decision on tbe campaign against
foot-and-moutb disease in Soutb-East Europe
President. 
- 
The next item is the report without
debate (Doc. 32179) drattn up by Mr Ney on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council for a
decision on a financial contribution to the campaign
against foot-and-mouth disease in South-East Europe.
I note that no one wishes to speak. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote, as it stands, at the
end of the sitting.
19. Regulation on tbe preaention
of classical swine feoer
President. 
- 
The next item is the report without
debate (Doc. 331791 drawn up by Mr Ney on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture, on
the proposals from the Commisston to the Council for a
reguiation introducirrg Conrnrunity measures for the prev-
ention of classical swine fever.
I have received from Mr Ryan and Mr L'Estrange an
amendment to the motion for a resolution contained
in this report.
I call Mr Nielsen.
Mr Brondlund Nielsen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I
would simply like to move this amendment very
briefly and call on the House to adopt it. It concerns
the problenrs which have to be solved to give us
con.rplete security as regards veterinary health before
tlre frontiers are opened and I believe that we should
recognize the fact by voting in favour of the proposed
anrendnrent, which l understand has been accepted by
thc rapporteur, Mr Ney.
President, 
- 
I note that no one else wishes to speak.
The motion for a resolution, with the amendment
which has been tabled will be put to the vote at the
errd of tlre sitting.
20. Votts
President, 
- 
The next itenl is the vote on motions
for resolutions on which the debate has closed. I put
to the vote the resolution contained in the Zilrt.r
rtport (Doc. 666/78): Visit b.1' Ettrofurn Ptrlidntnt
dtlt'gttion to 
.ldPd,, in Octttfur 1978.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the nrotion for a reso-
lution contained in tlre N1'Dorg rcport (Doc. 53/79):
Di rcclirrs on tt1 ttipmcnl .ln.l trn'.t.ttt,'(,ttt',t1.\.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
I put to the votc he motion for a resolu-
tiorr contained in thc.fttng rcfort (Doc.50/79): Dircc'
lit't' ott ou'tt-ttc.'ott,tl .itr,'idgt' o.l uoorl., b.1' rold.
Thc rcsolution is adoptcd. I
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the resolution
contained in the Luster report (Doc, 674/78): Petition
on excbange losses.
' 
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The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the resolution
contained in the Zrr.tro' r(lrort (Doc 673/78): l>ttition
on tinpltr Contnttnit-1','(Ktldttoni
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Lemp rcpott (Doc. 35/79):
Rcgttlation ctn a 
.fi.tbtriu; .tgt'c(tnt,tt bcttt'tcn CLt,tdld
and tfu EEC.
The resolution is adopted. I
Presdent. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a resolu-
tion contained in the Liogier rcfort (Doc. 72/79):
Rtgtlation on 
.lrttit tnd xgttablt.t.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
!(e now come to the motion for a reso-
lution tabled by lllr Corie (Doc. 122/79), on EEC-
Norwegian fkhing relations,
I put the preamble and paragraph I to the vote.
The preamble and paragraph I are adopted.
On paragraph 2, I have Amendment No I tabled by
Mr Nielsen, seeking to reword this paragraph as
follows:
2. Calls upon the Commission and Council to start fisheries
negotiations to ensure that agreements entered into shall
be fully implemented by all parties.
I7hat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Brsndlund Nielsen. deputy rapPorteur. 
- 
(DK)
Mr President, I can only repeat what I said before : I
am not schizophrenic, and even in my capacity as
rapporteur I can recommend my own proposal for an
amendment. I also welcome what has been said,
namely that negotiations are in progress with Norway.
I know the Norwegians, our northern neighbours, well
enough to tell you that they are reasonable people and
that we do not need to threaten them with a trade war
to obtain a reasonable result. I recommend that we
vote in favour of the amendment.
President. 
- 
I put the amendment to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted I
President. 
- 
I put to the votc lhe rc.toltttirtrt tublul
b.1' Nr Klcf.'dt tnd otht'r: (Dot 108/79/rc'). on
ttr!!cilt htrntdilit.t,'id,t dil lot tlrc fofttlattrttt ot
Ilgu ndt.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
I put to the vote lhe ntotitttt lor rt rttrt
Itrtion ttblttl 141'tVrt Sqtttrcialtrlti ctnl rttfurt (l)ot'
I I 7/79), 0,t .tccid(nt.i ttt trork.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
I put to the votc llte tttttlirttt.lot rt tt-trt'
Itttittn tablttl b.1' tVr Addnt.' (Doc, 120/79), on !ht
urtlrqtr,thr in l'ttsrrltrit.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
I put to the vote lhe ntrtlirttr.fot'rt rcto'
lution tontrtintd in tlrc Albtrtini rtftort (Doc. 73/79):
Dtcision nntcnting thc crudic,tlion rtl Alrtattt ,tt'ittt'
.furtr tn Multrt.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Nc.1' rcfort (Dot. 34/79) : Dcct'
.tiott t'ottctrning tfu trctditttlion tt.f A.lrican :tittt
.furcr irt Sprin.
The resolution is adopted. I
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Ney report (Doc. 32/79): Deci-
sion on tbe campaign against foot-and-moutb disease
in Soutb-East Europe.
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The resolution is adopted.
President. 
- 
rU(e come now to the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Nt.1' rtfort (Dtrc. 33/79) ; l?tgtt-
lution on tl* f rc*ntittn o.f clut.ticrrl tu.int .fct'tr.
I put the preamble and paragraph I to the votc.
The preamble and paragraph I are adopted.
Afte r paragraph I I have Amendment No l, tabled by
Mr Ryan and Mr L'Estrange, adding a new paragraph :
Stresscs thc importancc of an cxtension of the deroga-
tions currently grantecl to thc United Kingdom,
Dcnnrark and Ireland, most rcccntly undcr Drrective
T9llllIEEC, until sr,ch time as Communiry measures are
sccn to be operating satisfactorily.
I put the amendment to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
21 . Dates and agenda of tbe next part-session
President. 
- 
There are no other items on the
agenda. I thank the representatives of the Council and
Commission for their contributions to our debate.
' 
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The enlarged Bureau proposes that our next sittings
be held in Luxembourg during the week from 7 to I I
May 1979.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
At its meeting of 25 April 1979, the enlarged Bureau
drew up a draft agenda for the next part-session and
recommends that it be adopted now.
Are there any objections ?
The order of business is adopted as it stands in the
minutes of proceedings of today's sitting.
22. Approaal of tbe minutes
President. 
- 
Rule 17 (2) of the Rules of Procedure
requires me to lay before Parliament, for its approval,
the minutes of proceedings of this sitting, which were
written during the debates.
Are there any comments 7
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
23. Adjoumment of the session
President. 
- 
I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned.
The sitting is closed.
Qhe sitting uds closed at 11.20 a.m)


